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INTRODUCTION

Mr. TRAXLER. We will convene the hearing on the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency and their fiscal year 1992 appropria-
tions request. We are pleased to welcome Mr. Wallace Stickney,
the Director of the agency, and he has an impressive biography
that we will insert in the record.

This is your first appearance before the Subcommittee. We want
to welcome you. We are pleased to have you aboard. Your agency is
one of our favorites and you perform a very vital and important
function. How are you doing?

Mr. STICKNEY. Very well, sir.
Mr. TRAXLER. It is good to see you. Who do you want to intro-

duce? Who is your first team?
Mr. STICKNEY. I would like to introduce the first team, if I may,

sir. I have with me Tom Kranz, who is the Associate Director for
External Affairs; Tony Lopez, Associate Director for National Pre-
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paredness; Grant Peterson, from the State and Local Programs and
Support.

Mr. TRAXLER. We will be pleased to insert your statement for the
record and would be very happy to hear from you in any fashion
that you choose to proceed.

Mr. STICKNEY. Thank you, sir. I have an abbreviated statement,
which I would like to read, if I might, although it will take about
ten minutes, unless you would prefer to go directly to questions, we
can do that as well.

OPENING REMARKS

Mr. TRAXLER. Why don't we just take a few minutes and have
you tell us what you think the highlights of this year's budget re-
quest are. How is the agency doing?

Mr. STICKNEY. We are doing quite well, sir.
Mr. TRAXLER. What do you want to tell us? It is not often you get

an opportunity to tell us how your agency is doing.
Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, when I came down here, I realized that FEMA

is a real-time agency. It is clear since. I have been here that that
was an accurate observation. In the seven months since I have
been here, we have worked very hard at bringing this group to-
gether as a management team.

I am really pleased to see the advantages of that playing out on
a very regular basis, as we are able to utilize all of the resources
available for emergency management to serve the public.

I am also impressed at how difficult some of the work is. We did
have crews leaving for the South Pacific Christmas Day to deal
with typhoons there, and we have just heard that two of our em-
ployees out there were attacked on the island of Uman by Chuuk
citizens who apparently did not like their decision on a public as-
sistance project.

Mr. TRAXLER. We will probably be hearing from Ms. Pelosi later
today. I suggest you call your security detail now. She is not vio-
lent, she is just special.

Mr. STICKNEY. In fact, I had no idea this work was that danger-
ous.

Our budget compares favorably with last year's budget. We have
included some increases in our Management and Administration
account to allow for some additional oversight of the accounts, and
increases for natural hazards. Beyond that, things are essentially
the same as last year.

REORGANIZATIONS

We hope that we have achieved some further efficiencies by our
changes in organization at the National Fire Academy and the
Emergency Management Institute, where we have given Olin
Greene and Grant Peterson direct responsibility for operating
those schools. I believe that this is going to result in programs
which are much closer to the user populations and hopefully a co-
operative program, more cooperative program all the way around.
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DISASTERS

We are now dealing with 18 disasters as of this fiscal year-the
small to middling kind which don't attract a whole lot of attention,
but require a significant outlay of funds-and it looks like we are
on to another record year in terms of numbers, anyway, of disas-
ters.

That is a very brief opening statement, and rather than going
through a long litany of the changes I would like to submit my
statement for the record.

[The information follows:]
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
HONORABLE WALLACE E. STICKNEY

Wallace E. Stickney was appointed Director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) by President Bush and confirmed by the
U.S. Senate August 4, 1990. He had been the Commissioner of the
New Hampshire Department of Transportation since 1985.

FEMA is the central point of contact within the Federal Government
for emergency planning, mitigation, response and recovery to any
natural or man-made disaster which might occur.

As Director, Stickney is responsible for the programs and
activities of FEMA and its some 2,400 staff members nationwide.

Stickney, 56, is a registered engineer. In his previous position
he oversaw a total reorganization of the New Hampshire Department
of Transportation, gained legislative approval of the Governor's
10-year highway plan, transformed the Turnpikes System to an
enterprise fund supported by revenue bonding, and directed the
construction of a record expansion of State facilities.

He has been a college instructor, town engineer and office director
with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) during his career,
which began in 1959 as an instructor in physics and engineering
mechanics at Wentworth Institute in Boston.

Three years later he became Town Engineer for the community of
Salem, N.H. In 1966 he joined the U.S. Department of Interior's
Water Program, which eventually evolved into the EPA, Region I.
There he served 3 years as Federal activities coordinator and
another 8 as Director of the Environmental and Economic Impact
Office.

After a year at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University, he returned to New Hampshire in 1983 as a Special
Assistant for Environmental Affairs to Governor John. H. Sununu.
In that capacity, he served as staff chairman of the National
Governors Association's Acid Rain Task Force, coordinated the work
of New Hampshire's environmental agencies, and developed the
groundwork for legislative approval for a formal environmental
reorganization, which resulted in the establishment of the State
Department of Environmental Services.

Stickney is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, a
past member of the Salem Planning Board and a former Commissioner
of the Southern Rockingham Regional Planning Commission.

He received a bachelor's degree in civil engineering from the New
England College in 1959, holds a Master of Science degree in
engineering from Northeastern University, and earned a Master's in
Public Administration from Harvard University in 1981.

Stickney is married and the father of four grown children.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We appear before you today to present testimony on the budget
request for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for
fiscal year 1992.

The total requested for all appropriations is $723,515,000. The
outlay request is $854,697,000, and FEMA's full-time equivalent
needs are estimated at 2,734. Compared to 1991, requested
appropriations increase by $160,540,000, outlays decrease by
$542,674,000, and full-time equivalents increase by 30.

The 1992 budget request for FEMA's operating accounts is
$442,940,000, an increase of $17,316,000, or approximately 4%, over
1991. The increase includes funds to support FEMA's full
complement of requested workyears, to provide for specific
initiatives such as enhanced disaster assistance and earthquake
hazard reduction efforts, and funding for uncontrollable cost
increases, including GSA rent increases, the three-month 1992 cost
of the 1991 pay increase, and for the January, 1992 pay raise.

OVERVIEW

The Federal Emergency Management Agency carries out a wide range of
program responsibilities for emergency planning, preparedness,
response, and recovery, as well as hazard mitigation.

With the exception of the request for the Disaster Relief Fund and
the Emergency Food and Shelter Appropriation, FEMA's 1992 request,
in general, contains no marked changes from the 1991 enacted
levels. In 1992, an appropriation of $185 million is being
requested for the Disaster Relief Fund which received no
appropriated funds in 1991. For the Emergency Food and Shelter
Program, an appropriation of $100,000,000 is being requested.
While this represents a reduction of $34,000,000 (25%) to FEMA's
emergency program, the request really reflects a shift of resources
to homeless assistance programs of other agencies believed to
provide more comprehensive and longer term approaches. Total
proposed government-wide funding for targeted homeless assistance
programs will remain at one billion dollars, an increase of 13
percent over the 1991 enacted level. While the National Earthquake
Program, Disaster Relief Administration, and the Office of
Inspector General are requesting significant resource increases in
1992, the Technological Hazards, Management and Administration,
Federal Preparedness, Training and Fire, Flood Insurance and
Mitigation, and Emergency Food and Shelter Pro rams vary by no more
than 5% from 1991 resource levels, with a slight decrease in the
funding for the Civil Defense activity. While the request for
appropriations increases as noted above, the outlay estimate for
1992 decreases sharply, mainly because the majority of outlays from
the Hugo and Loma Prieta disasters occurred in 1990 or are
estimated for 1991 and then drop significantly in 1992.

In operating programs, specific increases in both staff and funding
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have been requested to provide enhanced emergency capabilities and
to help mitigate the potential effects of future disasters and
emergencies. Under the National Earthquake Program and Other
Hazards activity, resources are targeted for enhancements to the
existing earthquake program. The Training and Fire Programs will
use increased resources to make needed training facility
improvements, for curriculum enhancements, for sprinkler research,
and for a hazardous materials information program for first
responders. The Disaster Relief Administration request contains
increased workyoars and funds for enhanced program monitoring,
financial control, and revision of program regulations.
Enhancements to the Management and Administration Activity will
provide for regional information systems coordinators, continued
emphasis on improvements to the financial management system,
meeting the requirements of the Chief Financial Officers Act,
contract closeouts, ahd various uncontrollable price increases.

Other increases include resources for the Inspector General
appropriation to meet the requirements imposed on the Office as the
result of the creation of a statutory Inspector General in FEMA and
the Chief Financial Officers Act. Estimates for the National
Insurance Development Fund (NIDF) assume the continuation of the
Crime Insurance Program through September 30, 1995.

The 1992 request contains two changes in presentation. A new
activity, funded from the Disaster Relief Fund, called the Disaster
Assistance Direct Loan Program Account, will provide for a loan
subsidy and administrative expenses associated with states share
loans made by FE A under cost sharing provisions of the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. In
addition, for the Flood Insurance and Mitigation activity, funding
will be derived by reimbursement from the National Flood Insurance
Fund, rather than by a transfer of unobligated balance from that
Fund, as in the past.

In 1992, FENA is proposing in appropriation language to recover
fully the direct expenses of the Radiological Emergency
Preparedness Program from the utility companies serviced in the
licensing process with the funds being retained by FEMA. In
addition, the full cost of the Flood Insurance and Mitigation
activity will be recovered from flood insurance policyholders, as
required by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

CIVIL DEFENSE

FEMA requests $153,626,000 and 380 workyears, a decrease of
$4,880,000 and 6 workyears from 1991, for the Civil Defense
activity in order to support the continued development and
maintenance of base line, all hazard, emergency management
preparedness and response capabilities at the Federal, State and
local levels of government. The requested decrease is a modest
reduction of 3.1%, but it is in line with current budget
constraints and supports the administration's cost cutting measures
to reduce the deficit.
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The Office of Civil Defense is part of a proposed reorganization
which consolidates emergency response planning for all hazards, and
continues a consolidated approach to providing guidance and
assistance to State and local governments for capabilities such as
personnel, planning, emergency operating facilities, and
communications that are common to all emergencies and unique to all
forms of attack. I believe that this consolidation will provide a
much-needed integrated and coordinated approach to response
planning. Under this new concept, the Office of Civil Defense will
also assume organizational responsibility for the Urban Search and
Rescue initiative, for updating the Federal Response Plan and the
Radiological Emergepcy Response Plan, and for exercising these
plans. This organizational approach highlights FEMA's emphasis on
response planning and on civil defense As an all hazards approach
to emergencies.

The 1992 request represents a continuation of the balanced approach
which began in 1989 to focus on these base line capabilities and is
designed to reduce capability shortfalls by building an in-place,
survivable crisis management capability at the State and local
levels while relying on the development of a "surge" capability to
satisfy the civil defense needs that can be deferred and require a
large capital investment for their development. The primary use of
the funds requested will be for grants to States to help State and
local governments establish and maintain a capability to prepare
for and respond to all maJor emergencies. This includes paying for
a significant part of the salary and related overhead cost of
approximately 7,000 emergency managers development and testing of
emergency operations plans and procedures: training of paid and
volunteer emergency responders, i.e., police, fire, public works,
medical, emergency management, Red Cross, Amateur radio operators,
and other volunteers: and the maintenance of communications and
hardware systems.

Plans are being made for surging the upgrade of communications
equipment and emergency operations centers, installation of
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) protection for Emergency Broadcast
System stations, and the recruitment and training of radiological
defense monitors and shelter management teams in the event of a
crisis. The approaches developed are currently being field tested.
However, surge implementation is time sensitive, requiring anywhere
from six to twelve months to achieve its objectives.

Last year the Administration established an interagency committee
to assess civil defense program requirements in light of current
events. Subsequently, the House Armed Services Committee directed
the Administration to undertake a major review of civil defense
policies. Any decisions based on this assessment will be
incorporated in next year's request.

NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS

The request for the National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards
activity is $20,217,000 and 66 workyears, an increase of $2,667,000
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and S workyearo over the 1991 current estimate. This activity
supports FEMA's statutory responsibilities as lead agency for the
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program and encompasses
programs which work with State and local governments, volunteer and
educational organizations and the private sector to reduce the
potential loss of life and property from earthquakes, hurricanes,
unsafe dams and related natural hazards. This is accomplished
through comprehensive programs of mitigation, preparedness and
response planning, training and public education.

Both Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake illustrated the
benefits of and continuing need for these programs. Planning
efforts supported under the Hurricane program led to the successful
evacuation of thousands of residents prior to Hurricane Hugo, and
the earthquake mitigation and preparedness efforts undertaken with
FEMA planning support and exercises in the San Francisco Bay area
played a significant role in reducing the loss of life and property
from building collapses in the Loma Prieta earthquake.

Increases in 1992 for the National Earthquake Program will
emphasize expanding development of seismic design provisions for
now and existing buildings expanding mitigation activities and
strengthening FEMA's capability to effectively fulfill its
statutory responsibilities as lead agency of the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP).

TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS

The request for Technological Hazards is $11,310,000 and 117
workyears, an increase of $207,000 over 1991. This activity
supports FEMA's effort to provide technical and financial
assistance in developing and fostering Federal, State, and local
capabilities to prepare for, respond to, and mitigate the
consequences of technological emergencies. The Technological
Hazards budget activity is comprised of the Radiological Emergency
Preparedness and Hazardous Materials Programs.

In 1992, under its Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP)
Program, FEMA will continue to assess the adequacy of State, local,
and utility emergency planning and preparedness around fixed
nuclear power facilities. Under the Hazardous Materials Program,
FEMA will continue to emphasize development of a comprehensive
exercise program with which to assess emergency planning and
response capabilities at the State and local level. Additionally,
FEMA will continue to expand the services and enhance the
accessibility of the joint FEMA/Department of Transportation (DOT)
Hazardous Materials Information Exchange, a major information
source for State and local governments.

In the near future, FEMA will issue a final rule to establish fees
that will be charged to utilities for services which are site-
specific in nature, and which are performed by FEMA under the REP
program. In keeping with the Administration's continuing emphasis
on user fees, the 1992 budget proposes to recover the full cost of
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the REP program from the utility companies serviced in the
licensing process. The fees would be credited as offsetting
proprietary receipts of the Agency.

FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS

The request for Federal Preparedness is $156,374,000 and 942
workyears, a net increase of $6,643,000 and a decrease of 35
workyears from 1991. Because the bulk of the requested increase is
to provide adequate funding for the workyears requested for 1992,
the major portion of this increase is in the Government
Preparedness Program, where 92% of the Federal Preparedness
workyears are requested.

This request continues operation of the Emergency Information and
Coordination Center. This program provides national-level
emergency "managers with data, communications support, and
facilities to direct the national response to a wide range of
emergencies.

In addition, this request provides funding for the Mobilization
Preparedness and the Federal Readiness and Coordination programs.
The Mobilization Preparedness Program ensures that Federal
departments and agencies have in place plans, systems, procedures
and resources to support national emergency mobilization, including
civil sector support to a military mobilization. Under the Federal
Readiness and Coordination Program, FEMA provides guidance to the
Federal departments and agencies to prepare for and effectively
respond to national security emergencies: manages the Federal
response and recovery in the event of such emergencies; and plans,
coordinates, and conducts national security exercises.

TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

The 1992 request for Training and Fire Programs is $30,862,000 and
124 workyears, a net decrease of $1,251,000 and an increase of 10
workyears from 1991. This activity provides the funds for the
support necessary to develop and deliver the programs that prepare
Federal, State, and local officials, emergency first responders,
volunteer groups, and the public to meet the responsibilities and
challenges of domestic emergencies through planning, mitigation,
preparedness, response, and long term recovery. Fire prevention
and control activities are developed and delivered through the
United States Fire Administration and educational programs are
accomplished through the Emergency Management Institute, and the
National Fire Academy.

The 1992 request includes increases for curriculum enhancements;
facility improvements: expanding residential sprinkler research and
application, particularly the development and research of an
effective self-contained system for mobile homes and single-family
residences in rural areas; and full implementation of a viable
hazardous materials information program for first responders.
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Since our appearance before this Committee last year and after
review and consultation, I have made the decision to place the
National Fire Academy back under the organizational control of the
United States Fire Administration and place the Emergency
Management Institute under the State and Local Programs and Support
Directorate. Both training institutions will continue to co-exist
at the Emmitsburg facility with the United States Fire
Administrator responsible for the operation of the facility.
Program coordination between the National Fire Academy and the
Emergency Management Institute will be a continuing emphasis.

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

The 1992 request for Management and Administration includes
$52,275,000 and 477 workyears, a net increase of $7,483,000 and 10
workyears over the 1991 current estimate. The net increase in this
activity includes resources to eliminate the backlog of security
investigations and contracts which need to be closed out.
Moreover, the increase in resources will continue to fund
improvements to the Agency's financial management systems as well
as the requirements of the Chief Financial Officers Act and will
provide information systems coordinators to the regions to assist
them in coping with the increased agency reliance upon automated
systems. Additional resources are also requested for
uncontrollable cost increases for rent, supplies, equipment, and
maintenance.

INSPECTOR GENERAL

In 1992, FEMA is requesting $5,144,000 and 70 workyears for
Inspector General activities, an increase of $1,793,000 and 10
workyears over 1991. The increases requested for 1992 will be
utilized to improve the audit cycle with expanded coverage of FEMA
programs and operations, to conduct pre-award contract audits and
contract close-out audits, to reduce the backlog of complex high
dollar volume investigations, and to conduct audits required by the
Chief Financial Officers Act.

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND

In 1990, the National Flood Insurance Program's (NFIP) policy base
increased by over 175,000, or 8 percent, to approximately 2.4
million policies. This is just one indicator of the success of the
NFIP's partnership with the private insurance industry as the most
effective means of promoting the sale of flood insurance policies,
providing improved services to insurance agents and brokers, and
improved claims services to policyholders, should a catastrophic
flooding event occur. At the end of fiscal year 1990, over 80
companies were actively writing in the program, representing over
1,800,000 policies or 77 percent of all flood insurance policies.

As directed by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, which
authorized the NFIP through September 30, 1995, all costs for the
floodplain management component of the National Flood Insurance
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Program and salaries and expenses for both Insurance Activities and
Floodplain Management will be borne by policyholders. In 1991, a
$25 policyholder service fee and other rating changes will be
implemented to cover these expenses.

In 1992, FEMA is requesting $12,874,000 and 208 workyears for
salaries and expenses for Flood Insurance and Mitigation, a net
increase of $1,796,000 and 5 workyears over 1991. The increase is
necessary to support implementation of the Community Rating System.
This activity, which will credit community mitigation efforts by
reduced flood insurance premiums, will create a major workload for
the regional offices including responding to requests for
information, technical verification of eligible community flood
loss reduction actions, and additional compliance activities. Any
cutback in other activities, in order to met these new demands,
could expose the NFIP and related Federal disaster assistance
programs to greater program expenditures.

NATIONAL INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT FUND

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 3990 authorized the
Federal Crime Insurance Program through September 30, 1995. FEMA
continues to support discontinuation of the program. The program
is expected to continue to require a taxpayer subsidy of over
$1,200,000 per month through 1992 for fewer than 23,000 policies,
of which 86 percent are in five states. In order to make the
program more efficient and less costly to the taxpayer, FEMA will
raise premium rates 15 percent each year as authorized by the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

DISASTER RELIEF

The 1992 appropriation request of $185,000,000 for the Disaster
Relief Fund, coupled with anticipated recoveries of $50,000,000,
will permit obligations of $235,000,000. This represents a prudent
annual resource level for this Fund and reflects an expected return
to a normal year of disaster activity following the unprecedented
disasters and obligations which resulted from Hurricane Hugo and
the Loma Prieta earthquake. Supplemental appropriations of $1.108
billion and $1.1 billion were approved in September 1989 and
October 1989, respectively, to address the combined effects of
these events. There will be a continuing high level of activity
associated with the management and delivery of assistance for
Hurricane Hugo and Loma Prieta during 1992. The primary uses of
Disaster Relief Funds are grants to individuals, families, and
State and local governments. In 1992, FEMA anticipates that it
will support recovery operations in 24 Presidentially-declared
disasters.

The request assumes that FEMA will take over responsibility from
the Department of Education for administering disaster assistance
to elementary and secondary schools, beginning in 1992. Funding
will come from the Disaster Relief Fund. In addition, estimates
assume that FEMA will subsidize up to $6,000,000 in loans for
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states' shares of assistance under the Stafford Act, but assume no
loans under the Community Disaster Loan Program.

EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

FEMA is requesting $100 million to continue support to emergency
food and shelter programs for the homeless through a national board
of major private charities. This funding level reflects a decrease
of $34 million from the 1991 level in accordance with the
Administration's policy of shifting resources into programs that
assist the homeless on a more transitional or permanent basis.
This request is an integral part of President Bush's pledge to
combat homelessness. Government-wide, the Administration proposes
$846 million for McKinney Act programs, a $93 million increase over
the enacted 1991 level. The budget request of $998 million for all
homeless assistance programs is 13 percent above the 1991 enacted
level. In 1992, FEMA's funds will supplement programs for the
needy and homeless at more than 10,000 organizations in 2,300
jurisdictions.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My staff and I will be pleased to answer
any questions.
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LESSONS LEARNED IN HUGO AND EARTHQUAKE

Mr. TRAxLER. We will have questions for you. Thank you for that
opening statement.

FEMA is requesting $448,084,000 for operating programs in fiscal
year 1992. The request is $19,109,000 or 4.5 percent above the fiscal
year 1991 level. In addition, FEMA is requesting $185 million for
the Disaster Relief Fund.

No funds were appropriated for this account in fiscal year 1991.
This total is $184,459,000 for the fund and $541,000 for loan subsi-
dies, a new account created as a result of Federal Credit Reform
and for fiscal year 1992. A total of $100 million if requested for the
Emergency Food and Shelter Program, down from $134 million ap-
propriated in 1991.

FEMA is proposing to fund the Radiological Emergency Pre-
paredness program with offsetting receipts. Finally, the 1992
budget requests a total of 2,624 workyears, an increase of 25 above
the 1991 level.

We are going to move into some general questions. Then I will
turn to Mr. Green and to Mr. Chapman for their inquiries. Let's
talk about the two disasters from the fall of 1989. This committee
is still fixed on those two events.

I don't know if the agency has recovered from these disasters or
not. Those were incredible events that put you to the test at virtu-
ally the same time.

I am sure you are still working to resolve disaster claims. You
have been looking at a "Lessons Learned" report that may help the
agency cope with future double-whammies or perhaps single-wham-
mies.

This month the GAO released a report on Federal, state and
local responses in those disasters. What is happening with your
"lessons learned" report and when will we have a copy of it?

Mr. STICKNEY. We are still looking through that "Lessons
Learned" report, and we should have a copy of that available
within a month or so. I am struck by one particular aspect of the
recovery process that seems to have lengthened the recovery proc-
ess: that is, all of these recovery projects are really projects done by
local governments with our support.

That means they are subject to every rule; building permits,
every piece of ancillary Federal legislation that exists. It turns out
that, for some of these larger projects, it has taken a long time to
work through just the project development process.

Mr. TRAXLER. Do you anticipate that your report will be similar
to the GAO report?

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes. Although I wouldn't have said that a couple
of weeks ago before I saw the GAO report. Actually, I was im-
pressed with the review that the GAO made, with their construc-
tive suggestions and their analysis of what went on, and I think
there is going to be some real commonalities there.

CHANGES BASED ON LESSONS LEARNED

Mr. TRAXLER. Have you started to implement changes based on
the GAO report? Have those events which you have targeted or
have knowledge of in your own investigation of these disasters and
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the performance of the agency served as a catalyst for making
changes?

Mr. STCKam. Yes; we have, sir. One of the highlights of those
changes would be the reorganization within State and Local Pro-
grams which has taken place. One of the lessons learned was that,
in addition to the need to be able to gear up to help with their re-
sponse, the response activity for a large disaster has to be going on
at the same time as the recovery activity. They are actually dual
activities.

In the State and Local Programs' reorganization, we now have
organized it so that in response to a disaster, we will be setting it
up so there will be a person for response as well as recovery.

We will be making better use of our Civil Defense capabilities be-
cause all of our planning for all of our responses and the oversight
of those responses are going to be made from the Office of Civil De-
fense rather thaiffrom two separate organizations. And we really
think that those changes are going to help a lot.

There is one item in lessons learned that we have not come to
complete closure on because I am not comfortable with it yet, sir,
and that is the extent to which FEMA needs its own first response
equipment. As you requested last year, there has been an awful lot
of thought that has gone into that. Grant Peterson's people have
worked hard on it to come up with several proposals.

I just need a little more time to really understand how that
would work, and for my own benefit, knowing whether or not we
have utilized all the capabilities that are available from other
agencies'

Those are the sorts of things-if I might, Grant, are there some
that I have missed here?

Mr. PMWON. I think you have pretty well covered it.
One of the issues is to streamline the delivery of the individual

and family grant programs. We had 385,000 people who came to
100 disaster application centers in about a four- to five-month
period that clearly overloaded our systems, and we were able to
write out checks equaling over $640 million.

But we need to look at high tech, we need to look at computer
systems that will streamline processing of applications and inte-
grate that into an information pool to provide a faster delivery to
individuals. That is one area we are focusing on.

We also need clarification of our instructions, not only to individ-
uals, but also to county commissioners, mayors, governors, to give a
more definitive piece of work to them up front. When we give brief-
ings to local governments, there should be a better understanding
of what their role is as well as ours.

Mr. SncNEv. We also have $350,000 in this budget in the Feder-
al Preparedness activity to provide for training on our communica-
tions systems which came in so handy down in the Virgin Islands,
and we will be utilizing those in exercises, not only with our own
Federal agencies, but with the state and local exercises as well.

It is clear that we have to be able to be assured that that part of
our system is going to work well, too.
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STATE PREPAREDNESS FOR DISASTERS

Mr. TRAXuE. Well, as I said last year, I think the performance
of the agency under the conditions of the double disasters was ex-
ceptional. I am also aware of the fact that the appropriate review
that you are making over these months as to the performance of
the agency is totally appropriate. I commend you for the introspec-
tion, and we hope that, while you have done well, that you will do
better in the future.

More importantly, we hope we never see that situation arise
again. But one of the things we discovered is Mother Nature never
does what you anticipate. Several findings and recommendations
were made in the GAO report and I want to discuss the main ones
with you.

We all know state and local governments have primary responsi-
bility for disaster preparedness with FEMA supplementing those
efforts. You have no means to ensure state preparedness. In fact,
that was the problem in the Virgin Islands, especially give the se-
verity of that disaster, and, of course, you had to step in as a first
responder.

Mr. SncKmm. Yes.
Mr. TRAxL. Do you think that that is an exception? Is it your

judgment that there are a number of States who do not meet your
emergency preparedness standard? We note on page 25 of the
report that the level of preparedness varies greatly from state to
state. How do you intend to meet that problem?

I want to interrupt the hearings and welcome Mr. Lowery who is
the newest member of the subcommittee. This is his first hearing.
How pleased we are to see you. We didn't know if you were a guest
or for real.

Mr. Lowmiy. I have wanted to be on your committee for a long
time, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. TRAxLz. We are delighted you are here. I want to tell you,
this is an honor, and we welcome you. Let's go back to the ques-
tions.

Do a number of the states fail to meet your preparedness stand-
ards, and what can you do to address that problem?

Mr. S=c wY. One of the basic problems is, as I am sure you re-
alize, how to deal with events that might have a hundred-year
return period, and do we gear up on a yearly basis on something
that might happen every hundred years.

It is my impression in my seven month's experience, that our
states, as a whole, probably would respond better than the Virgin
Islands did in that disaster, simply because of the topography, a
land base to operate from instead of being an isolated island.

It is true that emergency preparedness is a state and local re-
sponsibility. As a matter of fact, it is an individual responsibility,
when you come right down to it. Each of us should be as prepared
as we can to take of ourselves and not be an unnecessary burden.
And it is a community responsibility.

One of the things we are finding as we meld our Fire Adminis-
tration activities with emergency planning is that there are a lot of
additional capabilities out there in the State and local governments
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that need to be brought into the entire emergency management
system.

I am speaking about our 1.2 million fire fighters across the coun-
try. And we are encouraging at all levels that we have a better in-
tegrated planning and response and recovery system within the
states.

We are also working with elected officials, meeting with and
working with representatives of the National Association of Coun-
ties, and the National Governor's Association, as well as other na-
tional organization, just to impress upon them-sell them-on the
need for better preparedness.

As we look across the country, at the various programs, I am
struck by the fact that there are as many ways to organize disaster
planning response programs as there are governments, and I ap-
preciate their alternatives. And that is one of the challenges.

INCENTIVES FOR STATE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Mr. TRAXLER. Are there some types of incentives that FEMA can
implement in order to ensure state emergency preparedness, and
what are the steps that you are taking to increase the states' pre-
paredness?

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, I think the fair answer to that is that, except
for our help to better integrate their resources, this budget calls for
about the same level of assistance on preparedness planning and
response.

Grant, is that a fair assessment?
Mr. PETERSON. It is about the same level. We do have, if I might,

sir, a couple of initiatives that we are trying to bring to the fore-
front.

Starting in 1989 we developed the Survivable Crisis Management
concept under the Civil Defense Program which is designed to aid
states specifically with the survivability of their command, control,
and communications capability against all hazards. This is because
one of the things we found so clearly in the states that were im-
pacted, was that their command and control structures were not
survivable.

We have identified clearly that, if a state will write a plan to iden-
tify what its strengths and weaknesses are, we will prioritize its
funding to meet those weaknesses. That is an incentive out of the
Civil Defense funding. We have about 14 states involved in that
right now. About $2 million just went to New York under the Sur-
vivable Crisis Management program, as an example.

Another incentive is to try to take all the elements where we
fund mitigation projects as well as Civil Defense work in all haz-
ards and package them in constructive ways that are coordinated
to encourage states to provide funds.

There is a tremendous problem out there right now with states
and funding, and we heard that loud and clear. The Comptroller
was with the National Emergency Management Association the
other day, and there is a big problem out there in matching money.

We are seeing those problems come to the forefront.
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DISASTER RECOVERY NEED

Mr. TRAxuZi. On page 30 of the report, we note that there are
some questions raised on recovery needs, and you currently require
that state or local emergency plans include recovery strategies. Is
that part of your requirements for state and locals?

Mr. SiicKNzy. Sir, it is my understanding that the emphasis is
on planning and response, not so much on recovery at this point.

Grant, I need some details on that.
Mr. PrRSN. You are absolutely right. This is a lesson learned,

Mr. Chairman, and that is that we have a re-emphasis on planning
and present activities and exercise for natural, technological, and
strategic disasters.

But I don't believe we have placed as much emphasis on the re-
covery-response and recovery in crisis situation-as we should
through our Civil Defense and disaster programs. So we are going
to be emphasizing a broader emphasis on response and recovery. I
think that is a weakness that we are correcting.

Mr. STicKufY. By the way, if I might, sir, there is another aspect
of that, and that is our hopes to get more cooperative ventures
going between the states and with people who have experienced
disasters.

We think there is a lot of expertise that could be brought to bear
from states who have experienced disasters, helping states that are
experiencing disasters. Also, we would like to figure out a way to
utilize people who have successfully gone through a disaster and
recovery process, to assign them as advisors or in some fashion as
helpers to governors or mayors who are going through a disaster.

Mr. PmrszON. May I add an addendum, sir?
Additionally, we found out that we have a tremendous amount of

talent out there in the emergency management community that we
fund through the Civil Defense program. We fund about 30 percent
of the salaries of around 6,500 individuals in state and local govern-
ments.

We have identified a problem of where all of these people are
when there is a major catastrophic event focused on one state. Can
we bring people from other states who are the emergency manage-
ment specialists for those states and support a state that is under
duress?

We have asked the National Emergency Management Associa-
tion and the National Coordinating Council on Emergency Manage-
ment to work initially to help us identify how those resources
could, in a manner that would be compatible with their state and
local governments, be of assistance to a state or states that are
heavily impacted.

Mr. TRAxL=. Mr. Green.

USING TRAINED EMERGENCY MANAGERS IN DISASTERS

Mr. GREEN. When we were in South Carolina, One of the things,
that struck me was that in almost every case, it turned out the
local government has someone trained through your program, but
that wasn't the person to whom the local chief executive turned
when disaster struck.
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So I don't know what you do about that-either you have got to

get them to send the person they are going to rely on or you have
got to let them know somehow that thep do have a trained person
they are going to be turning to.

But as a result, a lot of what you invested in wasn't brought to
bear because the local chief executive is looking somewhere else.

Mr. PETERSON. There were some of those problems.
Mr. STICKNEY. Representative Green, one of the tasks I have

taken on is visiting governors and mayors and county commission-
ers to make sure I remind them of that. That is a vital need, you
are absolutely right. They have got to train the person they are
going to turn to when disaster strikes; otherwise, it is chaos.

Mr. TRAXLER. You may proceed.
INCREASE IN EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER FUND FOR NEW YORK

CITY
Mr. GREEN. Let me turn to some other aspects of FEMA's activi-

ty which are of particular concern to me.
Phase IX of the Emergency Food and Shelter Funding was re-

cently announced, and I was pleased that New York City's share at
3.8 percent of the total was up from 2.8 percent in the past. But I
wasn't quite sure how that had happened, since my understanding
was the formula hasn't changed since Phase IV. Is it some change
within New York City?

Let me say that I am not wildly enthusiastic about 3.8 percent.
In 1982 we got 3 percent and most studies show us with about 16
percent of the homeless. But I am curious where we stand on the
formula and what is happening.

Mr. STICKNEY. I am pleased that the increase was there. I am not
sure I personally know what the reason for the change in formula
is. Do we have that?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes. We are pleased to report because of your in-
terest last year that we can say there was a 1.5 million increase
from $3.6 million to about $5.1 million. But that was under the ex-
isting formula.

There is a higher rate of unemployment than there was in the
previous year. The unemployment can drive the increase in New
York State, sir.

LABOR FORCE STATISTICS IN ALLOCATION FORMULA

Mr. GREEN. In that area, one final question. We had discussed
last year, at pages 23 and 24, the question of the use of labor force
participation statistics in the allocation formula. Since, as we try to
find a surrogate for the hard to count homeless, with many of them
not participating in the labor market, that seemed to be one statis-
tic that might be significant. Have you explored that any further?

Mr. PETERSON. There has been a tremendous amount of discus-
sion, much of it prompted by your concerns, in the full committee,
at the national level, and the results of that have been that while
it is not perfect and there is ongoing analysis, the base formula is
remaining fairly constant from what we have used before.

We also are using statistics that came out of the 1980 census and
we are going to have a whole new batch of information shortly. So
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while we are going to do an ongoing consideration of the validity of
the process being used presently, the Committee, as a whole,
pretty much supports the formula that they are using.

Mr. GREEN. Having watched the census at work last year, while
they did make some efforts to count the homeless, 1 would have to
say that those efforts were spotty at best. And I don't criticize them
too much because it is not an easy population to count, which is
why we do use these formulas.

But I do think the unemployment formula simply reflects the
fact that the original funding for the homeless was in the act initi-
ated by this committee in March 1983 in response to high unem-
ployment at the time, and I don't really think that regional
changes in unemployment necessarily reflect the underlying home-
less problem.

I realize you are looking for some alternative to those numbers.
Mr. PETmRsoN. We did meet with the Bureau of Labor Statistics

as well in reviewing these things a little farther but found not a
high degree of productivity other than the information we received.

Mr. STICKNEY. I have had a chance to visit a couple of the local
boards and see the work they do. The money from this program
seems to be going to help people, who for one reason or another,
are having short-term problems, but who they think will be able to
recover and be on their own. Funds just get them over the hump.

Because of the way the program is set up, I think it won't reach
those hard-core homeless and we may have to look to different pro-
grams for that.

INTEREST PAYMENTS FOR CRIME INSURANCE

Mr. GREEN. That is a good observation. I would certainly be in-
terested in being kept informed as you explore that.

Let me turn to the insurance programs, and let me start with
the one that is closest to my heart, the crime insurance program.

In our discussion of this program that we had, I guess it was late
last year or middle of last year, it struck me that the loss you are
experiencing in the program is about equal to the interest that you
owe the Treasury each year on the borrowings that cover past
losses.

Mr. SCHAUERTE. That is correct. It will be about $16 million this
year.

Mr. GREEN. And your loss on the program including that?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. Cumulative losses are about $140 million and we

pay a little over a million dollars right now as far as the interest
on that loan.

Mr. GREEN. What I was trying to establish, for the record here,
was the fact that if this committee were to act to liquidate your
loan to the Treasury, at that point, this program would be running
on a break even basis?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. No, sir, we would still be losing money, about
$14 million.

Mr. GREEN. Per year?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. Per year.
Mr. GREEN. That is what you have been losing?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. GREEN. After the interest?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. That is right.
Mr. GREEN. But at any rate, then, over 75 percent of your annual

losses would be eliminated if we eliminated the requirement to pay
interest to the Treasury?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. There would still be a loss to the program, but
you are right. If the debt was forgiven, we would certainly be much
better off.

RATE INCREASE FOR CRIME INSURANCE

Mr. GREEN. The occasion for our getting together was the pro-
posed 15 percent rate increase that you had announced. How is
that working out?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. The 15 percent increase was on commercial poli-
cies. The Federal Crime Insurance Program overall is about three
to one in favor of residential policies, and we are considering a 15
percent across the board this year on all policies.

Let me say it is still not working out. The program itself is still
in decline. We discussed that in the past. We are losing about 9.4
percent of policies per year.

Mr. GREEN. Obviously increasing the predominant--
Mr. SCHAUERTE. You see, there is market availability in some

states for insurance, and some states do have state programs which
will assume those risks. I think that the state of Michigan, for ex-
ample, has solved their problem with a state pool.

As we make these 15 percent increases year after year, and we
are authorized to do that, we will probably exceed the premium
costs.

Mr. GREEN. How much of an increase would you need if you
didn't have to make good the interest on the Treasury debt?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. I can't answer that. I can certainly find out that
answer for you.

[The information follows:]

CRIME INCREASE

If all borrowings of the National Insurance Development Fund, which are estimat-
ed to be $160,290,000 at the end of FY 1991, were forgiven, then the Crime Insur-
ance program could achieve a self-supporting status by the end of FY 1995, if an
approximate 21 percent rate increase were implemented each year for fiscal years
1992 through 1995. The amount of the rate increase needed to achieve a self-sup-
porting status assumes the decline in the number of policies continues at the cur-
rent rate of 10 percent per year, no adverse selection which increases program
losses, and forgiveness of all borrowings at the beginning of FY 1992.

I would assume this: The increase we are authorized to imple-
ment over the next five years is 15 percent compounded. It will
raise the premiums considerably, bring about a different situation
on the cost of crime insurance premiums. We don't know how
many policies we are going to lose because of the higher premiums.

MARKETING CRIME INSURANCE

Mr. GREEN. Let me say that my view as to why the program has
been in chronic decline has been that each year, until recently, the
administration has proposed abolishing it, and I suppose if Aetna
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or Hartford or Prudential announced each yzar that they' were
going out of business, they wouldn't sell a lot of policies either.

So if you turned around and said, we may not like it but Con-
gress has told us to run this program, and therefore we are going
to go out and market it, I bet you it would turn around that de-
cline.

Mr. ScHAuuim It is my undestanding that we have marketed it
in the past with limited success. Our marketing programs however,
are in competition with private company programs. They are the
same insurance products, but our program is subsidized. So if we
sell additional policies we will lose money on each one.

RKONCIIATION OF ACCOUNTING AND TREASURY NUMBERS

Mr. GREE. When I was HUD regional administrator, I viewed
this program as a significant tool in terms of preserving downtown
commercial areas, and I did go actively to the minority press and
to mayors and leaders of the communities in the Federal region,
too, and that may be why you find that the highest participation
rates will be in New York, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.

One other area, the Inspector General's report for the period
ending September 30th, 1990, indicates that we still have a discrep-
ancy between the financial data as it existed at the Treasury De-
partment regarding your agency and the data contained in your
own accounting system. And last year, that amount was $500 mil-
lion, which was a rather large discrepancy, I thought.

The IG's report states, "These findings cast serious doubt over
the accuracy and usefulness of reported data as well as data con-
tained in the agency's accounting system." And I understand that
a management decision on unreconciled cash outlays and balances
for fiscal year 1980 to 1982 is expected this month.

Where does this whole thing stand and what are our chances of
getting the records so that Treasury and you will agree on where
we stand?

Mr. STicmNy. Representative Green, I think the best thing for
me to do with this question is turn the question over to our Comp-
troller who was working on it, George Orrell.

Mr. OmtmL Sir, last year you brought that up and I made the
comment that the money that you mentioned in the disaster fund,
which was an illustration of unliquidated obligations, had not ap-
peared in any audit at that time. Since then, during the past year,
the audit has been completed and that number is not included in
there as a problem.

So what I am saying very directly is, there is not $542 million
floating around free in the disaster fund. Also, I need to indicate
that very specifically, our financial statements relative to the disas-
ter program are very accurate and agreed to, across the program,
the Comptroller's office and in conversations with OMB. To the
larger issue that is reported there, three of the tour findings that
were reported have been completed, and the one you are talking
about has to do with other unliquidated obligations that we had.

We have been working on those fiscal year by fiscal year, driving
them back across all accounts. We have made very, very good
progress on that, including a new instruction across the agency. We
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have looked at all the contracts, for example, and the comprehen-
sive cooperative agreements that we also do with the states.

The specific finding has to do with some of the years way back at
the beginning of our agency when we inherited records from other
departments and agencies as we formed FEMA. We have not re-
solved that, and the date that is in there is March, and that report
isn't completed, but it is being worked on.

We have made very good progress, we think, based on a very
good IG report.

Mr. GREEN. Is the Inspector General here? Are you satisfied?
Mr. MIUR. Yes, I am. I have checked with my staff and they

agree substantially with what Mr. Orrell has said about the
progress made to date.

Mr. TRAXLER. Mr. Chapman?

HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS PROJECTS

Mr. CHAPMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have just a few questions about some matters that are perhaps

a bit parochial. First, dealing with your hurricane preparedness
program and Texas' disappointment that the study for the Hous-
ton-Galveston project was not funded at the amount requested
after being strongly recommended by the region's director. It is a
three-year program which was fully funded in its first year by
FEMA, and then $100,000 was requested for this year, and only
$60,000 was furnished.

I understand that-or at least they understand that the rationale
was the number of these studies going on nationwide and that a
priority has to be made and there is a limited amount of resources.

I guess my question would be, one, does FEMA or has FEMA
prioritized nine projects within the hurricane preparedness pro-
gram? Is there an actualizing of priority based on need or urgency
for those projects, and would it be possible to get a list of the
projects in that priority?

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir. I must say that our regional director
down there is keeping apprised of that need and does let us know
of his concern about it. Also, that Bob Lanceford went through his
program with me a month or so ago when I visited Austin, and I
have got to admit, after seeing his maps, I finally understood what
the hurricane program was all about. It is an incredibly good pro-
gram.

We have had some funding difficulties with the program. FEMA
has funded projects with the Corps of Engineers in all states but
Texas in the last several years. Although FEMA funds have been
held constant, the Corps suffered a major funding decrease in FY
1991. As a result, the funds available for all projects has been nega-
tively affected.

But in terms of the priority list, I would like to turn that over to
Grant and have him help us with that.

Mr. PETERSON. Thank you, sir.
Our problem at this point in time as well as moving forward into

additional projects is the Corps' decreased funding, and its effect on
ongoing planned projects. This puts a strain on FEMA's funds.
Therefore, we have 12 projects operational right now. We are going



to take our funds which are stable and apply those against the 12
until they are completed.

We have about $680,000 of the $896,000 directly targeted to those
projects. We will give you a listing of the 12 projects for the
record to identify exactly how we plan on bringing these to closure.

[The information follows:]
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HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS STUDIES

The following chart is the expected FY 1992-93 funding for
Hurricane Preparedness Studies for evacuation that are jointly
funded with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and with the State of
Texas for the Galveston/Houston project:

Analysis of Hurricane Population Preparedness
Projects Currently Being Conducted

FEMA FEMA
Funds Needed Expected FY 1992 FY 1993

Project To Complete Completion Funding Funding

1. So. Massachusetts $285,000 FY 1994 $10,000 $100,000
2. Rhode Island 325,000 FY 1994 50,000 25,000
3. Connecticut 115,000 FY 1993 60,000 55,000
4. New York 600,000 FY 1995 100,000 100,000
5. New Jersey 200,000 FY 1994 60,000 50,000
6. Delaware 0 FY 1991 0 0
7. Palm Beach 225,000 FY 1993 70,000 90,000
8. Southeast Louisiana 0 FY 1991 0 0
9. Virgin Islands 150,000 FY 1993 50,000 40,000

10. Puerto Rico 200,000 FY 1994 50,000 40,000
11. Galveston/Houston 140,000 FY 1993 100,000 40,000
12. Oahu, Hawaii 130,000 FY 1993 60,000 70,000
13. Apalachicola * 300,000 FY 1994 70.000 70,000

Total $2,670,000 $680,000 $680,000

* Project initiated in FY 1991 with State of Florida and
local funds for Hurricane Hazard Analysis using the SLOSH
model at no cost to FEMA.

The expected completion dates for all projects except for
Galveston/Houston is based on the Corps of Engineers providing
$300-350,000 per year for these projects. In FY 1991 the Corps of
Engineers contributed about $100,000 for these projects. These
completion dates will be extended if the Corps of Engineers
contribution remains at the FY 1991 reduced level.
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Mr. PETRSON. To take on new projects would continue to affect
the completion of the 12 projects we are working on now-funding
and stretching them further and further into the future.

So I think you will see some focusing and progress towards clo-
sure of those 12 ongoing projects.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS' PARTICIPATION IN HURRICANE PROJECTS

Mr. CHAPMAN. There has been some sense that FEMA preferred
that the Corps of Engineers be the one contractor for those reports.
I guess it is somewhat of a fear that there may be some FEMA bias
toward it being done that way.

Let me ask-in fact, they have been urged to use the Corps of
Engineers. I presume it would be based on your experience.

Is there some preference or does FEMA have a preference for the
Corps of Engineers' involvement in this? And I guess the ultimate
question is, does that reflect in how you end up on a list of prior-
ities, whether or not the Corps of Engineers is involved in a par-
ticular study?

Mr. STicKNEY. Sir, that was raised with me when I was down
there, and my overall impression was at that time that it may well
be a case of experts in the same field disagreeing somewhat as to
what the best approach is.

I came back and asked the question as to whether or not we
indeed were favoring the Corps over I believe Texas A&M that is
doing the work, and the answer was no.

Grant, would you like to expand on that?
Mr. PETERSON. I would agree with that. There has been a part-

nership relationship between FEMA and the Corps jointly funding
hurricane preparedness studies for evacuation since 1982, and I
think that needs to be understood for the record. The Corps has
done a good job for us, and I can put that on the record. That does
not exclude consideration of others.

Mr. CHAPMAN. As I understand it, Texas furnishes a larger pro-
portion of state funds than perhaps any other states. I would urge
you, to recognize what they are about down there to the extent
that FEMA can do so, that the project be supported. It is one they
feel very strongly about and they feel very strong that they are, as
you say, very equal expertise with the Corps as the one they have
contracted.

Mr. STcKNEY. Yes, sir, we will be watching for that. I must say
too, after watching them go through the elements of exercising
that plan, I realized how important an operational item that is and
how much the local officials need it as well. So it is a very impor-
tant thing.

ADEQUACY OF FOOD AND SHELTER FUNDS

Mr. CHAPMAN. It wouldn't upset me if that new energy was re-
flected in allocation of funds. But I appreciate it.

Quickly, let me touch base on another matter, and it is sort of a
follow-up to some questions Congressman Green had, perhaps from
just a bit of a different perspective on the emergency food and shel-
ter program.
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I know from reading your testimony that while the budget de-
creased $100 million, that the total Federal commitment has main-
tained pretty much steady at about a billion dollars. Are you satis-
fied that the allocation of resources, even though there is a reduc-
tion of FEMA funds, is adequate?

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, I can really only comment on the FEMA food
and shelter program. It is the only one I know well.

One of the local boards we visited was Austin, and came away
incredibly impressed with the work that the volunteers do, how
they get a lot of mileage and a lot of leverage out of that money.

I can only say that I believe the program to be incredibly effec-
tive, and its overhead costs are something in the order of 1 percent.
It is incredibly efficient, too.

My understanding of the shift in the money to HUD was that it
is an attempt to get at this chronic base-line alcohol and drug-im-
paired homeless group, and I can only suggest, sir, it is a policy de-
cision that can be made promptly as we work through this process.

UNEMPLOYMENT THRESHOLD FOR FOOD AND SHELTER FUNDS

Mr. CHAPMAN. I know that Mr. Green has expressed some con-
cern about the formula that has been used to meet the emergency
needs. My district is very much on the other side of the coin. It is
multi-county, rural, small communities. In particular, there is
Morris County, Texas, which cannot meet the guidelines because it
is such a small county for direct funding. Because it is such a small
county, it doesn't have the total number of unemployed. However,
the unemployment rate is 17.3 percent. There is a terrible need
there.

Last year they qualified for direct funding because the previous
year's statistics had the unemployment number high enough that
they could qualify for direct funding. This year that number has
dropped below 1000. They did not, therefore, qualify and their
funding amount, although they still qualified under the set-aside
program, dropped from $23,000 to a little over $6,000.

I understand that you think about a thousand people in the uni-
verse of the country, that is not a lot of folks, but when you talk
about a small government subdivision, as this is, we have a tremen-
dous problem there, and yet the cause of the formula, the thresh-
old, if you will, they are unable to qualify for the direct funding.

Is there any chance we could take a look at that and see, just
because there is such a dramatic difference in the amount of
money they receive, and virtually the population and the unem-
ployment statistics are the same. In fact, they tell me there that
the unemployment statistics are down not because there are fewer
unemployed, but because the way of counting them has changed.

So from the standpoint of the Congressman representing the
small jurisdictions, the smaller communities, the small counties,
what kind of trouble do we get into if the threshold of that 1000
were to be lowered so small jurisdictions could perhaps still be
qualified for direct funding?

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, I believe we get into trouble with thresholds
all the time and it is one of the most difficult issues.
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Board to consider a percentage change element, or some such
thing. So that they might take up that concern in their delibera-
tions.

Mr. CHAPMAN. I understand that if you push here, something
may pop there. I understand that is the nature of the beast.To the extent that perhaps that could be explored, where there
are dramatic problems in smaller jurisdictions, the qualifying un-
employment rate may be as high as 11 percent. We have been as
high as 20 percent.

Mr. GREEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Actually, I think your problem is identical to mine.
Mr. TRAxLR. I think the agency is in trouble now.
Mr. GREEN. Because as you describe it, people are dropping out

of the labor force because of their long unemployment, they have
stopped seeking jobs, and therefore they no longer count as part of
the labor force for measuring unemployment.

So you are running into the exact same problem we have. We
have relatively low unemployment, but we also see a much lower
labor force participation rate than other parts of the country.

Mr. CHAPMAN. And you had suggested perhaps that be a consid-
eration in the formulas. I know there are other factors that are in
play and I obviously know there is a limit in resources. It is inter-
esting that in this little community, the difference in $6,020-some-
thing made a dramatic difference in their ability to service the
needs of that community.

If you can check it and perhaps maybe at another time we can
explore those possibilities or get a little more detail about it. I
would appreciate your concern on that.

Mr. STICKNEy. I would be pleased to do that.
[The information follows:]

TimuoLs iN EsMUmNCy FoOD AND SHWL.TM

Each year the National Board reassesses the formula criteria for possible im-
provements that will provide a broader "snapshot" of the needs in any given juri-

iction. However, the Board still considers the 1,000 unemployed criteria as an ade-
quate minimum for direct funding. For this reason the EFS National Board estab-
lished the State Set-Aside (SSA). The Board sets aside 15% of the total appropria-
tion which is distributed to SSA boards in the fifty States and Territories. SSA
boards are not bound to any of the EFS formula criteria and routinely fund many
communities with less than 1,000 unemployed. FEMA and the Board think the cur-
rent formula has served us well as an indicator of need, particularly when supple-
mented by the SSA process.

The Board will be asked to review and consider any changes that will improve the
scope of the program in their next National Board meeting.

VALUE OF FIRE PROGRAMS

Mr. CHAPMAN. One other thing, and this is good news, I notice
that the budget this year has an increase for the first time in sev-
eral years, in fact since I have been the committee, in the fire pro-
grams, and I just want to say that again, for a smaller community,
training is important. Even though it is a distance from us, the
training and travel funds have been enormously helpful and I have
been very pleased to see there was an increase in funding for that.
I congratulate you for that and I want you to know there is a
Member on this committee whose constituency utilizes that pro-
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gram. Statistics tell us that many of the fire deaths in the country
are in smaller communities and rural areas. We have no way for
our largely volunteer fire forces to receive training any other way
than through facilities like this.

I want you to know I appreciate very much the program and
that it is doing such a good job. We use it.

Mr. STICKNEY. Thank you, sir. We are pleased, too, to be able to
say that the budget this year includes the money for stipends for
people going to the academy, and in past years that has had to be
worked out along the way.

Are there other issues?
Mr. GREENE. Earlier we were talking about an initiative in the

Senate. Texas, by the way, is the third largest user of the National
Fire Academy Resident Programs. And Texas also has an addition-
al incentive that is not common to other states, and that is the key
program. We are grateful for that.

Mr. CHAPMAN. I appreciate that. And I appreciate your being
here today. I appreciate your testimony.

Mr. TRAXLER. Mr. Lowery.

INCREASE IN THE EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM

Mr. LOWERY. I represent a state that doesn't quite have the den-
sity of Manhattan or the sparsity of Texas, but we are the earth-
quake capital.

Your justification for a $2.9 million increase to the earthquake
program states we are only minimally prepared to deal with a cata-
strophic earthquake.

I was hoping that if you and your staff can go into a little bit of
detail on how you plan to identify the seven major categories.

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, I will do my best on that. I suspect that no
matter how well prepared we are, when one balances that prepara-
tion against the maximum possible earthquake, it is appropriate to
say when the worst one happens, we are going to feel like we are
minimally prepared, because of the immensity of it. But as part of
this budget increase, we will be adding extra states to the program
which now have been determined to have earthquake risks.

We will be working on one of the most important issues, and
that is the mitigation. By mitigation, I mean building and recon-
structing buildings in such a way that they can withstand earth-
quakes. Every building that is built this year or rebuilt this year
that can withstand the earthquake will save lives from here on in.

We also are working with and between the Fire Administration
and the emergency management side to ensure we have the best
possible coordination on the response, and we are working very,
very closely with the state and local and regional agencies, with
their examiners, which is another very important thing to do.

The urban search and rescue element is very important, too. It is
an attempt to develop 25 teams nationwide which would perhaps
be needed very seldom, but would be required in the case of a
really catastrophic earthquake, and we are continuing to develop
that.
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So these are the sorts of general activities that are qoing on. If I
may, sir, I would like to ask Grant if he could get nto some of
those specifics, if it would be helpful.

Mr. PzTERsoN. Thank you, Director.
This is an often silent question, we perceive consistently, what

are we going to do?
Mr. S CKzy. You only have five minutes, Grant.
Mr. PTmmON. California is one of the first and foremost states

in acquiring and having access to the funds that are available. It is
a matching program and we would like to compliment California
for taking advantage of accessing those (unds. There are some
problems with other states in being able to access funds because of
priorities and problems.

Two areas I would like to point out to you is, in the state and local
earthquake hazard reduction program, we are asking for an in-
crease of about $1.4 million. That is a substantive amount of money
that is going to go directly down to the states.

Secondly, we are putting heavy emphasis on education and infor-
mation transfer as well, and that includes technology transfer. So
we feol you are going to be seeing more information directly down
to the states and additional enhanced amount of monies available
to the states for them to work the mitigation side of the program,
sir.

Mr. LowERY. The study that concluded a greater risk in the year
2000, tell me a bit about that study.

Mr. PrTRSON. I am going to have a better look at that study, but
California has been working on studies, U.S. Geological Survey has
been very much involved in identifying the increase in risk.

Our seismic design and construction issues have been identifying
risk itself. There are about four ways we can go on this and they
are all indicating higher levels of risk and frequency, especially in
the California area and the New Madrid area, two areas of concern
to us in frequency and magnitude.

Mr. STICKNEY. If I might add, sir, under the national earthquake
program, the U.S. Geological Survey is our expert advisor in terms
of the risk. They have been doing more and more work and refin-
ing their work as time has gone by, and we are utilizing that infor-
mation.

Mr. PETERSON. Our whole process in working with USGS is doing
a risk assessment. That takes their seismic design and our risk as-
sessments laid against population bases, and we are finding there
is a very serious risk in California and the New Madrid area.

EARTHQUAKE MITIGATION

Mr. LOWERY. Part of your program is to increase the response of
preparedness mitigation. How much would be involved there?

Mr. STICKNEY. Grant, I will turn those numbers over to you.
Mr. PzTERSON. You listed response--
Mr. LOWERY. Four point four, increasing the response and pre-

paredness mitigation. How much money are you talking about?
Mr. PETERSON. That primarily is coming out of the state and

local hazards program. On hazard reduction, 17 additional states
are eligible in 1992 and there is an increase of $4.7 million overall.
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Mr. LOWERY. That is on a competitive application basis?
Mr. PETERSON. There is a formula we do use for allocation to

states. I can provide that formula to you in the record.
[The information follows:]
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EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM STATE ALLOCATION FORMULA

The total amount appropriated to FEMA for grants to States for
Earthquake Programs is distributed by an allocation formula. This
formula consists of two parts: a base amount given to each State
plus an amount determined by an equation which is defined on the
following page and described below. After subtracting the sum of
all States' base amounts, we are left with the remaining funds to
be allocated by this equation. The risk factor included in the
equation is based on State population by county and seismic hazard.
The seismic hazard is determined by the ground motion contours
contained in the NEHRP Provisions Map of Horizontal Velocity,
Figure 1-6. -

Each county's seismic hazard is multiplied by the county
population. The county populations are totalled to ascertain the
adjusted State population. Each adjusted State population is then
divided into the adjusted national population (the sum of all
adjusted State populations) to calculate each State's "velocity
weight."

The total amount of funding remaining after deducting the total
base allocation is then multiplied by each State's velocity weight
to calculate the amount to be allocated to each State in addition
to the base. The total of the base dollar amount plus the weighted
remainder equals the final funding dollar amount for each State.

42-608 0 - 91 - 2
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EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM STATE ALLOCATION FORMULA

T Total allocation to be distributed among eligible States

B = Base dollar amount received by each State in addition to
an amount determined by a mathematical equation

R = The remainder after the sum of the base dollar amounts is
subtracted from the total allocation dollar amount

T - B - R

VW & WR= The velocity weight is multiplied by the remainder to
determine the weighted remainder for each State.

R * VW-WR

F The final allocation is determined by adding each State's
weighted remainder to the base aollar amount.

WR + B = F

Velocity Weiht

CP County population (Census)

VV = Velocity Value is determined by the contour lines
for each county as they appear on the NEHRP Provisions
1-6 Map*

ACP = The adjusted county population is determined by
multiplying the velocity value for each county by the
county population

CP * VV = ACP

ASP = The adjusted State population is the sum of all
adjusted county populations in that State

(ACP) = ASP

VW = Each adjusted State population is divided by the sum of
the adjusted State populations to determine the velocity
weight for each State

ASP/ (ASP) = VW

When a contour line (Map 1-6) touches a county, the value of
the highest velocity contour touching the county is assigned
to that county. When a county is between contours, the value
of the lowest contour is assigned to that county.
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FORMULA FOR DISTRIBUTION OF EARTHQUAKE FUNDS

Mr. PETERSON. It is based upon risk to population. From that we
determine availability to the States by formula, and if the state
can match that, depending on if they have been in the program for
a time, which is a 50/50 match, or if they are a new state. A new
State comes into the first year as 100 percent funding and then it
moves down to other levels of funding, primarily soft funding for
the next two years, and in the third year it is up to a 50/50 match.

RISK AREAS FOR EARTHQUAKE

Mr. LOWERY. Would the primary high risk areas in the country
be California?

Mr. PETERSON. First I would like to preface by saying that there
are about 41 states that are at moderate to very high risk in the
United States. There are 7 that we would consider to be very high-
risk states. I can provide those for the record, but a few of them
are California, Alaska, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, and Wyoming.
States in the high seismic hazard category include Utah and the
seven states within the New Madrid fault zone.

Mr. LOWERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will have many more questions in the days ahead.
Mr. TRAXLER. And you can insert them in the record.
[The information follows:]
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State Earthquake Program Funding

17 Original States

Alaska
Arkansas
California
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky
Massachusetts
Mississippi
*Missouri
New York
Puerto Rico
South Carolina
Tennessee
Utah
Virgin Islands
Washington

7 States Eligible in FY 91

Arizona
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Jersey
North Carolina
Oregon

17 States Eligible in FY 92

Colorado
Connecticut
Georgia
Guam
Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia
Wyoming
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Mr. TRAXLER. We welcome Mrs. Pelosi who is a Member of the
full committee and who had made a request that she have the op-
portunity to ask the agency several questions.

EXTENSION OF TEMPORARY HOUSING FOR 8TH AVENUE RESIDENTS

Ms. PELosi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for the opportunity to be here today. Again, I want to

comment on the fact that you were with us in San Francisco and
you visited some of the earthquake devastation and visited one of
the places that I am going to ask Mr. Peterson about. In fact, Mr.
Peterson was with us that day. So this will not be foreign to any of
US.

I particularly wanted to welcome the new director and wish him
luck in his assignment. I will look forward to working with you,
Mr. Stickney.

In the interest of time, I want to combine my questions to two
categories, but I would like to have the opportunity to submit some
additional questions for the record.

Mr. TRAXLER. Please do.
Ms. PELOSi. I have been very grateful to you, Mr. Traxler, for

helping us on the earthquake and I say that on behalf of my con-
stituents that you have taken such a personal interest by visiting
and also keeping up to date on what is happening there, and I ap-
preciate that.

Mr. Peterson, Eighth Avenue, as I recall, we visited there togeth-
er with Chairman Traxler. We visited homeowners during Mr.
Traxler's visit to the city and among other of your visits to the city.

Our understanding from Mr. Zeinsinger and meetings with
Region 9 is that FEMA is prepared to move forward with assist-
ance to the residents of 8th Avenue. You have some good news for
us this morning. Is this true?

Mr. PETERSON. We have just made a transmittal-excuse me,
Director.

Mr. STICKNEY. Please, go ahead. It is new news to me, too.
Mr. PETERSON. It is hot off the press.
Ms. PELOS. This is the friendly question.
Mr. PETERSON. This is the friendly answer. We have extended the

temporary housing program under FEMA 84 DRC California for 12
months. We have given specific guidance for our regional director
not only to implement that extension immediately, but also to look
diligently to assure that the state and local governments are work-
ing to find alternate housing.

We have done 18 months. This is another 12 months. So this is a
large extension and is something that does not happen very often,
but we feel at this point in time that it is very appropriate we do
so, and have made that comniitment.

Ms. PELOS. I appreciate that. Is this something we will be receiv-
ing?

Mr. PETERSON. I can give it to you right now.
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RESOURCES FOR LESS THAN FAIR MARKET RENT

Ms. PELosi. That is the easier part. I appreciate what you have
done on that. Thank you very much. It will be good news to the
people affected.

I also requested that a study be done to review whether $950 a
month represents fair market value for comparable alternative
living arrangements pending construction of the 8th Avenue wall.

I was surprised to see that FEMA concluded that there were suf-
ficient resources in the area for less than the fair market rent. I
don't know how FEMA came to this conclusion, but it is unfortu-
nate especially for these older residents who have lived in their
homes for many years, with many household items, and cannot
find comparable housing anywhere near that allowance.

Have you looked into that problem at all?
Mr. E N. I know that was the decision that was made. I

would be pleased to look back in the analysis and process that was
used for determining that and do another look at it myself, and
also provide you that information as to how it was arrived at.

Ms. PELI. I wish that the $950 were truly adequate, but it just
simply isn't in San Francisco, sad to say.

Mr. PETERSON. I will be pleased to look at that again.
HISTORIC RESTRUCTURES

Ms. PELOsl. My second question is about conformity with local
codes. As you know, this has been a real-I don't want to say stick-
ler, Mr. Stickney. I guess I already did.

I was interested to read on page 4 of the letter with which you
confirmed in writing that FEMA has rejected the language regard-
ing hazard mitigation to historic structures drafted by Representa-
tive Traxler.

You remember when we met and we drafted the language that
we got into the appropriations that same day. Can you comment on
the status of that?

Mr. PETERSON. I can. As I remember in my perspective in the
meeting, which I would like to relay, we were trying to express
that under our guidance and regulations, that we were implement-
ing the program in what we thought was a fairly liberal way, and
that we felt we would be prohibited from changing our policies,
regulations, unless there was a legislative change mandating it.

The language came out, I believe, that you would look favorably
upon enhancing or paying for the complete retrofit of all historical
structures. That is not what I thought was going to come out of
that meeting, if we were to proceed. I cautioned on the extreme fi-
nancial cost that a statement of that nature would make. It would
be very, very substantial.

If I may for a moment, we feel we have a liberal program here,
and what we are trying to do is the following. We will pay for a
structure up to and including the cost of the complete rebuilding of
the structure, plus the demolition of the structure and removal of
all debris. And we will pay up to that level. But to pay up to the
level of some of the estimates to bring a damaged historical struc-
ture back to complete pre-earthquake position is in many cases 100
to 200 times the cost of replacing a structure.
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We did not feel that the intent of Congress or the law initially,
was to move into that kind of expenditure when we could provide a
brand-new structure with the same square footage that would meet
all of the criteria necessary at a replacement factor. So this is the
way we will be approaching this process.

Oakland City Hall is an example, which has been part of a
highly profiled discussion of about $90 million to completely retro-
fit it historically versus $42 million to build a new structure and
demolish and remove the old one. If Oakland wishes to take the
$42 million and apply it to the building, we have no problem with
that whatsoever and would be supportive in any way we can.

I hope that identifies where we are, and where we think we are
limited by the intent of Congress and the law as it is. We have
done a lot of soul searching on this, very honestly.

Ms. PELOSI. The consequence of what you say, though, in the case
of San Francisco or the Oakland City Hall, which has been vacant
since the earthquake, would be then that they would take the
money and repair it without retrofitting which would really be a
waste of the taxpayers' dollars.

Mr. PETERSON. It is, and I have some trepidation of saying this, it
is a call by the community. We can provide them with the money
up to and including the complete replacement of that building
under our guidance. If they wish to take that money and apply it
towards the retention of that historical structure, then there would
be additional funds required under their laws that would have to
be acquired and applied to that structure.

Ms. PELOSI. So under the law as it is today, if there were an
earthquake in Philadelphia and Independence Hall were damaged
and would not be safe for a person to walk into, we, the Federal
Government, would give them the money to build another struc-
ture there?

Mr. PETERSON. We would give them sufficient money to operate
out of another structure during the interim period of time, which
we are doing in California, and we would give them sufficient
funds, after analysis and engineering studies, to pay for the cost of
rebuilding the structure and demolition and removal of the old one,
if that is less costly than repairing the old structure.

Ms. PELOS!. Did you conclude this after you saw what the dispari-
ty was? Because we were more optimistic earlier on.

Mr. PETERSON. This is standard policy. We have not changed our
policy.

We understand your concerns in the area but feel that in looking
at the law and the discussion, that it was not the intent of Con-
gress to take every historical building in the United States, if there
was a disaster, and bring it back to its historical preeminence if
you have disparities between repair and replacement costs that are
of this kind of magnitude.

Ms. PELOSI. So for the structure, it would be to restore and to
build another structure there? I don't know to what specifics; in
other words, there are all kinds of things you could build.

Mr. PETERSON. All new standards and criteria.
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GEARY THEATER

Ms. PELosi. You have been very clear. My understanding of the
Geary Theater is that the questions submitted by FEMA regarding
San Francisco's code requirements are definitive and if answered to
the satisfaction of FEMA, would result in the seismic upgrade in
the conformity with the code requirements being approved. Is that
your understanding as well?

Mr. PETERSON. My understanding on Geary Theater is, and for-
give me for taking just a moment, that we are going to repair the
damage that was done in Geary Theater by the collapse of the ceil-
ing which is a false ceiling, and we are going to replace it to stand-
ards.

The structure itself, because of the unique laws within San Fran-
cisco, has provided us with a dilemma that we are doing analyzing.
One, the structure itself was not damaged by the earthquake.
Structurally, it has integrity. However, the San Francisco law says
that once you are going to do work on a building, you have to bring
it up to earthquake standards.

I sent the headquarters individual in charge of public assistance
out to California to look at this issue and meet with the individuals
there and review San Francisco's building codes. If San Francisco
is fairly applying this law across the board, then we will feel that
we need to comply and should comply with that requirement.

There is some question on how that is being applied. I say this
very respectfully with no hidden meanings to anyone out there, but
there is some question as to whether this very stringent law is
being applied across the board or if it is being selectively applied.
We want to look at that. If it is across the board and everyone is
being treated equitably, this is not just a unique opportunity, and
we will fund that retrofit.

Ms. PELOsi. That is very good news, Mr. Peterson. So if this is the
law and this is the way it is being applied, because there is much
more destruction of the Geary Theater than the ceiling coming
down and the facade of the stage.

I don't know if you have toured that structure. But I have on
many occasions, and the damages goes beyond the ceiling, as you
know. But I appreciate your very specific and clear answer, and it
remains for us now to get this information in a definitive way to
you, and without taking any more of the committee's time, perhaps
we can meet and you can give us those terms so we are not upping
the ante on either side as to what it is.

Mr. PETERSON. On the other hand, I would say, if I may, in the
meeting out there we believe we had a strong commitment from
the City of San Francisco to provide us with that information so we
feel that will be forthcoming.

Ms. PELOSi. In Mr. Ziesinger's visit?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes.
Ms. PELOSi. Okay. Then I will make sure that that happens as

well from the perspective of our office. Thank you very much.
Again, I want to thank you for-all the cooperation that you gave

to us in the course of the earthquake, Mr. Stickney. Much has been
said about what needs to be done for the future. We can all do
better in what we do, but we were very pleased to work with Mr.
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Peterson on all of this. -He gave us his home number, his work
number, his car number, his morning, noon and night, 24 hours a
day number, on national TV, so that he would always be accessible,
and indeed he has been that.

Again, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the interest you
have taken in this and for the opportunity to be here today, and
again, thank you very much.

Mr. TRAXLER. The record should indicate that the California
emergency preparedness people were just superb. They did a won-
derful job in this instance. They deserve the highest praise.

Mr. STICKNEY. We are pleased to have the former head of that
office as our regional director. It has been very helpful for us.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR HOUSING THE HOMELESS

Mr. TRAXLER. Of concern to this subcommittee is a matter raised
by Ms. Pelosi and that is FEMA's role in the type of housing assist-
ance it.can and should provide following a disaster. Under the Staf-
ford Act, FEMA is authorized to provide emergency shelter, non-
profit housing and temporary housing, and the disaster provided
two examples of how FEMA interpreted this type of authority dif-
ferently.

If you look at page 67 of the GAO report, you will see such an
instance. . In the first case the earthquake in California caused
many people to be left without adequate housing and FEMA and
HUD were at odds as to who had responsibility. There was a law-
suit filed against FEMA in November of 1989, and a court-approved
settlement agreement was reached and FEMA agreed to replace
damaged low-income -housing under section 403 of the Stafford Act.

The potential cost there is $723 million. The problems between
FEMA and HUD caused many low-income people to remain in tem-
porary shelters for a long period of time.

Have you worked out the ground rules now between HUD and
FEMA in this kind of situation? How are we doing on that? We are
going to have HUD before us. We would like nothing better than to
raise the issue with them. Of course, we will.

Mr. STICKNEY. I think there has been a situation where if there
is a homeless or extreme low-income housing problem before the
disaster, there will probably be a significant problem afterwards as
well, that problems that exist before are exacerbated by the disas-
ter.

I would like to describe to you my evolution of thinking on this,
and I will ask Grant to supplement it. I think that going into that
disaster, it was not clear to those people involved as to exactly
what the long-term responsibility for dealing with these affected
people was.

Te bottom line seems to be-not only in San Francisco and Oak-
land, but we are noticing it in Guam as well-that in cases where
low-income housing is unavailable or very short, as we pay for tem-
porary housing, all we do is extend the time before these people
are back out on the street and the local mayor or county supervi-
sor, governor has to deal with them.

Although there are still some questions as to who is responsible
for what, it is my opinion that the way the lawsuit worked out such
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that there would be an agreement between the local jurisdiction
and FEMA as to what the dimensions of the problems were.

Paying a lump sum and then giving the local authorities the op-
portunity to treat that in the best long-term way they know how is
probably the best way that that kind of situation can work out.

Mr. GRWEN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. TRium. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. My understanding is there were two different classes

of people. One were people who were homeless, period. -
Second, however, was my understanding that California had a

rather curious landlord and tenant law under which tenants got
certain rights after 30 days of tenancy. As a result of which there
was a large class of low-income tenants who floated from single-
room occupancy facility to single-room occupancy facility after 20
days, after 29 days, as the landlord threw them out in order not to
have their right vested under California law.

And I guess the question was, how that group who didn't techni-
cally qualify as having a residence because they had been there
less than 30 days when the earthquake struck, but who nonetheless
were drifting from one place to another and were in a way housed
before the earthquake, was going to be treated.

Mr. STICKNEY. It seems to me, the groups are most equitably
treated, at least when using the theories involved in that deci-
sion-I am not sure about the cash-because that is a problem that
was there well before FEMA moved in, and it is one the local offi-
cials have been wrestling with. I think the best thing we can do is
to give them the resources to help them solve the problem in as
innovative a way as they can.

By the way, I might add that one of our considerations for
changes in the Stafford Act does include the opportunity to do
some more creative things with the various grants and funds that
are available, such as was done in the Caribbean. I believe the
GAO points out that we probably ought to have more direct au-
thority to be able to do that, and we will be asking for it.

CREATED RESOURCES

Mr. TRixLER. Let's go there for a moment. Bill, have you com-
pleted your question?

In the case of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, you estab-
lished the eligible resources that allowed those homeowners whose
homes were totally destroyed to be eligible for cash grants to build
new homes, that is, permanent housing.

We note that the GAO report on page 73 states that it did not
believe that this formal assistance conformed with the Stafford
Act, and of course you disagreed with the GAO position.

Can you explain the two parties' views on the Stafford Act?
Mr. STICKNEY. I would have to defer discussion to Grant. I am

not familiar with-
Mr. TRAXLER. What is the position of the GAO versus that of the

agency on this question?
Mr. PrRSON. It has to do with the created resources very specif-

ically. As we implemented it, we found a circumstance in the Carri-
bean area where there was not alternate housing. There just was
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not alternate housing for individuals. Now you are talking about
1,200 miles off the coast to 1,500 miles off the coast.

The nearest neighbor to Saint Croix is Puerto Rico, and they
have their bwn problems in housing that are nearly as bad as Saint
Croix. So there is not an immediate availability. to solve the prob-
lem on an island in the Virgin Islands or in Puerto Rico. You also
can't drive in a few mobile homes from the neighboring states to
solve the problem.

So we moved what we called created housing. That is we went in
and actually built some created housing for individuals who did not
have access to other housing even if we gave them a check through
our temporary housing and individual assistance program. That is
a step beyond what GAO felt our legislation definitively allowed us
to do.

Mr. Chairman, we think we had authority to do that under the
legislation. It is a disagreement with GAO who says we potentially
exceeded the authority that we had under unique circumstances to
solve problems. We believe we had that right.

We would submit to you that we should clarify that in a legisla-
tive proposal to the committee for consideration to clearly rectify
the problem that under extenuating circumstances of unusual mag-
nitude in offshore islands to include the Pacific, we should clearly
have authority to move forward and provide housing for individ-
uals who are homeless when there is no housing market for them
to move into even if we provided them financial resources.

Mr. TRAXLER. What do you anticipate that the eligible created re-
sources in the islands are going to cost? Have you got a tab on that
as yet?

Mr.- PmlsON. I can provide that tab. In fact, I should have it off
the top of my head because we have done some analysis on that. It
is substantially more than just moving a mobile home in. That is
easily understood by the cost of transportation. I believe we were
spending somewhere in the $20,000 to $25,000 range, but can I
provide that more definitively to you?

[The information follows:]

Cor OF CREATED HOUSING

We are funding the construction of 4,904 homes in Puerto Rico as a result of Hur-
ricane Hugo. We estimate that the average cost of these homes, including site devel-
opment, to be $18,107 for a total cost of $88,796,728. These homes will replace owner
occupied homes that were completely dstroyed by the hurricane.

In the case of the Virgin Islands we are funding the construction of 212 homes.
The average cost of these homes is estimated to be $24,578, and the total cost is
$5,198,000. Here again, we are replacing owner-occupied homes that were destroyed.

We found the construction of disaster housing necessary due to a severe shortage
of vacant rental housing in both areas.

APPLICABILITY OF CIVIL DEFENSE TRAINING TO DISASTERS

Mr. TRAXLER. You emphasized the dual use of civil defense re-
sources and training. But on page 31, some emergency managers,
both from FEMA and state and local governments, believe that the
training courses are overly focused on civil defense preparedness
and that civil defense training is not applicable to a natural disas-
ter.

Is that a factual comment?
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Mr. STICKNEY. I am sure it is a sincere perspective, sir, but there
are many elements, we believe, of the civil defense training that
ar e applicable to all hazards of disasters. And it may very well be
this during the training, that some would like to concentrate exclu-
sively on that.

We still have a responsibility to protect the civilian population
against all hazards, including national security sorts of attacks and
terrorists attacks, and we believe that it is too early to de-empha-
size all of the civil defense activities. It is not too early to consider
very carefully ways we should be going in the next decade, and we
certainly are doing that. But we need to take those steps very, very
carefully.

STAFFING FOR DISASTERS

Mr. TRAXLKR. Page 46 of the GAO report, asserts that the agency
had difficulty in staffing response operations for the two disasters,
and particularly they pointed out that in their judgment, there was
a shortage of trained staff and an inadequate number of reservists
on hand for those operations.

I understand that you are taking a look at that now, and are you
addressing the questions raised by the GAO in their report?

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir. The number of disaster reservists has
been increased.

I believe that Grant would like to say that he remains short of
trained staff in the situation of the catastrophic emergency.

Mr. TRAxuI. Are you cross-training?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir. In fact, normally in the headquarters we

are doing cross training, and we put on programs in other director-
ates through the Associate Directors to ask people if they would
volunteer to take training. We have trained about 200 within head-
quarters itself who would have two roles. We do have some strong
shortages.

Mr. STICKNEY. Tony, you had about 130 volunteers, didn't you?
Mr. LoPz. Yes, sir.

DISASTER RESERVISTS

Mr. TRAxLm. I am Sure the GAO recognizes this. We hope it is a
very rare situation that dual disasters will occur at the same time,
and we, as the agency must do, plan for the law of averages. We
would find it very difficult to staff you at levels that would take
into account dual disasters, and you are aware of that, of course,
and I think under the circumstances you did quite well, and I
think your proposal of cross training is going to be helpful to you.

How are you doing, incidentally, by way of your reserves? How
are they holding up? How reliable are they and how do they re-
spond in your judgment to these situations?

Mr. STicKNxY. Sir, my experience has been that they are an ex-
cellent resource, and it is good to know that when a disaster assist-
ance center or field office is staffed up, that the people who will be
there are mature, have good judgment and have been through this
together, in many cases, several times before. So they are an excel-
lent resource.
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Right now, in the South Pacific, they are pretty strung out, to
say the very least. We are really reaching a very difficult point in
the staff out there.

Is that a fair comment, Grant?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir, we continue to be stretched across the

board. In Hugo we went from 233 full-time employees to almost
3,400 total employees within eight weeks. Many of those were
through the reservists and through volunteers.

If I might make this point, they are a tremendous asset. We
could not have done without them, but we still hired close to 2000
people off the street, and they were trained and utilized as well.

But in the ongoing management of catastrophic events, you want
performance for your internal controls, your ongoing auditing pro-
cedures and those key areas of expertise such as the people who
run specific programs. It is very hard to use a reservist for that
kind of ongoing, long-term management. That is where we find
ourselves in a real bind in long-term management audit and inter-
nal control.

ANTICIPATION OF STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS IN PREPAREDNESS

Mr. TRAXLER. The GAO seemed to indicate that there was in
their judgment little participation by state and local officials in
preparedness activities. Do you agree with that analysis, and if so,
what is being done to correct it? How do you view the participation
by elected officials in your classes?

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, I think from my point of view, that was a
great lesson learned by local officials. I think in the last few years
there has been a lot more participation. We are able to offer some
exciting things for them to do, at least on a limited basis, but we
are able to host entire groups of municipal authorities'at Emmits-
burg to use various presentations and exercises which help them
learn how to work together.

Grant, I am not sure what there is to add to that except to say-
that seems to be a lesson learned.

Mr. TRAXLER. Will your reorganization address some of these
issues?

Mr. PETERSON. It will certainly help us to enhance utilization of
personnel in the response aspect. As the Director has pointed out,
we are taking some measures also such as state director seminars
where they can come into Emmitsburg and we can put on new
classes for them and the local officials, while trying to pull them
into meeting their renewed concerns.

GENESIS OF REORGANIZATION IN STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

Mr. TRAXLER. Your letter to the subcommittee addressing the re-
authorization for your State and Local Programs and Support Direc-
torate, was viewed very favorably here. I must say we think that
what you are doing there is excellent. Did that come about from
the lessons that you have learned from Hurricane Hugo and the
Loma Prieta Earthquake? Was that sort of the genesis for that re-
organization?

Mr. STICKNEY. I was pleased with its genesis in that I believe it
was a sincere, introspective look amongst all of the top profession-
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als in the State and Local Programs who came up with that final
suggestion for reorganization.

COST OF REORGANIZATION

Mr. TRAXLER. Were you able to determine what, if any, addition-
al costs would be associated with that? Do you see any additional
operating costs, or increases in personnel, associated with the reor-
ganization?

Mr. STICKNEY. My understanding is that it will help us utilize
the resources that we have and help utilize better the increased re-
sources we are getting in the earthquake program.

Beyond that, Grant, is there anything you haven't told me about
this?

Mr. PETERSON. We are trying to do the reorganization within the
limits of existing resources.

Mr. STICKNEY. I knew that is what you were going to say.
FEES FOR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Mr. TRAXLER. We note that in the fiscal year 1992 budget re-
quest, you are proposing language to recover the full cost of the Ra-
diological Emergency Preparedness program through fees, and
these fees will cover all the direct and indirect costs of providing
regulatory services to be deposited in the Treasury. You tell us
that in fiscal year 1992 you anticipate collecting $9,569,000 in off-
setting monies.

Do you think that is a pretty accurate figure?
Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, it is a figure which we believe equates to the

cost of the services and a figure which we would like very much to
recover. However, there may well be challenges, there may well be
difficulty in getting that program under way.

As a result of this-maybe you can help me with that, I am not
sure I am expressing this properly-we anticipate we will need
that appropriation, and that the funds collected will go into what is
called the special proprietary fund. Is that the correct term?

Ms. JACOBIK. Yes.
Mr. STICKNEY. So it can be offset. But we will be able to fund and

operate that program, whether or not we hit that target of $9.6
million. We will be trying to hit the target of $9.6 million, but we
just don't know how the implementation of that is going to go.

SITE SPECIFIC FEES

Mr. TRAXLER. You have a user fee currently that charges utilities
for services that are site specific. How will the new fee be different
from the current fee in this regard?

Mr. STICKNEY. The new fee will also include all of those sorts of
intersite as in the program that are required just to support
the entire ladiological Emergency Preparedness program. So we
are getting into more different things, to define than we are deal-
ing just with site specific fees. That is the difference.

Is there one that I have missed there?
Mr. PETERSON. I think you are right on there, sir. It is site specif-

ic that we are collecting now. The other would be everything. That
is the way you articulated it.
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Mr. TRAXLER. Turning to page EM-103, you tell us that during
fiscal year 1991, you expect to recover a significant portion of the
REP program budget to the collection of these user fees, and
FEMA is allocating a total of $9,104,000 to the REP program in
1991.

Exactly how much of this do you anticipate recovering in fiscal
year 1991? How much of that $9 million do you foresee--

Mr. STICKNEY. My understanding is that we have anticipated $4
million per year for site specific fees on that. We will be operating
for about half of the year in 1991 so it looks like we will recover
something slightly over $2 million.

PROGRAMS REQUIRING AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION

Mr. TRAXLER. For the record, will you provide a list of programs
that require authorization legislation in 1992, and the dollar
amounts of those programs for us, please.

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir.
[The information follows:]



PROGRAMS REQUIRING APPROPRIATION AUTHORIZATION BEYOND FISCAL YEAR 1991

(In thousands of dollars)

Civil Defense: Section 408 of Federal Civil Defense
Act (50 U.S.C. App 2260) requires annual authorization .....................

Fire Programs: The Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act
of 1974 (15 U.S.C. 2201) authorizes the agency fire
Programs ........................................................................................

Flood Insurance and Mitigation Program: Authorized by
section 1376(c) of the National Flood Insurance Act of
19 6 8 ...............................................................................................

T O T A L ....................................................................................

S&E EMPA Total

$20,483 $133,145 $153,628

6,684 18,866 25,550

12,847 45,023 57,870

40,014 197,034 237,048
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Mr. TRAxLER. Mr. Green.

EARTHQUAKE INSURANCE

Mr. GREEN. Last year we had some discussion on the possibility
of beginning a Federal earthquake program in view of the difficul-
ty of getting earthquake insurance which may have increased
somewhat since the earthquake. I understood that you had a study
of such a possible program going on at that time.

Where does that stand at this juncture?
Mr. STICKNEY. The efficacy of such a program has been studied,

and I believe that our insurance administration has come up with
a half dozen or so basic precepts we believe ought to be included.

Mr. SCHAUERTE. There are six basic criteria for standards before
we think such a program would work. First of all, we have to take
into account market failure in this line of insurance. We think it
should include a rate structure that reflects the level of risk.

Also, we think that the proposal must have Federal oversight.
Over time, it should be deficit neutral. We think that there must
be a mitigation program on the local level, preferably administered
by the states.

Finally, we think the insurance industry itself should share a
certain element of that risk. Those are the six basic criteria that
we have.

Mr. GREEN. Are you now planning to take those criteria and con-
vert them into legislation to create such a program?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. I am sure that if an earthquake occurs, there
will be legislation.

I have seen a bill circulated on Capitol Hill relating to an earth-
quake insurance program. We have not ourselves initiated any
kind of proposal. We have been asked many times about this, but
have not translated our philosophy to a bill.

RETROFITTING FOR EARTHQUAKES

Mr. GREEN. In principle, I would have little quarrel with the cri-
teria. The one question I would raise is on the mitigation issue.

We are, through your agency and also the National Science Foun-
dation, funding research into earthquake problems, and I under-
stand from people at the State University of New York that the
retrofit problem is about as tough as they come from an engineer-
ing and cost point of view.

Does that remain true?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. I think it does. I believe we are gaining an awful

lot of insight as to the retrofitting which has occurred. That is part
of the study which has recently been completed.

If I am not mistaken, I think State and Local Programs and
Support Directorate is involved in that.

Mr. GREEN. I know the State University study which is funded
by the National Science Foundation, is working with both the Jap-
anese and the People's Republic of China on the issue.

Do you think there are at this point practical retrofit require-
ments that could be put in place as part of the insurance program?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. I am not aware of anything specific like that. I
do know there are retrofitting requirements.
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I would like to defer that to Mr. Peterson.
Mr. PrrERSON. I understand the question to be, are there retrofit-

ting capabilities for structures and could that be tied to an earth-
quake insurance bill, is that--

Mr. GREEN. Are there things you can do reasonably from an eco-
nomic point of view, in terms of retrofitting existing buildings?

Mr. PErERSON. The cost factor for retrofitting existing buildings
is substantively higher than it is if it is done in the engineering-
architectural phase. But it can be done, and I think when you do
the risk analysis for a specific community, you look at the frequen-
cy and magnitude of the potential earthquake, the structures in
place and the population at risk.

Obviously, if insurance was tied to an earthquake program retro-
fitting, the risk would be reduced, and it would vary community by
community, and certainly could be one of the issues of consider-
ation in any earthquake bill.

Mr. GREEN. So you think there would be places where the cost of
retrofitting existing structures would be lower than the value you
would get by applying the risk to the loss by the probability of the
earthquake?

Mr. PErERSON. That would vary considerably across the United
States, but that analysis could become factioned in certain parts of
the United States.

Mr. STICKNEY. We would also be contributing to saving lives.
Mr. GREEN. I assume in any such equation, one would have to

apply a factor for lives saved. However difficult it is to say what a
life is worth, you have to use that.

I have some other questions for the record, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TRAXLER. Thank you, Mr. Green.
I think rather than take up salaries, at this point, we are going

to recess for lunch and we will look forward to seeing you back at 2
o'clock.

Thank you.
[Recess.]

GEOGRAPHIC PAY RAISE

Mr. TRAXLER. Well, good afternoon. We will resume our hearing.
We are going to address salaries and expenses first this after-

noon. The request for fiscal year 1992 is $165,131,000, an increase
of $22,131,000 or 13.5 percent above the 1991 level.

The budget also proposes to transfer $12,874,000 from the flood
insurance fund in 1992 to the salaries and expense appropriations
for the administrative expenses of flood plain management and in-
surance programs and $90,000 for administrative expenses associat-
ed with disaster loans.

According to page S-169 budget justifications, you are requesting
funds for the three-month costs in two of the 1991 pay raises as
well as the full cost of the 1992 pay raises-and FEMA has numer-
ous regional and field offices.

Does your justification include the cost of the geographic pay dif-
ferential that is to be permitted in 1992?

Ms. JACOBIK. The request is adequate to cover the cost of the pay
raise.
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Mr. TAxLzR. On page S-23, the table indicates 2,370 work years
supported in 1990, and yet in last year's justification, it was esti-
mated at 2,546 work years in 1990, a difference of 176.

The staffing level was below what last year's justification indicat-
ed it would be. And why can't you achieve that higher staffing
level in 1990? Why were you unable to do that?

Mr. STCKNEY. Mr. Chairman, I believe that last year we tried to
hit that full staffing level with the funds allocated. It turned out,
because of a mix of salaries and levels, that was unattainable. The
concern is that we are not fully funding our work years that we
have this year.

The number of work years has been reduced given the reality of
what we know over the last year.

Mr. TRAXL=. What is you current employment level, both full-
time permanents as well as other employee classifications?

Mr. STICKNEY. Our full-time permanent as of March 9th was
2,423. Other than full-time permanent was 161, for a total of 2,584.

Mr. TRAXLER. In your object classification schedule on page SE-6
of the justification, you are requesting an increase of $4,943,000 or
308 percent, in equipment for 1992. Why do we see such a large in-
crease and which of the offices will be the beneficiaries?

Mr. STiCKNEY. The increases are split about evenly between pro-
viding equipment for a new teleregistration facility and electronic
equipment for local and wide-area network for communication. The
teleregistration activity would improve upon the temporary activi-
ty we have now by putting permanent electronic equipment with a
goal of not having to pass paper between the teleregistration facili-
ty and the disaster assistance center.

We would be moving everything electronically and saving a lot of
time.

Mr. TRAXLER. Which of your centers would receive that equip-
ment?

Mr. STICKNEY. That would be a national center. The temporary
center is now located down in Texas, near our Region 6 office.

Mr. TRAxLER. Have you made a determination yet on the nation-
al center?

Mr. STICKNEY. No, sir. There are several considerations there,
and we are working through all of them.

Mr. TRAXLER. For the record, explain those considerations for us.
You can do that at your leisure.

Mr. STICKNEY. Okay.
Mr. TRAXLER. On second thought, let's get it out of the way now.
Mr. STICKNEY. The existing location in Texas is one in which the

temporary center has been; there are people who are used to run-
ning it; it is a relatively low-cost location, which is centralized in
the country.
- The advantage of moving it closer to FEMA Headquarters would
be essentially to take advantage of the opportunity to use that fa-
cility for other purposes, when it wasn't being used for teleregistra-
tion.

In terms of its ability to transmit the data and move things
around the country, there is very little difference between the two
locations.
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WORK YEARS BY LOCATION

Mr. TRAXLER. For the record, provide tables showing the number
of work years by program allocation for 1989, 1990, and 1991. You
will find similar tables on pages 43-46 of last year's hearings.

[The information follows:]
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REQUESTED WORKYEAR INCREASE BY LOCATION
(For all non-reimbursable FEMA workyears)

1991 1992
Location estimate request increase

Washington, D.C ..................................... 959 929 (30)

Regional Offices ...................................... 1,034 1,06,7 33

Other non-D.C 1/ .................................... 636 663 27

Total .................................................... 2,629 2,659 30

V/ Includes Emmitsburg, MD; NAWAS sites; emergency housing distribution centers, etc.



FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAUfMENT AGENCY
Budgeted Workyears by Location

FY 1990 Actual

NotIonal
Earthqsake

Civil Prog.& Other

Defense Hazards
-.----.--.-.----------

Technological Federal Goverment Training Flood Insur. Disaster
Hazards Preparedness Preparedness & Fire & Mitigation Relief

Emergency
Food & Managemt & Inspector
Shelter Administration General

.......... .............. ..........

Washington, DC ......
Berryville, VA ......
Charlottesville, VA.

Emmitsburg, NO ......
ELkridge, RD ........
Bluegrass, KY .......
Forest Park, GA ......
Palo Pinto, TX ......
Colorado Springs, CO
Puerto Rico .........
Brussels, Belgium...

Boston, MA ..........
Maynard, MA .........
New York, NY ........
Philadelphia, PA ....
Olney, PO ...........
Atlanta, GA .........
Thomsville, GA .....
Chicago, IL .........
Battle Creek, MI ....
Denton, 7X ..........
Kansas City, O .....
Denver, CO ..........
Son Francisco, CA...
Bothell, UA .........

TOTAL ...............

* IncLudes 3 workyears funded from the National Insurance DeveLopiient Fund

Location TOTAL

65
18
0

45
0
0
0
0

10
0
0

16
4

16
19
11

2
22

17
10
22
16
24
21
20

358

33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0

0
2
0
1

0

2

45

29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0

0
9
0
6

6

7

4

4

98

66
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

71

843
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

843

5
0
0
95

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00

0

10

104
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

011

0

70

14
7
6
9
6

196

48

0
0
0
0
5

0
0
0

13
0

17
15
0

23
0

17
- 0

19
12
14
20
12

117

U'

5
0
0
0
a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

321
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

11
0

10
10

6
8
3

10
0

11
10
10
10
10

440

23
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O

7
0

40

1,542
18
0

149
1
5
I
I

10
1

2
56

64
17
70
27
58
12
76
53
58
73
53

2,413
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Budgeted orkyetrs b Location
FY 1991 Current Estilmte

Nmt ionat

Earthquake
Civil Prog.& Other Technological Federal Goverrnent

Defense Hazarda Hazards Preparedness PreperedessLocation

Washington, OC ......
Rerryvilte, VA ......
Charlottesville, VA.
Emmitsburg, HD ......
Eikridge, MD ........
Bluegrass, KY .......

Forest Park, GA ......

Palo Pinto, TX ......
Colorado Springs, CO

Puerto Rico .........

Brussels, Belgium ...

Boston, MA ..........

Maynard, MA .........

New York, NY ........

Philadelphia, PA ....

Olney, 1 ...........

Atlanta, GA .........

Thoasville, GA .....

Chicago. IL .........

Battle Creek, Mi ....

Denton, TX ..........

Kaneas City, o .....

Denver, CO ..........

San Framisco, CA...

Bothell, WA .........

TOTAL ...............

44

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1

0
2
1

0

2
0

0

11

3

41
0
0

0

C

0

0

0
0

0

0

12
0

9
8
0

10

0

10
1

9
8

3

117

70
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

76

901
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

901

Emergency
Training Flood Insur. Disaster Food & Mane"ment & Inspector
& Fire & Mitigation Relief Shelter Adminstration General

2
0

0
112

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

114

110
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
00
7

I0
10

6

18
0

10
0

15
7
6

10
6

209

52
0

0

0

0

5

0
0

0

13
0

18
17

0

23
0

18
0

21
13
14
24
13

233

6

0

0

0*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

6

345
0

0

9
0

0

0

0

0

0

2
11

0

10
10
6
8
3

11
0

11
10
10
11
10

467

39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0

60

* Includes 6 workyears faded from the National Insurance Development Fund

83
18
0

45
0

0

0

0

10
0
0

18
4

17
19
11

2
24

14
10
25
20
24
21
23

388

TOTAL

1,693
18
0

167
2

5

1

2
62

4

63
65
17
74
30
64
11
85
59
56
83
56

2,629



FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Budgeted Workyeare by Location

FY 1992 Request

Location
" -.................

Washington, DC ......
Berryville, VA ......
Charlottesville, VA.
Emmltsburg, 4D ......
Elkridge, MD ........
Bluegrass, KY .......
Forest Park, GA ......
Palo Pinto, TX ......
Colorado Springs, CO
Puerto Rico .........
Brussels, Belgium...
Boston, MA ..........
Maynard, MA .........
New York, NY ........
Philadelphia, PA ....
Olney, iO ...........
Atlanta, GA .........
Thomasville, GA .....
Chicago, IL .........
Battle Creek, MI ....
Denton, TX ..........
Kansas City, NO .....
Denver, CO ..........
San Francisco, CA...
Bothell, WA .........

TOTAL ...............

National
Earthquake

Civil Prog.& Other
Defense hazards

76
18
0

45
0
0
0
0

10
0
0

18
4

17
19
11
2

24
14
10
25
19
24
21
23

380

48
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

2
2

0
3
0
1

0
2

3

66

Technological Federal Goverrimnt Training Flood Insur. Disaster
Nazerds Preparedness Preparedness & Fire & Mitigation Relief

41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
0
9
8
0

10
0

10
1

9
8

5

3

117

68
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

74

868
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

868

2
0
0

122
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1246

110 5
0
0
1

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
7

11
0

19
0

11
0

16
7
6

11
6

214

Emergency
Food & Management & Inspector
Shelter Administration General TOTAL

63
0
0
0
0
5

0

0
14
0

16
17
0

27
0

21
0

23
14
15
28
14

264

5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5

345
0
0
9
0
0
0
0

0

0

2
12
0

11

11

6
9
3

12
0

12

11

11
12
11

477

49
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

9
0

7o

1,675
18
0

177
2
5

1

10

6
2

65
6

62

68
17
81
30
69
11
90
60
58
89
58

2,659

funded from the National Insurance Development Fund
for the National Teleregi*tration Center whose permanent location has not yet been determined.

I includes 6 workyeers**includes 4 workyelare
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REDUCTION IN CIVIL DEFENSE

Mr. TRSxLz. The administration is requesting some $277,827,000
for EMPA in the fiscal year 1992. This is a decrease of $4,797,000
or 1.7 percent below 1991 appropriations.

Additionally, FEMA is appropriating a transfer reimbursement
of $45,023,000 for the National Flood Insurance Fund for flood
plain management activities in 1991.

Moving on to Civil Defense account. You are requesting
$133,145,000 for 1992, which is a decrease of $4,004,000 below the
1991 appropriations. This program incurred a 2 percent reduction
to help meet the Defense cap.

Do you believe that the 2 percent reduction will adversely affect
the Civil Defense program?

Mr. STcKNzy. The 2 percent, sir, is located in the salaries and
expense account and not the emergency management planning as-
sistance. So we are glad that we are going to be able to keep the
EMPA total at about the same. And given the budget restraints,
we think it is reasonable.

ADDITIONAL COMMUNITIES FUNDED FROM EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
ASSISTANCE

Mr. TRAxLm. On page EM-16, the justification tells us that the
1991 congressional increase of $3 million for emergency manage-
ment systems will allow FEMA to target 18 additional communities
if they demonstrate a willingness to participate in the Civil De-
fense effort and match the Federal share.

You tell us that FEMA may not be successful in adding all 18
communities. Do you have any indication to how many communi-
ties might participate.?

Mr. STIcKNzy. Sir, I need to ask Grant if he can refresh my
memory on that.

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir. There is a match, as you know, in Feder-
al share monies that we have been dealing with all along. We be-
lieve we will be able to deal with 18 jurisdictions where we can
make funds available for cities of 50,000 population or over, if there
are matching funds.

It is also a state determination. That state, if they have matching
funds, can add a jurisdiction. They can also increase the proportion
of funding to existing jurisdictions.

Because of the variation from one state to the other, we believe
that we have a good chance of adding these 18 at the present time.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE GRANTS IN 1992

Mr. TRAXLER. You are requesting $60,028,000 for emergency
management assistance in 1992, which is the same request as 1991.
In every year the emergency management assistance grants are
cut and we add them back in.

Can you justify, please, this line item? What was your request,
incidentally, to OMB for the emergency management assistance
grants for 1992?

Ms. JACOBIK. It was the same as the request to Congress.
Mr. TRAXLER. So this wasn't an OMB cut, they gave you what

you requested, then?
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Mr. STICKNEY. That is right. I will pass that to Grant.
Mr. PETERSON. May we give some explanation for that, sir?
We had made our request to OMB prior to the time we got the

final appropriations from Congress. We went with the base we had
in the previous year. So our request to OMB was the same as our
1990 actual.

Mr. TRAXLER. Are you going to be able to live with that?
Mr. PETERSON. We can live with that.
Mr. TRAXLER. According to page EM-17 of the justification, this

$3 million decrease in the EMA grants will be absorbed proportion-
ately by each state. You are intentionally adding 18 new communi-
ties in fiscal year 1991. You have fewer dollars and more communi-
ties to receive funds, in effect.

According to the justification, some communities could conceiv-
ably drop out because of reduced spending levels. Have you any in-
dications that there are such communities planning to drop out at
this point?

Mr. PETERSON. We do not. However, the point that you are
making is a valid point. If you have a reduction in dollars beyond
that which was allocated in the previous year, there will be im-
pacts, either in the amount of share support from the Federal Gov-
ernment to the states, or in the number of jurisdictions.

DISTRIBUTION OF FEMA GRANTS TO STATES

Mr. TRAXLER. You remember last year you told us that there was
a promise to change the method of distribution of the EMA grants
to the states. Has that survived? Is there anything moving forward
on that?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, it has. We have gone to a three-tier versus a
four-tier approach which we believe is more representative and sta-
bilizes the formula. I can give you a definitive on what that does, if
you like, for the record.

Mr. TRAXLER. Please do. And provide for the record a table simi-
lar to the one on pages 56 through 58 of last year's hearings which,
shows a distribution of grants to the states for fiscal years 1990,
1991 and 1992.

[The information follows:]
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

BUDGET INFORMATION FOR STATES

(Amounts in 000's)
FY 1990
Actual Estimated Oblig.
Oblig. FY 1991 FY 1992

Alabama ................ 1,089,430 1,108,459 1,041,117
Alaska .................. 402,342 407,024 410,047
Arizona ................. 953,724 989,330 924,906
Arkansas .............. 809,095 810,302 758,501
California ............ 5,004,564 5,135,970 4,908,776
Colorado ................ 890,969 910,655 878,773
Connecticut ........... 1,014,554 925,418 859,917
Delaware ................ 514-055 514,797 474,297
District of Columbia. 524,561 522,437 476,087
Florida ................ 2,363,570 2,464,091 2,329,583
Georgia ................ 1,409,353 1,430,892 1,378,401
Hawaii .................. 606,935 606,749 556,392
Idaho ................... 523,538 560,873 518,182
Illinois .............. 2,296,786 2,361,777 2,238,988
Indiana ................ 1,263,548 1,299,230 1,243,396
Iowa .................... 810,768 832,670 801,751
Kansas .................. 775,041 788,573 757,006
Kentucky ................ 970,596 994,992 952,243
Louisiana ............. 1,110,345 1,119,855 1,068,431
Maine ................... 622,372 619,473 568,512
Maryland .............. 1,198,253 1,194,627 1,117,705
Massachusetts ......... 1,275,022 1,361,014 1,274,813
Michigan .............. 1,913,574 1,949,067 1,859,607
Minnesota ............. 1,411,528 1,387,816 1,218,588
Mississippi ............. 782,564 778,626 770,848
Missouri ............... 1,163,846 1,193,830 1,160,834
Montana ................. 539,440 553,215 505,403
Nebraska ................ 594,723 586,834 590,912
Nevada .................. 548,354 571,488 529,664
New Hampshire .......... 365,561 424,391 463,620
New Jersey ............ 1,683,821 1,712,339 1,624,528
New Mexico .............. 443,775 532,052 548,335
New York .............. 3,780,697 3,713,653 3,478,701
North Carolina ....... 1,461,138 1,506,179 1,415,823
North Dakota ......... 516,475 529,701 483,006
Ohio .................. 2,114,522 2,194,648 2,088,032
Oklahoma ................ 877,047 884,064 867,160
Oregon .................. 818,706 839,844 800,355
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Pennsylvania .......... 2,497,305
Rhode Island ........... 391,618
South Carolina ....... 976,159
South Dakota ........... 463,961
Tennessee ............. 1,162,446
Texas .................. 3,069,079
Utah ..................... 643,820
Vermont ................. 306,788
Virginia .............. 1,377,626
Washington ............. 0
West Virginia .......... 646,668
Wisconsin ............. 1,185,246
Wyoming ................. 477,930
American Samoa ........ 74,361
Guam .................... 126,500
North Mariana Islands 67,931
Puerto Rico ............ 961,074
Trust Territory

(excluding NMI) .... -
Virgin Islands ....... 108,295
Indian Tribe Set

Aside ..............
Undistributed ........ 200001

2,478,896
446,195

1,003,755
481,697

1,172,526
3,142,051

670,125
449,942

1,362,134
1,162,670

667,703
1,182,520

488,126
73,000

161,000
89,372

977,724

2,361,515
473,416
934,532
460,599

1,140,542
3,019,214

627,729
407,037

1,308,796
1,105,096

635,023
1,148,690

448,893
73,000

161,000
89,372

911,110

110,000 110,000

691,609 769,196

Total ................. 60,182,000 63,128,000 60,128,000
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RADIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR DUAL USE
Mr. TRAxLm. You are requesting a total of $11,955,000 for the

radiological defense program in fiscal year 1992, which is the same
as the current level, according to page EM-24, EM-30.

FEMA is planning to enhance the application of radiological in-
struments for dual use functions. How are you going to do that?
Explain that a little bit.

Mr. PruWSON. We have a number of different kinds of instru-
ments that are radiological detection instruments from multi-
meters to rate meters. In support of the surge doctrine that we
moved into in 1988, we have moved into, a manufacturing base
predicated upon FEMA's patented dosimeter. As those come on
ine, they can be used for dual use for strategic national security

issues and also around nuclear power plant facilities if you were to
have a power plant accident.

Additionally, we are now slowly moving into procurement on our
multimeters, which we are maintaining because we have 40-year-
old instruments which are maintained. They are also dual use and
can be used for radiological hazard spills and around nuclear power
plants, as well as in the case of a strategic confrontation.

REDUCTION IN POPULATION PROTECTION

Mr. TRixum. You are requesting $12,322,000 for the population
protection component in 1992. This reflects a decrease of $200,000
below 1991. And you say on page EM-7 that population protection
is an area of Civil Defense that you want to emphasize, and we are
looking at a 4 percent reduction, less than the 1991 appropriations.

How are you going to reconcile your population protection empha-
sis with the 4 percent cut in program monies?

Mr. STICKNEY. Grant, would you please deal with that?
Mr. PrRSON. Under the population protection program the cut

of $200,000 is in the family protection element of that program.
The reason we are able to reduce that at this time is because we
put a lot of emphasis on developing material over the last couple of
years. That material is pretty much developed.

Now, it is a process of reproduction so the contract elements for
supporting the creation of the material is reduced, and we are now
in more of a production mode. Additionally, we stabilized our
courses for family protection and volunteerism. They are created.

Now, it is a matter of keeping seminars going. So we feel it is a
responsible act.

VOLUNTEERISM

Mr. ThAxLzR. How is the volunteerism faring here? Give us a
report on that.

Mr. PETEJsN. Because of your generosity, going from zero in
this particular program a few years ago, it is going quite well in
comparison to the previous eight or ten years.

We have conferences on volunteerism at the Emergency Manage-
ment Institute, as well as throughout the country, with materials
encouraging families and individuals to be volunteers in support of
their neighborhoods. We also encourage people to protect them-
selves, and identify what is needed for their home and family to
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have on stock, as well as what procedures they should follow and
have them identified in their homes in case of multiple hazard
events.

So I think it is a plus program.

REDUCTION IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Mr. TRAXLER. Under Civil Defense training and education, you
are requesting $10,863,000 for fiscal year 1992, which is a decrease
of $252,000 below the 1991 level. The 1991 Appropriations Act in-
cluded $252,000 to restore the instructional programs and materials
and training field deployment levels.

Once again, we are looking at a reduction. Do we have to restore
it this year?

Mr. ETERSON. It pretty much follows the same answer as I gave
you in the family protection population area. We have developed
the material. The courses have been developed. We are now in a
distribution mode, and an implementation mode.

So we are not having to create through contract support those
materials. They are created. It is now time to implement. We think
this is a response reduction as well.

Mr. TRAXLER. Are you comfortable with the level of training? Is
there a proper emphasis on training here?

Mr. PETERSON. Do you want me to comment on that? I feel com-
fortable in what the Director has helped us to do. There has been a
reorganization here. Having the ability to manage the Emergency
Management Institute is right, especially since all of the programs
we have are emergency management in nature and deal with state
and local programs. This is going to give a connectivity and conti-
nuity to our training programs that we did not have before.

For example, we have Laura Buchbinder who is now the Super-
intendent of the Emergency Management Institute working along
side of the other elements of the State and local Programs Support
Directorate; so I think vie have a good connectivity and continuity.

We will make some adjustments as time goes on. I want to thank
the director for helping us do that.

Mr. TRAXLER. Good answer. Nice accolade, isn't it? We are going
to have several questions on the national earthquake program that
we are going to submit for the record.

ABSENCE OF SARA TITLE III TRAINING

Turning to training and fire programs, FEMA is requesting
$23,594,000 for 1992. This is a decrease of $2,827,000 below last
year's appropriations. It's an increase of $7 million above FEMA's
fiscal year 1991 request, a 45 percent increase.

Of course, this is an appropriate new emphasis on the areas of
training and fire. You are requesting $4,728,000 for 1992. This is a
high level of interest in the program. No funds were requested for
the SARA Title III training program. Why is that?

Mr. STIC.NEY. Sir, that was an issue of balancing and trying to
stay within our appropriations caps for this year. There was a need
to continue the life safety improvements of those institutions, and
more additional renovations that are required. There was a trade-
off between the training money that would have been available
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through SARA Title I and continuing the facilities improvement
program, and we chose to continue the facilities improvement pro-
gram.

Mr. TRAxL=. Should we add that back? You wouldn't be mad if
we did, would you?

Mr. SrIcKmfx. I suspect there are 1.2 million firemen that would
be very happy.

REQUUTS FOR SARA TITLE III FUNDS IN 1991

Mr. TRAXLm. In the operating plan letter of February 22, 1991,
the Committee on Appropriations expressed its concern on the for-
mulas used and requested further information. We think your re-
sponse was quite appropriate and we are most appreciative. I think
it addressed many of the Subcommittee's concerns.

In your response letter you made the point that requests far ex-
ceeded the amount of funds available. What was the total amount
requested for SARA training grants in fiscal year 1991?

Mr. Sncxmff. We will have to furnish that.
Mr. TRAxLzR. Please do.
[The information follows:]

AMouNT RQ uKSn Foa SARA TRAINING GRANs

Through March 1991, the total training grants requested by all States was $4.7
million.

GRANTS FOR SARA TITLE III

Mr. TRAxLE. There are two other questions on this point you
may want to submit them for the record as well. Did all the states
and territories receive some funding?

Mr. PETERSON. Under SARA Title Ill?
Mr. STIcKNE. The answer is yes.
Mr. TRAxLE. Yes. And for the record, provide the estimated allo-

cation of SARA training grants by states of territories for 1991.
[The information follows:]
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EMI SARA FUNDS BY STATE

1990 1991 1991
ACTUAL REQUEST ALLOTTED

REGION I:
CONNECTICUT 35,400 61,597 48,650
MAINE 23,800 53,116 32,500
MASSACHUSETTS 66,400 54,900 57,409
NEW HAMPSHIRE 26,200 32,000 29,000
RHODE ISLAND 23,200 26,500 38,500
VERMONT 25,300 36,325 33,000
REGIONAL UNIQUE 0 64,500 0

TOTAL 200,300 328,938 239,059

REGION II:
NEW JERSEY 179,600 57,245 0
NEW YORK 161,500 0 0
PUERTO RICO 0 0 0
VIRGIN ISLANDS 0 0 0

TOTAL 341,100 57,245 0

REGION III:
DELAWARE 20,500 0 0
DIST. OF COLUMBIA 1,200 18,934 18,934
MARYLAND 57,600 201,000 50,800
PENNSYLVANIA 91,200 113,996 113,996
VIRGINIA 95,400 74,274 74,274
WEST VIRGINIA 22,800 0 0

TOTAL 288,700 408,204 258,004

REGION IV:
ALABAMA 61,500 64,000 0
FLORIDA 73,000 55,100 0
GEORGIA 76,200 70,700 0
KENTUCKY 50,000 155,230 0
MISSISSIPPI 36,200 36,600 0
NORTH CAROLINA 112,000 177,115 0
SOUTH CAROLINA 40,400 46,884 0
TENNESSEE 53,500 63,000 0

TOTAL 502,800 668,629 0

REGION V:
ILLINOIS 73,500 76,000 0
INDIANA 81,300 168,294 0
MICHIGAN 142,800 101,750 0
MINNESOTA 126,000 101,000 0
OHIO 117,200 85,650 0
WISCONSIN 81,300 155,604 0

TOTAL 622,100 688,298 0
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REGION VI:
ARKANSAS
LOUISIANA
NEW MEXICO
OKLAHOMA
TEXAS

TOTAL

REGION VII:
IOWA
KANSAS
MISSOURI
NEBRASKA

TOTAL

REGION VIII:
COLORADO
MONTANA
NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA
UTAH
WYOMING

TOTAL

REGION IX:
ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA
HAWAII
NEVADA
AMERICAN SAMOA
GUAM
N. MARIANNA IS.
REG. RESPONSE TEAM

TOTAL

REGION X:
ALASKA
IDAHO
OREGON
WASHINGTON

TOTAL

GRAND TOTALS 3,

1
3

1990 1991
ACTUAL REQUEST

70,500 128,704
52,500 125,150
18,000 73,910
22,000 47,900
73,400 242,745
36,400 618,409

55,000
37,800
74,300
95,200

262,300

23,000
25,000
25,000
20,000
80,000
41,300

214,300

32,400
190,000
36,900
7,200
1 000
1 ,000
12, 000
57, 000

359,500

39,800
42,400
38,600
42,800

163,600

291,100 4,

125,696
102,670
119,008
152,342
499,716

35,000
43,750
35,000
31,250
45,000
48,365

238,365

42,183
480,270
114,245
132,508

12,000
8,289

12,000
0

801,495

137,080
112,220
43,730

106,760
399,790

709,089

NOTE: Several regions are still in the process of
allocating funds to States. Final amounts have not
been determined.

42-608 0 - 91 - 3

1991
ALLOTTED

110,500
118,500
33,000
48,000
183,409
493,409

55,000
60,010
110,210
135,214
360,434

42,000
42,000
42,000
32,000
52,000
44,000

254,000

64,585
279,680
61,880
42,160
12,000
12,000

0
0

472,305

60,400
62,500
59,400
64,500

246,800

2,324,011
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ALLOCATIONS BASED ON PAST PERFORMANCE

Mr. TRAXLER. In your distribution formula, past performance is
one of the criteria for making allocations. We know the desire to
reward those states who may have performed very well, but the
devil's advocate in me says, well, aren't the poor performers possi-
bly the ones that needed the funding the most? If that is the case,
how shall we deal with that?

Mr. STICKNEY. If I may, Laura, did you hear the question?
Ms. BUCHBINDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. STICKNEY. This is Laura Buchbinder.
Mr. TRAXLER. You are not aware of this, but my predecessor, a

very fine gentleman, was deaf in his right ear. When I came to this
chair, I lost my hearing in my right ear. I just want Bill to be
aware of that. It has nothing to do with witnesses.

Ms. BUCHBINDER. The past performance was what we used last
year for the second level allocation because it was one way of meas-
uring those states who had done a lot of training. One of the rea-
sons that we changed the rationale or the way that we distributed
the second tier this year to base it on risk and population and some
other areas was just for the reason you cited.

It occurred to us that you could never get out of the hole if you
didn't do training last year and your allocation was based on how
much training you did.

REDUCTION IN NATIONAL FIRE ACADEMY

Mr. TRAXLER. Clearly you anticipated the question.
Turning to the National Fire Academy, the NFA is requesting

$10,608,000 for fiscal year 1992, which is a 47 percent increase
above the 1991 request. The 1992 request includes a decrease of
$134,000 for training field deployment component, and that will
result in a decrease of 125 course offerings. We find that on page
EM-164.

I get the impression this isn't a very popular program. It gets cut
every year. It is a good place to save money. You take it out, we
put it in.

Is that-yes. We appreciate your integrity and your honesty. You
get a gold star for integrity but a zero on the question.

Mr. GREENE. That is just about what it was.

STUDENT STIPENDS AND ADJUNCT FACULTY COSTS

Mr. TRAXLER. You made us look good. We can play that game. It
is part of sitting at the table. According to page EM-165 of the jus-
tifications, under the resident programs of the NFA, there will be a
decrease in course delivery in 1990 due to an increased student sti-

end and adjunct faculty costs. What was the student stipend? Andor1992.
Mr. GREENE. That is a result of higher air fares. The stipend

money is not going as far as it used to go. It is a result of higher
air fares.

Mr. TRAXLER. What are you looking at in 1992 for that fund?
What kind of an increase do you see there?

Mr. GREENE. Could we supply that for the record?
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Mr. TRAXLER. Sure. And also we want to know how much the ad-
junct faculty cost increased in fiscal year 1991. You can do that for
the record.

[The information follows:]

STIPEND/ADJUNCT FACULTY COSTS

The average student stipend in FY 1990 for the National Fire Academy (NFA)
was $316 and $449 for the Emergency Management Institute (EMI). Costs to date in
FY 1991 reflect a 12% increase in the average stipend paid at NFA and a 34% in-
crease in the average stipend paid at EMI. Since EMI course are generally one week
or less in duration, EMI students cannot take advantage of discount fares associated
with staying over a weekend. Therefore, increase airfares are significantly impact-
ing both student stipends and adjunct faculty costs.

The FY 1992 request does not reflect an increase in -support of these programs;
we, therefore, project a decrease in the number of students paid a stipend in antici-
pation of continued escalation of airfares. We will, however, continue to explore op-
tions for reducing travel costs.

The EMI and NFA adjunct faculty costs to date in FY 1991 reflect a 20% increase
per course over the same period in FY 1990. This is largely due to escalating air-
fares.

EXECUTIVE FIRE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Mr. TRAXLER. The fiscal year 1992 request includes a reduction of
$15,000 in resident programs due to the elimination of the Execu-
tive Fire Fellowship Program. The question is, why has this been
terminated?

Mr. GREENE. We will supply that for the record.
Mr. TRAXLER. And for the record, indicate the update on the

table of student training that appears on page 88 and 89 of last
year's hearing, please.

[The information follows:]
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EXECUTIVE FIRE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

We are hot terminating the Executive Fire Fellowship
Program in FY 1992. In fact, we are requesting $15,000
in FY 1992 to continue this program. We are not
requesting funding for the fire issue case studies for
this program.

STUDENTS TRAINED

The following tables provide updated information on
student training.

1990 1991 1992

Students

Emergency Management Institute 3,944 4,449 3,500

National Fire Academy (NFA)
Resident Programs 3,769 3,700 3,375
Weekend Programs 4,689 5,000 5,000
Train-the-trainer 189 ... 200
Adjunct Faculty 6 50 55
TRADE Conference 29 ... 200

Total NFA 8,682 8.750 8,830

Total Center 12,726 13,199 12,330

Student Days

Emergency Management Institute 18,653 21,266 16,740

National Fire Academy (NFA)
Resident Programs 35,506 37,000 34,000
Weekend Programs 9,378 10,000 10,000
Train-the-trainer 1,323 ... 1,000
Adjunct Facu]ty 18 150 165
TRADE Conference 87 ... 1,000

Total NFA 46,312 47.150 46,176

64,965 68,416 62,905Total Center
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RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER RESEARCH

Mr. TRAXLER. The 1992 request for the U.S. Fire Administration
is $8,258,000, which is an increase of $2,347,000, or 40 percent
above the 1991 level, and you are requesting $2 million to expand
residential sprinkler research and application.

Now, why are you interested in sprinkler research, residential, I
believe? Yes, residential.

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir. It is because of the problems that occur
in residential fires.

Mr. GREENE. This will concentrate primarily in rural population
areas and it deals with manufactured housing. The Fire Adminis-
tration is the only agency dealing with the sprinkler concerns.

What we are looking for is new research in some areas where
there may or may not be limited water supply or no water supply.
That is what would be necessary to provide that much-needed con-
cern.

Mr. GREEN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. TRAXLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. GREEN. I am a little puzzled because I would have thought it

was essentially a one-story building would be relatively easy to get
out of, and a sprinkler system retrofitted multi-story building
would make more sense.

Mr. GREENE. Last year, there were 5,000 deaths of which 4,000
were in single family dwellings. We have all heard about the high-
rise fire in Philadelphia last year. The same day that three fire-
fighters died, 11 people died in single family dwellings.

Mr. GREEN. That is an impressive statistic.
Mr. TRAXLER. Yes, it is. Where does the mobile home come into

this statistic?
Mr. GREENE. We include that in the same as manufactured hous-

ing. That is considered a single family dwelling.
Mr. TRAXLER. But do we know, in manufactured housing, what

percentage of the deaths occur there as opposed to stick built or
conventional built?

Mr. GREENE. I am sure we have those statistics. I will be glad to
provide them.

[The information follows:]
FIRE DEATHS IN MANUFACTURED HOUSING

The statistics collected by the Fire Administration's National Fire Data Center in-
dicate that the risk of death from fire in one and two family dwellings is 6.9 deaths
per 1,000 fires. The risk of death from fire in mobile homes is 18.2 deaths per 1,000
fires, a significant increase over one and two family conventional dwellings.

According to data from the National Fire Data Center 12.7% of deaths occurring
in the classification of one and two family dwellings occur in mobile homes.

Considerable confusion occurs when people speak of manufactured housing and
mobile homes. Many use these terms interchangeably; however, they are not inter-
changeable. Manufactured housing normally refers to that housing that is not built
on sit using conventional building methods, commonly referred to as "stick built".
Manufactured housing takes many forms. Some buildings in this category are built
completely in a factory, on an assembly line, not unlike an auto assembly line.
These unit are shipped via truck to a site and are placed on a foundation by means
of a crane. Other manufactures build sections or panels that are delivered by truck
to the site and the parts are joined together by carpenters at that time.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate this type of construction from
"stick built" after the dwellings are completed. Manufactured housing erected in a
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community must conform to the communities building code in thp same fashion as
conventional built housing. It is USFA'e opinion that given these ct -ditions there is
no greater risk of death from fire in manufactured housing. Mobile iLomes, however,
are another matter.

Mr. TRAXLER. Are you looking for this $2 million to do something
in the area of manufactured housing?

Mr. GREEN. Yes, sir, that is part of it. That will be included, but
it also could be used in regular stick building type construction.

Mr. TRixLz. This is a new issue on your part and we are un-
clear precisely what you are after. Would you provide for the
record what you want this money for and what it will do that isn't
being done today?

[The information follows:]

SPMNKL INcRSN
The $2,000,000 in additional funding requested for the Fire Prevention and Arson

Control activity will be used to expand efforts in multi-pronged approach to residen-
tial sprinklers by focusing on basic research, technical information and assistance.
and demonstrations. In research, the U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) will focus on
lower response time for quick-acting sprinklers, more effective and appropriate
sprinkler systems for health care facilities and persons, new means of freeze protec-
tion, and water supply concerns particularly in rural areas.

Specifically, the Fire Administration will contract for research to investigate the
effectiveness of the present sprinkler head design, its required delivery density and
its actual delivery density. The project will also evaluate how these factors, in con-
junction with ceiling height and sprinkler head spacing, affect the extinguishment
of a predetermined fuel load.

The research will assist the Fire Administration in developing a sprinkler head
design that will provide protection to residential housing in rural areas where there
is limited water supply. Because people in rural areas are at higher risk of death
from hostile fire than other segments of the population, this portion of the popula-
tion is considered a target audience for the Fire Administration.

ORDINANCES REQUIRING SPRINKLERS

Mr. TRAXLER. There are some communities, that are now requir-
ing sprinklers to be installed in new construction, single family
residences? Is there any ordinance that you know of that does that?

Mr. GREENE. Yes, sir. There are some in California, Georgia, and
throughout the country that require it. There are some existing or-
dinances that are constructed in accordance with the National Fire
Protection Association pamphlets.

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, if I might, I think one of the key issues is the
water supply, and to try to develop equipment that will produce a
pressurized water supply, and a shared pressurized water supply
for a dwelling that might be connected to a well on something like
that. And a good share of the research money will be going into
that, I believe.

Mr. TRAXLER. You know, for start-up money, that is quite a bit
for this program, $2 million. What do you anticipate your needs
are going to be the following year?

Mr. GREENE. Well, sir, I think the needs for the following year
will be based on what we would come out with at the beginning.

Mr. TRAXLER. Let's see. The appropriations take effect--
Mr. GREEN. If you are going to OMB, you will be starting your

own effort in a couple of months.
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HAZARDOUS INFORMATION FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

Mr. TRAXLER. You are probably not going to get results back in
time. Well, we will talk to you. It is not worth spending any fur-
ther time on it. It is a lot of money to start with.

Let's see. According to pages S-8 and EM-177, you are request-
ing a total of $750,000 and five work years to fully implement the
program for first responders. What kind of information system will
you provide for first responders, and is the Fire Administration co-
ordinating this effort with hazardous materials programs?

Mr. STICKNEY. It is an effort to translate the information into
pragmatic operational information that will be used at the fire
scene.

Mr. GREENE. As of January 1, the National Fire Incident Report-
ing System is tracking these materials.

Mr. STICKNEY. Did you ask about the reporting system?
Mr. TRAXLER. I asked you how you are coordinating your effort

with the hazardous materials program, and what kind of informa-
tion systems you are going to have for the first responders.

Mr. GREENE. I think I gave you the answer to one. Prior to Janu-
ary 1, we did not have that information. The only time we knew
about hazardous materials was after a fire.

Now, as of January 1, anytime an apparatus moves, we know the
information. We are presently serving on committees with state
and local programs in trying to coordinate those. Five different
committees are trying to coordinate those to ensure the firefighter
has the information he needs.

Mr. PETERSON. A little aside on that, under our hazardous mate-
rials request, we have $200,000 for hazardous materials exchange.
That is a call-in program that we can make available to firefight-
ers, fire stations or any other hazardous material user or carrier.
They can dial an 800 number 24 hours a day. They can find out
what the protective action is, and this is our fourth year on that
now.

[CLERK'S NOTE.-The Agency requested an opportunity to clarify
the answer to Chairman Traxler's question.]

CORRECTION OF THE RECORD

Mr. PERSON. A little aside on that, as part of our hazardous materials program
request, we have $200,000 for the HMIX-the Hazardous Materials Information Ex-
change. The HMIX is a computer bulletin board in existence since 1986 that can be
accessed by first responders, Federal, State, and local government, industry, and
others with an interest in preparing for, preventing, and responding to hazardous
materials incidents. Information that is available on the HMIX includes: current
and pending legislation and regulations, training, Federal, State, and local contacts,
reporting requirements, technical assistance, and region-unique topic areas. Because
the system is available 24-hours a day via a toll-free number there are currently
over 10,000 users regularly accessing the system, and the number-of users increases
an average of 10 percent every month. -

Mr. GREEN. Mr. Chairman, I have just been advised that our col-
league on the Appropriations Committee, Mr. Myers, has a ques-
tion for the record.

[The information follows:]
Question. Nearly all of the counties in the State of Indiana suffered from severe

flooding in the early part of this year. Most of them were declared Federal disaster
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areas. At this time, many Indiana families are suffering from financial peril and
will have to relocate from their homes or do extensive repair work.

Would any of the provisions under the National Affordable Housing Act, which
was enacted at the end of the last Congress, apply to these unfortunate citizens who
are faced with relocation?

When does the Federal Emergency Management Agency expect to promulgate the
rules of this act? Please explain.

Answer. Public Law 101-625, the Cranston-Gonzales National Affordable Housing
Act does not impose any mandates on FEMA. Section B, Title IX of P.L. 101-625,
entitled "Disaster Relief", authorizes the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (DHUD) to increase funding in several different DHUD programs in the
aftermath of Presidential major disaster declarations pursuant to the Stafford Dis-
aster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (P.L. 101-707).

DHUD and other Federal Agencies are routinely notified of all major disasters
declared by the President to ensure full coordination and implementation, as appro-
priate, of various programs which can only be activated by a Presidential disaster
declaration.

In addition, we will coordinate with DHUD regarding the implementation of the
Community Development Block Grant Program, Rural Housing Assistance, and pri-
ority of public housing for disaster victims as provided in both Public Law 100-707,
and in P.L. 101-625. This coordination will occur at both the Headquarters level and
on an incident-specific basis, as appropriate.

STUDY ON EFFECTIVENESS OF EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

Mr. TRAXLER. Turning to the Emergency Food and Shelter Pro-
gram, fiscal year 1992, FEMA is requesting $100 million and five
work years. It is a decrease of $34 million below the 1991 level.

According to the page SE-68 of the budget justifications, one of
the activities in fiscal year 1992 is compiling the results of the pro-
gram's effectiveness. When do you anticipate the completion of the
study, and do you have any preliminary findings that you can tell
us about? -

Mr. PETERSON. The first part of the study is over but, it is not
final. We can give you the first part. And we expect the second
part of that to be done within a six-month period of time so we can
provide you with the first part of the study. It is a two-part study.

Mr. TRAXLER. How are we doing? What is the good news/bad
news here?

Mr. PETERSON. It is a cost-effective operation. The second news is
it is cost-effective from the standpoint of administration. On the
national board, the administrative cost is less than seven-tenths of
1 percent.

The majority of this money is going directly down through states
to the users. That is the good news, and it is being administered in
what we feel is a very good manner at this point in time. It is an
effective program.

Mr. TRAXLER. So we shouldn't cut it?
Mr. PETERSON. I didn't say that, sir.
Mr. TRAXLER. On pages--
Mr. STICKNEY. We hope it will be carefully evaluated with the

competing programs.
Mr. PETERSON. Yes. There are other enhancements in dollars and

cents, I would hasten to add, in other areas for taking care of indi-
viduals along this line. So this is a prioritization issue.

Mr. TRAXLER. Well, of course, this subcommittee deals with other
agencies that have concerns about this area, and we note that
yours is really the most cost-effective of any of them. We have, as
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long as I can remember, been a very strong proponent of this re-
sponsibility, because it is done so well by you.

Mr. GREEN. I think it is fair to say, Mr. Chairman, it is because
FEMA has been so efficient in spending that we see the money get-
ting there promptly. We have always liked this program as com-
pared with some of the alternatives.

Mr. STICKNEY. There is tremendous leverage. These dollars are
leveraged by other dollars and we get a lot of bang for the buck.

Mr. TRAXLER. You don't believe there is a reduced need for the
EFS program, do you?

Mr. STICKNEY. No, sir, although its title is the Emergency Food
and Shelter, I think it would be incorrect to suggest that it was
supposed to have dealt with an emergency that existed several
years ago. Perhaps it should be over now.

It turns out, when we review the program, like anything else, the
emergencies keep coming up, and they keep coining up to different
people. So it may be a long-running emergency program, but there
are new emergencies out there every day.

ELECTRONIC TRANSFER OF FUNDS

Mr. TRAXLER. Last year we talked about some of the issues con-
cerning electronic transfer of funds from the EFS program. How
are you doing in that project? Is it successful, or what do you
think? And how many local communities have taken advantage of
this method of receiving funds?

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Chappell would have to help us with that, sir.
Mr. CHAPPELL. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The program is very successful. We mentioned last year it is just

getting started. It is not complete yet. Many local agencies are not
ready to accept electronic transfer. We would like to submit the re-
sults of the first year of operation,-so you can see what the results
might be.

Mr. TRAXLER. And additionally for the record, show us the char-
acteristics of the Emergency Food and Shelter programs and each
state's allocation, similar to the table you will find on page 93-96 of
last year's hearings.

[The information follows:]
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RESULTS OF ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER - EFS

The EFT's of EFS awards to recipient agencies is going
very well. Last year (Phase VIII), approximately 2,500
agencies utilized EFT's. This year (Phase IX) the number
of agencies using EFT's has increased to around 3,400.
Additionally, this year the EFS National Board program
office has taken over the implementation of this process
from a contractor originally hired to do the job last
year. They have not encountered any significant problems
in these transactions. Recipient agencies realize the
benefit of EFT's as a quicker and more direct means of
receiving awards.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FOOD AND SHELTER RECIPIENTS

Mr. GREEN. Have you done any study of recipients? I know VA
did a study of the characteristic of homeless veterans. They were
specific, as to people receiving emergency food assistance under
their program. Have you done any such study as to mental illness
problems, or substance abuse problems?

Mr. STICKNEY. My understanding is we have not done such a
study. My anecdotal information is for the shelter program. It is
utilized mainly to help those who, for some reason or another, have
a short-term difficulty in staying in their own home or apartment,
but have a good chance of pulling through and being able to make
it on their own further on. My observation on the food program is
simply that there are a lot of people being fed.

BALANCE FOR DISASTER RELIEF

Mr. TRAXLER. Turning to disaster relief, fiscal year 1991 appro-
priations, we did not appropriate any funds to the disaster relief
because there were substantial carryovers from fiscal year 1990,
primarily due to the appropriations made for Hurricane Hugo and
Loma Prieta earthquake disasters. The budget justification estimat-
ed a carryover of $495,379,000 from fiscal year 1990.

What do you anticipate and believe to be the unobligated balance
of the disaster fund?

Mr. STICKNEY. Sir, at the present time, it appears that in spite of
a large carryover coming into 1991, there were significant out-
standing projects which were eligible for funding but for which we
had not obligated money. And that money has now been obligated.
I believe the number now is down to about $207 million. Is that a
correct number, Grant?

Mr. PETERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRAXLER. When you obligate all of the current request, is

that where you are going to be?
Mr. STICKNEY. No, sir. That is where we are right now.
Mr. TRAXLER. That is the unobligated balance, to the best of your

estimates?
Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir. There may be projects in the pipeline

which would be coming in for reimbursement, but we have not obli-
gated money for that yet.

HISTORICAL AVERAGE FOR DISASTER RELIEF

Mr. TRAXLER. I understand. Fiscal year 1992, you are requesting
$185 million for the disaster relief fund. In past years you request-
ed $270 million, stating this was an historic average for disaster ac-
tivity. Has that historic average changed?

Mr. STICKNEY. No, we feel that $270 million is still a reasonable
average. And as it turns out, we are going to miss very badly the
$270 million that was not in the fiscal year 1991 budget.

Mr. TRAXLER. What was your request of OMB for this account?
Mr. STICKNEY. In 1992, was it $270 million?
Mr. PETERSON. We asked for $270 million.
Mr. TRAXLER. Historic average?
Mr. PETERSON. Yes.
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Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, and when you work that historic average into
the equation with a supplemental, it doesn't work out all that
badly. But as we review these numbers we will probably need to
come in for an amendment of that 1992 request. We suspect we will
need to increase that significantly.

ESTIMATED BALANCE FOR DISASTER RELIEF IN 1991

Mr. GREEN. You don't have any estimate at this point of what
your year-end unobligated balance will be?

Mr. STICKNEY. At the end of this fiscal year, sir?
Mr. GREEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. STicKNEY. We are counting our money twice right now. We

believe that we are not going to be able to reimburse for all of the
public assistance projects that may be eligible and submitted by
the end of the year. With luck, we can complete any emergency
funding and administration of emergencies that may be coming up.

Mr. GREEN. So as a practical matter, at the end of the year, you
will have a zero balance and have some accrued liabilities?

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir.

LIABILITIES IN DISASTER RELIEF

Mr. GREEN. Do you have any idea what the amount of those ac-
crued liabilities will be?

Mr. STICKNEY. We are still working on the definitive numbers,
but it looks like if there is no additional money in 1991, that we
will need something somewhat over $800 million in 1992 to take
care of the prospective projects in 1992; the $270 million for 1992,
that $270 million that we need for 1991, plus the carryovers from
Loma Prieta and Hurricane Hugo.

DISASTER RELIEF IN ISLAND TERRITORIES

Mr. TRAXLER. At the opening of the hearing, you mentioned one
of the Pacific islands. Would you just elaborate for a moment and
tell us the responsibility that we have by way of disaster relief to
those territories?

Mr. PETERSON. Territories, yes sir. It is a mixed bag.
Mr. STICKNEY. I think in some cases, they are not even necessari-

ly territories, but they do come under our protection.
Mr. PETERSON. That is right, sir.
Mr. TRAXLER. Is that part of the enabling legislation? Are they

specifically mentioned? How do you get that responsibility?
Mr. PETERSON. Where there are territories, our responsibility

falls under the Insular Act, and we acquire it through that. Where
they were territories or properties responsible to the government
and now have their own governmental structure through agree-
ments for a limited time period, along with that agreement came
the responsibility that was inherently within our responsibility
when they were United States' purview and responsibility.

I use responsibility a lot. I am sorry for that. But what I am
saying is, the responsibility for the disaster funds and program im-
plementation for those islands are the same now as they were
before they became independent, and many of these agreements
run into the 1990s, late into the 1990s.
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So we have the same responsibilities for) individual assistance
and public assistance. In fact, there are more liberal payment
schedules authorized out there for matching monies, in some cases,
than there are for stateside territories.

Poorly said, I am sorry, but we have the same responsibilities out
there we would have for the territory of the Virgin Islands, for the
most part.

Mr. GREN. This includes those new commonwealths we created?
Mr. PrrzRSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. STIcKiY. Micronesia.
Mr. PmEsN. Mr. Chappell has just slipped me a note here. He

says, they are under the Compact of Free Associations. We have re-
sponsibility under Territories and the Insular Acts.

Mr. GRi. And under the free association agreements, is that
an indefinite obligation or for a period of years?

Mr. PER ON. There are time limits under some of those agree-
ments. We can give you that specifically for the record.

[The information follows:]

Tun Lmarre ON FRE ASSOCIATION AwRnmi',s
The Compact of Free Association, P.L. 99-239, stipulates that the Federated

States of Micronesia and the Marshall Islands will be eligible for disaster assistance
for 15 years (from January 14, 1986). P.L. 99-239 does provide for the possibility of
an extension to the deadline.

Mr. GaN. Long, long ago, I wrote a Law Review article on this
subject of the applicability of American laws to overseas areas that
we control.

Mr. PIrrwoN. The other side of this issue is, we are dealing with
not hundreds of miles, not thousands of miles, but many thousands
of miles, and the logistics out there are very challenging.

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir. We kid our Regional Administrator and
call him the Yeltsin of the Emergency Management Agency. He
controls more territory than all the other agencies combined.

Mr. GREEN. Mostly water?
Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRAxLER. And who was it that was assaulted? What island

was that?
Mr. STICKNEY. Uman.
Mr. PETERSON. U-m-a-n.
Mr. TRAxLmR. Which is--
Mr. PETERSON. Micronesia.
Mr. STICKNEY. Would you care to visit, sir?
Mr. TRAXLER. Probably we don't want to know any more.
Mr. PETERSON. It is one of the four Federated States of Microne-

sia.
Mr. TRAXLER. Maybe at next year's hearing you will have a list

for us.
Mr. PETERsoN. Yes, sir.

EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
Mr. TRAXLER. We always ask you every year something about an

issue you alluded to at the beginning of today's hearing, and that
was whether or not you need an inventory of equipment that can
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be readily moved. So think about it over the next year, give us an
answer next year.

Mr. STICKNEY. Yes, sir.
RATE INCREASES FOR FLOOD INSURANCE

Mr. TRAXLER. Turning to the National Flood Insurance Program,
FEMA proposes transfer reimbursements of $12.874 million to the
S&E account for administrative expenses and $45.023 million to the
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance account for flood
plain management activities-from the National Flood Insurance
Program. In addition to a $25 service fee policy to cover adminis-
trative and flood plain management expenses as required by the
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, other rating changes will be im-
plemented in fiscal year 1991. These changes will be equivalent to
a 1 percent rate increase.

According to page FI-10, you are anticipating an increase of
118,914 policies in 1991, over 1990 level. Will you see any drop-off
in these expectations because of the rate increases?

Mr. STICKNEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn those ques-
tions over to our Insurance Administrator.

Mr. SCHAUERTE. On the contrary, Mr. Chairman, we hope that
the number of policies increases more, and probably will, I believe,
as a result of the program we have issued called the "The Mort-
gage Portfolio Protection Program," which really implements the
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973. This requires those people
who have mortgages which are secured by Federal entities to have
flood insurance. This requirement has not been complied with in
recent years. We are carrying out workshops, more articles are
being written about it, and agents are getting concerned about it. It
is part of the training that agents get in their continuing education
programs, and we are very happy with that.

ENFORCEMENT OF FLOOD INSURANCE PURCHASE

Mr. TRAXLER. Is that the responsibility of the lender, then, to see
that that gets done?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. It is the responsibility of the person who handles
the mortgage. It is the mortgage company. It could be a bank or a
savings and loan.

Mr. TRAXLER. That's what I mean, the lender.
Mr. SCHAUERTE. Right.
Mr. TRAXLER. So that is being enforced, then? So that's why you

are anticipating a fairly sizeable jump?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. It is being enforced, and in addition to that, we

are getting almost all of our communities out of the Emergency
Program. We do hope, incidentally, to raise the caps on the amount
of insurance available. We want to do that, and have not done that
since 1978.

CAPS ON FLOOD INSURANCE COVERAGE

Mr. TRAXLER. What is the cap now?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. $185,000 now for a residence, $60,000, contents;

and 95 percent of all our policies insure residences. We hope that
this will bring in a considerable amount more in premiums.
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Mr. TrAxux . What is the premium on a policy at those levels,

$185,000 and $65,000 contents?
Mr. SCHAUzRTE. The average annual premium is about $280. The

lowest premium is $75 in a preferred risk area. It all depends on
the location and the type of construction.

REDUCTION IN FLOOD STUDIES

Mr. TRAxIL. According to page EM-187, under Flood Plain
Management, you are requesting $34.783 million for this activity in
1992, less than the 1990 level. Of course, a reduction of $1.5 mil-
lion is to be made in the Flood Studies and Surveys component.
Where are you planning to reduce the program?

Mr. SCAUuETE. We are transferring the Flood Studies funds
over to the Flood Hazard Reduction program.

We are also requesting five additional personnel for the Commu-
nity Rating System Program, which we are implementing begin-
ning this year. We are convinced the program will not only bring
about better mitigation in the various communities-over 18,000
communities-but will also lower the premium rates.

If that occurs-and it is going to occur--we hope that also it will
increase the amount of flood insurance policies in existence.

PILOT STUDIES ON EROSION

Mr. TRAXLER. We note that on page EM-192, for fiscal year 1991,
you are initiating two additional pilot studies to test methodologies
and procedures for conducting erosion rate studies on the Great
Lakes, as well as the Pacific Coast.

Have you started the studies, and do you have any return as yet,
and when did you anticipate having them completed?

Mr. SCHAUERTE. There is always some form of study being imple-
mented-undertaken by our engineers and hydrologists. There is
not anything right now I can report on. But such studies are a very
important part of flood plain management, particularly studies on
the erosion in flood plain areas. We are trying to develop a set of
guidelines and specifics in order to standardize the data that we re-
ceive.

Mr. TRAxL=. Your justifications say you are going to initiate
two additional pilot studies-one on the Great Lakes, one on the
West Coast-erosion rate studies.

Mr. SCHAUUETE. Right.
Mr. TRAxL m. And so you are going to be testing the methodology

and procedures there?
Mr. SCHAUERTE. Checking the consistency and the accuracy.
Mr. TRAxLER. And when will you get those results?
Mr. SCHAUKETE. Probably within a year.

COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM

Mr. TRAxLmI. In fiscal year 1991, you will begin implementation
of the new community rating system. This system will credit com-
munity mitigation efforts by reducing flood insurance premiums.
What will that do to policyholder rates?

Mr. ScHAUzRT. We hope, and it is possible, that a community
that implements all of those increased standards could possibly
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reduce the premium rate by as much as 40 percent. It does require
some investment by the community. But even a 25 percent reduc-
tion, we would be considered to be pretty much of a success.

Mr. TRAXLER. We want to turn to the Inspector General; let's see
if we can catch him there. We always want to know Inspector Gen-
erals. We think they play an important role.

You are a creature of the Congress, of course, so we want you to
know that you are especially welcome here.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much.

INSPECTOR GENERAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. TRAXLER. As a general rule, we are quite impressed with the
level of competency that we find in the Inspector General Corps.
All the agencies seem to have found very, very highly qualified per-
sonnel to do this important task.

Do you have sort of a little association where you get together
for lunch?

Mr. MILLER. I would be delighted.
-Mr. TRAXLER. Not me. You can make-you would make a great

politician. We never turn down a free lunch, either.
Do you have an association of Inspector Generals?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir, there is the President's Council on Integrity

and Efficiency.
Mr. TRAXLER. You are all members of that?
Mr. MILLER. That is right. And we meet periodically, about once

a month. In addition, there are subcommittees also that meet to
calculate ways to do Inspector General work more efficiently.

INCREASE FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL IN 1992

Mr. TRAXLER. Well, let's see now. You have an appropriation of
$5.144 million requested for fiscal year 1992. This is an increase of
$1.793 million above the 1991 level with a request of 70 work-years
for 1992, which is an increase of 10.

You are also requesting a large increase for the office for 1992 of
53 percent. Tell us why you need a 53 percent increase.

Mr. MILLER. I think the best way is to describe my feeling after I
moved into the job seven months ago, as the first statutory Inspec-
tor General.

I looked around at the size of my office, which has ten investiga-
tors, 20 auditors, for work nationwide, including such places as
Chuuk Island and Samoa and other places. I also was trying to
digest the size and complexity of FEMA's programs and operations,
the size of the requested budget this year of $723 million, and won-
dered how I would ever begin to cover some of those audit and in-
vestigative targets.

One way, of course, is to increase the size of the staff, the quality
of the staff, and the grade level which we hope would increase the
quality of that staff. This is why we are asking for those additionalfunds.

Mr. TRAXLER. Did you have the full cooperation of the agency in
seeking those additional moneys?

Mr. MILLER. We certainly did.
Mr. TRAXLER. And you were successful at OMB?
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Mr. MILLER. Yes, we were.
Mr. TRAxumZ. Very persuasive.
Mr. MItZR. They increased our budget outlay by almost

$300,000. Part of that was due to the recently passed Chief Finan-
cial Officers Act, which requires us to do certain things that cost
money and additional personnel.

AUDITABLE ACTIVITIES

Mr. TRuxLzm. Was it a lack of resources that kept your predeces-
sors from doing the auditable activities at FEMA prior to your--

Mr. MILLIR. I think so. Of some 150 different auditable activities
during the entire lifetime of the Inspector General's Office at
FEMA, they had only been able to audit something like 42 or 43 of
those activities, largely because they didn't have the people to do
that.

NATIONAL PRIEPARENESS AUDIT

Mr. TRAXLER. Some of the sensitive activities at the National Pre-
paredness Directorate haven't been audited since their inception.

Do you have any concern there?
Mr. MILLER. Indeed we do. Both the Director and I were asked

the question during our Senate confirmation hearings to address
that problem.

Three weeks ago, we sat down with Mr. Lopez and the distin-
guished staff of his Directorate and began what we call an en-
trance discussion of an audit that is now under way and has been
for the last three weeks.

Mr. TRixLm. We look forward to at some point discussing that
with you, if it needs to be brought to our attention, we expect you
to do so in the coming months.

Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lopzz. I might add, sir, that I welcome that audit. I think it

is very propitious for both Mr. Stickney and myself, since we are
still new at the game, to see what has been going on.

Mr. TRAXLER. We concur with that, and certainly it was no re-
flection upon you.

Mr. LopEZ. Understand, sir.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER ACT REQUIREMENTS

Mr. TRixizR. Four additional work years and $550,000 is re-
quested to meet the requirements of the chief financial officers act.

Tell the subcommittee what your responsibilities are under that
act, briefly.

Mr. Miuzu. Our primary responsibility is to audit the financial
statements of the agency.

IG CASES FROM HUGO AND THE-EARTHQUAKE

Mr. TRAxLER. For fiscal year 1991, a great deal of your investiga-
tive activities are concentrating in the backlog of cases open due to
Hurricane Hugo and the California earthquake.

Have you any major findings in the disaster assistance activities?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, as a matter of fact we have one case that has

been largely concluded, and we are issuing a bill for collection for
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some $2 million on public assistance in the disaster program, some
of which was proven to be ineligible.

Mr. TRAXLER. The agency does a superb job in getting money out
under difficult conditions, and of course everyone wants to move it
as quickly as possible. And we all appreciate that when money is
flowing that rapidly to so many different people, there can be some
problems involved, and we appreciate the complexity of that ques-
tion and the difficulties of it.

But at the same time we want the highest degree of certainty
that those funds are spent according to the law. Sothe first test is
always that work around the front line. Secondly, of course, the op.
portunity that subsequent audits have to establish the correctness
of the payments.

So I wish you well. A lot of vultures are out there, aren't there?
Mr. MILLER. Indeed there are.
Mr. STICKNEY. I think they reconciled 400,000 checks last year.

HIGH DOLLAR INVESTIGATIONS

Mr. TRAXLER. According to page 10-6, a reduction in the backlog
of your collection high-iollar.volume investigations is planned for
in 1992. We need to know, how many of those types of high-dollar-
volume investigations are currently pending, and what is the dollar
amount involved in the total of these cases?

Mr. MILLER. We have discussed this with Michelle and plan to
come back and have another discussion with her when she is free
again after these hearings are completed.

The dollar amount we are looking at is in the hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars.

Mr. TRAXLER. And how many of those cases are there? Rough
numbers.

Mr. MILLER. We have a total of 200 cases now outstanding.
Mr. GREN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. TRAXLER. Mr. Green.

AGYNCY-IG COOPERATION

Mr. GREEN. Mr. Miller, you mentioned the cooperation you have
gotten in one area, but to ask a more general question, are there
any Instances where you have not received the full cooperation of
the folks at FEMA?

Mr. MILLER. Not one single instance, sir.
Mr. GREEN. So you feel comfortable that you have gotten the as-

sistance you are entitled to?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. TRAXLER. Ms. Kaptur?

UPDATING FLOOD MAPS

Ms. KAPTUR. I had a question on the flood mapping, and I have
spoken with the department in our state that deals with natural
resources and they have expressed a concern about the lack of an
updated set of flood maps.

My basic question is that ,our budget does indicate a decrease In
that funding, and I am curious as to what you are going to do to
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keep the maps up to date, particularly where there has been a
change in the situation in various states.

Mr. STICINNY. Ma'am, I am Wally Stickney, the Director, but Iam going to the uestion to Bud Schauerte.Mr. SAtpas We are concerned about that and we must

update as much as we possibly can including the possibility of lo-
cating on our maps the coastal barriers resources system. However,
we have had a lot of success in gaining help from the various local
communities who have invested money in topographical studies.

We get information from geoia surveys, we get information
from the United States Bureau Census, and we have had money
for restudies going back into restudying the maps we have now,
since there are always constant changes in the program.

We intend to review the necessty to restudy all the maps every
five years, and we will do that. Hopefuly, with the program in-
creasing In the number of policies we have, we will generate a con-
siderable amount of money.

As you probably know, and I probably should mention this to
you, Mr. Chairman, the program is self supporting. We hope to
have the funds to be able to do everything that is necessary. It is a
big problem and it is a very costly problem.

We want to digitize the maps so we can reduce the enormous
volume of hard copies. We probably have more maps than any
other organization in the world, 85 million pages to be exact. They
look like a road map that you get at your service station. We have
750,000 square feet of them. We will be able to greatly reduce that
cost; not only the cost of the maps themselves, but the mailing and,
the personnel, over the years.

Ms. KArU. Are you doing the updating on a yearly or monthly
basis?

Mr. SCHAUKUTE. We are trying to review the need to update
every five years. But I might add this. During that first year
period, we may have map amendments or map revisions based
upon information we get from the local communities or the states.
If a home or community or area can be documented where there
have been changes in the flood plan, then the maps will be updated
periodically.

Ms. KAPrua. So what would you recommend to our department
of natural resources in trying to work with you to get the maps up-
dated? Are you saying there is the possibility that they are in the
restudy area?

Mr. SCHAUKRT3. I am saying that we are working with Ohio and
Texas, Michigan, and every state. It is not just one state. We are
working throughout the nation, 18,000 communities. And we are
working with the various states and their flood plan management

Mr.TAxu. I think what Me. Kaptur is concerned with is an
area in Toledo and around Toledo.

Mr. SCHAUIRTS. We would be able to supply you with detailed in-
formation about your state and your particular area.

Mr. TRAxum. She probably is looking at that west end of Lake
Erie.
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Ms. KAruR. It is throughout Ohio, because the flood maps have
changed, and there appears to be some need for updating-that
may be true of Michigan as well.

It seems to me to take a long time between-and I don't know
where the glitch is, but the maps don't appear to be up to date. So
that was just a concern we have.

Mr. SCHAUERTE. We will direct it from here to our regional office.
Mr. STICKNZY. I must say, ma'am, that I think 80 percent of our

mail deals with problems with the flood plan delineation and the
timeliness, particularly as people feel they want to develop new
lands that hadn't been developed and that sort of thing. So we are
doing our best to try to catch up to it. _

If there is any particular instance that is of real concern, I am
sure that our Insurance Administrator could help you with that.

STATUS OF EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

Ms. KAPTUR. I would agree with the Chairman, there is a prob-
lem, because we sit on a lake, and there are some problems related
to all of northern Ohio.

Mr. Chairman, I just have one other question. That concerns the
emergency food and shelter program.

I am sure you have address' that in more detail earlier in the
day, but I am concerned about what is happening with that pro-
gram now. Is there a change in mission?

We have a lot of unemployment out there in the country. What
is going on with the emergency food and shelter program?

Mr. STICKNEY. The program is running as it has in the past and
under the same formula. As I recall the distribution, nationwide,
lst year, there is something in the order of 84 or 85 communities
that gained money from the year before, and almost the same
number that lost money. So there was a balance there, depending
on the economic shifts within the nation.

This budget does propose a reduction in the program.
REDUCTION IN EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

Ms. KAPrUR. That is why I asked. If there is a lot of unemploy-
ment going up, why the reduction? I am curious.

Mr. STICKNzY. Because there is a desire to see whether or not
there is some HUD-funded programs which might be able to get at
the chronic base-line homelessness better than this program has
been able to do.

It is a policy call. And overall as I understand it, the McKinney
Act appropriations are higher than last year, but the administra-
tion isproposing some shifts.

Ms. KAPTUR. I thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CONCLUSION

Mr. TRAXLR. Mr. Green, do you have anything further?
Mr. GREEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TRAXLER. We are pleased with your appearance. And this

concludes the hearings and justifications of the 1992 bill. We wish
you well. Nice to see you again.
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fQuestions and answers for the record and the Justifications
follow:]
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Chairman Traxler

RESOURCES FOR DISASTER PLANNING AND TRAINING

Question: Earlier this month GAO released a report
on the Federal, State, and local responses to the Hugo
and Loma Prieta disasters. Several findings and
recommendations were made in this report.

According to page 31 of the report, a FEMA official said
that FEMA "has not had sufficient resources to support
planning and training programs for all disaster phases
and has, therefore, used its resources for preparedness
programs and activities."
Do you believe your resources are sufficient to meet your
disaster planning and training needs?

If not, why haven't you requested additional resources?

Answer: In the past, FEMA training has focused
primarily on the preparedness phase of emergency
management. Encouraging solid planning and preparation
for disasters were seen as the areas where training
could have itG greatest impact. Since Loma Prieta and
Hurricane Hugo, however, resources have been shifted to
increase and enhance training in response and recovery.

Our emergency planning guidance, which is widely used for
development of State and local emergency operations
plans, has for some time included emphasis on functions
in the response and recovery phases of disasters.

In 1992, the budget request includes additional funding
the Emergency Management Institute to develop ways to
utilize new instructional technology for distributed
training. An important goal of this distance learning
initiative will be the dissemination of response and
recovery training to the widest possible audience.

COORDINATION AMONG FEDERAL AGENCIES

Question: FEMA is the agency with overall
coordination responsibility for preparedness and response
to disasters. Yet, another problem cited on page 52 of
the GAO report was the lack of coordination between
federal agencies.

What efforts are you making to ameliorate the problem?

Answer: The problem cited on page 52 of the GAO
report stemmed from problems encountered in South
Carolina' following Hurricane Hugo in coordinating with
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the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS), an agency of
the Department of Agriculture. The SCS has authorities
which overlap somewhat with those of FENA for the removal
of debris from streams following disasters. We have
created a working group of headquarters and field
personnel from both the SCS and FEMA to analyze potential
coordination problems and to develop procedures for
improving coordination.

Tentative conclusions of that working group are that it
is counterproductive for these two federal agencies to be
offering generally the same kind of assistance to local
authorities at the same time following disasters,
regardless of whether or not that is the situation
created by existing legislation, and that better policy
direction is required from both agencies to delineate
more clearly what problems will be addressed by which
agency. One of the possibilities is that the SCS will
dedicate its limited funding to situations for which the
President does not declare a disaster, or for emergency
situations that need to be addressed prior to the
declaration of a disaster. The working group is expected
to come up with recommendations which may result in a
memorandum of understanding between the two agencies and
changes in program policy or regulations. The working
group is expected to complete its work by September 30,
1991.

GEOGRAPHIC PAY DIFFERENTIAL

Question: How much do you anticipate the geographic
pay differential will cost the agency?

From where will the additional funds be obtained?

Answer: In fiscal year 1991, it is estimated that
the geographic pay differential for Regions II and IX
will cost the agency $297,000. On an annualized basis,
the cost would be $394,000.

Although FEMA is working diligently to fill all
authorized workyears, positions budgeted for and not
filled in the first half of fiscal year 1991 will fund
the geographic pay differential. For 1992, the request
for Salaries and Expenses is sufficient to cover the
additional costs.

STATE PARTICIPATION IN EARTHQUAKE ACTIVITIES

Question: Under the earthquake program on page EM-
94, you discuss the non-Federal cost-sharing schedule --
which was directed by the reauthorizing legislation. Any
State which did not receive a grant from FEMA for
earthquake activities prior to October 1, 1990, will be
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subject to this new phase-in cost-sharing provision. The
intent of the legislation was to encourage new States to
participate in the program by gradually working up to a
50/50 share.

How many States began to participate in earthquake
activities after October 1, 1990?

Answer: Seven new States were approved to receive
first-year funding on October 1, 1990. To date, four of
those States (AZ, NC, NV, OR) have received a total of
$246,000. The remaining three States (ID, MT, NJ) have
indicated FY 1992 will be their first-year of program
participation.

Question: What impact will this have on those
States participating in earthquake hazards reduction
activities prior to October 1, 1990?

Answer: Those States participating in the program
prior to October 1, 1990 are governed by the 50/50 cost
share requirement. In the case of Massachusetts, which
did not participate in the program in FY 1990 but wishes
to in FY 1992, there will be a 35% in kind cost share
requirement. The amount of funding allocated to the 17
existing States was not impacted as an increase in the
budget accommodated the entry of nqw States into the
program.

DETAILED LOSS ESTIMATION STUDIES

Question: On page EM-95, the justification states
that FEMA is initiating studies of detailed loss
estimation for risk areas. What do you hope to learn
from these studies? When will these studies be complete?

Answer: The National Academy of Sciences has found
that loss studies can be of great value in planning,
initiating, and updating programs for earthquake hazards
mitigation and emergency planning. They are particularly
helpful where little attention, or where little practical
hazard mitigation or emergency response planning exist.
Reliable information on the earthquake threat and
potential impacts is essential to inform and motivate
State and local public officials and emergency planners.

The National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP)
has never had a systematic and coordinated approach to
earthquake loss estimation. FEMA is working closely with
the USGS to correct this situation. 'We plan to use the
program resources to support a long-term comprehensive
project to provide consistent methodology to develop
comparable loss estimates nation-wide. Some previous
studies may need to be revisited new studies may be
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directed towards the overall goals of establishing
comparable methodology and loss data. This comprehensive
project is only now in development and completion dates
of specific studies are not yet available.

CAJON PASS STUDY

Question: In FY 1992, FEMA will complete work on
the placement of lifeline systems in Cajon Pass,
California as well as a lifeline seismic safety plan.
What is the status of these projects?

Answers FEMA is conducting a vulnerability study of
the current placement of lifeline systems in the Cajon
Pass (San Bernardino, CA) region. The study addresses
the risks that lifelines pose as they may be affected by
earthquakes, including multiple and serial events. The
study is not a feasibility study to rectify specific
lifeline problems in the Cajon Pass but will provide
lessons-learned and insight from which mitigation
techniques can be developed for application here and
elsewhere. The final report is expected to be published
in September 1991.

Additionally, FEMA is developing a lifeline seismic
safety plan consistent with the requirements of Section
8(b), P.L. 101-614, National Earthquake Hazards Reduction
Program Reauthorization Act. The development effort is
being coordinated with the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, other Federal agencies, and the
private sector. The plan will provide timetables and
budget estimates for developing and adopting, in
consultation with appropriate private sector
organizations, design and construction standards for
lifelines. A steering committee for the effort has met
to organize a national workshop to bring together the
experts necessary to develop this important plan. The
workshop is scheduled for late August or early September.
The plan will be ready to transmit to Congress by June
30, 1992.

URBAN SEARCH AND RESCUE

Question: According to your letter of March 5 on
FEMA's reorganization, Civil Defense will assume
responsibility for the urban search and rescue
initiative.

Could you tell me more about your plans to move this
activity?

How will this activity be coordinated with the Earthquake
program?
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Answer: Under the reorganization, a new Division in
the Office of Civil Defense is being established to
spearhead coordination of the resources of the Federal
community of agencies in disasters. Prior to the
reorganization, 'the Office of Disaster Assistance
Programs had responsibility to develop the substantive
program aspects of a national system of Urban Search and
Rescue (US&R). Substantive program development for the
US&R system has now been moved from the Office of
Disaster Assistance Programs, which is primarily a
disaster recovery unit, to the Office of Civil Defense,
which is responsible for response to catastrophic events.
Utilization of funding will be reported by a Plans and
operations Branch within that new Division in the Office
of Civil Defense to the Earthquake Preparedness Program
staff.

Funding for US&R is provided out' of the National
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP). These funds
will be used to augment the capabilities of the US&R
teams with equipment and training. Urban search and
rescue emerged as a specialized need in the emergency
management arena after the recent earthquakes in Mexico
City, Soviet Armenia, and California. Hence, the US&R
capability was funded under the NEHRP, even though the
teams can be used to respond to any catastrophic
disasters which result in multiple building collapses and
require specialized capabilities to rescue large numbers
of trapped individuals.

HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS

Question: In the hurricane program you are
requesting $896,000 in 1992, the same as the 1991 level.
Based on the findings in the GAO report, and from lessons
learned, how can you continue to fund this program at a
static level?

Answer: Given the overall Agency and government-
wide spending limits and priorities, no additional funds
have been included for this program.

POPULATION AND PROPERTY PROTECTION PROJECTS

Question: On page EM-99 of last year's
justification, it was stated that funding for property
protection would increase in future years as population
projects are completed. When will these population
projects be completed? When do you anticipate an
increase in the property protection component?

Answer: FEMA's intent was to increase the funding
for Property Protection Projects in future years as the
effort for Population Preparedness Projects decreased.
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This is still FEMA's objective; however, the recent
significant decrease in the Corps of Engineers funding
support has delayed implementation of this initiative.
FEMA is reviewing its total Hurricane Preparedness
Program with regards to the present funding situation and
will provide the Congress our plans upon completion of
this review.

DAM SAFETY

Question: You are requesting $432,000 for the Dam
Safety program, the same level as the 1991 appropriation.
According to page EM-100, you anticipate that the level
of operational capability in dam safety at the state and
local levels will ihorease. What indications do you have
that this is true?

Answer: The level of operational capability at the
State and local level has increased. Our indications
include:

o The number of states without dam safety
legislation has been reduced to two.

o A 1989 survey of State dam safety programs
showed a marked increase in the number of
satisfactory programs with increased budgets
and staff.

o The number of States and enthusiasm with which
they agreed to participate in the update of
the National Inventory of Dams indicate a
growing interest and capability. Thirty- nine
States have already sent in their initial
inventory data and the remainder, save 2, are
expected to follow shortly.

TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS

Question: In Technological Hazards, your request
for fiscal year 1992 is $5,242,000, the same as the 1991
level.

Based on your letter of March 5, FEMA's reorganization
will create a separate Office of Technological Hazards to
administer the Radiological Emergency Preparedness and
Hazardous Materials Programs. This-will allow you to
better respond to the intensive workload and high
visibility of these programs. You also mention the
increased emphasis on the Chemical Stockpile program.

With the added emphasis on this program, why didn't you
request an increase for this program?
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Answer: The Radiological Emergency Preparedness
program, despite its high visibility and continued
intensive workload, has tended to stabilize into a
maintenance mode. Consequently, an increase in funding
for FY 1992 was not deemed necessary. The Hazardous
Materials program under this activity is continuing to
evolve and the 1992 request, combined with other current
(Superfund) or anticipated (Hazardous Materials
Transportation Uniform Safety Act in FY 1993) funding
sources, was deemed adequate for this stage of the
program's development. The Chemical Stockpile Emergency
Preparedness Program is funded in its entirety
through a reimbursable, interagency agreement with the
Department of the Army.

CHERNOBYL STUDY

Question: In last year's hearings (page 76) we
discussed a study underway addressing "lessons learned"
from the Chernobyl accident.

What kind of findings did you make? Have you implemented
changes based on what you learned?

Answer: FEMA is continuing to monitor and review,
with contractor assistance, technical studies and
analyses of the Chernobyl nuclear accident and the
offsite impact of the resulting radiation release.
While specific issues pertaining to offsite preparedness
have been identified in the review effort, no need has
been identified thus far to change FEMA's radiological
emergency preparedness program. This'is due primarily to
the fundamental technological differences in the design
and operation of the Chernobyl plant from plants in the
U.S. However, in the area of Federal response to
radiological incidents, the Federal Radiological
Emergency Response Plan has been changed to reflect a
lead agency (Environmental Protection Agency) for
international radiological environmental incidents.

USE OF NATIONAL DISASTER MEDICAL SYSTEM
FOR PERSIAN GULF

Question: Under the mobilization preparedness
component of Federal Preparedness, FEMA is responsible
for the coordination of the National Disaster Medical
System (NDMS), which was established to respond to large
scale emergencies and to provide care for the resulting
casualties.

To what extent did FEHA and/or the NDMS prepare for and

provide assistance for the Persian Gulf War?

Answer: FEMA does not have primary responsibility
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for coordinating the National Disaster Medical System
(NDMS). The Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS), has the lead administrative role under Executive
Order 12656. However, the NDMS Interagency Agreement
establishes a cooperative effort among four agencies:
FEMA, the DHHS, the Department of Defense (DOD), and the
Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA). These agencies
jointly share responsibility for. the design and
implementation of the system.

In conjunction with State and local governments and the
private sector, NDMS is designed to care for victims of
any incident that exceeds the medical capability of an
affected State, region, or Federal medical care system.
The NDMS will also provide support to military medical
systems in caring for casualties of a conventional
overseas armed conflict.

NDMS has in place a readiness capability at all times and
requires no prior warning in order to provide assistance
in a real world crisis or National Security emergency.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) has
the authority to activate NDMS on a moment's notice in
response to a National Security emergency, but due to our
quick success in the Persian Gulf war and minimal
casualties, NDMS activation was not required.

NDMS would have been activated only after both the
military and the Department of Veterans Affairs (which is
designated by law as the military's primary back-up)
hospital, systems were overwhelmed with casualties.

FEMA's National Emergency Coordinating Center (NECC),
coordinates the alert and notification of all key NDMS
personnel upon activation of NDMS.

DISASTER LOANS

Question: The Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990
requires FEMA to make changes in the recording and
funding of agency loans, thus the need to establish the
Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Program Account. You
estimate that FEMA will subsidize up to $6 million in
loans for states' shares of assistance. (DR-6)

How did you arrive at this $6 million figure?

Answer: Because making loans for states' shares of
assistance is a relatively now activity (since the
passage of the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act in November, 1988), there is little
history on which to base a loan estimate. The estimate
of $6 million was based on annualizing the loan activity

42-603 3 - 91 - 4
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of $3 million during the last six months of FY 1990.

Question: What will occur if the demand for loans
is higher than the projected $6 million?

Answer: If the demand for loans is higher than the
projected $6 million, a language supplemental for the
Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Program account will be
required to raise the loan limit. If the increase in the
amount of loans also increases the. subsidy required,
supplemental language for the Disaster Relief Fund to
permit the transfer of additional funds for the subsidy
to the Disaster Assistance Loan Program account will also
be necessary.

Question: Why will Community Disaster Loans no
longer be made after FY 1991?

Answer: This program is no longer needed since, in
most cases, the communities that have applied for the
loans could have obtained commercially available loans
under more favorable terms. The only reason that most of
the recipients of those loans applied for them in the
first place was the program's provision for loan
cancellation under certain conditions.

Communities that cannot qualify for bank loans or which
would qualify for loan cancellation under the Community
Disaster Loan Program are economically stressed for
reasons other than the occurrence of a disaster. The
problems of these communities should be addressed through
economic development programs and not through the
Disaster Relief Program.

Question: According to DR-3, in fiscal year 1992
FEMA will assume responsibility from the Department of
Education for disaster assistance to elementary and
secondary schools.

In both the Hugo and Loma Prieta disasters, FEMA and the
Department of Education encountered problems as to which
agency had responsibility for disaster assistance to
schools. I gather the FEMA's assumption of this
responsibility was the resolution to the problem. (GAO -
p. 63)

Who made the decision to give FEMA this additional
responsibility?

Answer: The overlap in authorities between P.L. 81-
815, the Education Department's authority to assist
school districts with disaster related damages, and P.L.
93-288, as amended, has long been a source of confusion
for state and local emergency management and education
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authorities. Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta
earthquake, because of their magnitude, served to bring
these problems into greater prominence. The assumption,
therefore, is correct that this initiative directly
responds to the issue raised in the GAO report on page
63.

We have always recognized that FEMA had the legislative
authority to provide disaster assistance to special
purpose districts, such as school districts, but we
always deferred to the Department of Education's desire
to fund repairs to public elementary and secondary
schools, while FEMA funded repair to the non-educational
facilities of local school districts (such as
administrative buildings) and to publicly owned
institutions of higher learning and Private Non-profit
schools of all types.

The decision to transfer this responsibility from the
Department of Education to FEMA was developed jointly by
both agencies, in the interests of improved service to
the public, and approved by the Secretary of Education
and the Director of FEMA. The Department of Education's
Fiscal Year 1992 budget submission contains reference to
this transfer.

Question: Have you estimated the cost of assuming
this responsibility?

Answer: The Department of Education has estimated
that this program has cost, on the average, approximately
$11 million per year for repairs to eligible school
facilities damaged by Presidentially declared disasters.
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Congressman Stokes

CIVIL DEFENSE

Question: County emergency management officials are
authorized for reimbursement of up to 50% of certain
costs of emergency management programs. This is
especially critical since civil defense efforts really
start at the local level. In States like Ohio though,
for example, reimbursement has been significantly less
than 50%. (Ohio is about 39%). Moreover, many States
still have relatively low participation rates.

The budget request, however, decreases the State and
local emergency management account by $3 million. While
this seems like a small amount, it makes all the
difference to city programs that are already underfunded.

What percentage of county programs have emergency
operations centers and necessary communications equipment
to effectively manage a disaster? Have States indicated
an inability to expand this program to these counties?
Why?

Answer: In 1988, 2,126 counties (or equivalent
jurisdictions) provided information for the Capability
and Hazard Identification Program, of which 1,888
reported having an emergency operating center from which
key officials can direct and control an emergency. This
is approximately 90 percent of reporting jurisdictions.
However, not all of the emergency operating centers meet
FEMA standards. The States request funding to upgrade
these facilities or establish capabilities in additional
counties through the Emergency Operating Center,
Maintenance and Services, and Warning and Communication
Programs. Often the States are able to identify funding
requirements in excess of available matching Federal
funds. So far in FY 1991, preliminary information
indicates that State and local governments may have a
requirement for about $4.0 million additional Federal
matching funds for Emergency Operating Center Programs
which we cannot meet. The other programs have
shortfalls, too. The reason for the shortfalls is that
it is difficult to project these needs year to year and
the ability of State and local governments to produce
timely matching funds.

Every county which currently receives funding under the
Emergency Management Assistance (EMA) program must have
met certain eligibility standards. These standards
include having an emergency operations plan, which must
include provisions for a centralized control facility and
sufficient communications capability to effectively
manage a disaster. States may consider expanding EMA
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of 50,000 persons, providing that the county takes steps
to meet the other eligibility standards. States do
expand EMA program support into new counties annually.

Question: What percentage of local costs are we
actually reimbursing on average?

Answer: The EMA program provides a maximum of 50%
of necessary and essential emergency management expenses
of State and local governments in matching funds. We do
not have sufficient data on the national total of
eligible expenses to be able to say exactly what
percentage overall is being met with Federal funds. The
State of California recently requested an additional
$1,685,833 for FY 1991 to bring th6 Federal contribution
up to 50% of their requirements for eligible salaries and
benefits. According to their calculations, the total EMA
allocation to California will amount to 34% of their
requirement for salaries and benefits alone. They did
not provide data on the amount that would be required to
match other categories of eligible costs. Our best
current estimate is that we are providing a Federal
contribution nationwide of 33% of the eligible State and
local emergency management expenses. Each State receives
a share of the total annual EMA budget through a formula-
driven determination. The State then makes the final
decision as to what share each eligible local
jurisdiction will receive, based on its approved State
Administrative Plan.

Question: How does FEMA insure the capabilities of
local emergency management programs to develop plans for
and effectively respond to emergencies?

Answer: The CD Program has a variety of initiatives
to ensure the capabilities of local governments to
develop effective emergency operations plans. These
initiatives include the following: (1) requiring an
approved local emergency operations plan for EMA program
eligibility, and supporting their development; (2)
providing training in emergency planning and plan
evaluation; (3) publication and dissemination of civil
preparedness guides on emergency planning for governments
and for business and industry; (4) support (through the
Population Protection Planning Program) at 100% funding
level of some 150 emergency planning specialists at the
State level, who in turn provide expert technical
assistance to local governments in development of their
emergency operations plans.

Question: Are nuclear and terrorist incidents
covered under this civil defense program? If yes -- with
recent occurrences in the Persian Gulf what are we doing
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to help States in this regard? Would these efforts come
under the programs being reduced?

Answer: While dealing with terrorists is primarily
a law-and-order activity, FEMA, through the CD Program,
has four major responsibilities in meeting potential
terrorist threats: (1) FEMA supports development of State
and local emergency operations plans for dealing with all
hazards, including the consequences of a terrorist
incident; (2) FEMA informs the public how to deal with
terrorist threats; (3) if necessary, FEMA provides a
Federal response to the consequences of terrorism; and
(4) FEMA exercises for terrorist scenarios.

Our efforts for dealing with the consequences of
terrorism are not being reduced. Indeed, we are giving
new emphasis during the current and next years on
developing our capability for providing a Federal
response to disasters if necessary, including the
consequences of terrorism. The CD Program provides
assistance to State and local governments to develop and
operate the capabilities, people, equipment, facilities
and plans, to respond to all emergencies.

Question: civil defense includes our ability to
provide crisis shelter and give warning to the public in
times of an emergency. Federal funds to State and local
governments in this area are under the State and local
direction, control and warning programs.

The FY 1992 budget request, however, shows a decrease for
this area of over $2 million.

What percentage of our population is covered by sirens or
other warning systems? Will this decrease cause states
to cut programs? If so, can you estimate the number of
programs?

Answer: The 1992 request for the Warning and
communications program element represents no change from
the 1991 level. Except for the $2,078,000 added by
Congress for Emergency Operating Centers, our FY 1992
funding request for the State and Local Direction,
Control, and Warning program is for the same level of
funding that we requested and was enacted for FY 1991.

Nearly the entire population of the United States is
covered by at least one type of warning or emergency
information system, with the preponderance being covered
by the Emergency Broadcast System.

Question: What percentage of our population is
covered by emergency management programs which meet
Federal eligibility standards for emergency management
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assistance?

Answer: Approximately 83% of the U.S. population
resides in local -jurisdictions which meet Federal
eligibility standards for Emergency Management
Assistance.

DAM SAFETY

Question: The Army Corps of Engineers inventory of
dams completed in 1981 identified over 68,000 dams; 95%
were non-federally owned; 10,000 were classified high-
hazard; and 3,000 were classified unsafe and 150 of these
required emergency action. FEMA's dam safety program was
expanded as a result.

During FY 1991, you are to begin preparing the Biennial
Report to the President on the status of the national dam
safety program for 1990-1991. Can you give us an update
on your progress?

Answer: We will begin our activities to prepare the
Report on April 9, 1991 at the Quarterly Interagency
Committee on Dam Safety (ICODS) meeting. The format for
the Agency submittal will be proposed and approved.
Agency submittal will be received by December 31, 1991,
and the final report will be ready for dissemination in
May 1992.

Question: What other Federal agencies do you have
cooperative agreements with in terms of dam safety? Can
you tell me what their responsibilities are in this
regard.

Answer: We do not have cooperative agreements with
other agencies per se. We do have Memorandums of
Agreement (MOA) with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The MOA
with the Corps is for the update of the National
Inventory of Dams. Under this agreement, FEMA implements
its methodology for updating the Inventory using funds
appropriated to the Corps under Title XII, P.L. 99-662.

The MOA with the FERC is to provide a mechanism to allow
a more systematic and predictable approach to the
development of projects supporting dam safety by
providing annual funding to the ICODS by the member
agencies. This is the first of several MOA's with ICODs
members to support ICODS projects including the printing
of technical assistance publications, technical and
public awareness workshops, and Training Aids for Dam
Safety training and education project.
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TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS

Question: This activity encompasses two programs:
Radiological Emergency PreparedneSs and Hazardous
Materials.

During FY 1991, a final rule is to be implemented to
establish user fees to be charged to utilities for
radiological emergency services which are site specific
in nature. How much money do you expect to collect? Has
the final rule been published? Do you anticipate that
this user fee will be passed on to the customers?

Answer: The final rule was published in the Federal
Register on March 6, 1991, ( 44 CFR 353) and will become
effective on April 8, 1991. Assuming that fees will be
collected for nearly six months of FY 1991, it is
anticipated that $1 to $2 million will be billed to the
utilities by FEMA for the remainder of FY 1991. It is
estimated that a full year's collection would account for
40-60 % of the program costs.

Whether or not these fees are passed on to the customers
will be decided by the individual utilities and State
utility regulatory agencies, and will probably vary from
one to the other.

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND

Question: You are proposing that funding for flood
plain management be provided through a reimbursement to
the Emergency Management Planning and Assistance from the
National Flood Insurance Fund. I live in a state where
our biggest losses are to flooding. We are trying to
encourage more people to buy insurance. In fact, it is
estimated that only 10% of the individuals living in
flood plains have flood insurance. Insurance, however,
is already expensive. Will rates have to go up, premiums
have to increase with this approach? Won't this have a
negative spiral?

Answer: The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990 statutorily requires a fee to be added to the
premium for each policy to provide funds for flood plain
management activities and salaries and expenses in FEMA's
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and Salaries
and Expenses accounts. The policy service charge which
FEMA has established at $25 per policy becomes effective
June 1, 1991.

The average premium for buildings meeting the program's
flood plain management requirements was only $200.00 per
year. It costs about $350.00 per year on the average to
buy flood insurance on the more risky construction which
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does not meet the program's flood plain management
requirements because the construction took place prior to
the effective date of the community's regular program
flood plain management ordinances or prior to or on
December 31, 1974, whichever was later.

Of course, any premium increase may have some negative
sales impact. In this case however, it should be minimal
since there has not been a rate increase for flood
insurance since 1988.

FEMA/RED CROSS

Question: FEMA, in carrying out its activities must
work with many non-Federal agencies. I know for example
that the Red Cross is one.

Can you explain this relationship? What about others?
What Federal statutes regulate these arrangements?

Answer: Under Section 309 (b) of the Robert T.
Stafford Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 121 at sea.), FEMA is
authorized to enter into agreements with voluntary
organizations to provide disaster relief and assistance.

FEMA has a long and positive relationship with the
American Red Cross (ARC) which was established by an Act
of Congress on January 5, 1905 (36 U.S.C. Sec. 1). All
Red Cross grants and cooperative agreements with FEMA
have non-discrimination clauses in them.

FEMA also is a non-voting member of the National
Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (NVOAD). Of
the organizations which comprise NVOAD, we have separate
memoranda of understanding with the ARC, the Salvation
Army, the Mennonite Disaster Service, and the Seventh Day
Adventists. FEMA has fostered a positive relationship
with all NVOAD agencies in order to assure full
coordination of all available disaster assistance in the
interest of facilitating the recovery of people affected
by disaster incidents.

Question: I have had several concerns expressed
through my office about how these groups operate in times
of Federal disasters; specifically how aid is parcelled
out to needy groups with certain "prejudices"; that poor
and minority areas were, in fact, being overlooked and
requests going unanswered.

If, indeed, there are unfair practices by these groups,
would Federal law preclude FEMA from engaging in
activities with them?

Answer: Section 308 of the Stafford Act requires
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that all Federal assistance functions shall be carried
out in an equitable and impartial manner without
discrimination on the grounds of race, color, religion,
nationality, sex, age or earning status.

FEMA regulations for the enforcement of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 are found at 44 CFR Part 7.
Under these regulations, FEMA requires that every
applicant for FEMA financial assistance assure on the
application or in an attachment that the applicant will
conduct the FEMA program in compliance with the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. 44 CFR 205.16 makes Federal
financial assistance under the Stafford Act subject to
Part 7.

Question: How would individuals file complaints
with FEMA if they do have grievances with these
cooperative non-Federal groups?

Answer: Any person who believes that he or she or
any class of individuals has been subjected to
discrimination may file a complaint with FEMA. FEMA
investigates the complaint and tries to resolve the issue
informally. If the complaint cannot be resolved
informally, and there appears to have been
discrimination, FEMA may suspend or terminate or refuse
to grant or continue Federal assistance. Referrals can
be made to the Department of Justice for appropriate
action. No suspension, termination or refusal to grant
or continue Federal assistance shall become effective
until (1) FEMA has advised the applicant or recipient of
his/her failure to comply and has determined that
compliance cannot be secured by voluntary means, (2)
there has been an express finding on the record, after
opportunity for a hearing.

In furtherance of FEMA's non-discrimination policies,
each Disaster Field Office (DFO) has a person assigned as
the Civil Rights Compliance Officer for that disaster.
Any possible discrimination complaints can be brought to
the attention of this individual or the Federal
Coordinating Officer.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD FROM CONGRESSMAN GREEN

STATUS OF MOBILE HOME INVENTORY

Question: With Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta
quake now over a year behind us, I want to revisit some
of the issues that were open last year.

What is the status of your mobile home inventory? What
has been the disposition of the mobile homes put to use
in Watsonville, California?

Answer: FEMA's present mobile home inventory
consists of 1,950 three bedroom homes. Of this number,
535 units are currently occupied by disaster victims in
California, Indiana, Mississippi, and the U.S. Virgin
Islands. A total of 1,372 units have been completely
refurbished and are in storage ready for immediate use.
The remaining 43 homes are either in storage awaiting
refurbishing or in various stages of transport from the
disaster sites to the storage centers.

Of the 150 mobile homes placed in and around Watsonville,
California, 94 remain occupied by disaster victims, 25
have been returned to storage, and 31 are scheduled for
return to storage and are now awaiting transport. All
mobile homes being returned to storage will be completely
refurbished and held in storage for future use as
disaster temporary housing.

STAFF RESOURCES FOR HUGO AND LOMA PRIETA CLOSE-OUT

Question: I note that the justification on page SE-
61 indicates that "Continuing close-out activities
associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta
earthquake will continue to place demands on staff
resources." What exactly are these demands and their
costs?

Answer. Most of the demands currently on staff
resources are in monitoring large Public Assistance
Program projects and the final phases of temporary
housing programs. Although almost all activity involving
the temporary housing program will be completed by the
end of this fiscal year, the monitoring of large public
assistance projects will continue through fiscal year
1996. Some of the major activities involved are large
projects at Stanford University, Merritt Peralta
Hospital, Oakland City Hall, Port of Oakland wharf
repairs, San Francisco Airport Terminal, San Francisco
School District Administration Building, San Francisco
City Hall, Santa Cruz Transit Authority Maintenance
Building, Watsonville Water Treatment Plant, and port
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facilities and public housing projects in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. It is estimated that the Federal share for
public assistance projects in California and the Virgin
Islands will be $328 million.

For the remaining six (6) months of FY 1991, these close-
out activities will involve 16 full-time employees
(FTE's) at a cost of approximately $432,000 in salaries
and expenses, 30 intermittent employees (Disaster
Assistance Employee's) with salary costs of $100,000, and
$50,000 for travel and per diem expenses. Although the
number of FTE's and DAE's needed to monitor these large
projects will decrease with each succeeding fiscal year
from 1992 through 1996, it is estimated that costs for
salaries and expenses, travel and per diem will be $1.2
million in 1992, $900,000 in 1993, $700,000 in 1994,
$500,000 in 1995, and $300,000 in 1996. In summary,
these demands will cost approximately $4.2 million
through FY 1996, excluding any costs associated with
potential Inspector General audits.

PERMANENT OFFICE IN CARIBBEAN

Question: One of the major complaints I heard from
local and state officials in the Caribbean when I visited
last year was that there were no senior personnel
available on-site in the Caribbean when Hugo struck. Are
any steps being taken to upgrade the status of the office
in that area to address that problem?

Answer. The Hurricane Hugo experience highlighted
the need for a permanent FEMA presence in the Caribbean.
The Agency has since concluded that a small office in the
San Juan area would be the most efficient and effective
way to prepare for and manage the frequent, very
substantial disaster activity in Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands. FEMA is now in the process of
establishing such an office in San Juan. The Disaster
Assistance Program will be represented by, at a minimum,
three professional staff and a secretary. The Office
Manager, who is an experienced Federal Coordinating
Officer, will be assigned to the new office on May 5,
1991.

REPORT ON DISASTER PERSONNEL IN FIELD

Question: Last year, Mr. Peterson, you referred to
an on-going, in-house study on what it would take to
support disaster personnel in the field. What is the
status of that report?

Answer: The study looked at one option for
providing field support. It's conclusions have been
reviewed, but the Administration determined that it would
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not request funding for this endeavor at this time. FEMA
plans to investigate further other ways to meet this
requirement.

HOSPITAL DAMAGES ON ST. CROIX

Question: I know there was some concern about who
should foot the bill for damage to the hospital on St.
Croix, since many of the conditions.were pre-existing.
How has this been resolved?

Answer: At the time that Hurricane Hugo occurred,
the Virgin Islands Department of Health (VIDOH) was in
the process of addressing problems with the roof of the
hospital on St. Croix. The roof had developed leaks
which had necessitated vacating certain parts of the
building. The VIDOH had, prior to Hurricane Hugo, let a
contract for replacement of the roof. Hurricane Hugo did
additional damage to the roof, which caused extensive
water damage to the interior of the building. Since work
on the roof had already been programmed and contracted
for, roof repairs from damage caused by Hurricane Hugo
were not eligible for disaster assistance. FEMA has
agreed to fund repair of interior damage to the hospital
caused by the Hurricane. To our knowledge, there is no
longer any disagreement over this issue

COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM

Question: The July 10, 1990 Federal Register
contains a notice describing the new Community Rating
System for the Food Insurance program. This program,
which I understand will be voluntary, will become
effective this year. How is this program progressing?

Answer: FEMA is particularly pleased with the
progress of the Community Rating System (CRS). This
program provides for a reduction in insurance premiums in
those communities that voluntarily undertake flood plain
management and related activities which go beyond those
required for participation in the National Flood
Insurance Program.

The CRS has been developed with the assistance and active
involvement of the insurance industry and the Association
of State Floodplain Managers, most particularly the
criteria for creditable community activities and the
development of needed applications, instructions, and
evaluation mechanisms. CRS specialists were trained and
the CRS procedures were field tested in 105 volunteer
communities.

This past summer, 75 workshops, which attracted
approximately 2,700 individuals representing some 1,400
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communities, were held around the nation to familiarize
communities with CRS and the application process. In
addition, a capability to encourage and provide
communities with technical assistance in making CRS
applications has been established along with a formal CRS
training program available to state and local government
officials.

Last year we estimated there would be some 200 first
round applicants. In fact, have received more than 330
community applications and they are now being reviewed.
The involved communities represent about 25% of the NFIP
policy base which could result in more than $8 million in
premium credits.

Successful communities are expected to be notified by
June 30, 1991. The necessary changes to insurance
processing systems have been developed and should be in
place in advance of October 1, 1991, so as to provide the
initial 5% premium credit to policies newly written or
renewed after that date.

We are very pleased with the enthusiastic response the
CRS has received. The applications now in hand indicate
the goals of CRS are being realized -- "To encourage, by
the use of flood insurance premium adjustments, community
and state activities beyond those required by the NFIP
to: reduce flood losses, facilitate accurate insurance
rating, and promote the awareness of flood insurance."

FEE FOR FLOOD MAPS

Question: The November 29, 1990 Federal Register
contains a notice indicating an increase in the number of
entities that will be charged a fee for flood maps. Do
you anticipate that this will affect participation in the
program?

Answer: The maps will still be made available free
to Federal, state and local agencies, so this should not
affect community participation in the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP).

It will probably affect entities who will be paying for
the first time (i.e. lenders and insurance providers).
The extent to which these entities will be affected will
vary with each entity. Some ways that come to mind are:

- Entities will only order maps for areas that they
actively do business in, rather than for entire states,
counties, or communities.

- All company employees will use the same set of maps
instead of each employee ordering his or her own set.
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- Some entities will depend completely on business
entities that provide determinations.

COMMUNITY-BASED ANTI-ARSON PROGRAM

Question: I note on page EM-171 that the Fire
Prevention and Arson Control programs are scheduled for
a significant increase -- from $3.2 million to $5.2
million.

Can you give me an update on the community-based anti-
arson program and how much will be allocated in FY 1991?

Answer: For FY 1991, the USFA has allocated another
$260,000 to support the continuation of targeted,
neighborhood-based programs.

RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER PROGRAM

Question: Is it fair to say that much of the FY
1992 increase will be devoted to the residential
sprinkler program?

Answer: FEMA has requested $2,000,000 from Congress
for sprinkler research, demonstration projects, and
technical assistance. With this funding, the intent is
to press forward with on-going sprinkler projects and to
provide funding necessary for the design and testing of
a sprinkler head specifically designed to provide an
improved margin of life safety to those people living in
mobile homes and similar dwellings with limited water
supplies.
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Congressman Jim Chapman

EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

Question: The Emergency Food and Shelter Program
funding request is $100 million -- a decrease of $34
million. I understand you believe this is in keeping
with the goal to put homeless funding more towards
programs designed for permanent solutions. What
documentation or studies have been conducted to support
this proposal? Have you or any other agency studied the
effects this $34 million decrease will have on emergency
food and shelter needs?

Answer: The proposal is based upon information
received from several sources. While lack of adequate
shelter defines homelessness, recent studies by the Urban
Institute and other researchers on the homeless indicate
that multiple factors frequently afflict the homeless.
These include drug and alcohol addiction, serious mental
illness, and poor physical health. These data indicate
that assistance must be provided beyond immediate food
and shelter if we are to help end homelessness. In
addition, State and local government agencies and
organizations serving the homeless have recognized the
need for more comprehensive approaches to help the
homeless achieve more stable lives. These views have
been conveyed to the Interagency Council on the Homeless.

Although the requested level of funding for EFS is lower
than the 1991 level, the Administration is requesting
almost $1 billion for targeted homeless assistance
programs, 13 percent above the level enacted by Congress
for 1991. EFS recipient organizations are eligible to
apply for funding from many other homeless programs.
Programs like Shelter Plus Care would enable the EFS
organizations to broaden their homeless programs into
more comprehensive service organizations.

Question: Last year, this subcommittee asked FEMA
to make necessary changes in the Emergency Food and
Shelter (EFS) program to more accurately reflect homeless
statistics. What changes were made as a result of this
direction?

Answer. No changes were made. However, the
National Board and staff did work throughout the year to
try to find a source for the "homeless statistics" that
were mentioned. FEMA and the Board held a retreat this
past January that had, as part of its focus, just that
question. Also FEMA and the EFS staff recently met with
both Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
officials to explore other applicable data that might be
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used. We also will be looking closely at the shelter and
street count that was done by Census last March as well
as at new 1990 Census numbers as they become available.

Question: Has FEMA looked at whether the criteria
to have 1,000 unemployed in a county is leaving out small
rural communities with real homeless needs? Would you
please outline your findings in this regard and whether
you believe changes should be made?

Answer. Just that concern, that small communities
with real needs were being neglected, was the reason the
EFS National Board established the State Set-Aside (SSA)
Program. The Board sets aside 15% of the total award for
distribution through that system. SSA boards are not
bound to any of the EFS formula criteria and routinely
fund many communities with less than 1,000 unemployed.
FEMA and the Board think the current formula has served
us well as an indicator of need, particularly when
supplemented by the SSA process. However, each year the
Board reassesses the formula, including the 1,000
criteria, and we will keep these concerns as part of that
review.

HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS

Question: When conducting Hurricane Preparedness
Studies, is there a cost difference between contracting
with the Corps of Engineers or providing grants to states
to do the work?

Answer: Costs for conducting Hurricane Preparedness
Studies depend more on the size and nature of the
particular study than the agency conducting the study,
i.e., the State or Corps of Engineers. All Hurricane
Preparedness Studies are conducted according to FEMA's
guidelines published in 1984, and there were no
significant cost differences for similar studies based on
our review.

When a State conducts a study, funds are provided by
FEMA. The State may also contribute funds if it desires
to do so. However, if the State requests that the Corps
of Engineers conduct the study, the Corps will jointly
fund up to nearly half the cost of the Hurricane
Preparedness Study reducing FEMA's cost of the study.

Question: How many years has FEMA contracted with
the Corps to conduct Hurricane Preparedness Studies?

Answer: FEMA's first Interagency Agreement (IAA) to
jointly fund Hurricane Preparedness Studies for
evacuation with the Corps of Engineers was in 1982 or 9
years ago.
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Question: Which of the 12 Hurricane Preparedness
Studies currently being conducted have been contracted
with the Corps of Engineers to conduct?

Answer: Twelve studies have been contracted for
with the Corps of Engineers in FY 1991; however, there
are 3 studies being conducted by State or local
governments in Texas and Florida for which FEMA has
provided funds. The following Hurricane Preparedness
Studies for evacuation are being jointly funded through
an Interagency Agreement with the Corps of Engineers:

1. Southern Massachusetts
2. Rhode Island
3. Connecticut
4. New York
5. New Jersey
6. Delaware
7. Virginia
8. Palm Beach, Florida
9. Southeast Louisiana
10. Southern Puerto Rico
11. Virgin Islands
12. Hawaii (Oahu)

Other studies being conducted with FEMA, State, and local
funding without Corps of Engineers participation include
the following:

1. Southwest Florida
2. Tampa Bay Region, Florida
3. Galveston/Houston, Texas

Question: For the record, will you please provide
a list of contracts FEMA has made with the Corps to
conduct Hurricane Preparedness Studies (both in the past
and presently), how much funding has been provided for
each of these Corps studies, what areas did each study
cover and what is the affected population of each study
area?

Answer: FEMA uses Interagency Agreements (IAA) with
the Corps of Engineers to conduct Hurricane Preparedness
Studies for evacuation. The following table provides the
pertinent data for each study:

Project Funding ($1.0001
Approximate

Study Area FEMA Population

So. Massachusetts (I) $145 $51 656,000
Rhode Island (I) 170 56 307,000
Connecticut (I) 290 178 318,000
New York (I) 335 172 9,000,000
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New Jersey (I) 345 250 1,700,000
Delaware 235 233 232,000
Maryland 385 250 435,000
Virginia (I) 490 210 1,526,000
North Carolina 230 232 623,000
South Carolina 215 175 933,000
Georgia 252 206 386,000
Florida 5,500,000

Southeast Florida (I) 275 358
Palm Beach (I) 140 0

Tri - State (FL,AL,MS) 1,290,000
Evacuation Study 576 0
Loss Study 104 98

Southeast Louisiana (I) 350 110 1,500,000
Puerto Rico (I) 315 65 3,300,000
Virgin Islands (I) 60 0 110,000
Hawaii (Oahu) (I) 240 121 1,700,000

(I) - Incomplete

FIRE PROGRAMS

Question: Last year, Public Law 101-507, the VA,
HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriation Act for 1991
mandated that the National Fire Academy (NFA) be pot back
under control of the United States Fire Administration
(USFA) after nine years of being operated by FEMA's
Office of Training. Would you please provide an update
on this reunification? Has this policy decision been
fully implemented?

Answer: On November 6, 1990, FEMA Director Wallace
Stickney announced the decision to place the National
Fire Academy within USFA and the Emergency Management
Institute within the State and Local Programs and Support
Directorate (SLPS). The announcement further explained
that those units responsible for the support and
management of the Emmitsburg facility would also be
placed under the USFA. These decisions did not result in
any employee relocation.

Based on the aforementioned decision regarding the
National Fire Academy and the Emergency Management
Institute, the Office of Training would be dissolved.
While the final documentation has not been completed to
implement the organizational changes, the reporting
channels of the senior staff were revised to be
reflective of the new organization on January 15, 1991.
The National Fire Academy, the NETC Operations and
Support Division and the Educational Technology Division
will organizationally be within USFA while the Emergency
Management Institute is part of SLPS. The Office of
Training will cease to operate as an organizational
entity.
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Question: The President's FY 1992 budget request
for fire programs is $25.5 million and represents an 11%
increase above the FY 1991 appropriation. I am pleased
to see this increased funding request. Is this budget
adequate to carry out the mandates in this area,
including the new responsibilities assigned to the USFA
by the Firefighters Safety Study Act and the Hotel and
Motel Fire Safety Act -- both passed in the 101st
Congress?

Answer: The President's FY 1992 budget request for
fire programs is $25.5 million. Included in this request
is $750,000 and 5 workyears to review hazardous materials
information available to first responders consistent with
the Firefighters Safety Study Act. congress, in passing
P.L. 101-391, The Hotel/Motel Fire Safety Act of 1990,
did not provide funds for carrying out its objectives.
The USFA has been using funds provided for other
residential sprinkler purposes in the initial
implementation but is depending on the additional $2
million requested in FY 1992 to carry out its multi-
pronged, residential sprinkler program including the
Hotel/Motel program.

Question: In response to a question I asked last
year, you indicated that most of the buildings at the
National Emergency Training Center (NETC) in Emmitsburg
did not meet Maryland fire code requirements. The record
indicated that a minimum of $4.6 million was necessary to
bring the buildings up to code. The Congress earmarked
the $4.6 million to correct fire and safety code
violations in the FY 1991 conference for the VA, HUD
bill. Within the FY 1991 funds provided, were you able
to bring the buildings at the National. Emergency Training
Center (NETC) up to meet the fire code requirements?

What is the current funding need for this purpose?

How much did FEMA request from OMB for maintenance and
operation of these facilities?

Answer: The funding ($4.6 million) provided in FY
1991 was adequate to complete most of the fire and life
safety renovations. Included in the FY 1992 request is
$2.014 million for renovations of which $1.4 million is
to correct additional fire and life safety deficiencies.

The FY 1992 request to OMB for NETC Site Administration
(facility operations and maintenance and program support)
was $14.731 million. This included $11.362 million in
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and $3.369
million is Salaries and Expenses, as well as 55
workyears. Included in the request was $5.3 million to
initiate a multi-year program of facility renovation.
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The fire and life safety measure for which $4.6 million
was provided by Congress in FY 1991 are included in the
multi-year renovation program.

Question: Current fire data indicates that 80% of
the 6,000 fire deaths in the U.S. occur in residences and
rural areas are particularly vulnerable to fire. Would
you please provide an update on your programs designed to
combat this problem and outline your achievements in this
area?

Answer: The United States Fire Administration has
several programs which are directed at reducing
residential fire deaths. These include the National
Community Volunteer Fire Prevention Program which
provides grants to States for the development of
innovative approach to fire prevention. Beginning in FY
1990, all States will be participating in this program.
The Safe Kids Campaign involves the development of a
national strategy for a smoke detector installation and
maintenance program with the National Safe Kids
organization. Fire safety publications "This Is Fire"
and "Let's Retire Fire" are aimed at fire safety among
children and the elderly respectively. Other
publications campaigns include "Curious Kids Set Fires,"
"Check Your Hot Spots," "It's A Real Protector, It's A
Smoke Detector," and "Partnerships Against Fire." The
USFA continues to work with the private sector on joint
fire safety education initiatives. One such initiative
is the "Plan to Get Out Alone" program which has been
sponsored by McDonald's Corporation and BRK-Pittway
Electronics. Efforts continue in the area of residential
sprinkler research and demonstrations. Future efforts
include the development of residential sprinkler systems
for areas with limited domestic water service and for
residences which require self-contained systems.
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Estimates by Program

Government Preparedness..
Emergency Information and
Coordination Center .....

Mobilization Preparedness
Federal Readiness and
Coordination ............

SALARIES AND EXPENSES
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current

Page Actual Reauest Estimate
4. 3x AL5 901 $, x $5

843 $45,575 901 $45,669 901 $45,669

1992 Increase/
Reaust Decrease-

liX AWL, Kx hAL
868 $51,677 -33 $6,008

7 274 8 365 8 345 8 358 ... 13
36 2,322 39 2,239 39 2,385 38 2,450 -1 65

-2& 1,7 2 1,2 _ 1.499 -2 15 =.I- 5

Total, Federal Preparedness
(Budget Authority) ......... BE-29

Permanent Workyears
Headquarters ...............
Regions ..................

Total, Permanent.........

Total Workvars ................

914 49,847 977 49,898 977 49,898

600
m1

914

914

656

977

977

656

977

977

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates, Reflects the followings Reduction of Emergency Information and Coordination Center
by $20,000 and Federal Readiness and Coordination by $126,000 to allow for an increase of $146,000 in Mobilization
Preparedness to adequately fund appropriated workyears.

SE-27
REVISED

A.
B.

C.
D.

-35 6,143942 56,041

621
92a
942

942

-4

-35

- 35

-35



SALARIES AND EXPENSES
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Am" Beau Estimate lkaU DecLU

OBJECT CLASS
Per sonnel Comoensalion

11.1 Full-time permanent ...... .................... $33,934 $34,842 $37,897 $39,671 $1,774
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ........................... 488
11.8 Other personnel compensation .................. 3,177 2,678 42 1,039 997
11.8 Special personal services payments .......................... 7 7

11.9 Total personnel compensation .................. 31,699 37,520 37,939 40,717 2,778
Personnel benefits

12.1 Civilian personnel ............................................... 8,907 6,348 7,203 8,810 1,607
12.2 Military personnel .............................................. ...
13.0 Benefits lor form,)r personnel ................................. ...

Non-Personnel Costs
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons .................. 2,619 3,350 3,183 3,717 564
22.0 Transportation of things ................................... ./0
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................................... 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200
23.2 Rental payments to others ..................................... ...
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ........................................ 330 330 330
24.0 Printing and reproduction ............................ 1
25.0 Other services .................................................... 1.300 800
28.0 Supplies and materials ........................................ 22 ... 73 59 (14)
31.0 Equipm ent ......................................................... 129 350 ... 1,208 1,208
32.0 Land and structures .......................................... . ........
33.0 Investm ents and loans .................................................
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contributions ..............................
42.0 Insurance claims ano indemnities ........................... ... ...
43.0 Interest and dividends ......................................... . ... .,. ....

Total Obligations .......................................................... 49,847 49,898 49,898 56 ,041 6,143

SE-28
REVISED



EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAl. PREPAREDNESS
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasw

69WEleus Ealmat eul Dces
OBJECT CLASS
Personnel compensation

11.1 Full-time permanent ........................................... ...
11.3 Other than full-time permanent .......................... . . .....
11.6 Other personnel compensation ............................ ...
11.0 Special personal services payments .................... ., ...

11.9 Total personnel compensation ................. ......
P1r1nnel benefits

12.1 Civilan personnel ............................................. . . ......
12.2 M ilitary per so nnet .......................................................

13,0 Benetits for former personnel ...................................
ion-Personnel Costs
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ........................
22.0 Transportation of things ...................................... $72 27 ...
23.1 Rental payments to GSA .......................... ... ...
23.2 Rental payments to others ....... ........ ... ... ... ......
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ......................................... 20,688 $29,930 $24,880 $24.880
24.0 Printing and reproduction ................................... 8 20 75 75
20.0 Other services .................................................... 76,205 87,600 49,533 60,033 $50
26,0 Supplies and materials ........................................ 2,866 3,500 6,006 6,006
31.0 Equipment ......................................................... 8,071 9,000 18,939 18,939
32.0 Land and structures ............................................ 1,172 400 400 400 .
33,0 Investments and loans .............................. ........... ... .........
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contributions ...............................
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ....................................
43.0 Inlerest and dividends ...................... ................... ... . ......

Total Obligations .......................................................... 108,082 110,377 99,833 100,333 500

EH-121
REVISED



DISASTER RELIEF FUND
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

Estimates by Program Element No Actual, Recuest Estimate Reauest Decrease

A. Disaster Relief.................... DR-6 $95,950 $267,050 $ ... $181,759 $181,759

B. Improvement Grants 2. 2950 ... . 2.700 2700

Initial Budget Authority ........... 98,450 270,000 ... 184,459 184,459

Supplemental Appropriations ........ 1,15.§00 - .---.-- A

Total Disaster Relief (Budget
Authority)}/ ................... 1,250,950 270,000 ... 184,459 184,459

Unobligated Balance Carried Forward 1,024,387 205,231 445,379 ... -445,379

Recovery of Prior Year Obligations. 28,311 50,000 5Q50.Q .- &..

Total, Obligation Authority ........ 2,303,648 525,231 495,379 234,459 -260,920

Direct Obligations ................. 1,858,269 270,000 495,379 234,459 -260,920

Budget Outlays ..................... 1,332,837 1,164,865 821,803 356,088 -465,715

Chances from the Original 1991 Estimates: Fewer obligations in 1990 contribute to a higher unobligated balance carried
forward into 1991 and higher obligations in 1991.

DR-4
REVISED
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FEATURES OF THE 1992 REQUEST FOR THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

The Federal Emergency Management Agency carries out a wide range of program responsibilities for emergency planning,
preparedness, response, and recovery, as well as hazard mitigation.

With the exception of the request for the Disaster Relief Fund and the Emergency Food and Shelter Appropriation, PENA's 1992
request, in general, contains no dramatic changes from the 1991 enacted levels. In 1992 an appropriation of $15 million
is being requested for the Disaster Relief Fund which received no appropriated funds in 1991. For the Emergency Food and
Shelter Program, an appropriation of $100,000,000 is being requested. Even though this represents a reduction of $34,000,0oo
(25%) to FEMA's emergency program, total proposed government-wide funding for targeted homeless assistance programs will
remain at one billion dollars. While the National Earthquake Program, the Disaster Relief Administration, and the Office
of Inspector General are requesting significant resource increases in 1992, the Technological Hazards, Management and
Administration, Federal Preparedness, Training and Fire, Flood Insurance and Mitigation, and Emergency Food and Shelter
Prorams vary by no more than 5% from 1991 resource levels, with a slight decrease in the funding for the Civil Defense
activity. In the operating accounts, FENA requests an overall increase of approximately than 4%, or $17.3 million. For the
operating accounts, the increase Includes funds: to support FEMA's full complement of requested workyears; to provide for
specific Initiatives such as enhanced disaster assistance and earthquake hazard reduction efforts and funding for
uncontrollable cost increases, including OSA rent increases, the 3-month 1992 cost of the 1991 pay Increase, and for 1992
pay-related costs Including the January, 1992 pay raise.

Changes to Structure: The 1992 request contains a change to the structure of the Disaster Relief Fund. A new activity,
funded from the Disaster Relief Fund, called the Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Program Account, will provide for a loan
subsidy and administrative expenses associated with states share loans made by FEMA under cost sharing provisions of the
Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act.

"Base" for 1992 In developing the FEKA 1992 budget request the 1991 enacted budget was used as a "base". This base was
adjusted upwards to reflect the three month cost in 1992 of the 1991 pay raise, the full cost of the 1992 pay raise, funding
for authorized workyears and resources to support approved program increases and initiatives in 1992. This adjusted base
was reduced to eliminate one-time, specific increases to the 1991 budget request. The Civil Defense and Federal Preparedness
Programs incurred a 21 reduction associated with a funding decrease to help meet the defense cap.

Highlightst: In operating programs, specific increases in both staff and funding have been requested to provide enhanced
emergency response capabilities and to help mitigate the potential effects of future disasters and emergencies. Under the
National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards, resources are targeted for enhancements to the existing earthquake program.
The Training and Fire Programs will use increased resources to make needed training facility improvements, for sprinkler
research, and the hazardous materials information program. The Disaster Relief Administration request contains increased
workyears and funds for enhanced program monitoring, financial control, and revision of program regulations. Enhancements
to the Management and Administration Activity will provide for regional information systems coordinators, continued emphasis
on improvements to the financial management system, meeting the requirements of the Chief Financial Officers Act, contract
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closeouts, and various uncontrollable price increases.

Other increases include resources for the Inspector General appropriation to meet the requirements imposed on the office
as the result of the creation of a statutory Inspector General in FEMA and the Chief Financial Officers Act. The Emergency
Food and Shelter Fund request is lees than the 1991 current estimate level which reflects a shift of resources to homeless
assistance programs of other agencies that provide more comprehensive and longer term approaches. Estimates for the National
Insurance Development Fund (NIDF) assume the continuation of the Crime Insurance Program through September 30, 1995.

Civil Defense, FEMA's 1992 request for activities authorized under the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended,
totals 380 workyesars and $153,626,000. This request level priorities the development of capabilities which will yield the
highest lifesaving return: survivable crisis management and population protection. The Civil Defense program continues its
emphasis on the development of dual-use capabilities and on the objectives of the program established in the 1987
Presidential directive.

National Earthauake Proaram and Other Hazards. This activity includes WENA's lead-agency responsibilities under the
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction-Act, as well as smaller programs to support State and local development of
capabilities to mitigate the hazards of, prepare for, and respond to hurricanes and unsafe dames. The request for 1992 totals
$20,217,000 and 66 workyears and includes enhanced resources for earthquake planning, mitigation and preparedness
activities.

Technoleaigal Haards. This activity includes two programs: Radiological emergency Preparedness, which provides for the
execution o FEfEA's responsibilities in connection with off-site emergency planning around nuclear facilities, and Hazardous
Materials, which provides for FlNA participation in Interagency efforts toward improving response to hazardous materials
incidents. The 1992 request totals 117 workyears and $11,310,000. Fees collected from utility companies in 1992 will offset
the full cost ($9,569,000) of the Radiological Emergency Preparedness program.

Federal Prharedness. These programs are designed to ensure that the Nation will be able to respond to, manage, and recover
from domestic and national security emergencies. The 1992 request for this activity totals $156,374,000 and 942 workyears.

Trainina and Fire Proarams. Resources of this activity prepare Federal, State, and local officials, their supporting
staffs, emergency first responders, volunteer groups, and the public to meet the responsibilities and challenges of domestic
emergencies through planning, mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. The 1992 request for this activity is for
$30,862,000 and 124 workyears and includes resources for sprinkler research, facility improvements, curriculum enhancements,
and a hazardous materials information program.

Flood Insurance and Mitigation. This activity includes both the Insurance Activities program, which provides the
administrative resources for the National Flood Insurance Fund, and the Flood Plain Management program, which supports the
mitigation of known flood hazards through identification of flood hazards and assistance to communities in the flood plain
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management activities necessary to reduce flood losses. Funding for this activity will be derived from a reimbursement from
the National Flood Insurance Fund. The 1992 request totals $57,897,000 and 208 workyears and includes 10 additional
workyears to begin implementing the community rating system.

Disaster Relief Administration, This activity provides the resources necessary to manage the Disaster Relief Fund. The
1992 request includes 264 workyears and $18,027,000. This request includes resources for increased program monitoring,
financial control and revision of regulations.

Emergency Food and Shelter 1S&E). This activity provides administrative costs for the Emergency Food and Shelter program.
For 1992, 5 workyears and $247,000 are requested.

angaement and Administration. This activity provides administrative support for the Agency's programs, and pays for such
common costs as rent, supplies, and telephone service. The 1992 request of $52,275,000 and 477 workyears includes increases
to fund regional information systems coordinators, improvements to the financial management system, increased cost of
security investigations, contract close out support, funds to pay for GSA rent increases and resources to comply with the
directives of the Chief Financial Officers Act.

office of the Inspector General. This appropriation provides advice, assistance, and oversight on matters relating to
economy and efficiency and the prevention and detection of fraud, abuse, and mismanagement in Agency programs and
operations. The 1992 request of 70 workyears and $5,144,000 Includes an increase of 10 workyears and $1,793,000 to support
the expansion of duties inherent in the creation of a statutory FEMA Inspector General

Hatlionl nsuranoe Develonment Fund. This fund is the vehicle for funding the Federal crime Insurance Program, which Is
currently authorized through September 30, 1995. Six workyears and $14,414,000 in borrowing authority are requested to
support this program in 1992.

National Flood Insurance Fund. The National Flood Insurance Program enables property owners to purchase flood insurance
otherwise unavailable in the commercial market. In return for the availability of insurance, communities agree to adopt and
enforce flood plain management measures to reduce loss of life and property from future flooding. The program continues
to be self-supporting for the average lose year.

Disaster Relief Fund. This fund provides the basis for the President to authorize Federal assistance, in accordance with
the provisions of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, to individuals and to State and local
jurisdictions where a major disaster or emergency has been declared. The 1992 budget includes a requested appropriation of
$185,000,000. together with anticipated recoveries of $50,000,000, a total of $235,000,000 will be available for disaster
needs in 1992. This represents a prudent annual resource level for this fund, and is intended to provide for the expectable
occurrence of non-catastrophic disasters and emergencies. The request assumes FEMA will take over responsibility from the
Department of Education for disaster assistance to elementary and secondary schools, beginning in 1992. In 1992, the Fund
will also support the subsidy of states share loans authorized by the Stafford Act. This subsidy is estimated to be $451,000



in 1992 with administrative expenses of $90,000.

Zagroency Food end Shelter. This program channels emergency support to thi homeless through a National Board of major
private charities. The 1992 request totals $100,000,000. While FPMA's emergency program Is reduced below the 1991 level,
government-wide funding for homeless assistance programs will remain at one billion dollars In 1992.

user Feast In 1992 FPUA proposes the full recoupment of direct expenses of the Radiological emergency Preparedness program
from the utility companies serviced In the licensing process. These funds will be retained by FPUA. In addition, it i
assumed that the full cost of the Flood Insurance and Nitigation activity will be recovered from flood insurance
policyholders.

Nettie satem Conversiont The omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1916 (P.L. 100-416) states that the use of the
metric system should enhance the competitiveness of United States industry when dealing in international markets and that
the Federal Government has a responsibility to develop procedure. and techniques to assist industry in the voluntary
conversion to the metric system. The Act also amends the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 by declaring thet the metric policy
of the United States Is to require that each Federal agency, to the extent economically feasible by the end of fiscal year
1992, use the metric system in procurement, grants, and other business related activities. In 1990 FPMA complied with this
policy by promulgating a metric policy information paper to agency managers and by developing an agencywide general plan
ot action to achieve the requirement* of the Government's metric policy. During 1991 the action plan will be implemented
and PUMA will be in compliance with the amended Metric Conversion Act by the end of 1992.
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BASIC AUTHORITIES
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1992

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was established by the President in Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970. The
Agency operates under various statutory and executive authorities to carry out a wide range of program responsibilities for
emergency planning, preparedness, response and recovery, and hazard mitigation. These include the following:

o Under the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, responsibility for administering a national program for
population protection preparedness and response in emergency conditions.

o Under the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977, programs designed to identify and reduce earthquake vulnerabilities
and consequences.

o Under Executive Order 12148, responsibility for oversight of the national dam safety program.

o In accordance with provisions of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 1990 Appropriations Act and other statutes,
Executive Order 12657, and by Presidential directive, responsibility for offsite emergency preparedness for fixed nuclear =
facilities.

o Under the National Security Act of 1974, as amended, and the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, programs to
provide for continuity of government as well as emergency resources assessment, management, and recovery.

o Under the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, programs to reduce national fire loss, including training and
education.

o Under the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, and the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, administration
of a national program to provide flood insurance and to encourage better flood plain management.

o Under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, programs to provide assistance to individuals
and State and local governments in Presidentially-declared major disaster or emergency areas.

o Under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, agencywide audit and investigative functions to identity and correct
management and administrative deficiencies which create conditions for existing or potential instances of fraud, waste
and mismanagement.
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate

Civil Defense:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of PY 1991 Pay Raise ..............................
1992 Pay Costs .................................................
Decrease to Reflect Funding of WY at 1991 Start of Year Levels
21 Reduction in Defense-Related Program Staffing ..............
Discontinuation of Specific Increases to 1991 Request:

ERA Grants to States .......................................
State EOC's.................................................
Pilot Project to Replace EB9 Tanks.........................
Restore Funds to 1990 Level for Training...................

Eliminate Challenge Grant Program Under Population Protection.
Civil Defense Share of LAN/WAN costs ..........................

1992 Request to Congress .........................................

National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of FY 1991 Pay Raise ..............................
1992 Pay Costs ...............................................
Discontinuation of Specific Increases to 1991 Request:

Earthquake Program .........................................
Nevada Earthquake Simulation Facility......................

Enhancement of National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program..

1992 Request to Congress .........................................

WY SIE

388 $20,963

EMPA TOTAL

$137,545

56
568

(698)
(406)(8)

380 20,483

58

8

66

4,012

10
82

600

4,704

(3,000)
(2,078)

* (70)
(252)
(200)

1,200

133,145

13,538

(750)
(750)

3,475

Is, 513

$156,508

56
566
(696)
(406)

(3,000)
(2,076)

(70)
(252)
(200)

1,200

153,623

17,550

10

82

(750)
(750)

4,075

20,217



FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate WY

Technological Hazards:
1991 Current Estimate .............................................. 117
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of FV 1991 Pay Raise .............................. ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................ ...

1992 Request to Congress ........................................... 117

Federal Preparedness:
1991 Current Estimate .............................................. 977
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of F¥ 1991 Pay Raise ............................... ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................ ...
Adequate Salaries and Benefits to Support Workyears ............ (21)
2% Reduction in Defense-Related Program Staffing .............. (19)
Items in Government Preparedness Submission ................... 5
Enhancement of FEMA's Emergency Response Capability (TERC) ..... ...

1992 Request to Congress ........................................... 942

S&E

$5,861

16

191

6,068

49,898

145
1,409
4,179

(1,084)
1,494

56,041

EMPA TOTAL

$5,242

5,242

99,833

10

350

100,333

$11,103

16
191

11,310

149,731

145
1,409
4,179

(1,084)
1,644

350

156,374
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate WY

Training and Fire Programs:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................ 114
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of FY 1991 Pay Raise .............................. ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................ ...
Adequate Salaries and Benefits to Support Workyears ...............
Discontinuation of Specific Increases/Decreases to 1991 Request:

Restoration of General Reduction .............................
SARA Title III ............................................. (3)
Navajo Hazardous Response Team ............................. ...
Restore EMI Instructional Programs & Materials & Resident
Programs to 1990 level ................................... ...

Restore NFA Field Deployment to 1990 level ................. ...
meet Fire Codes at NETC .................................... ...
NFA Enhancement ............................................ (2)
Travel and Other Expenses for USFA ......................... ...
Vermont Firefighter Training Facility ...................... ...

Individual Distance/Learning Approach for Natural &
Technological Hazards ....................................... 3

Maintaining Services at METC - Uncontrollable Increases ...........
NETC Site Renovations ......................................... ...
Enh. mFA Educational Delivery Thru Course Development/Revision 6
Completion of JFK Case Studies ..................................
Residential Sprinkler Research ................................ 1
HAZMAT Information Program .................................... 5

1992 Request to Congress ......................................... 124

S&E

$5,647

16
181
471

55
(125)

(125)

165

576

307

250

7,268

EMPA TOTAL

$26,466

125
(5,000)

(250)

(147)
(134)

(4,600)

900
1,107
2,014

826
(43)

2,000500

23,594

$32,113

16
181
471

180
(5,125)

(250)

(147) -
(134)

(4,600)
(200)
(125)
(170)

1,065
1,683
2,014
1,133

(43)
2,050

750

30,862
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FEDERAL EhERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate WY

Flood Insurance and Mitigation:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................... 203
1992 Requested Changes:

one Quarter of FY 1991 Pay Raise .............................. ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................ ...
Adequate Salaries and Benefits to Support workyears ............ (5
Discontinuation of Specific Increases to 1991 Request:

Community Rating System .................................... ...
Transfer of $1.5M from Flood Studies to Flood Hazard Reduction
Workyear Increase for Regions for Community Rating System ..... 10

1992 Request to Congress ............................................ 208

Disaster Relief Administration:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................... 233
1992 Requested changes:

One Quarter of FY 1991 Pay Raise .............................. ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................ ...
Adequate Salaries and Benefits to Support Workyears ............ (5]
Program Monitoring, Financial Control, & Revising Regulations. 36

1992 Request to Congress ............................................ 264

Emergency Food and Shelter (S&E):
1991 Current Estimate ............................................
1992 Requested Changes:

1992 Pay Costs ................................................
Decrease to Reflect Funding of WY at 1991 Start of Year Levels

1992 Request to Congress .........................................

S&E ENPA TOTAL

($11,078) ($46,0231

(35)
(311)
(910)

[...)
t...1
(540)

(12,8741

11,587

34
402

95
5,909

18,027

6

(-1,0001

(45,023)

($57,101)

(35)
(311)
(910)

(-1,0001
... )

(540)

(57,897)

11,567

34
402

95
5,909

18,027

240

7

247

(1)

5

240

7

247
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate WY

Management and Administration:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................... 467
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of FY 1991 Pay Raise .............................. ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................... ...
Adequate Salaries and Benefits to Support Workyears ........... (6)
Security Investigations Increase .............................. ...
Contract Close Out Support .................................... ...
Drug Testing Re-costing ....................................... ...
Financial Systems Improvements ................................. 4
CFO Requirements for Financial Statements ..................... 2
Rent Increase .................................................... ...
Supplies, Maintenance, Equipment Cost Increases ................ ...
Regional Information Systes Coordinators ..................... 10
M&A Share of LAN/WAN .......................................... ...

1992 Request to Congress ............................................ 477

TOTAL, 1992 REQUEST FOR FEMA OPERATING PROGRAMS AND
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION ..................................... 2,583

Office of Inspector General:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................... 60
1992 Requested Changes:

One Quarter of FY 1991 Pay Raise .............................. ...
1992 Pay Costs ................................................ ...
Restore Specific Decreases to 1991 Request .................... ...
Enhancement of 10 Resources to Meet Requirements of 10 Act/CFO

Audit Requirements ............................................ 10

1992 Request to Congress .........................................

S&E

$44,792

75
705

2,319
396
350

15
630
144
992
157
500

1,200

52,275

165,113

EMPA TOTAL

$44,792

0

277,627

75
705

2,319
396
350

is
630
144
992
157
500

1,200

52,275

442,940

3,351

7
6$

554

1,164

5,14470
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate WY

Disaster Relief:
1991 Current Estimate .............................................. ...
1992 Requested Changes:

1992 Program Level to Include Careful Monitoring of Costs ...... ...
Loan Subsidy .................................................. ...

1992 Request to Congress ........................................... ...

Emergency Food and Shelter:
1991 Current Estimate .............................................. ...
1992 Requested Changes:

Shift Resources to More Permanent Homeless Programs ............ ...

1992 Request to Congress........................................... ...

National Flood Insurance Fund:
1991 Current Estimate, 1992 Request to Congress ................... ...

National Insurance Development Fund:
1991 Current Estiwate.; ..........................................
1992 Requested Changes:

Adjustments ...................................................

1992 Request to Congress .........................................

Offsetting Receipts - Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program:
1991 Current Estimate ............................................
1992 Requested Changes:

100 Collection - FEMA Keeps Fees .............................

S&E EMPA TOTAL

$184,459
541

185,000

134,000

(34,000)

100,000

15,826

(1,414)

14,414

(9,569)

(9,569)

6

6
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
1992 Request to Congress

Summary of Changes to 1991 Current Estimate by Activity
(Dollars in Thousands)

Activity/1992 Changes to 1991 Current Estimate - WY S&E EMPA TOTAL

Reimbursable Workyears:
1991 Current Estimate, 1992 Request to Congress .................. 75 ...

TOTAL, 1992 REQUEST FOR FEMA ........................................ 2,734 $737,929

Note: Amounts in [) do not count against budget authority.
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Appropriation overviews

Salaries and Ex2ensea. This appropriation encompasses the salaries and expenses required to provide executive direction
and administrative and staff support to FEMA's programs in both the Headquarters and field offices.

Emergency Nangaement Plannina and Assistance. This appropriation provides program resources for the following activities
civil Defenset National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards; Technological Hazards; Federal Preparedness# and Training and
Fire Programs.

Office of the Insoector General. This appropriation provides agencywide audit and investigative functions to identify and
correct management and administrative deficiencies which create conditions for existing or potential Instances of fraud,
waste and mismanagement.

National Insurance Develooment Fund, This fund is used as the vehicle for the funding of the Federal Crime Insurance
Program. It receives deposits from crime insurance premiums and other receipts.

National Flood Insurance Fund. This fund is used as the funding mechanism for the National Flood Insurance Program, which '*

enables property owners to purchase flood insurance otherwise unavailable in the commercial market. In return for the
availability of insurance, communities agree to adopt and enforce flood plain management measures to reduce losses from
future flooding.

Disaster Relief. From this appropriation, supplementary assistance is provided to individuals and State and local
governments in the event of a Presidentially declared emergency or major disaster.

Emergencv Food and Shelter. Through the National Board, this appropriation provides grants to voluntary organizations at
the local level to supplement their programs for emergency food and shelter.
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Appropriation and Outlay Summary

(Dollars in Thousands)

Salaries and Expenses ............................
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
National Insurance Development Fund ..............
National Flood Insurance Fund ....................
Disaster Relief Fund .............................
Disaster Assistance Loan Subsidy .................
Emergency Food and Shelter .......................
Office of the Inspector General ..................
REP - Otfsetting Receipts ......................

Total, Obligations ..........................

Salaries and Expenses............................
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance ....
National Insurance Development Fund ..............
National Flood Insurance Fund ....................
Disaster Relief Fund ..............................
Disaster Assistance Loan Subsidy .................
Emergency Food and Shelter .......................
Office of the Inspector General ..................
Bequests and Gifts (Disaster Relief) .............
Gifts and Bequests, Fire Administration ..........
Offsetting Receipts (Bequests and Gifts) .........
REP - Offsetting Receipts ......................

Total, Outlays ..............................

a

1990
Actual

$136,572

273,643

1,250,950
130, ;;i

2,563

1,795,820

141,227
297,330
13,922

163,285
1,433,959

131,;*16
1,775

20

APPROPRIATIONS

1991
Request

$143,334
277,042

270,;;;
124,;;i

3,905

819,272

1991
Curre
Estim

$143,
282,

134,
3,

562,

nt 1992
ate Request

000 $165,113
624 277,827

541
000 100,000

351 5,144
... (9,569)

975 723,515

OUTLAYS

154,301
323,894

12,348
(160,349)

1,164,665

124,991
3,798

50

(6) (71)

2,183,428 1,623,827

143,485
297,607

15,665
(46,001)
844,800

138,;5
3,272

50
1

(86)

1,397,371

162,902
286,460

14,697
(61,024)
355,759

541
100,000

4,965
50

(9,569)

854,697

Increase/
Decrease

$22,113
(4,797)

164,459

541
(34,000)

1,793
(9,569)

160,540

19,417
(11,147)

(90)
(15,023)

(469,041)
541

(36,556)
1,693

"(S)
2

(9,569)

(542,674)
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Comparison of Appropriation Levels
FY 1990 Through FY 1992

(DWo ansJ"lloM l _

1796

90 Act. 91 Req. 91 Cur. Est.
Total Appropriations

92 Req.

2000-

1500-

1000-

500-

723

S-I,



FY 1992 Request by Appropriation
(Dollars in Millions)

S & E 22%
L $160EMPA 38%

$273

IG 1%
$5

-d8

Ef &S 14%
$10

Disaster 26%
$185

Appropriations ($723)
REP offsetting receipts - $ 9,669.000
Total Flood collections - $57,897,000
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Comparison of Outlay Levels
FY 1990 Through FY 1992

(____llar___Mil W L.

2183/- /

90 Act.

1624

91 Req. 91 Cur. Est. 92 Req.
Total Outlays

K]2500-

2000-

J1500 -

1000-

5oo 

a,
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FY 1992 Outlays by Appropriation
(Dollars in Millions)

356

277

163

100

-61

S & E EMPA NIDF Flood Disaster EF&S IG
Programs

Total Outlays - $866
REP Offsetting Receipts - $-9,669,000

(S&E $-4,918 and EMPA $-4,661)

400

300 -

200-

100-

0-

-100

th~

L -- - -- -

0 w 15 .6
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04(1A IN66KY INOMMIV6I A*66ec
1992 Reqls to Congress by Program

(Dollars In thousand)

Civil *ftio
A. state " tocel ImErteny Oaentgeonn

I, lmargency Mnste"M: AIsistance..

2. Other 1I (6rg6y . .........

I"totl. "t I6 ts. sgo ........

I. Radiologlcal Sefe.
I. Planning 6 fvl t ...........
2. Instrumentatlon ..................

"totII, Radil4ogical Defense...

C. P owlalIfl Pro onl44e

I. Populellon Prelection Planning...

2. facility lurvey, one. a 0 . ......
S. mlily Proection ................

Sshtoal , Poualen Protecli n..

0. S a t oirectlen, control and warning

I. mrgeY Opreting Centers ......

2. sta(e a local Wing. I Cos. Sys...
3. Joel. groocgs, lys. Guld. 9 Rost

4, 0ther st, lhrul., Control Wrng

6Ubltall, SU SIr.. C lrl. I Utng

1990 Alctul 1991 Requst 1991 Current Estime 1992 Request IncreO&Sjl/Vcrt
.................................. ................................ .................................. .................................. ..................................

III S IOWA 1011. 1 11811 IWA tOIAl IW 1 8" IWA 1O0A. WY at IWA IOIAt W t oo WNIA 601M

... .... ......... ....... .... ............ ....... .............. ....... .............. ..... ..... ......... .........

52 02.996 "64.12 $6,180 54 1.962 060.128 *63.090 54 62.932 £63,126 *66.060 53 $2.969 60.128 6S.09? (I) 03? (963.4) 42,963)

Is 665 2,27 3,141 20 1.001 2.160 3.2S8 20 1,010 2,160 3,2 19 1.060 2,160 3,240 (I) 411) ... its
..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ....... ...... ....... ............... ..... .................... ...... ...... ....... .......

6? 1.663 62,460 .523 4 4.060 62.286 6.8 4 4.030 65.2M 69,318 F2 4.049 62.2M 6.33? (2) 19 43.066 41.9l6

3 241 2.9?? 3,21*1 5 275 3,006 3.91 5 273 2.956 3.22 S 261 2.956 3. ?3 , .
IS I,05 .11.8 9,353 II 992 8,99 9.991 II 992 6,999 9,991 I? 969 6,999 9.966 (1) (231) ... 43

.. ..... . .. . . ......... . . . . .... . . ........ ..... .. ........ l........... I .... ....... .....
toII .4 11.12s 12.571 I 23 1,265 12,005 13, 270 I 23 1,265 11,955 13.220 22 I'm5 11,955 13,05 (I) (£5) ... III)

5 3,151 ?.920
26 1,521 2,690

... ... 2??

..... ....... ....... o

66 4.672 11.06?

13 7S2 - 4.616
9 521 1,036
9 521 3,733
4 231 2.165

S 2,023 11,748

*1.071 61 3,333 6,400 IIJ.73 61 3.313 6,400

4.411 29 1 3.916 44I 20 1,556 3,59?

277 .... ... 525 25. .... ... 525
.. .... ...... . ....... ....... ............ .......

IS,7?59 SO 4,669 12,663 17,72 SO 4,6169 12,522

S.56 Iis 831 5,000 5,81 IS all 7,073
1,551 10 546 3, 15 3.696 16 516 3. 15

4.26 10 576 3,700 4,276 is 566 3, 70
2,396 I 5 272 3,000 3,272 5 263 2,750O

........ I..................... i.
I3.s F 1.0 2.226 £4.0 17.076 40 2.176 16.748

11,713 60

17,391 88

2.761 8,400
1,552 3,597

4... 1. ..
4,313 12,32t

8.089 is 635$ 5.000
3.6 I10 553 3.150
4.336 10 So3 3.700
3,013 5 2T1 2.7S0

....... I ..... ....... .......
18,9Z4 1 40 3,242 14.600

11.16£ 41) 4552 ) 0., 13)l

9.149 j 1) (4) ... (4)

31. .... ... 4200) flo)
...... ....... ...... ...

£6,633 42) 4551) (M0) (41)

5,635 ... 24 42,6111 0,6640
S. ?03 .. ... It

4.263 I ? 410) (13)
3.021 1 ... 6

....... ................... .... ..
16.8421 ... 42,1481 041)
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1111L IIMKUV 99ANAM666 MCINC?
1992 toSlmt to Conress by Pram

Mlist#6 In th~wiftl

IM actual| 1i99 UlquII 1991 Current fllnte 1992 ilquet I1tr9liet.e6

.................................. ................ . ... *......... .................................. .................. ....... ........ ........... ..... .....
w $111 ot e1•la 0 V W 1 l |PA IO06L 38 l VeA fOAt wt St teIA t01A ta IN e mtg

.. . . . . ..... .. ....... ..... .. ..... .... ... .. ..... .. ... .. ..... .. ..... ....... .. ..... ....... .. . .... ... •. .. ... .. ..... .. .... . .. ... .. ..

1. foorcI ......................... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... .. . .. . .. . .. . ... ....... ...... ... ... ...

....D.e. ... ........ .... ... ..... . ..... ... ... ... ...
3. P.4k v ot .. ............... ... ... .... ~ 19 9411 1609 41.211 so 16 *9 1609 *1.1*1 I 4/1 3600 31.973 I 43 tUta 40i33

3. to Icy end FlaingN .............. M $4 1 06 "as isM "'"" 121 t 16, S 111 9 S S s.~s o) .

........... . . ........................................................... ................. .". .
I .iwal. toseer rc ............... S 414 S6 ag to 611 600 1.2111 1 161 600 1.161 9 Ar3 600 1.01 ) 9 41) .... tellI. 

Iolnl 

awl Idwestlen

I. IstruconaIl Proe. a 9terlols. 3 24 749 $ 20 7 9 $ 2 16 f106 S " ?a 1 6.6 i 41111

3. training il Itoh6plo1umn Syste" I? Mw S.4162 3 & g it M9 S.4" 6,443 1 ? 99, 3,600 6.596 1 ? 1,023 11.4"64 .46? ty *16 27

3. Ios"Id4 Preoem .............. 22 1.0n 4.609 2.4I 23 1.13 1.?43 3,013 23 1.314 1.653 2.96? 23 1.30 1. 2.94 I 4131 ... its)

4. 111C $It0 *ftinisttion.... . 16 741 1,584 2.64I 14 160 1.?"4 2,31 16 360 1, ?" 2,310 14 393 1.130 2.343 as2 ... 3

$. aotfrglry ple Infort ion ..... I 49 1.442 1.4%1 I 3 1.31S 1.37/ I 33 1.296 S.3 12I I 96 1,294 1.3"2 1 ... I

..... ....... ... .... ... .... . ... .... ... ..... ....... ............ ...... ....... ..... ...... . ....... ....... ..... ..... . ........ .....

aih44l. r0ln In@ & tdictlon... 61 1.979 31.63 140.0" a 3.241 19.9n 14.213 a 2 223 I1115 14,336I 62 3.2P1 10.116 14.134 46 I)S IM1

g. oloc.moleatione sel Warning
I. moleinl warning $yslo .......... 1 41 ,11 3 It 140 a to73 7,309 6,$7 I n , 0o3 Y.s O.7 n low ?,0 cm ... 39 ... 33

1. *ilelsmn At"wnln SysIte.., I S $74 4 . ... ... .... ................ ... . ..1.0.. .....g

S. fle1 Swilfdw oet.rb ............ I 9 3,3s 3,99 1460 31 4.024 16 6w0 3.03s 3,913 1 3 ... ...

A. F9499 iallomial Sedia Syi ....... 2 1,243 3.44 A."? s 2 1.32 3,494 4.622 1 3 3?,2 3.44 4,22 M 1,4 1 3,4S0 4,642 ... 48 a . 4

S. InfarmelI6 $yotoo St47 Strv. i3 647 4.40? 1.04 14 754 3,i24 4.3F6 I14 74 3,624 4.318 14 776 4.024 3.400 ... n 1.m I'm

6. U.S. Arow Civil Preo.. S*ted S 249 94 1.211 S I 2 1,04 1.319 S 274 1.04S 1,319 3 I7 1.04S 1.223 (21 46) ... 4961

1.idw urlw3I496rt............ ... SO 5O ....... . 4S 4S .... ... "I 64S .... ... "S "S I ... ... ... .

..... . ...... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ........ ..... ...... ....... ....... ..... ....... .............. ...... ..... ....... ....

ui*l4ol., lo. a wning ........ 3 :1.601 20,39 24.273 0o 4.33 19.4m0 23,761 s0 4,33 19.317 23.690 ?1 4.360 29.,33 24.67 412 27 1.2l I.?

i. himttic lePFroceling 
14

) ..... 9 SO ... wO7 9 s6 ... S6 1 S06 ... S06 9 S2 ... .1 . 4 ... 14

..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ........ .... ....... .......

S4*4e4l, Civil okofn ............. 3 I9,64 26's9 148,248 3w0 21,131 132.966 154.117 388 20,943 137,4S 1 8.108 3001 20.403 133,1411 1533.&6 (i4) (401 44,490) 44,33l
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1114411014GINCT PL04601901 AGINCY

IM9 lequest to Cwo'get by Preri
(Doller In thusowwls

1990 AcIua 1991 seq st 1091 Curent Istite 92 ht"It Incrme99kcr2o
.............. ................... ............... ......................... .. ... ........................................ .................................

11 11 IMPA l0tota I V 4 IOW P i 101 W 11 1IPO totAI Wy 1U loqPA 10at WT 4 IItWA 1014t
. . . . . . . . fort s . . . . . . . .a . . . . . . . . ...... ....... .............. ..... .............. .........

*itl t51190uie Po.en A Other UBgrd

i. fotlinit tinthemo Praem . ...... 041 S..918 35 , loos 0,510 113.42 35 402910 112.010 $14,920 I 43 o43.5|1 1130 $,6 S 1661 41.91 si,61
I.Urri¢s ........................ - I I M 211 90 1,14?1 5 211 090 1.14? 5 2so o96 II54 ... ... 7

€ Dom Safety .......................... 1 126 4i9 6 111 4)1 S63 3 131 432 S6 3 11S 432 S67 ... ,
0 Rerd Rillelatn lssislarce ........ 2 1z6 H32 561 2 101 200 11 2 10l 200 301 2 103 200 303 1 ... a
I. Policy od Pl rngg ................. 1 143 ... 743 1i 619 ... 619 is 619 ... 619 g 603 ... is ... Is ...

.I.. ... ....... ..... ....... . . ...... ....... ..... .... ... . ....... ....... .... . .... .. ....... .......
IubloteIl. 110£ Other eids ........ AS 2.7 6,70 1,04 I 0 4.01Z 12,03 16,0s0 Is 4.012 13.538 I.5S0 66 470 I$,513 0o,1 1 692 1a975 20

A. sad1ologoel fiweency Pre 0O<Is.. at 4.6" 5,41 9.666 9 4,000 4.760 9,0 95 4.7M0 4.01 9,401 "5 4.910 4451 9.569 ... 100 ... Il
I. iN61dmtNelrilslg .................. 17 0i1 m6 17 22 1,111 591 1102 g22 1.111 591 1.1021 22 loos0 591 1,1I ... 39 ... 39

...... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ....... ..... .............. ....... ...... ....... ..... ...... ..... ....... ....... .......
Igotoel, Ieek 1 1.0 eo .............. 90 5.445 5.294 10.719 It? 5,911 5,351 11,262 W 5,061 S.242 to,03 1 t 6068 5'242 11,310 ... pa ... f0

Federal Pr.wed -I

I. ooerw"nn Pr o Ie .......... 643 45,511 104,041 110.40 901 41,469 106,447 152,116 0I 45,669 95,903 141.7St 0 5I.07 9',0SI 141.70 I (331 6.n ISO 6,1
........ ....... ....... ....... ..... .............. ....... ..... ....... .............. ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... .......

S4ttl, Levi. Preed0l0 ..... 14 5 S.SS 104.1 150.4" "01 41,669 106.87 152,116 I1 4S00 95,"1 141.5 I 00 S 1.6" 9'.033 14?.70 I ) 433 6.04 I5 6. no

I. Im4 g. Info & Cordlnallion Center

1. 11CC ............................. 274 390 44j a 36S 50o 65 * 35 0 Soo 0 35 500 S1 . II ... is
..... ....... ....... .....- .. ... .. ..... .. ....... ....... ..... .............. ....... ...... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ..... I,

$%MotelI 1CC ................... 2 4 390 2141 m 365 5u 0 065 O 345 500 6S I 0 3s5 540 5I1 ... 1

C. 0*1lllotleft PrewdrIIesI

I. IOlalottlmon Itsourc . ........... Is 19 S9 1, IN 14 0 " 50 1,555 I 14 057 750 1.60? 13 36 ?s0 I1$m II (11) ... (III
2. Nbilaln Slwt ............. I 7091 ' 03 1,19 I 12 694 01 l1,1" it 73 S01 1,240 I12 7 S01 1.2o ... 39 ... I9

3. NoblIlietiln Aggim .. . . 12 14 163 loss 13 740 100 1,0 I' is 7 900 109 i3 036 90 1.16 ... 4i ... 07
.......................... ...................................... .............. .... .... .............. ....... .....................

14uetl., ilmlattll Prep ...... 2, 132 17 4.10? 39 2.239 2.231 4.1O " 39 1.3S 2.211 4,616 I so 2.430 2,31 4.6011 I 11S ... 0
I7 1991 current aotIml0 fo the National Iorthqse&* Prorm ecludatl 12,900,0000 In unabllgeted belemco .rlovfr frm 13,000,000 transferred In If Me free the Prfldtm'l

uaticipated Nol1a floe fr Neatral Dsasters Fud.
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LINEAL fI9IUKV 0MANA[14101 AGLOCI
1992 0B".ast to Congreus by Prog'o

l0olie In thowends)

I59" Actual 5991 sruest 1991 Current Istlmao 5902 @*%*It I crreol@I*tms
.................................. ................................. .................................. ................................... ..................................

Id SlU IA totl V 1U, INPA tOlt t i U11 1MPA 5f0l5 I SU LaMa fois4 vv SU IeA folk
..... ....... ................. ...... ....... ....... ....... ...... ....... ................ ..... ....... ....... ....... .......I ....... ....... ..... ..

0. fedeel Itodlneu S Cordlnatlon
1. National Securiy Emergency Prop. 6 $9 ... Is9 6 $354 ... 634 6 S"0? ... S507 6 559 ... $329 .. 2 ... 0a

2. Plane a A~uh~i s .............. Is ?G 6592 1. 1 7164 84 1two .?" 1 4 21 2 lS00 1,221 1 2 5So00 1.2S (I) ... 4
5. 1hercs 1 ........................ 6 41,9 45 9i1 I 6S1 699 .19 I a 4IS 699 1,114 6 444 I,049 1.493 . 9 0550 579
4. Not. ef~ Iso s l I oesrve... 1 6 6 AA 1 56 ... S6 5 S ... 56t I so ... . O a ...

..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... .............. ..... .............. ...... ..... .............. ....... ..... ....... ....... .......
S6h4051. fed. Readiness A Coe d. 9 1.676 .O5 I." 29 1,62S 1.19 2,624 9 1.49 1,99 Z.6111 26 I.SS6 IS49 S.505 1" ) 57 S6 4M

..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ........ I...... ....... ........I....... ....... ..... ....... ....... ....... .... . ....... ...... .. .... .
Subte9ol. fe l Ps.o.rs ...... 914 49.,47 566.662 1$7,92 9?? 69,90 550.5?? 10.27 9?? 49.09" 99.65 149.1 942 S6. 41 100,3 16,374 in) 6.1&4 $ so 6,65

traning ad n irs Prci , IFI
A. IW9tSVnWy " $0I( Imlelue Institute

. Instructional Pros. a materlsoe. . .. ,5n 1. . . .. ,N 6 1, in .... ... 1,10 1.210 I 6S I0m6 2.253 3 165 676 1,05

2 training field OWpsOWot Sysem 2 Oil 4,426 4.51? .... ... M L20 3 52S 6.05 6.76 I ....... 6 2 S" 3 i5 (5.21) 4S.161
. gieldemn Prrei ................ 6 313 1,065 1.96 9 596 I,062 I,45 9 396 1.166 I.S2 9 49 1.062 1461 ... 25 4545 (1011

4. MIC SIte Adolnilstriln ......... ... ... 441 "41 ....... 2 2 ...... .... 204 ... 756 n6 ... ... SS4
..... ....... ....... ....... ..... ....... .......I.... ......... ............... ............ .............. ....... ..... ....... ....... ......

tubwnl. gaI .................... 6 44 6.M 7.424 9 59 5,274 3.676 12 55 6,655 9.7 I i S 6 4,720 %.551 ... 65 1319231 49,1110

a, Uotional fire Acdw

5. Instructional Preg. a Materils. 5 2 1.76 5,56 I i5 616 I,SO 2j1If 22 1,046 1."6 2.946 I I.S" 2.646 4.4" 6 S" 914 1.46

S taIning I.told OI w OW system 9 45O 94 1,921 9 SO5 77v .ISS 9 565 904 1'M t 4 "a64 7 5.24 ... 436 44 411)

.sldo Prwma ................. 2 .1349 195 5.540 I2 99 2.155 1.45 25 5.5In 2.5S 3,31 I2 1 .176 2,540 5,316 () ... II5) 4in)

4. iC site adonlBrotIWon ......... 3 1.649 2,919 46.26 29 1,653 204 45? 0 20,104 ,I' 9 919 ,143 I I. 4652 6.654 ... 5 (1.601r) 41.1
............... ....... ....... ..... ....... ...I. . ........ ..... .....I......... ....... ......I ...... ....... ......... ... ....... ..........

sel, WI A .................... . 74 3.96 7. 6.66 76 3,644 ?720 10.16 I 'l 3,e03 1. 4 15 77 I %."1 10.606 15.650 A 4 ,219 0.201 411
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14012a*4 MIMIgciv MUUPR.i ACGKI
19912 Ieqs to Congress by Program

(gallots In thoands)

19960 Actiua
.................................. ......

III S4 41PA 1011 Ult
..... ....... ....... ......... ...

C. U.S. Fit# AIdlnitrtiln
I. fire PoewonlIo OWe Arson Control 4 121 11.651
2. led. Fire Policy 4 Cowdlnltion.. 344 311
3. fl4efil0 tets" Ilth rd Safety ... .- 4 22 31
4. lire W and Ailyi ........... 4 221 69
1. WNIC Site Admoisltratlen ......... . .. 0

.. . ...... . ......

I6qool, USIA ................... is I.6 4. 0669
..... ....... ...... .

wih4otol, troininq I fire Prowrs.. 100 5.17 16,63?

Flood Insurane W f Nlt4etion-*
A. flood Plain nosowIl

I. Flow sl.M40 w Sur. ........ 56 R.96 "."I
2. S11o Netsed 6e4o1Ju en ........... 60 4,263 1."6
3. Purchase of Prerty ............. 6 32 2,729

..... ....... .......

Sk1l..eIl. Fled Plain M-ne 4 . 142 7,56G 42.1

6. In6Iww 1.JtlltlI (i) .......... SI 3,14S ...
..... ....... .......

5.0 .1I. flood In@ 6 £ llieln .... 193 10,12 42.666

Diameter 6.lef Administration (51)... 21? 11.326 .

Iwgemy fled 6 sIti S( ) ......... 5 219
..... .......

SUIOIAL, INUf. ftNO. ASSISI. 9 *0... I°910 105.154

1991

1*4

$1.0' 1 SO.'}
6559 7 3*
666 6 29

1.69? 6 4 tff
2609.....

...... .......
5,69?7 24 1.212

...... .......
24,00? 109 5.252

39,'*s I M,

56.25 14

3,145 54

S3.466 203............

.. 2191 6

....... ....... ....

PNOm -e - ad Adinlstrtilon .......... 0 42,663
1011, IMOPI+1IN IAMS AM ..... ...... I ........

11OINIA I6 MI6IIIAlllO .... 2.32 14.641 309,521

....... 4.?

457,411 g2,556

*6 flood progam dollar figures are s

(PNPA tl. w
....... ....... . . .I.

1321 13*0 I r

I*W 1, 3" 6
66 1. Oft 4
19? i9?

....... ....... . . .

5,6 6.99111 24
....... ........
162" 21,1142 114

191 Curre4 Isllt ate 99I2 lhqat IncrmoseIl~eoe............................ ........................... .... ................................
S54 PPA O 1011 in S* 1PA totl in S1 19* 46Al4

............... .... ............. ....... ..... ...... ....... .........

134 13,224 13.606 a 646 1.750 5.66 I I 11 92.14 12.06
397 345 ?429 12 675 Sir 1.492 5 271 4 2 15
326 1,29 Im5 6 S" 1,699 1,426 ... 1 4 16) 1,51
216 6? 1.105 4 216 6? I,6 ..5 . ... ...
... 196 196 ... ... 19? 19 ... ... I I.............. ....... ................. ...... .....................

1.323 5.911 7.234 30 1.662 6.756 9.920 6 33 2.34? I............. 1. ....... ...................... ...... ..............
5.6? 26.466 31.11 I 124, F.26 23,594 30,662 I 1 1,621 (2.2 (1.l11)

77.9381 16.2131 139.22111 56 (2,9"1 456,213
14,9J 14,0201 11.111311 5 14,2931 15.0201

4 "31 144,7 j 15.02311 6 41031 (4,203
...... . ...... . ...... I. .... ....... .......
0,53411 415.0211 52,511 149 17,5343 444.0233

13.544 1 ... 1 13.54411 54 11.5441 1...I
....... ....... ....... ..... ....... .......
111,011 145.0233 156.1111 203 I41.621I 14.023)

11.647 ... 1l147 233 11.581 7 .

246 ... 2460 6 240 ...
...................................
OO.91 277.042 325,133 12.096 962M 2,62

45,243 ... 45,241 1,67 4 4.12 .......... ....... .... '. . . . ....... .......

143.334 21".642 420.376 1.563 143.00 M,6274
In rockets Ide 1991 and 1992 for cop .lsom prproses

139.22111 53
49.31311 95
45.02331 6

53,515711 154

I

1.2561 434.313 153.01911

15,4361 15.S203 110.95811
15461 14.72 ,15064111

....... ....... ....... 
19,111 14S,8211 154.0311

143,544)9 11.11M I ... I

. ..... ....... .......
157.1011 2M 112.4 145,0231

11,50? 9 24 116.6 ..

240 5 24?
....... I ..... ....... .......
M0.812 2.106 I12,8e1 ?".up1

44.?92 4 " 52.2m5 ...

I ..... ....... .......
42S.624 2,563 165,113s 27?27
id are not Included In totelo.

is) in"9 I-IS I

..... ....... .......

5 11,40" 411.691

I.01 ... 43113 4...3

. .... ....... .......

16.6? 31 6.44 ...

.6I

360,665S

52.25

442.949

(to 1 ...
..... ....... .......

0 14,6"1 ll.Rll

I-I,413

6.666

91

9,L3

I Y .443 ... 1,6
.. .... . ...... ...... .

22.113 16.?91 11.J3
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PiDNAl (IGIITNC A IAAMIUlNI AUNKW
1902 1AWit to Contreoo by Pfqrom

(Oollars In Ithusenus)

1990 Atus 1991 Request 1991 Currentt Illo 1992 IhoemtI Inemll"Pos
......................... . . ......... ..................................................... .......................... ...... .. ................................

T TIs IMA IOIAL sm P IA lowl I 1 S TM PA IOIAL 05 S VT|OPA 1 lA. 01 I U VTVA 6 otht
..... ....... ....... ....................... ... ..... ............ ......... .... I ........ .. ............ ......... ..... ..... ..... .... ..........

1,411 em an Atdmnlolrotll

A, OIe of the IITer .............. 5 1502 ,,. 6502 6 1505 ... i505 a w665 ... 1645 I 6 16 ... 6,16
C. Geeal Counsel ..................... to 1,269 ... I,29 23 1,61 ... ,6,30 23 1,611 ... ,6)l is I,690 ... 1,6" ... ii ...
C. P@rsomi a Iquil POetulty ....... 6o 4,N0 ... 4,20I 9 4.949 ... 4,949 9 4,"60 ... 4.660 i1 5,01 ... s,66 I 421 2 ... 16
0. Cptrer ......................... 16 1,19 ... 3,619 I 1 4,465 ... 4,465 76 4,167 ... 4,61 61 5,46 ... S,464 S 5,519 ... 1,1W
t. Office of N esrvlces ....... 5 261 ... 261i s 3W ... sit S 269 ... 19 5 s319 ... 319 ... I$ ... 6O
1. Scu" I IV ............................ 14 5,26 ... I, is 1,311 ... 1,311 I s 1. 9? ... 1',91 14 1,121 ... 1.1j (5) 46M ... 414
G. Acquslillon N tIeI nt ............. 13 5,665 ... 1661I 3? 1.61 ... I,41 if 1,469 ... 5.469 I 3 2,332 ... 2,312 ... "I ... so
t. PeIm lnelysi lnd fvalustlon ..... 6 114 ... S46 0 36 ... 3141 6 441 ... 442, 6 55 .. , 513m ... to ... 1
1. Alcbinielrelive IP 1 Staff . .... S 2.211 ... 2, 21 61 2,251 ... 2,21? 60 2,193 ... 2,193 59 2,51 ... 2,533 41) 346 ... 140
s. Otker Adainlotrli fopoeiI

. .......... 6.................... 9,094 ... 9,0941 ... 9.400 ... 9.400 .. , 9,00 .. 9,400 . 10,392 .. 10,3921 ... 92 ... 990
2. other ............................. 3,466 ... 3,4... .3,519 ... 3,510 . ... 300 ... ).Soo 3,651 ... 3.651 15... 1 ... li1

It. Inforsistion Services to

5. Informttt Slytes ............. 55 5,051 ... 5,053 16 1,00 ... 1,020 16 5,020 .. 5,020 25 2,760 ... 21.60 9 y,146 ... 5, 4
2. Admlnlutrative sl3eAhot ........ ... 2,611 ... 2,635 ... 2,66 ... 4 ... 2,6 .. 2,6 ... ,66 ... 2,644 ... ...
1. Office Autilfm ................. ... 234 ... 234 .. 214 ... 4 . I ... Ins,... , s5 ... ... ..

1. hlonI.tlesn .................... 4 1 .. , 11 5 1? ,,4 1? 1 216 ... 2614 S 216 ... 26 1 ... 56 .. 56
It. Neienl Inecutlve oirecti0 ........ 103 $,m 6,613 I05 9,263 ... 9.2611 05 9,522 ... 9,122 105 10,56 ... 10,100 ... 016 ... 011
0. Iternal Afflrs .................... 59 1,603 ... 1,61 0 5,336 ... 5,316 0 1,36 .. 1,316 20 I,61m ... 1,t1 ... 5141 ... ml

..... .... °.....*... ....... ........ .... ....... . ". ..... ............ .. .. .... ........... ............ ....... .......6ht|. NomogM t A AMn ........ 440 42,611 ... 42.663 461 45,243 ... 45,241 46? 44,1 1 ... 44,92 I 47 5,11M ... 52,219 Is P91 ... 1,413
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Oleet Relief F w ................... ... , , ,000 ... ... . 44 4,

Diae r Low Iel I .................. .... . ... . I... $41 . 141

Inspector lIl ..... I ......... '...... 1. S 1 $3,141 is 1,

l gwalwy feed wd tolw ............. . t ,99 . 14,991 ,, 16,00 .,, 10900 . 6

llt eil Insunce hvelsment rual .... 3 It,11l 6 11,11? 6 5,61 6 14,614 , 14141

1111111l flied Insurnc Ou .......... ... ... ... ... . ...
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
Appropriation Language

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, including hire and purchase of motor vehicles (31 U.S.C. 1343)1
uniforms, or allowances therefor, as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 5901-59021 services as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, but at rates
for individuals not to exceed the per diem rate equivalent to the rate for GS-I8: expenses of attendance of cooperating
officials and individuals at meetings concerned with the work of emergency preparedness transportation in connection with
the continuity of Government program to the same extent and in the same manner as permitted the Secretary of a Military
Department under 10 U.S.C. 26321 and not to exceed $2,500 for official reception and representation expenses, ($143,000,000
91§5.113.000, L.her. for the foreaoina purposss related to national defense only. 976.200.000. to become available for
obliaation on October 1. 1992.

IDepnartgents of Veterans Afrairs and Housing and Urban Qgvelonment. and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 12911
additional authorizing legislation to be proposed for 927.167.000.1
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
Anronriation Overvis

This appropriation encompasses the salaries and expenses required to provide executive direction, administrative and staff
sup port, and direct program effort, to FEMA's programs in both the Headquarters and field offices. Program support
activities provide the necessary resources to administer the Agency's various programs. The Management and Administration
activity provides for the general management and administration of the Agency in legal affairs, congressional relations,
public affairs personnel, financial management, and other central support functions, such as rent, utilities, supplies,
telephone services, ADP support, training, and maintenance.
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APPROPRIATION SgmmRy
SAL RIS AND EXPENSES
(Dollars in Thousands)

Page
UA.

1991
1990 1991 Current
Actual 22aunt Aumts

summary of Istimates by Activity

Civil Defense ....................... SE- 6
National Earthquake Program

end Other esards ........... ..... e-16
Technological Hasards...............85-22
Federal Preparedness ................ e-27
Training and Fire Program ......... 8-32
Flood Insurance and Ntigation.*.*. 8E-39
Dismter Relief Administrations. SE. 8-S0
Emergency Food and Shelter (63)... 83-65
Management and Administration ...... 5S-70

Totals

Transfer reimbursements from other FINA accounts:
Flood Insurance and itigation..........
Administrative Expenses

(Disaster Loans) ...................

Total, Salaries and Expenses:
Budget Authority ...................
Obligations .......................
budget Outlays ...................

$19,649 $21,131

2,786
5,445

49,847
5,170

10,712
11,328

219
42,603

147,041 154,412

137,129 143,334
147,641 154,412
141,227 154,301

* Reflects unobligated balance transferred from the National Flood Insurance Fund (1990 and
from the National Flood Insurance Fund (1991 current estimate and 1992 request).

1991 roquest)l reimbursement

81-3

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

4,012
5,911

49,896
5,252

11,076
11,647

240
_45.243

$20,963

4,012
5,S61

49,896
5,647

240

143,000

1992

$20,463

4,704
6,066

56,041
7,268

16,027
247

165,113

12,674

90

165,113
176,077
162,902

Increase/

-0480

603

207
6,143
1,621
4.440

7
7,42

22,113

1,796
90

22,113
23,999
19,417

, of 11,076

143,000
154,078
143,485



Changgs from origin&!2!l asPAl".am

Reflects a not decrease of $334.000 from the follovingq

202agfin Congressional AntionaM $450,000 - Training end fire Programs

GenA l Conarmssional Anti naM -$784,000 - General Reduction
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FY 1992 S&E Obligations by

(Dollars In Millions)

Fed, Pr

Train. & Fire 4%
$7

Disaster Relief 10%
$18

EFSS 0%
$0,247

i. Haz 3%$6
Civil Delense 12%

Flood .9 Ins$13
Nat, EQ 3%

$5

7%

Mgmt. & Admin 29%
$52

Salaries and Expenses ($178)
(Includes Flood Plain & Insurance Act.)
(Does not Include fee offset for REP)

Activity

$21
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 IncreaSW

OBJECT CLASS

11. 1 Fu -lime permanent ........................................... $90,758 $98,959 $92.569 $100,725 8,156
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ........................... 2,335 2 2
11.5 Other personnel compensation .......................... 4.15 2,888 465 1,544 1.079
11.0 Special personal services pymens ....................... 19 ... 18 1
11.9 Total personnel compensation ............................. 97,988 101.846 93.034 102,2M9 9,255

12.1 CM Ian personnel ............................................... 16,690 16,484 16,112 19.220 3.106
12.2 M military personnel .............................. ................ ............
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ................................. ...

NonftPonrMfe Cost

21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ................... 8.391 9,020 7,854 8,933 1.0711
22.0 Transportallon of things ...................................... 229 82 170 9 (72)
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................................... 10,294 10.600 10,600 11,592 992
23.2 Rental payments to others .............................. . ... ...
23.3 Communications. ultltes, and

miscellaneous charges ......................................... 3,111 5.310 3,701 4.761 1,060
24.0 Printing and reproduction .................................... 663 38 431- 535 104
25.0 Other services .................................................... 8.,393 7,609 8,337 10,036 1,699
26.0 Supplies and materials ...................................... 1,224 1,399 1,156 1,101 (55)
31.0 Equipment ........... ....................... . 2,756 1,586 1,605 6,548 4.943
32.0 Land and structures ............................... . ............ .........
33.0 Investments and loans ............................. . .......... ............
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contribuions ............. ....... ............
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ........................ .........
43.0 Interest and dividends ......................................... ... 

Total Oll lOns .......................................................... 147,041 154,412 143,000 165.113 22.113
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FY 1992 S&E By Major Object
(Dollars in Millions)

ffi~Other Objects
$44

Supplies
Other Service

Equipment
Comm. /,J i

[lent to GSA
Printing
Travel & Trans

Salaries and Benefits Other Objects

Total ($165)

Class

Sal. 8 Ben.
$121
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Estimates by Proaram Element

A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
0.
H.

State and local Emergency
Management ..................

Radiological Defense ..........
Population Protection .........
State and Local Direction,
Control and Warning ...........
Research......................
Training and Education ........
Telecommunications and Warning
Automatic Data Processing .....

SALARIES AND EXPENSES
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current
all a Reauest Estimate

67
18
86

35
8

61
74
_-2

Total, Civil Defense
(Budget Authority) .......... SE-10 358

Peruanent Workvears

$3,863 74
1,446 23
4,672 90

2,025
476

2,979
3,681507

40
10
62
80
-2

$4,060 74
1,265 23
4,889 90

2,226
611

3,241
4,333506

40
10
62
80

$4,030 72
1,265 22
4,869 88

2,176
561

3,223
4,'333

40
9

62
78
-1

$4,049 -2
1,250 -1
4,313 -2

2,242
476

3,271
4,360

-1

-2
AL

19,649 386 21,131 388 20,963 380 20,483 -8

Headquarters ........................
Regions .............................
Total, Permanent ..................

149

358

Changes from Oralnal. 1991 Estimates. Reduction of $168,000
State and Local Emergency Management
Population Protection
State and Local Direction, Control and Warning
Research
Training and Education

163

388

reflects
-$30,000
- 20,000
- 50,000
- 50,000
- 18,000

167
31388

160

380

-7

-8

application of Congressional general reductions

SE-8

1992 Increase/
Resmer Deaoassm

wl AaLL MI ast
$19
-15

-556

66
-03

48
27

-460



SALARIES AND EXPENSES
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

OBJECT CLASS
Poilnge comimellon

11.1 Full-tlme permanent ........................................... $14.108 $16.261 $15,888 $15.666 ($222)
11.3 Other than full-time permanet ........................... 241 2 2
11.5 Other personn compensation ............................ 468 182 s 146 66
I 1.3 Special personal sevices payments ....................... 16 .. if 1

1 .9 Total peonnel compensation ........................... 14,617 16.462 15.968 15,825 (143)
Peigonne! befell!

12.1 Chflan personnel ............................................... 2,725 2,955 2.726 2,655 (71)
12.2 M Ilttary personnel .....................................................
13.0 Benefits for former personnel .............................. ... .........

N o--PwllMQn M ol

21.O traveland transportation of poisons ................ . 1,172 1.714 1,580 1,545 (35)
22.0 TransportatIon of thin ...................................... 31 ... 71 11 (60)
23.1 Rental payments to GSA .......................... ...
23.2 Rental payments to others ........................
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges .................................... 39 ... 53 7 (46)
24 0 Pinting and reproduction ................................... 84 ...
25 0 Otherm e v ................................................. 65 ... 491 310 (1, ,)
26.0 Supplies and materials ............................. .. 57 ,.. 7 2 (5)
31.0 Ec ulpr eI .......... ...................................... . .559 .. 67 128 61
32,0 Land and structures ..........................................
33 0 Investm ents and loans ..........................................
41 .0 Grants, subsldies and conirbuttons ....................
42 0 Insrance claims and Indemnities ................................
43 0 Interest and d vildends ................................. . ... _

Total Obllig tlons ..... ........................................... 19,649 21,131 20,963 20,483 (480)



I. AuthorLt . Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et Bea.

2. Oblective/Element Description. The Civil Defense activity under Salaries and Expenses provides salaries, benefits,
and support costs for the workyears required to implement the activities of the programs. Approximately one-third of
the workyears are located in headquarters and provide for:

o Development of policies, procedures, and guidance for regional staff and State and local governments to use in
developing a base survivable Crisis Management (SCM) infrastructure, capable of being surged, at the State and
local levels of government in order to protect the population and industry from the effects of natural,
technological, and national security emergencies in accordance with Presidential policy.

o Development of technical guidance and support to State and local governments. For example, FENA assists In the
design and construction of shelters and Emergency Operating Centers (EOC's); interface and compatibility of
communications systems: and building radiological defense infrastructure capability through the design,
manufacture, and training in the usage of dosimeters for use in either national security or technological
disasters, as well as developing a base for surge production of large numbers of instruments in times of
increasing international tension in accordance with the requirements of Presidential policy.

o Development and delivery of Civil Defense training courses to State and local officials and Federal employees at
the National Emergency Training Center and development of emergency information materials for the public on
hazards and means of protection in order to meet education and public information requirements contained In
Presidential policy.

o Development of emergency information materials for the public on hazards and means of protection, in accordance
with the public information and education objectives of Presidential policy.

o Providing communications support to Headquarters and regional staff.

o Determining the emergency response capabilities of the Nation's State and local governments and the effectiveness
of Federal support programs in building these capabilities.

Approximately two-thirds of the workyears provided by Salaries and Expenses are for the implementation at the regional
level of programs, policies, procedures, and guidance developed at headquarters for the Civil Defense programs,
including:

o Negotiating with the States to ensure State/local compliance with headquarters guidance and monitoring the
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progress of State and local efforts funded through the Comprehensive Cooperative Agreement process.

o Providing advice and assistance to State and local governments in the development of all-hazard State and local
Emergency Operations Plans for the protection of the population and industry.

o Providing technical support, training, and quality control measures for State personnel.

o Working with the States on building nationwide SCH capabilities.

o Providing assistance to State and local governments to promote the more effective coordination of emergency
resources by States and localities.

o Manning the National Warning Centers.

o Operating the Regional Communications Centers.

o Working with the -States in evaluating the training that is done for FEMA by the States.

3. 1990 A&coonishment. In 1990, FEMA used $19,649,000 and 358 workyears for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
The civil Defense program activity provided personnel and support costs for accomplishments cited under Emergency
Management Planning and Assistance. In addition, Salaries and Expenses accomplishments included the following:

o Prepared policy, developed guidance and provided management oversight for the civil Defense program elements. and
requirements.

o Managed the development of strategic goals and objectives and a long-range implementation plan for the U.S. Civil
Defense program.

o Developed and deployed an enhanced Comprehensive Cooperative Agreement reporting and monitoring system.

o Managed the State and local exercise program and conducted CIVEX 90, a national security exercise in which 4
regions and 21 States participated.

o Initiated development of the Civil Defense Testing Center supported by the Radiological Instrumentation Test
Facility (RITF) capability.

o Developed and published emergency planning guidance documents for State and local governments.

o Field tested the Surge Budget Handbook to improve and validate surge planning.
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o Established CD training requirements and managed and conducted resident, field and home study training activities
to meet the needs of the emergency management community.

o Provided technical support to other Federal agencies and the military to assist them in meeting their Civil
Defense responsibilities.

o Provided guidance and technical assistance to 14 State prototype SCM projects.

o Conducted the first all-hazard threat assessment.

o Conducted a variety of workshops and symposia.

o Refined and implemented theNational Emergency Training Center Five-Year Curriculum Management Plan.

o Developed mass-media information materials for the public on threats, including attack, and means of protection,
as required by Presidential policy guidance. ,

o Developed three prototype local area/wide area networks.

o Provided information systems support for the regions, particularly in support of major disaster operations such
as Hurricane Hugo. FNAR8 HF radio assets and radio operators provided the only official communication link
between St. Croix and the mainland for the first 36 hours after the hurricane knocked out island communications.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. A decrease of $168,000 reflects the application of a general Congressional reduction.

5. 1991 Propram. In 1991, FEA is allocating $20,963,000 and 388 workyears to this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
The Civil Defense activity will provide personnel and support costs for accomplishments cited under Emergency
Management Planning and Assistance. In addition, Salaries and Expenses will support:

o Managing the State and local exercise program and developing and distributing exercise support materials to State
and local governments.

o Preparing policy, developing guidance and providing management oversight for the Civil Defense program elements.

o Continuing support for development of the Civil Defense Testing Center.

o Initiating Survivable Crisis Management planning and developing Survivable Crisis Management capabilities in
States.
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o Providing guidance and technical assistance and funding for the development of effective Survivable Crisis
Management capabilities.

o Sponsoring a wide range of Civil Defense conferences and symposia.

o Managing the development of policy analyses and guidance to clearly define Civil Defense concepts, program
options, and requirements.

o coordinating the implementation of Civil Defense training requirements and assisting in the conduct and monitoring
of training activities.

o Providing technical support to other Federal agencies and the military to assist them in meeting their Civil
Defense responsibilities.

o In accordance with Presidential policy, continuing the development, refinement, and distribution of printed
materials and videocassettes on Civil Defense and family emergency preparedness.

o Developing and/or revising training material in support of resident and field delivery activities in accordance
with Presidential policy.

o Continuing to provide data bases, damage analysis, and other analytical support for Civil Defense programs.

o Developing/installing PC based integrated local area/wide area network Information Support System.

6. 199 Jrgall. In 1992, FEMA requests $20,483,000 and 380 workyears for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
Under Salaries and Expenses, the Civil Defense activity will provide personnel and support costs for accomplishments
cited under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. In addition, Salaries and Expenses will provide for the
following: 1

o Providing policy, developing guidance and providing management oversight for Civil Defense program elements.

o Managing the collection and analysis of State and local hazard, capability, planning, and exercise information.

o Managing the State end local exercise program and continuing to develop and distribute exercise support materials
to State and local governments.

o Managing and implementation of an evaluation and assessment component that will improve program management and
delivery to State and local governments.
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o Expanding the capabilities of the Civil Defense Emergency Assessment System information support.

o Continuing operation of the Radiological Instrumentation Test Facility and further expanding its mission support
role to all Civil Defense programs.

o Continuing to support the Navy with first article acceptance testing and repair of dosimeters.

o Developing technical guidance and supporting State and local governments in the development of Survivable Crisis
Management capabilities.

o Defining and developing Civil Defense program requirements for meeting Presidential policy objectives consistent
with strategic defense planning.

o coordinating the development of Civil Defense training requirements and assisting in conducting and monitoring
training activities.

o Completing and testing of surge documentation and development of surge exercise materials; exercising surge and
correcting deficiencies.

o Issuing the biannual all-hazard threat assessment.

o Continuing development, in accordance with Presidential policy, of comprehensive printed and video emergency
information materials for the public on hazards, including attack, and means of protection for the American
public.

o Developing and revising training materials in support of resident and field delivery activities in accordance with
Presidential policy.

o Supporting the operation of the NETC facility and the Civil Defense education program conducted by ENI.

o Participating in national and FEMA exercises.

o Providing information systems support to the Regions.

o Developing/installing local area/wide area network Information Support Systems.

o Maintaining ADP software in support of Civil Defense training initiatives.



1992 Increases/Decreass. A net decrease of $480,000 and eight workyears for this activity reflects the following
(1) an increase of $56,000 for the three month cost in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GM pay raiser (2) an increase of $568,000 for
1992 pay costs, offset by (1) a decrease of $406,000 and eight workyears associated with a 2% reduction in funding for

defense related activities and (2) a decrease of $698,000 to reflect funding of workyears at 1991 start of year levels.

7. outyear Imnlications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

S. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS

(Dollars In Thousands)

Page
atimateas by Proaram No,

A. National Earthquake Program..
So Hurricane,.............

. Da atry .................
D. Hazard Nitigation Assistanoe.
3. Policy and Planning.........

Total, National Earthquake
Program and Other Hazards
(Budget Authority)......... 8-1

permanent WorkvearE
Headquarters...............
Regions ...................
Total Permanent...........

5ral workyears. ........... 0.......

Shanae from Original 1991 Etimatel,
Headquarters, being moved to Regions.

1990
,atual

HI M

23 $1,425
5 310
3 186
2 124

11 743

45 2,766

1991
RHauest

35 $2,910
5 251
3 131
2 101

12 619

1991
Current
Estimate

35 $2,910
6 251
3 131
2 101

13 619

1992
Roguest

WI AMLL

43 $3,571
5 258
3 135
2 103

12 63

56 4,012 58 4,012 66 4,704

33 46

45 56

45 56

None, with the exception of 2

Increase/
Q oreane

7
4

692

44 46 4
U U A
5 66 6

so 66 6

workyoars, which were originally assigned to
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS

(Dollar In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasel

OBJECT CLASS

1 1 Full- p m t ...................................... . $1,0 7 $2,648 $2,648 63,326 $678
11.3 Otw than full-time permanent ........................... 102 ............
11.60ther peonnl compensation ............................ 6 ......
11.6 special personal evlces payments ................ .......... 11

11.9 Toal personal compensation ............................. 2,147 2,646 2,648 3,326 670
Personnel benlflts

12.1 Clvan personnel ...................................... 317 66 506 634 126
12.2 Miltary personnel ..................................
13.0 Benefts for former p sonnel .................... ...... ... ............

NonTPef onnal Costa

2.0 Travel and transporaln of peons .................... 216 642 642 724 82
22.0 Transportafton of thn ......... .... ........... ... .........
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..............................................
23.2 Rental payments to olt .......................... ..

23.3 Communications, ul8lle1, and
miscelaneous hef e ......................................... I ............

24.0 P ntng and reproducton .................................... 42 i
25.0 011We se vices.................................................... 9 72 72 6(i4
26.0 Supplies and materials ........................................ I so 50 4 (46)
31.0 Equpment ......................................................... b 94 94 (6 )
32.0 Land and structures ......................... .....
33.0 Investments and loans ...................................... .. . .......
41.0 Orants, sutmhfts and €onutt .. . ......
42.0 Insrance claims and lndennltle ....................... . .. ...
43.0 Interest and dKv*end5 ........................................ . . ... .-.-.-

Total ObIlg tIons .......................................................... 2,768 4,012 4.012 4,704 692
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NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS

Salaries and Exoenses

1. Authorities. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C 5121 atias.; Executive
Order 12148, Section 2-1021 and the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7701 at sag.

2. Activity Description. This Salaries and Expenses section supports the requested workyears at Headquarters and in the
Regions associated with the National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards program and management activities. The major
programs included in this budget activity are as follows: the national earthquake program, which provides for
reduction of loss of lives and property from earthquakes at the Federal, State and local levels; the hurricane program,
which provides technical end financial assistance for the development of population preparedness and property
protection in high-risk areas; the dam safety program, which provides for the coordination of activities to enhance
the safety of dams and provides technical assistance on design, construction, maintenance and operation of dams; the
hazard mitigation assistance program, which funds planning efforts to reduce potential hazards; and policy and planning
activities, which provide management support and oversight for administrative matters.

1990 Accomlishments. In 1990, FVIA used $2,788,000 and 45 workysars for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
These staff resources were used to accomplish the following: performed the NEHRP's statutory lead agency coordination
and reporting requirements including creation of a NEHRP Advisory Committee and submittal to Congress of the NRP
Fiscal Year 1989 Annual Report; began implementation of Executive Order 12699; managed a cost-shared financial
assistance program for States and provided technical assistance to State and local governments in implementing
earthquake hazard reduction strategies; apportioned and made available to eligible States $2,200,000 of the $3,000,000
"no year" supplemental appropriation provided by Public Law 101-130; developed and conducted workshops for educators
on earthquake curriculum, training courses on earthquake hazards mitigation and conferences on subjects critical to
earthquake hazards reduction; continued to disseminate Earthquake Hazards Reduction series publications including
national seismic design provisions, manuals, and handbooks, preparedness planning guidelines, workshop proceedings,
information on cost for rehabilitation, screening damaged buildings, safety checklists, and teacher's packages for
earthquake education; continued development of Regional supplements in support of the "Plan for Federal Response to
a Catastrophic Earthquake" Including implementation of response planning strategy for the Central U.S. which includes
seven States and four Regions; continued management of hurricane population protection projects in 11 areas; completed
hurricane population preparedness and property protection projects in two major areas; coordinated Federal dam safety
activities; co-sponsored 22 State dam safety workshops; developed techniques and methodologies for updating the
National Dam Inventory; and administered 15 hazard mitigation projects.

4. Mnaes from the 1991 Estimates. None.
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5. 1991 Pregra. In 1991, PIA is allocating $4,012,000 and 58 workyears to this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
These resources will allow PIA to do the following:

o Provide executive and management support for execution of the programs funded under this activity.

o Manage the planning and coordination of the overall NEHRP including revision of the NEHRP Five-Year Plan.

o Accelerate activities to address the seismic risks posed by new and existing hazardous buildings and lifeline
systems.

o Develop guidance for and manage financial distancee to support State and local earthquake hazards reduction
programs.

o Provide technical assistance to State and local governments, the private sector, and individuals in
implementing earthquake hazards reduction activities.

o initiate detailed earthquake loss estimation studies in risk areas.

o Support and conduct workshops, training courses, and information transfer activities.

o Continue and complete 14 hurricane population preparedness and property protection projects and continue
support for hurricane mitigation and public awareness activities.

o Coordinate the National Dam Safety Program to include completion of the biennial State report to the
President, completion of the Model State Dam Safety Program, and continue providing technical assistance
including conducting 10 workshops and 8 training sessions.

o Provide funding to all Regions to support hazard mitigation projects at the State and local level.

6. 1992 Prggrag. In 1992, PENA requests $4,704,000 and 66 workysars for this activity under Salaries and Expenses. This
request will allow PENA to continue the following at current level of effort:

o continue to provide executive and management support for execution of the programs funded under this
activity.

o Manage, plan and coordinate the overall MEHRP.

o continue to manage seismic design initiatives to develop and publish materials addressing seismic design for
new buildings, existing hazardous buildings and lifeline systems.
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o Manage State financial assistance activities and provide technical assistance to all levels of government
and the private sector in Implementing earthquake hazards reduction activities.

o Continue to support and conduct workshops, training courses, and information transfer activities.

o Continue and initiate additional earthquake loss estimation studies in risk areas.

o Continue to initiate and revise hurricane population preparedness and property protection projects.

o Continue to coordinate the National Dam Safety Program and provide technical assistance and public awareness
materials and workshops.

o Continue to provide funding to all Regions to support hazard mitigation projects.

1992 IncreaseslIoecraaeso. The 1992 request includes an increase of S vorkyears and $692,000: (1) $10,000 for one
quarter of the 1991 pay raise; (2) $12,000 for 1992 pay costs; and (3) 8 workyears and $600,000 for enhancement of the
MEHRP. To elaborate further, the requested increase will support the following:

o Additional Headquarters staff dedicated to executing FZIKA's statutory assignment as lead agency of the NKHRP.

o Staff to develop and deliver an enhanced program of workshops, training courses and other Information
transfer activities.

o Additional Headquarters' staff to manage seismic design initiatives.

o An increase of 4 workyears to complement current Regional earthquake program staff, specifically to
administer the financial and technical assistance earthquake hazard reduction programs with the States.

o Training of new and existing staff to enhance the level of performance and technical competency necessary
to accomplish activities under a highly technical program like the NEHRP.

o Equipment to allow new and existing staff to execute daily responsibilities and administer programs in a
cost-effective manner.

o Travel associated with new program initiatives, with additional staff, and with performance of PUMA's lead
role in the NEHRP; and travel for the NEHRP Advisory Committee, obtaining specific technical expertise, post
earthquake reconnaissance teams and outreach programs under the ZHRIIP.
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7. Outwear Isnlications. In 1993 end beyond, FEIA's Salaries and Expenses request will be commensurate with the need to
provide adequate managient, and administrative and staff resources to support ongoing activities.

3. AdvisorX and Assistance Services. None.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS
(Dollars in Thousands)

1990
Page Actual

1991
Reauest

1991
Current
Estimate

1992
Reumust

Estimates by Program .L l Ant. i Ant.. Vx AaLt. Hx aL.

A. Radiological Emergency Preparedness 81 $4,635 95 $4,800 95 $4,750 95 $4,916
B. Hazardous Materials ................ 12 0 2 1.111 22 1111 122 1

Total, Technological Hazards
(Budget Authority) ............. SE-24 98 5,445 117 5,911 117 5,861 117 6,068

Permanent Workvears
Headquarters ................................. 29 41 41 41
Regions .............................. 69 76 _U _U

Total Permanent .................... 98 117 117 117

Total Workvears ........................ 98 117 117 117

Changes from Original 1991 Estimate. Reflects a decrease of $50,000 from the application of a general
reduction.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Incresse/

OBJECT CLASS
Pesonlnel comoensalon

11.1 Full-time permanent .......................................... $3.801 $4,601 $4,401 $4,573 172
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ........................... 41 ... ...
11.5 Other personnel compensation ............................ 98 ............
11.8 Special personal services payments ...................................
11.9 Total personnel compensatlon ......... ,................... 3.940 4,601 4,401 4,573 172

Personnel benefits}

12.1 Civilian personnel ............................................... 627 650 650 685 35
12.2 M military personnel ..............................................................
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ....................................

Non-Personnel Cost
21.0 Travel and transportatiol of persons ................... 471 620 770 770 ...
22.0 Transportation of things ............................. ...
23.1 Rental payments to GSA .................................... ...
23.2 Rental paym ents to others ..................................... .........
23 3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ............................................
24.0 Printing and reproduction ................................. 5 .........25.0 Other services ................................................... 11 20 20 20 .
26.0 Supplies and materials .................................. 1031.0 Equipm ent ......................................................... 381 20 20 20 ..
32.0 Land and structures .......................................................
33 0 Investments and loans ........................................
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contributions ....................................
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities .................................... ...
43 0 Interest and dividends ................................. ...........

Total Obligations ......................................................... 5,445 5,911 5.861 6,068 207
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Technological Hazards

1. Authorities. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2302(b)(8); P.L. 99-499, Superfund
Amendment and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA); and Executive Orders 12148, 12241, and 12657.

2. Activity Descriotion. This supports the request for Salaries and Expenses and workyesars at Headquarters and in the
field associated with the Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) and Hazardous Materials (HAZNAT) programs. The
workyear funded under this activity provide staff who implement FEMA programs which, through technical and financial
assistance and coordination, develop/foster Federal, State and local capabilities to variously prepare for, respond
to, or mitigate the consequences of technological emergencies.

3. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, PENA used $5,445,000 and 98 vorkyears for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
Noteworthy staff accomplishments Included the following: achieved the cumulative completion of approximately 73* of
initial findings and determinations under 44 CFR 3501 conducted reviews or issued findings involving about 200 actions;
participated in one Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) hearing; evaluated 57 exercises and I Alert and
Notification (A&M) demonstration; conducted 4 REP Exercise Evaluator Courses for Federal and State personnel; reviewed
and revised PENA's Five-Tear workplan for Hazardous Materials Program; reviewed and supported development of the revised
National oil and Hazardous Substances and Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP); managed and maintained the joint FERA/DOT
Hazardous Materials Information Exchange (HlIX); initiated technical guidance to State and local governments on
emergency warning systems for chemical emergencies; distributed the PENA Hazardous Materials Exercise Methodology and
Manual for interim use and calment; and participated in HAZNAT workshops and conferences.

4. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $50,000 from the application of a general congressional -3
reduction.

5. 1991 Proaram. In 1991 PERA is allocating $5,861,000 and 117 workyears to this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
REP staff activities will focus on commercial fixed nuclear power plant facilities stressing preparedness improvements
through exercises. It is anticipated that So% of these sites will have received initial formal approval under 44 CFR
350 by the close of 1991. PENA staff will conduct reviews or issue findings involving about 200 actions; participate
in 1 ASLB hearing; evaluate 62 exercises; continue to update and exercise the Federal Radiological Emergency Response
Plan (FRERP); and provide technical assistance. In the form of guidance documents. A significant amount of staff effort
at FERA Headquarters will be devoted to preparing or revising regulations, memoranda of understanding, interagency
agreements, and guidance documents to meet the requirements of E.O. 12657.

In the HAZMAT area, staff will provide assistance in exercise design and evaluation to test the efficiency and adequacy
of local emergency response plans; finalize and distribute the VERA 5-year HAZMAT work plan; continue to provide
planning and preparedness guidance and technical assistance to State and local governments on emergency warning systems
and in implementing SARA Title 1i; and sponsor and participate in HAZRAT conferences/workshops.
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4. 192 Pretgom. f114992, FEA requests $6,066,000 and 117 workysars under Salaries and Expenses for this activity. The
resources viii be devoted to the following activities by each of the programs:

a. Fjndinas e1nd Determinations for Offaits Plans and Prenardness - FEMA staff will conduct reviews or issue
findings Involving about 200 actions.

b. Plan Reviews and Ixeraises - There are approximately 62 projected exercises and 1 A&M demonstration which will
require very significant staff support.

c. Federal Resn Plans - FrmA staff will complete revision of the Federal Radiological Emergency Preparedness
Plan (FRERP), to bring it in line with B.O. 12657, implementing rule 44 CFR 352, the National System for
Emergency Coordination, and lessons learned from Federal Field Exercise-2 and the Chernobyl accident response.

d. Public Educatlon - Staff will conduct periodic reviews of public information materials and continue Joint
Information System technical assistance/site visits.

e. Technical Assistance and Aareements - Staff will continue development of guidance documents and interagency
agreements/memoranda of understanding and continue to conduct an in-depth review of all REP documents
establishing a schedule for their revision, as necessary, including revisions required by B.O. 12657. A very
significant effort by Headquarters staff is anticipated in this area to meet any request which may be made
under the Executive Order for FtWA to put in place appropriate site-specific emergency preparedness plans.
This effort would extend to plan preparation, end exercising the plan for response to an actual offaite
emergency. In addition, the effort could extend to an initial Federal response to an actual emergency.

f. Exercise of Stats and Local Plans - With an enhanced staff, EMA will concentrate efforts on establishing and
supporting a HAIIAT exercise program at Headquarters and in the Regions with which to assess emergency planning
and response capabilities at the State and local level.

g. SARA Title III - staft will continue to provide guidance and technical assistance to state and local
governments, augmenting their efforts to define the potential risks and corresponding protective measures
associated with the hazardous substances existing in their respective communities.

h. Training - staff will continue to identity HAZiT training needs, and design training course materials for
field-delivered training modules.

i. Hazardous Materials Information zxchanas INNIXI - Through coordination with the private and public sectors,
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PINA staff will expand the HNIX to encompass additional categories of Information to support special areas of
emphasis Identified by State and local governments.

j9f2 nraan. The 1992 request includes an increase of $207,000: (1) $16,000 to fund one quarter of the 1991 pay

raisol and (2) $191,000 to fund 1992 pay costs.

?. Outnear xnaliations. none.

e. Advisory and Assistance Aervioes. None.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Proaram

1990 1991
Page Actua ElaU.sI

An,. ,' AALL NY AaI

1991
Current
Estimatexx NIL

1992 Increase/
Reauest Decrease_
Bx ML W WI

A.
B.

C.
D.

Government Preparedness..
Emergency Information and
Coordination Center .....

Mobilization Preparedness
Federal Readiness and
Coordination ............

Total, Federal Preparedness
(Budget Authority) ......... 85-29

Pt'ranent Workvears
Headquarters ...............
Regions..................

Total, Pemnent .........

Total Workvears ................

843 $45,575 901 $45,669 901 $45,669 868 $51,677 -33 $6,006

7 274 8 365 8 345 a 370 ... 33
36 2,322 39 2,239 39 2,385 38 2,357 - -28

914 49,847 977 49,898 977 49,898 942 56,041 -35 6,143

600

914

914

656
921
977

977

656
977

977

621
942
942

942

-35
-. L

-35

Chanags from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects the following: Reduction of Emergency Information and Coordination Center
by $20,000 and Federal Readiness and Coordination by $126,000 to allow for an increase of $146,000 in Nobilisation
Preparedness to adequately fund appropriated workyears.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dol!ars In Thousands)

1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Inocease/

OBJECT CLASS
Personnel om enstlot

I I. I FuN-time permanent ........................................... $33,934 $33,934 $37.897 $39,671 I1 .774
11.3 Other than full-tlme permanent ......................... 488 488 ,
I ISOtherpersonnelcompensation............................ 3.177 3,177 42 1,.039 97
11.8 Special perso al servIces payments ....................... ... ... 7 7

11.9 Total personnel compensation ............................. 37.599 37,599 37,939 40,717 2,778
Per 19090 benleflts

12.1 Civilian personnel ............................................... 6,907 6,907 7,203 6,610 1,607
12.2 M Ilitary per sonnel ..................................... .... ... ..........
13.0 Benefits for former personnel .................... ... ... .........

h L .- e eonnel Costs

21 .0 Travel and transportation of persons .................... 2.619 2,619 3,153 3.717 564
22.0 Transportation of thIngs ...................................... 70 70.. ....
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................................... 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 ...
23.2 Rental payments to others .................................. ...... ...
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscelaneous charges .......................................... ... 330 330 ...
24.o PrInIN and reproduction .................................... I I .........
25.0 Other services ................................................... 1.300 1.300
26.0 Supplies and materials ....................................... 22 22 73 59 (14)
31.0 Equitpment ...................................................... 129 129 ... 1,208 1,208
32.0 Land and structures ...................................................
33 0 Investments and loans ...............................................
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contributilns ..................................
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ........................... ..........
43.0 Interest and dividends ........................................ . . ... ...

Total Obligations ......................................................... . 49.847 49.847 49,898 56,041 6.143
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Federal Preparedness

Authority The National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 404; Defense Production Act of 1950, as
amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061, 9t sea.; Selective Service Act, Section 468; Federal Ciil Defense Act of 1950, as
amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251 at sea.; the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief Act, 42 U.S.C. App. 5121 et seg.;, and
Executive Orders 10480, 12148, and 12656.

2. Obiective/Element Description, The Federal Preparedness activity under Salaries and Expenses provides salaries,
benefits, ADP, and other varied program support. The Government Preparedness program of this activity is described
in a separate submission. The remaining programs involve a variety of activities, including the staffing and operation
of the Emergency Information and Coordination Center (EICC), and the coordination of Federal interagency efforts by
subject-matter experts through the implementation of FEMA's lead-agency role in government-wide preparedness activ-
ities, thus ensuring that the necessary support capabilities exist for a coordinated Federal response in the event of
an emergency.

3. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FEMA used $49,847,000 and 914 workyears under Salaries and Expenses for thts activity.
Resources provided for planning, coordination, interagency liaison, exercise management, and analysis activities to
support the program activities described under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. In addition, direct
Salaries and Expenses accomplishments include the following:

o Emergency Infration and Coordination Center. Continued to manage and operate FEA's national emergency
operations center and various communications and information systems that provide support to emergency management -
teams in the event of a crisis, i.e., natural disasters, nuclear reactor incidents, etc. Specifically, in 1990 -3
the EICC served as the national nerve center coordinating the Federal Government's response to Hurricane Hugo and 0O
the Loma Prieta Earthquake.

" Mobilization Preparedness, Continued to coordinate policy guidance and implemented resources and mobilization
assessment information management systems; supported the establishment of industrial emergency councils and
coordinated FEKAs participation in Interagency forums to develop methods of sharing common-use emergency
management information across the Federal-Government, thus eliminating duplication of efforts.

" Federal Readiness and CoordinatioQ1  Continued to test and revise emergency action option papers which are used
for executive-level crisis decision-making; completed and distributed the portfolio of Presidential Emergency
Action Documents; educated the emergency planning community on the legal background of emergency actions and
authorities; issued basic emergency preparedness and response guidance, and supported the National Security
Council (NSC) policy process; implemented revision of Executive Order 12656 and revised Executive Order 10480 to
support Executive Branch policy decisions; continued to assess and update Federal, national, and regional-level
emergency plans and guidance to assure consistency and compatibility with State, local and private sector planning
and preparedness activities to ensure a consistent Federal response and facilitate resolution of national policy
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issues.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

5. 1991 Program. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $49,898,000 and 977 workyears under Salaries and Expenses for
this activity. The requested funding level will allow for ongoing activities and responsibilities described above and
under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance, and in addition, enable FEMA to accomplish the following:

o Mobilization Prearedness. continue to coordinate with various government agencies, DOD and the private sector
on programs which provide for the management of critical and essential resources during periods of crisis and
mobilization examine and update the concepts relating to implementation of graduated mobilization response
capabilities; and continue to develop internal FEMA guidance for the use of priorities and allocations
authorities. Coordinate interagency use of existing data bases and models to provide options to support the
crisis management decision-making process.

o Federal Readiness and Coordination. Develop National Defense Executive Reserve (NDER) training courses and
workshops for the National Emergency Training Center (NETC). Develop and issue revised NDER policy guidance for
Federal departments and agencies. Revise the Federal Preparedness Guidance (FPG) system and issue revised FPO
documents as required. Publish, provide follow on training, and testing of the updated Major Emergency Action
Guidelist, including software documentation, cross-indexing, and the addition of emergency action short-form
papers and implementation documents. Continue to coordinate national security emergency preparedness guidance
based on National Security Council (NSC) policy and directives. Assess the results of pilot civil readiness
evaluations and begin the next evaluation cycle. Design, develop and participate in FE1A-sponsored and DOD
exercises.

6. 192 prourA.L. FEMA requests $56,041,000 and 942 workyears under Salaries and Expenses for this activity. This will
provide funding and workyears for the ongoing activities described above and, in addition, the following:

o Mobilization Preparedness. Provide limited analytical and administrative support to the Policy Coordinating
Committee on Emergency Preparedness/Mobilization Planning, which is chaired by the Director, FEMA; identify
mobilization capabilities and shortfalls enabling selected Federal departments and agencies to emphasize areas
requiring attention; address a limited number of policy issues including U.S. dependence on foreign markets, the
effects of laws and trade policy on industry's ability to mobilize resources, and coordinate of policy options
to improve U.S. industrial mobilization capability; continue to develop a comprehensive situation assessment
structure by improving and integrating existing software application systems.

o Federal Readiness and Coordination. Write, coordinate, and publish emergency action and authority documentation
coordinate and develop national security emergency preparedness policy and plans; provide specific planning
requirements and guidance to the Federal departments and agencies; provide for qualitative and quantitative
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analysis to support policy and planning. Develop and present National Defense Executive Reserve (NDER) training
courses and workshops, refine the NDER emergency call-up system, and provide program direction for unit
development.

1992 Increases/Decreases, A net increase of $6,143,000 and a decrease of 35 workyears for this activity reflects the
following: (1) an increase of $145,000 for the three month cost in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GM pay raise; (2) an increase
of $1,409,000 for the 1992 pay costs; an increase of $4,179,000 and a decrease of 21 workyears to reflect the 1991
operating level; and (4) an increase of $1,494,000 and 5 workyears in the Government Preparedness program; offset by
(1) a decrease of $1,084,000 and 19 workyears associated with a 2% reduction in funding for defense related activities.

7. Outvear Imolications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

a. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Proaram Element

A.

B.
C.

Page
Ko.A.

Emergency Management
Institute ................
National Fire Academy....
U.S. Fire Administration.

Total, Training and Fire
Programs
(Budget Authority) ..... SE-34

Permanent Workyears

Headquarters ..................
Regions .......................

Total Permanent ..........

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
A!tOuus Reauest u Decreaselu "LL. Iff "t" NX hat" ~X &mkL lii ft

8
74
'f8

$444 9 $396 12
3,698 76 3,644 78
10 a 1 2A

$521 12
3,803 82
1,33 2

$584
5,022
1,662

4
-f

$63-
1,219

100 5,170 109 5,252 114 5,647 124 7,268 10 1,621

100

100

109

109

114

114

124

124

10

10

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $395,000: Specific Congressional increases of $125,000
and three workyears in Emergency Management Institute, $200,000 and two workyears in National Fire Academy, and $125,000
in U.S. Fire Administration; offset by the application of a Congressionally-directed general reduction of $41,000 in
National Fire Academy, and $14,000 in U.S. Fire Administration.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 increase/
Actual R g1tm. Reaus Qeaes

OBJECT CLASS
P2!H "onio€n

S1.1 ut-tlm permanent.......................................... $3.824 $4.074 $4.347 $5,052 $705
11 3 Othor than tull-time permanent ........................... 4
I I.S5Otherpersonnel componsalon ............... so ... 16 16
11.8 Special personal sw4 ces payments ....................... ............

11.9 Total personnel compensatIon ............................. 3.958 4.082 4.347 5,060 721
Per sonr" ~Mefit

12 1 Civilttn personnel ............................................... 636 555 639 1.095 456
12,2 M Ilitary personnel .............................................................
13.0 Beneflts for former personnel ................................. .........

Non-Personnel Cost.
21 0 Travel and transportation of persona .................... 234 296 331 459 128
22.0 Transpotation of things .................................... 17 10 35 5 (30)
23 1 Rental payments to GSA ....................................... ......
23.2 Rental payments to others ....................................
23 3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ....................................... 128 128 131 409 278
24 0 Printing and reproduction ................................... 1_ .. 4 4
25.0 O their s e ............................................... 91 55 49 85 36
26 0 Supplies and materials .................................. 53 54 43 61 11
31 0 Eipment .......... .......................... 50 72 72 92. 10
32 0 Land and structures ................................. ... ........
33 0 Investments and loans ......... .......... . ... .. .. ... ...
41 0 Grants, subsidies and contributions ................... . ......
42 0 Insurance claims and Indemnltles ..... ..............
43 0 Interest and dividends . ....... ... .................

Total Obligations ....... 5,170 5.252 5.647 7.268 1.621
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Training and Fire Proarams

I authority. Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121 2tase.; National Security
Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. 4041 Defense Production Act of 1950, U.S.C. App. 2061 at so .: National Flood Insurance Act of
1968, as amended; the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 atLag.$ and the Ilederal Fire
Prevention and Control Act of 1974, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 2201 atLao.

2. Objective/Element Descrintion. This activity provides the funds for the workyears and the related expenses necessary
to develop and deliver the programs that prepare Federal, State, and local officials, their supporting staffs,
emergency first responders, volunteer groups, and the public to meet the responsibilities and challenges of domestic
emergencies through planning, mitigation, preparedness, response, and long-term recovery. Fire Prevention and Control
activities are developed and delivered through the United States Fire Administration (USFA). Educational programs are
provided through the Emergency Management Institute* (EMI), and the National Fire Academy (NA).

" Meraencv Uanagement Xnstitute. These workyears are responsible for providing guidance and direction in the
development and delivery of ISI's non-civil defense training and education program. They are also used for the
development of guidelines for delivery of the nationwide SlI non-civil defense field training program, providing
technical expertise in the development of courses, and supporting and assisting with the delivery of the
educational program.

" National Fire Academy. These workyears are utilized for providing guidance, direction, and technical expertise
in the development and revision of courses and educational program materials: managing the delivery of a
nationwide field training program delivered in cooperation with State and local sponsors: managing and assisting
with the delivery of a resident training program: and operating and maintaining the facility and supporting the
educational program of the National Fire Academy.

S U.S, Fire Administration. These workyears are used for administering the various programs of the USFA: providing
policy and technical program direction, review, and evaluation: carrying out research development, and technical
field activities with State and local governments, and the private sector providing policy, program, and
technical review and updating of materials, technical analysis, and information resources: and carrying out
targeted research and demonstration projects to expand state-of-the-art solutions of State and local fire
problems.

3. 1990 AccomlLahment&. In 1990, FVRA used $5,170,000 and 100 workyesar for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.

o Zmeraenov Nanaaement Intitute. The resources supported ESI resident training program and curricula activities.
The functions of these workyears include curricula, course, and materials development, revision and evaluation
research, testing and application of educational methodologies and technological media advances; and management
of contracts, grants and adjunct faculty.
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O National Fire Academy. These resources were devoted to the course development and revision processes: oft-campus
course delivery programs: support for state and local fire training efforts; providing technical and professional
expertise in the development of courses: and to the on-campus course delivery programs. Other resources were
devoted to the operation and maintenance of the facility and providing admissions, procurement, media, learning
resource center, and management services in support of the NFA educational program.

o U.S. Fire Administration. This level of funding provided staff effort for enhancing the :rson program effort
through the use of computer technology expanding the private/public interaction in fire prevention concludirstj
the Project Fires program: Investigating hazardous materials, protective clothing, and improving the data flow:
data and information management; and providing critical information to fire and emergency personnel on
communicable diseases.

4. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net Congressional increase of $395,000 and five workyears: an increase
of 3 workyesars and $125,000 for administration of the SARA Title III programs an increase of 2 workyears and $200,000
to enhance NFA an increase of $125,000 for travel and personnel expenses in USFAi and a decrease of $55,000 from the
application of a general Congressional reduction.

5. 1991 Program. in 1991, FIXA is allocating $5,647,000 and 114 workyears to this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
This level of funding provides for the following:

o Emeraencv Manaaent Institute. These resources support the ENI on-Civll Defense training program. These
workyears are required to manage and support FENA training activities reflected under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance, and to ensure that the training is technically accurate, educationally sound, and
delivered in the most cost effective manner. Functions include curricula, course, and materials development,
revision and evaluation# research, testing and application of educational methodologies and technological media
advances: and management of contracts, grants, and. adjunct faculty. These workyears are essential to the
continuation of the resident training program, particularly for the train-the-trainer courses conducted in
residence to support the field deployment system.

o National Fire Academy. These resources are devoted to the course development and revision process: off-campus
course delivery program: support for State and local fire training efforts; providing technical and professional
experts in the development of courses: and to the on-campus course delivery program. The funding also provides
a portion of the resources necessary to manage the operation and maintenance of the facility: admissions and
registration services for NFA: procurement, budget and fiscal support, and media services for NFAI curriculum
coordination and long-term evaluation and accreditation coordination for the NFA educational programs: and overall
FEHA training program management and coordination.

o U.S. Fire Administration: This program provides personnel resources to manage the fire prevention and arson
control activities# monitor the residential sprinklers research; provide technical assistance in the development
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and delivery of videoconferences; work with the private sector to enhance Federal/private sector relations and
private sector participation: monitor efforts to improve firefighter protective clothing and equipment; provide
guidance in the collection and dissemination of fire data: review and authorize reimbursement to local fire
services for fighting fires on Federal property: and expand needed research on emergency medical services
management, hazardous materials, and urban search and rescue response planning and operations.

6. 1922 Progra . In 1992, FEMA requests $7,268,000 and 124 workyears under Salaries and Expenses for this activity.

o Emeraencv anagement Institute. These resources will be used to support the EMI resident training program. These
workyears are required to manage and support FEMA training activities reflected under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance, and to ensure that the training is technically accurate, educationally sound, and
delivered in the most cost effective manner. Functions include curricula, course, and materials development,
revision, and evaluation research testing and application of educational methodologies and technological media
advances: and management of contracts, grants, and adjunct faculty (12 workyears). These workyears are essential
to the continuation of the resident training program, particularly for the train-the-trainer courses conducted
in residence to support the field deployment system.

o National Fire Academy. This funding will provide resources for managing and participating in the course
development and revision process (28 workyears)I managing the delivery of NFA developed courses through a network
of State and local fire training programs, supplementing and not duplicating training programs available to fire
service personnel offered at local training centers. These personnel will also be responsible for training State
and local personnel to become trainers of HFA developed courses (9 workyears); overall management and planning
functions; and on-campus instruction, student counselling, and course management requirements in order to assure
the quality offerings expected of HFA (23 workyears). The funding also provides a portion of the resources
necessary to manage the operation and maintenance of the facility; admissions and registration services
procurement, budget and fiscal support, and media services; curriculum coordination and long-term evaluation and
accreditation coordination for the educational programs; and overall FEMA training program management and
coordination (22 workyears).

" U.S. Fire Administration. This level of resources (30 workyears) will support activities to provide management
and oversight to the many and varied programs carried out by the Fire Administration in collecting, analyzing,
and disseminating fire data, research,'asid application of materials to provide a safer environment for the
Nation's fire service. Expanded fire prevention and arson control activities and coordination of fire policy and
management will also be provided.

The U.S. Fire Administration is challenged by the fragmented nature of the nation's career and volunteer fire
service. To ensure effective communication between the USFA and the working fire service, which is the ultimate
beneficiary of USFA0s programs, it is necessary to devote a significant portion of staff time to field activities.
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These activities involve substantive participation in regional fire service technical meetings as well as visits
to individual representative fire departments to provide technical and program assistance.

Another major in-house program activity is the development and dissemination of public fire education materials,
technical information related to such topics as sprinklers and smoke detectors, and both statistics related to
the nation's fire problem and special analyses of those statistics focusing on specific aspects of the fire
problem. This is one of the USFA's principal delivery mechanisms for its program products and requires a
significant amount of staff time for responding to requests for publications, reviewing and updating publications
on a regular basis, and performing special analyses of fire data in response to public and private sector
requests. Requests for reimbursement for fighting fires on Federal property are reviewed and authorized. In
addition, the USFA will develop and disseminate better hazardous materials response information for first
responders as a result of administration and Congressional directives.

1992 Increases/Decreases. A net increase of $1,621,000 and 10 workyears for this activity reflects the following:
(1) an increase of $16,000 for the three month cost in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GM pay raise: (2) an increase of $161,000
for the 1992 pay costs (3) an increase of $471,000 to fund the 1992 authorized workyear level and (4) an increase
of 15 workyears and $1,403,000 as follows:

0 $165,000 and 3 workyears in Instructional Programs and Materials under the Emergency Management Institute program
to expand the training program through the development and implementation of an individual/distance learning
approach in the natural and technological hazardous arena.

0 $307,000 and 6 workyears in Instructional Programs and Materials under the National Fire Academy program to
enhance the off-site educational program development and delivery capabilities for the Academy. This effort is
aimed at making Academy courses more readily available to the Nation's fire service by designing and delivering
resident-type courses at the State and local level to supplement and complement the on-campus program as well as
the off-campus weekend programs.

o $507,000 in METC Site Administration under the National Fire Academy program to provide adequate funding for the
authorized workyears and uncontrollable employee-related expenses in support of tie campus, such as utilities and
motor pool.

o $50,000 and 1 workyear in Fire Prevention and Arson Control under the U.S. Fire Administration program to provide
additional resources to support the residential sprinkler research program.

o $250,000 and 5 workyears In Federal Fire Policy and Coordination under the U.S. Fire Administration program to
develop and implement a hazardous materials information system for first responders to hazardous materials
incidents.
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o $55,000 for restoration of the application of a general Congressional reduction to the 1991 request.

o $69,000 in Instructional Programs and Materials under the National Fire Academy to provide adequate funding for
the authorized workyears and uncontrollable employee-related expenses in support of the library and media center.

These increases are offset by a decrease of 5 workyears and $450,000 to eliminate specific one-time Congressional
increases to the 1991 request.

7. Outyear lmolications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

S. Advisory and Assistance Services. One of the workyears being requested in 1992 under the U.S. Fire Administration
budget program will be utilized to appoint a consultant on hazardous materials information systems with an estimated
cost of $70,000.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
FLOOD INSURANCE AND MITIGATION

(Dollars in Thousands)

1990
Page Actal (1)

Estimates by Program Element o.L Iff AM.

A. Flood Plain Management ....... 142 $7,567

9. Insurance Activities ......... J1 3,145

Total, Flood Insurance and
Mitigation (Budget Authority) SE-41 193 10,712

Permanent Workyears
Headquarters .................. 103
Regions........................

Total, Permanent ........... 193

Tota1 Workyvars ................. 193

1991
R (1)

Ex A".
149 $7,534

- 3,4

203 11,078

107
2

203

203

1991
Current
Estimate (1)

km A"t.

149 $7,534

J4 3,544

203 11,078 208 12,847

107
203

203

Chances from OriainAl 1991 Estimates. None.

(1) Reflects a transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood Insurance Fund.

(2) Anticipates reimbursement from the National Flood Insurance Fund. Outlays and budget authority are scored against the
National Flood Insurance Fund.
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1992
ReBguest (2)
lI A" .

154 $9,014

54 386

Increase/
Deoreane

S $1,480

5 1,796

5-
5

5

107
in
208

208



SALARIES AND EXPENSES
FLOOD INSURANCE AND MITIGATION

(Dollars in Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
&WALgI Rf9ffl Estimate Rm Degree

OBJECT CLASS

11.1 Ful-tle permanent ........................................... $6,185 $8,649 $9,143 $9,775 632
11.3 Other than full-time permanent........................... 242 ............
11.5 Other personne compensation ............................ 231 .........
11.8 Spec p rsonal Ices payments ....................... ...

1l.9 Total personnel compensation ............................. 6,658 8.649 9,143 9,775 832
Per 12one benefto

12. 1 Clvlflan i rsonf.el ................. 4............................. 1,331 11342 1,371 1.849 478
12.2 M ilItary personnel .................................................. ............
13.0 Beneftte for former personnel .............................. ...

Non-Personnel Cost
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons .................... 655 790 550 950 400 00
22.0 Transportation of things ...................................... 5 ... ... ......
23.1 Rental payments to GSA .................................................
23.2 Rental paym ents to others ...............................................
23.3 Communications. utilities, And

m miscellaneous charges ......................................... .........
24.0 Printing and reproduction ................................. . 2
25.0 Other services ......................................... 22 297 14 300 26
26.0 Suppl es and materials .................................. . I .........
31.0 Equipment .................................................. .... 38 ...
32 0 Land and structures ............................................... ... ......
33.0 Investm ents and loans ...................................................
41 0 Grants, 8uAIldles and contributions ........... ......................
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ...................................
43 0 Interest and dividends .............................. ........... .......

Total Obligations ......................................................... 10,712 1 t,078 11,078 12,874 1,796
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A. Flood Insurance and Mitiation

1. Authority. National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, and the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as
amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 et se .

2. Obiective/Element Description. This section supports the requested workyears at headquarters and in the regions
associated with the oversight and administration of flood plain management in support of the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP) and with oversight of operations of the NFIP. Flood Plain Management activities are
designed to provide an integrated and comprehensive approach to reducing the loss of lives and damage to property
due to floods at the Federal, State, and local level.

In 1990 funding for this activity is derived from the National Flood Insurance Fund to the Salaries and Expenses
appropriation. For 1991 and 1992, the Salaries and Expenses appropriation will be reimbursed from the National
Flood Insurance Fund with outlays and budget authority scored against that fund. All costs of this activity are
paid for by policyholders, as directed by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

3. 1990 AccomRlishments. In 1990, FEMA used $10,712,000 and 493 workyears for this activity under Salaries and
Expenses. These staff resources were used to accomplish the following:

Flood Plain Manaement

o Conducted 168 initial time and cost meetings with communities to set the scope of study for flood insurance
studies or restudies.

o Conducted 556 final community consultation meetings to explain the result of completed flood insurance
studies or restudies.

o Managed 1,342 studies and restudies currently underway by monitoring the progress of technical evaluation
and study contractors.

o Evaluated 2,927 official appeals or revisions to flood insurance rate maps.

o Effected 386 communities for conversion to the regular phase of the NFIP and 142 flood insurance restudies.

o Operated a fee charge system for flood study reports and maps and for the review of proposed flood control
projects to reduce escalating costs for this service. Implemented fee charge systems for archived flood
insurance study data and map subscription service.
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o Managed distribution operations for 8.5 million flood map panels and archived map microfilming operations.

o Planned procurement for 168 flood insurance restudies and 93 Limited Map Maintenance Projects.

o Managed special studies and planning for erosion rate studies.

o Initiated a study on the effects of sea level rise on the NFIP as mandated by P.L. 101-137.

o Managed various engineering and research studies for program development and improvement.

o Managed the work plan for the Community Assistance Program and the community Compliance Program which serve
nearly 18,000 communities utilizing FEMA staff plus Support Service Program staff from the States and Federal
agencies.

o Conducted visits or contacts to evaluate the flood plain management programs of over 3,500 communities and
to provide technical assistance to local officials, States, and the private sector.

o Assisted over 2,000 communities in updating their flood plain management ordinances.

o Determined community eligibility and took suspension and reinstatement actions for nearly 200 communities. 0

o Ensured that communities carried out program requirements and where necessary, initiated probation actions

against 11 noncompliant communitties, legal actions that only FEMA staff can carry out.

o Prepared a report evaluating the performance of flood loss reduction standards during Hurricane Hugo.

o Initiated development of a standard operating procedure for assessing damages and providing technical
assistance after catastrophic flood events.

o Conducted assessments of damages prevented by NFIP flood plain management requirements and on repetitive loss
and substantially damaged structures.

o Completed update of the Residential Reoair Manual and an initial distribution to communities, States, and
the American Red Cross.

o Developed technical bulletins on manufactured home installation, pile and column construction for structures
in coastal high hazard areas, and below grade parking structures.

o Completed the third "Best Build" video in a series developed in cooperation with the National Association
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of Homebuilders. The videos discuss loss reduction strategies and tools for use by community building
officials, builders, developers, engineers, and architects.

o Reviewed and selected flood damaged property for purchase.

o Provided leadership in the preparation of a National Assessment of Flood Plain Management under the aegis
of the Unified National Program for FloodPlain Manaaement.

Insurance Activities

o Developed a comprehensive plan covering-all NFIP marketing activities.

o completed the core of the enhanced actuarial information system.

o Published a notice in the Federal Resister announcing implementation of the Community Rating System on
October 1, 1990.

o Implemented the Single Adjuster Program with Write-Your-Own companies and the South Carolina wind plan in
handling the extremely high volume of hurricane Hugo losses-

o Processed 106 claims for erosion damage as provided for by P.L. 100-242.

o conducted underwriting/policy administration operation reviews pursuant to the Write-Your-Own financial
control plan to ensure company compliance with NFIP rules.

o Conducted claims operation reviews pursuant to the Write-Your-Own financial control plan to ensure company
compliance with NFIP rules.

o Utilized the resources of the hometuilding industry to assist with efforts to assure the safe rebuilding of
damaged and destroyed structures *ullowing hurricane Hugo.

o Developed a program for the forced placement of flood insurance, with the assistance of the lending and
insurance industries, that will assist the lending industry in realizing greater flood insurance compliance
on mortgage loans, similar to that which exists with private hazard insurance.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

5. 1991 Program. In 1991, FE4A is allocating $11,078,000 and 203 workyears to this activity under Salaries and
Expenses. Resources will be used to accomplish the following:
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Flood Plain Management

o Conduct 135 initial time and cost meetings with communities to set the scope of study for flood insurance
studies and restudies and plan procurement for these studies and 210 limited map updates.

o Conduct 304 final community consultation meetings to explain the results of completed flood insurance studies
or restudies.

o Manage 1,053 studies and restudies underway by monitoring the progress of technical evaluation and study
contractors.

o Effect 440 community conversions to the regular phase of the NFIP and effect 202 flood insurance restudies.

o Evaluate 3,080 official appeals or map revision requests.

o Operate fee charge systems for flood maps, reviews of proposed flood control projects, archive flood risk
study data requests, map subscription service and implement a new fee charge system for certain map
revisions.

o Manage distribution operations for 7.4 million flood map panels.

o Continue planning and testing of procedures for erosion rate studies.

o Manage various engineering and research studies for program development and improvement.

o Complete a study on the effects of sea level rise on the HFIP as mandated by P.L. 101-137.

o Manage the work plan for the Community Assistance Program and the Community Compliance Program which serve
nearly 18,000 communities utilizing FEMA staff plus Support Service Program staff from the States and federal
agencies.

o Conduct visits or contacts to evaluate the flood plain management programs of over 3,600 communities and to

provide technical assistance to local officials, States, and the private sector.

o Assist 350 communities in updating their flood plain management ordinances.

o Determine community eligibility and take suspension and reinstatement actions for nearly 200 communities,
legal actions only FEMA staff can carry out.
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o Ensure that communities carry out program requirements and initiate probation actions for an estimated 20
noncompliant communities, an increase of 33 percent resulting from increasing effectiveness of monitoring,
legal actions that only FEMA staff can carry out.

" Conduct assessments and evaluations of the effectiveness of NFIP flood loss reduction program in reducing
flood losses.

o Verify that 200 communities are in full compliance with minimum NFIP requirements prior to receiving rate
credits under the Community Rating System (CRS). This is a new activity associated with the first year of
operation for the new CRS and can only be carried out by FEMA staff.

" continue development of a standard operating procedure for providing damage assessment and technical
assistance after catastrophic flood events.

" Initiate an evaluation of the compatibility of NFIP flood loss reduction standards with the national model
building code standards -for earthquake, wind and fire.

o Complete the development of consensus standards for interim management of the rapid development in the arid
west States and initiate a long range study to develop detailed management standards and guidance.

o Provide leadership to update the Unified National Prooram for Floodplain Management and recommend actions

to the President for improving tt.e effectiveness of flood plain management.

o Review and select flood damaged property for purchase.

insurance Activities

o Manage the servicing contract which provides day-to-day operational support for the NFIP.

o Continue to work with Write-Your-Own companies, agents, and lenders to develop sound approaches to
effectively market the flood insurance program.

o Perform claims and underwriting administration reviews of Write-Your-Own companies and claims reinspections
of Write-Your-Own claims, pursuant to the Write-Your-Own financial control plan.

o Conduct the annual actuarial review of insurance experience and analyze catastrophJc reserve requirements.

o Implement the Community Rating System.
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o Continue to implement the erosion benefits program established by P.L. 100-242.

o Develop new policy forms for insuring condominiums.

o Continue using integrated flood insurance claims offices in areas of flooding where in excess of 500 claims
are expected for the direct side.

o Implement the forced placement program for lenders.

o Modify the requirements for the condominium master policy to assure insurance to value.

o Work with lending regulators to standardize reporting and recordkeeping for flood insurance purchase
requirements to make compliance and examination easier.

6. 992roarna. In 1992, FEMA requests $12,874,000 and 208 workyears for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
These funds will be used to accomplish the following:

Flood Plain Management

o Conduct 150 initial time and cost meetings with communities to set the scope of study for flood insurance
studies and restudies and plan procurement for these studies and 210 limited map updates.

Cn
o Conduct 236 final community consultation meetings to explain the results of completed flood insurance studies

or restudies.

o Manage 572 studies and restudies underway by monitoring the progress of technical evaluation and study

contractors.

o Evaluate 3,000 official appeals or map revision requests.

o Operate fee charge systems for flood maps, reviews of proposed flood control projects, certain map revisions
and requests for archive risk study data.

o Manage distribution operations for 5.9 million flood map panels.

o Manage map digitizing operations for approximately 40 counties and independent cities.

o Manage various engineering and research studies for program development and improvement.
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o Manage the work plan for the Community Assistance Program and the Community Compliance Program which serve
more than 18,000 communities utilizing FEMA staff plus Support Service Program staff from the States and
Federal agencies.

o Conduct visits or contacts to evaluate the flood plain management programs of over 4,200 communities (an
increase of 10 percent) and to provide technical assistance to local officials, States, and the private
sector in their implementation of floodplain management programs.

o Assist 1,000 communities in updating their flood plain management ordinances.

o Determine community eligibility and take suspension and reinstatement actions for nearly 200 communities,
legal actions only FEMA staff can carry out.

o Ensure that communities carry out program requirements and initiate probation actions against 30 noncompliant
communities (an increase of 33 percent), legal actions that only FEMA staff can carry.

o Conduct assessments and evaluations of the effectiveness of NFIP flood loss reduction program in reducing
flood losses.

o Verify that 800 additional communities (an increase of 400 percent) are fully compliant with the minimum NFIP .
requirements prior to receiving rate credits under the new Community Rating System; during the second year
of the new CRS a larger number of communities will be requiring certification of compliance. Certification
is a legal action only FEMA staff can carry out.

o Provide technical assistance to 800 communities applying for credit under the Community Rating System.

o Test and deploy standard operating procedures for providing damage assessment and technical assistance after
a catastrophic flood event.

" Complete the evaluation of the compatibility of NFIP flood loss reduction standards of the national model
codes with earthquake, wind and fire standards.

o Complete the development of detailed Zlood plain management standards and guidance for communities in arid
western States.

" Provide leadership for implementation of recommendations to improve the effectiveness of flood plain
management at all levels of government under the Unified National Program for Floodolain Manaaement,

o Review and select flood damaged property for purchase.
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IneuranceActivities

o Manage the servicing contract which provides day-to-day operation support for the NFIP.

o Utilize results of the Write-Your-Own program evaluation to reduce Write-Your-Own program costs and improve
the NFIP's effectiveness in achieving its goals.

o Continue to work with Write-Your-own companies, agents, and lenders to develop sound approaches to
effectively market the flood insurance program.

o Produce additional video tapes which address various aspects of the NFIP to improve program awareness and

understanding.

o Develop new ways to assist insurance companies, agents, and lenders in increasing market penetration.

o Conduct the annual actuarial review of insurance experience and analyze catastrophic reserve requirements.

o continue to assist communities participating in the Community Rating System.

o Perform claims and underwriting administration reviews of Write-Your-Own companies and claims reinspections, -
pursuant to the Write-Your-Own financial control plan.

" Continue using integrated flood insurance claims offices in areas of flooding where in excess of 500 claims
are expected for the direct side.

o Assist lenders in meeting their responsibilities under the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973.

1992 Inoreaae/[re~aset A net increase of $1,796,000 and 5 workyears for this activity reflects the following
(1) an increase of $35,000 for the three month cost in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GM pay raise: (2) an increase of
$311,000 for 1992 pay costs; (3) an increase of $910,000 to fund the 1992 authorized workyear level with a
decrease of 5 workyears to eliminate unfunded vacant positions: and (4) an increase of 10 workyears and $540,000
for the following:

0 Implementation of the Community Rating System, which will create a major workload for the regional offices
including responding to requests for information, technical verification of eligible community flood loss
reduction actions, and additional compliance activities.
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o Increased congressional interest in enforcement of the mandatory purchase requirements of the Flood Disaster
Protection Act of 1973 has resulted in an increased workload in the regional offices.

0 Any cutback in other activities, such as monitoring of community compliance and provision of technical
assistance to reduce flood risk, in order to meet these new demands, could expose the HFIP and related
Federal disaster assistance program to greater program expenditures.

7. Outysar Imalications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

8. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
DISASTER RELIEF ADMINISTRATION

(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Proaram Element
Page
Ko.L

1991
1990 1991 current
Actual R t EstiMate

kx! hal Rx AMIL !x Aat"

1992 Increase/
R auelt M crease

A. Disaster Relief Administration... SE-52
(Budget Authority)

Permanent Workyearm

Headquarters ........ * ................
R" Lons ..............................

Total Permanent ................

Total Workvears..., ..................

217 $11,328 233 $11,647 233 $11,587 264 $18,027 31 $6,440

55
in
217

217

59
233

233

59
1U1
233

233

70
264

264

11

31

Chances Prom Original 1991 Estimatess Reflects a decrease of $60,000 from the application of a general Congressional
reduction.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
DISASTER RELIEF ADMINISTRATION

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Incresew

OBJECT CLASS
P21Hon compensalm

11. I tt-limepfmanen ........................... I,57 $9,544 $9,514 $11,222 $1.70
I.3IOther than full-lrne p manent ..................... ...... 14 ......
I 1 5 Othm per sonnel compensation ............................ 316 ...
11.0 Special per sonal slervces pay ets .....

11.9 Total personnel compensation ............................. .9,050 9,544 9,514 11,222 1,70

12.1 CIvilian personnel ............................................... 1.482 1,326 1,326 1,440 114
12.2 Miltary personnel .............................. ...
13.0 Benefits for form r personnel ................................. .....

Non-PinmOrnn CoIls
21.0 Travel and transportallon of per sons .................... 342 $35 505 650 345
22.0 Transportation of thing ...................................... 7 2 2 20 1s
23.1 Rental paym ents to GSA ...........................................
23,2 Rental payments to othw s .....................................
23 3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges .......... .............................. ... 760 750
24 0 Pr noting and reproduction .................................... 29 1 1 22 21
25 00ther services .................. ............... ............. 342 212 212 1,126 116
26.0 Supplies and materials ........................................ 12 2 2 20 is
31,0 Equ pment ......................................................... 64 25 25 2,576 2,560
320 Land and structures ...........................................
33 0 Investm ents and loans .......................................
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contribltons .....................
42 0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ..........................
43 0 Interest and dividends .....................................

Total Obligations ................................... .. . ... 11,32 11,647 11,587 18,027 6,440
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DISASTER RELIEF ADMINISTRATION

A. Salaries and Exoenses.

1. AuthoritY. The Robert T. Stafford Disanter Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. App 5121 a.J2.1
Executive Order 12149, as amended, and Regulations 44 CFR, Subchapter D.

2. Objective/Activity Description. Program administration includes the following principal areas:

a. Management and Coordination. The majority of Management and Coordination resources for disaster relief are
allocated to providing program support and staffing Federal Coordinating officer/Disaster Recovery Manager
(FCO/DRM) positions in Disaster Field Offices (DFO's) for the delivery of assistance in declared major
disasters and emergencies. Other functions include: administration of assistance: processing of all requests
for declarations supporting Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO) functions managing the Disaster Relief
Appropriation: conducting critiques and program evaluations; coordinating automated support systems and
developing training programs.

b. Individual Assistance for Disaster Relief. The majority of Individual Assistance resources are allocated
to managing the delivery of Individual Assistance programs (Individual and Family Grants, Temporary Housing,
Crisis Counseling, Disaster Unemployment Assistance and Legal Services for low-income victims) in declared
major disasters and emergencies. Other functions include: the development of policy and procedures to
provide prompt and effective delivery of assistance authorized by the Act: program oversight and evaluation
and coordination with other non-FEMA entities providing related assistance to disaster victims.

c. Public Assistance for Disaster Relief. The majority of Public Assistance resources are allocated to managing
the delivery of Public Assistance to and funding emergency services for State and local applicants in
declared major disasters and emergencies. Public Assistance projects constitute approximately two thirds
of obligations annually from the President's Fund. Other functions include: development of policy and
procedures; oversight and evaluation of program activities, and coordination of program management
improvements to ensure that assistance is provided in an efficient and timely manner.

d. Hazard itIuation and Preredneag . Hazard mitigation and preparedness resources are allocated to provide
technical assistance, guidance and funding to affected entities in declared major disasters and emergencies,
in order to identify mitigation opportunities and develop plans for mitigation activities. In addition, FEHA
has the lead role in coordinating the activities of 27 Federal agencies at the national and regional levels
in the development and implementation of plans for response to catastrophic natural disasters. The
interagency catastrophic disaster response planning process has produced a plan which has been agreed to by
the 27 federal agencies and which has resulted in the staging of catastrophic disaster exercises in fiscal
years 1989, 1990 and 1991. While the primary emphasis of this process has been anticipation of catastrophic
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earthquakes, the plan applies to the range of disasters under which governors could be expected to request
Stafford Act assistance. This program also implements the new hazard mitigation grant program authorized
in the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, which provides up to 501 Federal
funding for cost-effective mitigation measures. FMHA also provides interagency leadership in the development
of a Federal first response capability to facilitate life saving and property protection following
catastrophic disasters of all kinds, where the Stafford Act is requested, when State and local response
structures are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the disaster.

e. Disaster Preparedness Imnrovesent Grants. Disaster Relief Administration staff resources manage the Disaster
Preparedness Improvement Grants (DPIG) program, coordinating program reviews and the delivery of planning
grant assistance.

3. 199Q Accom mfne. In 1990, FEKA used 217 workyears and $11,325,000 for this activity under Salaries and
Expenses. The majority of the Regional Office and a significant portion of the National Office staff resources
were dedicated to supporting delivery of assistance in declared major disasters and emergencies. Recovery efforts
stemming from Hurricane Hugo and the Loss Prieta earthquake placed extremely heavy demands on all staff resources.
Other accomplishments are noted according to the five principal areas of program activity.

a. Nanaaeoent and coordination.

o Processed requests for 45 major disasters which resulted in 35 declared disasters in 505 counties (an
average year has 24 declared disasters in 254 counties).

o Managed $2.026 billion in Stafford Act disaster response and recovery assistance, a record amount for
disaster assistance funding.

o Funded and deployed over 150 generators, 4 million pounds of food, and other emergency supplies and
equipment for the Hurricane Hugo island disasters.

o Responded to enormous media and Congressional Interest (over 600 congressional letters were answered)
following Hurricane Hugo, the Lom Priesta earthquake, and subsequent disasters.

o Provided Congress with a one-time report on recommendations for the administration of the disaster
assistance programs, as directed by Section 110 of the Stafford Act.

o Conducted an extensive analysis of the Hurricane Hugo and Loma Priesta earthquake disaster responses,
resulting in initiatives for major programmatic changes.

o Provided support guidance in 35 disasters. This included guidance in management of personnel,
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property, vehicles, finances, and computer operation.

o Conducted a total of 1 regional office and 5 DFO reviews in various program areas.

o Closed out 5 major disasters and 9 fire suppression agreements.

o Issued the first annual comprehensive monitoring and evaluation report on disaster program management
and delivery.

" Developed substantive enhancements to the Automated Disaster Management Systems (ADAMS) and initiated
a complete reprogramming of the Individual Assistance component to achieve more efficient processing
capabilities.

" initiated comprehensive analysis of system architecture to provide better support for large scale
disaster recovery processing.

o Revised the Agency instruction establishing policies and procedures governing management of the 1,700
disaster reservists.

o Provided training for 2,225 Reservists and Local Hires due to extraordinary disaster activity.

b. Individual Assistance for Disaster Relief (IA).

o Delivered individual assistance in 30 major disasters, including the Lom Prieta earthquake, and
provided continuing assistance to 1989 disaster operations relating to Hurricane Hugo.

o Published guidance for State share loans in the Individual and Family Grant (IFG) program.

o Developed outline for a study to determine the cost effectiveness of imposing flood insurance
requirements on IFG recipients.

o Issued policy guidance on application-taking from disaster victims who are insured.

o Modified IFO regulations.

o Trained and rostered approximately 200 headquarters staff for disaster application-taking functions in
catastrophic disasters.

o Implemented teleregistration procedures nationwide.
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o Completed draft revisions of standard form letters to improve communications with applicants.

o Initiated a review of the mobile home storage programs.

o Participated in a comprehensive review of disaster assistance operations, resulting in the development
of a series of initiatives for streamlining the individual assistance programs and delivery mechanism.

c. Public Assistance for Disaster Relief (PA).

o Delivered public assistance in 30 major disasters and processed an unprecedented number of damage
survey reports, project applications, and appeals resulting from Hurricane Hugo and the Loas Prieta
earthquake.

" Issued new regulations to reflect the Public Assistance program: changes mandated by the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. These included changes In: requirements for
matching grants, eligible applicants, eligible costs, financial advances to the States, insurance and
award amounts.

o Implemented changes to Public Assistance regulations based on requirements identified by the
comprehensive program review conducted in 1988.

o Provided administration and oversight for large individual projects including management of time
limitations, required changes, interim and final inspections, and claims for reimbursement.

o Approved $89.9 million Community Disaster Loan for the Virgin Islands as a result of Hurricane Hugo.

o Continued on-going actions to close-out older disasters and claims collection efforts.

o Identified program modifications required as a result of lessons learned from large scale disasters
which occurred in late 1989 and early 1990.

o Conducted meetings with other Federal agencies to coordinate areas of program interface and mutual
support.

d. Hazard Mitlation and Preparedness.

o Provided technical assistance and coordinated preparation of Hazard Mitigation Reports in 35 major
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disasters.

o Provided technical assistance to States in the identification and development of post-disaster
mitigation projects funded under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, and automated the obligation of
funds through improvements to the DAP computer network.

" Increased the number of States with State level multi-hazard mitigation plans, thereby Increasing
overall preparedness and limiting subsequent post-disaster planning requirements.

" Incorporated hazard mitigation evaluation data into technical assistance and program administration
materials.

" Issued final regulations for the Hazard Mitigation Planning and Hazard Mitigation Grant program
authorized under sections 409 and 404 respectively of the Stafford Act.

o Initiated broadening of the Federal Catastrophic Earthquake Response Plan to include other natural
disasters; clarified Federal policy, roles and responsibilities with respect to disaster responses and,
began development of a coordinated Federal approach to Urban Search and Rescue.

" Conducted RESPONSE 90 exercise in Salt Lake City, Utah for the Federal Catastrophic Earthquake Response
Plan and initiated drafts of regional procedural supplements to the Plan in all regions.

o Identified, selected, and funded hazard mitigation projects supported by the Hazard Mitigation
Assistance program funded under Earthquakes and Other Natural Hazards.

o Convened three meetings of the Catastrophic Disaster Response Group (CDRG) to review progress in
Federal response planning and preparedness of the 27 member agencies. Also, convened the CDRG in
response to the Loma Prieta earthquake.

o Initiated extensive Interagency planning in the northern and southern New Madrid seismic risk areas in
preparation for Federal/State earthquake response exercises in fiscal years 1991 and 1992.

o Conducted extensive interagency coordination both at Headquarters and in the field with emergency
planners from other Federal agencies to enhance Federal preparedness capabilities.

e. Disaster Preparedness Inm ovemont Grants.

o Coordinated delivery of planning grants to 54 applicants.
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4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $60,000 from the application of a general Congressional
reduction.

5. 1991 Program. In 1991, FEMA is allocating $11,587,000 and 233 workyears to this activity under Salaries and
Expenses. Close-out activities related to Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake will place on-going
demands on staff resources, and needed improvements to program management and administration identified during
comprehensive reviews of FEMA's response to Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake will be made. Proposed
accomplishments are noted in the following sections.

a. Management and Coordination.

0 Process an estimated 40 requests for disaster and emergency declarations, with an estimated 24
potential declarations.

0 Provide program support guidance in approximately 24 major disasters. This includes management of
personnel, property, vehicles, finances, and computer operations.

o Issue the second annual comprehensive monitoring and evaluation report on disaster program management
and delivery.

o Continue processing activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Lom Prieta earthquake.

o Reprint Volume I and publish Volume II of the Disaster Operations Manual. Complete and publish Volume
III. These manuals cover policies and procedures on the disaster declaration, recovery, and close-out
process.

o Implement new ADANS capabilities, in particular a new component for Individual Assistance processing
and more efficient mechanisms to generate improved management information.

o Initiate implementation of further additions or enhancements (hardware and/or software) to ADAMS and
related systems based on the results of the analysis of system architectures carried out during 1990.

o Provide for improvements to program management and delivery systems to the Regions, State and local

jurisdiction.

o Provide program training and related materials to State and local governments.

o Conduct thorough review of the Stafford Act for possible legislative proposals.
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o Provide oversight and direction for policy and legislation.

o Provide for evaluation and analyses of programs and their delivery systems to ensure that the
monitoring mechanisms that are in place are current and operational.

o Conduct five regional and three field office reviews for each program area.

b. Individual Assistance for Disaster Relief.

o Deliver assistance in an estimated 22 major disasters.

o Prepare and deliver program and operations training to Individual Assistance permanent full-time
headquarters and regional staff.

o Revise and publish handbooks for individual assistance programs, including those for FEKA staff and
States.

o Develop policy and procedures for funding hazard mitigation measures in the Individual and Family Grant
program.

o Continue close-out activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

o Prepare comprehensive new legislative initiatives, to include a single grant program to incorporate the
variety of funding sources currently available and, if enacted, begin the preparation of guidance
necessary to implement these changes.

o Complete the study on Individual and Family Grant and Flood Insurance relationships.

o Explore alternatives to the current program interrelationship of the Small Business Administration
disaster loan program and the Individual and Family Grant program.

o Issue policy guidance on duplication of benefits with the American Red Cross.

o Adopt an enhanced public information and outreach approach in the delivery of individual assistance.
Develop appropriate policies and procedures for outreach functions.

o Issue revised standard form letters for field use.

o Evaluate the feasibility of implementing a central processing capability in individual assistance, and
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of collocating the facility with the teleregistration facility. Central processing would combine the
processes of taking, reviewing, and completing the processing of applications after eligibility
decisions are made at the local Disaster Field Office.

o Complete revisions to the Disaster Assistance application/registration form and process.

o Initiate contract for automation of combined verification inspections.

o Complete arrangements for the manufacture, storage, transportation and distribution of plastic sheeting
for temporary roofs.

o Revise policy, procedures, guidance, and staffing requirements to continue the mobile home storage
program as a temporary housing resource.

o Initiate planning and development activities for a permanent teleregistration facility.

c. Public Assistance for Disaster Relief.

o Deliver public assistance in approximately 20 major disasters.

o Publish final insurance regulations implementing the Robert T. Stafford Act.

o Continue close-out activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

o Continue aggressive action to close older disasters.

o Monitor the performance of the states in carrying out their increased public assistance
responsibilities under the Stafford Act, part 13, and the President' Executive Order on Federalism.

o Examine means of improving financial program management processes for the Public Assistance Program as
the letter of credit process is replaced by SNARTLINK.

o Based on findings in Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake, make improvements to the Public
Assistance Program to assure the best possible response to future major disasters.

o Develop enhancements to the Public Assistance Module of ADAMS.

o Investigate legislative initiatives to allow provision of a wider range of emergency assistance to
States and local government through other Federal agencies prior to a governor's request.
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o With a view towards developing alternative approaches, review the floor cost formula used in the
Section 420 Fire Suppression Assistance program in consultation with the U.S. Forest Service and State
foresters.

o Conduct Public Assistance training for State officials.

" Develop a plan for the transition of Department of Education disaster related school repair
responsibilities to the Public Assistance Program.

d. Hazard Mitiaation and Prenaredness.

o Deliver Hazard Mitigation grant assistance in approximately 24 major disasters.

o Provide technical assistance and coordinate preparation of Hazard Mitigation Reports .for major
disasters.

o Increase the number of States with State level multi-hazard mitigation plans, thereby increasing
overall preparedness and limiting subsequent post-disaster planning requirements.

o continue to expand the data base on hazard mitigation measures as an evaluation tool to determine cost-
savings created by the program.

o Incorporate hazard mitigation evaluation data into technical assistance and program administration
materials.

o Improve functional program interrelationships with other agencies to use those programs more
effectively in reducing disaster related damages.

o Undertake table top earthquake response exercises in the Puget Sound (Seattle) area and the Central
United States (Memphis/St. Louis).

o Continue development of the Federal Disaster Response Plan as a general Federal plan for response to
a wider range of disasters requiring assistance under the Stafford Act.

" Identify, select and fund hazard mitigation projects supported by the Hazard Mitigation Assistance
program funded under National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards.
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e. Disaster Preparedness Improvement Grants.

0 coordinate the delivery of grant assistance to a potential 54 applicants, with emphasis on improving
State preparedness to deliver disaster assistance and to mitigate hazards through improved State
disaster plans and training of personnel with disaster assignments.

1992 Progran. In 1992, FEKA requests $18,027,000 and 264 workyears for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
Program management and administration improvements identified during reviews of FEIA's response to Hurricane Hugo
and the Loma Prieta earthquake will continue, continuing close-out activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and
the Loma Prieta earthquake will continue to place demands on staff resources. The accomplishments projected for
1992 are noted below:

a. Management and Coordination.

o Process requests for approximately 40 disaster and emergency declarations, with an estimated 24
potential declarations.

o Provide program support guidance in approximately 24 major disasters. This Includes management of
personnel, property, vehicles, finances, and computer operations. W

o Issue the third annual comprehensive monitoring and evaluation report on disaster program management 0
and delivery.

o Continue close-out activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

o Conduct five regional and three field office reviews for each program area.

o Provide for improvements to program management and delivery systems to the Regions, State and local
jurisdictions.

o Provide oversight and direction for policy and legislative initiatives.

o Continue expansion and configuration of new ADANS resources designed to address large scale disaster
recovery processing.

" Provide for evaluation and analyses of programs and their delivery systems to ensure that the
monitoring mechanisms that are in place are current and operational.



b. Individual Assistance for Disaster Relipf.

o Deliver disaster assistance in approximately 22 major disasters.

o Lease space for, staff, train, and manage the permanent teleregistration facility fund any needed
improvements to the telephone, data processing, and data transmission systems.

o If determined feasible, Implement the central processing function.

o Continue close-out activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

o If legislation is passed, complete concept development, regulations, policies, and procedures for a
single grant program to replace the variety of currently available disaster programs.

o Develop an enhanced training program for individual assistance functions.

o Complete field testing of automated combined verification process.

o Review all publications, procedures, and policy guidance, and revise as necessary to reflect changes
published in the final individual assistance regulations.

c. Public Assistance for Disaster Relief.

o Deliver public assistance in approximately 20 major disasters.

o Continue close-out activities associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Priesta earthquake.

o Continue aggressive action to close older disasters.

o Conduct public assistance training for State officials.

o Develop enhancements to the Public Assistance Module of ADAMS.

o Conduct meetings with other Federal agencies to coordinate areas of program interface and material
support.

d. Hazard Mitioation.

o Deliver Hazard Mitigation grant assistance in approximately 24 major disasters.
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o Provide technical assistance and coordinate preparation of Hazard Mitigation reports for major
disasters.

o Increase the number of States with State level multi-hazard mitigation plans, thereby increasing
overall preparedness and limiting subsequent post-disaster planning requirements.

o Continue to expand the data base on hazard mitigation measures as an evaluation tool to determine cost-
savings created by the program.

corporate hazard mitigation evaluation data into technical assistance and program administrationmaterials.

" Improve functional program interrelationships with other agencies to use those programs more
effectively in reducing disaster related damages.

o Design and conduct a full, functional earthquake response exercise in the Central United Statest
finalize regional procedural supplements to the Plan in all regions with funding under the National
Earthquake Program and Other Hazards activity.

o Continue at current levels a disaster response planning and exercising program for all hazards in order
to beg in establishment of appropriate Federal response in assisting State and local governments with
immediate, first response needs when their systems are overwhelmed by catastrophic or other significant
disasters.

" Identify, select and fund hazard mitigation projects supported by the Hazard Mitigation Assistance
program.

a. Disaster Prenaredness Improvement Grants.

o Coordinate the delivery of grant assistance to a potential 54-applicants, with emphasis on improving
State preparedness to deliver disaster assistance and to mitigate hazards through improved state
disaster plans and training of personnel with disaster assignments.

1992 Increase/Decrease. A net increase of $6,400,000 and 31 workyears for this activity reflects the following
(1) an increase of $34,000 for the three month cost in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GM pay raise; (2) an increase of
$402,000 for the 1992 pay costs: (3) an increase of $95,000 and a decrease of 5 workyears to reflect the 1991
operating level; and (4) an increase of $5,909,000 and 36 workyears to support increased program monitoring and
financial management in the regions and teleregistration. The additional workyears will enable the Agency to
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review its program regulations.

7. Outyear Implications. Annual operating costs for the permanent teleregistration office will be approximately
$750,000.

S. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

W0
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by ProaraM

A. Emergency Food and Shelter
(Budget Authority) ........ 80-67

Permanent Workyears

Headquarters ...................
Regions ........................

Total Permanent ...........

Total Workvears ................

1990
Page
HQAL- !X am

5 $219

5

5

5

Changes from Oricinal 1991 Estimates: None.
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6
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1992
Reaueat
Hi A"4

5 $247

5

5

Increase/DecreesQ
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-1 $7

-1
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 199t Current 1992 Increse/

OBJECT CLASS

I 1.I Ful-tkna permanent ........................................... $123 8152 $152 $160 80
111.3 Other than full-time permanent .......................... ..
f 1.5 Other personnel compensation ......................... 11
1 .8 Special personal services payments ..................... .

11.9 Total peronnel compensation ............................. 125 152 152 160 0
Pefsonnal benefits

12.1 C lvl n personnel ............................................... 35 17 17 22 5
12.2 M itary personnel ............................................... ...... ...
13.0 Benefits for former peronn .............................. ... ....... ... i,

Non-Person Cost
21 .0 Travel and transportation of persons .................... 7 20 20 1 (6)
22.0 Transportation of things ......................................... ...
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................................... ...
23.2 Rental payments to others .................................... ...
23.3 Communlcallons, utilities, and

m iscellaneous charges .........................................
24.o PrInI andreproducti .................................... 29 25 25 25 ."
25.0 O ther services ................................................... 23 26.. 2S 25
20.0 Supplies and materials ................................... ...... ... 26 ... (26)
31.0 Equipment ......................................................... ...
32.0 Land and structures .................................................
33,0 Investments and lowns ...................................... ...... ...
4 1.0 Grants, subsidies and conlrlutlons ....................... ...
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ........................ ...
43.0 Interest and dividends ......................................... . ... ...

Total Obligations .......................................................... 219 240 240 247 7
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A. Emergency Food and Shelter (EPS (Salaries and ExPenses)

1. Authority. The Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of 1987, as amended, Title III P.L. 100-77.

2. Obiective/Element Descrintion. Program administration resources support the funding of the activities
coordinated by the National Board, program review, and oversight.

3. 1990 Accomolishmentat In 1990, FEHA used $219,000 and 5 workyesrs for this activity under salaries and
Expenses. In addition to the coordination of funding through the National Board activities, program
accomplishments included:

- Coordination with DoD on the Food Bank/Commissary program.

- Pro ram and documentation training during the spring and early summer in 26 cities across the nations 50
training sessions were conducted which provided instruction to approximately 1,000 program participants.

- Development of a National Survey for all Local Boards (2,300) and Local Volunteer Organizations (10,000)
to evaluate the effectiveness of the program and to determine future policy direction.

- Preparation of an Emergency Education Network Satellite broadcast entitled "Federal Dollars - Local
Concerns". The program sired October 17, 1990, and included an overview of the McKinney Act Programs,
and a discussion on Local Boards and State Set-Aside committees.

- Working with the Interagency Council on the Homeless (ICH) on several issues including: assisting
Department of Housing and Urban Development by advert rising information on foreclosed, single-family homes
to National, State and local non-profit organizations receiving EFS funds and participation in ICH Bi-
Regional conferences.

- Site visits to Local Boards and local volunteer organizations.

- Finishing a new booklet on exemplary food, shelter and multi-service programs titled CHECKLJST FOR
SUCCESS. An original volume on Exemplary Programs had been published by FEKA and the National Board in
1965. This new edition, prepared for the EFS program by the National Alliance to End Homelessness, seeks
to showcase replicable programs. The text also highlights successful networking efforts at the city and
State levels.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

5. 1291 rQgrta. In 1991, FEKA is allocating $240,000 and 6 workyears to this activity under Salaries and
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Expenses. The Emergency Food and Shelter National Board activities will include:

- Conducting an Emergency Food and Shelter National Board Retreat to determine new policy directions.

- Conducting additional site visits and spot audits to monitor agency expenditures.

- Continuing coordination with DoD on Food Bank/Commissary program to enhance and expand food bank and
commissary participation in the program.

- Continuing participation in activities sponsored by the Interagency Council in order to disseminate
information to State and local officials on EFS Program policies and issues.

- Developing program information materials for a better understanding of program guidelines and use of BFS
funds.

- completing the contract on "Nature and Extent of Homelessness" and assessing the effectiveness of the BPS
program.

- Compiling EFS survey results and completing study on EFS program effectiveness.

6. 1992 Program. In 1992, PENA requests $247,000 and 5 workyears under Salaries and Expenses for this activity. -4
In addition to coordination of funding through the National Board, program activities will include:

Conducting site visits and spot audits to monitor agency expenditures.

- Participation in Interagency Council activities, particularly the smaller regional meetings for provider
groups.

- Reviewing 1990 Census information as part of a comprehensive review of the Program's funding formula.

- Coordinating training schedules with other McKinney Act programs for possible combined sessions.

1992 Increases/Decreases: A net increase of $7,000 and a decrease of I workyear for this activity reflect the
following: (1) and increase of $7,000 for the 1992 pay raise costs; and (2) a decrease of 1-workyear to
adjust workyears to reflect funding of workyears at the 1991 start of year levels.

7. Outvear Imolications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

8. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

Activity Overviev

This activity includes consolidated support and operating costs for FENA, as well as the salaries and related expenses for
the following offices: Director's Office, General Counsel, Management Services, Security, Acquisition Management, Personnel
and Equal Opportunity, Comptroller, Program Analysis and Evaluation, Administrative Support Staff, Other Administrative
Expenses, Information Services, Regional Liaison, External Affairs, and Regional Executive Direction.

The Management and Administration request seeks to fund adequately the current level of vorkyears. Most of PEMA's non-
personnel Lelated Salaries and Expenses are funded in this activity. In 1992, for example, the Management and
Administration request is made up of the following: personnel compensation and benefits (48%); rent, communications, and
utlities (204)1 service and maintenance contracts (164)1 and an assortment of other non-vorkyear costs such as printing,
supplies, shipping, and so on.

The 1992 budget requests $52,275,000 and 477 vorkyears, an increase of $7,483,000 and 10 vorkyears over 1991. The 1992
request includes increases in several areas: pay costs from the 1991 and 1992 pay raises; adequate funding for vorkysars,
elimination of backlog in security investigation: contract close-out support; improvements to the financial management
system; reporting requirements under the Chief Financial Officers' Actl and various uncontrollable cost increases for rent, W
supplies, equipment, and maintenance.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Incfease/
LAOW Rww Estimafo ate

WY Am ma Lf )U Amt. W AmL W AnWLEstimates by Ofc

A. Office of the Direor ....................................
B. Goene l Counsel ..........................
C. Personnel and Equal Opportunity .................
D . C o r t oe .................................................
E. Office of Management S c ....................
F. Security.................. ...... .... ...................
G. Acqusiton M nagement ..............................
H. Program Analysis and Evaluation .................
I. Administrative Support Staff ..........................
J. Other Administrative Expenses

i. Rent......................................
2. Othe .................................................

K. Information Services
1. Information Systems ...............................
2. Admninstrative Telephones ......................
3. Office Automation ...................................

L. Regonal UsIson ..........................................
M. Regional Executive Direction .......................
N . External Affairs ............................................

Total, Management & Administration
(Budget Authority) ...... ..........

Permanent Workvear
Headquarter ............................................
R egions ..........................................................
Total, Perm anent ..........................................

Total W orkyea s ...............................................

5 $502
20 1,269
83 4,203
76 11.619
5 267

14 1,250
33 1,661
6 374

57 2.277

6 5505
23 1,630
69 4.949
77 4,465
6 317

15 1,311
37 1.68

a 386
61 2,217

8 5645
23 1.613
89 4,860
76 4.367
6 289

15 1,297
37 1,669
8 442

60 2,193

6 8716
23 1,690
87 6,066
61 6,486

5 319
14 1,727
37 2,332
6 513

59 2,533

5. 71
.. 77

.. 30
-1 430
... 663

71
-1 340

•.. 9,094 ... 9,400 ... 9,400 ... 10,392 ... 992
... 3.48 ... 3,570 .,. 3,500 ... 3,657 ... 157

16 1,053
... 2.631

234
4 247

103 6,873
19 1,603

440 42,683

16 1,020
... 2,646

234
6 287

105 9,263
20 1.336

467 45,243

16 1,020
2,646

175

5 216
105 9,122
20 1,336

467 44,792

337 362 362
103 105 105
440 467 467

440 467 467

26 2,760
.,. 2,646

175
6 276

105 10,108
20 1,877

477 52,276

372
105
477

9 1,740

10 7,483

10

10

477 10
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Changes From Ortolna 1991 Estimates.

Reflects a decrease of $451.000 from the application of a general congressional reduction:

Transfers between offices within Management and Admnhlstation to distribute resources according to need.

These changes can be summarized as follows:
1991

1991 General Current
Rmue A Trans Estimat

Office of the Director $505 (S5) $145 $645
General Counsel 1,630 -17 . 1,613
Personnel and Equal Opportunity 4,649 -57 -32 4,660
Comptroller 4.465 -92 -6 4,367
Management Services 317 -3 -25 289
Security 1,311 -14 ... 1,297
Acquisition Managemen 1.687 -is ... 1,669
Program Analysis and Evaluatlon 366 -4 60 442
Administrative Support Staff 2,217 -24 ... 2,193
Rent 9,400 ... 9,460
Other Administrative Expeses 3,570 -46 -22 3,500
Inlormaltlon systems 1,020 ... ... 1,020
Administrative Telephones 2,646 .., 2,646
Office Automation 234 -59 ... 175
Regional Ualson 267 -10 -59 218
External Affairs 1,336., 1,336
Regional Executive D4i -on 4 L

Totals 45,243 -451 .. 44,792
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

(Dollars In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Currett 1992 Ilom'gal

OBJECT CLASS
Pa(M~M cornoertmr

1.1 Full-time permanent ........................................... 116,299 t16,168 $17,722 $21.065 $3.833
11.3 Other than full-time pe rm nent ........................... 909 ...
11.5 Other personnel compersatln......................... 466 ... 343 343 ...
11.0 Specials rn e yme .................... ... .........

11.9 Total person m loni naal ............................. 17,694 16,166 18.065 21.396 3.333

12.1 C ~m peron2 ............................................... 2.828 2,765 3.045 3.679 634
12.2 M ilit ry personnel ............................................... ... ........ ...

13.0 Benefts for former p personnel ................................. ...

Non-Personnel Costa
21.0 Travel and trwportafon of persons .................... 676 1,053 653 653 ...
22.0 Transportation of things ...................................... 99 70 62 62
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................................... 9,094 9,400 9,400 10,392 992
23.2 Rental payments to others ..................................... ... 32 ... (32)
23.3 Communications. utilt , and

miscellaneous charges ........................................ 2,943 4,660 3.155 3,266 110
24.0 Printing and reproduction .................................... 370 362 405 484 79
25.0 Other vkces .................................................... 6,430 6,207 7,493 6.460 6 7
26.0 Supplies and materials ........................................ 1,068 1,293 955 955
31.0 Equipment ........................................................ 1,481 1.025 1,327 2,527 1,200
32.0 Land and structures ................................ . ........... ............
33.0 Investments and loans ........................................ ...... ...
41.0 Grants. subsidies and conlrlxitlons ..................................
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ............. ......... .........
43 0 Interest and dividends ........................... ............. ............

Total Obligations .......................................................... 42.683 45.243 44.792 52,275 7,463
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Management and Administration

I. Authorities. Reorganisation Plan No. 3 of 1978 and Executive Orders 10480, 12127, 12148, 12656, 12657, and 12673, as
amended.

2. ObjectivelActivitv DeCrCiDtion. This activity Includes consolidated support and operating costs for FEMA, as vell as
the salaries and related expenses for the following offices, programs, and/or elements:

Office of the Director - This program includes the offices of the Director and the Deputy Director and exercises
policy and managerial leadership in accomplishing ?EKA's mission to plan for and recover from a broad spectrum
of emergencies, ranging from imminent nuclear attack to natural disasters and technological disasters.

General Counsel - The General Counsel (GC) provides full statutory and legal support, advice, opinions, and
services for all PERA programs and activities.

Personnel and roual OMortunity - This office develops, Implement, and evaluates VERA's personnel management
programs and policies; provides overall planning, development, direction, and'implementation of equal opportunity
programs within FWA; and provides for the management and operations of the Emergency Management Career Intern
Program, as well as salaries, benefits and travel costs for Interns.

CAUtroller - The Comptroller is the principal advisor to the Director on financial and resource management
matters. in this context, the office conducts analyses and evaluations of Agency financial management and
resource issues; formulates and executes the Agency's budget; operates an Agency-vide accounting system to record,

_process, and report financial transactions; establishes financial goals, policies, and systems analysis and design
for Agency resource management activities.

Nanageant Se9rices - This office provides policy coordination, executive liaison, special projects, andadministrative functions for the Director and Deputy Director and coordinates the accomplishments of staff office
activities. Executive responsibilities also include overseeing the activities and functions of the following
offices: Security, Administrative Support, Acquisition Management, and Program Analysis and Evaluation.

aag~a.U - This office develops, implements, and administers security policies and procedures affecting the
security of all PERA facilities, personnel, programs and operations and conducts background investigations in
accordance with Executive Orders 12156 and 10450 and Office of Personnel Management Federal Personnel Manual.

Aceulsition Nanaaement - The office of Acquisition Management awards and administers acquisition and assistance
instruments in support of the various FERA programs.
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Program Analysis and Evaluation (PAGE - This office formulates the Agency's program analysis and evaluation
1''cies, plans, programs, and procedures, and implements Agency-wide planning and management systems to support
defective Agency mission performance. PAE provides executive management support to the Director and Deputy
Director by conducting special projects and assisting in the analysis and development of issues for the Director's
and Deputy Director's use in his decision making and policy formulation process.

Administrative Suonort Staff - This program provides centralized management for a variety of support services
needed to sustain PENA Headquarters' activities, such as printing, procurement, graphic arts and design, office
services, transportation, mail operations, publications storage and distribution, space management and other
common support activities; management of the FIA facility in Washington; management of property (including real
property) and utilization of personal property and motor vehicles; and administration of a variety of related,
administrative programs, such as records management, energy conservation, and the Information Collection Budget.

Other Administrative Exmensep - This program consist of two elements: (1) Rent which provides for the rental of
space for Headquarters, the Regions, and all field offices; and (2) Other Administrative Mxpenses which provides
for administrative support and services to PENA Headquarters.

Information Services - This program consists of the following three elements: (1) Information systems which
provides information systems support services to all PENA program offices not supported elsewhere, and to all
internal management and administrative functions of the Agency in meeting day-to-day production and emergency
requirements; (2) Administrative Telephones which encompasses the centralized maWhagement and funding of day-to-
day administrative telephone services for FENA Headquarters National Capital Region. included are the local
commercial systems, equipment in FEA Headquarters, and usage of intercity voice network, such as the Government's
Federal Telecommunications Systems, Federal Secure Telephone Service, and the Automatic Voice Network; and (3)
Office automation which provides for effective management of word processing equipment within FEMA.

Regional Liaison - This program provides day-to-day coordination with the Regions on operational matters and
policy issues as staff advisor to the Deputy Director of FENA, serves as liaison between the Regional Directors
and Headquarters' elements on program and policy issues, and manages the Regional Executive Direction account to
provide administrative and management funding for the Regional offices.

Regional Executive Direction - This program provides for the executive administration and management support
necessary within the Regions for the delivery of FEKA programs to State and local governments, and is responsible
for the Regional management of its administrative, financial, and personnel resources.

External Affairs - This program provides an information link between the Agency and the Congress, the media,
public interest groups, and international agencies or representatives; advises the Director on the Congressional,
public relations, and international impact of Agency policies, plans, and programs; and coordinates the
development and furnishing of information to these groups.
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1990 Accomnlishments. In 1990, FA used $42,683,000 and 440 vorkyears for this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
The Management and Administration activity provided personnel, support and operating costs for FENA offices to include
facilities, security, supplies, equipment, information, financial, contractual and legal services; program analysis
and evaluation; public, congressional and international affairs; and Regional liaison and executive direction. In
addition, the following significant actions were taken:

I o Further institutionalized and refined program policies and procedures of the Emergency Management Intern
Program by establishing the second class of the ongoing career program, in which direction was given to 29
interns hired in late 1989, regarding their training, development, and administrative activities.

" Implemented conversion to the Department of Agriculture's National Finance Center (NFC) Personnel/Payroll
system. As a result of this move, Pro did the following: monitored new "Time and Attendance" data, developed
audit functions, trained personnel, Implemented the "Manage to Payroll" concept; and developed the Voluntary
Leave Transfer/Leave Bank Program.

" Implemented an Affirmative Employment Pilot program in several offices in PENA to actively recruit and create
advancement opportunities for currently under-represented groups in the FEMA employee population.

" Developed a detailed 5-year implementation plan for financial management system improvements in order to bring
the current system into conformance with the model of the Core Financial System.

o Acquired and Installed a Standard General Ledger system for the Agency's financial system.

o Coupled with funding from Federal Preparedness and Civil Defense, developed a three-phased Distributed Data
Processing system which is an integrated framework for information systems with broader flexibility and
connectivity for emergency management purposes. Phase I was an interim computer upgrade of the central
processing units; Phase I was the installation of minicomputers for classified systems; and Phase III was the
development of three-prototype local area networks (LANs) in FEKA's Region V, Special Facility and
Headquarters.

" Provide U.S. representation to the Senior Civil Emergency Planning Committee (SCEPC), planning boards and
comissions.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $451,000 from the application of a general congressional
reduction as well as internal transfers to distribute resources according to need.

5. !991 Prgram. In 1991, PENA is allocating $44,792,000 and 467 workyears to this activity under Salaries and Expenses.
The Management and Administration activity provides for personnel, support and operating costs for PENA offices to
include facilities, security, supplies, eqipment, information, financial, contractual and legal services; program
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analysis and evaluation; public, congressional and international affairs; and Regional liaison and executive direction.
Some of the highlights for 1991 include the folloving:

o Establishing the office of Management Services (many functions of this office were previously under the chief
of Stafa office) to provide policy, coordination, executive liaison, special projects and administrative
activities for the Director and Deputy Director and to coordinate the accomplishments of staff office
activities. The new Office of Management Services oversees the activities and functions of the following
offices: Security, Administrative Support, Acquisition Management; and Program Analysis and Evaluation.

o Pursuing subrogation, claims collection, and supporting the FEA statutory Inspector General's efforts to
prevent, seek out and eliminate fraud, waste and abuse.

o Continuing to develop and implement improvements to the Agency's financial management system to meet the
standards of the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program. This Involves efforts to procure and Install
a relational database management system; integration of the budget, acquisition management and Special Facility
modules into the Standard General Ledger system; development and integration of a property accountability
module into the general ledger system; and implementation of an electronic signature system for select
financial transactions.

" Monitoring removal of architectural barriers which limit the handicapped access to FEMA facilities. This
project was conducted to obtain compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended.

o Strengthening controls over Agency procurement activities.

-Improving PENA performance management systems and develop, implement, and broaden the executive, managerial,
and secretarial/office support development programs.

o Increasing FfMA employment statistics of women, minorities, and handicapped persons in line with FIA's
Affirmative Employment Pilot Program.

" As one of three independent programs which fund IEA's total ADP support, providing information services for
the offices under the Management and Administration activity, non-civil defense programs in State and Local
Programs and Support Directorate, Training and Fire Programs, and the Federal Insurance Administration. These
services include the development, support and Improvement of office automation and integrated capabilities of
the disaster management assistance programs through new applications of office Local and Wide Area Networks
(LAN/WA~s) that bring information closer to the users while maintaining inter-connectivity among users for
sharing of essential date and programs.
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o Coordination of regional program matters and policy issues for the Director's review in the newly created
Regional Liaison (formerly, Regional Operations) office to ensure a coordinated flow of guidance, policy, and
information to the Regions on programs and other Agency activities.

o Providing the resources necessary for the executive direction and management support required within the ten

Regions for the delivery of programs to State and local governments.

o Providing U.8. representation to SCEPC.

6. 9j rfloram. In 1992, FIMA requests $52,275,000 and 477 workyears for this activity under Salaries and Ex senses.
The 1992 request will continue to provide for personnel, support and operating costs for PENA offices to include
facilities, security supplies, equipment, information, financial, contractual and legal services; program analysis
and evaluation; public, congressional and international affairs; and Regional liaison and executive direction. some
of the highlights include the following:

o Implementation of improvements to the financial management system made it compatible with the standards of the
Core Financial System requirements.

o Reducing security investigations update backlog.

o Closing out contracts to eliminate the serious backlog of old completed contracts.

o Providing U. S. representation, participation, and review to various committees, planning boards, and foreign
officials in regard to NATO, in addition to the continuous planning and coordination required in the bi-lateral
emergency preparedness agreements with Canada and Mexico.

1992 IncreaselDecreass. A net increase of 10 workyears and $7,483,000 for this activity reflects the following: (1)
an increase of $75,000 for the three month costs in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GM pay raise; (2) an increase of $705,000 for
the 1992 pay costs; (3) an increase of $2,319,000 to fund the 1992 authorized workyear levels; (4) a decrease of 6
Workers to eliminate unfunded, vacant positions; and (5) an inCrease of 16 workyears and $4,384,000 for the
following:

o asA rent increases ($992,000);

o Cost increases for supplies, equipment, and maintenance cost increases. ($157,000);

o Increased needs for Office Personnel Management security investigations due to FENA's involvement in special
access programs and the need to expedite clearances and to eliminate backlog in updating security clearances
($396,000).
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0 Contract close-out support to eliminate the internal control weakness (identified by the Inspector General)
due to the serious backlog o old, completed contracts ($350,000).

o Increased estimate. of administrative costs necessary to implement and administer FDMA's Drug Testing Program
($15,000).

o implementation of ongoing Improvements to FEA's financial management system in the Office of the Comptroller
as mandated by Office of Management and Budget, General Akcounting Office and Treasury. Speoifi_ Improvements
include the following: Evaluation of the database management system's ability to generate reports and pre-
programming of reports to satisfy current reporting requirements; evaluation of the current DAMAGES (disaster)
module and definition and Implementation of required enhancements; evaluation of the current TRIPS (travel)
module and definition and implementation of required enhancements; improvements in the efficiency of the
interface between the financial management system and the National Finance Center's payroll/personnel system;
and acquisition of an interactive data dictionary to control data elements and their definitions throughout
the Integrated financial management system ($630,000 and 4 workyears).

o Preparation of financial statements requiredby the Chief Financial Officers Act ($144,000 and 2 workyears).

o Local area/wide area networks (LAMI/AN) installation and Integration ($1,200,000) and 10 regional coordinators
to maximize FEIA's capabilities to achieve full Information systems Implementation and management of the
LAM/WAN ($500,000 and 5 workyears).

7. Outwear Imlications. In the outyears, the Comptroller will continue to strengthen the financial and resource
management system by implementing the S-year financial systems plan and will develop by 1995 on-line, user-friendly
automated financial management system that is responsive to the needs of WKA and other Federal agencies cross-serviced
by FiA for financial management system support.

FIA will continue to consolidate ADP and communications support services into fully integrated LAN/WAN Information
systems that will provide a full range of ADP support services for FDA program needs. This system will provide
connectivity among Federal, Regional, and State levels of government for emergency management programs. Due to both
technological advances and the diversity and structure of FEMA's programs, the trend will remain to place computer
resources closer to the end-users of ADP services while providing interconnectivity among and within user communities.

While costs from anticipated increases in local and long distance telephone rates are expected to increase, FMA will
continue to monitor usage and provide off-setting controls through continuation of successful cost-saving management
techniques.

6. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
Appropriation Language

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, to carry out activities under the National Flood Insurance Act of
1968, as amended, and the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4001 .t seq.), the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5121 et seq.), the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 7701 at seq.), the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, as amended (15 U.S.C. 2201 at seq.),
the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2251 at seq.), the Defense Production Act of 1950, as
amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2061 at seq.), section 103 of the National Security Act (50 U.S.C. 404), and Reorganization Plan
No. 3 of 1978, ($292,624,000) $277.827.000. Further. for the foregoing Durnomes related to national defense only
$233.734.000. to become available for obligation on October 1. 1992.

tDepartments of Veterans Affairs and Housina and Urban Development. and Independent Aaencies Anropriations Act. 19911
additional authorizing legislation to be nrogosed for S152.0l1.000.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
Apropriation Overview

This appropriation provides resources for the following activities:

Civil Defenses Provides an integrated set of programs designed to create the capability at the State and local levels to
save live. and preserve order in a complete spectrum of emergencies. Nearly all programs in civil Defense provide direct
Federal support, either financial or in-kind, in varying proportions to States and local entities, to provide specialized
equipment and to subsidize the costs to those jurisdictions of the network of trained, experienced emergency-management
specialists which forms the backbone of the nation's ability to respond to catastrophes ranging from natural disasters to
attack on the United States. The Civil Defense program focuses on development of minimal "base" capabilities, and on
creation of a national ability to rapidly expand, or "surge", these capabilities in time of national crisis.

National Sarthauake Program and Other Hazards: Supports FEMA's activities as lead agency in the National Earthquake Hazards
Reduction Program, whose purpose is to reduce the nation's vulnerability to the effects of earthquakes and to provide-a
direct Federal response when a catastrophic earthquake occurs. This activity also provides for FEMA's role in Federal
programs to reduce vulnerability to hurricane hazards, encourage improvements in dam safety, and promote hazard mitigation.

Technological Hazards: Supports FEKA's role in Federal activities in the areas of community and Federal preparedness to
respond to the hazards of fixed nuclear facilities and hazardous materials.

Federal PreParednessa Provides for the nation's ability to respond to, manage, and recover from peacetime and wartime
national security emergencies, and develops a coordinated Federal response, integrated with State and local response plans
developed through other FEMA activities, to cope with the consequences of accidental, natural, and human-caused emergencies.

Training and Fire Programs: Provides the training necessary to prepare Federal, State, and local officials and emergency
responders, their supporting staffs, and the public to meet the responsibilities and challenges of domestic emergencies
through planning, mitigation, preparedness, response, and long-term recovery. The U. S. Fire Administration provides a
Federal focus for identifying and working toward solutions for-the problems facing the nation's fire and rescue services,
and supporting State and local fire protection and emergency rescue efforts.

Flood Insurance and Mitigatio nL Provides a comprehensive, integrated flood plain management program that combines mapping,
regulatory, and technical assistance efforts for the purpose of responding to known flood hazards and mitigating their
effects. Since 1987, this activity has been funded by a transfer of unoblfgated balance from the National Flood Insurance
Fund.
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APPROPRIATION SUMMARY
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE

(Dollars in Thousands)

Auus3r%

I.
It.

I!1.
IV.
V.
VI.

Page 1990 1991
d2&. Actual Reuest

of Estimates by Activity

Civil Defense ....................... EM- 12 $128,599 $132,986
National Earthquake Program

and Other Hazards ............... E- 91 6,070 12,038
Technological Hazards .............. EM-l05 5,294 5,351
Federal Preparedness ............... EM-120 108,082 110,377
Training and Fire Programs.......... EN-142 18,837 16,290
Flood Insurance and N tigation . EM-187 S.L88 45.2

Total ........................... 309,570 322,065

Transfer reimbursements from other FEMA accounts:
Flood Insurance and Mitigation ..........

Total, Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance:

Budget Authority .....................
Obligations ..........................
budget Outlays.......................

1991
Current
Estimate

$137,545

13,538
5,242

99,833
26,466

282,624

... 46,023

266,862 277,042
309,570 322,065
297,330 323,894

282,624
328,647
297,607

* Reflects unobligated balance transferred from-the National Flood Insurance Fund (1990 and
from the National Flood Insurance Fund (1990 current estimate and 1992 request).

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates,

Reflects a net increase of $5,582,000 from the following:

specific Congressional Actions
+ $5,400,000 - Civil Defense
+ 1,500,000 - Earthquake and Other Hazards
- 10,000,000 - Federal Preparedness
+ 10,301,000 - Training and Fire Programs

General Congressional Actions:
- $1,619,000 - General reduction

1992
Request

$133,145

15,513
5,242

100,333
23,594

277,827

45,023

277,827
322,850
286,460

Increase/
0)2crease

-$4,400

1,975

-2,872

-4,797

-1,000

-4,797
-5,797

-11,147

1991 request); reimbursements
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1992 EMPA Obligational Auth. by Activity

(Dollars in Millions)

Civil Defense 41%
w $133

Tech. Haz. 2%
$5

Flood Plain Mgmt.
- $45

14%

Train & Fire 7%
$24

Nat. EQ 5%
$16

Fed. Prep. 31%
$100

Emergency Mgmt. Plann. & Assist. ($323)
- (Includes Flood Plain & Insurance Act.)

(Does not Include fee offset for REP)
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase;
AR o Estimate Rama D

OBJECT CLASS

11.1 Ful-tim e perm anent ..........................................................
11.3 Other than full-time permanent .................. ... ...
11.5 Other personnel compensation ............................... ............
11.8 Special personal services payments ..........................

11.9 Total personnel compensation ........................ ...
Per sunnel bemefit

12.1 C ivili n personnel .................................................... ... ... ...

12.2 M military personnel ............................................................
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ......................... ...

Non-Pefsonnl Costa
21.0 Teavel and transportation of persons .................... $20 ...
22.0 Transportation of things..................................... .85 $76 $41 $47 $6
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ............................ ...
23.2 Rental payments to others ........................... ...
23.3 Communications, utilitles, and

miscellaneous charges ......................................... 25,628 33,670 29,875 29,757 (118)
24.0 Printing and reproduction .................................... 4.258 4,745 2.991 3,033 42
25.0 Other s vIces .................................................... 155,290 161,506 98,384 102,446 4,062
26.0 Supplies and materials ........................ 3,511 4,038 6,620 6,693 73
31.0 EquIpment ..................................................... 11,598 13.099 21,676 22,793 1.117
32.0 Land and structures ............................................ 2.623 900 5,328 3,209 (2.19)
33.0 Investments and loans ..................................... . ... ...
41.0 Grants., s. sdies and contributions ..................... 106,557 104,031 120,689 109.649 (10,840)
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ................. ..... ........
43.0 Interest and dividends ......................................... ...

Total Obligations ........................................................ 309,570 322,065 285,604 277.027 (7.777)
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1992 EMPA By Major Object Class
(Dollars in Millions)

Grants $110 40%

Trans. Things $0.047 (

Comm. , Util $30 11%

Land 8 Struct. $3 1% Printing $3 1%

Equipment $23 8%

applies $7 3%

Other Services $102 37%

All Object Classes ($278)
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
civil Defense overview

The Civil Defense program develops a system of capabilities for the protection of life and property in the United States

from attack as well as from natural and technological disasters. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is charged

with implementing the program in accordance with statute and presidential policy directives.

The civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, vests responsibility for Civil Difense jointly in the Federal government and the

States and their political subdivisions. The Federal government bears primary responsibility for preparedness against

national security emergencies and a shared responsibility with State and lobal governments for peacetime disaster

preparedness, while State and local governments, for their part, have primary responsibility for peacetime disaster

preparedness and share responsibility for attack preparedness. Civil Defense program elements are designed by FEA to meet

attack preparedness objectives assuring, however, maximum applicability to peacetime emergency requirements as well. Such

"DUAL USE" of Civil Defense capabilities and resources is inclusive of nilL emergencies and is not an "either/or" approach

it is not "natural disaster" preparedness activities versus "technological disaster" preparedness activities versus "nuclear

attack" preparedness activities.

A Presidential directive issued in 1987 emphasizes the DUAL-USE requirement of the law and the development of a Civil

Defense infrastructure capable of rapid expansion in a national security emergency. The directive outlined the major policy

objectives of the U.S. Civil Defense program as 1) improve the prospects of the protection of the U.S. population and the

resources of the Nation in the event of a nuclear attack and the ability to deal with any emergency which seriously

threatens U.S. national security 2) provide State and local SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT (SCM) capabilities to support the

population in national security and peacetime disaster emergencies 3) give the public INPORNATION on threats, including

nuclear attack, and ways to increase the chance of SURVIVALI 4) provide INPORNATION to assist business and industry to

protect their employees and physical resources in national security emergencies; 5) encourage volunteer efforts by

individuals and organizations to participate in Civil Defense activities; 6) develop plans to SUSTAIN 
SURVIVORS and for

post-disaster RUCOVERY; and 7) develop plans for the rapid expansion of Civil Defense by SURGE actions in an international

crisis.

Recognizing the extremely limited national resources available for civil Defense, the program outlined above does not

attempt to build a full, standing, in-place attack preparedness capability. Instead, it defers as many costs as feasible

by developing an infrastructure of "minimum-essential" or "baseline" State and local capabilities. Needed, but postponable,

capabilities will be brought to full development by SURGE actions. The program emphasizes, therefore, the identification

and development of the baseline capability which cannot be deferred and the development 
of strategies and plans for the

rapid expansion (SURGE) of the Civil Defense infrastructure when warranted by a deteriorating 
international situation.

The Civil Defense program proposed in the 1992 budget emphasizes developing those civil Defense capabilities that will yield

the highest lifesaving payoff for the funds appropriated. Two important areas of emphasis, therefore, are SURVIVABLE CRISIS

MANAGEMENT (SCM) and POPULATION PROTECTION.
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In the area of SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAGENENT, State and local governments must have an in-place operational capability to
manage their response to catastrophic emergencies, including enemy attack, and be able to conduct emergency functions
without interruptions. Such a SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT capability consists of plans, procedures, trained personnel,
survivable communications, automated data processing, facilities, and the ability to direct and manage life-support
operations such as firefighting, urban search and rescue, emergency medical assistance, law enforcement, debris removal,
and the restoration of essential services. Existing capabilities do not yet meet the minimum baseline requirements from
which a SURGE to full operational readiness could be implemented in a time of a building crisis.

Likewise, in the equally critical area of POPULATION PROTECTION, Civil Defense program planning for both in-place protection
and support for spontaneous and controlled evacuation must continue to build on existing capabilities and overcome
deficiencies. Government must be able to provide citizens with at least one of these protective options--evacuation or in-
place protection--based on the risks identified and the level of protection which is feasible.

In addition to SCM and POPULATION PROTECTION, Civil Defense base planning will include the development of PUBLIC
INFORMATION, radiological defense planning and instrumentation, a trained cadre of State and local emergency managers and
planners, and plans and procedures to initiate and conduct a Civil Defense SURGE.

The 1992 Civil Defense program contains the following highlights:

A. State and Local Emeruencv Management funds up to 50 percent of the salaries and expenses of local and State
employees to develop emergency plans for ALL disasters to which the jurisdiction is vulnerable.

o State and local emergency planners serve as the personnel base for POPULATION PROTECTION planning, crisis
management operations, and "SURGING"' Civil Defense in a national security emergency. Currently, they
represent the only existing State and local resource to perform this function. In peacetime, these planners
also do natural and technological disaster RBSPONSU planning.

o Emergency Management Assistance is provided to 56 States and territories and 2,623 local jurisdictions,
covering over 82 percent of the population. Each participating jurisdiction must demonstrate a capability
to plan and exercise its response to ALL types of major emergencies and report its state of readiness to the
next higher authority.

Other State and Local Emergency Management activities include:

o Funding *for up- to 600 military reservists assigned to local, State, and Federal facilities to support
national security emergency preparedness and continuity of government missions. They would be activated with
Civil Defense forces during a national security emergency and are a key asset for crisis management
operations and for conducting a civil Defense SURGE.
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o The Emergency Assessment System (EAS), which provides information on the current status of State and local
emergency preparedness to determine program planning requirements and to measure performance. This system
provides Federal, State, and local authorities objective evaluations of hazards, existing capabilities, and
systematic methods to identify shortfalls and to plan improvements. It is used in ongoing program management
and will be used as a management tool in a SURge.

. adiolggical Defense (RADEF1 provides guidance, plans, training, procurement, and maintenance of specialized
equipment and funding of personnel for planning and development of a RADEF capability at State and local levels
of government. A base-level Civil Defense RADEF capability is required to enable emergency services personnel
and citizens to respond to the radiological threats associated with nuclear attack and large-scale peacetime
radiological disasters, e.g. Chernobyl, Three Mile Island. The program priority is to develop a peacetime base
capable of being SURO3D, to include increased radiological instrument production and expert training for their
use. An integral part of national security preparedness to protect the population, RADEF is a Federal
responsibility and 100 percent Federally funded.

C. Population Protection is a 100 percent Federally-funded program to assist State and local governments develop all-
hazard emergency plans, systems, and capabilities.

o Population Protection Plannino provides funding for State employees to work directly with the jurisdictions
that do not receive Emergency Management Assistance (EKA) in order to develop integrated, all-hazard
emergency operations plans and to provide technical support to local INA personnel.

o Facility survey. Enainearina. and DeveloDment Proaram identifies shelters to protect the population in the
event of nuclear attack or peacetime disaster. Shelter surveys will build on the current data bases.
Priorities will be set according to FEMA's recently updated nuclear attack planning base analysis. when the
surveys are completed, a base capability will be in-place. Although many of the shelters identified can be,
and are, used for peacetime disasters, the program is 100 percent Federally funded because-it is an integral
part of national security preparedness.

o Family Protection promotes Civil Defense at the family, neighborhood, and community levels by broadening
public awareness of risks and threats: by providing INFORMATION to the public on protective measures they
can take for themselves and by encouraging VOLUNTARY participation in community emergency preparedness
activities.

D. State and Local Direction Control and amrnina provides hardware and technical assistance through 50 percent
funding to State and local governments to develop emergency capabilities which can survive and continue to operate
during and after any major disaster and are critical to ensure continuity of government operations during a
national security emergency. Such facilities will enable key officials to perform essential governmental
functions and life-saving services and to broadcast emergency INFORMATION to the public. This program's DUAL-05D
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hardware includes: fixed, alternate, or mobile emergency operating centers: emergency communications equipment;
alert and warning systems; and, for nuclear attack specifically, protection against radioactive fallout for key
broadcast stations and the protection of vulnerable equipment from electromagnetic pulse effects. State and Local
Direction, Control and Warning is the central element of the State and local SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAORMENT
capability.

E. ReseUjarh provides a scientific and technical base for Civil Defense strategies, policies, and programs. Research
results are often applicable to both national security and peacetime preparedness problems. Resources are
provided under the Policy and Planning element to develop Civil Defense program policies and defines program
concepts such as base, BURGE, and SURVIVRBLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT for consideration by FEMA, the Defense Department,
the Office of Management and Budget, and Congress: develop Civil Defense program requirements and program
implementation plans: and provide strategic and long-range planning.

F. Training and Edudation trains State and local emergency management personnel in Emitsburg, Maryland, at the
Emergency Management Institute (EMI) and in the field.

o Instructional Programs ahd Materials uses research results, technological innovations, and realistic
emergency experience to develop all-hazard and nuclear attack-specific courses and other training activities
for State and local emergency managers and public officials.

o Field Deployment Systems provides funds for State employees to assist localities to develop and conduct
training programs, provides broad access to centrally developed and tested training material, and supports
a minimal State infrastructure for exercise and training delivery. The latter fulfills peacetime emergency
preparedness functions and provides an essential base for SURGE training In the event of a national security
emergency.

" Resident Programs (EMI) provides Federal, State, and local emergency management professionals and public
officials the opportunity to exchange information and to attend courses which cannot be effectively delivered
through the field program. The resident program also trains the instructors for field courses, which is
critical to maintain their quality. currently, State and local governments are responsible for student meals
and salary expenses while attending courses.

" NETC Site Administration provides a portion of the resources required to operate and maintain the Emmitsburg,
Maryland, facility and support the education programs.

S Emergenc Public Information develops peacetime, all-hazard, and multi-media (print, audio, and video)
preparedness materials on risks and protective measures, as well as nuclear attack survival information for
release during a crisis build-up; the latter also includes development of rapid dissemination strategies
to support a Civil Defense SURGE.
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G. Telecommunications and Warning manages and operates dedicated warning and backbone telecommunications systems to
provide initial attack/disaster emergency messages to the civilian population and selected civilian/military
agencies, States, and U.S. territories for both national security programs and natural and man-made disaster
responses. The information systems support gives Headquarters, Regions, State offices, and disaster field offices
access to FEHA information resources via an integrated local area/wide area PC based information system for
processing emergency information, on-line data editing, and on-site report printing. Such information is or can
be used to facilitate operations during severe weather emergencies, chemical spills, accidents involving
radioactive materials, extraordinary situations, and tests and exercises.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
Civil Defense

(DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

Estimates by Program Element No. Actual Reauest Estimate Reauest Decrease

A. State and Local 'Emergency
Management .................... EN-14 $62,460 $62,288 $65,288 $62,288 -$3,000

B. Radiological Defense...........EM-22 11,125 12,005 11,955 11,955
C. Population Protection ......... EM-31 11,087 12,843 12,522 12,322 -200
D. State and Local Direction,
/0"wrol-hd Warning ........... EM-42 11,748 14,850 16,748 14,600 -2,148

E. Research ...................... EM-57 504 600 600 600
F. Training and Education ........ EM-64 11,083 10,972 11,115 10,863 -252
G. Telecommunications and Warning EM-80 20,592 19,428 19,317 2050

Total, Civil Defense ...... .... 128,599 132,986 137,545 133,145 -4,400

chmnoes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $4,559,000: specific congressional increases of
$5,400,000 are offset by a decrease of $841,000 from application of the congressional general reduction.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollar In Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

OBJECT CLASS
Personel compensatlon

11.1 Ful-tlme per manent ...............................
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ........................ .........
11.5 Other personnel compensation ........................ ...
11.8 Special personal services p yments ....................... ........

11.9 Total personnel compensation ................................ ......
P8(vxwW benem~

12.1 Civilian personnel .............................. ................. .........
12.2 M1l1tery personnel ............................................... 
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ................ .......................

Non-Personnel Costa
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ..................... ...

22.0 Transportation ofthing .............................. $ 6 $2 $2
23.1 Rental payments to GSA .......................... .. ..... ... ...........
23,2 Rental payments to others ................................. ...... .
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

mlscellaneous charges ........................................ 4,413 3,308 4,230 4.151 ($79)
24.0 Printing and reproduction ....................... 8............ 29 96o1 949 1,001 52
25.0 Other services ................................................... 24,304 32,270 26,400 26,163 (237)
26 0 Supplies and materials ...................................... 359 310 373 359 (14)
31.0 EquIpm ent ............................... ...................... 2.985 3,787 2,477 3,326 849
32 0 Land and structures ............. .... ......... 1,105 177 233 427 194
33,0 Investments and loans .............................
41 0 Grants, subsidies and contributions .............. 94.603 92,167 102,881 97,716 (5,165)
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ...................... ....
43 0 Interest and dividends .......... ..... ........ ...

Total OblIgatlons ............ ...... 128,599 132,986 137,545 133,145 (4.400)
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

A. State and Local Emeraencv Management

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

Estimates bY Program Element H, Actual Reauest Estiiate Riauest Decrease

1. Emergency Management Assistance ..... EN-15 $60,182 $60,128 $63,128 $60,128 -$3,000
2. Other State and Local Emergency

Management ........................ EN-17 2278 2.160 2,160 2,1,0

Total, State and Local Emergency
Management (Budget Authority) ........... 62,460 62,288 65,288 62,288 -3,000

£hsnaes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $1,000 for Emergency Management Assistance
grants.
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A. State and Local Emergencv Manaement

1. Emeroency Manaoement Assistanco

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et seg.

b. OWjective/Element Description. This element, which supports the infrastructure maintenance portions of
Presidential policy, provides the core of experienced emergency management staff who develop the capabilities
at the State and local levels to plan for, respond to, and recover from a wide range of emergencies,
including natural and technological disasters and national security emergencies. These emergency managers,
who operate under the DUAL-USE provisions of the Act, form the base for the emergency management structure
at the State and local levels. In addition, they represent the baseline resource of trained personnel to
be used in implementing SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT and SURGE activities during a period of international
crisis, in accordance with Presidential policy. Participating Emergency Management Assistance (EMA) State
and local jurisdictions receive Federal assistance (matching funds of up to 50 percent) for the salaries of
the State and local emergency management staff who prepare and respond to the full range of domestic and
national security emergencies. This program is designed to provide a multi-hazard, DUAL-USB organization
in all 56 States and territories and 2,623 local jurisdictions, covering over 82 percent of the population.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $63,180,000 and 52 workyears for this program element,
of which $2,998,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $60,182,000 was under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. The funding under this program element supported 1,266 State-level and approximately 5,492
local-level civil defense/emergency management personnel in 2,623 jurisdictions. These personnel:

o Responded to the full spectrum of natural and technological disasters and tested warning systems.

o Prepared and issued emergency management guidance material and provided technical advice and assistance.

o Conducted and evaluated tests and exercises.

o Trained government and volunteer personnel in emergency response.

o Coordinated the operations of Emergency Operating Centers during crisis -periods (either natural or
technological disasters).

o Coordinated plans and activitip of other public service organizations and revised and upgraded Emergency
Operations Plans.

o Developed/updated 892 Emergency Operations Plans.
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" Extended program coverage to an additional 2 jurisdictions with a combined population of more than
1,450,000 people.

o Increased computerized accountability of product accomplishments at the State and local levels.

o Entered/updated data in the FEMA Capability Hazard Identification Program (CHIP) system which is used
to determine the status of State and local emergency management capability.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $3,000,000.

e. 1921 Prgra . In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $66,060,000 and 54 workyears for this program element,
of which $2,932,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $63,128,000 is under Emeigency Management Planning
and Assistance. In addition to the base activities described above, specific objectives include the
following:

o Funding of up to 50 percent of the salaries and administrative expenses for the civil defense program in
at least 2,623 local jurisdictions. With the 1991 Congressional increase, FEA will target an additional
18 local communities with populations of 100,000 or above for participation in the program.. Because each
community will have to indicate a willingness to participate in the civil defense effort, am well match
the Federal share, it is anticipated that we may not be successful in adding all 18 jurisdictions this
year. If successful, however, program benefits could be extended to an additional 2,600,000 people.

o The current number of 133 nonparticipating communities with populations over 50,000 (totaling 12,101,000
people) may be reduced, depending on the number of targeted communities which become participants.
Participating communities provide a bass emergency management infrastructure from which this program would
be surged in times of major crisis. The 1,209 county level jurisdictions with populations below 50,000
not currently participating in the Emergency Management Assistance program are covered under the Population
Protection element and will have civil defense organizations established only during a BURG. mandated by
Presidential policy. "'

o Improving management of the EMA program by the implementation of a computerized performance information
system for tracking and measuring activities and products.

o Completing a self assessment of State and local SURVIVABLE CRISIS RMAGIHNT capabilities vital to recovery
efforts in case of a catastrophic disaster.

o Investigating methods of improving SURVIVADOL CRISIS RANAGNRINT capabilities at the State and local
levels.
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o Developing/updating 898 Emergency Operations Plans.

f. 1992 Progra. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $63,097,000 and 53 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $2,969,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $60,128,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. The entire $60,128,000 requested under EMPA will be passed through to the States
for up to 50 percent funding of the salaries and expenses of State and local emergency management staff.

Program efforts will continue to focus on:

o Developing of Emergency Operations Plans consistent with SURVIVABLE CRISIS MAXAGEMENT initiatives in
Presidential policy and participation in the full range of exercises to enhance preparedness capabilities
and minimize the effects of catastrophic disasters.

o Improving the computer data base of participant's products and activities to determine status of
accomplishments and to improve program guidance and management.

o Maintaining the State and local emergency management infrastructure of in-place, trained personnel for

implementation of SURGE activities.

o Developing/updating 656 Emergency Operations Plans (based on a new 4-year cycle).

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $3,000,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance which discontinues the specific Congressional increase to the 1991 request. The decrease in
funding would be absorbed proportionally by each State In an equitable formula distribution. The effect of this
on the estimated 2,641 participating jurisdictions would vary according to each State's methodology for
suballocating funds. It is conceivable, however, that some communities would drop out of the program due to
reduced funding levels.

g. Outyear Implications. The base program to be achieved by the end of 1995 is designed to implement SURGE
capability required by Presidentialpolicy at local levels. This will include retention of the jurisdictions
currently participating and the addition of the nonparticipating jurisdictions over 50,000 population. The
1,209 nonparticipating counties below 50,000 population will have civil defense organizations established
only during a SURGE mandated by Administration policy.

h. advisory a Ad Assistance Services. None.

2. other state and Local Emergency Manaaement

a. Authority, Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et.sog.
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b. ftiective/Element Description. The two subelements under this program element Include:

o Individual Nobl zation Augmentee (fIAl program. This element supports the Presidential URG3 and
URTIYABL8 CRAIS MANAEME objectives by providing program funds for military reservists to serve an INA'.

IMA s are assigned to augment Federal, State, and local civilian emergency staff during national security
emergencies. Upon mobilization, 1lA's augment civil defense personnel in Implementing various crisis
management and GUROE measures. During peacetime, IMA's perform DUAL-VIE preparedness activities and provide
support to State and local governments In testing and exercising multi-hazard plans and procedures.

" Emergency Assesggnnt System StAS). This element supports the Presidential SURGE and IURYtYA3LE CRISIS
MANAGENINT objectives by providing the SAS which furnishes information on the current status of State/local
emergency preparedness required for program planning and evaluation, resources targeting, and management of
civil defense BURE im.t evqnt of a national security emergency. It also supports State and local eeciase
development and participation for assessing and improving emergency capability and connectivity with national
emergency plans and priorities. The RAS provides Integrated information which supports civil defense program
management and capability assessment In both peacetime and crisis periods, as well as a computerized central
database containing hazard capability and planning information from over 3,400 participants, including over
700 local jurisdictions not receiving EMA program assistance. The RAS also eliminates Incompatible and
redundant program-specific data bases of civil defense and other emergency management resources. Provision
of standardized software packages for States to use In emergency management activities (e.g., Comprehensive
Cooperative Agreement tracking, evaluation planning, exercise design, etc.) facilitates the standard exchange
of data and reports, and direct access to assessment data allows all levels of government to monitor progress
towards stated objectives and to target limited resources for maximum cost benefit. Distributed, as opposed
to centralized, data systems improve access to current Information, Increase system survivability, and
provide for efficient data entry and use by State and local governments. Exercises provide the beat test
of actual emergency capability short of an actual emergency. Exercise requirements from different PlA
programs continue to be consolidated clarified and refined so that jurisdictions develop multi-year DUAL-USE
exercise plans incorporating scenarios which address natural, technological, and national security hazards.
State and local participation in national exercises not only tests specific State and/or local
emerqenocy capability but also national, State, and local emergency plans and procedures. Such testing is
especially critical for nuclear attack-related capabilities which are not fully addressed In peacetime
disaster response operations.

C. 1990 Accomglishmentg. In 1990, PEMA used a total of $3,143,000 and 15 workyears for this program element,
of which $865,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,278,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. In 1990, accomplishments included the following:

o Individual Mobilization Augmentee Program (IMA):
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o Provided support to the IMA program in coordination with the Department of Defense (DoD) and the U.S.
Coast Guard by funding tours for up to 600 DoD and U.S. Coast Guard IMA's.

o Reviewed and revised Military manning Documents.

o Conducted a Regional Coordinators Conference and administered an IMA Program Managers Course.

o Emeruencv Assessment Bystemi

o Generated over 3,000 local update reports on the Capability and Hazard Identification Program (CHIP)
database. (This was formerly known as the Hazard Identification Capability Assessment/Multiyear
Development Plans program.)

o Promoted the participation of 21 States in a nationally sponsored attack-related exercise and 335 State
and local jurisdictions (including all jurisdictions, whether they participate or do not participate in
the Emergency Management Assistance program) in attack-related exercises conducted by State and local
governments.

o Developed enhanced software and procedures to allow States and Regions to access data remotely and for
computerizing the CCA reporting process including the refinement of a prototype financial module for
reporting CCA financial information.

o Continued support of the State and Local Emergency Management Data Users Group to improve emergency
management by holding a national conference attended by personnel from 25 States and by providing a 24-hour
per day computerized bulletin board for support of group management functions and information sharing with
the emergency management community.

o Provided improved guidance for use of the computerized Disaster Response Questionnaire which allowed States
to enter information about disasters which may be counted in lieu of exercises.

o Implemented the network (that was prototyped in FY 1969) in order to provide direct on-line access to the

CHIP data base and direct transfer of CCA submissions.

o Upgraded CHIP computer hardware and software to make it more responsive and accessible to users.

o Initiated a process to develop a concept and design for a Comprehensive Evaluation and Assessment System,
integrating EAS databases to provide accessible information on State and local emergency response
capabilities.
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d. Changes fro& the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 program. In 1991, FENA is allocating a total of $3,256,000 and 20 workyears to this program element,
of which $1,098,000 in under Salaries and Expenses and $2,160,000 Is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The 1991 program provides for:

o Individual Mobilization Auamentees (INA's) ($1,250,000).

o Funding up to 600 IMA's (reservists) who will have assignments that directly support State and 1 o a 1
continuity of government (COO) planning and in the operation of State and local Emergency Operating Centers
and Direction and Control systems. These assignments promote an increased capacity for oivil authorities
to direct and manage their response to national security emergencies and thereby enhance State and local
COO efforts.

o continuing maintenance of the Category "H" program through the use of unpaid reservists who receive "points
only" towards retirement in return for the training received at the State and local levels.

o emergency Assessment System (EAS) ($910,000).

o continuing support and encouraging expansion of the State and Local Emergency Management Data Users Group
(BALENDUG) through a national conference and by providing a 24-hour per day computerized bulletin board
for support of BALEHOUO management functions and information sharing within the emergency management
community.

o Enhancing and refining computerized Comprehensive Cooperative Agreement (CCA) reporting procedures and
software in all States, including field testing of the improved system prior to implementation.

o Expanding use of direct on-line access to the CHIP data base and direct transfer of CCA submissions.

o Updating the State portion of the CHIP to reflect the latest budget data and the status of capability
development projects.

o Generating 56 State update reports and various specialized reports from the CHIP data base, as required.

o Integrating Emergency Assessment System components into a Comprehensive Evaluation and Assessment System,
which will provide a uniform means of determine program success and quality.

o Supporting and enhancing the State and local exercise program and integrating it into the Comprehensive
Assessment and Evaluation System.
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o Planning for the participation of at least 15 States including approximately 700 State and local
jurisdictions in a nationally sponsored national security exercise (including both participating and non-
participating jurisdictions in the ElA program).

f. 4292 Proram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $3,240,000 and 19 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $1,080,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $2,160,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The 1992 effort funds up to 600 reservists at a cost of $1,250,000 and provides $910,000 to maintain
the Emergency Assessment System (EAS) which provides information on the current status of State and local
emergency preparedness required for program planning and evaluation, resources targeting, and management of civil
defense BUROB in the event of a national security emergency, and automates the grants-in-aid process.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

g. Outvear Imolicationa. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advigorv and Assistance service. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

B. Radloloalcal Defense

Pag
Estimates by Proaram Element No.

1. Planning & Development ............. EN-23
2. Instrumentation ................... EM-26

Total, Radiological Defense
(Budget Authority) ..................

Change frojLOrioanal 1991 Estimates. Reflects
reduction.

1990

$2,977

11,125

a decrease of

1991Request

$3,006

12,005

$50,000 from

1991
Current
Estimate

$2,956

11,955

the application

1992 Inorease/Request Decrease

$2,956 ...

11,955 ..

of a general Congressional
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Radiolodical Defense

1. Planning and Development

a. AuthgrLty. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, at S.a,

b. Obiective/Element Descrintion. This element, which supports the Presidential policy objectives of POPULATION
PROTECTION Guidance and Assistance and the plans for SUSTAINING SURVIVORS and POSTATACK RECOVERY is the
focal point for: the development of organizational and planning guidance for the Radiological Defense
(RADEF) program required for survival and recovery in a fallout environmental the development and issuance
of standards for protective measures: the development and issuance of technical guidance and program support
for training, guidance and assistance in tests and exercises and the development of PUBLIC INORNATZON
materials. FENA advocates that all States have qualified program specialists (Radiological Defense Officers,
or RDO's), required to develop and manage their base-level nuclear attack RADEF Program. Through program
grants, 100 percent funding is provided for one State RDO in each State to assist locals in developing RADEF
Annexes to Emergency Operating Plans, to provide training, and to develop a statewide base-level program
which can be SURGED in a national emergency. This is consistent with national objectives required for the
implementation of Presidential policy.

The RADEF planning element provides a minimal-level capability which can be rapidly expanded during a crisis
to a full RADEF capability in accordance with Presidential policy. This base capability includes plans for
staffing, instruments and operations, and training instructors required for SURGE training. The developed
plans and skills are applicable to DUAL UBB in response to a peacetime radiological emergency. The State
RDO Is responsible for development, management, and implementation of the total RADEF system in the State
and its local jurisdictions.

c. 1990 ccomplifhlmentsi. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $3,218,000 and 3 workyears for this program element,
of which $241,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,977,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The 1990 program accomplishments included the following:

o Through the Comprehensive Cooperative Agreement process, provided 100 percent funding for one State-
level Radiological Defense Officer in 49 States and Puerto Rico.

o Assisted 500 local jurisdictions in developing or updating the RADEF Annex to their Emergency
Operations Plan (EOP), for a cumulative total of 3,105 RADEF Annexes developed or updated.

o Assisted in the conduct of 400 exercises of previously developed State and local RADEP Annexes to
EOP's.
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o Provided RADEl training to state and local emerqoncy management employees and volunteers.

o Monitored and maintained a nationwide RADEF database on 5,497 Jurisdictions reflecting the status of
the RADEP programs and capability development in States and their local Jurisdictions.

" Printed and distributed the following publications CPO 2-1, "Radiological Defense Preparedness; CPo
2-6.2, the "RADEP Manual": CPO 2-6.2.3, "Handbook for Aerial Radiological Monitors"s CPO 2-6.4,
"Radiation Safety In Shelters"i TR-89, "Techniques for Predicting Pallout Radiation Exposure and
Exposure Rate Meamurements"; TR-90, "Techniques for Predicting Radiation Exposure Rates."

o Continued reviewing and updating RADEP guidance for State and local governments, including "Developing
a State or Local RADIP System" (CPO 1-30)1 and the "Handbook for Decontamination Operations."

o Provided Automatic Data Processing (ADP) support to State and local governments In order to maintain
the RADEP databases.

o Conducted four RADEF ADP workshops to provide State-level training of fully-funded IADEY personnel on
management of the IADEF ADP databases.

o Developed a national analysis of RADEr capabilities based upon the data provided by State and local
jurisdictions.

o Participated In the national CIVBX-90 exercise which tested existing RADF capabilities.

d. Chances from tha 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $50,000 from the application of a general
Congressional reduction.

e. 1221 PrpME . In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $3,229,000 and 5 workyeare to this program element,
of which $273,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $2,965,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the ADP support of this program element.
The 1991 program activities are as follows:

o Continue reviewing and updating RADlE guidance for State and local governments, including: "Developing
a State or Local SADlE System" (CPO 1-30)1 "What Fallout is All About" (5M90) i "Maintenance and Repair
Manual for Radiological Instruments" (CPO 4-1); and "The Use of Civil Defense Radiological Instruments
it Peacetime Radiological Emergencies."

o Providing ADP support to State and local governments in ordor to maintain the RADEr databases.
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o Conducting five regional RADEF ADP workshops to provide State-level training of fully-funded RADEF
personnel on management of the RADEF ADP databases.

" Continuing a national analysis of RADEF capabilities based on the data provided by State and local
jurisdictions.

o Providing RADEF training to State and local emergency management employees and volunteers.

o Continuing 100 percent funding for State Radiological Defense Officers (RDO's) in 50 States and Puerto
Rico, who will accomplish the following:

- Update the RADEF Annexes to the State Emergency Operations Plans.

- Assist approximately 500 local jurisdictions In reviewing/updating their AADEF Annexes, for a
cumulative total of approximately 3,605 RADEF Annexes developed/updated to date.

- Provide updated information to the AADEF database on 5,497 jurisdictions for use by State and
local governments in assessing capability development.

- Assist in the conduct of approximately 400 tests and exercises of previously developed State/local
RADEF Annexes.

f. 192 Proigra . In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $3,237,000 and 5 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $281,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $2,956,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. Of the $2,956,000 requested in EMPA, $2,890,000 will be passed through to the
States for 100 percent funding of RDO's. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain ADP support
of this program element. The 1992 program activities are as follows:

o Revising, updating, and printing updated operational and technical Radiological Defense (RADeF)
guidance for Federal agencies and State and local governments to assist in developing functional RADEF
programs based upon the base/SURGE concept and DUAL 083 of RADEF capabilities.

o Providing ADP support to State and local governments in order to maintain the RADEF databases.

o Continuing national analysis of RADEF capabilities based upon the data provided by State and local
jurisdictions.

o Continuing 100 percent funding for State Radiological Defense Officers (RDO's) in the 50 States and
Puerto Rico, who will:
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- Assist approximately 500 local jurisdictions in reviewing/updating their RADEF Annexes, for a
cumulative total of 4,105 RADEF Annexes developed or updated;

- Assist in the conduct of approximately 400 tests and exercises of previously developed State/local
RADEF Annexes; and

- Maintain the RADEF database on 5,497 jurisdictions for use by State and local governments in
assessing capability development.

1992 Increases/Decreases. Hone.

g. Outvear Imlications. This program element will be focused on development of nationwide in-place 8URVIVML
CRISIS MANAGEINT capabilities that have SURODADLI components (e.g., radiological monitoring in fallout
shelters) as well as DUAL-U8M functions (e.g., radiological instruments for use by emergency services). This
focus is consistent with the requirements of both the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, and
Presidential policy.

h. Advlsory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Radiological Instrumentation

a. uthrity. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, eLJtU.

Objective/Element Descriotion. This element, which supports the Presidential policy objectives of POPULATION
PROTECTION Guidance and Assistance and the Plans for SUSTAINING SURVIVORS and POSTAYTACK RICOVeR!, provides
essential instrumentation for use by government workers and emergency responders in a nuclear radiation
exposure environment. Technical guidance and specialized training in the use of radiological instruments,
predicting radioactive fallout, and protecting the population from the effects of nuclear radiation are
provided under the Planning and Development element. Three types of radiological instruments are required
for the Civil Defense program: dosimeters, chargers, and ratemeters. A contract awarded in 1989 provides
for the development of a limited dosimeter manufacturing capability for the FENA-patented plastic direct
reading carbon fiber dosimeter in the private sector that can be increased in a crisis. The 1989 contract
included the cost of initial, one-time setup of facilities, tooling, etc., for production. The actual cost
for the first 10,000 dosimeters after setup is $79 each. As options for additional dosimeters are executed,
the unit cost will decrease depending on the quantity (e.g., for 50,000-100,000 the unit cost would be $39).
Contracts will be awarded in 1991 to initiate procurement of dosimeter chargers and wide-range ratemeters.

The instruments developed and procured by FENA and provided to State and local governments are used to the
extent possible for peacetime accidents involving radioactive materials as well as for their primary use
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which is the detection of radioactive fallout from a nuclear attack. This program is critical for national
security, POPULATION PROTECTION, and SURVIVABLE CRISIS NMAGEMENT.

c. 1990 Accomolishment. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $9,353,000 and 15 workyears for this program element,
of which $1,205,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $8,148,000 was under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. Accomplishments were as follows:

o Awarded four contracts/Interagency Agreements for continuing support in instrument development which
provide for the following: two agreements with the National Institute for Standards and Technology
(MIST) for (1) radiation standards and (2) development of improved radiation resistant insulating
materials for radiological instruments; U.S. Army Communication Electronics Laboratory (USACEL) R&D
support for all types of radiological problems; and Los Alamos National Laboratory for development and
production engineering of a multirange ratemeter for shelter/emergency services.

o Continued operation of the Radiological Instrument Test Facility (RITF) and broadened its existing
mission to support establishment of a Civil Defense Testing Center for testing of electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) protective devices and for developing a research and development capability for testing and
evaluating other Civil Defense hardware, materials, systems, etc., for all Civil Defense programs.

o Awarded a contract for an addition to the RITF as part of the Civil Defense Testing Center.

o Provided logistical support for the Radiological Defense (RADEF) program through an Interagency
Agreement with GSA for procurement and transportation of spare parts, supplies, and batteries required
to support maintenance of the existing radiological instrument inventory at the State and local level.

o Continued pilot production of the FEMA-patented plastic carbon fiber dosimeter to investigate the
feasibility of automating production to meet SURGE production requirements.

o Executed existing option under the 1989 dosimeter contract for procurement of an additional 29,000 of
the FEMA-patented high range (O-200R) dosimeters at a unit cost of $39.

o Provided for 100 percent funding of 49 State and Puerto Rico RADEF Instrument Maintenance and
Calibration facilities, with a total of 129 State-level workyears of effort, to accomplish the
following:

- Calibration/exchange of 57,000 instrument sets,
- Repair of 30,000 instruments, and
- Leak testing of 2,100 radioactive material training source sets.
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o Conducted a test to determine the status of each State Radiological Instrument Maintenance and
Calibration (RIM&C) facility and the operational readiness of the existing inventory of radiological
dosimeters.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.
I

e. 1991-e.ogram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $9,991,000 and 18 workyears to this program element,
of which $992,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $8,999,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain ADP support of this program element. The
1991 Program Activities aret

o continuing operation of the Radiological Instrument Test Facility (RITF) and broadening its existing
mission to support establishment of A Civil Defense Testing Center for testing of electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) protective devices and for developing a research and development capability for testing and
evaluating other Civil Defense hardware, materials, and systems for all Civil Defense programs.

o Initiating construction of an addition to the RITF which will support development of the Civil Defense
Testing Center.

o Providing continued logistical support Ifor the RADEF program through an Interagency Agreement with GSA
for procurement and transportation of spare parts, supplies, and batteries required to support
maintenance of the existing radiological instrument inventory at the State and local level.

o Continuing pilot production of the FEMA patented plastic carbon fiber dosimeter and for investigating
the feasibility of automating production to meet 8URG$ production requirements,

o Continuing instrument development under the following four contracts/Interagency Agreements: gIST (2)1
USACELI and Los Alamos National Laboratory.

o Executing existing option under the 1989 dosimeter contract for procurement of an additional 29,000 of
the FEMA patented high range (O-200R) dosimeters at a unit cost of $39.

o Initiating procurement of the batteryless dosimeter charger.

o Initiating procurement of wide-range ratemeters for emergency operations centers for SURVIVABLE CRISIS
MANAGENB3N.

o Updating the plan for establishing a MOBILIUATION BASE for RADEF instrument production in a crisis.
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o Providing for 100 percent funding of 50 State and Puerto Rico RADEF Instrument Maintenance and
Calibration (RIM&C) facilities, with a total of 132 State-level workyears of effort, to accomplish the
following:

- Calibration/exchange of 57,000 instrument sets,
- Repair of 30,000 instruments, and
- Leak testing of 2,100 radioactive material training source sets.

o Initiating technical refresher training for State RIM&C personnel.

o Developing a long-range strategy for repair/maintenance and surveillance of the existing inventory of
dosimeters distributed at the State and local level of government.

f. 1992 proarag. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $9,968,000 and 17 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $969,000 for Salaries and Expenses and $8,999,000 for Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. Of the $8,999,000 requested in EMPA, $5,200,000 will be passed through to the
states for 100 percent funding of RADEF Instrument Maintenance and Calibration Facilities (RIM&C). Limited
funding will be used to enhance and maintain ADP support of this program element. The 1992 program
activities will provide for:

" Grants to the States for maintenance and calibration of the existing inventory of 4.3 million
Radiological Defense (RADEF) instruments distributed at the State and local level. This will provide
100 percent funding of 50 State RIM&C facilities to:

- calibrate/exchange 57,000 instrument sets,
- Repair 40,000 instruments,
- Leak test 2,100 radioactive material training source sets, and
- Initiate distribution of newly procured instruments at the State and local level.

o Instrumentation design and development to:

- continue operation of the RITF and expanded testing capability for all civil Defense programs,
- Continue pilot production of the FEMA patented carbon fiber dosimeter and complete the technical

feasibility study on automated production,
- Continue instrument development under the following contracts/Interagency Agreements:
MIST, U.S.Army, and DLA,

- Develop technical procedures for maintaining the existing inventory,
- continue development of instrumentation for SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAOMENT including aerial

survey meters, wide-range ratemeters for Emergency operating Centers, and emergency services,
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- Provide quality assurance in support of procurement initiatives,
- Initiate Industrial Preparedness Measures (IPH's) for development of a mobilization/BURa3
production capability for radiological instruments, and

- Provide logistical support for the existing inventory of instruments.

o Continue initiatives for procurement of 34,448 high range (0-200R) dosimeters, at a unit cost of $39.

o Continue initiatives for procurement of 208 wide-range ratemeters for emergency operations centers for
SURYTZADI V N CR1N91 KAAIOEMY.

o Exercise procurement option for additional batteryless dosimeter chargers.

o Continue technical refresher training for State RIH&C personnel.

o Continue repair/maintenance of the existing inventory of dosimeters distributed at the State and local
level of government.

1992 Incrmeages/Decrses. Rone.

g. Outvear Implications. The RADzF program will be designed to provide for the attainment of improved State
and local government capabilities to provide for the rapid expansion of radiological instrumentation
capability by BORO production during a national security emergency In accordance with Presidential policy
as well as enhance application of DUAL USE functions (e.g.,radiological instruments for use by emergency
services). This focus is consistent with the requirements of both the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950,as
amended, and Presidential policy.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

C. Population Protection
1991

Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Estimates by Proaram Element No. A Reauest Estimate Reauest Decrease

1. Population Protection Planning..EN-32 $7,920 $8,400 $8,400 $8,400 ...
2. Facility Survey, Engineering

and Development ............... EN-34 2,890 3,918 3,597 3,597
3. Family Protection ............... EM-37 277 525 525 325 -z20

Totnl, Population Protection
(Budget Authority) ................ 11,087 12,843 12,522 12,322 -200

Changes from Orilinal 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $321,000 in Facility Survey, Engineering and Development from
the application of a general Congressional reduction.
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C. pE9ulation Protection

1. Population Protection Planning

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, 2t M.

Objective/Element Description. This element directly supports the Presidential policy objectives to
accomplish POPULATION PROTECTION and SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT capabilities. It plays an essential role
in intergovernmental planning to support Civil Defense SURGE capabilities, another objective of Presidential
policy. It Is also the principal source of support for State and local resource management planning whi-.i
is a crucial part of planning for SUSTAINING SURVIVORS and for RECOVERY from both peacetime disasters and
enemy attack. Planning supported by this element is the basis for State-level emergency operations
capabilities. This element, together with the Emergency Management Assistance (EKA) program, provides the
core of the emergency management infrastructure at tho State and local levels. The element provides 100
percent Federally funded resources necessary for developing, exercising, and maintaining Emergency Operations
Plans (ROP's) for all States and 1,209 local county jurisdictions that do not participate in the ERA program.
The planning structure developed through this element will provide non-participating jurisdictions with a
blueprint for building emergency preparedness and operations capabilities to effectively respond to a
catastrophic disaster. The increased disaster response capabilities will serve as the base for a SURGE to
a Civil Defense capability during a crisis period or time of national security emergency.

This program provides State and local governments with a means to bring together, into one integrated all-
hazard EoP, the generally applicable and the hazard-specific planning elements needed for nuclear attack,
natural disasters, and technological accidents. Program activities contribute significantly to the
accomplishment of all Presidential policy objectives. The special expertise of planners supported by the
program will ensure that the update and improvement of State and local EOPls will address the priority
emergency planning needs established by State and local authorities as well as the complex requirements
generated by Presidential policy objectives on SURVIVABLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT, INDUSTRIAL PROTECTION, and
POSTATTACK SURVIVAL AMKDRECOVER!. State population protection planners perform as senior staff members when
the State Emergency Operating center is activated during an emergency.

c. 1990. &cconglishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of 58 workyears and $11,071,000 for this program element,
of which $3,151,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $7,920,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Accomplishments included the following:

o Funded approximately 150 planners at the State level.

o Completed Be State and local EOP's (this work concentrated on developing multihazard plans for
jurisdictions that are not participants in FEMA's EMA program).
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o Updated 313 previously developed multihazard EOP's.

o Conducted 268 exercises.

o Taught 144 multihazard planning workshops

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1 tLrwrantg . In 1991, PENA is allocating a total of $11,713,000 and 61 workyears to this program element,
of which $3,313,000 Is under Salaries and Expenses and $6,400,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the automated aspects of this program
element. This level, through lump sum grants to the States, supports the following:

o Approximately 160 population protection planners at the State level.

o Updating and improving approximately 320 State and local EOP's emphasizing incorporation of Continuity
of Government (COG) considerations and response to and recovery from catastrophic disaster to comply
with the objectives established in Presidential policy.

o conducting approximately 320 functional exercises to evaluate effectiveness of EOP's as a basis for
response and short-term recovery.

o Focusing on those State and local COG initiatives that will ensure continuation of vital State and
local government functions and improve the capability of State and local governments to reconstitute
and provide essential services during emergency conditions. Specific responsibilities will includes
- Conducting workshops to train local emergency managers on the components of a COG system:
- Working with other State and local officials to identify and fix COo and population protection

planning and preparedness deficiencies and
- Developing recovery planning guidance for State and local governments in compliance with

Presidential policy.

f. 1922 Prog m. In 1992, FEKA requests a total of $11,161,000 and 60 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $2,761,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $8,400,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. Of the $8,400,000 requested in EMPA, $8,321,000 will be passed through to the
States for 100 percent funding of Emergency Management Planning Programs. Limited funding will be used to
enhance and maintain the automated aspects of this program element. This funding level will provide the
resources to accomplish the following:

0 Support approximately 160 population protection planners at the State level.
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o Update and improve approximately 320 State and local EOP's.

o Conduct approximately 320 functional exercises.

o Conduct approximately 150 multihazard planning workshops.

o Participate in delivery of formal training (e.g., State and local COG and emergency planning courses).

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

q. gutvear Implication. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Facility Survey. Engineering and Development

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, etaQgoL

b. Qbj2ective/Element Descriotion. This element identifies shelters for the American public to protect them from
fallout and other hazards in the time of crisis. To date the program has identified approximately
248,000,000 fallout shelter spaces in over 370,000 facilities; however, information obtained through the
Nuclear Attack Planning Base - 1990 indicates that many may be located within high risk target areas.

FElA's Nuclear Attack Planning Base - 1990, which provides targeting information, significantly changed the
designation of assumed risk areas and thereby areas which can be used for hosting evacuated populations.
Much of the past surveying had been accomplished in areas now identified as at risk. FEHA needs to increase
the pace of surveying in host areas and to update information to assure currency and quality control. Under
the dynamic environment of demographics and construction within the United States, the integrity of the
Population Protection Program can be maintained only if the information within the National Shelter Survey
is up-to-date. Data more than 10 years old cannot be considered reliable.

Currently; this element, which supports the POPULATION PROTICTION provisions of Presidential policy, provides
100 percent Federal funding to participating States through the comprehensive Cooperative Agreement process
to identify, evaluate, and report fallout protection inherent in existing facilities, reception and care
facilities, and those which can be upgraded to improve protection from fallout and other hazards. These
facilities can serve a DUAL-USE purpose as the reception and care facilities may be used for peacetime
emergencies involving natural and technological hazards. It also provides associated training, education,
and technical guidance in the design and expedient upgrading of facilities and provides technical support
to the IURVIVIALU CRISIS KANAOENEIT initiative. The base program provides for the maintenance and updating
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of the inventory of shelters by State Fallout Shelter Analysts and through the use of summer-hire students
who have completed the Shelter Survey Technician course. Output from the inventory is used by the Population
Protection Planners in the development of Emergency Operations Plans. Under 8URG3 conditions, facilities
capable of being upgraded would be identified from the inventory and upgrading methods would be employed to
provide shelter in areas where shortfalls exist.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FENA used a total of $4,411,000 and 28 workyears for this program element,
of which $1,521,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,890,000 was under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. Accomplishments included the following:

o Funded 40 States which performed facility surveys in approximately 185 jurisdictions.

o Furnished resources to process the facility survey data for use by emergency management planners.

o Completed enhancements to the Autocheck Survey Information System which provides automatic data entry,
retrieval, and report generating capabilities and developed computer-based training in the use of the
system.

o Conducted facility survey shelter design courses in protective construction for major catastrophes for
the architectural/engineering community.

o Reviewed existing courses in fallout shelter analysis and blast protective design and provided for the
redevelopment of the Fallout Shelter Analysis course to alleviate identified shortcomings.

o Provided facility survey skills and technology to a limited number of college students to qualify them
for survey employment at the State level in those States which could fund their use.

o Disseminated technical publications on producing shelters to the architectural/engineering community
and to the general public.

d. Change from the 1991 EstimateS. Reflects a decrease of $321,000 from the application of a general
Congressional reduction.

e. 1991 roram. In 1991, FENA is allocating a total of $5,153,000 and 29 workyesars to this program element,
of which $1,556,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,597,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the automated aspects of this program
elements. Plans include:

o Providing funding to an estimated 40 participating States for Facility Survey via the comprehensive
Cooperative Agreement process.
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o Identifying shelters and maintaining an inventory of buildings which provide protection for the
population from fallout in approximately 200 jurisdictions.

o Identifying temporary lodging for evacuees, and identifying those buildings which can be upgraded to
improve fallout protection, in approximately 200 jurisdictions.

o Developing capabilities in shelter design by sponsoring two Fallout Shelter Analysis courses and

continuing the updating of previously trained and qualified Fallout Shelter Analysts.

o Maintaining the existing computer software applications of the program.

o Sponsoring the Blast Protective Design course for the engineering community.

o Providing for the redevelopment of the Blast Protective Design course to alleviate shortcomings
identified during the review in 1990.

o Sponsoring faculty from engineering and architectural schools to attend the Multiprotection Design
Summer Institute, including Fallout Shelter Analysis, Blast Protective Design, Earthquake Protective
Designs, Wind Engineering, and Designing Building Firesafety.

f. 192 Pr2gra . In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $5,149,000 and 28 workyears. Included in this total sre
$1,552,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $3,597,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
of the $3,597,000 requested, $2,962,000 will be passed through to the States for 100 percent funding of the
identification and update of facilities to protect the population from fallout and other hazards. Limited
funding will be used to enhance and maintain the automated aspects of this program element. This funding
level will provide the resources to accomplish the following:

o surveying 200 jurisdictions for fallout shelters and reception and care facilities for inclusion on the

National Shelter Survey data base.

o Processing of the facility survey data for use by emergency management planners.

o Revisions to existing course presentations and materials for the Facility Survey professional
development program.

o courses which provide design techniques to architects and engineers for evaluation and design of
fallout protection in buildings and nuclear blast design to structural engineers.
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o Promotion of the incorporation of protective design features into new construction in order to increase
sheltering capabilities through a multi-hazard design courses for college faculty which will
incorporate these techniques into their curricula.

o Maintenance and development of enhancements to the existing computer software applications of the
program.

o Shelter design guidance to State and local government and the general public.

1992 Increaseslbeoreases. None.

g. Outyear ImolicationS. None.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

3. Family Protection

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, atgga.

b. Objective/Eleent Descriation. Presidential policy guidance on U.S. Civil Defense specifies among priorities
three areas to improve attack and all other hazards preparedness capabilities: (1) providing IXWORMlAtIOl
to promote public understanding of attack and other threats and of actions to improve chances of SURVIVAL
(2) fostering YOLU U PARTIOIPATION in community Civil Defense activities, and (3) developing plans and
capabilities for SUSTAINING SURVIVOR$ and for POSTATTACK COYURT by provision of food, fuel,
harmaceuticals, and other life support essentials. Both citizen understanding and R1OOVSRt plans are
iportant elements of the base for BURGS improvements in the Nation's Civil Defense posture.

The goal of the Family Protection element is to enhance OKULRTIO PltOTBOTZON, SURVIVAL, and lOOYIUt crese
all hazards as required by Presidential policy guidance and, ultimately, to enhance the resilience of the
country in the face of nuclear attack and other threats by (1) improving all-hazard preparedness at the
family and neighborhood level by providing INFORMATION and materials to the public on Civil Defense and
emergency preparedness, (2) establishing and implementing a nationwide program which causes people at the
family, neighborhood, or community levels to take preparedness actions now that increase chances of IDRYZYI,
and reduce the likelihood of injuries in times of national security emergencies and peacetime disasters, (3)
increasing citizen participation in community emergency preparedness programs and training, and (4) providing
guidance for plans and preparedness for such life support systems as food, water, energy, sanitation, and
health and medicine, in coordination with those departments and agencies designated specific Civil Defense
responibilitiis by executive order 12656--Assignment of Emergency Preparedness Responsibilities--the 1968
executive guidance assigning specific preparedness responsibilities for national security emergencies.
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Family Protection has a grassroots focus on getting family emergency preparedness and individual self-help
INFORMATION into the hands of the public and encouraging the public to prepare themselves, at the family or
neighborhood levels, for emergencies of all kinds, including nuclear attack. The Family Protection element
supports the overall Population Protection Program by preparing the public to respond when State and local
emergency plans are implemented. Life support activities focus on restoration of community life lines.
Implicit I the program is the idea that the family and community units provide the first line of defense,
especially for catastrophic disasters.

C. 1999 Aggomlishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $277,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance and no workyears for this program element. Emphasis in this phase of program development focused
on (1) exploration of ways to Involve citizen VOLUMN?3R8 and private sector groups In the implementation of
local program activities and (2) continuation of development of additional family emergency preparedness
tasks and materials. Accomplishments included the following:

" Conducted a Conference on Civil Defense self-Help and Family Protection at the Emergency Management
Institute for FEKA Regional and State and local Civil Defense personnel, members of VOLMBRu
organizations, and citizens active in promoting emergency preparedness in their communities, for the
purpose of determining how best to move beyond awareness and preparedness materials development and
dissemination considerations to ways to organize and support emergency preparedness activities and
capabilities at the family and neighborhood levels.Prepared a Conference Report for distribution to the
emergency management community and public libraries.

o Developed a Five-Year Family Protection Program Plan that will help guide the ongoing conceptualization
and implementation of the program.

o Developed visual aids: an additional slide presentation on Family Disaster Preparedness for the Civil
Defense Speakers Kit focusing on how to put together a minimum of 72 hours emergency preparedness kit
and a 20-minute broadcast quality video on disaster preparedness in the U.S. and the importance of
individual and family emergency preparedness preparation.

o Developed booklets on Family Food and Water Emergency Preparedness Issues and a Questions and Answers
Booklet on Civil Defense Emergency Preparedness Issues for emergency management personnel in order to
help them respond to questions from citizens on the need for emergency preparedness for the full range
of hazards that potentially confront the Nation and their communities.

o Developed a trifold that summarizes public opinion survey findings concerning all-hazard emergency
preparedness.
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o Developed capability to track dissemination of Civil Defense Speakers Kits and Exhibits and a regional
reporting system on the use of Family Protection Program materials and the implementation of the
program in States and localities.

o Developed guidance: for State and local governments on protection, repair, and restoration of
community water systems and sewage systems in case of catastrophic disasters: a draft for community
plans provide for emergency water and sanitation to SUSTAIN SURVIVORS and to provide for an improved
basis for NECOVBRT from major disasters, including attack.

o Initiated an interagency coordinating process for guidance in essential life support functions,
beginning with the development of plans for responding to the victims of truly mass casualty
catastrophes. Continued planning for efforts to involve the Federal departments and agencies in the
development of plans and guidance to State and local governments, private sector, VOLUNTEER groups, and
individual families and communities on how to ensure the provision of essential life support services.
This will be done in coordination with Federal department and agencies designated responsibilities
under Executive Order 12656, Assignment of Emergency Preparedness Responsibilities.

d. Chanrsa from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 291 Program. In 1991, FEA is allocating a total of $525,000 and no workyears to this program element under
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. Emphasis in the 1991 program will be on the identification
and recruitment of a national VOLUNTEER organization for active involvement in the implementation of family
protection activities at the local level. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the automated
aspects of this program. The program will include the following activities:

o Complete development of the Family Protection and VOLUNTW3R/Self-Help program concept, development
plan, ad requirements. Complete development of the INFOlRMIZON necessary to prepare planning and

mplementation guidance for State and local governments, VOLUHTSIR and service organizations, other
Federal agencies, end individual families and communities to assist them in implementing the program
and in providing for the SURVIVAL of the population in all emergencies.

o Recruit a national VOLUMtEER organization such as Neighborhood Watch to promote emergency preparedness
at the family and community level.

o Conduct ongoing assessment of program results and the impact on preparedness, and make necessary
program adjustments to improve performance.



o Conduct symposium on family emergency preparedness and Civil Defense VOLUNTEER issues at the Emergency
Management Institute, and produce and distribute a report on symposium findings and recommendations to
the emergency management and disaster VOLUNTEER communities.

o Refine the Civil Defense Speaker's kit, exhibit, and supporting materials on risks, local community
preparedness, and citizen involvement for use by local emergency management personnel and members of
VOLUNTEER organizations nationwide.

0 Develop, field-test, produce, and distribute to State and local governments and VOLUNTEER organizations
printed materials and videocassettes on Civil Defense and family emergency preparedness.

0 In coordination with departments and agencies that were designated emergency preparedness
responsibilities under Executive Order 12656, continue development of Federal plans and guidance for
State and local governments and the private sector on how to protect, repair, and restore life support
systems in such areas as food, energy, health, and medicine.

0 Implement a strategy for obtaining the active involvement of other Federal departments and agencies (in
accordance with their responsibilities under Executive Order 12656) in the development of Federal plans
and guidance for State and local governments and the private sector on how to protect, repair, and
restore life support systems such as'food, water, energy, health, and medical in any emergency. The
strategy involves cooperative joint efforts by FEMA with other departments and agencies to develop and
distribute authoritative guidance to State and local government on how to protect and restore critical
life support systems such as food and energy in a major disaster.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $325,000 and no workyears for the program element under
Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. Emphasis will (1) continue on the identification and
recruitment of additional national VOLUNTRBR and private sector organizations to actively support the
advancement of program goals and (2) focus on the development of guidance for State and local governments
on Family Protection Program Implementation. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the
automated aspects of this program. The request will also provide for the following activities:

o Produce and conduct an Emergency Education Network (EENET) videocassette to promote family emergency
preparedness, exchange INFORMATION, and afford local program organizers and participants an opportunity
to ask questions about the objectives, status, and future direction of the Family Protection Program.

o Conduct an annual Conference on family emergency preparedness, self-help, and VOLUNTEERRIN issues at
the Emergency Management Institute to support program development and implementation, and produce and
distribute a conference report to the emergency management and VOLUNTEER communities.
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o Refine and develop Civil Defense Speakers Kit materials, exhibits, and publications on family emergency
preparedness, self-help, and VOLUMTBBRIN for use by the Federal, State, and local Civil Defense
emergency management community, OLU8UI R and private sector organizations, emergency preparedness
activists, and citizens.

" Continue development, in coordination vith other departments and agencies designated emergency
preparedness responsibilities under Executive Order 12656, of Federal plans and guidance for State and
local governments and the private sector on how to protect, repair, and restore life support systems
in such areas as food, energy, health, and medicine. In 1992, the emphasis vill be placed on emergency
food provisions and will use only staff resources and no program funds.

1 992 Inremases/DecreaMeu. The 1992 request includes a reduction of $200,000 in resources planned for
Initiation of a challenge grant program.

g. Outvear Imnlicationa. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars In Thousands)

D. State and Local Direction. Central an Wa-rnInq

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

Estimates by Proaram Element o-l Atal Raquqes Estimate Request e

1. Emergency Operating Centers ......... EM-43 $4,818 $5,000 $7,078 $5,000 -$2,078
2. State & Local Warning and

Communications Systems .............. EM-45 1,030 3,150 3,150 3,150 ...
3. Emergency Broadcast System

Guidance and Assistance ............ EM-49 3,735 3,700 3,770 3,700 -70
4. Other State & Local Direction,

Control & warning .................. EM-52 6 3000 , 27

Total, State & Local Direction, Control
and Warning (budget Authorityf .......... 11,748 14,850 16,748 14,600 -2,148

Chances fr9m Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $1,898,000:
o an increase of $2,078,000 for Emergency Operating Centers
o an increase of $70,000 for replacement and monitoring of leaking Emergency broadcast System fuel storage tanks

in Vermont.
o a decrease of $250,000 for Maintenance and Services from the application-of a general Congreqsional reduction.
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D. State and Local Direction. Control and Warning

1. Emeraencv Oserating Centers

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, Ut..e

b. Obiectives/Element Description. This program element supports the URYVVABLE CRISI S NAG 3M (BO)
Presidential policy objective and is an essential element of the Nationls emergency management readiness
capability. The program element assists State and local governments in the development of Emergency
Operating Centers (EOCIs), including communications and life support features, to facilitate State and local
direction and control and the continuity of State and local governments. Such assistance consists of 50/50
matching funds and technical assistance in the plannpg , design, and construction of EOC's. The 20C program
is geared to developing an in-place BCH 300 capabi fty at the State and State-alternate levels and in such
local jurisdictions as may be necessary to effect a State-wide span of control.

This program enables State and local governments to have operational direction and control capabilities
during attack, natural and technological disasters, and post-disaster periods, thus allowing the government
to respond to the emergency needs of the population. The 1992 program will feature continued implementation
of the IOC Presidential policy objective. It focuses on the development of State SCM capabilities based upon
the enhancement of State and local EOC's and direction and control systems. The objective is to provide
maximum national direction and control coverage with the minimum Federal dollar output. The capabilities
developed under this program element will be potentially survivable against radioactive fallout, located out
of the high-risk nuclear blast areas, and operational on a day-to-day basis for natural and technological
hazards, thus embracing the DUAL-USE concept contained in Presidential policy.

c. 1990 bccoW.li hWmUnts. In 1990, FENA used a total of $5,570,000 and 13 workyears for this program element,
of which $752,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $4,818,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. In 1990, FERA:
o Provided technical assistance to State and local governments on new HOC starts and upgrades, and on the

design, development, and modification of existing Emergency Operating Centers.

o Provided funding assistance to ten State BCH projects.
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o Incorporated concepts of SCM planning into Federal, State, and local guidance documents.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $2,078,000 for State and local
Emergency Operating Centers.

a. 1991 Proaram. In 1991, FENA is allocating $7,889,000 and 15 workyears to this program element, of which
$811,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $7,078,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These resources will support the following activities:

o Providing technical assistance to 20 State SCH projects to further the development of a national BIN
capability.

o Providing funding assistance for the enhancement of local EOC capabilities which support State UKM
projects.

o Developing formal SC guidance documents to assist States and localities In developing effective BCH
systems.

o Enhancing program management capabilities through the promotion of its use of ADP management
informat on systems.

f. 1992 Prggra. In 1992, FEA requests a total of $5,835,000 and 15 workyears. Included in this total are
$835,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $5,000,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance
(EMPA). Of the $5,000,000 requested In EMPA, $4,820,000 will be passed through to States as 50 percent
matching Federal funds to support the development of State and local EOC's. This funding level will provide
the resources to accomplish the following:

o In cooperation with State government officials, continue to Implement BCH system development initiated
in 1988.

o Assist in the design and implementation of statewide SCM network projects to meet FEMA's survivability
criteria.
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o Enhance State continuity of government and crisis management capabilities by providing technical and
financial support for the development of SCM plans, facilities, and capabilities.

o Develop State deployment capabilities through State primary and alternate EOC0s and emergency
communications systems such as Emergency Broadcast System, Operation State Emergency Communications
Using Radio Effectively (Operation SECURE), and Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES).

" Develop nonfacility and nonequipment features of the SCH design, including State legal authorities,
emergency operations plans, data bases, training, and exercises.

o Continue enhancement of program management capabilities through expansion of its use of automated data
processing systems.

1992 Increasas/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $2,078,000 from the one-time 1991
Congressional increase.

g. Outvear Imolications. This element will focus on the development of State and local BCH capabilities based
upon the development of survivable EOC's and communications, command, and control systems, as well as the
establishment of national SCH capabilities.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. State and Local wamin and Communications Systems

a. buthorly. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, t .

b. gb2jctive/ltement Description. This element, which supports the Presidential policy objectives of SURVIVADLB
CRt8IS MLAGABNUNT JBCH) and plans for SUSTAINING SURVIVORS IN POSTATTACK RECOVERY, is an integral element
of the Nation's emergency management preparedness capability. It provides technical assistance and up to
50 percent matching funds to State and local emergency management offices for the development of emergency
warning and communications capabilities in support of Federal, State, and local continuity of government and
for response to all hazards, including nuclear attack. This component provides 100 percent funding support
for regional/State level warning and communications training and planning conferences designed to meet
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national objectives. The capability provided by this program meets nuclear attack and day-to-day
requirements and provides a base from which State and local warning and communications capabilities can be
SURGED, in accordance with Presidential policy, during a national security emergency. During periods of
crisis, these capabilities will be SURGED through the increased production of commercial equipment used
within the program.

This element supports the establishment of a nationwide direction and control capability. It supports
integration of State and local government entities with Federal systems for response to and management of
emergencies and disasters and ensures an BcH capability. This element further supports Presidential policy
by establishing State and local requirements for survivable, reliable, and dedicated emergency warnin7 and
communications systems at the State and local levels of government. It also provides the needed operat onal
capabilities to maintain an BCH capability for protecting lives and property in peacetime disasters and
transattack and postattack periods. Emergency warning and communications capabilities are essential to
attack preparedness and in meeting peacetime emergency requirements. Therefore, this program fully supports
attack and peacetime emergency environments. The establishment of a nationwide high frequency emergency
communications network, an amateur radio network for backup emergency communications, and enhanced State and
local warning systems will be realized through the placement of appropriate equipment in key Emergency
Operating Centers (2OC's) at the State and local levels of government.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FEKA used a total of $1,551,000 and 9 workyears for this program
element, of which $521,000 was under Salaries and Expenses, and $1,030,000 was under Emergency Hanagement
Planning and Assistance. In 1990, FLMA:

o Provided technical assistance to State and local governments in the development of survivable emergency
warning and communications systems to support their BCH networks.

o Completed the development of procedures for the establishment and processing of State
telecommunications restoration priorities through the Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP)
program.

o Provided to the States the Portable Emergency Data System (PEDS) operating system software, State data
bases, and User and Training manuals.
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o Provided financial assistance to 19 States and 103 local jurisdictions for the purchase of Radio
Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES) equipment.

o Provided financial assistance to 13 States for the purchase of Operation State Emergency Communications
Using Radio Effectively (Operation SECURE) equipment.

o Provided support and technical assistance to States in their efforts to apply new emerging technologies
to more effectively, and with greater cost efficiency, meet critical civil defense communications and
warning requirements.

o Provided financial assistance to one State and nine local jurisdictions for the upgrading of their
public warning systems.

" Provided assistance in the delivery of the Telecommunications and Warning Systems Design course to
Federal, State, and local telecommunications officers.

o Presented the State and local Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) program at four regional and

one annual National Association of State Telecommunications Directors (NASTD) conferences.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Progra . In 1991, FEMA is allocating $3,686,000 and 10 workyears to this program element, of which
$536,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,150,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These resources are supporting the development of State and local BCH capabilities by:

o Managing the State and local Telecommunications Services Priority (TSP) system.

o Providing financial assistance to States and localities for the purchase of 32S Operation SECURE high
frequency radios.

o Providing assistance and funding support to States for the development of alternative back-up
survivable antenna systems.
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o Providing financial assistance to States and localities for the purchase of 326 RACES high frequency
(HF) base stations.

o Providing financial assistance to States and localities for the upgrading of 46 alerting and warning
systems.

o completing thb development of an automated system for State and local TSP authorization.

o Providing assistance and funding support to State efforts to develop cost efficient applications for
new emerging technologies (i.e., pocket radio) to meet critical civil defense warning and
communications requirements.

o Maintaining the Portable Emergency Data System (PEDS) operating system.

o Providing funding assistance and technical support for the conduct of regional/State level
telecommunications and warning conferences/training sessions designed to meet national civil defense
objectives.

o Enhancing program management capabilities to meet expanded critical ADP management information system
requirements.

f. 1992 Proaram. In 1992, FEHA requests a total of $3,703,000 and 10 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are) $553,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $3,150,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance (EMPA). Of the $3,150,000 requested in EMPA, $2,898,000 will be passed through to
States predominantly as So percent Federal matching funds to support the development and enhancement of State
and local warning and communications systems and the remainder as 100 percent Federal funding to support the
conduct of regional/State telecommunications and warning piannin/training conferences designed to meet
national objectives. This program element will continue to support the development of State and local BCH
capabilities by focusing on enhancing State and local warning and communications systems including:

o Providing technical and financial assistance to State and local governments for establishing new and
enhancing existing civil defense survivable HF radio (i.e., Operation SECURE) systems.
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o Providing continuing technical assistance and financial support for the application of new emerging
technologies to State and local civil defense warning and communications requirements.

o Providing technical and financial assistance to State and local governments for enhancing RACES
networks.

o Managing the State and local Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) system and providing technical
assistance to States for the development of their TSP system.

o continuing liaison and planning with Federal Preparedness activities to ensure compatibility of
Federal, State, and local BCH telecommunications systems.

o Providing support for presentations of the Telecommunications and Warning Systems and Civil Defense
courses at Emergency Management Institute (EMI).

o Updating and distributing the PEDS State data base to FENA Regional Offices and to State and local
offices of emergency management and assist in its integration into State BCH plans.

o continuing enhancement and maintaining of program management capabilities to meet expanded critical ADP
management Information system requirements.

1992 Increases/DecreasC. None.

g. Outylar Implications. This element will focus on the improvement of communication connectivity required to
establish State end local CHI systems for effective warning and direction and control, especially in the -

areas of Federal, State, and local emergency radio communications systems and networking.

h. Advisory and Assistance Service.. None.

3. Emergency Broadcast System

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, etsio.
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b. obiective/Element Description. This program element supports the requirements outlined in Presidential
policy objectives for BNEROENCI PUBLIC INFORMATION, SURVIVABLE CRISIS NANAGIHINT, and POSTAYTTACK RBcOVxR:
for SUSTAINING SURVIVORS. It provides 100 percent Federal funding to Emergency Broadcast System (3es)
station owners for development of essential capabilities to disseminate warning and 3NBRGMc1 PUBLIC
INFORMATION nationwide by the President and other public officials in the event of an enemy attack or
peacetime disaster. This element provides protection packages to stations consisting of backup power with
a 14-day fuel supply, emergency communications equipment, programming equipment, electromagnetic pulse
protection, and fallout protection. The EMS stations that receive protection under this element are expected
to be functional on a day-to-day basis as well as during national security emergencies. They must be able
to transmit life-saving NBURGBNCT PUBLIC INFORMATION when commercial power may not be available during an
emergency. In addition, these same stations must be able to provide INORmATION to the public in the event
of an enemy attack, and be capable of permitting the President to address the public during trananuclear and
postnuclear attack periods. In providing this capability, the EBS also supports State and local continuity
of government, is critical to saving lives and preserving property, and is an integral part of Federal
continuity of government. The total E3S system to be eventually protected consists of 30 Primary Entry Point
(PEP) stations, an estimated 55 Originating Primary Relay Stations (OPRS), 250 State Relay Network Stations
(SRNS), and 591 Common Program Control Stations-level 1 (CPCS-1). FEMA has ongoing studies to develop a
five-tiered process fort (1) identifying new priority stations and upgrading them to comply with all
survivable EBB criteria: (2) inventorying ES stations that were previously upgraded to BSPP standards (3)
identifying deficiencies in previously upgraded stations: (4) enhancing survivability of emergency
operational capabilities in those stations; and (5) ensuring maintenance of protection features and
operational capabilities of all new and upgraded 3BS stations.

c. 1990 Accoslishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $4,256,000 and 9 workyears for this program element,
of which $521,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $3,735,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. During1990, maintenance, repair, and replacement of Emergency Broadcast System (3BS) equipment
was accomplished to maintain the emergency operational capabilities of existing 388 stations. In 1990, FIHAt

o Provided funding for Broadcast Station Protection Program (BSPP) features to 99 38 stations, including
funding for new generators, repair of existing generators, purchase of emergency communications
equipment, and electromagnetic pulse protection.

o Provided funding to completely upgrade the New York ES.
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o Continued construction efforts to protect and upgrade the 3_0 PEP stations and install equipment.
This effort commenced in the fall of calendar year 1989 and is scheduled for completion in 1991. The
funding for these activities was provided in the 1988 and 1989 budgets.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estinates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $70,000 for monitoring and replacement
of leaking Emergency Broadcast System fuel storage tanks in Vermont.

e. 991 Progra . In 1991, FEMA is allocating $4,336,000 and 10 workyears to this program element of which
$566,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,770,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
The goal of the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) program is to have a minimum of 1 station in each of the
587 EBS operational areas protected. Original costs for providing protection features and enhanced
survivable operational capabilities were estimated at $50,000 per station. Subsequent experience has shown,
however, that such costs may be closer to $109,000, depending upon the condition of the station involved.
Based upon these revised estimates, 1991 funds are being used to provide protection for the full upgrading
of 23 selected originatinq Primary Relay Stations (OPRS) or State Relay Network Stations (SRNS), and
approximately $1,200,000 will be used to maintain the protection and operational capabilities of previously
protected stations. These stations will complement and support Primary Entry Point stations and the overall
FEMA concept of SURVIVAULB CRISIBS ANAOENT (SCH). Installation of radio equipment as well as construction
of the facility shelter will require a multi-year effort. Such activities will continue to improve the
current minimal capability to provide 3NHROSNCY PUBLIC INFORATION to the U.S. populace. Stations selected
to receive funding for full upgrading shall not be located in areas of overpressure of greater than 2 pounds
per square inch as defined in the Nuclear Attack Planning Base (NAPB) and must be designated as one of the
following types of EBS stations in the following order of priority: (1) OPRS; (2) SRNS: or (3) Common
Program Control Station-level 1. To enhance program management capabilities, EBS funds will also support
enhancement of the increased ADP support requirements of the program. In addition to the above, $70,000 will
be provided to the State of Vermont for use in bringing federally provided underground storage tanks located
at EBB stations into compliance with Federal and State environmental laws and regulations.

f. 1992 Prograa. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of 10 workyears and $4,293,000 for this program element.
Included in this total are $583,000 under Salaries and Expenses, and $3,700,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance (EMPA). Of the $3,700,000 requested in EMPA, $1,993,000 will be provided as 100
percent Federal support pass-through funds via the BSPP program to EBS stations/States to enhance and
maintain national EBS capabilities at the State and local level. These program funds will be used to
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continue providing protection to 16 selected Emergency Broadcast system (EB) stations toward the goal of
a protected station in each of the 587 EBS operational areas, to maintain the present EBS Infrastructure's
operational capabilities approximately $1,700,000), to repair and replace underground storage tanks (UST's),
and to enhance program management capabilities through Automatic Data Processing and maintenance of a current
data base.

1992 Ingcrases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $70,000 associated with the one-time cost
in 1991 of bringing Emergency Broadcast System storage tanks in Vermont into compliance with Federal and
State environmental laws and regulations.

g. Outwear Isolications. None.

h. Advisory and Assistance services. None.

4. Other State and Local Direction. Control and Warning

a. Authority Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, e

b. objectiv/EleMent Descriotion. This element consists of two components: (1) Electromagnetic Pulse (EHP)
protection and (2) Maintenance and Services (M&S). These components directly support the presidential policy
objectives of NFUZTAYION PROTECTION, SURVIVABLE CRIBSI MANAGEINT (OCN), and SUSTAINING SURVIVOR@ in
POUYAI'ACK RECOVERY. The components of this element are:

(1) ElectroaanetIc Pulse (PI Protection. This component provides protection against the effects of IMP
generated as a result of a nuclear detonation and also against the effects of lightning and other
electrical power transients. EMP protection is necessary to assure the survivability of: (1)
Emergency Broadcast System (EBB) Radio Stationso (2) critical command, control, communications, life
support, and other systems in Emergency Operating Centers (EOC's)I and (3) essential State and local
3N3R03Cy ImLIO IIORMATION warning and communications systems. All of the systems protected by this
component are critical to the support of State BCH capabilities. It also provides technical assistance
to State and local jurisdictions through 100 percent Federal funding in the planning, design, and
installation of IMP protected communications equipment and systems, supports testing of EMP devices and
systems, and Identifies BURGe requirements consistent with Presidential policy objectives.



(2) Maintenance and Services (MfiU. This component supports State and local efforts to maintain
operational capabilities of existing critical civil defense systems by providing funding assistance for
the maintenance, repair, replacement, and service of systems and equipment in EOC's and for civil
defense emergency communications and warning systems external to EOC's. Federal funds are provided at
up to a 50 percent match to state and local governments.

a. 1990 Accounlishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $2,396,000 and 4 workyears for this program element of
which $231,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,165,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. In 1990, FEMA:

o Provided funding for EMP protection of 10 EDS stations and 32 EOC's.

o completed providing protection to 18 EBS stations and 18 EOC's surveyed in FY 1989.

0 Completed development and provided training on the operation of a maintenance and survey management
information system to enhence State and local capabilities to maintain the operational capabilities of
critical systems and equipment.

0 Provided $1,000,000 in aggregate to 33 States for maintenance, repair, or replacement of direction and
control systems and equipment.

d Chanues frou the 191 Emtimateg. Reflects a decrease of $250,000 from the application of a Congressionalgeneral reduction.

e. 1991 Proara . In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $3,013,000 and 5 workyears to this program element,
of which $263,000 is under Salar~ei and expenses and $2,750,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance.

o Electromaanetic Pulse (EMP) Protection - is providing technical assistance and 100 percent funding
support to DES stations, States, and localities. Resources will provide:

- Protection and maintenance for the operational integrity of essential civil defense facilities,
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equipment, and systems from the effects of EMP. Such facilities would Include 9 critical Es
stations and 32 EOC's.

- Technical support and provision of EMP materials and equipment to States and localities to provide
and maintain EMP protection systems for EOC's.

- Enhancement of program management for overall ADP capabilities.

- Development of an EMP data base management and Computer Aided Design (CAD) system.

- Maintenance and management of PEMA's EMP inventory of parts. Parts maintained in the inventory
have a long production lead-time and are stored to ensure their timely availability to meet state,
local, and ESS needs.

In addition, this component is supporting the testing of EMP devices and materials designed to meet
State, local, and EBB requirements to ensure that established performance criteria are met. Theme
activities are coordinated with the other program elements of Direction, control, and Warning.

o 11intenanca gnd services (Mi&) - is providing guidance and funding support to states to cover up to 50
percent of the costs incurred for maintenance, repair, replacement, and servicing of the equipment used
for critical civil defense direction, control, and warning facilities and systems. In addition, this
component Is responsible for managing and supporting the automated H&S Equipment Inventory and
Maintenance Scheduling process designed to enhance State and local capabilities to more effectively
manage their maintenance, repair, replacement, and inspection programs.

1912..Egu. In 1992, FEIA requests a total of $3,021,000 and 5 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $271,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $2,750,000 under Emergency Manaqement
Planning and Assistance (EPPA). Of the $2,750,000 requested in EMPA, $1,650,000 will be provided as 50
percent Federal matching funds to Statne through the HIS component and $870,000 will be used to provide for
100 percent of the cost for providing EMP protection to 2BB stations and EOCm.

o Eletromaanetio Pulse (EMP) Protection - will continue to provide 100 percent funding support for the
engineering design, purchase, installation, and maintenance of EMP protective devices for 7 EBM
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stations and 24 State and local Emergency Operating Centers (EOC's) which are essential to provide
EMBRORNCT PUBLIC INFORMATION and warning and communications. It will also support:

- Developing and delivering technical guidance and training courses for State and local

technicians.

- Testing of EMP devices and equipment.

- Managing and maintaining the EMP inventor, of critical parts.

- Enhancing program management overall capabilities with ADP and provide technical assistance
through the Computer Aided Design (CAD) system to States and localities.

The EBS stations that are to be provided EMP protection through this activity will be
selected in accordance with the priorities established under the EBS element of Direction, Control
and warning program. The highest priority will be given to providing protection to those stations
defined by the Broadcast Station Protection Program (BSPP) of the EBS element which also meet all of
FEMA's EBS survivability requirements with the exception of EMP. The EOC's provided EMP protection
under this program will be existing State arid local EOC's identified by the ROC element of Direction,

O control, and Warning program, which also meet all operational criteria with the exception of IMP
protection.

o maintenance and services - will provide funds to States on a matching basis up to 50 percent to be used
for maintenance, repair, replacement, and servicing of existing critical State and local civil defense
equipment and systems. This support will enhance the ability of State and local governments to
maintain their operational capabilities. In addition, this component will support enhancement of
program management ADP capabilities to increase the program's cost effectiveness in meeting State and
local requirements.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

g. Outvear Imolications. Outyear focus of EMP will be on increased installation of EMP protective devices and
systems in conjunction with SURVIYABLB CRISIS KANAGIINT State systems and priority EB stations increased
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training of State and local technicians in EMP protection and the improvement of installation standards for
EMP protection. N&S viii support maintenance of critical State and local emergency civil defense operational
capabilities by the provision of funding support, guidance, and technical support to States and localities.

h. Advisory and Assigtance Services. None.



EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

E. Research
1991

Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Estimates by Program Element N2o. Actual Reauest Estimate Reauest Decrease

1. Research ..................... EM-58 ... ... .........
2. Systems Development........... EM-58 ...
3. Policy and Planning .......... .EM-59 Ss.2

Total, Research
(Rudget Authority) ............. 504 600 600 600

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. None.
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E. Research.

1. Research

a. Authority, Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et Be.

b. Objective/Blement Description. This element provides for the conduct of scientific and technical research
in support of the objectives of Presidential Policy Guidance. The results of this research are then used
for the development of policy and plans (under the Policy and Planning element) to reflect now developments
and program innovations. M0N activities and DUAL-U83 considerations are included. The policies and plans
are then translated into guidance for use by State and local governments, into vhich DUAL-US applications
are incorporated.

c 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, PENA used no funds for this program element.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates: None.

e. 1991 Proas. In 1991, FNA is allocating no funds or workyears to this program element.

f. 1992 Prrsu. FEKA requests no funds or vorkyesars for this program element.

g. OutveAr Implications.- No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Systems Develoment

a. &lU Itv. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, gt L.s

b. Ohg et&ve/Element Description. This element provides for developing, field testing, and demonstrating now
designs and/or modifications in Civil Defense program elements at the State and local levels. This enhances
program effectiveness by facilitating transfer of improvements to deployed programs in the field through
field tests and demonstrations and providing new or improved guidance for State and local governments in
support of Presidential policy guidance objectives (e.g., population protection, crisis management). BSIWU
and DUAL-U88 considerations are included as applicable.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used no funds for this program element.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None. EM-58



e. 1291 Prograa. In 1991, FEMA is allocating no funds or workyears to this program element.

f. 1992 Program. FENA requests no funds or workyears for this program element.

q. Outvear ImDliCations. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. Hone.

3. Policy and Planning

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, etBeo.

b. Obiective/Element Descriotion. This element provides for overall Civil Defense policy planning and analysis
and the preparation of policy options for consideration by the National Security Council (NSC), Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), and the Department of Defense (DOD); provides for ongoing review, development,
and coordination of Civil Defense policy; provides for the development of Civil Defense program concepts,
options, and plans based on approved Presidential policy and for the development of strategic and long-range
plans for the Civil Defense program defines broad Civil Defense requirements and options for achievement
of the requirements: provides detailed planning for civil Defense BUROE and Military Support to Civil Defense
and personnel for the management, plan hg, and implementation of the emergency PUBLIC INrORMATION and family
protection elements of the Civil Defense program; and provides for all-hazard threat assessments to define
the various threats the Civil Defense program must produce capabilities to address.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $980,000 and 8 workyears for this program element, of
which $476,000 was under salaries and Expenses and $504,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Accomplishments included

o Continuation of the internal review of U.S. national Civil Defense Policy. Provided support for a
formal review of Civil Defense policy by the National Security Council Policy Coordinating Committee
for Emergency Preparedness/Mobilization.

" Initiation of a program of work to develop a series of basic civil Defense program and policy documents
to serve as guidance for civil Defense program design, execution, and improvement through the Year
2000.

o Development of a preliminary Civil Defense concept of operations.

o Development of a draft Civil Defense Strategic Plan.
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o Development of draft program requirements for the total required Civil Defense capability, the required
civil Defense base capability, and Civil Defense BURGS.

o Initiation of the development of an all-hazard threat assessment system.

o Field testing of the Civil Defense BORON Budget Handbook to improve and validate BORO0 planning.

o Development of draft #URGE planning documents including: Standby legislation and executive documents
a SURGE Comprehensive Cooperative Agreement: Hiring State and local personnel; In-place and Spontaneous
Evacuation Planning; Urban Shelter Survey; and Standby Agreement for Mine Survey.

o Development of a draft concept for a new Civil Defense emergency operations reporting system.

o Completion and distribution of the annual update of the nuclear attack planning base aimpoint list
annual update.

o Assistance in planning and conducting ClVFA 90, an unclassified nuclear attack exercise.

o A conference on civil Defense in the Year 2000 with experts from government and academia to explore
global trends, threat assessment processes, and strategic planning models.

" Conduct of three National Security Workcshops involving State, military, and Federal agency leaders at
the regional level.

d. ghanggs from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1291 Progra. FERA is allocating a tot&l of $1,161,000 and 10 workyears for this program element for 1991,
of which $561,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $600,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the automated aspects of this program
element. Activities will focus on continued implementation of the Administration's civil Defense policy and
will include:

o Continuation of the ongoing internal review of the U.S. national Civil Defense policy and completion
of the formal review of Civil Defense by the National Security Council Policy Coordinating committee
on Emergency Preparednes/Mobilization.

o continuation of the program of work begun in 1990 to develop basic Civil Defense program and policy
documents for program design, execution, and Improvement.
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" Development of policy analyses and guidance to define Civil Defense concepts, program options, and
requirements for program elements such as SURVtVTAL8 CRISIS KJNAGRMNT, SURG8, Family Protection,
Emergency PUBLIC INPOIRATION, Military Support to Civil Defense, and for base-level Civil Defense
capabilities.

o Initiation of the program of strategic analysis, discussion, and publication at universities or other
academic centers on the strategic defense aspects of civil Defense, involving recognized national
security and public policy experts.

o Completion and dissemination of the new Civil Defense concept of operations.

o Completion of the development of Civil Defense strategic goals and objectives and approval of a Civil
Defense strategic plan.

o Definition of the total required Civil Defense capability, the required Civil Defense base capability,
and Civil Defense SUROS requirements.

" Development of options for Civil Defense program design changes necessary to achieve the goals and
objectives and meet requirements.

o Development of a Civil Defense long-range planning process and an initial long-range implementation
plan for achieving Civil Defense strategic goals and objectives and implementing the new Civil Defense
concept of operations by the year 2000.

" Development of the all-hazard threat assessment process and implementation within FEMA. Produce a
preliminary all-hazard threat assessment.

o Continuation of Civil Defense SURGS planning to include preparation of SURGE exercise materials, a
prototype management workshop on SURGE activities for Federal and State Civil Defense program managers,
and other needed standby SURON materials.

" Development of an a multi-hazard emergency operations reporting system to ensure systematic reporting
of critical information between local, State, and Federal levels in catastrophic emergencies,
especially attack emergencies to include preparation of a new emergency reporting civil Preparedness
Guide and of exercise and training materials for State and regional staffs to test the new emergency
reporting system.

o Maintenance and update of the Nuclear Attack Planning Base to reflect changes in the international
environment and to update the potential U.S. target base.
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o Development of the civil structure, plans, and procedures needed to fully coordinate Military Support
for civil Defense (NSCD) during national security emergencies.

f.- 1292 ProaL. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,078,000 and 9 workyesars for this program element.
Included in this total are $478,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $600,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain automated aspects of this
program element. These resources will provide for the following:

o ongoing development of policy analyses and guidance to establish Civil Defense concepts, program
options, and requirements for program elements such as SORVIVADLI CRISIS MNAGIRMEY, BORON, Family
Protection, Emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION, MSCD, and Civil Defense required base-level capabilities.
Develop new program concepts and design to implement policy decisions resulting from the National
Security Council Civil Defense Policy review completed in 1991.

o ongoing development and updating of the civil Defense strategic and long-range plans.

o Definition and development of Civil Defense program requirements for meeting Presidential Civil Defense
Policy objectives consistent with strategic defense planning. Refine, coordinate, and update Civil
Defense program requirements and design developed in 1991.

" Continuation of a program of strategic analysis, discussion, and publication at universities or other
academic centers on the strategic defense aspects of civil Defense and involving recognized national
-security and public policy experts.

o Conduct of the first full all-hazard threat assessment using the system developed in 1990 and 1991.

o Publishing a Civil Preparedness Guide to implement the new Civil Defense emergency operations reporting
system. Exercising the system and correcting deficiencies.

o Completion and testing of BORGE documentation and development of SUROE exercise materials. Exercising
SURGE and correct deficiencies.

o Completion of HSCD planning and publication of a Civil Preparedness Guide to implement civil government
procedures and structure for controlling MSCD. Test structure and procedures in an exercise and
correct deficiencies.

199Z Increases/Decreases. None

g. Outwear Imelications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.
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h. Advisorv and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

F. Training and Education
1991Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

Estimates by Program Element No. Actual Reuest Estimate Reauest Decrease

1. Instructional Programs & Materials EM-65 $749 $700 $816 $700 -$116
2. Training Field Deployment Systems. EM-68 5,462 5,464 5,600 5,464 -136
3. Resident Programs ................. EM-70 1,606 1,743 1,653 1,653 ...
4. NETC Site Administration .......... EM-74 1,864 1,750 1,750 1,750 ...
5. Emergency Public Information ...... EM-75 1.402 1315 1,296 12.296

Total, Training and Education
(Budget Authority) ........................... 11,083 10,972 11,115 10,863 -252

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $143,000 as follows:
+$116,000 in Instructional Programs and Materials due to a Congressional increase.
+$136,000 in Training Field Deployment Systems due to a Congressional increase.
-$90,000 in Resident Programs due to the application of a general Congressional reduction.
-$19,000 in Emergency Public Information due to the application of a general Congressional reduction.
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F. Training and Education

This activity uses a nationwide program of instruction to ensure that the individuals who are responsible for managing
emergencies and protecting citizens from the impact of a range of hazards are trained to fulfill those responsibility es.
It is the only national source of civilian training in management and technical skills critical to reducing the probable
effects of a nuclear attack on lives, economic stability, and continuity of State and Local government functions. most
of these skills are also applicable to peacetime disasters.

State and local emergency managers, who plan for and manage most peacetime emergencies and who would constitute the
personnel infrastructure to be surged in case of a national security emergency, are the primary target audience.
However, appropriate training is also provided to other Federal, State, and local government officials, emergency
services personnel (fire, police, public works, medical), the private sector, allied professions, volunteers, and the
public through home study courses, videoconferences, and school curriculum materials.

Training activities (courses, workshops, videoconferences) are delivered both at the Emergency Management Institute
(EMI), FEMA's resident facility in Emmitsburg, Maryland, and nationwide through State and local emergency organizations.
Courses are developed and offered both for subject matter knowledge and skills and for instructor qualification (i.e.,
train-the-trainer).

Emergency public information activities provide information the public to promote a clear understanding of threats,
including attack, and on actions citizens can take to increase their chances of survival.

1. Instructional Proarams and Materials

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, at sea.

b. Obiective/Element DescrilDtion. The objective of this program element is to provide for the development of'courses
and educational materials that support the training needs of civil defense/emergency management preparedness in
communities throughout the nation, as defined by FEMA program mission and the FEMA Five-Year Curriculum Management
Plan. The process for developing a course from an initial training requirement to finished course delivery takes
approximately years and includes the development and pilot testing of instructor and student materials, audio-
visual and graphic aids, and other resource materials, and, in some instances, the training of field instructors.
Once developed, courses must be evaluated and revised periodically to reflect new information and policies.
Activities included under the element are:

0 Comprehensive emergency management training. Training activities are designed to establish or enhance
comprehensive emergency management knowledge and skills related to emergency management functions (planning,
resource management, risk management, etc.) which are common to all hazards, Including attack. In addition to
standard courses and workshops, exercise-based training tailored to a specific jurisdiction's hazards and
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emergency organizational structure is offered. In the Integrated Emergency Management Course (IEMc)," a
jurisdiction's emergency management team, including the top officials, are brought together and, after initial
training, are involved in practical exercises that simulate high stress emergency situations and focus on
management roles and relationships in a crisis situation. These comprehensive training activities are truly
dual-use in content and approach.

" jpzard specific (national security) training. Training activities are designed to provide hazard specific
information in areas required to implement national security provisions. These training activities enhance
comprehensive knowledge and skills by addressing aspects of emergency management unique to a national security
emergency. Topics addressed include the civil/military interface in mobilization and recovery, civil defense
policies, procedures and plans, and fallout protection. While these topics also have peacetime applications,
the primary focus is on information required to prepare for, survive, and recover from a nuclear attack.

" Planning. evaluation and computer euwport. These activities support program development, program evaluation
and documentation, and improved use of computer technology in instruction and program management and are aimed
at determining the optimum training program to meet specified program objectives, assessing the quality and
effectiveness of current training activities, and developing new delivery techniques, such as computer-aided
instruction, which will allow more cost effective training delivery.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $993,000 and 5 workyears for this program element, of which
$244,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $749,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. zhese
resources provided for the following:

o Comorehensive emergency management trainin. Activities included development and/or revision co support
comprehensive emergency management training whfch has application to attack preparedness. In the area of
maintenance and services, two additional Professional Development series Courses were deployed, the
Microcomputer Applications in Emergency Management Course was revised, and development of the course entitled
Using Information Resources for Decision Making in Emergency Management was completed. Support costs included
audio visual, publications, and printing requirements.

" Hgzard Bvecific (national securltyJitra4j)ing. Training activities in this category addressed national security
emergency management preparedness topics and issues in two sub-areas. Support costs included editorial, audio
visual, and printing requirements.

- Poulation Protection_uiduce and Assit9. Fallout Shelter Management training materials were improved
through revision and pilot testing. The train-the-trainer (T-t-T) was enhanced by combining the Shelter
Systems officer and Fallout Shelter Systems T-t-T courses. The development of a Direction and Control
training module for field delivery will improve response and recovery communications capabilities. Efforts



were begun to develop a course for field deployment covering the effects of Electromagnetic Pulse in the
nuclear attack environment.

- gurvivable Crisis Hanaaemeht. Course materials were revised for both the State Radiological Defense Officer
(RDO) Management (resident) and the Fundamentals Course for Radioloelical Response Teams (field).

o Plannina. evaluation, and comoutr .nRZ. Funding supported completion of NMI's comprehensive Computer Lab
and the initial integration of the Lab into EMI courses. Funding also supported upgrading, developing, end
implementing new technologies in the Labs documentation of program office training requirements and conducting
long-term evaluation of EI Civil Defense Coursesi and basic support for videoconferencing.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $116,000 to restore the program to the 1990
appropriated level.

e. 1991 Promran. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $1,106,000 and S workyears to this program element, of which
$290,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $616,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. These
resources provide for the followings

o comprehensive emeraencv management tralpina. Contractual services for development and/or revision to support
comprehensive emergency management training which has application to attack preparedness. In the area of
maintenance end services (infrastructure), funds will initiate the development of an Incident Command System
(ICS) course which addresses the Emergency Operations Center linkage, and revising and updating materials within
the Professional Development Series Train-the-Trainer programs. Support costs include editorial, audio visual,
publication, and printing requirements.

o Hazard sneoifio (national security) training. Contractual services to support hazard specific (national
security) training in the following areas: population protection guidance and assistance, revision of Civil
Defense Systems, Programs and Policies Course, revision of Multi-Hazard Planning course materials, revision of
state and Local Continuity of Oovernment course materials, and revision of Integrated Emergency Management
Course (IEMC)/Mational Security course materials. Support costs include editorial support, audio visual and
printing requirements.

o Planning, evaluation and computer sunoort. Contractual services for technical support for the EM! Computer Lab
and upgrading exercise communications capability in the Integrated Emergency Management Course. In addition,
funding is being used for documentation of program office training requirements and conducting long-term
evaluation of E1 Civil Defense courses and to provide basic support for videoconferencing.

f 92 Progra . in 1992, FEMA requests a total of $998,000 and 5 workyaars for this program element. Included in
this total are $298,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $700,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
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These resources will provide for the following:

o comprehensive emeraencv management training. Approximately $239,000 will provide contractual services for
development and/or revision of courses to support comprehensive emergency management training. Theme courses
have application to attack preparedness in tho area of maintenance and services (infrastructure). Specifically,
activities will include field deployment of the Exercise Evaluation Course, revision of the Exercise Design
course, revision of the task analysis for Emergency Program Managers, revision of the Professional Development
Series (PDS) Capstone Course, revision of Legal Liability Case Studies, revision of Management of State and
Local Information Systems Course, and revision of Methods and Techniques of Adult Learning. Support costs
include editorial, audio visual, publication, and printing requirements.

o Hazard soecifio InationsI security) trinina. Approximately $227,000 will provide contractual services to

support hazard specific (national security) training in the following areas: population protection guidance
and assistance - updating Civil Defense Systems, Programs and Policies Course in keeping with current world
events survivable cries management - revision of training materials and national security scenarios in keeping
with current world events and information for business/industry - development of a Business and Industry
Planning Course. Support costs include editorial support, audio visual, and printing requirements.

o Plannino, evaluation and computer suRnort. Approximately $113,000 will provide contractual services for
technical support for the EMI Computer Lab: upgrading, developing and implementing new technologies in the EI
Computer Lab# and development of one computer module to support a new or existing course. In addition, $83,000
will be used for documentation of program office training requirements and conducting long-term evaluation of
EMI Civil Defense courses, and $38,000 will be used to provide basic support for videoconferencing.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $116,000 in EMPA which eliminates the 1991
Congressional Increase.

g. Outvear Ismlications. Mo outyear Implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Training Field Deglovment Systems

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, etso.

b. obiective/Element Descristion. This element supports a nationwide emergency management training infrastructure
which delivers courses and other training activities developed at EMI to a variety of State and local target
audiences. Financial assistance is provided to support State emergency training and exercise activities and
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personnel through Comprehensive Cooperative Agreements (CCA's). This element also supports other outreach of forts
such as development of school curriculum materials and an active home study program. The training and exercise
capability created and maintained by this program is the mainstay of EMI's nationwide deployment system and provides
a cadre of instructors which could be surged in the event of a national security emergency.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, PEMA used a total of $6,292,000 and 17 workyears for this program element, of which
$830,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $5,462,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These resources provided for the following activities:

" State A local training and exerpjngL support. The State training infrastructure was maintained and 2,344
training activities were delivered to over 60,083 participants. Support was provided to local jurisdictions
in planning and evaluating exercises to improve emergency response capabilities. A total of 3,539 exercises
were conducted with approximately 389,879 participants. A core curriculum was established for the Emergency
Management Training (ENT) program, and a performance-based ENT Funding Formula was developed.

o Outreach and evaluation support. The home study program was enhanced to support an estimated 21,000 requests
for course materials (at a 60 percent level of verified course completion, or 12,600 completions). A computer
based training (COT) format was developed for the radiological preparedness home study course. Home study
enrollments increased by approximately 5,000 over 1999. Field exercise data collection and analysis system
provided analytical reports for use by State offices of emergency management, as well as FENA Headquarters and
Regional Training Managers. Revisions were made to the Field Evaluation System (FES) in order to increase
evaluation performance by the States. An automated Field Reporting System (FRS) was developed in order to
facilitate reporting and program management. The development of an Exercise Evaluation Course was initiated
with field deployment scheduled for 1992.

d. chances from the 1991 estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $136,000 to restore the program to the 1990
appropriated level.

s.1991 Prodgam. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $6,596,000 and 17 workyears to this program element, of which
$996,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $5,600,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. These
resources provide for the following activities:

0 State & local training and exercise aUncort. The State training infrastructure is being maintained and 3,030
training activities are being delivered to over 74,400 participants. Support is being provided to local
jurisdictions in planning and evaluating exercises to improve emergency response capabilities. A total of 3,950
exercises are being conducted with approximately 382,000 participants. The new core curriculum is being
implemented, including provisions for disaster recovery training. The ENT Funding Formula is being implemented
with emphasis on rewarding training performance at the State level.
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O QUtflgr and evaluation suoort. The home study program is being maintained to support an estimated 21,ooo
requests for course materials (at a 60 percent level of verified course completion, or 12,600 completions).
One home study course is being updated and revised. Field exercise data collection and analysis system will
provide analytical reports for use by State offices of emergency management, as well as PENA Headquarters and
Regional Training Managers. The automated FR is being pilot-tested in 18 States.

f. 1992 prograu. In 1992, FENA requests a total of $6,487,000 and 17 workyears for this program element. Includedin this total are $1,023,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $5,464,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. These resources will provide for the following activities:

" states& local training and exerolse support. The State training infrastructure will be maintained and 3,030
training activities will be delivered to over 74,400 participants. Support will be provided to local
jurisdictions in planning and evaluating exercises to improve emergency response capabilities. Continued
emphasis will be placed on the core curriculum, including training in disaster recovery operation.. An
estimated 3,950 exercises will be conducted with approximately 382,000 participants. ($5,264,000 in grants
through CCA's and $60,000 to support printing and equipment requirements).

o Outreach and oyaluation sunort. Management and administration of the home study program will be enhanced to
support an estimated 26,000 requests for course materials (at a 60 percent level of verified course completion,
or 15,600 completions). The field exercise data collection and analysis system will provide analytical reports
for use by State offices of emergency management, as well as FEMA Headquarters and Regional Training Managers.
The automated FR will be distributed to all 56 States and territories participating in the En program.
($140,000 contractual support).

199 increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $136,000 in Emergency Management Planning andAssistance.

g. Outwear Tunlications. It should be noted that the projected level of activity remains constant, however, the
effects of level funding in the outyears may produce fewer numbers of courses and participants due to uncontrollable
increased costs.

h. Advisory and assistance Services. Hone.

3. Resident Programs

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, at.so

b. obisctivs/Element Descrintion. This element supports student participation in resident training activities
delivered by EM!. The resident EMI facility provides Federal, State, and local emergency management professionals
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and public officials from across the nation the opportunity to access courses which, due to the technical nature
of the content or the special qualifications of the instructors/speakers, cannot be effectively delivered through
the field program. The resident program also trains the instructors for field courses, a function that is essential
to maintaining the quality of field instruction, and provides an opportunity for key target audiences to participate
in course development and testing. Annually over 3,000 students participate in Emergency Management Institute
resident courses. The scope of training at EMI includes both comprehensive and hazard specific courses and
activities.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, VERA used a total of $2,661,000 and 22 workyeare for this program element, of which
$1,075,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $1,606,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
The 1990 resident program included 76 course offerings, which included 16 Train-the-Trainer offerings, for 2,156
students in the following areas:

" courehensive emergency manaseent treinerg. Thirty eight training activities for 1,144 emergency management
personnel were delivered in the following areas volunteerism - one course offering for 47 students#
maintenance and services (infrastructure) - began the final phase of the establishment of professional standards
in emergency management through the National Coordinating Council in Emergency Management, continpation of the
liaison with Red Cross, 35 course offerings for 1,045 students; and two Exercise Design Train-the-Trainer
offerings for 52 students. Support costs included audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support
for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty and student travel
stipends. The knowledge and skills i" arted in these course offerings not only improve civil readiness and
attack preparedness but also have broad application to emergency management functions common to all hazards.

o Hazard soecigic (national securitvy training. Hazard specific (Civil Defense) training in 1990 focused on areas
required to implement Presidential policy with emphasis placed on improving the ability of the State and local
emergency management infrastructure to recognize and address national security threats. Twenty-eight training
ativities for 632 students were delivered in the following areas population protection guidance and
assistance - 10 course offerings for 264 students: survivable crisis management - 12 course offerings for 333
students a Hational Security INMC (State) for 63 people and four disaster preparedness seminars for 163
elected/appointed officials: end information for business and industry - one blest protection design course for
nine students. Support costs included audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training
materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, and adjunct faculty and student travel
stipends.

" Plannina. evaluation and computer sundert. Ten computer and information management training activities were
delivered to 160 students. Support costs included audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support
for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, and adjunct faculty and student
travel stipends.
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In addition, EMI convened a number of Curriculum Advisory Committees (CAC's) at the resident facility
involving State and local emergency management professionals, to obtain input in support of ongoing
development/revision initiatives.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a reduction of $90,000 from the application of a general Congressional
reduction.

e. 1991 Prouarm. In 1991, FENA is allocating a total of $2,967,000 and 23 workyears to this program element,
of which $1,314,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $1,653,000 is under Emergency Manaqement Planning
and Assistance. The 1991 resident program provides 86 course offerings, which includes 16 Train-the-Trainer
courses, for approximately 2,531 students in the following areas:

" Comorehensive emeraenov ianasment training. Thirty-three training activities for 1,016 emergency management
personnel are being delivered in the following areas: volunteerism - 1 offering for 57 students, and
maintenance and services (infrastructure) - continuation of the liaison with the Red Cross, and 30 course
offerings for 919 students, and two exercise design Train-the-Trainer offerings for 40 students. Support costs
include audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and
classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends. The knowledge and skills
imparted in these course offerings will improve civil readiness and attack preparedness but will also have broad
application to emergency management functions common to all hazards.

" Hazard specific (national security training. Hazard specific (civil Defense) training continues to focus on
areas required to implement national security requirements with emphasis placed on improving the ability of the
State and local emergency management infrastructure to recognize and address national security threats. Thirty-
nine training activities for 1,225 students are being delivered in the following areas: population protection
guidance and assistance - 14 offerings for 410 students survivable crisis management - 14 offerings for 360
students four disaster preparedness seminars for 140 students, and two National Security ZENC offerings for
100 students: information for business/industry - 2 offerings for 120 students: and maintenance and services
(infrastructure) - 3 offerings for 75 students. Support costs include audio visual and printing requirements,
editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty,
and student travel stipends.

" Plannina. evaluation, and computer support. Six Curriculum Advisory Committees (CAC's) involving 30-40 State
and local emergency management experts are being conducted in 1991. In addition to providing advance training
to selected participants in new training or program areas, the CAC helps to ensure that training materials
developed are relevant to State and local needs. In addition, 14 computer and information management training
activities are being delivered to 290 students. Support costs Include audio visual and printing requirements,
editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty,
and student travel stipends.
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In addition, the Agency is hosting the International Heads of Civil Defense Colleges Conference in conjunction
with the State Directors Seminar at the resident facility, thus providing a unique opportunity for exchanging
educational approaches on an international level. Previous conferences in 1985, 1987, and 1989 were hosted by
Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom, respectively.

f.1992 Prora . FEMA requests a total of $2,954,000 and 23 workyears for this program element. Included in this
total are $1,301,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $1,653,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
The 1992 resident program will provide an estimated 76 course offerings, which includes 16 Train-the-Trainer
courses, for approximately 2,000 students in the following areas:

" Comprehensive emereencv management training. An estimated $685,000 will support approximately 30 training
activities for 900 emergency management personnel in the following areas: volunteerism - 1 offering for So
students; maintenance and services (infrastructure) - continuation of the liaison with the Red Cross, and 29
course offerings for 850 students. Support costs include audio visual and printing requirements, editorial
support for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and
student travel stipends. The knowledge and skills taught in these course offerings will improve civil readiness
and attack preparedness but will also have broad application to emergency management functions common to all
hazards.

" Hazard specific (national security) training. Hazard specific (Civil Defense) training will continue to focus
on areas required to implement national security requirements with emphasis placed on improving the ability of
the State and local emergency management infrastructure to recognize and address national security threats.
An estimated $695,000 will support approximately 32 training activities for 940 students in the following areas:
population protection guidance and assistance - 11 offerings for 315 students; survivable crisis management -
14 offerings for 395 students; information for business/industry - 2 offerings for 60 students; and maintenance
and services (infrastructure) - 5 offerings for 170 students. Support costs include audio visual and printing
requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses,
adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

o Planning. evaluation, and computer support. An estimated $273,000 will support approximately 6 Curriculum
Advisory Committees (CAC's) involving 30-40 State and local emergency management experts in 1992. In addition
to providing advance training to selected participants in new training or program areas, the CAC helps to ensure
that training materials developed are relevant to State and local needs. In addition, approximately eight
computer- and information management training activities will be delivered to 160 students. Support costs
include audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and
classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.
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g. OutVear ImDlications. None.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

4. NETC Site Administration

a. Authority. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et sea.

b. Obiective/Element Description. This element provides a share of the cost of operating the National Emergency
Training Center (NETC) in Emmitsburg, Maryland, and supporting the training programs of the Emergency Management
Institute and National Fire Academy. The funding covers a portion of the facility costs such as maintenance,
security, housekeeping, equipment, rent, and similar costs. Also included is a portion of the resources required
to operate the learning resource center and the media support activity.

c. 1990 Accomelishments. In 1990, FE4A used a total of $2,645,000 and 16 workyears for this program element, of which
$781,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $1,864,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
The 1990 program included providing a share of the facility operating costs. The facility operations costs included
maintenance, security, housekeeping, equipment, transportation, rents, media support, and library services. W

d. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Program. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $2,318,000 and 16 workyears to this program element, of which
$568,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $1,750,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. These
resources provide a share of the cost of operating and maintaining the facility, providing administrative support
to the National Emergency Training Center campus and supporting the educational programs of the Emergency Management
Institute and National Fire Academy.

f. !992-ero m. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $2,343,000 and 16 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $593,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $1,750,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The resources being requested provide a share of continuing the administrative support to the various
organizational entities at Emmitsburg and supporting the educational programs of the Emergency Management Institute
and National Fire Academy.

Emergency Management Planning and Assistance funds provided for NETC Site Administration provide for the operation
and maintenance of the Emmitsburg resident educational facility; administrative support to the campus which houses
the Emergency Management Institute, the National Fire Academy, and the United States Fire Administration; and
educational program support for the National Fire Academy and the Emergency Management Institute. A portion of the
resources for NETC Site Administration are included in each of four budget programs--Training and Education,
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Emergency Management Institute, National Fire Academy, and U.S. Fire Administration. The following is a summary
of the planned use of those Emergency Management Planning and Assistance funds provided under the Training and
Education budget program. These funds represent a share of the total cost for NETC Site Administration.

" Equipment rental including reproduction equipment to produce student and instructor course manuals and
procurement documents - $37,000.

o Utilities including steam, water and sewer, electricity, and commercial telephone service - $105,000.

o General printing including printing of student materials and media to support courses - $2,000.

" Facility operations and maintenance including furniture moving, lawn care, snow removal, maintenance and repair
of the mechanical and electrical systems, maintenance of the 19 buildings on the NETC campus, minor space
alterations, maintenance support for the full service food service operation, operation of the facility and
office supply warehouses, operation of the duplicating center, courier service between Emmitsburg and
Washington, and maintenance of the campus utilities - $357,000.

o Student services including housekeeping, student registration, and student ground transportation - $273,000.

o Security including operation of the campus switchboard and provision of emergency medical services - $52,000.

o Learning Resource Center including library services, information research, and response to public inquiries -
$194,000.

o Media production including the development of slides, video tapes, overhead transparencies, slide/tape programs,
typesetting, and graphic layout - $99,000.

o Facility renovation and repair - $632,000.

These services are provided by commercial vendors.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

g. Outyear Implications. There are no outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

5. _e~raencv Public Information
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a. Authorit : Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, s2Ulg.

b. Objective/Zlement Description: Presidential Civil Defense policy guidance directs the provision of Information to
the public to promote a clear understanding of threats, including nuclear attack, which may affect their localities
and on actions they can take to increase their chances of survival. This element will provide emergency PUBLIC
IINFORMTION materials to enhance citizen survival through promoting a clear understanding by the public of threats
posed by hazards and emergencies, including nuclear attack, and the actions to improve their chances of survival.
It also provides for improving the ability of governments and the media to provide emergency information to the
public in national security and peacetime emergencies. When coupled with governments' emergency operations in time
of disaster, PUBLIC INFORMATION is the single most effective action to increase citizen survival.

This element has two key aspects: 1) Public information to increase awareness and understanding of threats and
to improve preparedness before an emergency occurs and 2) development and pre-placement of standby guidance,
directions, and life saving and sustaining emergency information for mass dissemination during periods of crisis
or emergency. The first aspect promotes preparedness by private citizens and prepares the public to receive,
understand, and respond to emergency information and directions provided in time of crisis. The second aspect of
the program element produces the standby emergency materials. The standby PUBLIC INORNMA ION materials comprise
an important part of the base capability required for a Civil Defense SURGE during national security emergencies.
The public education aspect of emergency public information is closely coordinated with the Family Protection
element of the Population Protection Program. Materials developed under Family Protection in limited quantities
may be mass produced and widely disseminated under emergency PUBLIC INPORMATION. Similarly, emergency public
information developed primarily for URO3 dissemination may be used in the Family Protection program during normal
peacetime conditions, where appropriate.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEKA used a total of $1,451,000 and 1 workyear for this program element, of which
$1,402,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and $49,000 was under Salaries and Expenses.
Accomplishments included:

o Completed development of an emergency public information strategy and implementation plan.

o Restored stocks of two PUBLIC INFORM4ATION documents which have been meeting the core needs of the American
citizen for information on hazards, including attack effects, and means of protection.

o Completed development of a number of additional Civil Defense information materials for use in encouraging
public preparedness. Printed and published an all-hazard risk booklet (showing risks faced by individual States
and jurisdictions and providing survival information) and an all-hazards citizens preparedness booklet.

o Provided for updating of standby tapes for the Emergency Broadcast System for use in the event of a national
security crisis.
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o Completed updating and development of new, standby emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION materials for mass media
dissemination (print, radio, and television) in time of international crisis or Civil Defense SURGE.

o Awarded "challenge grants" to encourage proposals from State, local, and private groups to improve public
education on emergency preparedness and emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION capabilities.

o Developed a process to define emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION requirements: to monitor the prepositioning,
dissemination and use of the materials; and to measure the impact of the emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION element
on preparedness.

d.Chnges from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a reduction of $19,000 from the application of a general Congressional
reduction.

e. 1991PLrogram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $1,351,000 and 1 workyear for this program element, of which
$1,296,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and $55,000 is under Salaries and Expenses.
Limited funding will be used to enhance and maintain the automated aspects of this program. FEMA will accomplish
the following in support of Presidential Civil Defense policy objectives:

o continue implementation of the emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION and public awareness strategy and plan begun in 1989
and completed in 1990.

o Review and refine emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION and public awareness requirements that must be met to accomplish
the Presidential Civil Defense policy objectives.

o Conduct an analysis of how to reach all segments of the public effectively with emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION
in today's media environment.

o Continue development of comprehensive, all-hazard PUBLIC INFORMATION materials on threats, including threats
to national security, and on means of protection, to supplement existing materials and meet remaining
requirements.

o continue development of comprehensive emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION materials for mass media and direct
dissemination in time of international crisis or "sUROB," and complete arrangements for prepositioning these
materials.

o Develop, produce and distribute public awareness materials on civil Defense, including materials on peacetime
and national security hazards and means of protection. Such items will include civil Defense displays, models
or actual demonstration shelter exhibits, and materials for use in public schools or other forums.
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o continue development of emergency information and related Civil Defense materials for business and industry.

o Print and stock emergency supplies of existing materials and new emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION materials
developed in 1991, including medical self-help information and additional materials for the handicapped.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,352,000 and 1 workyear. Included in this total are $1,296,000
under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and $56,000 under Salaries and Expenses. Limited funding will
be used to enhance or maintain the automated aspects of this program. The request will enable FEKA to reach
maintenance level funding for this program element by the end of 1993 and will accomplish the following in support
of the Presidential Civil Defense policy objectives concerning emergency PUBLIC IWrORIATIONt

o Continue implementation of the emergency PUBLIC INFORIMATION and public awareness strategy and plan.

o Continue review and refinement of emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION and public awareness requirements to meet program
objectives.

o Complete the restoration of stocks of existing comprehensive all-hazard PUBLIC INIORKRTION on threats, including
attack, and means of protection. 8

o Complete production of comprehensive emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION materials for mass media dissemination in time
of crisis or SURGS (e.g., field-test materials developed under the 1990 and 1991 programs, revise materials as
indicated by field tests, and produce). Maintain standby arrangements for decentralized mass printing of
comprehensive emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION in appropriate form for use in time of international crisis or BURGS.

o Produce and use PUBLIC INFORMATION and awareness materials on peacetime and attack hazards and means of
protection and related Civil Defense materials. Such items will include educational materials for use in public
schools or other forums and materials developed for exhibits and displays.

o Develop and produce additional emergency Information and related Civil Defense materials for special groups
(e.g., the handicapped, institutionalized populations, school children, and persons with language limitations),
including adaptation of materials recently developed for the general public:

o Produce additional emergency information and related Civil Defense materials for business and industry developed
under the 1991 program.

o Complete an assessment of public awareness and emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION capabilities and define ongoing
emergency PUBLIC INFORMATION program development, operations, and maintenance requirements.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.
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q. Outyear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
CIVIL DEFENSE

(Dollars in Thousands)

0. Telecomnmunications and Warning

Estimates by Proaram Element

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

National warning System ..................
Washington Area Warning System ...........
FEMA Switched Network ....................
FEMA National Radio System ...............
Information Systems Support Services .....
U.S. Army Civil Preparedness Detachments.
DoD Reimbursable Support .................

Page 1990 1991
Po. Actul Reagent

EM-81
EM-83
EM-83
EM-84
EM-86
EM-87
EM-80

$7,245
576

3,398
3,454
4,407

962
550

$7,500

3,i6i
3,450
3,624
1,045

645

1991
CurrentEstimate

$7,500

3,;5
3,450
3,624
1,045

1992 Increase/
Request Dcrese

$7,500 ...

3,0;
3,450
4,824
1,045
-J41

$1,200

Total, Telecommunications and warning
(Budget Authority) ....................................... 20,592

Changes from original 1991 Estimates. Reduction of $111,000 for the

general congressional reduction.

19,428 19,317 20,517 1,200

FEMA Switched Network from the application of a
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a. Telecommunications and Warnina

This program manages telecommunications and dedicated warning systems, both federally-owned and leased, to support Civil
Defense (CD) and emergency services to meet FEMA's mission. The associated multi-media communication systems enable FeA
to communicate in emergencies and day-to-day operations with other Federal departments and agencies, the States, the
District of Columbia, and United States territories and possessions. The warning system provides the initial
attack/emergency message for the civilian population and selected civilian/military agencies. Technical planning expertise
is also provided at the State and local levels relative to communications and warning requirements and the day-to-day use
of all national systems to support emergency and administrative functions. The program objectives are to provide the
broadest possible dissemination of any warning to the civilian population with high reliability and to update and
continuously expand existing systems within technical and fiscal constraints. The National Emergency Management System
(HENS) development goal is to provide the most responsive, reliable and survivable communications/information systems
possible. The HENS integrate. all FEMA telecommunications, ADP, and information systems, and includes the National Warning
System (NAWAS). Emergency Broadcast System (EBS), FEMA Switched Network (FSN), FEMA National Radio System (FNARS), and other
FEMA owned/leased systems. Obsolete equipment within the CD systems is being replaced to increase reliability and
efficiency. The development of State and local emergency communications and warning systems will assure their compatibility
with the Federal system, specifically the HEMS. The Telecommunications and Warning program is essential to assure the
survival of the population in the event of an attack and to provide effective direction and control. It is also essential
to Government' Preparedness objectives as they relate to the protection and survivability of government leadership at the
National, State and local levels. The program complies with Title V of the civil Defense Act and with Presidential policy,
which require that the CD program be designed with the capability to meet nuclear, natural, and man-made disaster-related
requirements.

1. National Warnina System (NAVAS)

a. Authority. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et.sea.

b. Obiective/Element Descriotion. The National Warning System (NAWAS) is a dedicated, commercially leased,
nationwide voice telephone warning system operated on a 24-hour basis, with a National Warning Center (NWC) and
an Alternate National Warning Center (ANWC) staffed by attack warning officers. Special purpose telephone
circuits connect the NWC and ANWC to the following: FEMA Headquarters and regional offices selected Federal
departments and agencies: military installations: and State, county, and city warning points.

The attack warning information is received from the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) for
dissemination by the NWC at Colorado Springs, Colorado, or the ANWC located at Berryville, Virginia. NAWAS is
the only national system designed and maintained to warn the public of a nuclear attack, natural or man-made
disaster.
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The MAMAS consists of 63 circuits totalling approximately 170,000 nationwide circuit miles. The warning circuits
are connected to approximately 2,126 terminals throughout the United States. About 1,600 are monitored at all
times: the remaining 526 are monitored part-time for various reasons, e.g., Emergency operating Centers (Eo's)
are occupied only during business hours or during an exercise/emergency, and alternate/extension terminals are
connected to the 1,600 full-time terminals. MAMAS terminals are also located at certain U.S. Coast Guard
facilities for alerting ships at saa, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for
dissemination of warning via the weather network. Survivable and enduring transmission systems are being
introduced into MAMAS to improve system response time and reliability of operations.

c. 1990 Accounlishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $8,140,000 and 18 workyears for this program element, of
which $895,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $7,245,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. over 6,000 actions were transmitted, received or initiated over the system. These actions included
the status of downed or missing aircraft, reports of forest fires, and severe weather warnings. It was also used
by the States to pass information concerning toxic hazards and coordination of plans in emergency situations.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 19$1 Pronra. In 1991, FERA is allocating a total of $8,573,000 and 20 workyears to this program element, of
which $1,073,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $7,500,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The 1991 program provides for:

o operation and maintenance of the warning system.

o 2,126 warning points at Federal facilities, State EOC's, HOAA weather stations, and local emergency response
facilities.

o operation of the NYC and the ANWC on a 24-hour basis.

o Funding for circuits from the two warning centers through VEMA's Regional Offices to the State oCe's.

f. 1922 Prgxam. In 1992, rERA requests a total of $6,608,000 and 20 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $1,106,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $7,500,000 under Emergency Manaqement Planning and
Assistance. These resources will provide for: (1) operations and maintenance of national circuits and Federal
warning points and (2) full funding for leased communications cost and replacement of handsets and operating
equipment.

1992 Increases/Decrea5st. None.

g. Outyear Implications. The existing nationwide warning system will continue to disseminate warning to the civilian
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population.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Washington Area Warnina System NWAVAS)

a. Authority. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, otsea.

b. Obiective/Element Description, The Washington Area Warning System (WAWAS) used outdoor warning signals provided
by Government-owned, contractor-maintaIned pole and/or building mounted sirens to disseminate warning to the
public. The bell and light network was dismantled at the end of 1989. WAWAS was terminated at the end of 1990.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FENA used a total of $626,000 and 1 workyear for this program element, of which
$50,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $576,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. This
funding provided for phaseout activities, including electricity for 41 sirens and associated electronic equipment,
equipment and service for the area communications circuit hotline, and integration of the GP-2200 WAWAS telephone
network with the National Warning System (NAWAS).

Jurisdictions that have elected to retain sirens have the option of applying for Civil Defense funds on a matching
basis for maintenance costs.

d. Chanaes from the 1991 Estimates. None.
COe. 1991 Program. In 1991, FENA requests no funding and no workyears for this program element.

f. 1922 Program. No funding is requested.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

q. Outwear Inalications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

3. EMMA Switched Network (FPSN

a. Authority, The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, e .
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b. Qjective/Element Descrintion. The FENA Switched Network (FSN) is an autonomous communications network under the
direct control of FENA personnel for use during day-to-day operations, national emergencies, natural disasters
or other crisis situations. The network Is configured as a nationwide electronic tandem voice and data
telecommunications system with both distributed and centralized network management and PC Based Local/Wide area
information Support Systems to support FENA's information systems requirements.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $3,995,000 and 12 workyears for this program element, of
which $597,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $3,398,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding provided for leased communications services costs, operations and maintenance: system
engineering support: equipment for PABX upgrade: and upgrade of the PABX at Thomasville, Georgia: and development
of a PC based IAN/WAN Information Support System.

d. Chanoes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $111,000 from the application of a general reduction.

e. 1221 Ptran. In 1991, FENA is allocating a total of $3,913,000 and 16 workyears to this program element, of
which $860,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,053,000 is under Emergency Manaement Planning and
Assistance. This funding will provide for the leased communications circuit costs, operations and maintenance
of the system: and training and funding for the T-l'st and development/instalation of a IAN/VAN Information
Support System.

f. jj9jPrgram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $3,939,000 and 16 workyears for this program element. Included
in this request is $696,000 for Salaries and Expenses and $3,053,000 for Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance.

The request provides for continued operations and maintenance of the system funding for leased communications

circuits: training: T-1 Carriers: and Automated Message System to State and Local Emergency Operating Centers.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

g. putvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Servhig.. In the 1992 request, FEMA Switched Network anticipates the use of $250,000 for
advisory and assistance services.

4. EIMA National Radio System (FNARS

a. authority. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, etji

b. Objective/Element Description. The FENA Ntational Radio System (FNARS) is a dedicated high-frequency emergency
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voice and record communications system designed to provide survivable communications among FEHA Regions, Federal,
and State government agencies. This system uses single sideband voice and radio teletypewriter techniques. it
is a government-owned system with equipment installed in each FEMA Region, FEMA Headquarters, the Special
Facility, all 50 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Commonwealth of Northern
Mariana Islands, American Samoa, and Guam. In addition, FHARS provides a survivable augmentation to the FEMA
Switched Network throughout the FEMA areas of responsibility.

c. 1990 AccomPliahments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $4,697,000 and 25 workyears for this program element, of
which $1,243,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $3,454,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding provided for:

o Operation and maintenance of the FNARS;

o Leased commercial communications circuits:

o Ancillary equipment;

o Electromagnetic pulse protection technical support: and

o Purchase/Test of survivable antenna.

d. ghanges from the 1991 Estimates. None. C
0-6

d. 1921progra . In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $4,822,000 and 25 workyears to this program element, of
which $1,372,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,450,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding level provides for operation and maintenance procurement of additional radio equipment
leased commercial communications circuits military assistance in performing site surveys, installation, repairs
and maintenance of antennae and support services for the system upgrade.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992, FEKA requests a total of $4,862,000 and 25 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $1,412,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $3,450,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding will provide for the following contract actions: purchase of radio and ancillary
equipment: antenna upgrades military assistance for installation and maintenance: training; Electromagnetic Pulse
Protections acquisition of survivable antenna; support for system engineering; operations and maintenance;
National Security Emergency Preparedness (NSEP) interoperability and leased commercial communications circuits.

- 1992 Increases/Decreases. None.
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g. OutYear Implicatlons. continued funding will be required for operations and maintenance; for electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) protection for d'a-te Emergency Operating Centers and Federal Regional Centers; for modifications
needed to maintain Interoperability with other HF radio systems requiring connectivity with FEA systems: for the
continued upgrade of the survivable antenna initiative; and for completing the required equipment replacement in
State EOC's and FENA locations.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. In 1992, the request for the FHARS program element includes $200,000 for
advisory and technical assistance services.

Information Systems SUJprt services

a. &MtbgJ1&. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, .,t so

b. ObjectiygLlement Description. This program element provides for the various types of information, equipment,
and services required to maintain information and communications capability not provided for elsewhere in FENA's
communications systems or support program elements. Communications services under this program element include
the following, teletype services to receive weather data for use in predicting nuclear fallout patterns:
protected cabling between the six Federal Regional Centers and associated AT&T hardened circuit switching centers:
Defense Switched Network (formerly known as AUTOVON) service among Headquarters and Regions and the Department co
of Defense and other Federal departments and agencies: facsimile capability, both secure and non-secure dedicated I-A

teletype circuits to the news services: information systems engineering, integration, and coordination National co
Level Program (NLP) to implement the NSEP telecommunications program: Emergency Education Network (ZENET)
broadcast training and educational programs to emergency and disaster officials: Telecommunications Service
Priority (TSP) to establish restoration priorities among NSEP telecommunication services: Electromagnetic
Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) support in analysis of frequency and related areas: and computational support
in the areas of planning, preparedness, mitigation, response and recovery, editing and inputing an estimated
loo,ooo transactions into the National Facility Survey/Reception and Care Survey (NFS/RAC) and Radiological
Defense (RADEF) Station Inventory databases, continued development of a three phase Distributed Deta Processing
(DDP) system, and LAN/WAN Information Support S;ystem.

c. 1210 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $5,054,000 and 13 workyears for this program element, of
which $647,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $4,407,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding provided for the continuation of services which include Defense Switched Network
(AUTOVON), AUTODIN, news and weather services, secure and non-secure facsimile, and protected cables, and network
and support systems for the EICC and the National Emergency Training Center (NETC). Also included were circuit
costs and services for the Headquarters Communications Center and FEHA Switched Network (FSH): 15 programs on the
Emergency Education Network (EENET) frequency spectrum analysis; Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP):
electromagnetic compatibility analysis, frequency allocations and related support system engineering for the FSN:
agency-wide pagers for FENA key personnel: cellular telephones for Headquarters key personnel: and development
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of three prototype LAN/WAN Information Support Systems.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Hone.

e. 1991 ProgrAn. In 1991, FENA is allocating a total of $4,378,000 and 14 workyears to this program element, of
which $754,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,624,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding will provide for continuation of recurring services described above: technical and
engineering support to the National Level Program to determine the most survivable network configuration to
support NSEP Interagency telecommunications requirements; and provision of Civil Defense activity level
information services.

f. 1992 r2gram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $5,600,000 and 14 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $776,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $4,824,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This funding level will provide for contracts to procure the following ongoing services and
capabilities: ECAC/Spectrum Management: news services; message processors Emergency Education Network
communications circuit costs; telephone services; cellular telephones: pagers: National Level Program: National
Security Emergency Preparedness: facsimile: exercises: communications center operations supply and maintenance
and database management, damage analysis and other analytical support for Civil Defense programs.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 program includes an increase of $1,200,000 to provide a share of the Agency's
costs associated with the continued design, procurement, deployment, Installation and integration of personal
computer based Local Area Network (LAs) and the interconnect of these LANs into a FEMA Wide Area Network (WAN).
The system will provide the capability of nationwide integration for data processing, office automation and o
financial accounting.

g. OutYear Imolications. No outyesar implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

6. U,S, Army Civil Preosredness Support DetacInts (CPS.

a. Authority. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251, et a.

b. Objective/Element Description. The U.S. Army civil Preparedness Support Detachments (CPSD's) augment the
communications and security programs in the FEMA regional facilities. Under normal conditions the communications
services required for planning and operations functions are provided by FEMA personnel. However, FEMA personnel
are insufficient to staff these systems during emergencies requiring extended continuous operation. Reserve
personnel train and exercise in civil preparedness communications and warning operations during weekend drills
and annual 2-week training periods. They augment communications and security programs in the regions in the event
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of general war, and in periods of national emergency or increased national and international tension.
Region 111 unit is also used to staff the 24-hour operation of the headquarters communications center during
national exercise@ and disasters.

C. 1990 Accomnlishments. In 1990, FEM used a total of $1,211,000 and 5 workyesars for this program element, of which
$249,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $962,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
This funding provided for eight reserve units that serve in the FEMA Regions. Region It and Region VII do not
have reserve units. The reserve units participated in a FEHA-sponsored communications exercise and received
training at monthly drills and during 2-week annual training tours. They also supported 24-hour disaster
operations associated with Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Progra . In 1991, rEMA is allocating a total of $1,319,000 and 5 workyesar to this program element, of which
$274,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $1,045,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
This funding will permit back-up for regional communications personnel in support of emergency communications
activities communications costs associated with participation in national communications exercises and FPUA-
sponsored exercises: and performance of monthly drills and annual training sessions. co

f. 1992 trograo. In 1992, FWEA requests a total of $1,223,000 and 3 workysars for this program element. Included n
in this total are $170,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $1,045,000 under Emergency Manaqement Planning and
Assistance. The funding for Emergency Management Planning and Assistance will provide funding for monthly drills#
two-week annual training: participation In national and VENA-sponsored communications exercises, and support to
lENA in emergency communications activities.

1932 Increasee/Iecreaes. None.

g. Outvear Imelications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

7. DoD Reimbursablo SubDOrt.

a. Authority. The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2251 aLa.

b. Oblective/Elesent Desocrition. The Department of Defense (DoD) provides support for communications and
electronics functions on a reimbursable basis. The support is to ensure that the communications and warning
systems meet the standards for national security, State and local requirements, and operational readiness.



c. 1990 AccouDlishmentg. In 1990, FEHA used $550,000 for this program element under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. The support provided for: site surveys, engineering, installation, testing, and acceptance of
secure communications equipment at regional locations engineering, installation, testing, and acceptance of FEMA
National Radio System upgrades at FEMA Regions: calibrations of equipment for various FENA sitest antenna
maintenance: and military assistance.

d. Change from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 911Prcgrea. In 1991, FEmA is allocating $645,000 to-this program element under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. The funding will continue the services as described in the previous year.

f. 1992 Progr. In 1992, FEMA requests $645,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance for this program
element. This funding will continue the ongoing services and projects as needed by the TEMA Regional
communications centers in their day-to-day operations and continuing radio and antenna upgrade.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

9. Outyear LJroctalon. FEA will continue to require these services, which are less expensive than contracting,
to maintain its network of communications and warning systems.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None. -
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NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS
Activity Overview

The programs which comprise this activity are designed to enhance this Nation's capability to prepare for, respond to, and
mitigate potential impact of disasters and emergencies. These programs are technically diverse, yet are interrelated.
State and local governments are requested to coordinate programs to develop a multi-hazard, functionally integrated approach
to emergency planning and response activities within these areas. Efforts will continue to be directed toward Identifying
opportunities to develop programs within this activity which support and complement each other, thereby enabling State and
local governments to utilize available funds and resources more effectively and efficiently.

The major programs of the Emergency Management Planning Assistance portion of National Earthquake Program and Other Hazards
are as follows:

Co
- Earthquake, which provides for the development of an integrated and comprehensive approach to reducing the lose I-

of lives and property from earthquakes through provision of technical and financial assistance to State and local
governments in very high/moderste risk areas to implement earthquake hazards reduction programs; development,
dissemination, and adoption of improved seismic design and construction practices for new and existing buildings
and lifeline facilities; education and information transfer; Federal response planning; and overall leadership
and coordination of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP).

- Hurricane, which provides technical and financial assistance for the development of population preparedness
projects for evacuation and property protection projects for mitigation of damages in high-risk areas; training
and education to enhance State and local capabilities for hurricane preparedness; and development and
dissemination of public awareness materials.

- Dam Safety, which provides for the coordination and monitoring of activities to enhance the safety of Federal and
non-Federal dams and provides technical assistance to State and local governments, as well as the private sector,
on the design, construction, maintenance and operation of safe dams.

- Hazard Nitigation Assistance, which funds planning efforts to reduce the impacts of potential hazards.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

. ctua Reauest Estimate Reguest Decrease

Estimates by Program

A. National Earthquake Program * EM- 93 $4,548- $10,510 $12,010 $13,985 $1,975
B. Hurricane ...................... EM- 97 871 896 896 896 ...
C. Dam Safety ..................... EM- 99 419 432 432 432 ...
D. Hazard Mitigation Assistance... EM-102 232 20Q 200 2

Total, National Earthquake Program
and other Hazards
(Budget Authority) ................ 6,070 12,038 13,538 15,513 1,975

Changes from original 1991 Estimates. The National Earthquake Program reflects a Congressional increase of $1,500,000. 1.
00

*$2,980,000 in unobligated balance carried over from $3,000,000 transferred in 1990 from the President's Unanticipated Needs
for Natural Disasters Fund (supplemental appropriation) is not included in the 1991 current estimate.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE PROGRAM AND OTHER HAZARDS

(Dollars In Thousan.s)
1991

1990 199# Current 1992 Increase/
Actual Reaues ~ Est1mate Rogues DwI

OBJECT CLASS
Personnel tcomrnsatlon

11. 1 Full-time permanent ............................... ....
11.3 Other than full-time permanent .............................. ..........
11.5 Other personnel compensation ........................... ...... ...
11.8 Specal personal services payments ....................... ...

11.9 Total personnel compensation ............................. ...
Personnel benefits

12.1 C civilian personnel .................................................. ............
12.2 M military personnel .................................. ............. ............
13.0 Benelils for former personnel ......................... ...

Non-Pesonnel Costs
21.0 Travel and tansportatlon of persons .................... $20 ...
22.0 Transportation of things ...................................... ... ...
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ............................. ...
23 2 Rental paym ents to others ................................................
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

m miscellaneous charges ......................................... 2 .......
24 0 Printing and reproduction .................................... 179 $420 $410 $410
25.0 Other services ................................................... 3,794 7,339 7,813 8,308 $495
26 0 Supplies and m aterials ....................................... I .......
31 .0 E q uipm ent ........................................................... ............
32 0 Land and structures ............................................... ..........
33 0 Investm ents and loans ..........................................
41 0 Grants. subsidies and contributions ..................... 2,074 4,279 5.315 6,795 1.480
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ............................ .........
43 0 Interest and dividends .- . . .

Total Obligations ................................ 6.070 12,038 13,538 15,513 1,975
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A. National Earthauake Proaram

1. Authority. The Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act or 1977, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7701 St. seq., and Executive Order
12699, and Public Law 101-614.

2. Obiectiveg/leent Descrintion. The potential for catastrophic losses of life and property, injuries, and economic
and social disruption as a result of a major earthquake was recognized by Congress in establishing the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP). The principal authorized agencies of the HEHRP are EMA, the U.S.
Geological Survey, the National Science Foundation, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

By statute, TEMA is assigned lead agency responsibilities for planning, reporting and coordinating all NOWRR
activities. In addition, FERA is charged with: (1) developing a comprehensive framework of mitigation,
preparedness, and response planning for all levels of government; (2) developing and encouraging the adoption of
improved seismic design and construction practices by Federal agencies, State and local governments and the
private sector; and (3) developing public education end avareness programs. As a result, this program comprises
the following categories of activities lead agency, seismic design, state and local hazards reduction Federal
response planning, earthquake education and information transfer, and multi-hazards planning.

3. 1990 Accounlishments. In 1990, VEWA used a total of $5,973,000 and 23 workyearm for this program, of which
$1,425,000 was under salaries and Expenses and $4,54S,000 was under Emergency Nanagement Planning and Assistance.
Noteworthy accomplishments include the following: as lead agency for the NEHRP, sponsored the NEHRP Investigation
Team to observe the damage caused by the Lois Prieto earthquake; initiated activities to increase participation
of new audiences In the NEHRP; conducted workshop to discuss important issues facing the NEHRP, and submitted to
Congress the NEHRP Fiscal Year 1989 Annual Reports initiated activities necessary to Implement Executive Order
12699 governing seismic resistant design for new Federal buildings, signed on January 5, 1990; continued to
disseminate and update national seismic design provisions, handbooks and manuals for non-Federal new buildings;
continued development of handbooks, studies and manuals that address the seismic safety of existing hazardous
buildings; continued a project to assess the vulnerability of lifeline systems from earthquakes initiated the
congressionally mandated study on the placement of lifeline systems in Cajon Pass, California; provided cost-
shared financial assistance on a 50% Federal/S0 State basis to support earthquake hazard reduction activities
in 16 States;, initiated revision of the "Plan for Federal Response to a Catastrophic Earthquake*; developed
revised guidance for Emergency Response Teams - Natural Disasters; conducted a tabletop Federal/State response
exercise in Utah; conducted workshop to develop standards for search and rescue teams; initiated development of
a national response team model; executed earthquake education and information transfer activities, such as
workshops and conferences; initiated development of architects workshops on seismic resistant design; completed
the study on loss-provisions of a Federal earthquake insurance program; completed the Utah Multi-hazards
Mitigation Planning demonstration project; and published estimated future earthquake losses of St. Louis city and
County, Missouri.
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4. Change from the 1991 Estimat~e. Reflects a Congressional increase of $1,500,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance to augment the earthquake program.

S. 1991 Progra. In 1991, PEMA is allocating a total of $14,920,000 and 35 vorkyears to this program, of which
$2,910,000 is under Salaries and Expennes and $12,010,000 Is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
rEMA will obligate $2,930,000 in unobligated balance carryover from $3,000,000 transferred in FY 1990 from the
President'S Unanticipated Needs Fund. In addition, FENA plans to accomplish the following major activities in
support of the NZHRP. I

o Ld , gtnj1j - Manage multi-agency NMERP coordination and statutory reporting and planning requirements
including revision and submittal to Congress of the HEHRP 5-Year Program Plan (1992-1996) and continue
activities to increase participation of new audiences in the MEHRP.

o seismic Design - Continue activities necessary to implement Executive Order 12699 governing seismic
resistant design for new Federal buildings; publish and disseminate updated national seismic design
provisions (1991 Edition) for non-Federal new buildings and initiate development of the 1994 Edition;
support State and private efforts to construct an earthquake engineering center at the University of
Nevada, Reno; publish and disseminate handbooks on evaluating and strengthening existing hazardous
buildings and Initiate preparation of national seismic design guidelines for existing hazardous
buildings; initiate projects associated with seismic design of single family dwellings; complete a
project that assesses the vulnerability of lifeline systems from earthquakes; continue work on projects
to abate the seismic risk posed to lifeline systems including the Congressionally mandated study on the
placement of lifeline systems in Cajon Pass, California; and initiate a plan that addresses lifeline I-&
seismic safety which Is required by P. L. 101-614.

" State and Local Hazards Reduction - Provide financial assistance (based on a phased-cost share schedule
of 01 the first year, 25% In kind the second year, 35% in kind the third, and 50% Federal/Sol State
cash match requirement for the fourth and succeeding years) and technical assistance to support State
earthquake hazards reduction activities in 24 moderate to high-risk States with increased emphasis on
the application of mitigation techniques; continue to administer the $2,200,000 of $3,000,000 of no-
year supplemental funding made available to 24 eligible States in 1990 under Public Law 101-130 with
25% in kind match required; provide technical and financial assistance to Regional consortia and
associations that facilitate earthquake hazards reduction.

o Federal Resonse Plannina - Continue development of Regional response planning and exercising
activities to include seminars/workshops and tabletop exercises in support of the "Plan for Federal
Response to a Catastrophic Earthquake" being revised as the "Federal Response Plan (for Public Law 93-
288, as amended)", including a major workshop in the Central U.S.; establish a national search and
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rescue data base of resources available for response to extraordinary disasters; and provide grants to
accredited State and local search and rescue organizations for training and for acquisition of
specialized search and rescue equipment.

o Earthguake Education and Information Transfer - Conduct workshops for X-6 grade educators, architects,
and emergency management officials; develop and conduct_training courses; produce and broadcast video
journal of course offerings; publish and disseminate earthquake curriculum handbooks, manuals, guidance
documents, and public education materials.

o Multi-Hazards Plannina - Support National Academy of Sciences Committees; support the U.S. Decade for
Natural Disaster Reduction; initiate detailed loss estimation studies for risk areas; and conduct and
submit to the Congress two catastrophic earthquake studies on direct economic losses and improving
earthquake mitigation, as required by P.L. 101-614.

6. 1992 Proram. In 1992, FMA requests a total of $17,556,000 and 43 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are S3,571,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $13,965,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This request will enable FEMA to accomplish the following activities in support of NEHRP.

o Lead Agency - Through contracts, acquire the support required to fulfill multi-agency NMRP
coordination and statutory reporting and planning requirements; expand ongoing activities to increase
participation of new audiences in the NEHRP with emphasis on the private sector. ($1,260,000)

o aismic Desaign - Through contracts, grants and interagency agreements, continue activities necessary
to implement Executive Order 12699 governing seismic resistant design for new Federal buildings;
disseminate national seismic design provisions (1991 Edition), handbooks and manuals for non-Federal
new buildings and continue development of the 1994 Edition of the provisions; publish and disseminate
handbooks, manuals and studies that address societal and engineering issues associated with
strengthening existing hazardous buildings; continue preparation of national seismic design guidelines
for existing hazardous buildings; continue projects associated with the seismic design of single-family
dwellings; continue work on projects to abate the seismic risk posed to lifeline systems; finish the
congressionally mandated study on the placement of lifeline systems in Cajon Pass, California; and
complete the Congressionally mandated plan that addresses lifeline seismic safety. ($2,775,000)

0 Sate and Local Hazards Reduction - Through grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements (of which
$3,900,000 will be apportioned to States by formula), continue developing guidance and providing
financial and technical assistance to enhance State and local earthquake hazards reduction activities
in moderate to high risk States (financial assistance will be provided on a phased-cost share
schedule), emphasizing increased application of mitigation techniques; and provide enhanced financial
support to Regional consortia and associations that facilitate earthquake hazards reduction.
($4,750,000)



o Federal Response Planning - Through contracts and grants, continue development of Regional response
planning and exercising programs, which consist of seminars/workshops and tabletop exercises in support
of the "Federal Response Plan (for Public Law 93-286, as amended)"; conduct functional exercise in 1992
along New Madrid Fault; and continue development of a national urban search and rescue (USSR)
capability and mobilization system by exercising existing USAR task forces and continuing data input
into the National USSR Database. ($300,000)

" Earthauake Education mad Informatlon Transfer - Through grants, contracts and Interagency agreements,
conduct workshops; develop and conduct training courses; produce videos and video conferences; develop
curriculum; and publish and disseminate handbooks, manuals, guidance documents, and public education
materials. ($2#045,000)

o Multi-Hazards Plannina - Through contracts, cooperative agreements, end interagency agreements, support
National Academy of sciences Committees and U.S. Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction; and continue
to initiate additional loss estimation studies for risk areas. ($2,855,000)

1992 Increasesl~ecreases. The 1992 request includes a net increase of $1,975,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance; a decrease of $1,500,000 for the specific congressional increases in 1991 and an increase
of $3,475,000. This increase reflects the need for accelerated earthquake hazard reduction efforts in light of
the Loma Prieta earthquake and recent research findings that the probability of the U.S. experiencing a major
earthquake in the next 30 years has increased. The proposed increase will support; (1) conducting and upgrading
loss-estimation studies for risk areas; (2) accelerating development of seismic design provisions for new and
existing buildings end expanding dissemination activities to emphasize the adoption of these provisions by State
and local governments; (3) enhancing Regional, State and local earthquake hazards reduction programs, especially
Regional consortia; (4) identifying and promoting social and economic incentives for earthquake hazards reduction;
(5) expanding technology transfer by delivering enhanced programs among the earthquake professionals and public
education; and (6) conducting activities that strengthen WIMA's capability to effectively fulfill its statutory
responsibilities as the lead agency of the NEHRP.

7. Q itvsr 1n limationh. In 1993 and beyond, FDA's earthquake activities will continue to reflect the base program
detailed in the "NEHRP rive Year Plan for 1992-1996". These activities will, to the extent practicable, continue
to respond to the recommendations and priorities included in the report of the Expert Review Committee of the
NEHRP and to the advice obtained through the FEMA Advisory Committee on the NEHRP which was established in 1990.

8. Advisory and Assistance Services. The 1992 request for the NEHRP includes approximately $100,000 for the
following advisory and assistance services: administrative support for convening of the FENA Advisory Committee
on the HEHRP (established in 1990), as required under the Earthquake Act and P.L. 101-614; and specific technical
expertise that may be required to support FreA's leadership of the NEHRP.



Hurricane

1. Authority. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121 at seq.

2. Objectiveltlenent DeScrintion. The goal of the hurricane preparedness program i to reduce, abate and mitigate
loss of life, injuries and property damages caused by hurricanes striking coastal areas of the United States and
its possessions. With the technical assistance, funding and cooperation of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (IOAA), PENA directs its efforts toward conducting hurricane
preparedness studies in 28 highly populated risk areas extending from Texas to Maine including Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands, and Pacific possessions and territories. currently, activities are in 12 of these areas.
A hurricane preparedness study consists of a population preparedness project and, following later, a property
protection project. Objectives of a population preparedness project are to provide hurricane evacuation data so
that State and local emergency operations plans for evacuation can be developed and enhanced and to conduct a
hurricane operations exercise. For a property protection project, objectives ars to develop a hurricane hazards
mitigation plan. Both projects are based on a hurricane hazard analysis that utilizes a state-of-the-art computer
simulation model called Sea, Lake, Overland Surge from Hurricanes (SLOSH) developed by the National Weather
Service (NWS). Through the application of SLOSH, the most probable areas of hurricane-caused coastal flooding
and wind damages are identified. Completed Hurricane Preparedness Studies contribute to the overall development
of State and local Emergency operations Plans (tOP's) by addressing the unique requirements of a hurricane hazard,
thereby enhancing capabilities in all emergency management functional areas.

3. 1990 Accoulishmenta. In 1990, PENA used a total of $1,181,000 and S workyeare for this program, of which
$310,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $871,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Noted accomplishments included the following activities: Continued population preparedness projects for
Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Now Jersey, Virginia, Galveston/Houston, Oahu, Hawaii,
Southeast Florida, and Southeast Louisiana; completed population preparedness projects for Puerto Rico (San Juan)
and Maryland; completed a hurricane hazard analysis for Cape Canaveral; completed the property protection project
for the Tri-St-ate area (Florida Panhandle, Alabama, Mississippi); provided support to NWS to prepare SLOSH
simulations for hazard analysis for Charlotte Harbor (Southwest Florida) and Tampa Bay, Florida; provided support
for the development of a manual on "Principles of Property Damage Nitigation, Southeast United States Barrier
Coastline"; and continued support for development of, and publication of, hurricane public awareness brochures-
and booklets.

4. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. None.

5. I.21 Prga r . In 1991, PERA Is allocating a total of $1,147,000 and 5 workyeare to this program, of which
$251,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $896,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. Funds
will be used for the following activities:
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o Provide support to KNU for SLOSH simulations and to initiate and/or to revise hazard analyses for one
study area in Florida, and one in the Caribbean.

o Continue population preparedness projects in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New
Jersey, -Southwest Florida, Tampa Day, Texas (Galveston/Houston), and Oahu, Hawaii.

o Complete population preparedness projects in Virginia, Southeast Florida, and Southeast Louisiana.

o Provide support for enhancement of the manual "Principles of Property Damage Mitigation, Southeast
United States barrier Coastline.*

o Continue support for development and publication of hurricane mitigation and public awareness
brochures, booklets, and manuals and continuation of interagency coordination activities.

6. - I*IL Prgoram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,154,000 and 5 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $258,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $896,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
This request will enable FERA to accomplish the following activities:

o Hurricane Hazard Analyses - Through grants and interagency agreements, initiate and/or revise two
hurricane hazard analyses using the state-of-the-art SLOSH computer simulation model to identify
potential high hazard coastal flooding and damaging winds upon which population preparedness and
property protection projects are based ($115,000);

o Peculation Preoaredness Pr4ects - Through grants and interagency agreements, continue hurricane
evacuation projects in 12 highly-populated risk areas. ($680,000);

0 Property Protection Preleects - Through grants and Interagency agreements, continue one property
protection project and initiate one property protection projects ($80,000); and

o Hurricane Hazard Information. Education. and Coordination - Through contracts, continue development and
publication of hurricane mitigation and public awareness brochures, manuals, and training workshops,
and continue support of interagency coordination activities ($21,000).

1392 InoreasesiDecrases. None.

7. outwear imlaiations. A priority will continue to be placed on population preparedness projects because of their
emphasis on saving lives. Property protection projects will be initiated and conducted as funds become available
when population preparedness projects are completed.

*. Advisory and Assistance Services. None. EN-98



C. Dan safety

1. Authority. Executive Order 12148, Section 2-103, July 20, 1979.

2. ObjectivelElement Descriotion. The Executive Order designated the Director of FEMA a the Federal Coordinator
of efforts to promote the safety of dame. This designation came after several dam failure disasters in the 1970's
which emphasized the need for Federal agencies to take action to improve dam safety. Subsequently, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers' inventory of dams, completed in 1981, identified over 68,000 dams; 95%, or approximately
64,000, were non-Federally owned; 10,000 were classified high-hazard; and 3,000 were classified unsafe and 150
of these required emergency action. Thus the scope of FEKA's Dam Safety program was expanded to include both the
Federal and non-Federal sectors.

The goal of FENA's Dam Safety Program is to enhance the safety of the Nation's dams. FENA pursues this goal
through three major activities: exercise of leadership to coordinate Federal activities through the Interagency
Committee on Dam Safety (ICODS), which PEMA chairs, and to coordinate non-Federal activities -through the
Association of State Dam Safety Officials (ASDSO), the Interstate Committee on Water Policy, and others;
development and' dissemination of technical assistance; and preparation and dissemination of public awareness
materials and services to increase public support for dam safety.

1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FENA used a total of $605,000 and 3 workyears for this program, of which $166,000
was under Salaries and Expenses and $419,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. With these
resources, FEMA provided leadership by coordinating and assessing Federal activities through ICODS and "Federal
Guidelines for Dam Safety" compliance; reported to the President on compliance for 1986 - 1989; developed delivery
techniques and inventory methodologies to support State and local programs and to update the National Dam
Inventory; conducted a workshop to define/develop Probable Maximum PrecIpitation/Probable Maximum Flooding
(PlP/PH) guidelines; supported the National Academy of Sciences' Water Technology Board; continued development
and dissemination of Training Aids for Dam Safety (TADS); provided technical assistance by disseminating risk
analysis video training, dam break models, emergency planning guidelines and other materials, and conducting
instructional workshops; continued development of a library of historical dam failures; continued distribution
of "Dam Safety - Know the Potential Hazard", a public awareness brochure previously developed; co-sponsored 22
State dam safety workshops in 13 states; initiated development of video materials for dam safety for public
awareness; and initiated an update of the Model Dam Safety Program.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

5. 1991 Prograg. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $563,000 and 3 workyears to this program, of which $131,000
is under Salaries and Expenses and $432,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. FENA will
undertake the following in support of the National Dam Safety Program:
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a. oadershiD - Coordinate Federal activities by chairing ICODS; initiate preparation of the biennial report
to the President on the status of the National Dam Safety Program for 1990 - 19911 continue development of
P1P/PHF guidelines; and complete the update of the Model State Dam Safety Program.

b. Technical Assistance - Revise, as required, technical manuals published earlier; disseminate technical
guidelines, manuals and other technical materials; continue support for the development and dissemination
of the Training Aids for Dam Safety (TADS); continue the update of the National Inventory of Dams; implement
phase III in the development of the library for historical dam failures; conduct approximately a training
sessions including risk-based analysis; and continue support of the National Academy of Sciences' Water
Technology Board.

c. Public Awareness - continue development of dam safety video materials for public awareness; continue to
disseminate public awareness brochures, audio-visual, and other materials; and co-sponsor approximately 10
State dam safety public awareness workshops.

6. 2procrau. In 1992, FENA requests a total of $567,000 and 3 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $135,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $432,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These funds will enhance the safety of dams by providing for the following:

a. Leadership - Through contracts, and cooperative agreements, FENA will: Coordinate Federal activities by
chairing ICODS; coordinate an assessment of the National Dam Safety Program; prepare the biennial report to
the President on the status of the National Dam Safety Program for 1990 - 1991; continue activities to
implement PMP/PNF guidelines; and encourage State adoption of the revised Model State Dam Safety Program.
($52,000)

b. Technical Assistang - Through contracts, and cooperative agreements, FEA will: revise, as required,
technical manuals published earlier; disseminate technical guidelines, manuals and other technical materials;
continue to update the National Dam Inventory; continue maintenance of the library of historical dam
failures; conduct 4 technical seminars; and continue support of the National Academy of Sciences' Water
Technology Board. ($230,000)

c. Public Awareness - Through contracts and cooperative agreements, FEMA will: disseminate dam safety public
awareness video materials; continue dissemination of brochures and other public awareness materials; and co-
sponsor -0 State dam safety public awareness workshops. ($150,000)

1992 IncreaseslDecreases. None.

7. Outyear Imolicationf. From 1986 through 1989, six States created or enhanced dam safety programs. The number
of States without dam safety legislation was reduced to two. FENA anticipates that the level of operational
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capability in dam safety at the State and local levels will increase. However, FPA plans to continue to provide
the leadership, technical assistance and public awareness support to initiate, enhance and sustain these program.

6. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

if
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D. Hazard Mitiaation Assistance.

1. Authority. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121 at seg.

2. Objective/Element Description. Disaster Response and Recovery (DRAR) experience has shown that the
effectiveness of post-disaster efforts to mitigate hazards as part of the recovery process is enhanced greatly
if the affected communities or areas have plans in place to address how the community can incorporate protective
measures against future disaster damage into the rebuilding process. The Hazard Kitigation Assistance program,
authorized by Title II of the Stafford Act, is designed to provide funding for pre-disaster planning in
particularly vulnerable communities. Funding is used to identify mitigation opportunities and develop plans for
future mitigation activities.

3. 1990 Acco=lishments. In 1990, FEMA used $356,000 and 2 workyears for this program, of which $124,000 was under
Salaries and Expenses and $232,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. In 1990, 15 projects
were funded through the Hazard Mitigation Assistance program at an average cost of $15,500. These projects
included: The development of flood hazard mitigation plans for communities and watersheds in the States of
Illinois, Michigan, Nebraska, and Washington; preparation of a multi-hazard mitigation plan for Emigration Canyon
in east Salt Lake County, UT; flood awareness and preparedness activities in Missouri, Maryland, and Delaware;
flood mitigation and floodproofing workshops in Florida and Illinois; and, development of an acquisition and
relocation for flood damaged structures in the Town of English, Indiana.

4. Changes from the 1991 estimates. None.

5. 1991 Proram. In 1991, PENA is allocating a total of $301,000 and 2 workyears to this program, of which $101,000
is under Salaries and Expenses and $200,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. This request
will enable FEMA to provide funding to all regions to support mitigation projects at the State and local level
at an average cost of approximately $20,000.

6. 1992 ProLa. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $303,000 and 2 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $103,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $200,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
This request will enable FMA to provide funding to all Regions to support mitigation projects at the State and
local level at an average cost of approximately $20,000.

1992 IncreaselDecrease. None.

7. Outvear Imalications. As disaster-prone communities are assisted to develop effective mitigation plans, future
post-disaster costs should be reduced for an overall net savings of disaster related funds.

1. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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ACTIVITY OVERVIEW
Technological Hazards

This activity encompasses two FEMA programs which, through technical and financial assistance and coordination,
develop/foster Federal, State and local capabilities to variously prepare for, respond to, and mitigate the consequences
of technological emergencies. The technological hazards activity is comprised of the Radiological Emergency Preparedness
and Hazardous Materials programs.

The Radiological Rmergenoy Preparedness (REP) program was initiated by FEMA in response to the President's directive of
December 7, 1979, which requested FEMA to take the lead in offeite emergency response planning for commercial nuclear power
facilities. Subsequently, in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Appropriations Authorization legislation (P.L. 96-295
and P.L.97-415), PENA was assigned a role in offeits radiological emergency preparedness in the NRC licensing of commercial
nuclear power plants. The fixed nuclear facilities program encompasses all efforts dealing with offeite preparedness for
commercial nuclear plant facilities, fuel cycle facilities, material license holders and appropriate Department of Defense
(DOD) and Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear facilities. Commercial nuclear power plant facilities refer to those that are
either licensed, or with the potential to be licensed, by the NRC for the commercial production of electrical power which,
in most cases, are owned by private sector corporations. Fuel cycle facilities are installations that process nuclear
materials for the production of nuclear fuel for use in commercial nuclear power plants and that store nuclear wastes and
spent fuel. Material license holders include a variety of medical and industrial users of nuclear materials. The President
further directed PENA, In Executive Order 12241 of September 29, 1980, to prepare a Federal response plan for commercial
nuclear power facility accidents. The FE4A/NRC Memorandum of Understanding of April 18, 1985, provides for PENA review of
offeite planning and preparedness for materials license holder sites. Most recently, Executive Order 12657, of November
18, 1988, assigned to FERA the overall coordination and planning responsibilities whenever State or. local governments,
either individually or together, decline or fail to prepare plans that are sufficient to satisfy NRC licensing requirements
or to participate adequately in the preparation, demonstration, testing, exercising, or use of such plans. In the event
of an actual radiological emergency, VERA would provide for initial Federal response activities, including command and
control of the offaite response, as may be needed. Any Federal response roles would be transferred to State and local
governments as soon as feasible after onset of an actual emergency.

A proposed rule was finalized in 1990 to establish fees that will be charged to utilities for services which are site-
specific in nature, and which are performed by FERA under the REP program. During 1991, the final rule will be implemented
by VENA and is expected to result in recovery of a significant portion of the REP program budget through collection of fees
which will be deposited directly to Treasury as general revenues.

In 1992, the budget proposes to recover the full cost of the program. The fees would be credit as offsetting proprietary
receipts of the Agency.
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As part of its activities in the REP program, FEMA participates in and chairs the Federal Radiological Preparedness
Coordinating Committee IFRPCC) composed of 12 Federal departments and agencies. The FRPCC assists FEMA in providing policy
direction to State and local governments in their radiological emergency planning and preparedness activities. The agency
supports a variety of computer simulation modules, known as FEKA's Integrated Emergency Management Information System
(IEHIS), which have application to the REP program.

The Hasardous Materials (HAZKAT) program encompasses support to State and local governments to improve their emergency
preparedness capability to deal with major hazardous materials accidents. This includes hands-on technical assistance in
the areas of planning, training, exercising, coordination, and information dissemination. The Agency provides financial
support and interagency coordination for multi-agency initiatives that support State and local responsibilities mandated
under SARA, Title I1, which include: multi-agency consensus planning guidance, integrated training curriculum, public/
private sponsorship of national workshops and teleconferences, multi-agency design, participation, and evaluation of
exercises to test the implementation capability of emergency response plans, and the joint development and management of
a hazardous materials information exchange system by FEMA and the Department of Transportation.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
-N. Actual Reauest Estimate Reauest Decrease

Estimates by Proaram

A. Radiological Emergency
Preparedness ................ EM-107 $5,031 $4,760 $4,651 $4,651 ...

8. Hazardous Materials ........... EM-116 263 591 591 591

Total, Technological Hazards
(budget Authority) .......... 5,294 5,351 5,242 5,242

Changes from Original 1991 Estimate. Reflects a decrease of $109,000 in Radiological Emergency Preparedness from the
application of a general congressional reduction.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARDS

(Doflafs in Thousands)
1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasel
&W&Ia Reau estimae Beu Decres

OBJECT CLASS
Pel onm comoensallo

11.1 Full-lime perm anent .... .................... .. ........
11.3 Othe than lull-time permanent ... ..........
11 5 Other personnel compensation ...........................
I16 Special per sonal services payments ................

I 9 Total personnel compensation ................................
Personnel belHil

12.1 Civilian personnel ......... ................... ......... ...
12 2 M illa y personnel .......... .... .........................
13 0 Benellis for former personnel ... .....................

Non- PeronnlM Costa
21 0 Trave and transporlatlon of persons ....................
22 0 Transportation of things .. ............................
23.1 Renl l payments to GSA ..................... .........
232 Rental payments to others ........................................
23.3 Communlctalons, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ............ .................. $27 .. $96 $96
24 0 PInting and reproduction .......................... ... 100 $120 120 120
2S 0 other servces........ ...................... 5,131 5.231 5,026 5,026
26 0 Supplies and materials ...................................
31.0 Equipment ................................ 2 .... ... ...21
32.0 Land and structures ....................... . .............
33 0 Investments and loans ... ......................... ....
41 0 Grants. subsidies and contributions .................... 15
42 0 Insurance claIms and indemnities ...............
43.0 Interesl and dividends .. ............. ...........

Total Obligations ........................ ........ ... ...... . 5,294 5,351 5,242 5,242
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A. Radioloaical Emergency Preoparedness

1. Authorities. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2302(b)(8); and Executive Orders
12148 12241, as amended, and 12657; and Presidential Directive of December 7, 1979.

2. ObiectivelElement Description. The Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) activity encompasses the Fixed
Nuclear Facilities (FNF) program, which deals with offeite preparedness for 74 NRC-licensed, commercial nuclear
power facilities and for an additional site currently under construction and not yet licensed for operation. The
primary goal of the FM? program is to assist in the development of State and local ofsiite radiological emergency
plans and preparedness within the emergency planning zones at these facilities. For commercial nuclear power
plants, appropriate actions to protect the health and safety of -the public in the event of a radiological emergency
are reasonably assured through emergency planning and exercising of the plans. Also included in the FNF program
are fuel cycle facilities, materiel license holders and certain Department of Defense (DOD) and Department of Energy
(DOE) facilities. To date, program activities have been concentrated on commercial nuclear power facilities.

Major activities under this program consist of the following: (1) reviewing State and local governmental
radiological emergency preparedness plans implemented to protect the populace around FNF's and Issuing findings
and determinations (FEMA Rule 44 CFR 350) on the adequacy of these plans to the NRC. for use in the licensing
process; (2) participating in Atomic Safety end Licensing Board (ASLB) hearings conducted by the NRC as part of
this process; (3) reviewing and evaluating the biennial exercises of radiological emergency preparedness plans for
commercial nuclear power facilities; (4) periodically exercising and updating the provisions of the Federal
Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP), which was published by FEMA in 1905 and is the basis for Federal
response to major peacetime radiological emergencies; (5) continuing to develop and deploy the Integrated
Emergency Management Information System (IEMIS), which provides computer data base support for the FNF programs,
including evacuation, sound propagation and plume modeling capabilities; (6) evaluating annually public
information materials that familiarize the public with risks associated with nuclear power plant emergencies; (7)
providing radiological emergency training to the emergency management and response community and providing
radiological instrument maintenance and calibration services; (6) under Executive Order 12657, taking the
necessary actions to ensure the preparation, demonstration, testing, exercising and/or use of emergency
preparedness plans around commercial nuclear power plants whenever State or local governments, either individually
or together, decline or fall to prepare such plans and/or respond to an actual emergency; and (9) tracking
recoverable utility fees.

3. 1990 Accomlishments. In 1990, FEMA used $9,666,000 and 81 workyears for this program, of which $4,635,000 was
under Salaries and Expenses and $5,031,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. Noteworthy
accomplishments included the following: (1) achieved a cumulative completion of approximately 73% of the initial
findings end determinations under 44 CFR 350 and conducted additional reviews and issued additional findings,
increasing the total number of findings issued since inception of the program to over 165; (2) participated in 1
ASLB hearing; (3) through support contracts: conducted 40 joint offsite exercises, 17 remedial exercises, I alert
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and notification system (ANS) demonstration and public telephone survey; prepared 4 site-specific findings;
conducted 71 ANS operability reviews; evaluated medical services drills for all sites; and participated in 1 DoD
nuclear weapons accident exercise; (4) conducted 2 FRERP training workshops, for Federal, State and local officials,
and utility personnel, including one in Region VI which was a joint FRERP/Agriculture Ingestion Pathway Workshop;
(5) continued to develop and deploy lEWIS, including upgrading assessment capabilities, coordination of joint
activities end support to training and education activities; (6) published guidance documents to address specific
issues, such as field monitoring, radiological planning, Regional implementation of the REP Program, and a draft
Exercise Evaluation Methodology and draft Exercise Manual; (7) developed a draft revision to the FRERP to bring it
into line with Executive Order 12657 and implementing rule 44 CFR 352, the Federal Field Exercise (FFE-2), the
lessons learned from the Chernobyl experience, and the National System for Emergency Coordination (NSEC); (8)
conducted 4 REP Exercise Evaluator courses for Federal and State personnel; and (9) reviewed all REP documents and
developed/revised guidance memoranda and interagency agreements/memoranda of understanding to bring them into
conformance with Executive order 12657.

4. Chanaes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $109,000 from the application of a general congressional
reduction.

5. 1991 rguram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $9,401,000 and 95 workyears to this program, of which
$4,750,000 Is under Salaries and Expenses and $4,651,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
For commercial nuclear power facilities, the program will continue radiological emergency preparedness plan
reviews and stress preparedness improvements through exercises. By the close of 1991, FENA anticipates that
approximately So% of the commercial nuclear power plant sites will have received initial formal reviews and
approvals under 44 CFR 350.

A proposed rule to establish fees that will be charged to utilities for services which are site-specific in nature,
and which are performed by FEMA under the REP program, was finalized in 1990. This final rule will be implemented
by ENA during 1991 and Is expected to result in recovery of a significant portion of the REP program budget through
collection of fees which will be deposited directly to Treasury as general revenues.

Work involving the follovng areas will be accomplished:

a. Findings and Determinations for Offaite Radiological Emeraency Plans and Prenarednes

o Provide, under 44 CFR 350, 5 site-specific formal determinations of offeits radiological emergency plans
and preparedness;

- o Conduct 52 reviews of plans and preparedness previously approved under 44. CFR 350;
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o Review annual certifications of State and local compliance with periodic requirements for all commercial
nuclear power plant sites;

o Provide 55 site-specific determinations, findings, and status reports on offeite radiological emergency
preparedness;

o Evaluate 45 joint exercises of radiological emergency response plans and report the results to the NRC;

o Conduct 71 ongoing alert and notification system operability and maintenance reviews;

o Issue 10 alert and notification system findings to NRC;

o Assist the NRC and/or agreement States upon request in reviewing offeite portions of emergency plans for
nuclear material license holders; and

o Work with DoD and DOE to provide technical assistance to State and local governments for nuclear
activities, and participate in exercises involving these activities, as requested by DoD and DOE. This
assistance Is designed to help State and local governments develop and enhance emergency plans, and to
test those plans in exercises.

b. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board IASLB) Hearings - These hearings are conducted by the NRC and are critical
to the licensing process. One ASLB hearing is projected that could require FEMA involvement and the
involvement of contract support staff participating as expert witnesses.

a. Zxercs - Joint exercises are the critical demonstration of the implementation of offsite radiological
emergency preparedness plans around commercial nuclear reactors. It is p ejected that with the aid of
contractor support, FE4A will evaluate 45 joint exercises (utility, State, and localities), some with
emphasis given to the ingestion pathway; and 17 remedial exercises to resolve deficiencies discovered during
joint exercises.

d. Federal Response Plans

o Conduct two sessions of the FRERP Training Workshop for Federal, State, and local officials and industry
personnel;

o Continue to review and update emergency preparedness based on the response to and lessons learne-d from
the Chernobyl accident; and
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o Publish for public comment the revision to the Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan, bringing it
in line with Executive Order 12657 and implementing rule, 44 CFR 352, the Federal Field Exercise
(FFE-2), the lessons learned from the Chernobyl experience, and the National System for Emergency
Coord nation (HSEC).

a. InteGrated Emergency Management Information System IIENIS)

o Coordinate the linking of several minicomputers within an IEMIS network as a basis for stronger
interaction with State and local governments;

o Upgrade IENIS software to improve the data availability, reduce response time, and decrease labor for
coding site data;

o Release the outdoor Sound Propagation Model for use in evaluating warning systems;

o Develop specific multi-purpose models for use in hazardous materials management involving releases to air
from both fixed and movable sources; and

o Fully integrate the IEmIS data and model system with the training activities of the National Emergency
Training Center's Emergency Management Institute.

f. Technical Assistance and aoreements

o Publish in final form FENA REP-2, Guidance on Offaite Emergency Radiation Measurement Systems, Phase I-
Airborne Release; FEMA REP-12, Guidance on Of fite Emergency Radiation Measurement Systems, Phase II-
Milk Pathway; and FEINA REP-13, Guidance on Offaite Emergency Radiation Measurement Systems, Phase III-
Water and Non-Dairy Food Pathway;

o Publish revisions to 44 CFR 350 and 44 CFR 351;

o Obtain support from the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD), the Committee for
Interagency Radiation Research and Policy Coordination (CIRRPC), the Commission on Catastrophic Nuclear
Accidents, and related activities;

o Continue to monitor research reports and data on the Chernobyl accident, and identify implications for
the REP Program;

o Issue a final comprehensive REP Planning and Exercise Manual and the Exercise Evaluation Methodology;
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o Continue the ongoing interim revision of NUREG-0654/FENA-REP-, Rev. 1, "Criteria for the Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plane and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants")
and

q. Develop and issue policy statements as needed to address specific program issues and provide training.

g. Public Education

o Conduct a national workshop and report on the Joint Information Systems (JIB), in order to review the
status of the program and areas still requiring attention;

o Conduct technical assistance on JIB/Emergency Broadcast System activities, based on newly completed
guidance;

o Continue periodic reviews of public information materials based on FENA REP-Il, "A Guide to Preparing
Emergency Public Information Materials";

o Complete first round of required periodic reviews of public information materials at remaining sites not
covered in 1990;

o Deliver 2 Basic Public Information Officers Course;

o Conduct a national conference on JIB; and

o Revise, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the brochure on ingestion pathway
emergency measures for use at all commercial nuclear power plants entitled "Protecting Your Farm in the
Event of A Radiological Accident".

h. Executive Order 12657 144 CfR 3521- Through contracts and printing, FEKA will perform the following
activities, implementing Executive Order 12657:

o Continue to revise and issue Guidance Memoranda, as well as negotiate interagency agreements/memoranda
of understanding relevant to the implementation of the Order;

o If a certified request is received under the Order, prepare all necessary site-specific planning for
an initial Federal response.
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I. Radioloical Instrument Maintenance and Calibration - Provide for annual maintenance and calibration of
radiological instruments used in the commercial nuclear power plant offsite radiological emergency
preparedness program through the State radiological defense instrument maintenance and calibration facilities.

6. 1292 Prggran. In 1992, PENA requests a total of $9,569,000 and 95 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $4,918,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $4,651,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
For 1992, PENA proposes to collect fees to cover the full amount of the program costs. These fees will be deposited
in an account in Treasury as an offset to the costs of the program. The major tasks to be accomplished with these
resources are as follows:

a. FIndinrs and Determinations for Offmite Plans and Preparedness 1$160.0oo - Primarily through contracts,
with some expenditures for printing, PENA will accomplish the following activities;

o Issue 14 site-specific, formal 44 CPR 350 determinations of offeite radiological emergency plans and
preparedness;

o Conduct 57 reviews of plans and related preparedness activities previously approved under 44 CPR 350$

o Review annual certifications of State and local governmental and, if appropriate, utility compliance with
periodic requirements for all sites;

o Provide 10 interim findings on radiological emergency preparedness plans and exercises at NRC's request;

o Complete 71 ongoing A&N operability and maintenance review.; and

o Assist the NRC or agreement State governments if requested in reviewing offsite portions of emergency
response plans of material license holder sites. In addition, rVEA will work with DOE and DoD on an ad
hoc base in the development and implementation of emergency planning and preparedness around DOE and
DoD nuclear facilities; however, FERA remains ready to provide technical assistance to DOE and DoD in
these efforts, if requested.

b. Atomic Safety and Licensina Board tABL81 Hearinas (825,0001 - There is I ASLO hearing projected where PENA
involvement and support from contractor witnesses could be required.

c. Plan Reviews and Exercises 1S2.S6l,0001 - Through contracts and printing, VEMA plans to accomplish the
following:

o Conduct 45 joint exercises (utility, State, and localities), emphasizing ingestion pathway;
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o Conduct 17 remedial exercises to resolve deficiencies identified during the joint exercises;

o Conduct I A&N demonstration and public telephone survey;

o Assist State and local governments in evaluating 2 exercises to test offsite emergency response plans for
DoD/DOE nuclear facilities;

o Participate in 2 DoD/DOE nuclear weapons accident exercises; and

o Develop and conduct a Federal post-emergency tabletop exercise.

d. Federal Response Plans 163000001 - Through contracts and printing, PENA plans to:

o Complete revision and publication of the Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) to bring
it in line with Executive Order 12657, and implementing rule, 44 CFR 352, the National System for
Emergency Coordination, and lessons learned from the Federal Field Exercise and the Chernobyl accident
response;

o Complete the post-emergency tabletop exercise evaluation and related documentation;

o Develop planning documentation of the third Federal Field Exercise; and

o Conduct 2 sessions of the FRERP and Ingestion Pathway training workshops for Federal, State and local
officials and industry personnel.

e. Integrated Emergency Nenaeaent Information System (IEMISI f$3O.OO0) - Through contracts and printing,
PENA will do the following:

o Continue to upgrade the IENIS system to accommodate State and local users as network partners and the
outdoor Sound Propagation Model and database;

o Continue to upgrade the IEMIS system to accommodate the Outdoor Bound Propagation Model and database; and

o Develop specific software to perform analyses of radioactive releases to water from transportation
vehicles and fixed facilities.

f. Public Education ($125.0001 - Through contracts and printing, FEMA will accomplish the following:

o Deliver ; Basic Public Information Officers courses;
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o Conduct a national workshop and report on the JIS, in order to review the statue of the program and areas
still requiring attention; and

o Complete required periodic reviews of public information materials at remaining sites not covered in
1991.

g. Technical Assistance (6250,0001 - Through contracts and printing, FEA will perform the following activities
related to policy and program development:

o Obtain support from the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD), the Committee on
Interagency Radiation Research and Policy Coordination (CIRRPC), and related activities; and

o Continue to monitor research reports and data on the Chernobyl accident and identify implications for the
REP Program.

h. Executive Order 12657 (44 CFR 3521 (8300.001 - Through contracts and printing, FUA will perform the

following activities to implement Executive Order 12657t

o continue to revise guidance memoranda relevant to the implementation of the Order; and

o If a certified request is received under thi Order, prepare all necessary site-specific planning for an
initial Federal response.

i. Radloloaical Instrumntation Naintenance a:.a Calibration 16600.O001 - Provide for annual !aintenance and
calibration of radiological instruments used in the commercial nuclear power plant offaits radiological
emergency preparedness program through the State radiological defense instrument maintenance and calibration
facilities.

1992 IncreaselDeaorease. None.

7. Outwear Imnlicationh. By the close of 1992, FMA anticipates that essentially all of the commercial nuclear
power plant sites will have received formal reviews under 44 CPR 350.

For commercial nuclear power facilities, FENA will focus on recertification of PUMA 44 CPR 350 approvals through
intensive reviews of previously approved plans, with continuation of required biennial and remedial exercises.
Emphasis will be placed on exercising in the ingestion pathway, the development of complete and accurate 338
messages during exercise play and their incorporation into State and local plans, and improving public education
and information materials for the reactor sites, as well as certifying the continued operability of siren systems.
For material license holders, the principal activity will be a continuation of FA review of plans as requested
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by the NRC. FEWA remains ready to provide technical assistance to DON and DoD in the development and
implementation of emergency planning and preparedness around DOE and DOD nuclear facilities, if requested to do so.
The FRERP will be maintained and refined through an exercise cycle and through training cotivIties which will
include tabletop and full-partiaipation exercises to test and correct areas needing correction or improvement and
workshops. Agreements, regulations and guidance will be maintained to provide the necessary resources and
procedures for FERA to take action to respond to requests under Executive Order 1265?, and to Implement planning
and response efforts under specific companion documents, including 44 CR 352.

FRIA will continue to bill responsible utility licensees for the recovery of costs for site-speolfic services
provided by VERA under the REP program, in conformance with the rulemaking on user fees (44 CrR 353), and
lg isletion, when enacted.

0, Advisory and Assistance services. None.
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9. Hazardous Matsrela

I. Authority , Executive Order 12148, July 20, 1979 and Public Law 99-499, Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act at 1936 (SARA).

2. Objectivssil1emont Daslggintion. The primary goal of the Hazardous HaterIals program (HAZKAT) is to provide
leadership in hazardous materials emergency management through coordination of planning, preparedness, response,
and mitigation at the Federal level and through support and technical assistance by the Regions to State and local
governments to enhance their response capabilities. This is accomplished in coordination with other Agencies
through the National Response Teem/Regional Response Teams (NRT/RRT), State and local governments, and private
organizations. FEA's focus is to Incorporate hazardous materials into the integrated emergency management system
(IEMS) context; establish strong intergovernmental and private sector coordination; promote a systematic,
comprehensive approach to training; implement recommendations of relevant committees, work groups, and special
studies; and enhance guidance and assistance provided to State and local governments.

3.10 A1o Ilihntg. In 1990, FIRA used a total of $1,073,000 and 17 workyears for this program, of which $810,000
was under Salaries and Expenses and $263,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. Noteworthy
accomplishments included Revised FEMAs rive-Year Workplan for Hazardous Materials Program; completed final draft
of railroad preparedness guide; supported development and printing of the revised National oil and Hazardous
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP)I continued support to the joint FEMA/DOT Hazardous Materials Information
Exchange (HMIX), increasing by fifty percent the number of users over the prior year; continued leadership In
National Response Team/Regional Response Teams (NRT/RRT) initiatives, including chairing the Training and
Preparedness Committees; along with NRT, developed a Handbook for State and local officials; carried out tasks
identified in the FEmA/DOT memorandum of understanding; continued support to the HAZMAT resource libraries in
Headquarters and nine Regional offices; initiated technical guidance to State and local governments on emergency
warning systems for chemical emergencies; conducted two program workshops for FErA Headquarters/Regional HAZMAT
staff on international projects; supported seven training modules for HASAT courses of FEAOs Emergency Management
Institute; supported the revision of the Hazardous Haterials Contingency Planning Course; conducted five workshops
on use of computer software to perform hazards analysis; along with United States Coast Guard, initiated a pilot
project in Region V to assess level of resources required to mount a response to a major incident in that Region;
conducted three workshops for Indian Nations on HAZEAT contingency planning; conducted four HAZMAT planning
workshops with American Samoa, Guam, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands; participated in HAZKAT
exercises as observers and evaluators; conducted four workshops through contract support; developed consensus
guidance on conducting hazard analyses to identify potential risk from chemical substances; printed and distributed
over 25,000 copies of a FMA Hazardous Materials Exercise Methodology and Manual for interim use and comment;
revised, printed and distributed over 30,000 copies of the HIX users guide; printed and distributed the 1990 DOT
Isergency Response Guide for Initial Response to Hazardous Materials Incidents; and printed and distributed an
additional 10,000 copies of the Handbook of Chemical Hazards Analysis Procedures and supporting software.
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4. MamUM& from thfL1 ,1 Estimates. None.

so OftL. tagri . In 1991, PTMA is allocating a total of $1,703,000 and 22 workyears to this program, of which
91,111,000 F; under Salaries and Expenses and $591,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. With
these resources, TEMA will undertake the following

a Assess the quantity/quality of State and local emergency planning and preparedness capability to deal with
a significant KAIMAT accident

o Continue to enhance usage and utility of the joint rUMA/DOT Hasardous Materials Information Exchange (NMIX)
system/

o Provide support in the development of PUMAts rive-Veer Plan for Hazardous materials program;

o Sponsor through the Office of Training, oergency Education Network, two national HAINAT teleconferences --
one on HAIMAT exercises and one on response safety measures:

o Through Interagency coordination and contract support, sponsor and evaluate two major HAISAT exercises

o Provide technical assistance to review and evaluate State and local government HAMHAT emergency response planes

• Revise/update the Pr.'A/DOT Memorandum of Understanding and supporting workplan for 19925

o Support office of Training in the delivery of HA HT contingency planning course;

o Continue to provide technical assistance to State and local governments In the areas ot planning, exercising,
mitigation, response, and recovery

o Through Regional offices, initiate special outreach programs for communities with unique needs such as Indian
Nations/Tribes, Non-English speaking communities, cities bordering other countries, etc.,

o Continue support of Headquarters and Regional HAZHAT resource libraries, currently in use by approximately
250,000 State and local officials, for HAHZAT planning, training, and response# and

o Reproduce and distribute new HAZNAT documents/materials which provide technical advise to State and local
officials In performing their emergency functions.

6. 12 PrgUa. In 1992, EMA requests a total of $1,741,000 and 22 workyears for this program, an increase of
39,000 over 1991. Included in this total are $1,150,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $591,000 under Emergency
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Management Planning and Assistance. These funds will allow rZDA to undertake the following activities

o Hassrdou. NMterial. Information Exchana. Ix|IQ 11200o00) - Through contracts and printing, continue funding
for this joint VCKA/DOT project that is a major Information source for State and local governments.

o Rxara4sina of State and Ltool Plans i6SO.0001. - Through grants and contracts, support a comprehensive HASNAT
exercise program with which to assess emergency planning and response capabilities at the State and local
level.

o Technical Assistance 16141.0001 - Through technical assistance to State and local governments, assist with plan
development, and upgrading reviews.

o SARA Title III iliOO.1009 - Through contracts and printing, continue to provide guidance to State and local
governments.

1292 Inorsssslgaarasaa. None.

7. OutXear ImniLoatinn., No outyear Implications over the 1992 request.

5. Advisory and Aesistanc Serviaes. none.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
ACTIVITY OVERVIEW

The Federal Preparedness activity encompasses a wide range of programs whoae purpose is to achieve government readiness to
ensure that the nation is prepared to respond to, manage, and recover from peacetime or wartime national security
emergencieos, and to enable Government at all levels to cope with the consequences of accidental, natural, and man-caused
occurrences. The Federal Preparedness activity includes the following programs:

A. Government Prenaredness: (Submitted in separate package).

B. Emergaocv Information & Coordipation: This program provides national-level emergency managers with data,
communications support, and facilities to direct the national response to a wide range of emergencies.

C. Mobilization Preperadmis This program is designed to assure that Federal departments and agencies have in place
the necessary plans, systems, procedures, and resources to support national emergency mobilization, including
civil-sector support to a military mobilization.

D. Federal Readiness and Coordinationt This program provides guidance to the Fedoral departments and agencies to
prepare for and effectively respond to national security emergencies. This program provides fort the development
of interagency plans and decision tools: National Security Emergency Preparedness (NSEP) improvements such as new
and revised plans and operational documents test, exercise, and evaluation of mobilization plans, procedures,
and systems to ensure adequate civil readiness: guidance, policy, and management for the government-wide National
Defense Executive Reserve (NDER)i and technical and communication support to NhTO/Canada/Mexico.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/

estimates by Proaran m Actu aaaae t Es Rna.lhgtiuate Rquest Derea

A. Government Preparedness ............ EN-122 $104,875 $106,447 $95,903 $96,053 $150
3. mergency Intormation and

coordination Center............... EN-123 390 500 500 500 ..
C. Mobilization Preparedness........... .E-126 1,785 2,231 2,231 2,231
0. Federal Readiness and Coordination. EN-134 1,032 JAI2 1411 1,542

Total, Federal Preparedness
(budget Authority) ............. 108,082 110,377 99,033 100,333 500

Chanae! ftra r1ainal 1991 jstimata.. Reflects a reduction of $10,544,000 in Government Preparedness: A Congresssional
reduction of $10,000,000 and a decrease of $544,000 from the application of a general Congressional reduction.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENr PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dollars In Thousands)

109I
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasel
AeIu, Eilmal fla.u s DMe

OBJECT CLASS
Plagonnl compensllon

It I, Full-tim e perm anent ...........................................
1,3 Other than full-lime permanent .................................
1 .5 Other personnel compensalion ........... ............. . ..........

111 Special personal services payment .................... .. ,

11, Total personnel compen o ...................................
Pafrgntl bonglils

12.1 C ivilianl per sonnetl ..................... ..........................

12.2 Military personnel ............................. . ...............
13.0 Benellts for former personnel ....................................

Non-Per wnel Costa
21 0 Travel and Irnspotallon of p r sOn .................... ....
22 0 Transpo etallon of things .... ......... .................... $72 ...
23,1 Rental paym ents to A ...........................................
23,2 Rental payments to others .................................
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges .............................c.h ....... 20,688 224,500 $24,880 $24,860 ..
24 0 Printing and reproduction - 7.............." a 74 78 78
25 0 Other services ........ 7............. 6205 60,458 49,533 50,033 $500
20 0 Supplies and materials ........ ................. 8 ....... 6..... 2.866 ,000 6,008 6,008
31.0 Equipment .................................................. .... 8,071 18.939 18,939 16,939
32L0 Land and stru cure s .............. ... ................ 1,172 400 400 400
33 0 Investments and loans ................................ ..... ........
41,0 Grants, subsidies and contlbulion ..................
42 0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ... . .. ..........
43 0 Interest and dividends ............... ........... . .......

total Obligalions ............................. 1... ..... .... 108,082 110.377 99,833 100,333 600
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A. Government Preparedness

The Government Preparedness program is described in a separate submission.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dollar@ in Thousands)

B. EueraencV Information andCoordination Center

Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
EstimateLby Program Element No, Actual Reiue Est imate Reouast Decrease

1. Emergency Information and
Coordination Center ........... IE-124 132o 1S00 __.

Total, Emergency Information and
Coordination Center (Budget Authority) 390 500 500 500 ...

Changes from Orllinal 1991 Eatimates. None.
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B. Emergency Informatign and Coordination Center

1. Emergency Information and Coordination Center

a. Authority.L The National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. App. 404; the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief
and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. App. 5121 gLu ; and Executive Order 12148.

b. Obective/Element Descrintion. The Emergency Information and Coordination Center (EICC) serves as the focal
point to collect and disseminate all types of classified and unclassified information related to national
emergencies.

The EICC provides emergency operating space, equipment, and information services to support emergency
response teams, key FENA staff and program officers from other Federal departments and agencies during
emergency response activities. The facility is linked to the White House Situation Centers, National Warning
Networks, Federal departments/agencies, FEMA Regions, and State Emergency Operating Centers (EOCs) through
a variety of state-of-the-art information systems.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEIA used a total of $664,000 and 7 workyears for this program, of which
$274,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $390,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Resources were used to coordinate and manage emergency response activities round the clock for Hurricane Hugo
and the Loma Prieta Earthquake. Additionally, development of the Local Area Network (LAN) continued, which
is also used to train FEMA personnel when it is not being used for its primary mission. Upgrade of the
Audio-Visual Systems was initiated. A contract was executed to conduct an extensive engineering study to
determine the specific steps and phases for accomplishment of the capability upgrades with minimum disruption
to daily operations.

d. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Prorat. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $845,000 and 8 workyears to this program, of which
$345,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $500,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Resources will be used to maintain the EICC facility and equipment in a condition of readiness, and to
support emergency response activities whenever required.

f. 1992 Proram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $858,000 and 8 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $358,000 for Salaries and Expenses and $500,000 for Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Resources will be used to maintain the EICC facility and equipment in a condition of readiness, and to
support emergency response activities whenever required.

1922 Increases/DecreaseA. None.
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g. Outvear Implications. No outyear Implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Bervices. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dollars in Thousands)

C. Mobilization Prenaredness
1991

Page 1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Estimates by Program Elenent L Actual Regueet Etinate Reauest Degrease

1. Mobilization Resources ......... EM-127 $539 $750 $750 $750
2. Mobilization Systems ........... EN-130 483 501 501 501 ...
3. Mobilization Assessment ........ EM-132 723 900980

Total, Mobilization Preparedness
(Budget Authority) ................... 1,785 2,231 2,231 2,231

Chanass from Oriainal 1991 Estimates. None. E
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C. Mobilization Preparedness

The Mobilization Preparedness program coordinates the development of concepts, policies, plans and programs to ensure
Federal preparedness to use the nation's resources (natural, industrial, and infrastructure) in national emergencies
to implement E.O. 12656, and E.O. 10480. The program mission is to assess the nation's ability to respond to both
major domestic and national security emergencies, develop alternative solutions to identified problems, coordinate
alternatives for implementation during normal operations to prevent problems from occurring during emergencies; and
coordinate planning and implementation of approved alternatives during emergencies.

The mobilization assessment activities provide situation assessment and engineering support capabilities for the
decision making process for national security emergencies of all types and at all levels of government. These
activities provide for the engineering, design, development, integration, maintenance, and application of computerized
situation assessment and other program support systems to provide intelligent options to decision makers and facilitate
mission accomplishment. Situation assessment provides knowledge of the situation status, available resources, resource
requirements, and timely options for effective and efficient emergency management. The integrated engineering support
for mobilization systems will integrate and perpetuate unified, efficient, and effective program Information support
systems, while minimizing replications of effort and providing for the efficient use of scarce resources.

1. Mobilization Resources

a. Authority. Section 103, National Security act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 404; and Defense Production
Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061 gJsea; and Executive Orders 10480 and 12656.

b. Obiective/Element Description. Mobilization Resources coordinates and develops national mobilization policy,
provides specific planning requirements and guidance to the Federal departments and agencies, and provides
for qualitative and quantitative analysis that supports policy and planning. This element identifies
shortfalls in mobilization capability compared to the mobilization requirements to show where special
attention by Federal departments and agencies must be placed. Mobilization policy issues include U.S.
dependence on foreign markets: the effects of laws and trade policy on industry's ability to mobilize
resources: and coordination of policy options and programs to improve U.S. industrial mobilization
capability.

This element provides support to the Policy Coordinating Committee on Emergency Preparedness and Mobilization
Preparedness (PCC on EP/MP). The PCC is an interagency body charged with the development, review and
resolution of problems associated with mobilization preparedness policy. Chaired by the Director, FEKA, the
PCC requires staff support, which is provided by resources appropriated for Mobilization Resources. This
includes program, analytical and administrative support.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. FEMA used a total of $1,378,000 and 13 workyears for this program element, of which
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$839,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $539,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Under this program element, FEMA accomplished the following:

" Developed mobilization resources technical input for PENA-sponsored, Department of Defense (DOD) and
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) mobilization exercises; games and tests involving the
industrial base to coordinate with NATO civil emergency planning; and bilateral planning with Canada;

o Continued to support an interagency effort to develop and expand the National Disaster Medical System
(NDMS) to respond to large-scale emergencies and provide care for the resulting casualties$

o Developed resource mobilization planning guidance and systems based on policy changes to E.O. 10480,
which implements defense production programs

o Developed and institutionalized the Graduated Mobilization Response System which will result in standby
industrial mobilization policy and program options to mobilize the Federal civil government and
civilian economy

" Continued to stimulate the use of advanced manufacturing capabilities and support the manufacturing
studies board.

d. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Program. FPA Is allocating a total of $1,607,000 and 14 workyears to this program element, of which
$857,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $750,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These resources are being used to do the following:

o Develop interagency emergency resource claimancy, allocation, and adjudication systems and procedures

o Develop systems to use existing authorities for emergency resources management#

o Develop prototype assets protection plan:

o Develop regional graduated resources mobilization response capabilities:

o Continue to develop resource mobilization planning guidance and systems based on policy changes to E.O.
10480, which implements defense production programs; and

o Continue to coordinate with NATO civil emergency planning and bilateral planning with Canada in the
industrial resource area.
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1992 Proram. FEMA requests a total of $1,586,000 and 13 workyears for this program element. Included in
this total are $836,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $750,000 under Emergency Nanagement Planning and
Assistance. These resources will be used to do the following:

" Develop overall guidance documents and operating procedures to implement the charter of the National
Security Council Policy Coordinating Committee and its working groups.

o support the development of simulation models to conduct "net assessments" of U.S. mobilization
capabilities.

o work with members of the intelligence community to develop a statement of requirements needed to
support crisis management programs that are dependent on warning notification, and to support crisis
management responsibilities of the PCC.

o Conduct special studies as required by the PCC and its working groups, e.g. participate in an annual
review of foreign dependencies and the criteria used to determine foreign source reliability.

o Oversee development of an annual Mobilization Preparedness Planning Guidance document which will
translate national security strategy into mobilization planning guidance.

o Conduct table top exercises for members of the PCC to develop and test crisis management policy decision
making procedures and processes.

o Develop systems to use existing authorities for emergency resources management.

1992 Increases/Dcreases. None.

g. Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services., None.
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2. Mobilization Systems

a. Authority. Section 103, National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 404; and Defense Production
Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061 et se .

b. Objective/Element Description. The Mobilization Systems element ensures that Federal departments' and
agencies' mobilization plans upgrade the nation's mobilization preparedness posture. This element provides
for interaction between FEHA and the other departments and agencies as they develop their mobilization
planning process. This element provides for the development of a system to monitor the progress of the
departments and agencies as they upgrade their capabilities to execute plans, identify shortfalls, and
develop remedial action programs. This element contributes tola periodic report to the President on Federal,
State and local capabilities to respond to a national security emergency.

C. 1990 AccomplishmentL In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,192,000 and 11 workyears for this program element,
of which $709,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $483,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Under this program element, FENA accomplished the following:

o Continued to develop and participate in FEMA-sponsored, DOD and NATO tests, games, and exercises

o Continued to coordinate with NATO civil emergency planning, with special emphasis on bilateral planning
efforts with Canada in the transportation and energy areas;

o Developed standards for the protection of key facilities through the National Institute of Standards
and Technology#

o Assisted Federal civil departments and agencies in identifying their resources mobilization
preparedness responsibilities assigned in E.O. 126561 identified shortfalls between existing
capabilities and their assigned responsibilities and developed and implemented associated remedial
action programs:

o Initiated infrastructure mobilization planning efforts to reflect the revised Executive Order 12656;

o Continued development of usable estimates of emergency operating capacity in non-manufacturing sectors
so that databases on manufacturing and non-manufacturing capacities are of approximately equal quality.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.
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1991 Program. FEMA is allocating a total of $1,240,000 and 12 workyears to this program element, of which
$739,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $501,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
During 1991, FEMA will use these funds to do the following:

o Continue to assist Federal civil departments and agencies in identifying their resources mobilization
preparedness responsibilities assigned in E.C. 12656; identify and reduce or eliminate shortfalls
between existing capabilities and their assigned responsibilities; and develop and implement associated
remedial action programs;

o Support Interagency efforts to further expand the National Disaster Medical System (HODMS) to respond
to large-scale emergencies and provide care for the resulting casualties;

o Support the Global War Games; and

o Support the National Academy of Sciences in the identification of advanced manufacturing technologies
in the civilian sector that can contribute to emergency defense production.

f. 1992 ProaragL. In 1992, FENA requests a total of $1,279,000 and 12 workyears for this program element.
included in this total are $778,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $501,000 under Emergency management
Planning and Assistance. These resources will be used for the following

o Continue to assist Federal civil departments and agencies in -identifying their resources mobilization
preparedness responsibilities assigned in Executive Order 12656; identify and reduce or eliminate
shortfalls between existing capabilities and their assigned responsibilities; and develop and implement
associated remedial action programs;

o Provide civil sector mobilization planning input to the scheduled Global War Games;

o Continue to develop and participate in FEMA-sponsored, DOD and NATO tests, games, and exercises.

1992 Increases/Decreases. None.

g. Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 level.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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3. Ngbilization Assessment

a. Authority. Section 103, National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 4041 Defense Production Act
of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2061 at se .I and Executive Order 12656.

b. Objective/Element DescriDtion, This element provides for the engineering, development, maintenance and
application of situation assessment capabilities to support the decision making process for national security
emergencies of all types and at all levels of government. Situation assessment provides situation status
locations and quantit ie of available resources; and decision support for emergency management. Integrated
into an overall emergency situation assessment structure, key components of this element are the engineering,
development, maintenance, and application of comprehensive and computerized hazard, industry, infrastructure,
demographic, geographic and economic information, assessment, telecommunications and reporting capabilities.
The situation assessment structure will make use of existing capabilities in various stages of development,
and maintenance capabilities that are integrated into an overall emergency situation assessment structure.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,537,000 and 12 workyears for this program element,
of which $774,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $763,000 was under Emergency Managemont Planning and
Assistance. During 1990, this program element:

o Developed computer systems, related software, and national database management components of the
geographic and infrastructure emergency information systems.

o Coordinated the update of industrial databases with other Federal departments and agencies.

o Developed emergency infrastructure data reconciliation, loading, checking, and documentation
procedures.

o Separated military and civilian production requirements patterns in critical mobilization industries.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Pro-ram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $1,769,000 and 13 workyears to this program element,
of which $789,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $980,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Planned accomplishments for 1991 include:
o Continue to resolve shortcomings and correct deficiencies to achieve an effective situation assessment

capability in national security emergencies.
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o Upgrade selected existing software application systems to a fully engineered, maintained and applied
status.

o Begin filling significant voids in the National Infrastructure Information System, Industry Product
Capabilities Modal, Geographic Information Systems, spatial databases for emergency preparedness, and
computer hardware.

o Identify civilian firms with industrial process capabilities that are useful in the production of
defense components and items.

o Continue to develop computer systems, related software, and national database management components of
the geographic and infrastructure emergency information systems.

o Continue to coordinate updating industrial databases with other Federal departments and agencies.

o Continue to develop emergency infrastructure data reconciliation, loading, -checking, and documentation
procedures.

o Continue to separate military and civilian production requirements patterns in critical mobilization
industries.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,816,000 and 13 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $836,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $980,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. Planned accomplishments for 1992 include:

o Continue to upgrade selected existing software application systems to a fully engineered, maintained
and applied status.

o Continue to develop computer systems, related software, and national database management components of

the geographic and infrastructure emergency information systems.

o Continue to coordinate the update of industrial databases with other Federal departments and agencies.

1992 Increases/Decreases, None.

g. Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS
(Dollars in Thousands)

D. Federal Readiness and Coordination

Estimates by Prooram Element

1.
2.
3.
4.

Nat'l Security Emergency Prep..
Plans and Authorities ..........
Exercises.............. .......

Nat'l Defense Exec. Reserve ....

Total, Federal Readiness and
coordination (Budget Authority) .......

Change. from Original 1991 Estioates. None.

Page

EN-135
EN-136
EN-137
EN-139

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Atual Roguest Estimate Reguest Derase

434

1,032

699

1,199

$500
699

1,199

$500
1,049 $350

1,549 350
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D. Federal Readiness and Coordination 1FRC"

FE A's Federal Readiness and Coordination Program provides guidance to Federal departments and agencies to prepare for
and effectively respond to national security and catastrophic domestic emergencies. The program's goal is to
effectively manage Federal mitigation, response and recovery activities of national security emergencies and
catastrophic domestic emergencies. Management planning and preparedness activities encompass the military, industrial,
economic, human, governmental, and civilian resources and infrastructure of the Nation. Program activities are as
follows:

o Staff the legislative and Executive Order authorities pertaining to emergency management:

o Develop strategies to ensure acceptable capabilities within resource limitations

o Develop guidance to incorporate and implement current national preparedness policy:

o Develop processes to improve emergency coordination:

o Develop Interagency plans, emergency action documentation and emergency authorities to improve the Federal
government's readiness to discharge its emergency responsibilities:

o Test, exercise and validate policies and 4 ns;

o Report to the President on the state of civil readiness; and

o Recruit experienced executive reservists to augment executive branch staff in emergencies.

1. filtIonal Security Emeraencv Preparedness INBEPI

a. Authoit. Section 103, National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 4041 the Federal Civil Defense
Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2251 eL.Uso the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C.
2061 atL.Ugs and Executive Orders 10480 and 12656.

b. Objective/Element Descriotion. This element supports Presidential policy decisions to improve and update
the National Security Emergency Preparedness (NSEP) capability of the Federal government at the regional
level. The HSEP program element develops, implements, and maintains new plan and operational documents.
This program element uses no resources from the Emergency Management Planning and Assistance (EMPA)
appropriation.
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2. Plans and Authorities

a. Authority., Section 103, National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 404; and the Federal Civil
Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2251 gt sea; the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, 50
U.S.C. 2061 sLtsUa and Executive Orders 10480 and 12656.

b. Obiective/Element Description. This program element is the primary vehicle for recommending resource
mobilization policy and developing related policy guidance. It has the objective of developing and
progressively adjusting an integrated overall emergency preparedness framework for national security
emergency preparedness and response. It is applicable to all civilian Federal emergency-oriented programs,
in order to assess their effectiveness and to formulate periodic planning guidance. This program element
develops and maintains a comprehensive system of major emergency actions across the Federal government to
assist decision-making and implementation of procedures and authorities; develops national guidance and
plans establishes Interagency channels of communication incorporates essential Information requirements
into decision support systems: and coordinates current operational systems and procedures.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,370,000 and 13 workyears for this element, of which
$778,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $592,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These funds were used to initiate implementation of Executive Order 126561 continue revision of the
Presidential Emergency Action Documents; continue to update and develop new Major Emergency Action Papers:
provide support to the Director in his role as an advisor to the National security Council (NSC); and to
provide continued support for the 26 Federal department and agency emergency preparedness programs. K

d. Chanaes from the 1991 Estimatesg. None.

e. 9 Proram In 1991, PEMA is allocating $1,221,000 and 14 workyears to this program element, of which
$721,000 is under Salarles and Expenses and $500,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
This element will continue support to Federal departments and agencies to prepare for and effectively respond
to the full spectrum of national security emergencies through the development of interagency plans and
emergency action and authority docusentation. This element will also provide support for emergency
preparedness planning and the continuance of infrastructure functions essential to national security. Other
program activities include: publish, provide training associated with, update, and test the Major Emergency
Actions Guidelist; publish implementation documentation for emergency actions; upgrade the Automated Major
Emergency Actions Guidelist, Including the alert, tracking and cross-referencing features; and continue
support of national security emergency policy development and implementation.

f. 1992 PrograM. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,225,000 and 13 workyears. Included in this total are
$725,000 for Salaries and Expenses and $500,000 for Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. With these
funds, FEMA will do the following:
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o Develop, maintain and promulgate Executive Order 12656 responsibilities, national security plans, and
documentation for emergency actions and authorities.

o Establish criteria, issue guidance, and develop protocol for Federal departments' and agencies'
national security emergency plans.

1992 IncreaseseDecreases. None.

g. Outwear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

Exercises

a. Authority. Section 103, the National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 4041 and Sections 104(e)
and 1701(9), Executive Order 12656.

b. Obiective/Element Descriotion. This program element develops and coordinates plans and procedures to conduct
national security and domestic emergency exercises, which are designed to improve capabilities, assess
preparedness, provide education and training, enhance the definition of missions and roles, validate
policies, and initiate deficiency corrections. Federal departments and agencies and Regional', State, and
local governments test, exercise and evaluate plans, procedures and systems to ensure adequate civil
readiness in crisis situations. This program element provides a bridge between national security
responsibilities and the operational readiness of State and local governments to perform under all emergency
requirements. Annual exercises are conducted in conjunction with, and In direct support of, DoD worldwide
mobilization and deployment exercises. Exercises will also deploy FEMA's Federal Emergency Response
Capability, providing operational communication and information display backup in exercises with State and
local governments to gain experience with real world joint operational requirements.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEKA used a total of $913,000 and eight workyears for this program element,
of which $479,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $434,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The following activities were conducted:

o Planned or conducted the following exercises: LA Earthquake; CIVEX 90; Global War Games-90; RESPONSE-
90; Post Emergency Tabletop Exercise.

o Planned, developed, integrated, and maintained a 5-year schedule of civil sector exercises covering the
full spectrum of emergency responses.
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d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991Program, In 1991, FERA is allocating a total of $1,114,000 and 8 workyears to this program element of
which $415,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $699,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Resources will be used as follows:

o Initiate planning for three major exercises (REX-92 ALPHA, REX-92 BRAVO, auid NATO SPRINGEX-92;

o Continue development, oversight, and maintenance of a remedial action program covering unresolved
issues from previously conducted exercises;

o Continue to plan, develop, integrate, and maintain a 5-year schedule of civil sector exercises covering
the full spectrum of emergency responses, and

o Continue planning with the Regional offices for their participation in exercises and capability
building for operational readiness.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992 FEMA requests a total of $1,493,000 and 8 workyears. Included in this total are
$444,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $1,049,000 under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Resources will be used to do the following:

o Continue development, oversight, and maintenance of a remedial action program covering unresolved
issues from-previously conducted exercises, improve automation of the program, and assign remedial
actions from previous exercises:

o Continue planning for the following exercises: NATO SPRINGEX-92 NDMS-931 RESPONSE-93i REX-94 ALPHA and
REX-94 BRAVO: and

o Exercise the Federal Emergency Response Capability (FERC) by supporting Federal, State and local
natural and technological disaster exercises with operational communications and information display
equipment and personnel.

1992 Increases/Decreases. An increase of $350,000 in Emergency Management Planning and Assistance provides
for deployment and operational support for the existing Federal Emergency Response Capability (FERC). The
FERC, which consists of FEMA's Mobile Air Transportable Telecommunications System (MATTS), Mobile Emergency
Response Support (HERS) Detachments and other emergency ADP and communications assets, provides operational,
communication and information display support for natural and technological disasters, exercises and other
emergency preparedness programs. These funds will provide for airlift support, telephone lines, fuel, parts,
equipment maintenance and site support for a limited number of deployments. FEMA's FERC assets represent
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the Federal piece of the total Federal, State and local integrated emergency response capability.

g. OutyearImolications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

4. National Defense Executive Reserve INDER)

a. Authority. Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2061.

b. Obiective/Element Description. Under the National Defense Executive Reserve (NDER) program element, FENA
currently recruits and trains key executives from private industry, professional organizations, labor and
academia who possess expertise in one of the skills that would be required to assist and supplement the
Federal work force during periods of major mobilization and national emergency. The Executive Reservists
are trained to respond on short notice to those national emergencies declared by the President. The program
element utilizes no resources from the Emergency Nanagement Planning and Assistance appropriation in 1991
and 1992.

C. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FENA used a total of $66,000 and 1 workyear, of which $60,000 was under
Salaries and Expenses and $6,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance. Resources were used
to develop and present various National Defense Executive Reserve training courses and nine regional
workshops.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

Activity Overview

This activity prepares Federal, State and local officials, their supporting staffs, emergency first responders, volunteer
groups, and the public to meet the responsibilities and challenges of domestic emergencies through planning, mitigation,
preparedness, response, and long-term recovery. Fire prevention and control activities are developed and delivered through
the United States Fire Administration (USFA), through programs designed to build capacity at the State and local level: to
enhance the nation's fire prevention and arson control activities and, thereby, significantly reduce the nation's loss of
life from fire; and to achieve a reduction in property loss and non-fatal injuries to firefighters and citizens due to
fires. Educational programs are provided through the Emergency Management Institute (ENI) and the National Fire Academy
(NFA), whose activities are divided into the following areas:

o Instructional Proarams and Materials. Development, evaluation, and reproduction of course materials used in both
resident and field training programs to enhance the capability of State and local governments to protect their
citizens from the impact of a range of emergencies.

o Trainina Field Deployment Systems. Delivery of training throughout the United States in cooperation with State
and local training agencies.

o Resident Proarams. Delivery of training at the Emmitsburg, Maryland, residential campus.

The U.S. lire Administratio* provides a Federal focus on identifying problems with which the nation's fire and rescue
services must deal, finding solutions to these problems, and supporting State and local fire protection and emergency rescue
efforts. This is accomplished through:

(1) Creation of a national system for the collection, analysis, dissemination, and use of data to assist local fire
and rescue services in establishing their own research and action priorities$

(2) Coordination with national, State, and local government elements which support and reinforce fire prevention, fire
control, and emergency response activities:

(3) Development of improved firefighting practices and equipment to reduce firefighter death and injury:

(4) Development and dissemination of information to the manufacturing and construction industries, related standards
organizations, and government agencies to improve consumer products, construction practices, and related
activities.
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The three UR1C Bite Administration program elements under Training and Fire Programs include a portion of the necessary
resources to operate and maintain the National Emergency Training Center Campus in Emmitsburg, Maryland. These resources
provide educational program support to the Emergency Management Institute and the National Fire Academy in the form of
admissions and registration, student services, procurement, budget and fiscal support, media service, the learning resource
center, along with resources responsible for overall training management, curriculum coordination and long-term evaluation,
and coordination of accreditation.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Proaram Element

A. Emergency Management
Institute ..............

B. National Fire Acadey....
C. U.S. Fire Administration.

Total, Training and Fire
Programs
(Budget Authority) .....

Page
H2o-

EM-144
EM-158
EN-171

1991
1990 1991 Current
Acual Reouest Estimate

$6,980
7,188

14,637

$3,274
7,230

16,290

1992 Increase/
Request Decrease

$8,651 $4,728
11,904 10,608

26,466 23,594

0)

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. 1991 Current Estimate reflects a net Congressional increase of $10,176,000: Specific
Congressional increases of $5,397,000 in Emergency Management Institute, $4,734,000 in National Fire Academy, and $170,000
In the U.S. Fire Administration; offset by the application of a Congressionally-directed general reduction of $20,000 in
Emergency Management Institute, $60,000 in National Fire Academy, and $45,000 in the U.S. Fire Administration.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current
Actual Reouest Estimate

OBJECT CLASS
Personnel Comsensation

11.1 Full-Time permanent .....................
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ..........
11.5 Other personnel compensation ............
11.8 Special personal services payments ......

11.9 Total personnel compensation ............

Personnel Benefits
12.1 Civilian personnel ......................
12.2 Military personnel ......................
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ...........

Hln-Personnel Costs
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ....
22.0 Transportation of things ................
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................
23.2 Rental payments to others ...............
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges .................
24.0 Printing and reproduction ...............
25.0 Other services ..........................
26.0 Supplies and materials ..................
31.0 Equipment ...............................
32.0 Lands and structures ....................
13.0 Investments and loans ...................
41.0 Grants, subsidies, and contributions ....
42.0 Insurance claims and indemnities ........
43.0 Interest and dividends ..................

Total Obligations .............................

$ 12

498
1,406
9,135

249
482
346

6,;;9

18,837

"43 $ "39

432
1,024
9,543

228
312
323

4,385

16,290

669
1,437
9,612

241
260

4,695

9,;13

1992 Increase/
Request Decrease

630
1,427

12,916
255
496

2,382

5,;3;

26,466 23,594

$ 6'

-39
-10

3,304
27

184
-2,313

-4, 17;

-2,872

C
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars in Thousands)

A. Emergency Manaaement Institute

Estimates by Program Element

1.

2.

3.
4.

Instructional Programs &
Materials ..............

Training Field Deployment
Systems ................

Resident Programs.
NETC Site Administration.

Total, Emergency
Management Institute
(Budget Authority) .....

Page
Ho.t

EM-145

EM-149
EM-152
EM-155

1990
Actual

$1,050

4,426
1,063

441i

6,980

1991
1991 Current
Request Estimate

$1,188

820
1,062

204

3,274

1992 Increase/Request Decrease

$1,210 $2,088

6,051
1,186

204

8,651

820
1,062

4,728

Changes from Oriainal 1991 Estimates. Reflects Congressional net increase of $5,377,000: $23,000 for Instructional
Programs and Materials; $5,231,000 for Training and Field Deployment Systems; and $124,000 for Resident Programs; offset
by the application of Congressionally-directed general reductions of $1,000 in Instructional Programs and Materials; and
$19,000 in Training Field Deployment Systems.
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A. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

The non-civil defense component of the Emergency Management Institute (EMI) prepares Federal, State, and local
officials who are responsible for managing major emergencies to meet emergency management responsibilities in varied
areas such as natural hazards (i.e., earthquake, flood, tornado, hurricane), off-site nuclear power plant safety,
hazardous materials incidents and response operations following a Presidentially-declared disaster. The program
addresses the four major components of comprehensive emergency management--disaster planning and preparedness,
mitigation, response, and recovery.

Training materials and activities developed and revised by EMI are taught in residence or deployed through the national
field deployment system. This system provides funds and materials to States, territories, and trusts through FEMA
Regional Offices. As part of the training activities offered in residence, EMI conducts an extensive train-the-trainer
program to develop a national cadre of qualified State trainers.

These activities and materials are designed to provide assistance in four areas: (1) comprehensive emergency
management training that has broad application to a variety of disasters and hazards; (2) hazard or disaster specific
training that focuses on one type of hazard or disaster such as earthquakes; (3) training assistance to specific
communities that provides activities to enhance local community emergency preparedness; and (4) planning. evaluation,
and computer suooort designed for long-range evaluation, curriculum planning, new educational technologies such as
computer-assisted instruction, and national videoconferences.

1. Instructional Proarams and Materials

a. Author. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121 at sea.;
National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. 404; Defense Production Act of 1950, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061 et se .;
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2251 eILnn; Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization
Act of 1986, P.L. 99-499; National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended; Flood Disaster Protection Act
of 1973, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 sLeig.; and Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977, as amended, 44
U.S.C. 7701 Jts._.

b. Obiective/Element Description. The objective of this program element is to develop courses and educational
materials that support the training needs of emergency management preparedness in communities throughout the
nation as defined by the FEA program mission. Courses are developed which support planning for, mitigation
of, response to, and recovery from hazards such as earthquakes, floods, hazardous materials and national
security emergencies. The process of developing a course from an initial training requirement to finished
course delivery takes approximately two years, and includes the development and pilot testing of instructor
and student materials, audio-visual and graphic aids, and other resource materials, and, in some instances,
the training of field instructors. Often, courses involve other agency input and coordination. Once
developed, courses must be evaluated and revised periodically to reflect new information and policies. This
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element also supports program development, program evaluation and documentation, and program management.
These activities are aimed at determining the optimum training program to meet specified program objectives,
and assessing the quality and effectiveness of current training activities to allow more cost effective
training delivery.

C. 1990 Accglishments. In 1990, FEMA used $1,050,000 in this program element under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. These resources provided for the following:

" Comorehensive emergency management training. Activities included development and revision of training
activities to include continued support for initiatives to enhance effective multi-agency (public
works, police, emergency medical) planning and response capabilities; initiating the development of an
Exercise Evaluation Course; development of supplemental Incident Command System (ICS) training
materials for public works officials; development and pilot testing of an Advanced Public Information
Course; and initiating development of a Mass Casualty Incident Course (to replace the outdated Multiple
Death Disaster Workshop) which broadens the training to cover interagency and community-wide issues
related to mass casualty accidents. Support costs included editorial support, equipment, and audio
visual and printing requirements.

" Hazard or disaster specific training. Activities included development and/or revision of courses and
training activities in radiological emergency preparedness, hazardous materials awareness and planning,
earthquake preparedness, and mitigation planning. Funds supported the following activities: the
development and conduct of the Hazardous Materials week videoconference which encompassed five
continuous days of hazardous materials training and a joint FEMA/U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
videoconference addressing agricultural issues associated with a radiological emergency at a nuclear
facility; the DOE Interagency Agreements with Idaho and Argonne National Laboratories in support of
Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) training for Federal, State, local, and industry personnel:
the development and deployment of the Radiological Emergency Response Workshop--Protecting People and
Their Food Supply which updated and unified two field workshops, thereby reducing the resources needed
to support field deployment: the development of a Workshop for Senior FEMA Officials which addressed
the protective action decisionsaking process following a severe radiological accident requiring a
Federal response; the revision of several courses in the Disaster Assistance Program arena as a result
of Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake: Hazard Mitigation Planning (Region & State level),
Disaster Recovery Operations, and State Public Assistance Managers: and revision of the multi-hazard
planning curriculum. Support costs included editorial, audio visual and printing requirements.

o Hazardous Materials First Responder Training. The following activities were initiated:

1. Development of two Incident Command System (ICS) modules for public works and police: and
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2. Development of a Radioactive Materials Transportation Accident Response--For First Responders
module for field deployment. This was an inter-agency effort between the DOE and FEMA for
conducting training for first responders to a transportation accident involving radioactive
materials.

" dining assistance to specific communities. Activities included development and revision of
Integrated Emergency Management Course (IEHC)/Specific course materials for both on-site and off-site
delivery to specific communities. Scenarios and course materials were developed for IEMC's for
communities in the following States: Utah, Ohio, Virginia, Nevada, and Alaska. Support costs included
editorial, audio visual and printing requirements.

o Planning, evaluation, and computer support. Activities included continued development of computer
applications modules (Computer Assisted Management of Emergency Operations (CAMEO) and Community
Hazard Information Program (CHIP)), and incorporation of computerized assistance in the Radiological
Accident Assessment and Advanced Radiological Accident Assessment course materials. Support costs
included editorial support, audio visual and printing requirements. In addition, resources provided
for documentation of program office training requirements and conducting long-term evaluation of ENI
hazard and disaster specific training courses, and provided basic support for videoconferencing.

d. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net Congressional increase of $22,000: an increase of $23,000
to restore this program to the 1990 appropriated level; offset by a decrease of $1,000 from the application
of a general Congressional reduction.

. 1991 Progra. In 1991, FEKA is allocating $1,210,000 to this program element under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. These resources provide for the following:

o Comorehensive emergency management training. Contractual services for the development and revision of
training activities to enhance effective multi-agency (public works, police, emergency medical)
planning and response capabilities; development of a Geographic Information Systems Course jointly
sponsored by the Federal Insurance Administration; development of instructional materials to support
the Public Information curriculum; and completion of the Mass Casualty Incident Course. Support costs
include editorial, audio visual and printing requirements.

" Hazard or disaster specific training. Contractual services for the development and/or revision of
courses and training activities to support the following activities: revision activities to
incorporate legislative and programmatic changes in the Disaster Assistance Program; two
teleconferences that addresses technological applications in emergency management and hazardous
materials topics; DOE Interagency Agreements in support of Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP)
training through Argonne and Idaho National Laboratories; development of an Alternate Radiological
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Emergency Response Operations (RERO) Course; and completion of the development of Earthquake Hazard
Mitigation for Schools Course. Support costs include editorial, audio visual and printing
requirements.

o Training assistance to specific communities. Contractual services for the development and revision of
the IEMC Specific course materials for both on-site and off-site delivery to specific communities, as
well as editorial support, audio visual and printing requirements.

" Planning. evaluation, and cosouter suODort. Upgrading, developing, and implementing new technology in
the EMI Computer Lab, and development of computer application modules for two radiological accident
assessment courses to add realism and complexity to the workshop scenarios. Support costs include
editorial, audio visual and printing requirements. In addition, funding is being used for documenting
program office training requirements and conducting long-term evaluation of EMI hazard and disaster
specific training courses and provide basic support for videoconferencing.

f. 199Z- Prora. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $2,253,000 and 3 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $165,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $2,088,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. These resources will provide for the following:

" Comprehensive emeraencv management training. Approximately $210,000 will be used to provide
contractual services for development and revision of training activities to enhance effective multi-
agency (public works, police, emergency medical) planning and response capabilities, and development CA
of three non-hazard specific mitigation courses (schools, hospitals and utility lifelines). Support
costs include editorial, audio visual and printing requirements.

o Hazard or disaster specific training. Activities will include development and/or revision of courses
and training activities in radiological emergency preparedness, hazardous materials awareness and
planning, earthquake preparedness, and mitigation planning. Approximately $1,332,00b wiil be used to
provide contractual services to support the following activities: DOE Interagency Agreements in
support of Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) training through Argonne and Idaho National
Laboratories; two teleconferences that will address REP and hazardous materials topics; new course
design and topic specific modules within the Earthquake curriculum; revision activities to incorporate
legislative and programmatic changes in the Disaster Assistance Program; revision of Hazardous
Materials Integrated Emergency Management Course (IEHC) ; development of an IEMC which address hurricane
hazard and short- and long-term recovery phase; and development of a Professional Development course
specific to the functions of senior disaster recovery workers. Support costs include editorial, audio
visual and printing requirements.
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o Training assistance to specific communities. Approximately $50,000 will be used to provide contractual
services for development and revision of the IEMC Specific course materials for both on-site and off-
site delivery to specific communities, as well as editorial, audio visual and printing requirements.

" Plannin4. evaluation, and computer support. Approximately $160,000 will be used to provide contractual
services for the development of a computer module to support a new or existing course; upgrading,
developing, and implementing new technology in the EMI Computer Lab; and upgrading computer capability
for the IEMC to support resource allocation activities. Support costs include editorial, audio visual
and printing requirements. In addition, $229,000 will be used for curriculum coordination, long-term
course evaluation, and review of EMI courses for accreditation recommendations. A total of $107,000
will be used to provide basic support for videoconferencing.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes an increase of $878,000: an increase of $900,000 offset
by a decrease of $11,000 for the net changes to the 1991 request level. The increase will provide support
to initiate the transition to an individual/distance learning approach in the natural and technological
hazards arena. As the cost of student travel to NETC continues to grow, it is becoming increasingly
important to make alternate instructional delivery strategies available. Enhanced funding will support
initiation of alternate delivery strategies through individual/distance learning by: translating existing
course materials into computer assisted instruction, home study, teleconference/videotape and/or a
combination thereof; developing two new courses in mitigation/recovery using alternate delivery modes;
augmenting existing training infrastructure with videotapes and supplemental materials; and augmenting the
capability of FEMA Regions and the Learning Resource Center to support remote and individual instruction.

g. Outvear Implications. None.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Training Field Deolovment Systems

a. Authority. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121 et sea.:
National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. 404; Defense Production Act of 1950, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061 et sea.:
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2251 et sea: Superfund Amendments -and
Reauthorization Act of 1986, P.L. 99-499: National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended; Flood Disaster
Protection Act of 1973, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 etsag.; and Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977,
as amended, 44 U.S.C. 7701 et sea.

b. Objective/Element Descrintion. Under this element, field training is delivered throughout the States,
territories, and trusts, using Regional Offices and State emergency management agencies. Financial
assistance is provided to State government agencies through Comprehensive Cooperative Agreements (CCA) to
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support their State and local training programs. EMI also provides instructional materials and technical
assistance to conduct courses. A qualification program for instructors is conducted at EMI for all trainers
designated by State training offices. The vast network created by the program is the mainstay of EI's
nationwide deployment system and also provides an instructor cadre should a national crisis occur. In
addition, EMI has developed a computerized Field Reporting System (FRS) to assist in managing the program,
and a computerized Field Evaluation System (FES) to obtain and process student and instructor course
evaluation data.

C. 1990 Accomplishment&. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $4,537,000 and 2 workyears for this program element,
of which $111,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $4,426,000 was under Emergency Hanagement Planning and
Assistance. These funds were used to conduct 2,274 training activities instructing over 61,416 participants
in the States, territories, and trusts. Activities included comprehensive emergency management training that
has application to a broad range of natural hazards, and hazard specific training that focuses on one major
type of hazard or disaster such as hazardous materials or earthquakes.

" State and local training and exercise suoport. Activities included deployment of existing and newly
developed activities, largely through grants to the states, for the delivery of 153 training activities
for 6,713 participants in the States. This program area also provided printed educational materials
in support of these course offerings and newly developed activities. In addition, there was a
continued focus on developing cost effective and technologically expedient training packages for pilot
testing in State and local emergency management training programs.

o Outreach and evaluation support. Resources supported the field computerized data reporting system, the
field evaluation system, and the administration of the home study program, completion of the Hazardous
Materials Home Study Course (HS-5), initiation of the development of Introduction to Disaster
Assistance Home Study Course (HS-7), and upgraded computer capability to support the home study
program. Activities were initiated to provide Regional and State training managers interactive course
admissions and roster data, as well as development of software to support student recordkeeping
activities at the State level, along with additional computer hardware to support data transmission.

o Hazardous Materials (Title III) Training. Activities included deployment of existing and newly
developed training activities, primarily through grants, to the States and Indian Tribes for the
delivery of 2,121 training activities for 54,703 participants in the States. Resources also provided
support for printing and evaluation/reporting requirements.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $5,231,000: increases of $5,000,000 for
grants under SARA Title III; and $250,000 to help the Navajo Nation establish hazardous materials
response teams: and a decrease of $19,000 from the application of a general Congressional reduction.
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1e91 ProgMra. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $6,176,000 and 3 workyears to this program element,
of which $125,000 is under Salaries and Expenses, and $6,051,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. These funds are being used to conduct approximately 3,210 training activities instructing over
78,100 participants in the States, territories, and trusts. Activities include comprehensive emergency
management training that has application to a broad range of natural hazards, and hazard specific training
that focuses on one major type of hazard or disaster such as hazardous materials or earthquakes. Provisions
ae also being made for States to deliver recovery training for natural disasters.

" State and local training and exercise suDoort. Funds (approximately $600,000) are provided to the
States in the form of grants for the delivery of approximately 210 training activities for 5.600
participants. Funds (approximately $51,000) are also used to provide printed educational materials in
support of course offerings and newly developed activities, completion of the Introduction to Disaster
Assistance Home Study course and providing computer equipment and software to support the Field
Reporting System. In addition, there is a focus on developing cost effective and technologically
expedient training packages for pilot testing in State and local emergency management training
programs.

o Outreach and evaluation suoport. Approximately $150,000 in contractual funds support the field
computerized data reporting system, the field evaluation system, and the administration of the home
study program.

o Hazardous Materials (Title III) Training. Approximately $5,250,000 is being used for deployment of
existing and newly developed activities. Of this amount, $4,920,000 is being provided to the States
and Indian Tribes in the form of grants for the delivery of 3,000 training activities for 72,500
participants in the States. The remaining $330,000 is being used to provide printed educational
materials in support of these course offerings and computerized data reporting and evaluation system.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992, FFMA requests $820,000 and no workyears under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance for this program element. These funds will be used to conduct approximately 210 training
activities instructing over 5,600 participants in the States, territories, and trusts. Activities will
include comprehensive emergency management training that has application to a broad range of natural hazards,
and hazard specific training that focuses on one major type of hazard or disaster such as hazardous materials
or earthquakes.

o State and local training and exercise support. Approximately $670,000 will be used for deployment of
existing and newly developed activities. Of this amount, approximately $600,000 will be provided to
the States in the form of grants for the delivery of 210 training activities for 5,600 participants in
the States. The remaining $70,000 will be used to provide printed educational materials in support of
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these course offerings and newly developed activities, development of an additional home study course
(HS-8), and computer equipment and software to support the FRS at the State level. In addition, there
will be continued focus on developing cost effective and technologically expedient training packages
for pilot testing in State and local emergency management training programs.

o Outreach And evaluation support. Approximately $150,000 in contractual funds will support the field
computerized data reporting system, the field evaluation system, and the administration of the home
study program.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a net decrease of $5,231,000 in Emergency
Management Planning and Assistance. The adjustments are as follows:

o A decrease of $5,250,000 which is part of a one-time 1991 congressional Increase for SARA Title III

hazardous materials training.

o An increase of $19,000 which restores the 1991 Congressional general reduction.

g. Outyear Implications. None.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

3. Resident Proaram

a. AutXitx. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121 at Be
National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. 404; Defense Production Act of 1950, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061 etse
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 2251 etLUs' National Flood Insurance Act of 1968,
as amended; Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 1_LM. . and Earthquake Hazards
Reduction Act of 1977, as amended, 44 U.S.C. 7701 at as .

b. Obtective/Element Description. This element supports student participation in training activities delivered
at EMI. The resident ENI facility provides Federal, State, and local emergency management professionals and
public officials from across the nation the opportunity to exchange experiences and ideas and to have access
to courses Mhich, due to the technical nature of the content or the stature of the instructors/speakers,
cannot be effectively delivered through the field program. The resident program also trains the Instructors
for field courses, a function that is essential to maintaining the quality of field instruction, and provides
an opportunity for key target audiences to participate in course development and testing. Annually, over
3,000 students participate in EMI resident courses on the Emmitsburg campus. The scope of training at EMI
Includes both comprehensive and hazard specific courses and activities.
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1990 Agcomplishment . In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,396,000 and 6 workyears for this program element,
of which $333,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $1,063,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Education and training programs at the resident facility provide a national focal point for the
dissemination of timely Information and useful skills and knowledge to enable emergency managers to prepare
for man-made and natural hazards. The 1990 program included the delivery of 48 offerings of resident
training activities which included 11 train-the-trainer courses, for approximately 1,788 participants in the
following areas:

" CQprehensive emeraencv management training. Funding supported 10 training activities for 378
emergency management students in subjects applicable to a broad range of hazards or disasters. Topics
addressed included policy, programmatic, and operational concepts and functions for areas such as
natural hazard mitigation and recovery; multi-hazard planning; professional and executive development;
and use of volunteer resources. Resources also provided support for audio visual and printing
requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident
courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

" Hazard or disaster specific training. Funding supported 32 training activities for 994 seergency
management students in all subjects that apply to specific hazards or disasters. Training addressed
specific hazards such as earthquakes, radiological, and hazardous materials, as well as planning,
mitigation, response, and recovery operations and policies. Resources also provided support for audio
visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom
support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

o Training assistance to specific communities. Six training activities provided assistance to 416
participants in the following specific communities: Salt Lake City, Utah; Akron, Ohiol
Charlottesville, Virginia; Carson City, Nevada; Anchorage, Alaska; and Kenai Peninsula, Alaska.
Resources also provided support for audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support for
training materials, equipment and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student
travel stipends.

In addition, ENI convened a number of Curriculum Advisory Committees (CAC's) at the resident facility
involving State and local emergency management professionals to obtain input in support of
development/revision initiatives.

d. Changes from the 1991 Zstiaateua. Reflects a Congressional increase of $124,000 to restore this

program element to the 1990 appropriated level.
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e. 1991 Program. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $1,582,000 and 9 workyears to this program element,
of which $396,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $1,186,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Education and training programs at the resident facility provide a national focal point for the
dissemination of timely information and useful skills and knowledge to enable emergency managers to prepare
for man-made and natural hazards. In addition, EMI is convening a number of Curriculum Advisory Committees
(CAC's) at the resident facility involving State and local emergency management professionals to obtain input
in support of development/revision initiatives and maintain support services. An estimated 60 offerings of
resident training activities, which includes 16 Train-the-Trainer courses, are being delivered to
approximately 1,918 participants in the following areas:

" Comorehensive emergency management training . Funding supports 21 planned training activities for 718
emergency management students in subjects applicable to a broad range of hazards or disasters. Topics
address policy, programmatic, and operational concepts and functions for areas such as hazard
mitigation and recovery; multi-hazard planning; professional and executive development; public
assistance; and management of volunteer resources. Resources also provide funding for audio visual and
printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support for
resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

" azard or disaster specific training. Funding supports 34 planned training activities for 950
emergency management students in subjects that apply to specific hazards or disasters. Training is
being provided for specific hazards such as earthquakes, radiological, and hazardous materials, and
addresses planning, mitigation, response, and recovery operations and policies. Resources also provide
funding for audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment
and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

o Training assistance to specific communities. Five planned training activities provide assistance to
250 participants in five specific communities. While the specific communities have not been
determined, negotiations are currently underway with several jurisdictions ranging in size from
Philadelphia or Los Angeles to Kingsport, Tennessee. Resources also provide funding for audio visual
and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support
for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

f. 1992 Prgram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,481,000 and 9 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $419,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $1,062,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. Education and training programs at the resident facility provide a national focal
point for the dissemination of timely information and useful skills and knowledge to enable emergency
managers to prepare for man-made and natural hazards. In addition, EMI will convene a number of Curriculum
Advisory Committees (CAC's) at the resident facility involving State and local emergency management
professionals to obtain input in support of development/revision initiatives and maintain support services.
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An estimated 45 offerings of resident training activities, which includes 16 Train-the-Trainer courses, will
be delivered to approximately 1,500 participants in the following areas:

" Comprehensive emergency management training. Funding will support seven training activities for 320
emergency management students in subjects applicable to a broad range of hazards or disasters. Topics
will address policy, programmatic, and operational concepts and functions for areas such as hazard
mitigation and recovery; multi-hazard planning; professional and executive development; public
assistance; and volunteer resources. costs of approximately $205,000 include funding for audio visual
and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom support
for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

o Hazard or disaster specific training. Funding will support 32 training activities for 935 emergency
management students in subjects that apply to specific hazards or disasters. Training will be provided
for specific hazards such as earthquakes, radiological, and hazardous materials, and will address
planning, mitigation, response, and recovery operations and policies. Costs of approximately $530,000
include funding for audio visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials,
equipment and classroom support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

" Training assistance to specific communities. Six training activities will provide assistance to 245
participants in six specific communities. While the specific communities have not been identified at
this point, past training was provided for a variety of jurisdictions ranging in size from Philadelphia
or Los Angeles to Kingsport, Tennessee. Costs of approximately $327,000 include funding for audio
visual and printing requirements, editorial support for training materials, equipment and classroom
support for resident courses, adjunct faculty, and student travel stipends.

1992 Increases/Decreasel. The 1992 request includes a reduction of $124,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance which was part of a one-time 1991 Congressional increase.

g. Outvear Implications. None.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

4. NETC Site Administration

a. Authority. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 5121
9t seg.; National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. 404; Defense Production Act of 1950, 50 U.S.C. App. 2061
et sea., National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended; Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as amended,
42 U.S.C. 4001 et se ; and Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977, as amended, 44 U.S.C. 7701 et sea.
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b. Objective/Element Description. This element provides for a share of the cost of operating and maintaining
the National Emergency Training Center (NETC) facility in Emmitsburg, Maryland, and supporting the non-civil
Defense educational programs of the Emergency Management Institute and National Fire Academy. The funding
in this element covers a portion of the facility costs for items such as maintenance, security, housekeeping,
equipment, renovation, rent, and similar costs.

C. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used $441,000 and no workyears for this program element under Emergency
Management Plann~ng and Assistance. The 1990 program included providing a share of the facility operating
and educational program support costs. The facility operations costs included maintenance, security,
housekeeping, equipment, transportation, rents, media support and library services.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Proiram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating $204,000 and no workyears to this program element under Emergency
Management Planning and Assistance. These resources provide the a share of the cost of operating and
maintaining the facility, providing administrative support to the National Emergency Training Center, and
supporting the educational programs of the Emergency Management Institute and National Fire Academy.

f. 1992 Prgra. In 1992, FEMA requests $758,000 and no workyears under Emergency Management Planning
Assistance for this program element. The Emergency Management Planning and Assistance funds are requested
for a share of the operation and maintenance of the Emmitsburg resident educational facility; administrative
support to the campus which houses the Emergency Management Institute, the National Fire Academy, and the
United States Fire Administration; and educational program for support the National Fire-Academy and the
Emergency Management Institute. A portion of the resources for NETC Site Administration are included in each
of four budget programs--Training and Education, Emergency Management Institute, National Fire Academy, and
U.S. Fire Administration. The following Is a summary of the planned use of those Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance funds provided under the Emergency Management Institute program. These funds
represent a share of the total cost for VETC Site Administration.

o Equipment rental including reproduction equipment to produce student and instructor course manuals and

procurement documents $12,000.

o Utilities including steam, water and sewer, electricity, and commercial telephone service - $34,000.

o General printing including printing of general student materials and media to support courses -
$20,000.

" Facility operations and maintenance including furniture moving, lawn care, snow removal, maintenance
and repair of the mechanical and electrical systems, maintenance of the 19 buildings on the NETC
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campus, minor space alterations, maintenance support for the full service food service operation,
operation of the facility and office supply warehouses, operation of the duplicating center, courier
service between Emmitsburg and Washington, and maintenance of the campus utilities - $118,000.

o Student services such as housekeeping, student registration, and student bus transportation - $87,000.

o Security including operation of the switchboard, and provision of emergency medical services -$17,000.

o Learning Resource Center including library services, information research, and response to public
inquiries - $173,000.

o Media production including the development of slides, video tapes, overhead transparencies, slide/tape
programs, typesetting, and graphic layout - $91,000.

o Facility renovation and repair - $206,000.

These services are provided by commercial vendors.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes an increase of $554,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance to fund uncontrollable cost increases associated with operating and maintaining the Emmitsburg
facility and supporting the educational programs with the library and the media center.

g. Outwear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars in Thousands)

B. National Fire Academy

Estimates by Program Element
Page

1991
1990 1991 Current
Actual Reguest Estinate

1992 Increase/
Request Decrease

Instructional Programs &
Materials ..............

Training Field Deployment
Systems ................

Resident Programs.
NETC Site Administration.

Total. National Fire Academy
(Budget Authority) .....

EM-159

EM-162
EN-164
EN-167

$1,276

942
1,991

7,188

$1,501 $1,906 $2,846

770
2,155
2,804

904
2,155
6,93

770
2,140

7,230 11,904 10,608

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $4,674,000: Specific Congressional increases of $134,000
in Training and Field Deployment Systems, and $4,600,000 in NETC Site Administration; offset by the application of a
Congressionally-directed general reduction of $41,000 In Instructional Programs and Materials, and $19,000 in NETC Site
Administration. Also includes an internal transfer of $446,000 from NETC Site Administration to Instructional Programs and
Materials to comply with P.L. 100-476.
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B. National Fire Academy

This program provides for the operation of the National Fire Academy (NFA) education program at the residential site
in Emmitsburg, Maryland, and through off-campus outreach courses; support for the curricula development and evaluation
effort; and a portion of the operating costs for the Emmitsburg campus.

1. Instructional Programs and Materials

a. Authority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 2LJn.

b. Obiective/Element Descriotion. This element provides for the curriculum design and for the assessment,
development and evaluation of NFA courses which are delivered at the Emmitsburg, Maryland, residential site
and throughout the Nation in cooperation with State and local fire training agencies.

Each course follows a five-phase development process: (1) includes a needs assessment by practitioners in
the field; (2) task analysis and course structure; (3) student and instructor manual development; (4) pilot
testing and revisions; and (5) a material evaluation system. The element also provides for establishing
overall NFA training and education curriculum policy, planning, evaluation, and training research. In
addition it includes support for the learning Resource Center and media production center.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,526,000 and 5 workyears for this program element,
of which $250,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $1,276,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Major accomplishments in development were milestone achievements associated with 15 separate
courses which were under development by the Academy. included were: Phase IV development of three new major
instructional programs; and Phase I, II, and/or III development on other Academy courses. Other significant
accomplishments included refinement of short-term evaluation systems, college accreditation recommendations
through the American Council on Education (ACE) for MFA courses, and development of a plan and initial
procedures for determining and documenting training requirements for Academy courses. Management plans for
all course development were established and a curriculum development schedule was produced for documentation
of course development. One national videoconference was funded and delivered. In addition, the open
Learning Program completed revision of two courses. Also in 1990, the ceremony to honor fallen firefighters
was continued.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $405,000: an increase of $446,000 from an
internal transfer from NETC Site Administration to comply with P.L. 100-476; offset by a decrease of $41,000
from the application of a general Congressional reduction.
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e. 1991 Prooram. In 1991, FEHA is allocating a total of $2,946,000 and 22 workyears to this program element,
of which $1,040,000 is under Salaries and Expehses and $1,906,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The following activities are planned for 1991:

o Phase I-IlI development work on up to eighteen courses.

o Phase IV revision work on five on-going courses.

o Editorial support and book production for all Academy courses.

o Phase V national release of four courses.

o Short-term evaluation of 600 course offerings and long-term evaluation of six program areas.

o Securing recommended college level accreditation of all new and ongoing field and resident courses.

o Conducting annual national needs assessment for Academy curriculum planning.

o Grant support for the Open Learning Fire Service Program.

o Revision of three courses in the Open Learning Fire Service Program (OLFSP) curriculum.

o Production of one videoconference.

o Documenting program office training requirements which impact the fire service and related professions.

o Continuation of the annual ceremony to honor Fallen Firefighters who have given their lives in service
te their community.

o Continuation of educational program support from the Learning Resources Center and the media production
center.

f. 1992 Prora. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $3,344,000 and 28 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $1,598,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $2,846,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. These resources will provide for the following:

o Phase I-IV major development work on eleven courses, all in serious need of update, at a cost of
$1,100,000.
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o Phase V national release of three courses, at a cost of $246,000.

o Short-term evaluation of 600 course offerings and long-term evaluation in six program areas, at a cost
of $100,000.

o Editorial support and book production for all Academy course development projects, at a cost of
$150,000.

o Annual national needs assessment for Academy curriculum planning, at a cost of $75,000.

o Continuation of grant support to the participating colleges and universities in the Open Learning Fire
Service Program, $70,000.

o Development and revision of courses to the Open Learning Fire Service Program, at an estimated cost of

$80,000

o Internal long-term evaluation of Academy courses, at a cost of $260,000.

o Continuation of the annual ceremony to honor the Fallen Firefighters who have given their lives,
$15,000.

o Provide basic support for videoconferencing, at an estimated cost of $74,000.

o Educational program support through the operation of the Learning Resource Center and the media
production center, at a cost of $519,000.

o Curriculum coordination, accreditation support, and external long-term evaluation of Academy courses,
at an estimated cost of $157,000.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes an increase of $940,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance: $826,000 to continue Phase I-IV course development, Phase V national releases, and long-term
Academy evaluation. Efforts on course development and evaluation must be continued and escalated on courses
where material is considered "out-dated" by the nation's fire service community; $41,000 to restore the 1991
general reduction; and $73,000 to fund the cost increases associated with supporting the educational programs
with the library and the media center.

g. Outvear implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.
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h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Training Field Deolovment Systems

a. uhority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 et seg.

b. Obiective/Element Description. This element provides for a program that is administered by the Academy's
Extension Services Branch and delivered by adjunct faculty in cooperation with, and with assistance from,
State and local fire training agencies. courses are delivered in every State to allow maximum opportunity
for volunteer fire personnel attendance.

C. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,392,000 and 9 workyears for this program element,
of which $450,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $942,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Major accomplishments included the delivery of 283 off-campus courses to 8,394 fire service,
rescue and allied professionals at the local level, and the provision of training to 225,000 personnel
through courses developed by the MFA and taught by State and local trainers. Training of State and local
personnel continued at an increased level through 118 course offerings inthe State Weekend Program; 4,723
State and local fire service personnel participated in this program for a total of 9,446 student days of
instruction. Four NFA developed course packages were used in the Train-the-Trainer (TtT) initiative to 193
State and local fire training agencies. Additional cooperation and coordination of fire training delivery
systems were achieved through expansion of the TRADE (Training Resources and Data Exchange) network. The
TRADE program initiatives included the biennial Co-Chair Conference for the 20 State and local TRADE Regional
representatives, along with'the completion of the TRADE "Standard Operating Procedures."

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $134,000 to fund this program element
at the 1990 appropriated level.

e. 1991 Proram. In 1991, FENA is allocating a total of $1,285,000 and 9 workyears to this program element,
of which $381,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $904,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The following activities are planned for 1991:

o The on-campus State Weekend Program continues to be a vital program element with 26 participating
States. There are 132 course deliveries planned for approximately 5,000 fire service and rescue
personnel for a total of 10,000 estimated student days of instruction.

o The number of direct deliveries of Academy developed courses sponsored by the State fire training
systems is approximately 325. It is estimated that approximately 9,000 students are reached through
these deliveries to State and local level fire service personnel for a total of 12,000 student days of
instruction.
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o Three Adjunct Faculty In-Service Training Workshops consisting of 135 State and local fire service
personnel are planned to enhance the Academy's off-site deliveries.

o The Student Manual Support Program which includes direct delivery, State Weekend Programs and hand-off
programs provides training to an estimated 225,000 people through the TtT courses conducted at the
State and local level for fire service personnel.

o The number of participating TtT fire training agencies from the State and local level continues to
increase; two additional Academy-developed and pilot-tested training packages are being prepared for
"hand-off" delivery by local instructors to State and local fire and rescue personnel.

o Planning for an on-campus conference is scheduled for the 192 senior fire service officers of the
National TRADE network.

f. 1992 Progran. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,234,000 and 9 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $464,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $770,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. These resources provide for the following activities:

o Approximately 200 course deliveries will be conducted at the State and local level. It is estimated
that approximately 9,000 fire service and rescue personnel will participate for a total of 18,000 days
of instruction. Contractual services acquired through adjunct faculty at an estimated cost of $225,000
will provide necessary delivery support.

o An on-campus conference for the 20 Regional co-chair persons of the National Training Resources and
Data Exchange network is planned, along with a program assessment to review accomplishments since the
1991 National Conference and to recommend program direction at an estimated cost of $10,000.

o The Student Manual Support Program, which Includes direct delivery and hand-off programs, provides
training to an estimated 225,000 people through Train-the-Trainer courses conducted at State and Local
level for fire service personnel at an estimated cost of $242,000.

" Two Adjunct Faculty In-Service Training Workshops consisting of 70 State and local fire service
personnel are planned to enhance the Academy's off-site delivery adjunct faculty source listing at an
estimated cost of $27,000.

o Printing and course editorial and delivery support for dissemination services through the National
Audiovisudl center are included in an interagency agreement with GSA, with printing expenses through
the Government Printing Office and contractual services for support costs ($50,000).
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o During the annual Train-the-Trainer program, three Academy developed and field-tested training packages
will be "handed off" at an estimated coat of $50,000. It is estimated that an additional 40,000 fire
service personnel at the state and local level will be trained by utilizing these materials.

o Editorial support and book distribution for all field deliveries will ;i-performed at an estimated cost
of $140,000.

o The on-campus State Weekend Program continues to be a vital program element with 26 participating
States. A total of 132 course deliveries are planned for approximately 5,000 fire and rescue personnel
for a total of 10,000 student days of instruction at a cost of $26,000.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $134,000 which was part of a 1991
Congressional Increase. This will result in a decrease of 125 course offerings to 3,000 students at the
State and local levels.

g. Outwsar Imlications. No outysar implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

3. Resident PLoarams

A. Authority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 aLa.

b. ObJective/Ulesnt Descrintion. This element provides for the delivery of courses by the National Fire
Academy (NFA) at Emitsburg, Maryland, and program content coordination in the development of NFA
videoconferences and field program courses.

C. 120 Accomlishments. In 1990, FENA used a total of $3,340,000 and 27 workyears for this program element,
of which $1,349,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $1,991,000 was under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. The major accomplishment was the delivery of 158 course offerings to 3,393 fire service and
related personnel, representing 36,934 student days of training, including the Volunteer Incentive Program
(VIP) where 14 course offerings were attended by 363 students. In-service training for instructors was
provided in one new course area and on-going in-service training was provided as needed in other course
areas. Contractual support for two videoconterences was provided as well as support for the Fire Executive
Fellowship program, co-funded with the United States Fire Administration. Additionally, 47 hazardous
materials resident course offerings were delivered to 1,094 students off the Emmitsburg campus. The
Executive Fire Officer Symposium was delivered for the second time with 96 Senior Chief Officers
participating from throughout the United States. The Executive Fire Officer Symposium was successfully
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redesigned to ensure a more equitable cost sharing between participants and the National Fire Academy,
resulting in substantial savings to NFA.

d. Chanas from the 1991 Estimates. None.

. 1991Prgran. In 1991, FEIA is allocating a total of $3,333,000 and 25 workyears to this program element,
of which $1,176,000 is under Salaries and Expenses, and $2,155,000 is under Emergency Planning and
Assistance. The following activities are planned for 19911

o Deliver approximately 142 course offerings to an estimated 3,700 fire service and allied professionals
representing 37,000 student days of training. This is a decrease from 1990 due to the increased
student stipend and adjunct faculty costs.

o sponsor an Executive Fire Officer Symposium for approximately 100 senior fire service executives.

o continue support of Arson Lab/Burn Building to facilitate the Fire/Arson Investigation course delivery.
This facility permits instructional demonstration of incendiary and accidental fires and their
subsequent investigation and cause determination.

o Fund miscellaneous course expenses related to printing, supplies, and equipment acquired by contractual
services.

o Co-fund with U. a. Fire Administration, the participation of six competitively selected senior fire
officers from state and local sectors in the FENA Fire Executive Fellowship program of the John F.
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University.

o Co-fund with U. S. Fire Administration, a series of fire issue case studies that are to be developed
by the John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University.

o Continue the Executive Fire Officer Applied Research Project program.

o Deliver the on-going Volunteer Incentive Program (VIP) on-site courses as well as initial development
and piloting of one additional course In this area. These courses are designed to allow for attendance
of volunteer fire service personnel who might otherwise be unable to attend the resident course
deliveries due to their work schedules or community commitments.

o Continue the Executive Fire Officer program with emphasis on the educational needs of current and
future fire service leaders.
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o Provide a limited number of the new In-service Resident Adjunct Faculty training programs as courses
are developed or revised.

o Complete the initial design requirements study for a fully updated and expanded Fire Protection System
Laboratory.

o Design, pilot test and institute a regional delivery program to allow appropriate resident type courses
to be deliveredlin locations and in formats other than the traditional two week delivery at the NFA's
Emmitsburg campus.

O Modify the Academy's microcomputer laboratory to reflect a facility capability for demonstration and
brief module instruction more closely fitting the needs of fire service personnel.

f. 1992 Progxas. In 1992, FEKA requests a total of $3,316,000 and 23 workyears for this program element.
Included In this total are $1,178,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $2,140,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. The following activities are planned for 1992)

o Deliver approximately 135 course offerings to an estimated 3,375 tire service and allied professionals
providing approximately 34,000 student days of training. This is a decrease from 1991 due to the
increased student stipend and adjunct faculty costs. Pilot testing of an off-site regional delivery
system to eventually deliver an additional 20 course offerings across the United States to 600 students
representing 5000 student days of training. Requested resources include reimbursement for student
travel and contractual services of adjunct faculty, end other costs such as air fare increases and
normal increases in essential contract instructor services at approximately $1,843,000. Also included
in the activity are the following specific activities

- Continue the Volunteer Incentive Program providing one-week duration courses designed to address
specific needs of volunteer fire service personnel.

- Continue the Executive Fire Officer series of courses.

- continue the course offerings targeted toward the hazardous materials curriculum area.

- Improve the physical facilities of the Fire Protection Systems Laboratories to provide normal
technical enhancements now prevalent in the fire protection environment.

o Continue the Executive Fire Officer Symposium program at an estimated cost of $15,000.
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o Continue support of the Arson and Incident Simulation laboratories at an estimated cost of $75,000.

o Modify the microcomputer laboratory at an estimated cost of $50,000 to allow for demonstrations
suitable to appropriate training technologies for fire service personnel.

o Support miscellaneous course expenses related to printing, supplies, and equipment acquired by
contractual services estimated at $32,000.

o Through contracts, fund editorial support activities, and support for the classroom management and
material revisions at an estimated cost of $125,000.

1992 !noreases/DecrIae . The 1992 request includes a reduction of $15,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. This reduction eliminates the funding for the Executive Fire Fellowship Program involving
a series of fire issue case studies which was a joint project with the United-states Fire Administration.

g. Outvear Imnlications. No outyear, Implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

4. NETC Site Administration

a. Authority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.B.C. 2201 ItJUg.

b. Objective/zleuent Desorintion. This element provides for a share of the cost of operating the National
Emergency Training Center (NETC) in Emmitsburg, Maryland, and supporting the educational programs of the
National Fire Academy and the Emergency Management Institute. The funding covers a portion of the facility
costs such as maintenance, security, housekeeping, equipment, rent, and similar costs.

c. 2990 Aa.on.iah-mnt. In 1990, ?EHA used a total of $4,628,000 and 33 workyears for this program element,
of which $1,649,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,979,000 was under Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. The 1990 program included providing a share of facility operating and educational program
support costs. The facility operations costs included maintenance, security, housekeeping, equipment,
transportation, rents, media support and library services.

d. Change. from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $4,135,000: a Congressional increase of
$4,600,000 to correct fire and safety code violations at NETCs an internal transfer of $446,000 to
Instructional Programs and Materialst and a decrease of $19,000 from a general Congressional reduction.
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6. 1991 grogra . In 1991, FEKA is allocating a total of $8,143,000 and 22 workyoars to this program element,
of which 01,204,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $6,939,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. These resources provide a share of the cost of operating and maintaining the facility, providing
administrative support to the National Emergency Training Center campus, and supporting the educational
programs of the Emergency Management Institute and National Fire Academy.

In addition to normal facility operations and maintenance activities, funding was provided by the congress
to correct fire and life safety deficiencies at the Emmitsburg facility. Among the projects being undertaken
with these funds are:

o The correction of sprinkler system deficiencies and renovation of offices in Building N, third floor,
for fire egress and life safety measures.

o Construction of stair and elevator towers, correction of exits, and installation of a sprinkler system
to correct life safety and Uniform Federal Accessibility Standard deficiencies in Building E
auditorium.

o Construction of stair and elevator towers, correction of entrance and exits, and installation of a
sprinkler system to correct life safety and Uniform Federal Accessibility Standard deficiencies in the
cafeteria and upper floors of Building K.

" Installation of a new central alarm system with remote panels in each building and central monitoring
and building control and construction of a stair and elevator tower and installation of a central
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system in building It to correct life safety and Uniform
Federal accessibility Standard deficiencies.

f. 1992 Preo. In 1992, FENA requests a total of $6,634,000 and 22 workyears for this program element.
Included in this total are $1,782,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $4,052,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. The resources are requested for a share of the operation and maintenance of the
Emmitsburg resident educational facility administrative support to the campus which houses the Emergency
Management Institute, the National Fire Academy, and the United States Fire Administration, and educational
program support the National Fire Academy and the Emergency Management Institute. A portion of the resources
for NETC Site Administration are included in each of four programs--Training and Education, Emergency
Management Institute, National Fire Academy, and U.S. Fire Administration. The following is a summary of
the planned use of those Emergency Management Planning and Assistance funds provided under the National Fire
Academy program. These funds represent a share of the total cost for NETC Site Administration.

o Equipment rental including reproduction equipment to produce student and instructor course manuals and
procurement documents $122,000.
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o Utilities including stqam, water and sewer, electricity, and commercial telephone service - $351,000.

o General printing, including printing of general student materials and media to support courses -
$4,000.

o Facility operations and maintenance including furniture moving, lawn care, snow removal, maintenance
and repair of the mechanical and electrical systems, maintenance of the 19 buildings on the NETC
campus, minor space alterations, maintenance support for the full service food service operation,
operation of the facility and office supply warehouses, operation of the duplicating center, ADP
support for the admissions system, general supplies and equipment, courier service between Emmitsburg
and Washington, and maintenance of the campus utilities - $1,190,000.

o Student services including housekeeping, student registration, and student ground transportation -
$908,000.

o Security including operation of the campus switchboard, and provision of emergency medical services -
$172,000.

o Facility renovation and repair - $2,105,000.

These services are provided by commercial vendors.

1992 Increases/Uecreases. The 1992 program includes a not increase of $2,087,000 in Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance. The changes re as follow

o An increase of $480,000 in Emergency Management Planning and Assistance to fund the uncontrollable cost
increases associated with operating and maintaining the Emnitsburg facility and supporting the
educational programs.

o An increase of $2,014,000 which is a portion of the total cost of a three-year program of correcting
structural, fire safety, and handicapped accessibility deficiencies and making the NETC campus safer
and more conducive to learning.

o A decrease of $4,600,000 which is part of a Congressional increase in 1991 for campus fire safety.

" An increase of $19,000 which restores the 1991 Congressional general reduction.
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9. Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisorv and Assistance Services. None.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
TRAINING AND FIRE PROGRAMS

(Dollars in Thousands)

C. U.S. Fire Administration

Estimates by Program Element
Page
Ko.L

1990
1991

1991 Current
Reauest Estimate

1992 Increase/
Request Degrease

Fire Prevention & Arson
Control ................

Federal Fire Policy &
Coordination ...........

Firefighter Health &
Safety .................

Fire Data & Analysis.....
NETC Site Administration.

Total, U.S. Fire
Administration (Budget
Authority ..............

EM-172 $2,851

EM-175

EM-176
EM-180
EM-183

311

378
896

4,669

$3,258 $3,224 $5,258

345 345 817

1,099
887

5,786

1,259
887
196

5,911

1,099
887
12

8,258

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $125,000: Specific Congressional increase of $170,000
in Firefighter Health and Safety; offset by the application of a Congressionally-directed general reduction of $34,000 in
Fire Prevention and Arson Control, $10,000 in Firefighter Health and Safety, and $1,000 in NETC Site Administration.
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C. U.S. Fire Administration

The mission of the United States Fire Administration (USFA) is to enhance the nation's fire prevention and control
activities and thereby significantly reduce the nation's loss of life from fire, and to achieve a reduction in property
loss and non-fatal injury due to fire.

1. Fire Prevention and Arson Control

a. Authority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 et sea.

b. Obiective/Element Description. This element is directed to reducing the loss of life and property in the nation
due to the incidence of fire. This is being accomplished by the diligent application of programs and projects
in the area of anti-arson strategies; creating public awareness of the hazards of fire, and fire protection and
prevention measures; and researching codes and standards via a proactive approach to legislation and
enforcement. Information obtained through applications is generated with and for the fire service community
to inform and involve the general public in anti-arson strategies and fire prevention research.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $3,079,000 and 4 workyears for this program element, of
which $228,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,851,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. During 1990, the National Community Volunteer Fire Prevention Program completed the second year
of the final three-year phase to bring in the remaining 20 States. Fire prevention and arson control efforts
continued on the national public fire education and awareness program with special emphasis on Fortune 500
companies, seniors, and an augmentation of existing campaigns. Efforts continued on a balanced, multi-pronged
approach to residential sprinklers through focusing on research and development, demonstrations, and technical
information and dissemination. Special focus during the research phase was on quick-acting sprinkler standards
for mobile homes. The U.S. Fire Administration sponsored several interactive videoconference programs which
focused on alternate heating and fire safety for senior citizens. Programs continued on arson through research
and development, particularly on vehicle arson, organization and management of arson programs, juvenile
firesetters, arson resource center, and support for community-based programs. A variety of materials were
developed, published, and disseminated nationwide to keep fire service and private organizations current in fire
prevention, education, and awareness. The USFA continued efforts in research and information for high-risk
special needs populations such as handicapped persons, e.g. smoke detectors for the hearing impaired. Fire
prevention and arson control efforts were extended through a unique public/private partnership for fire safe,
adaptable modular housing through construction of the house and information dissemination and demonstrations,
and extended special-emphasis on public fire education initiatives to high-risk populations, pre-school children
and Native Americans in cooperation with the Department of Health and Human Services.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $34,000 from the application of a general Congressional
reduction.
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e. 1991 program. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $3,606,000 and 7 workyears to this program element, of
which $382,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $3,224,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The following are planned for 1991:

o Complete the final phase of the National Community Volunteer Fire Prevention Program in the remaining 20
States.

o Continue implementation of a balance multi-pronged approach to residential sprinklers by focusing on
research, demonstrations, technical information, and assistance. Special focus during the application phase
of the program is being placed on fire safety for native Americans and the physically impaired as well as
on fire safety in multi-family occupancies.

o Continue the national public fire education and awareness program with special emphasis on the physically
impaired and Native Americans.

o Carry-out interactive videoconference programs as a vehicle for dissemination of public fire education
information. Topics include home electrical appliance problems and Corporate 500 efforts in fire safety.

o Expand attack on arson through research and development, juvenile firesetters especially efforts with Office
of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention/Department of Justice, curious kids initiatives, arson resource
center, and expanded community-based anti-arson programs.

o Undertake expanded efforts with national building and fire code organizations to address State and local
needs, i.e., technical assistance and information for local code officials publicize new standards on
warning for the hearing impaired technology.

e Intensify programs designed to produce fire safety materials and information with particular emphasis on
materials and information targeted to assist the disabled population.

" Implement a national program to encourage Government travelers to stay in hotels/motels protected by fire
sprinkler systems. This includes the preparation of educational materials program guidelines, coordination
with State and local fire services, monitoring for compliance, and coordination with other Federal agencies
on Federal employee travel. This program takes effect upon signing of the Hotel and Motel Fire Safety Act
of 1989 (H.R. 94).

o Extend public/private partnership for the fire-safe, adaptable modular house with special emphasis on high-
risk populations of seniors and disabled persons.
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o Continue to develop, print, and distribute materials on prevention, education and technologies to fire
service, public and private sectors.

f. 1992 ProGram. In 1992, FEKA requests a total of $5,698,000 and 8 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $440,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $5,258,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. These resources will provide for the following activities:

o Complete the phase out and distribution of the final products of the National Community Volunteer Fire
Prevention Program.

o Expand efforts in multi-pronged approach to residential sprinklers by focusing on basic research, technical
information and assistance, and demonstrations. In research, USFA will focus on lower response time for
quick-acting sprinklers, more effective and appropriate sprinkler systems for health care facilities and
persons, new means of freeze protection, and water supply concerns particularly in rural areas.

o Continue the national public fire education and awareness campaigns with special emphasis bn home fire
safety.

o Develop and conduct interactive videoconferences with the Emergency Education Network (EENET) as a vehicle
for dissemination of public fire education information to fire service and allied professions.

o Continue current broad-based attack on arson through research and development, juvenile firesetters,
community-based programs, arson resources center and other information and technical assistance.

o Undertake new efforts with national and State building and fire code organizations to address state and local
needs, i.e. new/expanded efforts to increase fire safety during housing renovation and rehabilitation.

o Conduct programs designed to utilize organizations representing high-risk populations, seniors, disabled,
and hearing impaired for better distribution and utilization of fire safety materials and information.

o Continue implementation and monitoring of national program to encourage travelers to stay in hotels/motels
protected by fire sprinkler and smoke detection systems.

o Continue to develop, print, and disseminate materials to fire service and public and private organizations
on prevention, education, and technologies for fire safety.

1992 Inc ea1Qg(jcreases. The 1992 request includes an increase of $2,034,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance. The increase will be applied as follows:
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o $2,000,000 to expand residential sprinkler research and application, particularly the development and
research of an effective self-contained system for mobile homes and single-family residences in rural areas.

o An increase of $34,000 to restore the 1991 congressional general reduction.

g. Outvear Imolications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Federal Fire Policy and Coordination

a. Authority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 ot a.

b. Objective/Element Descriotion. This element includes research, development and technical efforts to encourage
the Nation's overall fire protection management; an expansion of existing public/private interactions for models
of public/private partnerships; assessment and evaluation of fire prevention efforts: the dissemination of
information; and the review and authorization of reimbursement to local fire services for fighting fire on
Federal property.

c. 1990 Accomolishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $655,000 and 6 workyears for this program element, of which
$344,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $311,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
During 1990, efforts were made to expand public/private partnerships for fire prevention and to increase focus
on support for the volunteer fire service. Major accomplishments included improved coordination among USFA,
public interest organizations, fire service and other Federal agencies in policy and program development,
including support for national/regional leadership conferences such as the State Fire Marshall meeting. Efforts
also continued to improve fire service management through a senior fire executive fellowship program at Harvard
University and other management improvement efforts: the expanded development and dissemination of fire service
information, including a special emphasis on volunteer fire service communications the continued Integrated
Emergency Management System (IEMS) efforts with fire service, police and other public servants in national
preparedness activities: implementation of a new effort in heavy urban rescue; to processing and analysis of
claims resulting from losses sustained by State and local fire service performing firefighting on Federal
property: and the dissemination of fire safety information.

d. Changes From the 1991Esijmates. None.

e. 1991 Proara. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $742,000 and 7 workyears to this program element, of which
$397,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $345,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
The resources permit accomplishment of the following:
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o Enhance fire service leadership development through educational and information assistance. A new case study
initiative is being undertaken with Harvard University's Executive Development Program.

o Work with volunteer fire service to enhance their roles and efforts in addressing national fire problems.

o Improve the coordination of fire programs and resources in Federal agencies, and public interest
organizations that impact on fire and emergency management.

o Develop and provide specialized information for State and local fire services with special focus on groups
who are particularly vulnerable to fire hazards, such as children, senior citizens, physically impaired and
Native Americans.

o Identify opportunities for fire service involvement in public/private partnerships.

o Support fire service roles in technology development and the consensus codes process.

o chieve a better relationship between the fire service and other public management policy and planning
organizations such as through the new State Fire Marshals Association.

o Develop opportunities to enhance integrated emergency management systems at State and local levels.

o Continue working in concert with other FEMA programs and local fire service entities in building their
capacity to effectively respond to and operate at disasters requiring urban search and rescue techniques.

o Convene, on an annual basis, the interagency working group established to improve the information available
to emergency response personnel regarding hazardous materials emergencies.

o Recommend changes and additions to the report to Congress concerning information available to local
responders as stated above.

1992 Program. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,492,000 and 12 workyears for this program element. Included
in this total are $675,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $817,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. These resources provide for the following activities:

o Continue to enhance fire service leadership development through educational and informational assistance.

o Identify new opportunities to enhance volunteer fire service roles and efforts.
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o Continue coordination efforts with other Federal and State agencies and public interest organizations on fire
related matters.

o Carry out the development and dissemination of better hazardous materials response information for first
responders as a result of administration and congressional directives.

o Continue to develop and provide specialized information for State and local fire services with special focus
on groups who are particularly vulnerable to fire hazards, such as children, senior citizens, physically
impaired and Native Americans.

o Support fire service participation in national consensus codes process.

o Continue to broker a better relationship between the fire service and other public policy and management
organizations, such as the International City Managers Association, National Governors Association, National
League of Cities, and National Association of Counties.

o Continue joint efforts with other FENA organizations to enhance integrated emergency management systems and
urban search and rescue techniques at State and local levels.

o Convene the interagency working group established to improve the information available to emergency response
personnel concerning hazardous materials emergencies.

o Work in close cooperation with the new State Fire Marshals Association to identify and address statewide fire
issues.

o Develop opportunities for fire service involvement in public/private partnerships.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a net increase of $472,000 in Emergency Management Planning
and Assistance: an increase of $500,000 to fully implement a viable hazardous materials information program
for first responders; offset by a decrease of $29,000 to eliminate funding for the Executive Fire Officer
Fellowship Program, involving fire issue case studies, which was a joint project with the National Fire Academy.

g. gutvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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3. Firefighter Health and Safety

a. AuthoritY. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 aLiM.
b. Obiective/Element Description. The Firefighter Health and Safety program element operates to lower the rate

of death, injury, and illness among the nation's firefighters. This ie accomplished by sponsoring research to
develop superior protective clothing, tools, and equipment to allow firefighters to operate more safely and
efficiently in emergencies. The Firefighter Health and Safety program provides for the development of, and
makes available to the fire service, model programs for improving the level of firefighter physical fitness and
for measuring and monitoring the state of firefighters' health.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEKA used a total of $606,000 and 4 workyears for this program element, of which
$228,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $378,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
During 1990, efforts were made toward the development of a model infectious disease reporting program for use
by fire departments. Work and testing continued on chemical protective clothing and equipment, as well as
research and development. An Emergency Education Network (EENET) videoconference on heavy urban search and
rescue was delivered. Efforts were devoted to the fabrication of a prototype of improved firefighter's
footwear, the review of database on apparatus accidents, and preparation of a model fire department
communications manual. A grant was awarded for a hydrogen cyanide toxicity study. Testing was initiated on
breathing apparatus to determine if the straps and mask were able to withstand shock under high radiant heat
conditions. Tests were also initiated to measure lens abrasion on currently available units.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a net increase of $160,000: an increase of $170,000 to provide
matching Federal funds to complete a firefighters hazardous materials training facility in Vermont# offset by
a decrease of $10,000 from the application of a general Congressional reduction.

e. 1291 Proaram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $1,585,000 and 6 workyears to this program element, of
which $326,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $1,259,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The funding provides for the following:

o Research and development of criteria for protective clothing and equipment for personnel involved in heavy
urban search and rescue operations at the scene of earthquakes, mud slides and other events not including
fire operations.

o Development of an urban search and rescue program manual.

o Investigation of and reporting on incidents involving Ih-avy urban search and rescue and the latest technology
available for use at heavy search and rescue operations.
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o Development of a nation-wide database of occupational exposure to communicable diseases involving emergency
responders.

o Management research on and evaluation of fire service emergency medical service (ENS) public information
education and relations campaign.

o Final editing of model stress management program for fire departments.

o Videoconferences on (1) successful implementation of National Fire Protection Association Standard on the
Firefighter Health and Safety Program (NFPA 1500), and (2) on standards for chemical protective clothing for
firefighters.

o Development of more realistic tests of fire department protective equipment.

o Conducting third forum on communicable disease progress report and delineation of newly discovered problems.

o conducting field tests for newly developed firefighter footwear.

o Development of a manual on heat stress management for firefighters.

o Research and development of new technologies in heat protection.

o Providing matching Federal funds to complete a firefighters' hazardous materials training facility in
Vermont.

f.1992 Progra. In 1992, FEA requests a total of $1,428,000 and 6 workyeare for this program element. Included
in this total are $329,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $1,099,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This level of funding will provide a more comprehensive program designed to improve the health and
safety of firefighters in the U.S. The following activities are planned for 1992s

o The Emergency Medical Services (ENS) production of a Safety manual; instituting an EMS management intern
programs and conducting an ENS public information and education campaign.

o The EMS initiative continues with the development and field testing of additional Reolicable Solutions to
the previously identified issues targeting enhanced service delivery.

o Continued management of a nation-wide database of occupational exposure to communicable diseases involving
emergency responders.
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o Production of prototypical firefighter headgear modeled on recommendations from a previously accomplished
research project.

o Update on firefighter selection criteria.

o Enhancement of hazardous materials data bank for use by emergency personnel.

o Production of prototypical protective equipment for personnel at earthquake and other prolonged rescue
operations, other than structural fires, using criteria developed in previous years research and development
efforts.

o Field tests for equipment used in heavy urban search and rescue.

o Videoconferences on (1) the equipment available for use in heavy search and rescue operations, and (2)
shoring, bracing, and tunneling.

o Management of tactical considerations in heat stress management.

o Study to broaden information available on the physiological effects of carbon monoxide.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a net decrease of $160,000 in Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance: A reduction of $170,000 which is part of a one-time 1991 Congressional increase to
complete the Vermont training center offset by an increase of $10,000 which is the restoration of a 1991
Congressional general reduction.

g. Outwear Implication. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

4. Fire Data and Analysis

a. Authority . Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 et sea.

b. Obiective/Element Description. The Fire Data and Analysis program element (i.e. The National Fire Data Center)
strives to provide an accurate Nationwide analysis of the fire problem, identify major problem areas, assist
in setting priorities, determine possible solutions to problems and to monitor the progress of programs to
reduce fire losses. This activity is accomplished, in part, through contracts/grants and cooperative agreements
as well as other forms of technical assistance provided in support of the National Fire Incident Reporting
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System (NFIRS) and its participating/member states.and metropolitan fire departments. The program also involves
activities with various Federal, State and private sector organizations which utilize the data base and related
information to formulate and implement prevention and mitigation strategies to reduce fire related loss.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $1,097,000 and 4 workyears for this program element, of
which $228,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $869,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The principal accomplishments for the year fell into the following categories:

" Enhanced, expanded, and maintained the ongoing National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) collection
and analysis. Data from NFIRS and other sources was compiled and prepared for dissemination in the Seventh
Edition of "Fire in the U.S.", which summarized fire loss information for the years 1983 through 1987.

o Provided continuing support to the National Fire Information Council (NFIC), a private sector, non-profit
corporation comprised of NFIRS program participants from states and major metropolitan fire departments.
Highlights of this activity include the implementation of the Haz-Hat incident reporting component of NFIRS
and the initiation of a 'pilot' arson incident reporting component in Illinois and MarylAnd. Also, under
development is a wildfire reporting module.

" Disseminated a dozen Major Fire Investigation Reports from USFA's Technical Report Series to the fire
service, trade publications/journals and to individuals, fire departments and other organizations on request. 041
Among these were a number of incidents in adult retirement/nursing home facilities, multiple fatality 0
residential fires and selected hazardous materials incidents, all of which target a "lessons learned"
information exchange.

" Initiated a review of selected fire department operations, the objective of which is to analyze and define
more clearly the current type and variety of departmental operations in a full range of fire service
organizations.

o Identified a variety of issues/topics related to fire department Emergency Medical Services (EMS) which, if
resolved, would contribute to improved service delivery. This initiative was mobilized in conjunction with
the American College of Emergency Physicians and representatives from various EMS delivery organizations.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates: None.

e. 1991Program. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $1,105,000 and 4 workyears to this program element, of
which $218,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $887,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The funding provides for the following:
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o Develop, enhance, and expand the NFIRS program, primarily through cooperative efforts with the National Fire
Information Council (NFIC). These efforts focus additional emphasis on data analysis and dissemination at
the local, State and Federal levels. This activity includes both the development of new standardized
analytical reporting formats for system participants and a variety of special studies, targeting problem
areas and trends in regional and national fire experience, as well as publication of 1988's Fire Loss
Statistics in the Eighth Edition of "Fire In the U.S."

" Conclude the initial fire department operations analysis and publish/disseminate the review findings, paying
particular attention to identified problem areas, management information systems enhancements, organizational
structure and resource utilization issues as appropriate.

o Building on the results of the pilot Arson Fire reporting module for NFIRS effect the necessary revisions,
finalize manual, develop an implementation time-table and plan, targeting system availability in fiscal year
1992. Concurrently, continue development of the Wildfire Data set, collection form and 'pilot' field test
methodology.

" Continue the USFA's Technical Report Series - Major Fire(s) Investigations Program. In conjunction with the
Civil Defense activity, expand the scope of the series to include events prompting major population
evacuations or similar conditions which utilize both fire department and emergency management resources.
The focus of such reports intended to profile "successful" coordination of multi-jurisdictional/organization
incident response, as well as identifying where such programs would be helpful.

f. 1992 Rrogras. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $1,105,000 and 4 workyears for this program element, of which
$218,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $887,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These resources will provide for the following

o Continue the development and expansion of the NFIRS in conjunction with the National Fire Information Council
(NFIC). Efforts will continue to improve data collection and quality control and enhance analysis
capabilities at all levels of system participation. Target publication of the Ninth Edition of Fire in the
U. S. (1989 Data).

o Explore the initial results of the fire department operations review for information exchange benefits,
information system design enhancements, organizational definition/functions identification and potential
lessons learned, and if appropriate, develop model functional configurations resource profiles.

o Finalize implementation of the Arson Fire Incident Reporting component to NFIRS. Concurrently, implement
field test pilot of the Wildfire Report module.
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o Continue the USFA's Technical Report Series - Major Fire(s) Investigations program. Target expanded focus
on mass casualty incidents, special facilities, and high hazard occupancies.

1992 Increases/Decreases: None.

g. Outvear Imnlications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

5. NETC Site Administration

a. Authority. Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, 15 U.S.C. 2201 aL-M.

b. Objective/Element Description. This element provides for a share of the cost of operating the National
Emergency Training Center (NETC) in Emmitsburg, Maryland. The funding covers a portion of the facility costs
such as maintenance, security, housekeeping, equipment, rent, and similar costs. Also included is a portion
of the resources required to operate the learning resource center and the media support activity.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used $260,000 and no workyears for this program element under Emergency
Management Planning and Assistance. This provided a share of the cost of operating and maintaining the
facility. 0

d. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a decrease of $1,000 from the application of a general Congressional
reduction.

e. 1991 Proas. In 1991, FEMA is allocating $196,000 and no workyears to this program element under Emergency
Management Planning and Assistance. These resources provide a share of the cost of operating and maintaining
the facility, and providing administrative support to the National Emergency Training Center campus.

f. 1992 Program. In 1992, FEMA requests $197,000 and no workyears for this program element under Emergency
Management Plannin1 and Assistance. The resources will provide a share of the cost of operating and maintaining
the resident facility, providing administrative support to the various organizational entities at Emmitsburg.

A portion of the resources for NETC Site Administration are included in each of four programs--Training and
Education, Emergency Management Institute, National Fire Academy, and U.S. Fire Administration. The following
is a summary of the planned use of those Emergency Management Planning and Assistance funds provided under the
United States Fire Administration program. These funds represent a share of the total cost for NETC Site
Administration.
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o Equipment rental including reproduction equipment to produce program materials and procurement documents
($4,000).

o Utilities including steam, water and sewer, electricity, and commercial telephone service ($12,000).

o Facility operations and maintenance including furniture moving, lawn care, snow removal, maintenance and
repair of the mechanical and electrical systems, maintenance of the 19 buildings on the NETC campus, minor
space alterations, maintenance support for the full service food service operation, operation of the facility
and off ice'supply warehouses, operation of the duplicating center, general equipment, courier service between
Emmitsburg and Washington, and maintenance of the campus utilities ($40,000).

o Campus services including housekeeping ($31,000).

o Security including operation of the campus switchboard, and provision of emergency medical services ($6,000).

o Learning Resource Center including library services, information research, and response to public inquiries
($23,000).

o Media production including the development of slides, video tapes, overhead transparencies, slide/tape
programs, typesetting, and graphic layout ($10,000).

o Facility renovation and repair ($71,000).

These services are provided by commercial vendors.

1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes an increase of $1,000 which is the restoration of the 1991
general Congressional reduction.

g. Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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FLOOD INSURANCE AND MITIGATION
Activity Overview

The flood plain management component of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) focuses on hazard mitigation through
programs that combine mapping and regulatory and technical assistance efforts for the purpose of identifying flood hazards
and reducing flood loss claims and disaster assistance payments through a comprehensive approach to the management of the
nation's flood plains. For 1992, FEMA is proposing that this activity be funded through a transfer of unobligated balance
from the National Flood Insurance Fund (NFIF). As directed by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, all costs for
the activity will be borne by the policyholders. Major programs under this activity include the following:

A. Flood Studies and Surveys, which identifies various flood risk zones, base flood elevations, floodway. and coastal high
hazard areas. The flood data for the study are either procured through interagency agreements with other Federal
agencies, contracts with architectural and engineering firms, or developed from existing data. Flood studies provide
detailed data and are the basis upon which communities can promulgate effective flood plain management ordinances.
once flood elevations are finalized, communities convert to the Regular Phase of the NFIP by adoption and enforcement
of the required flood plain management ordinances. Participation in the Regular Program also allows residents to
purchase flood insurance in higher amounts than is available to residents of communities in the Emergency Program,
which to characterized by a flood hazard boundary map outlining the estimated special flood hazard area without
detailed risk zones or base flood elevations. The studies are also utilized as a tool in setting rates for flood
insurance.

Back-up data used for the studies is stored and made available to both individuals and organizations involved in the
NFIP, and is usable by other FENA programs in pursuing multi-hazard preparedness planning projects. As FEMA proceeds
with implementation of the Integrated Emergency Management System (IEMS), this wealth of flood data is a particularly
valuable resource for hazard identification and analysis at the State and local level.

B. Flood Hazard Reduction, which provides for the development of improved flood plain management standards and techniques;
technical assistance to State and local governments community assistance, monitoring and enforcement for compliance
with NFIP flood plain management standards in the 18,000 communities participating in the NFIP; and, community
assistance for participation in the Community Rating System (CRS).

NFIP standards for elevation and protection of structures are incorporated in state statutes and local zoning
ordinances and building codes. Technical assistance is provided for the adoption and enforcement of these standards.
Blatant nonenforcement results in community probation with a $2! insurance premium surcharge and ultimately, suspension
of community eligibility. The new CRS is conditioned upon certification of full community compliance with regular
program standards and requires an increased level of community monitoring. Certification and enforcement actions can
only be carried out by FEMA staff.

Experience with NFIP flood loss reduction standards is encouraging State and local initiatives to strengthen their
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floodplain management programs; from 1980-89 flood damage to insured structures not built to NFIP standards yes 3.6
times more frequent than structures built to standard, a benefit demonstrated by Hurricane Hugo experience.

C. Purchase of Propertv, which provides for the public acquisition and transfer to local governments of properties that
have sustained very severe or repeated flood damage, thus reducing future Federal expenditures for disaster relief and
financial assistance.

Oi
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FLOOD INSURANCE AND MITIGATION

(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Proaram Element

A. Flood Plain Management

1.
2.
3.

Flood Studies and Surveys..Flood Hazard Reduction .....

Purchase of Property .......

Total, Flood Plain Management
(Budget Authority) ..........

Chances from Original 1991 Estimates.

Page

EN-189
EM-193
EM-199

1990 1991
Actual (1) Reauest (1)

$35,981
3,987
2,720

42,688

$36,283
4,020
4,70

45,023

1991
CurrentAstimate

$36,283
5,020
4,720

46,023

1992
(2) Requiest (2)

$34,783
5,520

A 2

45,023

Reflects a Congressional increase of $1,000,000 in Flood Hazard Reduction.

(1) Reflects a transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood Insurance Fund.

(2) Anticipates reimbursement from the National Flood Insurance Fund. outlays and Budget Authority are scored against the
National Flood Insurance Fund.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE
FLOOD INSURANCE AND MITIGATION

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Actual Regues Estimate Reuest Decrease

OBJECT CLASS
Personnel Comoensatlon

11.1 Full-time permanent .................... ... ... ... ... ......
11.3 Other than full-time permanent .........
11.5 Other personnel compensation ..........................
11.8 Special personal services payments ..... ... . ... ...
11.9 Total personnel compensation ........................

Personnel Benefits
12.1 Civilian personnel .......................................
12.2 Military personnel ..................... ... ... ... ......
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ........

t4on-Personnel Costs
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ..... ... ... ... ... IA
22.0 Transportation of things ................... ... .........
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ..................... ... .........
23.2 Rental payments to others .................. ... .........
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ................
24.0 Printing and reproduction .............. $1,736 $2,20; $2,i; $2,20;
25.0 Other services ......................... 37,721 39,623 39,623 39,623
26.0 Supplies and materials ..................... ... ......
31.0 Equipment ............................... ... ... ......
32.0 Land and structures ....................... ... ... ....
33.0 Investments and loans.................. ... ...
41.0 Grants, subsidies, and contributions.. 3,156 3,200 4,200 3,200 -$1,0;0
42.0 Insurance claims and indemnities ....................
43.0 Interest and dividends ................. .. -. ... ...

Total Obligations ............................. 42,688 45,023 46,023 45,023 -1,000
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A. Flood Plain Management

1. Flood Studies and Surveys

a. Authority. National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, and Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as
amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 et sea.

b. Obiective/Element Description. The objectives of this program are to identify Special Flood Hazard Areas and
to produce, distribute, store, update, and interpret current information on flood hazards and risks. Flood
studies are either procured through interagency agreements with other Federal agencies, contracts with
architectural and engineering firms, or developed from existing-data. Restudies or revisions are performed when
necessary to expand flood risk data into newly developing areas, or areas previously unstudied, and to update
information which has become obsolete. The study establishes or modifies flood frequencies, elevations,
floodways, and coastal high hazard areas within the community's developed or developing areas. It ascertains
the physical characteristics of flood sources and flood plains and applies principles of hydrology and
hydraulics to the determination of flood risks in order to set rates for flood insurance and enable local
officials to enact flood plain management measures. The results of these analyses are reviewed by a technical
evaluation contractor under contract with FENA prior to the results being presented to the community.

State and local officials must be consulted throughout the detailed flood analyses for each community. Contact Ob
with a community begins with a consultation and coordination meeting which determines the scope of the study. $-A
A final community meeting is convened at the study's conclusion to present its results, explain the community's
right to appeal, and illustrate the responsibility of local officials to use the resulting data for establishinga sound program of flood plain management. Other informational meetings may be held to ensure the acquisition
and transfer of pertinent flood data.

Flood insurance maps are subject to appeal by community officials and citizens. Appeals may be filed during
formal appeal periods provided at the time of a map's issuance or any time thereafter. Appeals must be based
on technical data disputing the findings of FEKA's flood studies. when accepted, appeals result in changes made
either by an immediate revision of the flood map or by means of a letter followed later by a revision of the
map.

FEMA maintains flood data provided for more than 20,000 communities. This information is kept for FEIA's
records and is made available for use by other Federal agencies, State governments, local officials and private
individuals. FEHA manages a contract to distribute about 8 million flood maps annually to those agencies and
individual responsible for using them. A mass mailing of all flood maps occurs at the time of their printing.
A library and centralized system of distribution is available to handle subsequent orders for flood insurance
maps and flood insurance studies. In 1991, FEKA began to convert its inventory of paper maps to digital form
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for production, revision and distribution in a computer environment.

Technical assistance is also offered to other Federal agencies, State and local officials, and private citizens
in interpreting and applying this flood data. Special studies and engineering research reports produce
technical guidance materials, resolve problems, and improve methodologies In support of effective local flood
plain management programs.

In 1990 funding for this program was derived by the transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood
Insurance Fund to the Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations.
For 1991 and 1992, the Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations
will be reimbursed from the National Flood Insurance Fund with outlays and budget authority scored against that
fund.

c. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $38,965,000 and 56 workyears for this program, of which
$2,984,000 wan under Salaries and Expenses and $35,981,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. These resources were used to accomplish the following:

o Initiated 168 detail flood insurance restudies and 76 existing data restudies, the latter of which are less
costly than traditional detail restudies.

o Initiated 93 flood map updates under the Limited Map Maintenance program for communities where full
restudies were not warranted.

o Completed 481 flood risk studies.

o Completed revisions to 257 community flood insurance rate maps using data developed by communities or
private sector sources and completed 94 revisions using data developed by FEMA under the Limited Map
Maintenance Program.

o Evaluated and resolved 2,927 official appeals or requests for revision or amendment of Flood Insurance Maps.

o Printed or reprinted 1,045 flood study reports and 16,800 maps and distributed 8 million flood map panels.

o Converted 386 communities to the Regular Program of the NFIP and effected 142 flood insurance restudies.

o Completed a study, through the National Academy of sciences, of erosion management approaches and associated
technical data needs for the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf of Mexico coasts as well as the shorelines of the
Great Lakes to determine the most cost effective strategy for the long-term implementation of Section 544
of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1988.
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o Completed a study to develop criteria for evaluating protection levels afforded by coastal flood control
structures.

o Completed three pilot studies for performing wave runup analyses in Great Lakes communities.

o Completed 107 determinations of structures subject to imminent collapse due to erosion as required by P.L.
100-242.

o Initiated a special study to evaluate the affects of agricultural levees on flood hazards.

o Initiated two pilot studies to test methodology and procedures and determine the costs of doing erosion rate
studies.

o Assessed capabilities of state agencies and universities to perform erosion rate studies.

o Initiated a special study of the impacts of sea level rise on the NFIP as mandated by P.L. 101-137.

o Initiated a special study to determine criteria for recognizing effectiveness of flood control structures
on alluvial fans.

o Digitized Flood Insurance Rate maps for 9 pilot counties and developed flood risk directories by property
address for 8 pilot communities.

o Implemented a fee charge system for providing copies of archived technical data from flood insurance
studies.

o Operated a map fee system to charge certain categories of flood map recipients for map orders placed. Under
this system, $383,708 was collected and returned to the National Flood Insurance Fund.

o Collected $330,776 in fees for engineering reviews and processing associated with issuance of conditional

letters of map correction.

o Microfilmed 167,326 archive flood map panels.

d. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

e. 1991 Pr2gram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $39,221,000 and 58 workyears for this program, of which
$2,938,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $36,283,000 is under Emergency Nanagement Planning and Assistance.
The following are the quantified outputs this element will produce in 1991:
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o Initiate 135 flood insurance restudies and 60 existing data restudies as part of the transition to a full
risk data maintenance effort. This transition will be essentially completed during 1992.

o Initiate 210 flood map updates under the Limited Map Maintenance Program (LMMP) for communities where full
restudies would otherwise be required in order to reduce future program expenditures for the maintenance
of hazard and risk data.

o Complete 272 flood insurance studies and restudies.

o Complete revisions to 201 community flood insurance rate maps using data developed by communities or other
appellants and 114 community flood insurance rate maps using data developed under the IuMP in prior fiscal
years.

o Evaluate and resolve 3,080 official appeals or requests for revision or amendment of flood insurance maps.

o Print or reprint 700 flood study reports and 12,000 maps.

o Distribute 7.4 million map sheets.

o Convert 440 communities to the regular phase of the NFIP.

o Continue the fee charge system for flood maps and studies supplied to the general public and the fee charge :-
system for conditional letters of map correction and the fee charge system for archived flood insurance
study data in order to contain program costs.

" Continue to develop digital flood map data and explore the use of geographic information systems to improve
risk data availability and useability for program constituencies by digitizing 2,100 flood insurance rate
map panels for 20 counties.

o Evaluate the feasibility of and establish a process for increased utilization of State and local agencies
in the restudy and map revision process, including cost-sharing mechanism.

o Complete 160 determinations of imminent collapse due to erosion as required by P.L. 100-242.

o Complete development of guidelines and specifications for coastal erosion rate studies.

o Initiate two additional pilot studies to test methodology and procedures for doing erosion rate studies on
the Great Lakes and Pacific Coasts.
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o Implement a new fee charge system for certain categories of physical map revisions.

o Microfilm 144,000 archive flood map panels.

o Complete a special study to determine criteria to be used in recognizing effectiveness of flood control
structures on alluvial fans for NFIP mapping purposes.

o Complete a special study of sea level rise impacts on the NFIP as mandated by P.L. 101-137.

f.1992 Program. In 1992, FEMjA requests a total of $38,019,000 and 53 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $3,236,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $34,783,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. The information which follows is a table which specifies the level of funding required to
accomplish these activities and the quantified outputs FEMA will produce in 1992, all of which will be performed
under contract:

FUNDING ALLOCATION
(dollars in thousands)

1992
1210 (1) 191 (2) BEaMSt (2)

Studies in Progress .................... $1,113 $1,596 $860
Restudies .............................. 7,658 7,616 8,623
Limited Nap Updates .................... 2,396 3,000 3,000
Technical Evaluation, Appeals, and
Nap Revisions ........................ 21,479 19,600 15,000

Printing/Distribution .................. 2,088 1,924 1,800
Erosion Data Development ............... 200 300 0
Engineering/Research Reports ........... 403 147 500
Flood Map Digitization ................. 644 2,100 5,000

Total, Flood Studies and Surveys... 35,981 36,283 34,783

(1) Distribution of obligating authority derived from a transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood
Insurance Fund to FEMA's Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriation.

(2) The Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations for Flood Studies and
Surveys will be reimbursed from the National Flood Insurance Fund.

o In 1992 FEMA plans to continue an effort to digitize its Flood Insurance Rate Maps for all 715-counties and
independent cities within the Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas as defined by the U.S. Bureau of



the Census. The effort will yield computer-compatible flood maps covering 80% of the nation's Property-at-
Risk. This effort will also facilitate the use and updating of flood maps in an automated environment.
Digital flood maps, in conjunction with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology, will permit the
development of such products as flood risk directories by property address which will facilitate the
identification of properties where mandatory flood insurance purchase applies and will also facilitate the
marketing and rating of flood insurance. This effort is proposed for completion in 1996.

o Initiate 150 flood insurance restudies and 60 existing data restudies to continue maintenance of previously

developed risk data.

o Technically evaluate and complete 195 flood insurance studies and restudies begun in prior years.

o Initiate 210 flood map updates under the Limited Map Maintenance Program (LMMP) for communities where full
restudies would otherwise be required as a cost containment measure.

o Complete revisions to update 200 community flood insurance maps using data provided by communities or
private sector sources.

o Complete revisions to 210 community flood insurance maps using data developed under the LW4P.

o Evaluate and resolve 3,000 official appeals or requests for revision and amendment of flood insurance maps.

o Print or reprint 418 flood study reports and 9,100 community maps.

o Distribute 5.9 million map sheets.

o Complete 180 determinations of imminent collapse due to erosion as required by P.L. 100-242.

o Conduct three special studies to improve program effectiveness or efficiency or delivery of services to
constituencies.

o Continue the fee systems for maps, flood insurance studies archive data, physical map revisions, and
conditional letters of map correction.

o Produce digital flood map data for 6,100 flood insurance rate map panels (approximately 40 counties to
improve risk-data availability and usability for program constituencies and continue to evaluate the
feasibility of producing flood risk directories by property address.

o Microfilm 100,000 flood map panels.
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1992 Increases/Decreases. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $1,500,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance, reflecting the reduction of the initial flood studies effort.

g. Outyear ImDlications. FEMA has prepared a transition plan for the completion of the initial studies phase to
implementation of a full program for maintenance of previously developed and published risk data for more than
18,000 communities comprising a Federal investment of nearly $1 billion. Full implementation of this
maintenance program will be achieved in 1996.

FEMA has assessed benefits of producing digital mapping and has concluded that digital conversion of all flood
hazard maps within the Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas (CMSA's) will significantly improve data
useability, flood insurance marketing, and containment of map revision costs. This program is expected to be
completed during 1996. FEMA anticipates funding this effort at an average $5.8 million per year during the
period 1992-96.

An erosion rate study plan has been designed to develop data for all coastal areas subject to erosion, including
the Great Lakes, that conforms to a National standard in order to achieve uniformity in the administration of
the Upton-Jones amendment (P.L. 100-242) to the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968. Data will be published
by FEMA in the form of mean annual erosion rates and will be used by the states and communities to satisfy the
administrative roles they are to expected to fulfill in the implementation of this amendment. This plan
projects that expenditures of about $22 million would be required over a five year period to ensure that
accurate erosion rate information is provided to 259 counties with 12,458 miles of coastal/lake shoreline in
35 states and territories. Funds in the amount of $4.4 million annually are required for this purpose. Since
additional funds have not been sought, other critical program activities such as study maintenance will have
to be curtailed to provide a source of funds.

The total implications of FE4A activities for study maintenance, digital mapping, and erosion studies will
result in future funding request's of about $35 million per year through 1996.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

2. Flood Hazard Reduction

a. Authority. National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, and Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as
amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 e .

b. Obiective/Element Description. The Flood Hazard Reduction Program was created to reduce loss of life and
property from flooding and encourage wise use of the nation's flood plains. The program directly supports the
national goals of reducing flood-caused property damage, deaths, injuries, disaster payments, tax losses and
excessive insurance claims. Each year approximately 140,000 structures with an estimated value in excess of
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$11 billion are built in the Nation's floodplains in accordance with these standards. The present value of the
reduced average annual damages to these 140,000 structures as a result of meeting floodplain management
requirements is estimated to exceed $900 million.

The progra assures that the 18,000 flood-prone communities participating in the NFIP adopt and enforce flood
plain management ordinances that meet National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) minimum standards. These
standards allow a range of flood loss reduction techniques for the location, design and construction of
individual homes, condominia, industrial and commercial buildings. Techniques include elevation and
floodproofing of new buildings or substantially improved existing buildings. Standards are administered through
the local zoning, building permit, and inspection programs.

Individual community performance is systematically evaluated by review of flood plain development and
permitting. Communities with program deficiencies and violations are targeted for technical assistance provided
by FEMA staff supplemented by services provided under agreements with individual States and four Federal
agencies (the Corps of Engineers, Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Geological Survey, and Tennessee Valley
Authority). When technical assistance does not result in community compliance, enforcement procedures leading
to probation and suspension are initiated. Fully compliant communities which apply for participation in the
Community Rating System Program (CRS) are provided technical assistance.

In 1990, all funding for this element was derived by the transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood
Insurance Fund to the Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations.
In 1991 and 1992, the Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations will
be reimbursed from the National Flood Insurance Fund with outlays and budget authority scored against that Fund.

C. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $8,250,000 and 80 workyears for this program, of which
$4,263,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $3,987,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance.

More than 3,500 of the nearly 18,000 communities participating in the NFIP were visited or contacted, their
performance evaluated, technical assistance provided and, when necessary, compliance actions taken. Of 11
noncompliant communities for which the probation process was initiated, five communities became compliant, two
communities were still in their 90 day compliance period, and four communities were placed on probation with
a $25 insurance rate surcharge imposed on all policyholders. Assistance in updating local flood plain
ordinances to comply with minimum NFIP standards was provided to almost 2,000 communities. Technical assistance
was provided to local communities through arrangements with 42 States and four Federal agencies. The
development phase has been completed for the program to evaluate post-flood damage evaluation and community
construction practices. A national, live videocourse for community flood plain management officials was
attended by persons at more than 250 downsites. In cooperation with the National Association of Homebuilders,
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a videotape was produced on construction in riverine flood plains. A report on the status of the nation's flood
plain management activity was published as part of a Federal interagency effort under the aegis of the Unified
National Program for Flood Plain Management. Development of the Community Rating System was completed which
will reduce flood losses by providing incentives to those communities that exceeded minimum HFIP flood plain
management standards. Damage assessments conducted after hurricane Hugo documented the success of the program's
loss reduction standards in reducing damages to structures located in coastal high hazard areas and other areas
subject to flooding.

d. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $1,000,000 for Community Rating System
activities.

a. 1991 pro . In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $9,313,000 and 85 workyears to this program, of which
$4,293,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $5,020,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
Funding will be used to support enhanced flood plain management assistance to States and communities as the
initial flood hazard identification studies are all completed. In addition, the following will be accomplished:

o Provide for community technical assistance through arrangements with 44 individual States and Interagency
agreements with four Federal agencies (Corps of Engineers, Geological Survey, Soil Conservation Service,
and Tennessee Valley Authority) participating in the Community Assistance Program.

o Implement the Community Rating System by evaluating applications and determining rate credits to be
effective October 1, 1991. Verify that 200 communities are in full compliance with MFIP requirements prior
to approving eligibility for the Community Rating System.

o Based on Hurricane Hugo experience, develop a standard operating procedure for providing technical
assistance and assessing damage after catastrophic flooding events.

o complete the development of a one week flood plain management training course for state and local flood
plain management officials.

o Complete the update of the Flood Emeragency ReOair Manual and establish a distribution system to flood
victims through the FEMA Office of Disaster Assistance and other response organizations.

o Through the Unified National Program for Flood Plain Management, complete and publish the Assessment of
Flood Plain Management and develop recommended actions for improving the effectiveness of flood plain
management.

o Disseminate the children's Television Workshop multi-hazard educational television materials through the
American Red Cross, major private insurance companies, and other organizations.
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o Initiate an evaluation of the compatibility of NFIP flood loss reduction standards with national model
building code standards for earthquake, wind and fire hazards.

f. 1992 Proara. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $10,958,000 and 95 workyeare for this program. Included in
this total are $5,438,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $5,520,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. Funding will be used to support: flood plain management technical support provided to communities
through the State and Federal Support Services Program; enhancement of community compliance monitoring and
enforcement actions; implementation of the new Community Rating System; development of retrofitting strategies
and projects for reducing flood damage to structures built prior to the NFIP; and, cooperation and support for
the program of the U.S. Decade for Reduction of Natural Disasters. FEMA will also:

o Strengthen the NFIP community assistance program by expanding the use of State technical expertise from 44
to 48 States in the State Support Services Program. (Funding increased from $3.2 million to $4.2 Million
in pass-through funds).

o Strengthen the NFIP community assistance program by expanding the use of Federal agency technical expertise
provided by the Corps of Engineers, Tennessee Valley Authority, Soil Conservation Service and U.S. Geologic
Survey. (Funding for these interagency agreements increased from $425,000 to $745,000).

o Evaluate Options for addressing the substantially damaged and repetitive loss structures including
feasibility and costs of a mitigation program. ($200,000 - contract)

o Complete an evaluation of the compatibility of NFIP flood loss reduction standards with the national model
building code provisions for earthquake wind and fire hazards. (150,000 - contract)

o Complete the development of flood plain management guidance and standards to regulate the rapid development
occurring in communities in the arid west. ($150,000 - contract) I

o Implement an ongoing damage assessment using the revised guidelines and procedures developed as a result
of the Hurricane Hugo experience. ($75,000)

1992 Increases/Decrease. The 1992 program includes a net increase of $500,000 under Emergency Management
Planning and Assistance: a decrease of $1,000,000 for the one-time Congressional increase in 1991; and an
increase of $1,500,000 is offset by a reduction in the flood studies program. This increase is necessary for
the following reasons:

o The budget for this program has remained unchanged since 1984 when it was established and is no longer
adequate to provide an acceptable level of technical assistance to participating communities.
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o Funds are required to provide the necessary level of support services to reestablish an acceptable level
of technical standards activity and to compensate for the adverse impact of inflation on a static
appropriation over a six year period.

o An increase in State and Federal support services has been achieved by foregoing or deferring the
development and testing of loss reduction technical standards. Additional funds for this purpose will not
available.

o An increase in funding under the Community Assistance Program will allow for needed technical assistance
to those communities seeking credit under the Community Rating System.

o An increase in funding will allow for the provision of technical assistance necessary to support activities
targeted towards mitigating the most serious flood risks as evidenced by substantial damage and repetitive
loss claims.

o Without the increase, there will be a decrease in the overall level of compliance and a corresponding
increase in the numbers of structures not adequately protected from flood damage. This fill result in
increased expenditures for NFIP claim payments and disaster assistance.

g. Outvear Implications. FENA will continue to increase its emphasis on flood loss reduction as the most effective
means of decreasing program costs.

h. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

3. Purchase of Prooertv

a. Authority. Section 1362, National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4103 and 4127.

b. Obiective/Element Description. The goal of this element is to reduce future flood insurance and disaster
assistance costs in areas where flooding causes repetitive and substantial property damage. Property that has
been substantially damaged beyond repair, damaged by floods on three or more occasions in five years with a
damage-to-value proportion averaging at least 25% or for which a building permit to repair has been denied are
eligible for purchase. Communities are eligible for participation in the purchase initiatives based on where
acquisition will be in the public's interest and on the community's willingness to pursue a strong program of
flood plain management and flood damage reduction that exceeds Federal minimum criteria. Owners of real
property located in flood risk zones, who are covered by Federal flood insurance, potentially can qualify for
this assistance through the community's application. The purchase price is determined by subtracting the amount
of insurance claim payment from pre-flood fair market value of the improved real property. If the property is
selected, and the property owner agrees to participate, the property is acquired by FEMA and the title is
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transferred to the local community or State, provided the land remains in an open space condition for public
use. This program is an integral flood loss reduction tool of the NFIP.

In 1990, all funding for this program was derived by the transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood
Insurance Fund to the Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations.
In 1991 and 1992, the Salaries and Expenses and Emergency Management Planning and Assistance appropriations will
be reimbursed from the National Flood Insurance Fund with outlays and budget authority scored against that fund.

c. 1990 Accomalishments. In 1990, FEMA used a total of $3,040,000 and 6 workyears for this program, of which
$320,000 was under Salaries and Expenses and $2,720,000 was under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.

The Purchase of Property program operates on a two-year funding basis. This Is necessary because of the long

lead time required to carefully select the most cost-effective properties and complete the acquisition process.

d. Chances from the 1991 EstiMates. None.

e. .1991 Prciram. In 1991, FEMA is allocating a total of $5,023,000 and 6 workyears to this program, of which
$303,000 is under Salaries and Expenses and $4,720,000 is under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance.
These funds will purchase an additional 94 properties at an average cost of $50,000.

f.1992 Proram. In 1992, FEMA requests a total of $5,060,000 and 6 workyears for this program. Included in this
total are $340,000 under Salaries and Expenses and $4,720,000 under Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance. This will enable FENA to purchase 94 properties at an average cost of $50,000.

99Iteses/Decreases. None.

g. Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

h. Advisory an. Assistance Services. None.
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DISASTER RELIEF
Appropriation Language

For necessary expenses in carrviln out the functions of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emeraency Assistance

Act (42 U.S.C. 5121 et sea.) $185.000,000, of which not to exceed $541.OO0 may be transferred to the Disaster Assistance

Loan Proaram account for subsidies for direct loans Drovided under Section 319 of such Act, to remain available until
Mended,
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DISASTER RELIEF FUND
Ayoropriation Overview

With the signing of the Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Amendments of 1988, in November 1988, the Disaster Relief
Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-288 as amended) was renamed the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. The
amendments do not affect disasters declared before the date of enactment and were projected to be cost neutral. Under the
provisions of the Act, the President is authorized to provide Federal assistance to supplement the efforts and resources
of State and local governments in response to major disasters and emergencies. Under Executive Order 12148, the Director
of FEMA has been delegated the responsibility for administering the President's Disaster Relief Program. The Act currently
specifies two types of Presidential declarations that may be made upon a Governor's request: a ma4or disaster or an
emergency.

When a major disaster or emergency is declared, a Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO) is appointed to represent the President
in coordinating relief and recovery activities. A Disaster Field Office (DFO) is established from which the FCO manages
the delivery of assistance during the period of intense activity immediately following a declaration. Permanent FEMA
personnel from regional offices and headquarters as well as temporary Disaster Assistance Employees (DAE's) provide staff
support. DFO's typically remain open a few months. However, because of the extended nature of certain projects, processing
can continue for several years on open disaster contracts. The ongoing project management burden continues unabated during
periods of field response to subsequent disasters.

Funds are primarily obligated under the Individual Assistance Program for aid to families and individuals,- the Public

-Assistance Program for aid to State and loct! governments, and for disaster management (e.g. DFO staff, ADP support).

Title II of the Act authorizes Disaster Preparedness Improvement Grants to help States develop better response capabilities.

Annual obligations are ultimately a function of the number, frequency, and magnitude of disasters occurring during any given
year. Budgets are projected based on an assessment of historical averages. From 1981 (when current cost sharing approaches
were first applied to Public Assistance) to 1989, average annual obligations from the Fund were approximately $270 million.
Since 1974, the number of requests for disaster assistance has averaged around 40 each year; the average number of disasters
in a given year is approximately 24. In 1990, FEMA had 45 requests for disaster assistance, resulting in 35 Presidentially

declared disasters involving 585 designated counties. Obligations for program grants in 1990 totaled approximately $1.573
billion. FEMA incurred $285 million in administrative expenses from the fund. Total 1990 obligations from the Disaster
Fund were $2.026 billion of which $1,858 billion was for disaster relief activity and $168 million was for disaster
assistance loans. The total amount obligated is substantially more than the 16 year or eight year average, $324 million

and $270 million respectively. This unprecedented level of obligation is a result of program activity associated with

Hurricane Hugo, which occurred late in Fiscal Year 1989, and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

The Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 contains credit reform requirements which directly affect loans financed from the

Disaster Relief Fund. Prior to the passage of this Act, Community Disaster Loans and loans to States under the cost sharing
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provisions of the Stafford Act were made directly from the Disaster Relief Fund. The Federal Credit Reform Act directs that
changes be made in the recording and funding of Agency loans and as a result three accounts were established within FENA
to meet the direct loan credit reform requirements of this Act. First, the Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Liquidating
Account was established to disburse loan balances and collect payments for loans made in 1990 and 1991. Two accounts were
established to accommodate state share loan activity in 1992 and subsequent years (Community Disaster Loans will not be made
after 1991). The Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Program Account will cover the cost of a loan subsidy as well as any
administrative expenses needed to support the loan while the Disaster Assistance Direct Loan financing Account, financed
through a Treasury Department revolving fund, will cover the estimated cost of state share loans in 1992 and beyond.

The following narrative details the financial activity of the Disaster Relief Program. Information on the Disaster
Assistance Direct Loan Program is displayed in the Disaster Loan section.

For 1990, Congress initially appropriated $99,450,000 to the Disaster Rolief Fund. In addition, Congress made supplemental
appropriations totaling $1,152,500,000 to FEMA during 1990 ($1,100,000,000 following the Loma Prieta earthquake, $50,000,000
in a "Dire Emergency" appropriation, and $2,500,000 transferred to FIMRA for the State of Nebraska). Together with a
carryover of prior year unobligated funds of $1,024,387,125 (which included a late year supplemental appropriation of
$1,108,000,000 following Hurricane Hugo), a refund of $26,803 from the Department of Labor from administrative funds
provided to that agency, and recovery of prior year obligations of $28,282,260, the total obligational authority for 1990
equaled $2,303,648,188.

For 1991, FENA received no appropriation for the Disaster Relief Fund. Obligations for 1991 are projected at $495,379,000.
This figure reflects a return to historically average disaster activity, but also reflects continued high program demands
from Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake. ile carryover of prior year unobligated funds of ($445,379,000)
coupled with anticipated recovery of prior year obligations of $50,000,000, will be exhausted in meeting 1991 obligations.

For 1992, FERA requests an appropriation of $185,000,000 of which up to $541,000 may be transferred to the Disaster
Assistance Direct Loan Program. This will leave a net of $184,459,000 to fund Disaster Relief activities. Together with
anticipated recovery of prior year obligations of $50,000,000, total obligational authority for 1992 disaster activity and
open disaster contracts would total $234,459,000. PENA estimates that all funds will be obligated. Beginning in 1992, PERA
will assume responsibility from the Department of Education for disaster assistance to elementary and secondary schools.
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DISASTER RELIEF FUND
(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Program Element

A. Disaster Relief ....................
B. Improvement Grants .................

Initial Budget Authority ...........

Supplemental Appropriations ........

Total Disaster Relief (Budget
Authority)/ ...................

Unobligated Balance Carried Forward

Recovery of Prior Year obligations.

Total, Obligation Authority ........

Direct Obligations .................

Budget Outlays .....................

Page 1990 1991
Kgo. Acu Reauest

DR-6 $95,950
2.500

98,450

1,250,950

1,024,387

28.311

2,303,648

1,858,269

1,332,837

$267,050
2,950

270,000

270,000

205,231

50.000

525,231

270,000

1,164,865

Changes from the Orluinal 1991 Estimate: Fewer obligations in 1990 contribute to a higher unobligated
forward into 1991 and higher obligations in 1991.

balance carried
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1991
Current
Estimate

$

445,379

50,000

495,379

495,379

821,803

1992
Reauest

$182,300
21700

185,000

105.000

6,000

50,000

234,459

234,459

356,088

Increase/
Decrease

$182,300
2.700

185,000

185,000

-445,379

-260, 920

-260,920

-465,715



DISASTER RELIEF FUND
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasol
Al Reuest Estimate ReQuest Deceas

OBJECT CLASS
Personnel compensation

11. 1 Full-time permanent ..................
11.3 Other than full-time permanent........................... 18.698 $9,200 $9,200 $9,200 .
11.5 Other personnel compensation ............................ 9,262 .........
11.8 Special personal services payments ....................... ............

11.9 Total personnel compensation ............................ 27,960 9.200 9,200 9.200 ..
Personnel benefits

12.1 Civilian personnel ............................................... 2,031 700 700 650 ($50)
12.2 Military personnel .............................. ..
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ........................ . ....... .........

Non-PersonnelCosts
21.0 Travel and transportation 0f persons .................... 23,380 8,200 8,200 6.645 (1.555)
22.0 Transportlion of things ...................................... 2,706 1100 100 90 (10)
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ........................................ ...
23.2 Rental payments to others .................................... 100 100 ... (100)
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ......................................... 7,731 400 400 369 (31)
24.0 Printing and reproduction ......................... 825 200 200 175 (25)
25 0 Other services ....... ..................... 212,768 20,400 50,207 14,525 135,682)
26 0 Supplies end materials ................................... 2,643 30)0 300 275 (25)
31.0 Equipment ...................................................... 5,226 900 5,800 3.240 (2,560)
32 0 Land and structures ................................ ... ...
33 0 Invesfments and loans ........... ........................ ... ... ... ...
41 0 Grants, subsidies and contributions ..................... 1,572,999 229,50 420,172 199,290 (220,882)
42,0 Insurance claims and Indemnities .............. ............ ...
43 0 Interest and dividends ........................... ............ .

Total Obligations ....... ....................... 1,858,269 270,000 495,379 234,459 (260,920)
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Disaster Relief Fund.

1. Authority. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act; Executive Order 12148; and
Regulations, 44 CFR Subchapter D.

2. Objective/Element Description. Assistance is provided and coordinated according to the functions outlined in the
following sections.

a. Management and Coordination. The Federal Coordinating Officers (FCO) manage and coordinate the operations
of the Disaster Field Office (DFO) which supports all program activities, including liaison with non-FEMA
entities (other Federal, State, local and private non-profit agencies). An office is being established in
Puerto Rico to manage the extraordinary post Hurricane Hugo disaster activity in the Caribbean. Program
Support functions provide overall coordination of logistics, communications, space, equipment, supplies,
travel, staffing (including use of Disaster Assistance Employees) and DFO financial management. Automated
Disaster Assistance Management System (ADAMS) equipment acquisition, software development, and training and
deployment costs are also reflected under this function. A temporary teleregistration center was opened in
FY 1990: a permanent facility will be established in FY 1992 utilizing funds from Disaster Relief
Administration. Management and Coordination funds also cover Preliminary Damage Assessment (PDA) costs for
all declaration requests.

b. Individual Assistance. These resources support Temporary Ho3using Assistance (THA), which may be provided
for up to 18 months. THA funding is 100% Federal except for construction of mobile home group sites, which
are 75% Federal/25% State cost-shared, and covers minimal repairs to residences, rental of available units,
or use of FEMA-owned mobile homes. Individual Assistance resources also support Individual and Family grants
(IFG) at a current maximum of $11,000 per applicant with 75% Federal/25% State cost-sharing mandated in the
Act; Disaster Unemployment Assistance (DUA), administered by the Department of Labor covering workers not
eligible for other unemployment assistance programs; Crisis Counseling; and Legal Services for low-income
victims.

C. Public Assistance. Resources under Public Assistance support emergency measures to (a) save lives, and
protect public health, safety and property; and (b) supplement the efforts of State and local governments,
and eligible private non-profit organizations to repair or restore faculties damaged or destroyed by events
that have been declared major disasters or emergencies by the President. The primary form of assistance is
Public Assistance Grants to States (generally administered as 75% Federal/25% State and local cost-sharing)
for emergency protective measures and permanent repair of eligible facilities. In addition, Fire Suppression
Assistance to States, and emergency assistance by the DOD may be authorized by FEMA without a major disaster
declaration by the President.
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The Federal share of public assistance projects may be increased above 75% in extreme circumstances.
Individual small projects costing up to $38,500 may have the full Federal share paid at the time of project
approval. Eligible costs for Public Assistance grants will include an administrative cost allowance for
applicants and the State. For Insurable structures within the identified base floodplain, the maximum amount
of flood insurance recovery which could have been obtained under the National Flood Insurance Program will
be subtracted from otherwise eligible costs.

d. Disaster Preparedness Imorovement Grants (DPIG). The DPIG program provides funding for improving,
maintaining and updating State disaster assistance plans and for related mitigation and operational
preparedness activities. The development and maintenance of capability (comprehensive plans and practicable
programs) by States for preparation against natural hazards are a continuing need. States identify priority
needs and use DPIG funds to address the most critical requirements to improve disaster assistance
capabilities. Grants may be made to a maximum of $50,000 each from the Disaster Relief Fund on a 50%
Federal/50% State matching basis.

e. Hazard Mitigation and Preparedness, Extensive hazard mitigation activity occurs as part of the disaster
recovery process during DFO operations and beyond. Technical assistance and guidance are provided to direct
and encourage efforts by applicants to adopt measures that have the potential to reduce costs in future
disasters. Staff resources noted under Disaster Relief Administration and other administrative costs
associated with DFO activities are included under Management and Coordination functions for the Disaster
Relief Fund.

As mandated in the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, the Disaster Relief Fund
may be used for matching grants (50% Federal/50% State or local) for FEMA approved hazard mitigation projects
to reduce the risk of future damage, hardship, loss, and suffering in any area affected by a major disaster.
The total Federal mitigation contribution is limited to lot of estimated costs of permanent restorative work
under public assistance (categories C-G).

With respect to response planning, in 1992 greater emphasis will be given to the development of Federal
response capabilities to assist communities and States whose response structures are overwhelmed by a range
of potential natural and technological disasters.

3. 12 cgomplighments. In 1990, FEMA obligated a total of $1,858,269,000 for program delivery and support under
the Disaster Relief Fund. Program activities are noted in the following sections.
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a. Management and Coordination (MC)

- Conducted 45 Preliminary
Damage Assessments. $1,100,000 N/A

- Managed 35 DFO operations, including
supervision of DAE's equivalent to
approximately 847 FTE, and funded all
support requirements associated with
delivery of assistance. $281,170,000 N/A

- Acquired additional ADAMS resources to
support high volume processing requirements
associated with Hurricane Hugo and Loma
Prieta earthquake disasters. S 3,000.000 N/A

1990 TOTAL M&C $285,270,000

b. Individual Assistance (IA)

- Provided Temporary Housing Assistance
to 171,500 eligible applicants. $428,750,000 100%

- Administered 284,263 applications and
provided funding for 228,762 Individual
and Family Grants. $319,018,200 75t Fed/25% State

- Funded Disaster Unemployment Assistance

for 27,751 eligible applicants $ 23,315,000 100%

- Supported 7 Crisis Counseling programs. $_11.949.00 100%

- 1990 TOTAL IA $783,032,000
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c. Public Assistance (PA)

Processed applications; conducted
inspections: prepared and evaluated more
than 50,000 on-site engineering estimates
for damage restoration projects (Damage
Survey Reports), and reviewed, processed
and administered State grants for Federal
disaster assistance for States and
local governments (includes costs
associated with disasters declared
in prior years).

- Approved funding for 4 Section 417 Fire
Suppression Grants.

1990 TOTAL PA

d. Disaster Preparedness Imorovement Grants

- Approved funds for grant applications
received from 54 applicants.

e. Hazard Mitiation and Preoarednes

- Approved 5 grants for hazard mitigation,
following a major disaster.

1990 TOTAL GRANTS

$770,088,000

$16.900.000

$786,988,000

$ 2,500,000

Not less than 75% Fed.

70% Fed/30% State after
floor cost is met

($743,880,400 transferred
to the States)

50% Fed/50% State maximum
grant of $50,000
($2,500,000 to the
States)

50% Fed/50% State
($479,000 transferred to
the States)

($746,859,400 transferred
to the States)

479 oQQ

$I,572,999,000
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4. Changes from the Oriainal 1991 Estimates. Increase of $225,379,000 in anticipated obligations due to continuing
program expenditures as a result of Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake, and lower than anticipated
obligations in 1990.

5. 1991 Progr a. In 1991, FEMA estimates obligating a total of $495,379,000 for program delivery and support under
the Disaster Relief Fund. The original 1991 projected obligations of $270,000,000 would have been typical of
average obligations, based on 8 years of historical data. Disasters resulting from Hurricane Hugo and the Loma
Prieta earthquake created near catastrophic level requirements with corresponding increases in program activity.
This program activity will continue into 1991. Program activities are noted in the following sections and include
changes in program costs and requirements based on the new provisions contained in The Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act.

A ACTIVITY FUNDING

a. Management and Coordination -

- Conduct approximately 40 Preliminary
Damage Assessments. $ 1,600,000 N/A

- Manage 24 DFO operations,including
supervision of DAE's, and funding of
all support requirements associated
with the delivery of assistance
and coordination of emergency assistance
for Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta
earthquake. $62,607,000 N/A

- Fund acquisition of ADAMS equipment,
software, technical support, systems
development, research and analysis to
ensure better operational support for
large scale disasters. $ 5,000,000 N/A

1991 TOTAL M&C $ 69,207,000
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b. Individual Assistance

- Provide Temporary Housing Assistance
to approximately 20,000 applicants.

- Provide Federal funding for approximately

33,250 Individual and Family Grants.

- Support 5 Crisis Counseling Programs.

- Provide Disaster Unemployment
Assistance to 5,000 individuals.

1991 TOTAL IA

$ 40,608,000

$ 43,880,000

$ 1,134,000

$ 1,050,000

$ 86,672,000

c. Public Assistance

- Process applications: conduct inspections;
prepare and evaluate approximately 20,000
on-site engineering estimates for damage
restoration projects (Disaster Survey
Reports); and review, process and administer
24 new grants to states for Federal
disaster assistance (Project Applications)
for States and local governments. $277,000,000

- Approve funding for approximately 5
Section 417 Fire Suppression Grants. $ 4,000,000

1991 TOTAL PA $281,000,000

100% except for mobile
home group sites at
75% Fed/25% State

75% Fed/25%State

l0t

100%

Hot Less than 75% Fed.

70% Fed/30% State

($266,950,000 transferred
to the States
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d. Disaster Preparedness Imnrovement Grants

- Approve funds for grant applications
from 54 applicants.

e. Hatmrdlitigaation and Preparedness

- Approve 30 grants for hazard mitigation
following a major declaration.

1991 TOTAL GRANTS

$ 2,700,000 50% Fed/50% State maximum
grant of $50,000
($2,700,000 transferred
to the States)

50% Fed/50% State
($49,800,000 transferred
to the States)

($319,450,000 transferred
to the States)

$ 49,800,000

$420,172,000

6. 2rogrsa. In 1992, FEMA requests a net appropriation of $184,459,000 for program delivery and support under
the Disaster Relief Fund, with obligations for the year projected at $234,459,000. The 1992 Program activities
are noted in the following sections: a

BSISACTIVITY

a. Management and Coordination

- Conduct approximately 40 Preliminary
Damage Assessments.

- Manage 24 DFO operations, including
training and supervision of DAE's, and
funding of all support requirements
associated with the delivery of
assistance.

- Maintain and upgrade ADAMS environment
and implement additional system for
large scale and catastrophic disasters.

1992 TOTAL M & C

$ 1,600,000

$ 30,569,000

$ 3,o9,000

$ 35,169,000

N/A

N/A

N/A
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b. Individual Assistance

- Provide Temporary Housing Assistance
to approximately 20,000 applicants. $

- Provide Federal funding for 33,250

Individual and Family Grants. $

- Support Crisis Counseling Programs. $

- Fund Disaster Unemployment Assistance. $

1992 TOTAL IA $

C. Public Asusltancg

- Process applications conduct inspections
prepare and evaluate 15,000 on-site
engineering estimates for damage restoration
projects (Damage Survey Reports)i and
review, process and administer 25 grants to
states for Federal disaster assistance
for States and local governments.

- Approve funding for approximately 10
Section 417 Fire Suppression Grants.

1992 TOTAL PA

d. Dqster Preasrednese-,mprovement grants

- Approve funds for grant applications
from 54 applicants.

37,608,000

40,890,000

1,034,000

8950,000
80,472,000

101,020,000

5,290,000
106,118,000

$ 2,700,000

100% except for mobile
home group sites at
75% Fed/25% State

75% Fed/25% State

100%

100%

Hot loss than 75% Fed.

70% Fed/30% State

($100,812,000 transferred
to the States)

50% Fed/50% State
($2,700,000 tranoferrod
to the States)
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e. Hazard Mitiaation and PreDaredness

- Followinq a major declaration, fund
25 grants for hazard mitigation
proj acts.

1992 TOTAL GRANTS $199,290,000

500 red/50% State
($10,000,000 transferred
to the States)

($113,512,100 transferred
to the States)

1992 Increase/Decrease. The 1992 request includes a decrease of $260,920,000 In expected obligations
due to the return to a more average year of disaster activity following the extraordinary program
demands created by Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake.

Outvear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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PRESIDENTS DISASTER FUND
ACTUAL AND PROJECTED OBLIGATIONS

PERIOD OF DECLARATIONS - 10/1/89 THROUGH 07/31/90

CONTRT

845
846

847

848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856

857

859
859

860
861

862
863

864
865
866

9

4

3

4
6
6
4
10
10
9
9
4

4

4
4

5
4

4
6

9
6
6

... STATE
CALIFORNIA

KENTUCKY

VIRGINIA

ALABAMA
LOUISIANA
TEXAS
FLORIDA
WASHINGTON
OREGON
N. MARIANAS
A. SAMOA
ALABAMA

GEORGIA

TENNESSEE
MISSISSIPPI

ILLINOIS
ALABAMA

FLORIDA
TEXAS

IfAWAII
ARKANSAS
OKLAHOMA

DATE

10-19-89
10-30-89

11-08-89

11-17-89
11-22-89
01-09-90
01-15-90
01-18-90
01-24-90
02-05-90
02-09-90
02-17-90

02-23-90

02-27-90
02-28-90

03-06-90
03-21-90

04-03-90
05-02-90

05-18-90
05-15-90
05-18-90

TOTAL
TYPE , FUNDING

LOMA PRIETA EARTHQUAKE $467,085,000
SEVERE STORMS, MUDSLIDES 9,306,017
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS, MUDSLIDES 5,321,180
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS & TORNADOES 5,145,416
HEAVY RAINS & FLOODING 1,948,961
SEVERE FREEZE 14,013,929
SEVERE FREEZE 10,604,000
SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING 12,014,426
SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING 2,557,382
TYPHOON KORYN 1,417,900
HURRICANE OFA 40,235,163
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES 12,254,000
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES 17,546,500
& FLODING
SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING 2,623,375
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES 8,954,876
& FLOODING
SEVERE ICE STORM 6,351,197
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES 43,648,215
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING 2,880,276
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES 23,016,638
& FLOODING
LAVA FLOW, KILAUEA VOLCANO 3,330,177
SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING 12,212,123
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES 13,201,326
& FLOODING

PROGRAMS
ALL

ALL

ALL

BY COUNTY
IA
DUA
DUA
ALl,
PA
PA
ALL
BY COUNTY

BY COUNTY

ALL
BY COUNTY

PA
BY COUNTY

IA
BY COUNTY

ALL
BY COUNTY
BY COUNTY

FIELDOFFICE
MOUNTAIN VIEW

PRESTONSBURG

GRUNDY

HUNTSVILLE
KEENER
HARLINGEN
TAMPA
OLYMPIA
TI LLAMOOK
SAIPAN
PAGO
BIRMINGHAM

ATLANTA

JACKSON

CHAMPAIGN
MONTGOMERY

PANAMA CITY
STEPHENVILLE

PAHOA
LITTLE ROCK
OKLAHOMA CITY

NO or
COUNTIES

12
11

1

2
3
9

32
7
2
4
S
7

33

3

35

10

33

11

64

1
37
39
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667
668
869

670

871

672
873

674

675
676
677
676
679

7
7
5

5

S

9
7

5

7
1

.5

7

MISSOURI
IOWA
INDIANA

OHIO

ILLINOIS

CALIFORNIA
NEBRASKA

WISCONSIN

VERMONT
NW HAMPSHIRE
WISCONSIN
ILLINOIS
IOWA

TOTALS FOR 35 CONTRACTS:

05-24-90
05-26-90
06-04-90

06-06-90

06-22-90

06-30-90
07-04-90

07-13-90

07-25-90
08-29-90
08-30-90
08-29-90
09-06-90

SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS & FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES
& FLOODING
FIRES
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS, TORNADOES
& FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS AND FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS AND FLOODING
SEVERE STORMS AND FLOODING
TORNADOES
SEVERE STORMS AND FLOODING

$808,494,176

13,207,632
13,304,917
8,024,649

16,507,013

6,148,101

5,641,099
5,307,434

5,148,599

3,516,777
2,212,372
1,553,375
7,590,081
2,664,052

TOTAL COUNTIES:

IA-INDIVIDUAL ASBIBTANCS/PAOPUBLIC ASBSISTANCE/DUA-DISASTER UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANC/ALL"IA 6 PA

BY COUNTY
BY COUNTY
BY COUNTY

BY COUNTY

BY COUNTY

BY COUNTY
BY COUNTY

BY COUNTY

PA
PA
IA
ALL
BY COUNTY

KANSAS CITY
DES MOINES
BEDFORD

COUmBUs

MT. CARKEL

SANTA BARBARA

ASHWAUBION

NONTP3LIZR
MR0DITH
TOMAH
SHOREWOOD
CEDAR RAPIDS

10
39
30

25

14

4
20

14

5
6
1
3

17

B65
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DISASTER ASSISTANCE DIRECT LOAN PROGRAM
Program Overview

Through 1991, loans made by FEKA through the Community Disaster Program and loans to States under the cost sharing
provisions of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act are funded from the Disaster Relief Fund.
Direct loan requirements promulgated by the recently enacted Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 changes the manner in which
these loans are funded and recorded and requires FEMA to establish the following accounts to record Agency loan activity:

Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Liauidatina Account. This account records all loan cash flows to and from the Disaster
Relief Fund resulting from direct loans obligated prior to 1992.

Disaster Asistance Direct Loan Proaram Account. This account records the subsidy costs associated with the direct loans
obligated in 1992 and beyond as well as administrative expenses of this program.

Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Financing Account. This non-budgetary account records all loan cash flows to and from FEKA
resulting from loans obligated in 1992 and beyond. The amounts in this account are a means of financing and are not included
in the budget totals.
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DISASTER ASMSTANCE DIRECT LOAN LIOJIOATINO ACCOUNT
(Dollars In Thousands) - -

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increassl

OBJECT CLASS

11. 1 FuII-time permanent ............ . ....................
11.3 Othe than full-lim* permanent .........................
11.6 Other personnel com enslltton ...............................
111.8 Spea plrsonal tPW '41 payments .... .,

11.9 Total personnel compensatlon..........................
Personnel beneflls

12.1 C ivlian personnel ............................................... ... ........

12,2 M litary p e onne ................................ .............. ......
13.0 Beneflis for former personnel .............................. ...

Non-Persnnel COsta

21.0 Travel and Iransportatlon of per sona ....................... ............
22.0 TranspWlatlon of thIng ...................................... ......
23,1 Rental payments to GSA ...........................................
23.2 Rental payments to othe rs....................................
23.3 Communications, utililles, and

m lsceltlaneous charges ...............................................
24.0 Prnting and reproduction ................................... ...
25 0 Other s ........................erv.c............................... ...
26.0 Supplies and materials ......................... ...
31 .0 Equipm ent ........................................................ .........
32.0 Land and str uc tes ...................................... ... ......
33.0 Investments and loans ................... $167,994 $86,000 . ($6,000)
41.0 Grants, subsidies and contrIbutIons ...................... .........
42,0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ........................ . ......
43.0 Interest and dividends ............................................ ..........

Total Obligations .......................................................... 167,994 ... 6.000 ,,. (6,000)
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A. Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Liauidatin Account

1. Authorit . The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act Sections 319 and 417.

2. Obiective/Element Description. Assistance is provided and coordinated according to the functions outlined in the
following sections.

a. State Share. FEMA may lend or advance to an eligible applicant or State the portion of assistance for which
the State is responsible under cost-sharing provisions of The Stafford Act. In order to be determined
eligible for a loan, the Governor must demonstrate, where the damage is overwhelming and severe, that the
State is unable to assume its financial responsibility to meet the cost-share due to one or both of the
following conditions: (1) the State is responding to concurrent, multiple disasters/emergencies; and/or (2)
the State has incurred extraordinary costs as a result of a particular disaster or emergency. Since
implementation of the Stafford Act, from November 21, 1988 to January 1, 1991, FEMA has advanced nearly
$80 million in loans to States to support the non-Federal share of the Individual and Family Grant program.
For 1992 and beyond, State Share Loans will be obligated from the Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Financing
Account.

b. Community Disaster Loan. Loans may be authorized to local governments which has suffered a substantial loss
of tax and other revenues as a result of a major disaster, and which has demonstrated a need for financial
assistance in order to perform their governmental functions. The loans, not to exceed 25 percent of the
annual operating budget of that local government for the fiscal year in which the major disaster occurs, are
made at the current Treasury rhte and are for a term of 5 years. All or part of such loans may be canceled
to the extent that revenues of the local government during the three post-disastir fiscal years are
insufficient to meet the operating budget. Since 1974, FEMA and its predecessor agency have approved 24
loans and denied 9 requests. Of those approved, ten have been repaid in full or are being repaid, six have
been canceled, three have been withdrawn, three are active loans, and the balance are pending settlement.
No loans under the Community Disaster Loan Program will be made after the end of fiscal year 1991.

3. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, FEKA loaned funds totaling $167,994,000. Activity is noted in the following
section.

ACTIVITY FUNDING

a. State Share
Approved 2 loans of the State share of the IFG program $ 78,08l2,000
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b. Community Disaster Loan

ACTIVITY FUNDING

Approved 1 Community Disaster Loan 89,912.000

1990 TOTAL LOANS $167,994,000

4. Chances from the Oriainal 1991 Estimate. None. This is a new reporting requirement.

5. 1921Proorem. In 1991, FEMA estimates loaning funds totaling $6,000,000. The projected 1991 activities are noted
in the following section.

ACTIVITY FUNDING

a. state Share

Approve 3 loans of the State Share $5,900,000

b. Community Disaster Loan

Approve I Community Disaster Loan 100,000

1991 TOTAL LOANS $6,000,000

6. 992 Prouran No funds will be obligated from this account after 1991, although existing loan amounts may be
disbursed and repayments made to this account for loans made prior to 1992. No additional Community Disaster Loans
will be made after the end of fiscal year 1991., The States Share Loan Program will be financed from the Disaster
Assistance Direct Loan Financing Account beginning in 1992.

7. Outyear Implications. None.

8. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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DISASTER ASSISTANCE DIRECT LOAN PROORAM ACCOUNT
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991t
1990 1991 Current 1992 IncreaseI

OBJECT CLASS

11. Fll-tlm e perm anent .............................................. .........
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ................ ..... ..... ... ...
111.5 Other personnel compensation ........................ ...
11.8 Specli personal w vlces payments ....................... ... ...... ,.

11.9 Total pers onn compensation ........................... .. ... .........

12.1 Civilian personnel .............................. ................ ............
12.2 M military personnel .................................................. ............
13.0 Benefits for former personnel .............................. ...... ...

Nonl-Peonnal Costs

21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ........................ ... ......
22.0 Transpotaton of things ............................. ......... ... ... 0
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ............................. ..... ... .........
23.2 Rental payments to others .................................. ...
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

m iscellaneous charges ...... . .................. ......... ............
24.0 Printing and reproduction ............................ ...... ... ......
25.0 Other services ................................ ...
26.0 Supplies and materials .......................... ...
31.0 Equipment ......................................................... ... ...
32.0 Land and structures ........................................................
33 0 Investm ents and loans ..................................................
41.0 Granls. subsidies and contributions ................... .. .451 5451

92.0 Administrative expenses ..................................... ... 90 90

Total Obligations ....... .......... ......... ...................... ... ... 541 541
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B. saster Assistance Direct Loan Proaram Account

1. AuthoritY. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act Sections 319 and 417, and the
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990.

2. Obiective/Element Description. This account provides for the "cost" to the Government of States Share loans
beginning in 1992. The following costs will be incurred.

a. Loan Subsidy. The subsidy cost estimates reflect the expected value of the cost to the Government of this
loan program on a net present value basis excluding administrative expenses. The discount rate used for the
purpose of calculating the present value is the interest rate on marketable Treasury securities of similar
maturity to the loan as projected in the economic assumptions for the President's Budget. Subsidy budget
authority will be calculated for the estimated amount of new loan obligations each year. In calculating
subsidy budget authority, anticipated loan disbursements were used rather than loan limitations or
obligations. The current, definite, subsidy authority for this account expires at the end of each fiscal
year.

b. Administrative Exbenses. Administrative expenses for this account consist of the portion of the cost of the
program's administration that is directly related to the loan program. These activities include costs ofl
loan servicing, loan systems maintenance, central administrative services and overhead expenses.

3. 1990 AccomnlishraiLs. None. No loans will be applied to the account prior to 1992.

4. Changes from the Oriainal 1991 Estimate. None.

5. 1991Program. None.

6. 1292 Program. In 1992, FEMA estimates loan subsidy and administrati4e expenses at the following levels.

ACTIVITY FUNDING

a. Loan Subsidy $451,000

b. Administrative Exoenses $90,000

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS $541,000
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1992 Increase/Decrease. The 1992 request is an increase of $541,000 over 1991. This is a now account in 1992.

7. Outvear Xmlications. No outyesr Implications over the 1992 request.

S. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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DISASTER ASSISTANCE DIRECT LOAN FINANCING ACCOUNT
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Actual Reaves Estimat Decreas

OBJECT CLASS
Personnel comoensatlon

11. 1 Full-tim e perm anent ........................................... ............
11.3 Other than full-time permanent .......................... ... ...
11.5 Other personnel compensation ....................................
11.8 Special personal services payments ...............................

11.9 Total personnel com pensation ................................ ............

Personnel benefits
12.1 Civilian personnel .............................. ...
12.2 M ilitary personnel .................................................. ... .........
13 0 Benefits for former personnel .......................

Non-Pe rsonnel Cost
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ................... ... ......
22.0 Transportation of things ...........................................
23 1 Rental payments to GSA ......... ................ ... .....
23 2 Rental payments to others ............................ ... ... ... ...
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

m iscellaneous charges ...................................... . . ........
24 0 Printing and reproduction .................................... .....
25 0 Other services ..... ....... . ................... ... ...
26 0 Supplies and materials . . .......................
31 0 Equipment .............. .............. ....... ......
32 0 Land arrd struclues ............................. .......

33.0 Investments and loans ..................... ... $6.000 $6,000
41 0 Grants, subsidies and contributions ... ......
42 0 Insurance claims and indemnities .................. ... . .......

43 0 Interest and dividends ......................... ... 145 145
Total Obligations .... 6.145 6.145
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C. Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Financina Account

SAuthority. The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act Sections 319 and 417, and the
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990.

2. Obiective/Elelent Descriotion. This account is financed as described in the following sections.

a. Direct Loan (States Share) . In 1992 States Share Loans will be funded from this account. Prior to 1992 these
loans were funded from the Disaster Relief Fund. Under this program FENA may lend to any eligible applicant
or State the portion of assistance for which the State is responsible under cost-sharing provisions of The
Stafford Act. In order to be determined eligible for a loan, the Governor must demonstrate, where the damage
is overwhelming and severe, that the State is unable to assume its financial responsibility to meet the cost-
share due to one or both of the following conditions: (1) the State is responding to concurrent, multiple
disasters/emergencies; and/or (2) the State has incurred extraordinary costs as a result of a particular
disaster or emergency. As required by the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990, this non budgetary account
records all cash flows to and from the Government resulting from direct loans obligated in 1992 and beyond.
The amounts in this account are a means of financing and are not included in the budget totals.

b. Interest on Treasury borrowing. interest rates will be chosen for States Share Loans based on terms of

maturity for comparable Treasury securities.

3. 1990 Accomolishments. None. No loans will be financed through this account prior to 1992.

4. Changes from the Oriainal 1991 Estimate. None. This is a new reporting requirement.

5. 1991 Proara . None.

6. 192 Prograi. In 1992, FEMA estimates total obligations for this account to be $6,145,000. Loans totaling
$6,000,000 and interest costs of $145,000. Anticipated program activity is noted in the following section.

ACTIVITY FUNDING

a. State Share

Approve 3 loans of the State Share $6,000,000

b. Interest on Treasury Borrowing 145,000

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS $6,145,000
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992 increase/Dearease. The 1992 request represents an increase of $6,145,000. This program was financed from
the Disaster Relief Fund prior to 1992.

7. Outvear Implications. Loan obligations for this program will be disbursed and repayments collected in 1992 and
beyond.

a. Advisory and Assistance services. None.
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SPECIAL EXHIBIT
Cora Brown Fund

1. Authority. Section 601 of the Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-288) as amended.

2. Obiective/Element DescriPtion. This section permits FEMA to receive and spend money willed to the Federal Government
for disaster assistance. Mrs. Cora Brown left the majority of her estate to the Federal Government for use in natural
disasters. Although the authority is in Title VI of the Act, FEMA considers the Cora Brown Fund a type of individual
assistance. Highlights of the program are as follows:,

- Since FENA administers the program under the Act, assistance is limited to declared major disasters.

- Assistance will normally be given up to $2,000 although the Assistant Associate Director, Disaster Assistance
Programs, may approve more if necessary.

- No application by a disaster victim is necessary. FEKA will identify potential recipients by obtaining
information from the American Red Cross, Individual and Family Grant (State) agencies, and any other source in
the normal framework of disaster operations.

- Any assistance provided from the fund will be identified as such to the recipient in order to distinguish it from
appropriated funds.

- The normal requirements of disaster assistance will also apply to the Cora Brown Fund (e.g. flood insurance
requirements, environmental assessment, etc.).

- Assistance will be limited to those who cannot obtain aid from any other source or who have remaining needs after
receipt of all available disaster assistance.

3. 1990 Accomplishments. In 1990, assistance totaling $20,269 was provided.

4. Current Status of the Fund. Approximately $1,285,731 is currently available for obligation.

5. Level of Exoenditures. These obligations are projected for 1991 -- $50,000; and for 1992-- $50,000.

6. Possible Uses of Funds. Relocation away from hazardous areas, temporary housing-related costs, permanent housing and
repair of real property and repair or replacement of personal property, community services to minority and handicapped
disaster victims.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
Appropriation Languaqe

For necessary expenses of the Office of the Inspector General in carrying out the provisions of the Inspector General
Act of 1978, as amended, ($3,351,0001 $5.144.000.

(Deoartments of Veterans Affairs and Housina and Urban Develooment. and Independent Aaencies Aoropriations Act. 1991.1
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
AnMronriation Overview

Public Lay 100-504, enacted in 1988, created a statutory Inspector General (I) within FENA. Through a program of audits,
investigations and inspections, the IG seeks to prevent and detect fraud and abuse, and promote economy efficiency and
effectiveness in the Agency's programs and operations. The law imposes certain duties and tesponsibil itis beyond the
conduct of audits and investigations that were not previously required. They include reviewing existing and proposed
legislation and regulations relating to Agency programs and operations preparing end submitting semi-annual reports to the
congress; establishing systems and data bases to gather statistical data in order to meet the increased reporting
requirements of the statutes developing and maintaining a training program in order to comply with Comptroller General
standards; and establishing systems and procedures to support provisions of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act.
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
Page 1990 1991 Current
no.L Actual Reaunat Estimate

Estimates by Office vi At.L K1 AL. ml A

A. Inspector General
(Budget Authority) ............ I-5 40 $2,382 60 03,905 60 $3,

Budget Outlays ................. 1,775 3,796 3,

Permanent Vorkvears
Headquarters ...................... 24 40 40
Regions .......................... ... .. 2 -a

Total, Permanent ................. 40 60 60

Total Workyears ...................... 40 60 60

Changes from original 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional decrease of $554,000.

351

272

1992 Xncrease/
8eaueV t Dsorease

ml ant.L V1 at.

70 $5,144

4,965

50
-al

70

70

10 $1,793

1,693

10

10

10
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasw
t B. hmsout

OBJECT CLASS
Peaong" compenstion

11. 1 Full-time PeImen nt ........................................... $1,689 $3,030 $2,535 $3,648 $1.113
11.3 Ott than lult-tin e r ane t ........................... 36 ...
11.5 Otth personnel compensation ............................ 45 ...
11. Spe per srvi s ps yme s ..........................

11.9 Total pe rme compensation ............................. 1,770 3,030 2,535 3,648 1.113
Plesonnel beeIts

12.1 Clvlian pe sonnet ............................................... 258 485 405 576 171
12.2 Mlitary personnel ................................
13.0 Beneftsl for former personnel ................... ... ...........

Non-Personnel s
21.0 Tfavel and transportation of persons .................... 225 280 275 345 70
22.0 Transportatlon of things .................................. ... so 100 so (50)
23 1 Rental payments to GSA ............................... ... ...
23 2 Rental payments to others .................................. . .....
23.3 Communications, utlifes, and

miscellaneous charges ................................ ..... . ...
24 0 P in ng and reproduction .................................... 1 5 2 5 3
25.0 Other services .................................................... 67 20 10 500 490
26.0 Supplies and malerals ........................................ 1 5 5 5
31.0 Equipm ent ......................................................... 60 30 19 15 (4)
32 0 Land and structures ............................................ ...
33.0 Investments end loans ................................ ............
41.0 Gfants, subsidies and contributions .............. ....................
42 0 Insurance claims and IndemnItles ...............................
43.0 Interest and dividends ........................................

Total Obligations ....................................................... 2,382 3,905 3,351 5,144 1,793
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A. Insgetor General

I. Authority. The Inspector General Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-452) and Inspector General Act Amendments of 1936 (P.L. 100-
504).

2. ObiectiveOffrice Descriction. The Inspector General (1G) provides audit and investigative support services for PENA
covering all Agency programs and operations. I objectives are to prevent and detect fraud and abuse and to improve
economy and efficiency in the administration of PEMA programs and operations. Activities are planned and conducted
in response to requirements of laws, regulations, and Congressional and on3 directives; specific requests from the
Director and other FPUA management officials; and allegations received from Agency employees and other sources.

3. 1990 Accomplislentp. In 1990, PEMA used $2,382,000 and 40 workyears under the Office of Inspector General
appropriation. Activities included the following:

" Issued 46 audit reports, 25 pertaining to recipients of PUMA funds, and 21 pertaining to PEMA operations.
Subject areas included the following: Funds control; Emergency Food and Shelter grants; adjunct faculty at
NETC; Comprehensive Cooperative Agreements (CCAs) - Missouri; P A's use of advisory and assistance services;
Disaster Relief grants; contract closeout; Individual and Family Grant program - Puerto Rico; and PUMA travel
policies and procedures.

o Reviewed and processed 60 organization-wide audit reports covering claims of $248,026,000.

o As a result of audit findings, FUA committed to the recovery of $10,177,000.

o Opened 180 investigative cases and closed 157 cases, with 221 cases pending.

o Results of investigations: Charged 30 and convicted 16 individuals of violations in connection with ?UMA
programs; obtained 4 civil judgments totaling $1 674,000; collected $141,907 in fines and restitutions ordered
by the courts; and realized $5,404,612 in administrative cost-savings and recoveries.

4. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional decrease of $554,000.

5. 1991 Proara. In 1991, PEA is allocating $3,351,000 and 60 workyears under the Office of Inspector General
appropriation. With this first substantial increase in IG resources, since becoming statutory in 1989, the KG will
provide increased audit and investigative coverage of Agency programs and operations and ensure meeting the
requirements of the Inspector General Act, other existing laws, regulations, and implementing OHS circulars. It
is anticipated that approximately 52 external and 19 internal audits will be completed. Areas scheduled for
increased audit coverage include the following: Disaster Assistance Grants, Federal Insurance Administration
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activities, Civil Defense programs, National Preparedness activities, and FEMA administrative activities.
Investigative activities will concentrate on reducing the backlog of cases opened due to the Hurricane Hugo and Loma
Prieta earthquake disasters.

6. 1992 Program. In 1992, FEMA requests $5,144,000 and 70 workyears under the Office of Inspector General
appropriation, an increase of 10 vorkyears and $1,793,000 over 1991. The IG plans to increase audit and
investigative coverage of the Agency's programs and operations; reduce and improve the audit cycle; and concentrate
on eliminating the backlog of complex high-dollar volume, Investigative cases. Additional resources will be used
to conduct and/or monitor pre-award contract audits and contract closeout audits. Additional activities will
include the following:

o Conducting audits, specifically required by laws, regulations and OMB guidance, and performing annual audit-
related activities.

o Conducting approximately 23 internal audits of FEMA activities and operations and conducting 64 audits of
selected FEMA contracts and financial assistance awards made to State and local units of government under grants
and cooperative agreements, as well as auditing FEMA contractors.

o conducting investigations of most matters received where initial review discloses potential for prosecution
under criminal or civil law, as well as administrative procedures.

" Providing for the increased use of the provisions of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act, which became
applicable to the VEJA IG, as a result of the amendments to the IG Act.

1992 Increases. The 1992 request includes an increase of $1,793,000 and 10 workyears: (2) $7,000 to fund three
month costs in 1992 of the 1991 GS/GH pay raise; (2) $68,000 to provide for the 1992 pay costs; (3) $550,000 and
4 workyears to meet the requirements of the Chief Financial Officers' Act, of which $250,000 is for contract audits;
and (4) 6 workyears and $1,168,000 to provide the following:

o Improved audit cycle with expanded audit coverage of FEMA programs and operations.

o Pre-award contract audits and contract closeout audits.

o Reduction in the backlog of complex high dollar volume investigations.

o Reduced dependence on Disaster Reservist investigators.

o Reduce time required to bring Special Agents into place to conduct post disaster investigations.
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o Training for FMA staff to increase their awareness of, thereby reducing their tolerance for, fraud, waste and
abuse.

o Conduct of fraud prevention seminars for insurance adjusters involved with the Federal Flood and Crime Insurance
program.

o Resources to provide for permanent changes in duty station necessary for an effective recruiting and retention
program.

7. Outvear Imalications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

a. Advisory and Assistance Services. The 1992 request for the Inspector General includes $500,000 for the conduct
of audits, studies, and special analyses as deemed necessary to carry out the provisions of the IG Act and Chief
Financial officers' Act.
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EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER PROGRAM
Appropriation Language

There is hereby appropriated ($134,000,000) $100.000.000 to the Federal Emergency Management Agency to carry
out an emergency food and shelter program pursuant to title III of Public Law 100-77, as amended: Provided, That
total administrative costs shall not exceed three and one-half per centum of the total appropriation.

(Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housina and Urban Development, and Independent Aaencies Appropriations act. 1991.)
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EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER
ADropriation Overview

Funding provided by this appropriation is awarded to a National Board to carry out programs for sheltering and feeding
the needy. The Board, which is chaired by a representative of FEMA, is composed of representatives from the United Way
of America; the Salvation Army; the American Red Cross; Catholic Charities, USA; National Council of Churches of Christ
in the USA; and the Council of Jewish Federations, Inc. This program is nationwide in scope and provides food and
shelter to needy individuals through local private voluntary organizations and units of government selected by Local
Boards in areas designated by the National Board as being in highest need. These Local Boards are an integral part of
the program emphasizing local decisionmaking and monitoring for program compliance. The intent of the program is to
meet emergency needs by supplementing other food and shelter assistance programs, thus enabling them to expand their
services providing food and shelter to families and individuals.
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Page
Esimte vb Program No.-

A. Emergency Food and Shelter

(Budget Authority) ........ EFS-5

Budget Outlays ...............

EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER
(Dollars in Thousands)

1990 1991
l Reauest

$130,092 $124,991

131,916 124,991

Chanqs from Origlnal 1991 Estimates: Reflects a Congressional increase of $9,009,000 to restore the program to the
1990 appropriation level before Gram-Rudman reduction.

EFS-,

1991
Current
Estimate

$134,000

138,558

1992
Re-ueet

$100,000

100,000

Increase/

-$34,000

-38,558



EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER FUND
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase!

OBJECT CLASS
Person comoensation

11. I Full-tim e perm anent .............................................. ..........
111.3 Other than full-time permanent .................. ...... ....
11.5 Other personnel compensation ...........................................
11.8 Special personal services payments ...............

11.9 Total personnel compensation .................... .......... ......
Pef sorflo Iblfits

12.1 C vllan personnel ..................................................- ...........
12.2 M ilitary personnel ............................................... ... ............
13.0 Benefits for former personnel ....................................

Non-Personnel Costs
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ....................... .........

22.0 Transportation of things ........................... ........... ............
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ........................................ ...
23 2 Rental payments to others .................... ........ ... ... ..........
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

m iscellaneous charges ............................................ ......
24 0 Printing and reproduction ....................................... ............

25 0 O ther services ....................................................... .........

26 0 Supplies and m aterials ........................................... ......
31 0 Equipment ....................................... ........
32 0 Land and structures ...........................................
33 0 Investm ents and loans .......................................
41 0 Grants, subsidies and contributions .................... $130,092 5124,991 $134,000 $100.000 ($34.000)
42.0 Insurance claims and Indemnities ..........................
43 0 Interest and dividends ...................................... ......

Total Obligations .................................................... 130.092 124,991 134,000 100,000 (34,000)
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A. Emergencv Food and She1ter (EFS.

1. AuthoritY. The Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of 1987, as amended, Title III, P.L. 100-77.

2. Obiective/Element Description. The objective of this program is to supplement programs of food and shelter
through governmental and/or voluntary organizations at the local level. The intent is to alleviate the strain
on local volunteer agencies which, because of the severity and magnitude of the problem, are unable to keep up
with the demand for food and shelter for the needy.

For the National Board Program, high-need jurisdictions are selected nationwide based on three considerations:
most-current annual unemployment rates; total number of unemployed withtn a civil jurisdiction; and poverty
rates within a civil jurisdiction. In addition, the National Board has developed a State Set Aside Program in
order to reach communities experiencing recent economic dislocations (large plant closings, etc.). State EFS
Boards, similar in coposition to the National Board, identify areas of greatest need and pockets of
homelessness and poverty from sources at the State and local level. They give particular attention to
jurisdictions not selected by the National Board.

For funding under Public Law 101-100 and 100-120 (1990), the following criteria were used:

- Jurisdictions, including balance of counties, with more than 18,000 unemployed And 4.3% unemployment
rate.

- Jurisdictions, including balance of counties, with 1,000 to 17,999 unemployed And a greater than 6.9%
unemployment rate.

- Jurisdictions, including balance of counties, with 1,000 to 1,700 unemployed and an ll%+ rate of poverty..

For funding under Public Law 101-645, (1991), the following criteria were used:

- Jurisdictions, including balance of counties, with more than 18,000 unemployed ad 4.3% unemployment
rate.

- Jurisdictions, including balance of counties, with 1,000 to 11,999 unemployed And a greater than 6.9%
unemployment rate.

- Jurisdictions, including balance of counties, with 1,000 or more unemployed and an ll%+ rate of poverty.
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3. 1990 Accomplishments: In 1990, FERA used $130,092,000 for this program and obligated that amount to the
National Board. The National Board funded more than 2,350 jurisdictions, with nearly 10,000 organizations
receiving funds. This is estimated to have provided over 143,700,000 additional meals, more than 5,100,000
additional nights of shelter, and 151,736 individual rent/mortgage payments to assist the needy.

4. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Reflects a Congressional increase of $9,009,000.

5. 1991 Proram. In 1991, PENA Is allocating $134,000,000 to this program. This resource level provides
$134,000,000 for obligation to the national board of voluntary organizations, which will distribute that
amount to the local level.

6. 1992 Prosa. In 1992 FERA requests $100,000,000 for this program. This resource level provides $100,000,000
for obligation to the national board of voluntary organizations which will distribute that amount to the local
level.

2992 Increases/Derj"jgit The decrease of $34,000,000 in funding for Emergency Food and Shelter is consistent
with the policy endorsed by the Interagency Council on the Homeless to shift resources to programs that
provide more comprehensive and longer term solutions to the problems of homelessness. Government-wide, total
proposed funding for targeted homeless assistance programs will remain at $1 billion.

7. Outwear Implications. No outyear implications over the 1992 request.

a. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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NATIONAL INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT FUND
Aooronriation Overview

The National Insurance Development Fund was established from the proceeds of the Riot Reinsurance Program, which was
terminated by the Congress on November 30, 1983. It has also been used as the vehicle for the funding of the Federal Crime
Insurance Program (FCIP), and it receives deposits from crime insurance premiums and other receipts.

The FCIP is a direct Federal program which offers insurance against financial loss from burglary and robbery. This
insurance has been offered to homeowners, tenants, and business owners, at rates established without regard to risk, if
protective devices have been installed on the property to be insured. Because of the general availability of insurance
through the private sector, the problems this program was created to address are no longer of national proportions. Over
55 percent of the policies are in the State of New York.

The budget request assumes that the Crime Insurance Program, which is authorized through September 30, 1995, will not be
continued beyond that date.
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NATIONAL INSURANCE DEVELOPHENT FUND
(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Proaram Element

A. Federal Crime Insurance .......
S. Salaries and Expenses

(obligations) .............

Budget Authority ..............
Budget Outlays ................

Appropriation ................

Permanent Workycars
Headquarters ...................
Regions ........................

Total, Permanent ............

Total Vorkvearm ..................

Page
lo.

ID-4

ID-9

1990

NX AlL
3 ...

(93781

15,118
13,922

3

3

3

1991
Reauest

lii haL.

6 ...

($3701

12,127
12,348

6

6

6

1991
Current
Estimate

6 ...

(i3701

15,628
15,685

6

6

6

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. Reflects an increase in interest expense.
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1992Request

6 e

(24201

14,414
14,697

Increase/

YI AlL

-1,414
-98

6
6

6



NATIONAL INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT FUND
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991t

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasel

OBJECT CLASS
Persne cori~miae tlon

1 I 1 Ful-ltIme permanent ..................... $324 $300 $306 $340 SU
11.3 Other than full-time permanent ........................................
It 5 Other personnel compel satin ............................s...ai......
11.5 Special personal services payments ...............................
I1 9 Total personnel compensation ............................. 324 300 306 340 34

Personnel benefs44
12 1 Chefae personne ........ .................... .................. 46 45 54 60 6

12 2 M litary personnel ..........................................
13 0 Benefitl for former personnel .......................

Non-Personnel Costi
21 0 Travel and transportation of persons .. .. ...... 25 O -
22 0 Transportation of things ......... . .... ... ....
23 I Rental payments to GSA ....................
23 2 Rental payments to others .....................
23.3 Communications. utilities, and

miscellaneous charges ........... . ... ....
24 0 Printing and reproduction .......
25 0 there ce ... 49... ,22 3.50 4,246 4,205 (41)
26 0 Supples and materials
31 0 Equipment .................
32 0 Land and structures ..................
33 0 Investments and loans
41 0 Grants, subsidies and contrHifulons
42 0 Insurance claims and Indemnities 7,564 6,363 6.226 5,870 (356)
43 0 Interest and dividends 10,514 8,373 12.143 11.328 _.t85)

Total Obligaltons 22,748 20,612 22.985 21,823 (1.162)



A. Federal Crime Insurance Program

1. Authority. Urban Property Protection and Reinsurance Act of 1968, as amended, 12 U.S.C. 1749 bbb et seq.

2. Objective/Element Description. The President's National Advisory Panel on Insurance in Riot-Affected Areas, in
its January 1968 report entitled, "Meeting the Insurance Crisis of our Cities," pointed out that one important
factor in the deterioration of inner-city areas was the unavailability of basic insurance coverages, including
insurance against burglary and robbery. A study of the availability of crime insurance, conducted by the Federal
Insurance Administration in 1970, concluded that there was a critical problem of availability of insurance in many
areas. The Federal Crime Insurance Program (FCIP) became effective in August 1971.

- Review of Insurance Availability. Continuing reviews are conducted to determine whether crime insurance is
available at "affordable" rates, either through the normal insurance market or through State action. Many
States do not appear to have a crime insurance availability problem. A few States which do have availability
problems have implemented programs of their own. While there is evidence that some insureds would experience
difficulty in being placed in the private market, there are States which have developed crime insurance
programs of their own. Under State legislation both Michigan and New Jersey have created programs which
have been in existence since the initiation of the Federal program. These programs represent one way of
meeting the crime insurance availability problem. In addition, the States of Indiana and Wisconsin have less
formal programs supervised by their Insurance Departments. Neither Indiana nor Michigan has been a FCIP
State. Several Fair Access to Insurance Requirements (FAIR) Plans have followed the lead of Massachusetts
in making limited amounts of crime insurance available through the offering of fire insurance policies.
Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Michigan, Maryland, and Illinois have added such coverages. In any event, the
degree of the problem of crime insurance availability and/or affordability has not demonstrated that it is
beyond the ability of the States or private insurers to develop means of addressing the situation.

- Selling and Servicina Insurance. Crime insurance is a direct Federal program in which the Federal Government
assumes the risk-bearing function. The insurance is available through the Program's servicing contractor
to businesses and residences in participating jurisdictions without regard to the actuarial risk, if
protective devices have been installed.

- Jurisdictions Covered. The following table depicts the jurisdictions currently covered, the date of their
entry into the program, and the policies currently in force:
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Crime Insurance Policies By State
(As of November 30, 1989)

Date Of
State Entry_ Residentala Commercial Total

Alabama ......................... 7/77 673 9 682
California ................... 11/80 1,570 362 1,932
Connecticut ................... 8/71 69 - 15 84
Delaware ..................... 3/74 110 2 112
District of Columbia ......... 8/71 34 50 84
Florida ...................... 2/74 1,517 455 1,972
Georgia ...................... 9/75 301 84 385
Illinois ..................... 8/71 208 261 469
Kansas ....................... 4/73 240 13 253
Maryland .................... .. 8/71 58 61 119
New Jersey ................... 2/73 1,066 172 1,238
New York ..................... 8/71 9,279 3,306 12,585
Pennsylvania ................. 8/71 1,414 312 1,726
Rhode Island ................. 8/71 11 19 30
Tennessee .................... 8/72 103 90 193
Puerto Rico .................. 6/78 474 120 594
Virgin Islands ............... 10/78 199 2Q 227

TOTAL .............. 17,326 5,359 22,685
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3. 1990 Accomolishments. In order to reduce the current combined loss-to-expense ratio of 160 percent, an
approximate 15% rate increase on commercial business was implemented in 1990. In addition, policies were
reclassified in order to reduce program losses.

4. changes From the 1991 Estimates. The new estimates reflect an increase in interest expenses.

5. 1991Program. In keeping with the Administration's goal of reducing the program's burden on the taxpayer, FEMA
will implement a 15% rate increase on commercial business, as authorized by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1990.

6. 1992 Prora. FEIA will raise premium rates 15% on all businesses as authorized by the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990, in order to make the program more efficient and less costly to the taxpayer.

7. Outvear Implications. The estimates assume the program will be discontinued on September 30, 1995 when the
current authorization expires.

a. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.

Do
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The status of the National Insurance Development Fund is as follows:

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
Actual Reauest Estimate Reouest Decrease

Number of Policies Issued ................ 23,109 22,837 20,798 18,718 -2,080

Unobligated Fund Balance,
Start of Year .......................... $120,656 $107,523 $105,538 $89,710 -$15,828
Insurance Premiums ...................... 7,630 8,485 7,157 7,409 -252
Insurance Claims ....................... -7,564 -8,363 -6,226 -5,870 -356
Operating Expenses ..................... -4,292 -3,506 -4,246 -4,205 -41
Interest Expense ........................ -10,514 -8,373 -12,143 -11,328 -815 s_
Administrative Expenses ............. -378 -370 -370 -42 50

TOTAL ............................. -15,118 -12,127 -15,828 -14,414 -1,414

Unobligated Fund Balance,
End of Year ............................. . 5 95 9 89.710 75,29 14.,414

Cumulative Borrowings..1/ ................ 144,462 154,604 160,290 174,704 14,414
Rudqet Outlay ............................... 13,922 12,348 15,685 14,697 -988

)J Does not include $124,000,000 used from Riot Reinsurance income.
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Federal Crim Insuranve Proaraw

Page
&o.Lf mates by Proaram Element

B. Salaries & Expenses
(Appropriation) .............. ID-9

Budget Authority ...............
Budget Outlays .................

Permanent Workyears
Headquarters ...................
Regions ........................
Total1 Permanent ...............

Total Workyears ...................

NATIONAL INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT FUND
(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current
A aReuest Estimate

WX MIL NX ARLL NX "LL

1992 Increase/
Reoue t Decrease

3 ... 6 ... 6 ... 6 ......

$378
378

3

3

$370
370

6
6

6

$370
370

6

6

6

$420
420

6
A.J
6

$50
so

J •

Changes from Oriainal 1991 Estimates. None.
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Salaries and Exoenses

1. &uthoritj. Urban Property Protection and Reinsurance Act of 1968, as amended, 12 U.S.C. 1749 bbb eLs.

2. Objective/Element Deacriotion. This program provides the required administrative support on a reimbursable basis
for the Federal Crime Insurance Program.

3. 1990 Accormlishments. Accomplishments are detailed in the preceding narrative for the National Insurance
Development Fund.

4. Changes from the 1991 Estimates. None.

5. 1991 Procram. FEMA will implement a Congressionally authorized 15% rate increase on commercial business.

6. 1992 Proram. A 15% increase, as authorized by the omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1990, will be implemented to
reduce program losses.

7. Outyar Implications. The estimates assume the program is terminated on September 30, 1995.

8. Advisory and Assistance Services. None.
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NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND
Appropriation Language

(TRANSFERS OF FUNDS)

Of the funds available from the National Flood Insurance Fund for activities under the National Flood Insurance Act
of 1968, and the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, ($11,076,000) 812.874.000 shall, upon enactment of this Act, be
transferred to the "Salaries and expenses" appropriation for administrative costs of the insurance and flood plain
management programs and ($46,023,000) 845.023.000 shall, upon enactment of the Act, be transferred to the "Emergency
management planning and assistance" appropriation for flood plain management activities, including $4,720,000 for expenses
under section 1362 of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4103,4127), which amount shall be
available until September 30, (1992] 19M. In fiscal year [1991) I2, no funds in excess of (1) $32,000,000 for operating
expenses, (2) ($183,500,0001 L200.276.000 for agents' commissions and taxes, and (3) $3,500,000 for interest on Treasury
borrowings shall be available from the National Flood Insurance Fund without prior notice to the Committees on
Appropriations.

(Denartments of Veterans Affairs and Housina and Urban Develooment. and Independent Agencies Anorooriations Act. 1931. 1a
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NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND
Approoriation Overview

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is a Federal program consisting of two components: insurance and flood plain
management. The insurance component is the mechanism enabling property owners to buy flood insurance which is otherwise
unavailable in the commercial market. As a loss mitigation tool and in return for the availability of insurance,
communities agree to adopt and enforce flood plain management measures to protect lives and new construction from future
flooding.

For decades, the national response to flood disasters was generally limited to flood control works and providing disaster
relief to flood victims. This approach led to rising flood losses and rising Federal costs. To compound the problem, the
public could not buy flood coverage from insurance companies, and building techniques to reduce flood damage to new
construction were often overlooked.

The insurance mechanism enables people owning or renting property in the flood plain to insure against flood losses. -By
paying insurance rates which are, insofar as practical, related to the risk, there will be more enlightened management of
the flood plains and a reduction in flood damage. This will reduce the need for relief due to flood disasters and will
eliminate the cost to the general taxpayer for insurable flood damage.

The flood plain management component of the NFIP focuses on hazard mitigation through programs that combine mapping,
regulatory, and technical assistance efforts for the purpose of responding to known flood hazards and mitigating their
effects through a comprehensive approach to the management of flood plains. For 1992, FEA is proposing that funding for
this activity be provided through a reimbursement to the Emergency Management Planning and Assistance from the National
Flood Insurance Fund. FEMA also proposes that salaries and expenses for both the Insurance Activities and Flood Plain
Management components of the NFIP be funded from the National Flood Insurance Fund. As directed by the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1990, all costs for these activities will be borne by flood insurance policyholders. Details for
these activities may be found under Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and Salaries and Expenses for Flood
Insurance and Mitigation.
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NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND
(Dollars in Thousands)

Estimates by Fund
Page
l.oL

National Flood insurance Fund
(Budget Authority) ........... Fl-5

Budget Outlays .................

1990 1991
Reauest

-$163,285 -$160,349

1991
Current
Estimate

-$46,001

1992
Request

-$61,024

Increase/
Decras

-$15,023

Changes from Original 1991 Estimates. Projected increases in premiums results in outlays that are less than anticipated.
in addition, starting in 1991, outlays for reimbursements to the Emergency Management Planning and Assistance and Salaries
and Expenses appropriations are scored against the National Flood Insurance Fund.
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NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND
(Dollars In Thousands)

1991

1990 1991 Current 1992 Increasel

OBJECT CLASS
Persorne Qon=entwo

1 1.1 Ful-ime perm ane1t ............................................. ... $93142 3,s7
11.3 Other than fut-tkne permanent ..........................................
11.6 Otw personnel co m pen tlon ............................ ........

11.8 Special personal servIces payment ..........................

11.9 Total personnel compensation .......................... ... ... 9,142 ,775 633
per'oamia banea

12.1, Ckvian personne. ..................................................... 1.371 1,649 478
12.2 M Iary person ............................................. . . ............
13.0 Beefits for former personnel .............................. . ......

Non-Personne Cos(
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons .................... ...... 550 950 400
22.0 Transportallon of things ......................... ...
23.1 Rental payments to GSA ............................. ...... ... ............
23.2 Rental payments to others ........................ ...
23.3 Communications, utilities, and

mlscelaneous charges ........................ ... ...
24.0 PrIn ing and reproduction ............................... . 1.700 1.800 100
25.0 Ote . ,ces ................................................... $195,522 $215,472 252,239 283.6" 31,360
26.0 Supplies and m materials .......................................... ............

3 1.0 E qo pm ent ............................................................ ............
32.0 Land and str ctu es ..................................................
33.0 Investments and loans .............................. .......... ...
41.0 Grants. subsies and contribullons ..................... ... 4.200 4,200 ...
42.0 Insurance claims and nddemnites ........................ 320,075 324.397 430,995 459.019 28.024
4 3 .0 In te re st a n d d v d en d s ......................................... 1 ,5 8 6 ....... ...

Total Obligations ......................... ................................ 517,183 539,669 700,197 761,192 60.995
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A. insurance Activities

1. Authority. Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as amended and National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as
amended, 42 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.

2. Obiective/Element Description. The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, authorized providing flood
insurance on a national basis by a joint program with the Federal government and the private sector insurance
industry. Until December 31, 1977, flood insurance was provided by a jetnt government/industry program. on
January 1, 1978, the Federal Government assumed full responsibility for operating the program. FENA established
goals of making the NFIP self-supporting for the average loss year and re-involving the private sector in the
NFIP. In 1983, the insurance industry was re-involved with the Initiation of the Write-Your-Own program and since
1988, the program has been self-supporting for the historical average loss year. Along with these efforts, rates
may be adjusted periodically to more closely reflect the actual risk.

a. Coverage. All existing buildings and their contents in communities where flood insurance is available,
through either the Emergency or the Regular Program, are eligible for a first layer of coverage at subsidized
premium rates. In Regular Program communities, a second layer of flood insurance coverage is available at
actuarial rates on all properties, and full actuarial rates for both layers apply-to all new construction
or substantial improvements located in special flood hazard areas. A new actuarial rating system for
construction in coastal high hazard areas commencing on or after October 1, 1981, was introduced.

Coverage is available for residential properties, business properties, churches, agricultural properties,
properties occupied by private nonprofit organizations, and properties owned by local and State governments
and agencies thereof. Only buildings and their contents are eligible for coverage.

b. Subsidized Premium Rates. The National Flood Insurance Act provides for the establishment of "chargeable"
or subsidized premium rates designed tc encourage the sale of flood insurance at loes than full actuarial
levels. These rates were increased fcr the first time during 1982. The 1973 Act provides that all flood
insurance may be written at subsidized rates on construction in participating communities until December 31,
1974, or until the effective date of the Flood Insurance Rate Nap (FIRM) with 100-year flood elevation data,
whichever is later. Subsequent new construction and additional limits of coverage for existing construction
are eligible for flood insurance only at actuarial rates.

The following table shows the current subsidized premium rates available under the Emergency Program and
first layer coverage under the Regular Program:
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LIMITS OF COVERAGE AND SUBSIDIZED RATES
(Per Unit)

STRUCTURE CONTENTS
TYPE OF STRUCTURE COVERAGE_ R A/ COVERAGE RAE/

Single-family residential ..... $ 35,000 $0.55 $ 10,000 $0.65
Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, U.S.,
Virgin Islands .............. 50,000 0.55

Al other residential ......... 100,000 0.55 10,000 0:65
Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, U.S.,
Virgin Islands ............ 150,000 0.55

All non-residential k/ ........ 100,000 0.65 100,000 1.30

A/ Rates per $100 of coverage.
b/ Includes hotels and motels with occupancy of less than six months.

c. Actuarial Rates. Studies and investigations of specific areas to determine flood risk are carried out in
conjunction with several Federal agencies including the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as well as State and
local agencies, and private engineering firms. These studies establish risk zones and flood elevations which
determine the appropriate actuarial rate to be charged. The full risk premium rates (i.e., actuarial rates),
besides reflecting the expected annual damage, take into account all costs related to providing flood

-Insurance.

Some sparsely populated special flood hazard areas, however, as well as flood risk zones outside the special
flood hazard areas, do not warrant detailed studies to determine elevations. In these areas, actuarial zone
rates, which establish rates by building type and occupancy but not elevation, are Used. The rating of
actuarial policies has been simplified to reduce the number of risk zones from 68 to 8.

d. 6taffin . Since 1987, the staff to support the insurance operations and flood plain management of the NFIP
have been funded through a transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood Insurance Fund (NFIF) to
the FEMA Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. For 1991 and 1992, FEHA is also proposing that all
administrative costs for this program be funded by reimbursing the Salaries and Expenses appropriation from
the NFIF. As directed by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, these costs will be borne by the
policyholders.

a. rograB tJnancin. The instrument through which the Federal government fulfills its financial
responsibilities is the National Flood Insurance Fund, which is financed by premium income, appropriations,
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and Treasury borrowings. The Director is authorized to borrow $500 million from the Treasury with an
additional $500 million available with approval of the President and notification to Congress. Even though
there were no Congressional prohibitions on rate increases, no rate increases were implemented in fiscal
years 1989 and 1990 because the program had already achieved the Administration's goal of being self-
supporting for the historical average loss year. For 1991, a $25 policyholder service fee, as required by
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, will be implemented to cover administrative and floodplain
management expenses. In addition, other rating changes will be implemented. The impact of these changes
will be equivalent to a 12 percent rate increase. In 1992, changes in deductibles and rating will be
equivalent to a 2 percent rate increase. With the extension of the erosion provision of P.L. 100-242 until
September 30, 1995, rate levels will be adjusted to account for the additional benefit. FEMA is currently
reviewing experience under the program and plans to put new rates in place by 1993.
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NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND
Finan ial Transactions
(Doll rs In Thousands)

CUMULATIVE 1991 1992
2/30/89 1990 Actual E Estimate

Number of Policies in Force ................ 2,200,750 2,378,285 2,497,199 2,622,059
Amount of Insurance in Force ............... $179,328,117 $203,449,685 $220,030,701 $237,962,342

Program Costs, Funded:
Agents Commissions and Taxes ............. 430,653 15,846 16,236 17,020
Operating Expenses ....................... 401,188 29,631 30,000 32,000
Community Rating System.............................. . ... ... 4,000
WYO Expense Allowance (1). ........ -...... 1. 0.;;; .11,26
Total Underwriting ........................ 1,210,921 195,522 212,101 244,276

Loss and Adjustment ....................... 3,407,034 320,075 430,995 459,019
Interest on Treasury Borrowing .......... 207,901 1,586
Adjustment to Prior Years. ................ .65,719 .
Deferred Commissions..................... 7,351 .........
Depreciation Expense ..................... 7.930 . .... ... .

Total Cost, Insurance Activities 4,906,856 517,183 643,096 703,295

Flood Insurance and Mitigation Program
Expenses.................................. . . ... 57,101 57,897

Changes in Selected Resources ............ 7.808 ... ..
Total Obligations............................ 4,914,664 517,183 700,197 761,192

Offsetting Collections, Received .......... -4,044,953 -588,774 -715,258 -799,604
Investment Income .......................... -1411 1 -4J6 -27.682 -28.096
Budget Authority .............................. 755,197 -117,655 -42,743 -66,508

Cumulative Budget Authority
(Net Federal Subsidy) ........ ....... -755,197 -710,825 -668,082 -601,574

Cumulative Transfer Unobligated Bal (2) -209,188 -256,681 -256,681 -256,681
Cumulative Adjustments ..................... -73,283 . ..
cumulative Appropriation ................... 1,201.130 1.204.1 * 1.2041.30 1.2043.0
tlinobliqated Balance, End of Year ........... 166,462 236,624 279,367 -345,875
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(1} Represents funds retained by private insurance companies participating in the Write-Your-Own Program for writina and
servicing flood insurance policies.

(2) Flood Plain Management activities and Salaries and Expenses for Insurance Activities and Flood Plain Management are
funded through a transfer of unobligated balance from the National Flood Insurance Fund.
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3. 1990 Accomolishments. No rate increase was required because the program achieved its goal of being self-
supporting foi the historical average loss year. The Write-Your-Own Program, whereby private insurers write andservice flood insurance policies under their own names on a non-risk bearing basis, entered its seventh full year
of operation in 1990. This program also allows the NFIP to utilize these insurers' existing policy bases to
increase market penetration. By the end of the fiscal year, over 80 companies were actively writing in the
program, with approximately 77% of the NFIP's policy base, representing over 1,800,000 policies. In addition,
the following were accomplished:

o Worked with the Insurance Activities staff to develop a comprehensive marketing plan for all NFIP marketing
activities.

o Completed the core of the enhanced actuarial information system.

o Successfully implemented the Single Adjuster Program with Write-Your-Own companies and the South Carolina
Wind Plan in handling hurricane Hugo losses. Due to the volume of claims filed, this was the biggest test
and application of the Single Adjuster Program to date.

o An independent audit of the program's financial statements for the years 1986 through 1989, including Write-Your-Own operations, was completed and resulted in an unqualified opinion by the accounting firm of Deloitte
Touche.

o Conducted 75 workshops attended by over 1,300 state and community officials in anticipation of receiving
applications under the Community Rating System.

4. Chances from the 1991 Estimates. Projected increase in premium income results in outlays that are less than
anticipated. In addition, starting in 1991, outlays for reimbursements to the Emergency Management Planning and
Assistance and Salaries and Expenses appropriations are scored against the National Flood Insurance Fund.

(Dollars in Thousands)

1991
1990 1991 Current 1992 Increase/
A a1uest Estimate Rsauest Decrease

Policies in Force, End of Year:
Number ........................ 2,378,285 2,426,327 2,497,199 2,622,059 124,860
Amount ........................ $203,449,685 $205,696,742 $220,030,701 $237,962,342 $17,093,5b4

Flood Insurance Claims (amount).. 320,075 324,397 430,995 459,019 23,204
Insurance Underwriting Expense... 195,522 215,472 212,101 244,276 47,247
Premium Income ................... 597,761 675,039 714,258 799,604 85,346
Budget Authority (appropriation). ... ... ...Budget Outlays; ...................... -163,285 -160,349 -46,001 -61,024 -15,023
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5. 1991 Proram. In 1991 FEKA will:

o Implement a policyholder service fee and other rating changes.

o Further develop the actuarial system to provide data for other research needs.

o In conjunction with Insurance Activities staff, work with WYO companies, agents, and lenders to develop sound
approaches to effectively market the flood insurance program.

o Conduct workshops for agents and lenders throughout the country to Increase awareness of the NFIP.

o Continue the claims reinspection program to ensure the proper adjustment and payment of claims.

o Continue using claims coordinating offices in coastal areas following hurricanes to coordinate the activities
of WYO companies, -he NFIP, and coastal windstorm associations to assure the efficient adjustment of losses
and prevent duplicate assignment of losses.

o Implement the Community Rating System.

6. 99a Prggram. PENA will continue to service policyholders, utilizing the insurance component of the NFIP to
further the goal of reducing flood damage. The program will be self-supporting for the historical average loss
year. Changes in deductibles and rating will be implemented. Efforts at involving the private insurance industry
more directly in the HNIP will continue. FElA will also do the following:

o Utilize the results of the WYO program evaluation to reduce the cost of the WYO program and improve its
effectiveness in achieving the NFIP's goals.

o Continue the operation of the Community Rating System.

o Continue to work with the WVO companies, agents, and lenders to market the flood insurance program.

o Conduct workshops for agents and lenders throughout the country to increase awareness of the HFIP.

o continue the claims reinspection program to ensure the proper adjustment and payment of claims.

o continue using claims coordinating offices in coastal areas following hurricanes to coordinate the claims
activities of WVO companies, the NFIP, and coastal windstorm associations to assure the efficient adjustment
of losses and prevent duplicate assignment of losses.
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7. Outvmar Iftiations. The projections for making the program self-supporting for the historical average loss year
assume no borrowing authority will be required for each year through 1996.

9. kdvl.orv and Assistance Serviaes. None.

B
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THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 1991.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BUILDING SCIENCES

WITNESSES
WILLIAM KING, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ROBERT GIBSON, VICE CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DAVID HARRIS, PRESIDENT
JOHN LLOYD, CONTROLLER

Mr. TRAXLER. We want to welcome the National Institute of
Building Sciences.

Maybe, Mr. Harris, you would like to introduce the witnesses at
the table.

Mr. Harris are you going to be spokesman today?
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. King is going to start.
Mr. TRAXLER. Who will introduce the other two distinguished

gentlemen?
Mr. KING. I will.
On my left is our Vice Chairman, Bob Gibson; and on our far

right is John Lloyd, the Institute Controller.

OPENING REMARKS BY CHAIRMAN TRAXLER
Mr. TRAXLER. My recollection is that we didn't do too well last

year. We had some problems, but we tried to be helpful.
Mr. KING. Yes.
Mr. TRAXLER. I believe you got zeroed out in the end. We are

going to try to do better this year, but let's see.
The legislation creating NIBS in 1974 intended that after a short

period of Federal support, NIBS would become financially self-suffi-
cient through contract revenues and grants from the public and
private sectors.

In the 1990 appropriations bill, the conferees agreed that further
funding would not be considered unless the funds were authorized
in legislation.

While we were preparing the 1991 appropriations bill, there was
no legislation in place. Therefore, in fiscal year 1991, as I stated
earlier, there was no money appropriated for NIBS.

However, late last year, you were re-authorized in the National
Affordable Housing Act of 1990 and the authorized appropriation
level for the Institute in fiscal year 1992 is $534,000.

We want to welcome you to this year's hearing. We will put your
statement in its entirety in the record. You may proceed.

(489)
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OPENING COMMENTS BY MR. KING
Mr. KING. I have a few remarks, and I would like to have our

President, David Harris, talk more about what we would do with
the funds we hope to receive from the Congress this year.

I do appreciate your meeting with us. I know on the scale of
agency programs you deal with, we are small so I appreciate yourvaluable time.

Mr. TRAxUZR. We think you are vital.
Mr. KING. We have been working with your guidance to solve

our long range financial problem which we feel will only be solved
if we can maintain some degree of Federal funding and that to be
augmented by private funds from building product manufacturers,
associations, and all other interested parties in the construction
field.

We have worked very hard at this over the last 12 months. Un-
fortunately, the change in the economy has caused us serious prob-
lems and also, as you probably do not have to hear from me, all the
building related parts of our membership have been very adversely
affected by the recession. Many of them so severely that there is no
opportunity for contributions to NIBS this year.

That has also hurt us in another way in the sense that our larg-
est source of operating funds generally comes from contracts from
Federal Government agencies and Federal construction activity
has been greatly reduced the last 12 months.

So the opportunity for us to get funding for projects from HUD
or GSA or other government agencies has been reduced.

We are still committed to the program of seeking a balance in
these funds. We are optimistic that the recession will not be long.

We are starting to see some encouraging things in housing. I
think they will take some time to reach fruition, but we are hope-
ful that our opportunity to raise private contributions will increase
substantially b the end of this year and on into 1992.

The other thing we are doing with your guidance is working with
the Senate. We feel we have developed a much better understand-
ing in the Senate today of what the Institute does and its impor-
tance. And we are hoping to be able to turn that in to really strong
support.

So with that, I would like to turn things over 6 David to talk
about what we would spend the funds which we hope to get from
the Congress. These are our priorities.

David.
Mr. HARRIS. thanks, Bill.

NIBS RELATIONSHIP TO FEDERAL AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Green, in addition to discussing the benefits
derived from federally appropriated funds for NIBS, we also feel
this is a very important and useful opportunity to communicate on
issues that are related to your responsibilities with agencies of the
federal government, FEMA, HUD, EPA, CPSC, and others that
have responsibilities for issues in which we have a very strong in-
terest.

The building community and all construction sectors together
comprise about a $500 billion annual industry. While not a large
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.organization, NIBS is the only organization that is established to
independently address the issues of building regulation and build-
ing technology.

I stress the word "independently," because it is NIBS autonomy
that makes it able to address these issues in a way that will result
in meaningful contributions.

NIBS is responsible not only for regulatory and technological
issues in support of Federal agencies' programs but also to provide
a good source of information on these subjects to the private sector.

We work diligently to avoid any appearance of serving two mas-
ters, because in fact when we do the job right, it meets both of
those objectives without conflict.

With the modest funding we seek of $500,000 or so, there are
many issues that we could address. In the time available, I would
like to cite a few examples that I think are extremely important
and broad based, necessitating that all sectors work cooperatively
to achieve progress.

METRIC MEASUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION

Metrication is a uniquely difficult issue to the United States, be-
cause we have such an investment in the inch-pound system. Yet
change is destined because virtually all other countries have either
for a long period used the metric system or have converted to it.

Material producers, investments, and costly equipment such as
structural steel fabricating machinery and the extensive train-
ing of labor, design professionals and others in the construction in-
dustry will require a well planned and carefully executed long-
term program.

If we ever faced an issue that has all the classic technical and
regulatory aspects and complications, this is it.

Me also essential that the public and private sectors proceed on
this in step. But nobody wants to pay for this coordination.

But if we don't pay for it, and soon, we won't be able to compete
internationally on a successful basis.

ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE DISABLED

Last July the Americans with Disabilities Act was signed into
law. That law requires the Architectural and Transportation Bar-
riers Compliance Board and Department of Justice to regulate and
enforce that law.

Everyone acknowledges that this law is extremely worthwhile,
and its intent is noble; but in order to bring about its goals, the
setting of specific standards and regulations and an enforcement
program are needed so it can be carefully coordinated with other
building regulations, laws, and enforcement programs.

In this regard, NIBS can help solve these problems and reach
these objectives very efficiently, where Federal agencies have diffi-
culty due to the Administrative Procedures Act and in some cases,
their unfamiliarity with the building process because they don't
deal with it every day.

The Code of Federal Regulations and the U.S. Code are not docu-
ments that are found on every design professional's desk across the
country or on the desks of contractors and building developers.
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Thus an effective method with which to disseminate the require-
ments for this law is not readily available, nor is there an enforce-
ment process. The Department of Justice really isn't positioned to
have a plan review and inspection process across this country.

The good news is this needed infrastructure is already in place.
The voluntary consensus accessibility standard is now being re-
vised. With proper coordination it can meet the intent of the ADA
and can be incorporated in the Nation's model building codes.
These documents are on the shelves of designers across the coun-
try.

Finally, thv network of state and local code authorities, which
exists in every state, county and city across the country can en-
force the ADA as part of all their other building responsibilities by
meshing this requirement with fire safety, structural safety and
other requirements that they routinely handle as a part of their
overall responsibilities.

Last September we held a symposium on this issue to increase
the awareness of this new law. It was very helpful in acquainting
many of the sectors of the building community that didn't know
the new law existed as to what their responsibilities would be.

It was also useful in explaining to the Department of Justice and
the Access Board the difficulty of coordinating all their responsibil-
ities in the area of technical standards and enforcement, so the law
and regulations work well. We need to continue this kind of modest
effort. And, we need to do it now because the law's regulations are
due to be issued this year.

LEAD-BASED PAINT

In 1987, NIBS formed a task force to study the lead-based paint
hazard issue to determine the extent of the problem and recom-
mend actions.

To do this, we involved many of the Nation's pioneers in the
issue. We conducted this with funds that were provided through
the appropriations, and it cost about $38,000 to hold this conference
and issue the resulting report.

Given the potential future cost of the lead-based paint problem-
HUD indicates it will be about $500 billion in its recently issued
Comprehensible and Workable Plan-that may have been the most '
effective use of dollars yet on this issue, but only if its findings are
effectively used by HUD, OSHA, and EPA and the many involved
private sector organizations.

In our written testimony, we cite the benefits of guide specifi-
cations for helping to solve this issue. Yet we are perplexed that
both HUD and EPA have not responded to our request for funding
for this effort.

The recent death of a homeless Wisconsin child due to lead-based
paint poisoning underscored the seriousness of this problem.

In addition, there is an earnest need for additional research to
develop better techniques to reduce lead health hazards in private
homes, especially those being remodeled.

The Nation's remodeling industry constitutes a living laboratory
that I believe is willing and able to cooperate with the Federal
agencies to develop and assm new, safe and cost-effective technol-
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ogies, but little seems to be getting done currently. I believe this is
a serious concern.

RADON

Another issue in the environmental category is Radon, but before
Radon can be effectively managed through the building regulatory
process, there are three questions that have to be answered.

First, an agreed upon health safety level is needed.
Second, many of the techniques that have been identified

through the research that has been conducted need to be further
tested, especially in specific building construction types in order to
make sure we know enough about these techniques to use them as
a basis for regulation.

Third, the responsibilities of the involved parties have to be* es-
tablished. These include building owners, testing agencies, product
manufacturers, designers, contractors and regulators. Generally,
the same entities that need to be involved in any technological and
regulatory related building issue.

NIBS ability to bring all these entities together to identify the
concerns, to make sure the solutions are not going to cause prob-
lems in other performance needs of buildings and their components
is essential.

EPA has done a good job on conducting an extensive research
effort, and they have had a good outreach program to deal with
other organizations.

But there seems to be an effort that many believe is moving a
little too fast. We all want to avoid building a house of cards.

EVALUATING BUILDING PRODUCTS

Product evaluation involves a lengthy process of identifying and
assessing all potential problems that might be attendant to a new
technology which hasn't had the opportunity to withstand the test
of time.

Fire retardant treated plrwood was developed to save money. Yet
the billions of dollars that it will cost us could have been prevented
if we had in place a more thorough program to identify the per-
formance requirements of new products under all reasonable condi-
tions and evaluate them more thoroughly.

The new responsibilities assigned to NIBS in the 1990 Housing
Bill to establish the Advanced Building Technology Program are
intended to address this need.

Since this program was initiated by the Senate, we are working
with its sponsors to find the most appropriate way to implement
this program, including the extent and the sources of funds that
will be needed to carry out an effecive program.

NIBS' SUPPORT FOR FEDERAL AGENCIES

One of the best values of NIBS is its ability to provide needed
support to Federal agencies, those with construction related pro-
grams. This was recommended in the authorizing legislation in
1974.

To do this we bring the Nation's best sources of knowledge and
experience together to identify the issues, clearly understand the
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problems associated with them, and plan and implement achieva-
le solutions.
Then we need to update the efforts based on the continuing

stream of new knowledge. No single organization can do this all by
itself. Coordination is needed.

We believe the Institute's role is to provide such coordination
and conduct research that involves all of the sectors involved, both
in the near and long terms.

NIBS' PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Speaking of near and long term, the Institute has recently initi-
ated an effective planning program which was our volunteer proc-
ess to solicit information on current and emerging issues so we can
identify those issues far enough in advance to find effective solu-
tions before they are emerged in conflict.

We need to communicate those needs to the Congress and the
Administration, and to communicate them to and get feedback
from the building community.

If these functions assined by the Congress in 1974 aren't carried
out, everyone in the Nation will suffer.

That concludes my prepared statement. We will be pleased to re-
spond to any questions you have.

[The information follows:]
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TESTIMONY
OF THE

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BUILDING SCIENCES

before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON VA, HUD AND INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
US. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

APRIL 11, 1I

Chairman Trasler and members of the Subcommittee I am William King,
chairm-a of the board of directors of the National Institute of Building Sciences nibsS).
With me (oday are Robert Gfbson, the vice chairman, David Harris, the president; and
John Lloyd, the controller. We are pleased to have the opportunity to testify before your
Subcommittee today.

We have delivered to the Subcommittee our financial statements for the fiscal
year ended September 30, 1990, our FY-91 budget, other financial information, and
copies of our written testimony which covers in detail the projects and programs we
conducted this past year and a Programs and Projects summary describing work recently
completed and presently underway.

BACKGROUND AOUT T IN
The 1968 report of the Presidents Commission on Urban Problems recommended

the creation of the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) to help resolve
national concerns related to the evaluation, use and regulation of existing and new
building and housing technology. In 1974 the Congress responded to the Commission's
recommendations by passing Public Law 93-383, which authorized the Institute's
formation.

NIBS' board of directors, in response to P.L 93-383 established4oe following
concise mission statement for the Institute:

The National Institute of Building Sciences serves the public
interest by promoting a more rational regulatory environment
for the building community, by facllitating the introduction of
new and Innovative technology, and by disseminating
nationally-recognized technical Information.
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These fundamental tasks are accomplished by recommending and coordinating
legislative, regulatory, and standards initiatives; initiating programs to facilitate the
development and use of technical criteria with which to evaluate building performance;
encouraging the appraisal and acceptance of new building products, methods, and
technology; by conducting needed and related investigations; and by promoting and
carrying out Information and technology transfer programs.

To fulfill these objectives, the Institute, a private, nonprofit organization, utilizes
Its unique capabilities to be an objective interface between the government and the
private sector, and to provide a balanced and representative national voluntary forum
within which to assemble the nation's knowledgeable and experienced practitioners to
Identify, study, and resolve building and housing issues in the national Interest.

Congress found that "the lack of an authoritative national source to make findings and to
advise both the public and private sectors of the economy with respect to the use of
building science and technology in achieving nationally acceptable standards and other
technical provisiLns for use in federal, state and local housing and building regulations is
an obstacle to efforts by and imposes severe burdens upon all those who procure, design,
construct, use, operate, maintain, and retire physical facilities, and frequently results in
the failure to take full advantage of new and useful developments in technology which
could Improve our living environment... (and) that the existence of a single authoritative
nationally recognized institution to provide for the evaluation of new technology could
facilitate introduction of such innovations and their acceptance at the federal, state and
local levels."

The challenge Congress assigned the Institute is acknowledged to be exceedingly
difficult. The Institute's founding board and subsequent boards recognize this
assignment involves bringing together the many disparate sectors of the building
community, as it is these sectors that must be involved if we are to plan and implement a
more rational building regulatory process. NIBS holds no regulatory authority, nor
would its chances of success in the long term be enhanced by such a power. Because of
the Constitutional structure of the building regulatory process and Its well established
and evolved organizational activities, NIBS' long term success is dependent on
cooperative actions rather than the threat of regulation.

The Institute's board of directors is a voluntary body provided for in the
authorizing legislation. For 1991, the board reelected William B. King, director of
government relations for Armstrong World Industries, as chairman; Robert C. Gibson,
P.E., a past president of the National Society of Professional Engineers, and chairman
and chief executive officer of the architectural and engineering firm, Clark, Nexsen,
Owen, Barbieri, Gibson, P.C. in Norfolk, Va., to be vice chairman; Dr. Carol B. Meeks,
a professor in the College of Family and Consumer Sciences at the University of
Georgia, as secretary; and Robert W. Lisle, chairman of Farnham Corporation In Dallas,
Texas, as treasurer.

2
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CQ)NSULTATIVM COUNCIL

The Institute's principal link with the building community is its membership arm
led by its 36-member Consultative Council. The Council's members are elected for
three-year terms by the NIBS' membeship-at-large. The membership of the Council is
representative of the various Interests of the building community and is organized in 12
membership classifications. It Is through the Council that balance and representation is
established for NIBS' project committees and the consensus process is administered.
The Council functions through a committee structure which Includes Steering,
Operations, and Planning Committees.

Membership in the Institute remains open to all interested parties as provided In
the enabling legislation. The dues and membership structure simplified in 1989 was
continued without change in 1990. Membership Increased from 655 at the beginning of
the fiscal year 1990 to 707 as of October 1990.

THE NEED AND RATIONALE FOR CONGRESSIONAL FUNDING

As one of its most valuable functions, NIBS serves the nation as an impartial
interface between the federal government and the private sector. NIBS' Congressional.
charter requires that It have "no axes to grind" or bias. Impacted elements of the
nation's building community, Including the consumer, can and are encouraged to make
their position or concerns heard. This is very important to federal agencies when its
programs are likely to affect large portions of the populace.

The Institute works primarily through committees. These committees, composed
of individuals or representatives of organizations possessing demonstrated competence in
one or more facets of the subject under investigation and a commitment to as'sting in
solving the problem at hand, are carefully structured to create and maintain a careful
balance among points of view that arise as a result of variety in age, sex, geographic
region, sector of employment, ethnicity, and educational background. Since its inception,
the Institute has demonstrated its ability to marshall the best talents of the building
community to address problems of national significance using a consensus process that
ensures all positions or concerns will be heard.

A balanced funding program for the Institute is vital to provide for an adequate
base of capital with which to carry out needed programs, and to assure that no single
group can dominate or hold undue influence over NIBS' work. This balance assures a
free exchange of views between the private and public sectors. In recent years NIBS has
effectively used Congressionally appropriated funds to carry out projects of significant
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benefit to the public. In fiscal year 1990, the Institute received $492,000 as direct
support on a matching basis against NIBS' private income. The Institute used those
funds to conduct or defray the costs of the following programs:

Conducting a national symposium on Title I, Public Accommodations, of
the recently passed Public Law 101-336, the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA). The purpose of the symposium was to find ways to facilitate
the dissemination of accurate information about the ADA, and to provide
for the use of the nation's building code and permit process as a practical
means to enforce the law;

" Assisting the Environmental Protection Agency to develop criteria to
define techniques with which to reduce radon levels in new single-family
and other low-rise residential buildings;

" Preparing an approach with which to develop guide specifications for the
testing, abatement, clean-up, and disposal of lead-based paint in homes and
buildings;

Developing a long term planning process through which to identify and
conduct continuing improvements in the building regulatory and
technological assessment process;

" Continuing the development of a consensus based design guide on air
infiltration and heat and moisture transfer control for the Public Buildings
Service of the General Services Administration;

" Commencing a study to compare the provisions of the Life Safety Code
and the three model building codes, to determine the extent of substantive
technical differences which may lead to duplication, overlap, and conflict in
standards governing health care facilities;

" Adding new sections on the abatement-of non-friable asbestos containing
building materials to the Institute's Asbestos Abatement Guide
Specifications and improving the document's introduction;

Hosting a round table to plan and coordinate appropriate national
initiatives to insure the nation maintains a leadership role in the
international arena with respect to building and construction standards,
product testing, and certification;

i
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Adding new features to NIBS' Construction Criteria Base, increasing the
content on the system to 400,000 pages of technical criteria, and increasing
the voluntary involvement to more than 100 public and private
organizations which produce building criteria;

Completing and publishing a Land-Use Regulations Handbook for use by
the non-technical individuals involved in the land-use and zoning processes
at the local level to improve the understanding and use of innovative land
use techniques to facilitate increased use of sound environmental methods,
conserve land resources, and reduce the cost of residential construction;
and

" Supporting the work of the Building Thermal Envelope Coordinating
Council and the Wood Protection Council, separate councils which operate
under NIBS' auspices.

Since several of these programs are multi-year efforts, additional funds will be
needed to complete them and realize meaningful benefits. The lack of continued
funding during 1991 has already hampered progress on some of these programs.

The Institute and its members appreciate Congress' support in past years and
respectfully ask for reinstatement of these funds at the same levels in fiscal year 1992
and action to provide funding in equal amounts for the remainder of fiscal year 1991.
Now that authorizing legislation is in place, new responsibilities are assigned to the
Institute, and more severe pressures have been placed on the building community as a
result of the recession which as is typically the case, is more severely impacting the
building community than other segments of the economy.

The Congress, in the 1990 National Affordable Housing Act, assigned NIBS new
responsibilities to establish the Advanced Building Technology Program. This program
has great potential to become an innovative mechanism with which to identify, evaluate
and utilize new building technologies in federal government programs and in the private
sector. Such programs are in use in foreign countries and could enable the United
States to create an excellent avenue with which to foster the development and use of
innovative building and housing technology. However, such a program cannot be
developed without adequate resources. Further, the bill contains limited incentives for
federal agencies to take part in the program. Without active participation by agencies
with active construction programs, there will be little progress. In order to begin the
program, several issues must be addressed:

Relationship with NIBS-As a Council established within NIBS, its
responsibilities and obligations need to be clearly defined, and an
organizational structure for the Council needs to be selected. The decision
regarding the organizational structure will serve as the basis for defining
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the relationship with regard to technical independence, financial
accountability, management, operational procedures, and legal liabilities.

Council Membership--Guidelines should be developed to assist the
Secretary of HUD in choosing members of the Council. Members of the
Council should be industry leaders to provide expertise on the introduction,
use, and evaluation of new technologies. The guidelines would address
such things as the level of expertise, industry leadership qualifications,
segments of industry to be represented, time and financial commitments for
members, and other issues such as potential conflicts of interest.

-Federal Participation-The Federal construction agencies ability and
willingness to use the new technology is critical to the program. A
methodology, procedures, and organizational structure needs to be
developed to maximize participation by the various Federal agencies
involved in design and construction.

Operational Considerations-Operational procedures for identifying,
analyzing, evaluating, and approving building technologies need to be
established. Demonstration programs for new technologies and
information management systems need to be outlined. Based on the
development of operating procedures, a staffing plan should be prepared.
From the above organizational base, initial start-up and annual operating
budgets can be developed.

The Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act includes a number of
other programs with great potential. Public and private cooperative efforts are needed
to plan and implement these activities to assure the public and private actions Intended
by the Congress are implemented in a coordinated and effective manner.

CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL PROGRAMS CARRIED OUT DURING 1990

ASBESTOS IN BUILDINGS

The federal government has determined that breathing airborne asbestos
fibers constitute a health risk. It emphasizes that asbestos-containing building
materials, in good condition and undisturbed, are not necessarily a health hazard.
As a result, the need for practical technical guidance on how to properly deal with
potential health problems of asbestos in buildings has grown dramatically.

The extensive amount of information concerning asbestos reaching the
public resulted in a period of fear by the public that removal of all asbestos was
warranted, indeed necessary. More recently, new views on this position have
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undergone extensive discussion among the health science community and the
federal government now supports management of stable asbestos-containing
materials in place as the preferred action.

NIBS' guide, Asbesto Abatement and Manaement in BuildinM" Model
provided pragmatic technical information to help those in

the housing and building Industry objectively deal with the problem. Originally
published in 1986, it remains one of the most widely used technical documents on
abatement and maintenance and repair of asbestos-containing materials in
buildings. In addition to Its use by designers, environmental consultants, building
owners and others, It is used as a text for many training courses.

The 1988 edition of the guide incorporated requirements resulting from
new federal regulations and provisions for new products, equipment and
procedures, and refinements in existing practices for asbestos abatement,
maintenance and repair. Several thousand copies of this edition have been
disseminated. Additional work was performed in 1990 to develop sections on
non-friable asbestos-containing materials like flooring, roofing shingles, and
exterior siding. These sections and a new introduction are now undergoing review
and will be published soon.

The Institute, in cooperation with the Environmental Protection Agency, is
beginning the development of a technical procedures manual for managing
asbestos-containing materials in buildings. The guide will provide detailed step-
by-step procedures for individuals responsible to manage buildings as well as
employees or contractors actually conducting the work. One of the new manual's
objectives is to protect workers, which due to their work assignments, are more
likely to come in frequent contact with asbestos-containing building materials.

LEAD.BASEDPAN

The Comprehensive and Workable Plan for the Abatement of Lead-Based
Paint in Privately Owned Housing, released last year by HUD, estimates that
lead-based paint exists in'57 million of the nation's homes. Lead-based paint
health hazards in housing. although first discovered nearly a century ago, have
been virtually unaddressed until recently. The U.S. government banned the use of
lead in paints used for residential purposes in the 1970s. But before that lead-
based paint was widely used in home construction and maintenance.

Health scientists agree that lead causes serious toxic effects in the human
body. Those most at risk from the consequences of exposure to lead are infants
and children under the age of seven, and unborn children affected through their
mothers' exposure to lead. Studies indicate that excessive levels of lead in the
bloodstream can hamper a child's mental and physical development, resulting in
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such side effects as lower intelligence, slower physical reaction times, and a
shortened attention span. In extremely severe exposures, convulsions, comas and
death have been known to occur. Between 1976 and 1980, more than 780,000
American preschool children had excessive levels of lead in their blood, according
to the American Academy of Pediatrics. In middle aged males, recent studies
have indicated an association between blood-lead levels and increased blood
pressure.

Today, lead-containing paint, water, soil and dust are believed to be the
major sources of lead contaminants. Typically, in a housing unit, the primary
manner in which lead enters the human body is believed to be through dust
particles containing lead which fall on window sills and throughout the house.
The dust is then picked up on the fingers and ingested, especially by young
children-those most at risk.

Federal attention to this problem goes back to 1971, when Congress passed
the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (LBPPPA), thereby prohibiting
the use of lead-based paint (LBP) in residential structures constructed or
rehabilitated by the federal government or with federal assistarce. Subsequent
amendments to the LBPPPA directed the federal government to establish
procedures to eliminate LBP poisoning in housing constructed before 1950,
covered by mortgage Insurance or housing assistance payments.

NIBS' efforts to address the lead-based paint issue began in 1987, when it
convened a task force to define the current issues and recommend appropriate
action. The task force outlined numerous recommendations. One was a call for
the development of technical guidelines for abating the LBP hazard.

In late 1988 and early 1989, NIBS, under contract to HUD, drafted
technical guidelines for the testing, abatement, dean-up and disposal of LBP
during an intensive six-month program. These guidelines were developed by a
project committee using NIBS' consensus process. NIBS' committee was
comprised of some of the nation's leading experts on lead-based paint. The
committee also included those who would need the guidance-designers, housing
remodelers, contractors, testing agents and owners to insure the guide contained
the information needed.

The 72-member project committee oversaw the production of a technical
guide which prescrbed current methods used to 1) test for lead in paint, 2) abate
various types of LBP-containing surfaces and surface conditions, 3) protect
workers and building residents, 4) dean-up lead-contaminated residue, and 5)
properly dispose of resulting waste. In March 1989, the final 238-page document,
entitled Lead-Based Paint Testin. Abatement aeanup and Dipsal Guidelines.
was submitted to HUD. HUD requested that NIBS not release this Guide to the
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public in order to avoid potential technical conflicts with its forthcoming guide.
The NIBS Guide, was used by HUD to develop Its September 1990 document,
LeA-Based Paint: Interim Guidelines for Hazard Identification and Abatement in
Public and Indian Houjn.

The lead-based paint problem suffers from the lack of definitive health
standards for worker protection, ambient air borne and dust levels in occupied
"being remodeled" dwelling units, and clearance levels of lead-bearing dust in
abated units. Although OSHA is working on the worker protection standard, it is
recommended the federal government address the latter need as soon as possible.

As useful as the long awaited HUD Interim Guide is, it Is not intended to,
and cannot serve as a direct tool to design professionals and contractors to define
the scope and responsibilities of parties to lead-based paint testing and abatement
contracts for an individual home or multi-unit housing authorities. NIBS' asbestos
abatement guide specifications have ably served this need for asbestos and have
been used as an excellent training tool as well. We are aware of problems in the
field where bids'for lead abatement projects have ranges that leave owners in the
dilemma of not which contractor to hire, but whether to award a contract at all.
For example, in one project, bids ranged from $7,000 to $120,000. Tne reason for
this tragic and completely unacceptable range of bids-poor specifications.

If one assumes that five billion dollars were to be spent annually on lead-
based paint testing and abatement in this country, and no comprehensive
procurement guide to aid the purchase of the services were available, the impact
of the example noted above would be a horrible and unnecessary result. If a
guide specification accompanied by proper training would save just ten percent (a
conservative estimate) of this cost $500 million would be saved each year.
Clearly, this savings more than justifies the estimated $170,000 cost to develop the
guide specifications.

HUD and EPA are the primary federal agencies with funds and
responsibilities for this issue. The Institute's request to these agencies to fund the
development of a guide specification for testing and abatement of lead-based
paint in buildings has not yet been accepted. While they describe their budgets as
spare, some funds are available. If practical tools like guide specifications, a tool
available for virtually all other construction activities, aren't made available to the
industry expected to provide the services already determined to be needed by the
Congress, and estimated by HUD to be as much as $500 billion, the potential
exists for HUD's Comprehensive Modernization Program and private home
remodeling markets to become mired in lead hazard related litigation. As serious
as that problem may be, the potential harm to the nation's children if lead-based
paint testing and abatement work is improperly conducted, could be even more
tragic.
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GSA TECHNOLOGY AD INFORMANT TRANSFER

le General Services Administration's Public Buildings Service (PBS) is
responsible for more than 200 million square feet of workspace housing nearly
one million federal employees. In discharging this responsibility, PBS generates
large amounts of technical information, which is used by PBS staff and outside
contractors in the planning, design, construction operation and maintenance of
Federal facilities.

One of nine statements included in PBS' January 1990 Strategic Plan
asserts that "PBS will take a more active role in adapting new, proven
technologies and supporting innovation and research to incorporate changing
technological developments in the provision of services to our clients*. A specific
step toward that objective as identified in the Strategic Plan Statement is to
"develop a formal system for translating established research or lessons learned
into standards and criteria for direct use by PBS."

The National Institute of Building Sciences was retained to identify the
resources that were currently available in the PBS, to determine where
improvements in the transfer of technical information were needed, and to
develop recommendations for an improved technical information transfer system.

This effort involved identifying and analyzing numerous PBS documents
that provide information on new technologies and lessons learned within PBS,
PBS' standards and criteria documents that are derived from PBS staff experience.
The procedures followed in the development and maintenance of PBS standards
and criteria were also studied. Interviews were conducted with PBS Central
Office and National Capital Region Office personnel, representatives of other
federal agencies, and private organizations responsible for significant facility
planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance programs.

The status reports regularly produced by PBS operating units often contain
valuable lessons learned and other technical information with a wide range of
applications. PBS also develops and promulgates a series of official guidance
documents for use by PBS staff members and outside contractors. PBS also uses
a number of standards and criteria documents produced by other federal agencies
and private organizations.

NIBS found that PBS can make better use of the lessons learned and other
technical information included in its survey and reports to update its standards
and criteria. This would require a more effective means for compiling and
disseminating report documents to the responsible PBS staff, providing suitable
personnel and procedures for regularly performing update functions, and

to



improving the dissemination of revised standards and criteria documents both
internally and externally. Other improvements can be made by archiving
important survey and report documents for reference purposes, and by making
PBS referenced standards and criteria, produced by other organizations, available
in a central location.

These and other improvements would be facilitated by utilizing suitable
and available automated electronic means for storing and disseminating the
documents, particularly where this included appropriate information search and
retrieval capabilities to facilitate identification of specific information relevant to
the immediate need.

The technology transfer system recommended for use by PBS includes
procedures for the generation and archiving of selected PBS surveys and reports
on a special PBS Reference Disc, and the updating and dissemination of PBS
standards and criteria documents, with other related Federal and industry
standard documents, on the existing NIBS Construction Criteria Base compact
disc.

The recommended PBS technology transfer system can be implemented
over a twelve-month period and benefits will be derived almost immediately.

RADON

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that from
5,000 to 20,000 lung cancer deaths per year in the U.S. are caused by exposure to
radon, a colorless, odorless, tasteless, radioactive gas that occurs naturally in soil,
underground water, and outdoor air. According to the EPA, soil gas entering
homes through exposed soil in crawl spaces, through cracks and openings in slab-
on-grade floors and through below grade walls and floors are the primary radon
sources.

Radon levels in homes across the country vary extensively. While many
agree that action is needed, concern over unnecessarily increasing the cost of new
housing cannot be overlooked. Especially, since the probability that a home will
have a radon problem is unlikely and cannot be accurately predicted.

In response to EPA's 1989 request, in 1990 NIBS completed its work to
advise the EPA on the development of proposed construction standards and
techniques for controlling radon levels in new buildings. Public Law 100-551
required such model standards and techniques to be made available by EPA to
the public by June 1, 1990.

11
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Effective radon control in buildings involves modifications to nany current
building materials, systems and methods. In addition to the radon related role of
these components, they also function to meet a host of other needs such as
structural integrity, fire safety, moisture control, and ventilation. Thus, it is
imperative that modifications in components of a home intended to reduce radon
infiltration avoid negative effects on the component's performance for other
needs.

Standards and building codes have been developed and refined over the
years to respond to these needs. In addressing the radon problem, it is critical to
avoid both negating what has been achieved in meeting other building
performance needs, and creating conflicts between new and existing provisions.
Thus, it is important to integrate the knowledge of radon specialists with experts
in other building performance areas.

Under a cost sharing agreement with the EPA, NIBS was first asked to
evaluate, and based on the result was then asked to rewrite the EPA's draft
document, Model Standards and Techniques for Controlina Radon Levels within
N wDuilidngs. To guide this project, NIBS formed a project committee
comprised of federal, state and local model code and standards writing
organizations, government Officials, product manufacturers, design professionals,
contractors, builders, and others with experience and interest in radon and related
building performance.

NIBS' radon project committee completed its report the content of which is
summarized as follows:

1) The document contains guidelines applicable to reducing radon
levels in new one and two-family dwellings and other residential
structures three stories or less in height.

2) The guidelines are based on radon mitigation experience in a
limited number of existing one and two family residential buildings,
a small number of schools and non-residential buildings, and on
limited data from new residential construction and evaluation
projects. Thus, the document's radon reduction strategies have not
been subjected to extensive field testing in new construction,
especially in non-residential buildings. Consequently, achieving
predictable indoor radon levels in all types of buildings by using
these techniques cannot be guaranteed.

3) Radon reduction in new buildings constructed on basement and
slab-on-grade foundations, can be achieved through the following
three-step process:

12
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a) Implementing techniques designed to minimize flow of radon

bearing soil-gas through potential entry routes such as sealing
joints, cracks and other penetrations of slabs, floor assemblies
and below-glrad foundation walls, and providing a soil-gas
retarder under floors and on the exterior of below-grade
foundation wails.

b) Installing an active soil-depressurization system or the
roughing-in of components of thls system that can be
completed and activated at a later date if needed.

c) Using techniques to reduce the heat induced *stack" or
"chimney" effect in buildings-a common condition that
contributes to indoor air pressure levels that are less than
soil-gas pressures, thus causing soil-gas to enter the living
space. These techniques include closing between-floor air
passages, providing make-up air from outside for combustion
and air-exhaust devices, and installing energy conservation
features that reduce non-required airflow out of the building.

4) Two construction options are offered as means of reducing radon in
new one and two family dwellings and other residential structures
not more than three stories in height.

a) Option 1 is to incorporate during initial construction all
applicable radon-resistant construction techniques.

b) Option 2 is to incorporate those radon-resistant construction
techniques that cannot be added easily after completion of
the building, and to complete a long-term radon test within
one year after initial occupancy to assess the performance of
the radon control strategies incorporated into the building.
These include radon-resistant construction techniques
designed to resist radon entry, including a roughed-in
soil-depressurization system.

Due to the limited data and experience with the techniques described in
the report, several specific recommendations were incorporated. First, it is
strongly recommended the document n=t be used for regulatory purposes.
Second, It is recommended the report not be described as a standard because
standards are typically adopted for regulatory purposes in building codes, and
because of limited research and testing conducted to date on some of the methods
outlined in the document. Further, many of the documents referenced have not
been accepted in accordance with a recognized consensus process.

13
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Before regulation is warranted two important issues which relate to the
cost/benefit relationship of any such standard need to be addressed. First,
throughout the country the radon hazard varies in intensity from location to
location. Housing affordability concerns suggest that any radon reduction
measures only be required within mapped radon hazard areas. In order to
properly and accurately map areas, it is necessary to develop consensus based
technical mapping criteria. Second, the extent of responsibility of the
homebuilder needs to be clearly established before these guidelines can be
translated into a standard and incorporated into law, rules or codes. Individual
states and localities hold the authority to determine builders' responsibilities for
new homes meeting a set radon level.

Future regulatory actions need to be guided by the fact that potential for a
radon problem in a given building cannot be predicted. Even in high hazard
areas, only a minority of homes may have a problem. Thus, care needs to be
taken to impose costs where problems actually exist or are reasonably expected to
occur. If this care is not taken, unnecessary costs conservatively estimated at $500
million or more per year could be imposed on home buyers nationally.

NIBS' Radon Project Committee determined that its document should be a
guideline for several other technical reasons. Current scientific data are
inconclusive for determining 1) how to ascertain the number of required pipe
penetrations per floor area in contact with the ground in designing a subfloor
depressurization system; 2) the effects of different kinds of mechanical systems,
the effect of spatial configurations and circulatory patterns on house
pressurization differentials; 3) testing procedures to ascertain the performance of
soil-gas retarders; and, 4) the performance of radon reduction techniques in crawl
spaces.

The Institute's technical report was accepted by written ballot using NIBS'
consensus procedures.

BtDING TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AGENDA

During 1990 NIBS continued its program to support the building related
programs at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. NIST's Centers
for Building Technology and Fire Research conduct non-proprietary research to
benefit the housing and building community. In an effort to assure that the
federal funds are wisely invested in activities of most use to the building
community, NIBS regularly provides a comprehensive technical research agenda
for their work pertaining to housing and building.
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The recommendations are developed by NIBS by polling the nation's
building community to ask what areas of research are the most important in the
four specific areas of fire safety research, building materials, building environment
and building structures. The more than 120 recommendations submitted are
being refined by the nearly 150 members of NIBS' project committee.

OTHER INSTrMiE PROGRAMS CONDUCTED IN 1990

CONST7RUCTION CHIEI BAE

The federal government's spends nearly $40 billion on design and
construction annually. The government's requirements to manage this significant
program have been governed by a paper based criteria dissemination program,
which has, in recent years, staggered under Its own increasing weight. In addition
to the criteria produced by the nearly two dozen involved federal agencies, other
criteria are produced by hundreds of trade associations, professional societies, and
codes and standards writing organizations. Many of these documents are required
by the federal design and construction process. All together there are over 5,000
separate criteria documents comprising millions of pages.

The agencies' efforts to coordinate these materials, provide efficient and
timely dissemination, avoid duplication and conflict, -maintain accuracy and
currency, and assure proper cross-referencing have become enormously time
consuming, extremely costly, and less and less effective. The ability of designers
and contractors to have access to all the current materials required is hampered
by the diverse number of publishing organizations and the cost and time required
to obtain, and keep the information current. Another major problem has been
the inability to research and coordinate the vast amount of design and
construction information with any degree of timeliness and precision. The
voluminous amount of non-integrated information used in design and construction
contain numerous conflicts, redundancies and alternatives.

NBS' Construction Criteria Base (CCB) is a new innovation in the
development, distribution, and use of design and construction criteria. CCB grew
out of research conducted by NIBS in 1986 and supported by the Department of
Defense, the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, and the Army Corps of
Engineers who requested NIBS' assistance in seeking a solution of their problem.

CCB continues to use CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory)
technology to provide Immediate, integrated, and comprehensive access to
extraordinary quantities of technical information. Included in CCB are
specifications, standards, guidelines, manuals, codes, regulations, cost estimating
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data and programs, and other design and construction information from multiple
federal sources including NAVFAC, COE, VA, NASA, OSHA, GSA, DOE, and a
range of private model building code and standards writing organizations.

NIBS' program provides a unique solution which dramatically improves the
accuracy and efficiency associated with the distribution and use of relevant design
and construction information while increasing the productive use of the data and
minimizing waste, overlap and conflicts during design and construction. NIBS'
Construction Criteria Base has grown from a 15,000 page collection of federal
guide specifications in 1987 to nearly 250,000 pages of technical criteria a year
ago, to about 750,000 pages today. CCB brings most of the technical information
needed for nearly all federal construction projects to those who design and
construct facilities valued at approximately $40 billion dollars annually. CCB has
become a primary medium to aid the transfer of technology.

Through the use of this state-of-the-art technology, CCB allows for the true
integration of these widely dispersed information bases through a well organizes
system, rapid full text search and retrieval, and data manipulation. In addition,
graphics which are contained in the data bases are incorporated in CCB and can
be called up to the computer screen for viewing in small and large scale, and for
high quality printing.

When It was introduced in 1987, CCB was the first operational CD-ROM
system in the construction industry. CCB had approximately 1,100 subscribers in
1990. The program's objectives are to provide a central source of criteria needed
for design and construction; provide this source of information at the lowest
possible costs in order to increase its dissemination to all sectors of the building
community; and to provide state-of-the-art enhancements to increase the
usefulness and responsiveness of the information during design and construction.

In 1990, NIBS tripled the amount of criteria on the system, added
significantly to the number of federal agencies including information on and using
the program, continued the process to add referenced standards from the private
sector, included another major model building code system, and improved
software features to improve the system's organization and accessibility.

Widely considered a major innovation in the building industry, CCB is
revolutionizing the distribution, maintenance, and use of design and construction
information and thereby resulting in increased productivity, decreased costs, and a
better built environment. This program responds directly to two major parts of
the Institute's authorizing legislation: to facilitate the development of new
technology and to disseminate technical criteria to the building community. In
1990 the Department of Defense was the recipient Government Computer News'
Annual Award for its contributions to CCB.
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In 1990 subscriptions for the CCB have increased but not to the extent
expected and needed to continue healthy development of the CCB program
without the need for outside funds. The Institute's commitment to maintain a
system affordable to the nation's design sector which is dominated by small and
medium sized firms operating on tight profit margins, the deepening recession,
and the moratorium on construction at some federal agencies has slowed sales,
thus preventing CCB from providing a significant source of Institute income with
which to expand the program and conduct other work of benefit to the public. In
an effort to compensate for this and to take advantage of this remarkable
technology, NIBS is considering several new CD-ROM products and is pursuing
innovative ways to fund their development.

Even though it has achieved dramatic success, the program, compared to
its potential, is in its relative infancy compared to traditional methods of
information transfer. The program needs the reasonable opportunity to grow
without being forced into adulthood prematurely.

ACCFSIEBILY FOR THE DISABLED

In 1990 the Americans With Disabilities Act was signed into law. The
intent of Title IIl, Public Accessibility, to make the built environment accessible
to persons with disabilities. There is virtually unanimous agreement among
sectors of the building community that the intent of the ADA is worthy. With
regard to achieving the law's objectives most also agree that:

An effective method to disseminate regulations and standards with which
to implement the ADA is needed;

There is a need to develop a process for incorporating the ADA
accessibility standards into the nation's existing building regulatory process
to ensure effective enforcement;

Effective methods are needed to update regulations, codes, and standards
applicable to the ADA in order to allow the appropriate use of new
technology and assure the most efficient and effective response to ADA for
the long term.

The law provides for the issuance of regulations by federal agencies and
enforcement through Federal courts. The law also allows the Federal government
to certify that state and local building codes establish accessibility requirements
which meet or exceed the requirements of the law. But, as the law is written
there are many opportunities for difficulty. For example, local governments may
not ask for their codes to be certified? Many believe there are no incentives for
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local jurisdictions to seek certification. Local code authorities and model code
organizations may find it necessary to delete disability provisions from their codes
in order to avoid conflicts with the ADA and potential liability.

In fact, there is precedent for these concerns. The safety glazing rule
CPSC promulgated resulted in chaos when safety glazing provisions were deleted
from building codes to avoid duplication of and conflict with the CPSC rule.
Without the enforcement process provided by local code authorities, CPSC had no
effective method to enforce Its rule. Eventually It was withdrawn.

While federal agencies must utilize the prescribed procedures to
promulgate rules, the law contains sufficient flexibility to make more appropriate
use of the nation's voluntary consensus standards and model codes which have
long addressed accessibility for the disabled. From the perspective of the building
community-including many federal agency professionals-the potential for
achieving timely, cost-effective and cooperative implementation and enforcement
of this law is significantly lessened by the proposed rules already issued.

To most effectively implement the ADA it is important to maximize the
use of the existing, well organized infrastructure which successfully sets standards
and provides enforcement for the multitude of other building health, safety, and
general welfare needs. Fire safety;, structural integrity against seismic, wind and
snow loads; ventilation to provide fresh air, and many other needs are achieved
through the nation's voluntary standards and model codes process. Accessibility
needs too, can be best achieved through effective use of this system. Although
many organizations would have to work together cooperatively to develop and
successfully implement the best approach, it will foster the best way, perhaps the
only way, to insure a long term answer to making the built environment accessible
to all.

FOREIGN INFLUENCES IN THE U.S. BUILDING INDUSTRY

The domestic construction volume in 1989 was almost $500 billion, nearly
13% of our Gross Domestic Product, not counting production and transportation
of construction materials and equipment. Construction employs over 5.5 million
people, making it the country's largest single industry.

The public and private sectors of America's housing and building industry
spend approximately one twelfth of one percent of their total revenues on
research and development. Japan spends approximately two and a half times this
amount. It has been reported that in 1989, foreign investors owned 46 percent of
the prime commercial real estate in Los Angeles, Calif., 33 percent in
Washington, D.C., and 39 percent in Houston, Texas.
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In the United States, these facts and figures are generally viewed with a
sense of alarm. They are seen as signs that America is losing its world leadership
role in design and construction, or that some foreign companies may soon overrun
our markets with building products and services. But how justified is this sense of
alarm? What does the recent awareness of foreign influences really mean? And,
more importantly, what should be done by the public and private sectors to meet
these challenges? The answers to such questions are vital to our economy.

The Institute's 1987 foreign influences task force found that this problem
was and still is not well understood. The task force's broad approach to the issue
addressed six specific areas: research and development, foreign investment,
innovation and technology, construction and materials, productivity and quality,
and foreign entries into the building industry.

NIBS' 1989 report, "Foreign Influences in the U.S. Building Industry"
places the foreign influences issue in perspective with historical and economic
trends. Its concluding chapter demonstrates that the issue of foreign influences
should be viewed in terms of opportunities to the nation's building industry.

In 1990, the Institute, through a cooperative effort with NIST's Center for
Building Technology and Engineering News Record magazine sponsored a
national roundtable which examined product approval process, codes and
standards, certification, testing procedures, and the licensing of construction and
design professionals by the 12 nations of Europe expected to be in effect by 1992.

The conference was initiated to focus national attention on the efforts of
the European community to form a unified market unencumbered by regulatory
barriers between individual countries. Information brought out during the
conference included the following:

1. If the United States expects to have an impact on international
standards, more emphasis must be placed on fostering acceptance
and use of U.S. standards in foreign countries, especially developing
countries.

2. U.S. involvement in the Organization for International
Standardization (ISO) must increase significantly. Currently, this
country holds the secretariat for only 3 of the 33 construction
related ISO technical committees and 43 of 531 technical
subcommittees.

1,
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3. Most foreign countries subsidize the involvement of their technical
experts through government support. As a result, U.S. Involvement
has considerably less depth of technical capability than the
counterpart delegations of much smaller countries.

4. Local code officials in this country need to be able to rely on the
testing entities providing information on which approvals are based.
If national treaties 'require' acceptance of foreign products without
such a reliable process, the nation's process to assure building safety
could be seriously threatened.

5. Current licensing of design professionals are more stringent in the
United States than in many foreign countries. If the nation is
required to allow less qualified professionals to practice as a result
of international agreements, the country's requirements for
experience, education and examination could be inappropriately
diluted.

6. Regardless of the specific actions taken by this country, most agreed
the federal government and the private sector organizations
responsible for aspects of the nation's standards, testing.
certification, and licensing need to work together cooperatively and
effectively to assure this country isn't left out of these international
activities.

7. Because of its unique aspects, solutions to seemingly similar issues
confronting other sectors of the nation's economy may not work
well, or at all, to resolve international needs in these areas for the
building and construction process. Since so many public and private
organization are involved, a focused coordination effort is needed
to assure success.

L.AND.-USE GIDLINE

While the cost of home construction continues to rise, the cost of the land
on which most houses stand is rising even faster. Land costs now represent 25
percent of the total price of a typical sing family home in the U.S. In some
areas this represents 60 percent. These figures compare to 10 percent in the late
1950s. Growing regulation plays a key role in these cost increases. Restrictions
often prevent the developer from making the most efficient use of the land and
they reduce the amount of land available.
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NIBS' 1987 Land Use Task Force held hearings throughout the U.S. to
identify standards, regulations, and methods which reduce costs, and which might
be included in guidelines for incorporation into land development codes. The
hearings also identified examples of regressive, restrictive and discriminatory
practices in the following categories:

o comprehensive planning and zoning techniques
o subdivision regulations
o residential density
o street and parking
o municipal finance for infrastructure
o development of sensitive sites
o the development approval process
o water and sewer installations

Members of the volunteer task force from the fields of planning,
architecture, engineering and construction, found that considerable amounts of
time and money are being lost in private negotiations, planning commission
meetings and zoning hearings because current approaches are often outdated,
fragmented, and variable, while more innovative approaches are viewed with
suspicion because they aren't understood.

Criteria and standards often adopted or continued by communities without
consideration of the range of available alternatives and without consideration of
the impact of many of the involved costs. The task force heard that city agencies
frequently make decisions that simply shift costs to other departments even
though it may lead to overall cost increases. They also heard that developers will
ask for variances or changes in regulations to accommodate a project, such as
cluster developments and zero lot lines, but these options are not incorporated
into regulations to benefit future projects.

NIBS' handbook on land use guidelines was published in 1990 and includes
chapters on land-development regulations, comprehensive planning, the
development review process, residential densities, residential streets, sewer and
stormwater management, erosion and sedimentation control, financing
infrastructure, designing for sensitive sites, and land-development technology. The
document has the potential to bring to the non-technical audience a wealth of
knowledge, thus permitting them to do a fa' more effective job of protecting the
environment and fostering affordable residential development.
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THE U.S. COURTS DESIGN GUIDE

The facilities of the federal court system, including hundreds of courtrooms
and auxiliary spaces, are unable to keep up with the growing number of legal
cases, increased security needs, or accommodate modern technology such as
lighting, acoustics, electrical equipment, and automation that is increasingly
becoming a part of our nation's judicial system.

In 1989, NIBS began a three-year project for the Administrative Office of
the U.S. Courts (AOUSC) to evaluate and update the federal criteria used to
dictate how courts are designed and built in the U.S. The criteria, published in a
document called the U.S. Courts Design Guide, is used by the General Services
Administration (GSA) in the design and construction of U.S. Court facilities.

Court officials say the results of the NIBS project will affect each of the
nation's 630 court facilitip as well as those ready for remodeling and ready to be
built. In 1990 and 1991, GSA has budgeted for 42 projects costing $1.5 million or
more each. These include the rehabilitation of existing court facilities and the
construction of at least ten new courthouses.

To plan for this effort, the Institute, under contract with the AOUSC,
developed a work plan describing the tasks, time schedules and budgets for
evaluating criteria for courts facilities.

The work plan consisted of seven phases. Phase I included assembling
consultants, developing scopes of work and negotiating contracts. Phase II
involved research of courts criteria literature, interviews with departments in
AOUSC, Justice Department agencies, and courts personnel, and visits to existing,
new and renovated court buildings. Phase II consisted of data analysis. In phase
IV, criteria were developed, and in phase V those criteria were reviewed and
revised for function and cost. In two phases VI and VII, criteria have been
rewritten, reviewed and have now been accepted by the AOUSC Space and
Planning Committee and a NIBS advisory group.

In 1989, NIBS performed Phases I and H of the project. NIBS' work was
supported by specialty consultants for the overall work and space, furniture and
finishes; security equipment; acoustics; mechanical-electrical systems, and
automation systems.

Criteria information was developed from studying federal courthouses of
different sizes, age, types of tenancy and in more than a dozen geographic
locations. In addition, interviews were conducted with numerous court personnel
to collect needed data. Data collected in Phase II was used to develop
preliminary narrative, and tabulated and graphic information.
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NIBS' three.y6ar effort to develop the U.S. Courts Design Guide has
progressed to near final stages. The completed draft guide has undergone several
iterations of review by U.S. Judicial Conference committee established to perform
the primary review function. The final review process and acceptance of the
guide is expected to be completed in mid 1991.

CO BUn TOXICIYFIRE HAZARDS

A growing concern of the housing and building community in recent years
was the fact that the fire death rate in the U.S. was substantially higher than that
of most industrialized nations. Equally upsetting was the fact that toxic smoke
was being identified as the principal killer and cause of injury in building fires,
particularly residential fires. While per capita deaths due to fire have been on the
decline in America, fire deaths attributed to inhalation of toxic smoke remained
high, at about 80 percent of all fire related fatalities.

Some believed that a major cause of the U.S. experience was the growing
use of man-made materials, especially in the contents of buildings. Others
claimed that fires could be adequately controlled through the use of detection and
preventive devices. There was confusion stemming from conflicting reports, with
no agreement on a course of action. It was also clear that there was no single
solution.

For several years, NIBS had followed closely the growing public interest in
combustion toxicity of building products and furnishings. In pursuit of its
Congressionally authorized role of rationalizing the building regulatory process
through the development of performance criteria, the Institute held conferences in
1982 and 1984 in which representatives of some 80 organizations participated. All
points of view were brought out in the discussions that took place on use of new
techniques, changes in fire death rates and other dynamics of the issue.
Conferees concluded that smoke toxicity resulting from fires in buildings was a
matter of concern; however, they noted that there was insufficient data on which
to base any new form of regulation.

Between 1986 and 1988, the Institute convened a series of three meetings
of well informed scientists and fire experts from the public and private sectors to
examine the "state-of-the-art" technology in fire and life safety practices. The
purpose was to provide an overview of related the issues' complexities and
controversies. Current levels of computerized fire modeling were reviewed and
considered to be promising but premature for practical use.
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Because several states were seeking or considering legislative remedies, all
with differing requirements, NIBS was encouraged to undertake the development
of a new performance based test to measure the potential combustion toxic
hazard of building products-and building contents. The goal was to submit the
proposed test method and supporting data to appropriate voluntary consensus
standards organization so that all parties could adhere to a nationally recognized
uniform standard which responds to today's performance needs.

The Institute's Board of Directors endorsed the recommendation. Funding
commitments were secured from the private sector to help defray the costs of this
three year project. Public entities at federal, state and local levels joined the
private professionals by contributing technical and practical advice.

Altogether more than 150 people have participated in the project with
some 70 serving on a steering committee. A specialty contractor conducted
laboratory research experiments which were identified and monitored by a
working group of seven experts. The initial assignment of perfecting the test
apparatus and testing some 20 different product configurations was largely
completed during 1989.

Through this volunteer effort, the Institute with its unique capacity to bring
public and private forces together in common effort is effectively serving the
public interest by fostering the development of a well-balanced and meaningful
response to the public concern about this special issue of combustion toxicity.

NIBS' purpose was to develop a draft smoke toxicity test method for
submission to and consideration by established voluntary consensus standards
writing organizations. There was no intent to achieve consensus on the test
method through the NIBS process due to the complexity and controversial nature
of the issue. Such consensus is to loe achieved through a rigorous voluntary
standards process.

During 1990 the Institute completed its work on the draft test procedure.
The Project's Steering Committee recommend that the NIBS' board of directors
release the final project technical report and NIBS' draft test method to ASIM
Committee E-5 and the National Fire Protection Association (NFiPA) Fire test
Committee. NIBS' board of directors accepted the recommendation and the test
method has been transmitted to the aforementioned standards writing
organizations.

NIBS recognizes that there are alternative protocols being developed using
the NIBS test apparatus. NIBS encourages the widest practical use and continued
development of this apparatus.
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IBS 12TH ANNUAL MEETING

NIBS' 12th Annual Meeting was held in November in Washington, D.C. The
meeting focused on identification of the most pressing issues facing the building process
with an objective of ninaging the response to primary concerns and opportunities
identified by NIBS' members. The Following priority issues and general
recommendations were identified by the attendees and are being reviewed and
considered by the Consultative Council's Planning Committee:

1. STANDARDS AND PRODUCT APPROVAL The relaxation of trade
barriers and an expanding global economy are creating pressure for the
development and use of universally acceptable building standards, codes, and
product approval systems.

To ensure that the changing process remains open to all and does not
discriminate against the United States, the U.S. building community needs to be
involved in the creation of this new international system. The current U.S. system
needs to be examined In light of the changing circumstances In an effort to move
towards an international system and fair reciprocity with other nations. U.S.
Government and industry cooperation is essential. Suggested activities include:

0 identify or designate the appropriate government agency and private

organizations to take the lead.

o assure adequate funding.

0 undertake educational and public information programs to keep
U.S. building community advised.

o converting the U.S. building industry to metric.

o developing a nationally-recognized product approval and
certification process.

o bring more uniformity to the U.S. system.

2. CONSTRUCTION QUALITY: Quality in the constructed product, like
other products, is essential to maintain competitiveness. Quality control in
construction is complicated because of the complexity of the construction process;
and the differing responsibilities of designers, contractors, subcontractors,
product/equipment manufacturers, fabricators, and suppliers who are normally
assembled to produce a single constructed product and are then disbanded.
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Construction is a process that combines services, products, and equipment
to achieve the end result of a built facility. In the typical environment the specific
organizations and individuals responsible for quality change with each project.
Suggestions for addressing the construction quality issue are:

o developing improvements to the delivery process.

o bring total quality management to construction.

o bring teamwork to construction to get the job done right.

o improve the education of designers and contractors.

o create desire-for life cycle quality and a willingly paying for quality.

3. BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR COMPETIVENESS: Government
policy and the U.S. product and professional liability legal system should be
positive factors and not disincentives to U.S. competitiveness. Leadership is
needed in the formulation and adoption of policies leading to capital formation,
and the imposition of a burdensome professional and product liability system
needs to be eased. Suggested areas to be addressed include:

0 formulation of tax, monetary and fiscal policies to improve U.S.
capital formation.

o define the authority and responsibilities for parties in the
construction process and encouraging acceptance of their
responsibilities.

0 identify the legal liabilities and responsibilities in a business and
social context.

0 enhance the ability and desire of the U.S. construction industry to
compete in the international markets.

0 eliminate the unethical business practices found in many developing
countries.

0 expand U.S. Government support for financing international
products.

4. TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE COMPETITION: More new
technologies need to be developed and assimilated more quickly into the building
process.
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With the exception of building product/equipment manufacturers and
material suppliers, most technological advancements come from outside the
construction industry. The R&D commitments of design and construction firms is
very minimal. Similarly, construction-related R&D and academia and government
is limited by comparison to other developed countries.

The introduction of new technology is generally a slow and deliberate
process. Because of professional liability exposure, designers are reluctant to
specify new and innovative projects without a track record on performance;
contractors are hesitant to use new materials or processes because the risk of
failure outweighs the rewards of success; and any technologies must also meet
the seemingly complex process for acceptance in a diverse array of building codes.
Suggested areas to be addressed include:

o encourage the adoption of U.S. technology in third world countries.

o develop an awareness of international technologies.

o exploit robotics and information technology.

o joint public and private research and development investments.

o coordination of research and development, i.e. who is doing what.

o improve the product approval process.

o encourage federal construction agencies to demonstrate new
technology in their building programs.

5. QUALITY OF THE INDOOR ENVIRONMENT: The building
community should provide leadership in determining environmental policy related
to the /indoor environment.

At this time there is confusion over terms and little consensus on
methodologies used in making policy decisions related to the indoor environment.
A suggested first step in establishing such policy is to define objectives, terms, and
evaluation criteria used to measure success. Suggested areas on indoor air quality
to be addressed include:

o compiling comprehensive information on the current problem.

" developing product specifications that include environmental
information.
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o researching system dynamics to better understand interaction among
building products, mechanical systems and building occupants.

o performing impact assessments on a full range of potential indoor
air hazards.

o establishing priorities on what needs to be accomplished.

o identifying new technologies to alleviate or eliminate current
problems.

o writing new ventilation standards to maintain adequate levels of
indoor air quality.

Other areas to be addressed include:

0 developing standards on acceptable noise levels in buildings and in
the building environment.

o researching the potential environmental hazards associated with
increasing levels of electro-magnetic radiation from electronic office
equipment

6. SOCIETAL/PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: The building
community should be a major player in determining public environmental policy.

Presently there is semantic confusion over terms and little consensus on
methodologies used in making environmental policy decisions. The first step in
establishing such policy is to define the objectives to be achieved, terms, and
evaluation criteria which will be used to measure success. This data could be
incorporated into the national environmental debate upon which public policy
decisions might be based. Suggested areas to be addressed include:

0 conducting a consistent, broad-scale environmental performance

evaluation of all building products and materials.

o developing creative reuse strategies to reduce the volume of waste.

0 finding solutions related to building site issues involving waste
dumps, new building construction, infrastructure, and utility
construction.

0 studying density issues to assess which land use plans minimize
environmental damage.
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o analyzing cost/benefit issues related to wetlands and the protection
of endangered species.

o studying new structures for addressing environmental policy which
will allow for adequate comparison of the policy implications of
different environmental hazards i.e. asbestos disease, radon
exposure, groundwater pollution.

0 changing the industry's "bad guy" image on problems associated with
the environment.

0 broadening the discussion base with other segments of society to
seek collaborative solutions to environmental problems.

0 creating an education program which transfers environmental
knowledge and information about indoor air quality and other
environmental issues to builders, environmental groups, and to the
public.

7. A NATIONAL HOUSING PRIORITY/PLAN: Presently, the U.S. has no
defined and coordinated approach to providing housing for its people.

Affordable housing has reached a critical stage. The ranks of the homeless
are increasing. There is a shortage of affordable rental units for low-income
people and the percentage of income paid for rent by this group is increasing thus
exacerbating the possibilities for homelessness. The federal government which
traditionally has provided low-income housing has had limited involvement since
the early 80's. The small amount of low-income housing that is presently built is
done with one-time combinations of public and private financing. Buying a house
has gotten beyond the reach of middle-income first time home buyers and move
up buyers are now experiencing difficulty affording their next residence.
Suggestions for addressing a national housing priority/plan are:

0 Establishing a definition for affordable housing.

0 Establishing the role of the free market in rehabilitating and
building affordable housing.

o Development of programs which will provide affordable housing.

0 Exploring the regulatory means of producing the kind of small,
minimally built, and affordable houses which were constructed after
World War II.
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8. FINANCING INFRASTRUCrURE: Financing infrastructure for new
development has become more complicated and cost prohibitive in recent years.
In many parts of the cuntry the cost of new infrastructure is no longer borne by
the community at large but by developers who pass on the costs to home buyers.
Since the mid-71Ys communities across the country have attempted to limit growth
through a number of means including charging impact fees for installation of new
infrastructure and/or requiring developers to install infrastructure If building
permits are to be granted. In addition, the costs of installing Infrastructure have
increased. Suggestions for addressing infrastructure financing problems are:

0 Development of a more universal means of financing infrastructure

including bonds, taxes and federal funds.

o Development of alternatives to impact fees.

0 Development of means to mitigate rapidly rising soft costs,
especially the costs of construction insurance and financing.

0 Development of criteria which provide only for necessary or
appropriate infrastructure, for example, grass swales vs. storm water
sewer systems, or residential streets designed for 25 mph vs. 40 mph.

9. HOUSING EDUCATION: State-of-the-art information on methods for
producing affordable housing. financing housing and using model building codes
has not been put into practice by the legislators, builders and others, and housing
issues are not generally understood by the public.

Various means for creating affordable housing, financing housing and
building housing to the latest codes are wel documented in printed literature.
However, states, counties and municipalities operate housing and regulatory
programs which do not take advantage of documented workable practices.
Builders still over-build houses according to local practices rather than the latest
technology as represented in model codes. Public reaction to innovative means of
regulating housing reflect a lack of understanding of the issues which have created
housing affordability problems. Suggestions for addressing the housing education
issue are:

0 Dissemination and implementation of the lessons from HUD's Joint

Venture on Affordable Housing.

o Educating legislators on means of financing more affordable housing.

o Educating builders on use of model building codes.
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BUILDING SEISMIC SAFETY COUNCIL

The 1988 Armenian and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes have shown that even
a moderately severe earthquake is one of nature's most terrifying and devastating events.
Collapsing buildings and falling debris can take tens of thousands of lives and earthquake
damage can cripple emergency response and recovery efforts. Many of these immediate
cost estimates don't include long term losses to business and individuals. In North
America, far less severe earthquakes centered in eastern Canada and southern California
resulted in several million dollars of damage to public and private property in 1988.

The United States has not suffered a severe earthquake (8.0 and above) for many
decades, but the potential for incredible disruption, damage, and death exists since more
than 70 million Americans in 44 states are constantly at risk from moderate to severe
earthquakes. Of special concern are the central and eastern parts of the nation for it is
here that the largest U.S. earthquakes occurred in the past.

Since the most recent of these severe earthquakes occurred over 100 years ago,
most assume that they won't occur again. Therefore, little has been done in these areas
to design and construct earthquake-resistant buildings and other facilities essential to
modern life such as bridges and other transportation system components, oil and gas
pipelines, electric power and communication systems, and water and sewer systems.

NIBS' Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC) is a unique instrument for dealing
with the complex regulatory environment and the related technical, social, and economic
issues involved in developing and promulgating nationally applicable building earthquake
hazard mitigation regulatory provisions that can mitigate the threat to life safety and
property from seismic hazard across the United States. BSSC was established in 1979,
under the auspices of NIBS, as an independent, voluntary membership body to bring to-
gether all of the needed expertise and all the relevant public and private interests to
resolve issues related to the seismic safety of buildings and to overcome jurisdictional
problems by providing authoritative guidance and assistance backed by broad consensus.
BSSC!s 54 members represent the full spectrum of building community interests such as
planning, design, construction, regulation, and utilization of buildings. To fulfill its
purpose, the BSSC:

" Promotes the development of seismic safety provisions suitable for use
throughout the United States;

" Recommends and encourages the adoption of appropriate seismic safety
provisions in voluntary standards and model cdes;

* Assesses progress in the implementation of such provisions by federal,
state, and local regulatory and construction agencies;
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* Identifies opportunities for improving seismic safety regulations and
practices and encourages public and private organizations to effect such
improvements;

0- Promotes the development of training and educational courses and
materials for use by design professionals, builders, building regulatory
officials, elected officials, industry representatives, other members of the
building community, and the public;

" Advises government bodies on their programs of research, development,
and implementation; and

* Periodically reviews and evaluates research findings, practices, and
experience and makes recommendations for incorporation into seismic
design practices.

The BSSC is committed to continued technical improvement of seismic design
provisions, assessment of advances in engineering knowledge and design experience, and
evaluation of earthquake impacts. It recognes that appropriate earthquake hazard
reduction measures and initiatives should be adopted by existing organizations and
institutions and incorporated, whenever possible, into their legislation, regulations, prac-
tices, rules, codes, relief procedures, and loan requirements so that these measures and
initiatives become an integral part of established activities, not additional burdens. The
BSSC itself assumes no standards-making or -promulgating role; rather, it advocates that
code- and standards-formulation organizations consider BSSC recommendations for
inclusion into their documents and standards.

During 1989 and 1990, the BSSC made considerable progress in providing up-to-
date resources for use in developing seismic design provisions and in promoting
earthquake awareness nationwide. BSSC initiated the second of a series of planned
triennial updates of the National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program WEHRP)
Recommended Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations for New
Buding and plans to have the revised document ready for release in late 1991. The
NEHRP Recommended Prisio serves as the centerpiece of the Council's program
and is intended to continue to serve as a source document for use by all interested
members of the building community.

The BSSC's work in 1990 was made possible with funding from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and thousands of volunteer hours on the part
of many of the nation's leading experts on seismic design and construction. In 1990,
BSSC focused on the 1991 update of the 1988 NEiiPr_.wi.itsi; providing consensus
approval of publications on seismic hazard evaluation and strengthening for existing
buildings;.updating earlier BSSC reports; and initiating a series of training seminars on
earthquake risk awareness, and the availability, use and application of the Proisions.
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Lifelines are those systems upon which society relies heavily to provide it with
energy, water, sewer, transportation, and communication. The physical facilities and
components that comprise these systems are critical to lifeline operation and, therefore,
to the safety and security of the nation's citizens and their resources.

NIBS' 1987 report recommended to the Federal Emergency Management Agency
actions needed to mitigate the seismic risk to the nation's lifelines. This report, entitled
Abatement of Seismic Hazards to Lifelines: An Action Pln. recommended 67 high-
priority projects estimated to cost approximately $29 million. It was developed by a
group of 65 lifeline experts.

In recognition of both the complexity and importance of lifelines and their suscep-
tibility to disruption as a result of earthquakes and other natural hazards, FEMA, as the
federal government's disaster preparedness agency and the lead agency in the National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program, conduded that the lifeline problem could best
be approached through a nationally coordinated and structured program aimed at
abating the risk to lifelines from earthquakes as well as other natural hazards. At about
the same time, the Expert Review Committee that reviewed the NEHRP program
stressed the need to implement a beginning program in lifelines and the development of
design criteria, codes, and standards of practice for the design, construction and retrofit-
ting of seismically resistant lifelines.

In 1991, FEMA is expected to look to NIBS to provide guidance in formulating
the lifelines program as well as in launching the program by identifying activities (from
the AW I and elsewhere) that should be initiated in the near term. To accomplish
this work, NIBS' ad hoc Panel on Lfelines composed of experts in the technical and
operational aspects of lifeline systems as well as in various political, social, economic,
and legal aspects of reducing the risk to lifelines and public welfare from natural
hazards, will be reactivated and augmented to provide the best possible source of advice.

BUILDING THERMAL ENEOECOORDINATIG COUNCIL

All of the nation's residential and non-residential structures consume one-third of
the total energy used by the United States and costs well in excess of $100 billion per
year. While research is being conducted to improve the energy efficiency of America's
building-there has been a lack of coordination of the various researching bodies to
assure those efforts are coordinated and complimentary.
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In 1982, NIBS was asked to form the Building Thermal Envelope Coordinating
Council (BTECC), a broadly representative group to coordinate the nation's research
and development effort to increase the energy efficient performance of homes, offices,
schools and industrial buildings.

Organized under the auspices of NIBS, BTECC exists to stimulate and coordinate
non-proprietary research and technical activities. BTECC accomplishes much of its work
through its six Research Coordinating Committees (RCCs). Members of BTECC
participate in the following RCCs:

o Building thermal envelope materials;
o Fenestration - thermal and daylighting;
o Moisture control in buildings;
o Heat and mass transfer measurement;
o Air infiltration and ventilation; and
o Thermal performance of whole buildings/passive energy systems.

During 1990, BTECCs RCCs continued to focus on the impact of federal
legislation on replacing chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) as a blowing agent for insulation
products, and the role of window energy efficiency rating systems, the effect of aging on
insulation R-values, and building thermal envelope performance programs in other
countries.

In 1990 BTECC conducted a workshop on heat flux measurements and planned
another on the prevention and repair of condensation damage. The second workshop
entitled, Bugs, Mold and Rot in Buildings, is to be held in May of 1991 in Washington,
D.C. BTECC continued planning work on the feasibility of developing a system to track
current research and publications on building thermal envelope systems.

WOOD PROTECON COUNCIL

It is estimated that over $750 million is spent each year in replacing wood in
building structures that are severely damaged by decay and termite attack. While there
were some initiatives during the 1960s to address the problem, during the early 1970s
private sector initiatives to protect buildings from damage due to wood destroying
organisms slowed significantly.

In 1983, the Wood Protection Council was formed under the auspices of NIBS.
The goal c1 the Council is to promote the development and use of safe and effective
control technologies for the protection of new and existing buildings from damage by
decay and wood destroying organisms.
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During 1990, the WPC's Codes and Standards Committee continued its work to
revise and expand its document, Guidelines for Protection of Wood Against Decay and
TermieaAIM The WPC also continued its effort to develop guide specifications for
procurement of treated wood and for soil treatment. The activities of the WPC have
been specifically targeted to:

o Promote the development and use of sound technical and economic
guidelines for active and passive methods for protecting structures
including new and existing buildings, and other structures, through
the use of current technologies;

" Improve the education of responsible public officials, building
community members, and the public;,

o Improve the dissemination of relevant technical information;

o Promote effective and current codes, standards, federal
specifications and standards, and other technical criteria; and

" Promote the research and assessment of new types of construction,
new control methods, health effects of pesticides, and deactivation
procedures for pesticide residues.

During 1989, NIBS published and marketed proceedings from a well-attended
1988 WPC workshop entitled "A New Look at Wood Protection." In addition to the
many technical presentations, this workshop looked at the impact of recent pesticide
regulations which have essentially removed the most effective termiticides from the
marketplace. The proceedings of the workshop are available from NWBV' publications
department.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the members, the staff, and the board of directors of the
National Institute of Building Sciences, I thank you and members of the Subcommittee
for the privilege of testifying before you. In 1990 the Institute enhanced its position as
an integral and important element of the building community and we hope this
Subcommittee will look with favor on continuing the excellent partnership with the
private sector by reinstating the matching fund concept possible through modest direct
appropriations. The Institute's programs are vital to improve and preserve the nation's
built environment. NIBS, in the spirit of the public private partnership established by
the Congress, is working effectively in the public interest to achieve those goals.
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NIBS' FINANCIAL CONTROLS

Mr. TRAXLER. Thank you.
Just a few questions. Without appropriations in fiscal year 1991,

you must have been forced to make some reductions in your ef-
forts, and according to the budget spread sheet that you submit-
ted-we didn't see any large reductions.

In fact, certain items including salary and salaries were in-
creased in 1991 over fiscal year 1990. Can you tell us where you
were making the cuts as a consequence of not having a Federal con-
tribution?

Mr. HARRIS. We found out last November that there would be no
appropriation for this year. At that point our budget for 1991 had
already been approved by the Board.

We then went back through the process of trying to identify
areas where we could cut expenses without severely impacting our
objectives.

We have eliminated one staff position. We are cutting another
staff position back to part time. We have eliminated some employ-
ee benefits, reduced the number of board and council meetings
from four to three per year.

We have eliminated some travel costs associated with our newly
initiated fund raising program. We also cut back travel costs for
some volunteer efforts.

All of this amounts to about $122,000.
Mr. TRAXLER. One hundred twenty-two?
Mr. HARRIS. One hundred twenty-two thousand dollars.
We didn't consider our program to be one with a lot of fat. The

difficulty in cutting back j:ograms is that whenever we cut back
programs, we also cut back our ability to achieve our objectives. It
becomes in some cases a diminishing return.

We also reduced our newsletter publication from monthly to once
every two months. Of course, this reduces our ability to communi-
cate with our membership and others, but it is essential that costs
be reduced.

In the event further needs exist, we will have to take other ac-
tions because the survival of the Institute is essential.

Mr. KING. We are looking at it on a quarterly basis. This is what
we considered to be prudent management, and we will be looking
at it again at our next board meeting.

The only other comment I would -make, Mr. Chairman, is the ex-
penses the Institute has for things like travel are not the same as
the normal business would have in the sense that you think of
travel to go out and develop sales.

A lot of our travel is travel by volunteers who are a part of a
project committee, and if they are not able to pay their own way
and we need their expertise, then the Institute would fund their
travel costs.

So, depending upon the mix of a given committee, our travel
budget may go up or down, and it really is a function of the people
we need to execute certain projects.

The other thing we try to do is not to be an inside-the-Beltway
organization, so that when we want expertise where it is out in the
country, those people come to Washington and, if possible, we move
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the meeting site out into a more convenient spot around the coun-
try.

SOURCES FOR NIBS' FUNDS

Mr. TRAXLER. Do you think that NIBS has the possibility of be-
coming self-supporting?

Mr. KING. I think that is hard to say. And I am not trying to
evade your question.

The other question we have dealt with as a Board though, is
what kind of an organization would we be if we did not have any
Federal funding?

We were given a charter by the Congress, but that charter in-
volved in many cases making changes in industry practices. And
there are lots of vested interests in the construction industry that
would prefer for there to be no changes. They would like things to
be just the way they are.

We think that the fact that we have this history of having been a
quasi government, private organization has been important to our
being able to maintain the objectivity needed to do what we think
is necessary to benefit the country.

Personally, I would be concerned about the Institute if it were
totally self-supporting and it had nothing but private contributions.
I don't think we would receive the same response to our work.

But we now have reached a point where our annual budget is
about 3.1-it is over $3 million, so the $500,000 that we had been-
hoping to get from the Federal Government is not the majority of
our funds.

We don't survive on that, but it makes an awful lot of difference
in continuity, the way our reports are received, and the fact that
we can get people's attention when we are working on a project.

Mr. GIBsoN. I think also, Mr. Chairman, it gives us the opportu-
nity to develop answers to some of the "leading edge" problems
facing the building industry. Some people involved in the building
process, as Mr. King says, really don't want see changes because it
may adversely affect their activities. We can get the leading edge of
things, asbestos and lead-based paint and radon, when it is not pop-
ular to be out there. The funds that come via the Federal Govern-
ment allow us to do those kinds of things.

Mr. KING. It makes a big difference.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, one of the approaches we believe

would help to solve our financial program is to develop more serv-
ice programs, projects that provide service such as technical infor-
mation products that we can disseminate to the building communi-
ty.

One example is the CD/ROM project, we call the Construction
Criteria Base. We have expanded the program to four disks which
contain almost a million pages of technical information.

We sell this on a subscription basis for about a thousand dollars
a year. It is updated four times during that period. It has been ex-
panded to include private sector documents, as well. Thus, it is
more useful to the entire building community.

Mr. KING. That is an important example of our mission to dis-
seminate information that is important to the construction indus-
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try at a minimal cost. We could sell that for a much greater
amount of money, that would prevent some of the smaller firms
from obtaining it, and we don't really think we are in business to
do that.

We would also have people coming to you and saying, Mr. Chair-
man, there are Federal funds going into this group, and they are
out there cutting off my business.

The net benefit to the public of having accurate, current infor-
mation on all of the applicable government standards and codes,
we think, is immeasurable. So we balanced it.

We are selling this information at a price that makes it extreme-
ly attractive, ensures that it will be used and it makes a small con-
tribution to our overhead.

We think that is the right way to go. But it has been a tempta-
tion.

THE DIRECTION OF NIBS' PROGRAMS

Mr. TRAXLER. Let me ask you, as I went through your stated
goals and objectives here, I had a sense that the issue of single
family residences was one that no longer has some validity or
priority within NIBS and that you are focusing on Federal buildings,
construction techniques and other issues.

Have I read the document wrong?
Mr. HARRIS. That certainly isn t my position. In fact, the lead-

based paint program is very much a single family home problem.
Radon is also very much a single family home problem.
Mr. KING. We spent a great deal of money on the recently pub-

lished Land Use Regulations Guide that was specifically geared to
helping communities gain from the experience of others who know
how to design a community to get the lowest possible community
development costs, but also have it be a balanced approach.

So, no, I think that that is not an area of specialization, but it is
one of the important areas we look at.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

Mr. TRAXLER. You talk about indoor air quality.
Mr. KING. Yes.
Mr. TRAXLER. And the environment of your house.
Mr. KING. To me, it is the environmental issue of the 1990s. We

are finding now that people spend much more time in the office or
at home. We are finding that we may have overreacted on the
energy side.

I saw some figures the other day that indicated that if you could
add up the cost of sickness and lost time caused by indoor air pollu-
tion that it was eight times greater as a cost to society than the
savings resulting from tightening buildings to reduce energy costs.

We need to balance those two concerns so that we are not being
careless about energy use, but at the same time we are considering
the important health impacts of what goes on in buildings. Again,
there needs to be a balance.

As you know, there is controversy on this issue. There is a group
that says the answer is ventilation. That we should increase the
ventilation in buildings and that will take care of everything.
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There are other people that say the problems come from emis-
sions, from building materials and furnishings. I think the answer
is somewhere in the middle.

We need to do a lot more to improve the efficiency of heating,
ventilating and air conditioning systems, and we also need to look
at the source of emissions in a balanced approach.

We are finding that the Federal Government is very involved in
this issue. Unfortunately, the classic example of a building with
poor indoor air quality is EPA's building at the Waterside Mall in
Washington, D.C.

Mr. T AxuR. They want out of there.
Mr. KING. That was a retail building converted to office space

that was never designed to be used for that purpose.
Mr. GIBSON. I think also in the thrust for the future, and particu-

larly with the advanced technology research that is going on, a pre-
ponderance of that will transform itself into what we term a'single-family dwelling." But I think that the single-family dwell-
ings that you and I may think of most often as just a single house
out there, are now clusters of homes.

A townhouse is a single-family dwelling, but I think the advent
of new technologies and new construction materials will find its
way in that market quicker than it will into buildings of bigger
scales.

We have not lost sight of the single family dwelling out there.

ENERGY SAVING TECHNOLOGY

Mr. TRAXLER. I don't know who to ask this question of, if I
should talk to the people at HUD or if your agency is appropriate.

What do we do to get real, energy-efficient windows?
Mr. HARRIS. One of the purposes of the Advanced Building Tech-

nology Program was to address the issue of not only a tighter
window to prevent air infiltration, but also a smarter window, one
that reacts to outside temperatures, as well as outside solar load-
ing. It is called "smart glass."

When it is sunny and you don't want the sun's heat to come into
the house in the summer, it creates a shield. When you want that
heat in the winter, it allows it.

These innovative technologies need to be adequately tested and
refined to make sure they work. As an example, plastic windows
and skylights were introduced after World War II. After a few
years they turned yellow. This condition wasn't a problem in the
gun turrets in bombers, because on average the bombers didn't last
long enough for that to be a problem. This illustrates the need for
performance testing.

Time and resources are needed to address and research these
issues. Also, it takes time to transfer this development and technol-
ogy from Federal construction, and move it into the private resi-
dential and commercial marketplace.

NEW BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

Mr. TRAXLER. The National Association of Home Builders has
been doing some of the smart house work, and then there are one
or two other systems coming in now that are not patented, that
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don't require components that are as expensive. So is that an area
of future construction, smart housing? Do you leave that to the pri-
vate sector? Do you leave it to the associations, leave it to the man-
ufacturer, this issue of--

Mr. KING. I think what some people have felt-and some of that
feeling was the genesis of the creation of the institute that it is
very difficult because of building codes and standards for a brand-
new product to be accepted in the marketplace and reach the con-
sumer. There are just so many different roadblocks.

We are looking at this issue, and I think that this issue is the
thrust of the Advanced Building Technology Program legislation
which was designed to look at the impediments to the quick and
appropriate evaluation and acceptance of new technology. That is
what I think we can do.

The American system will work if manufacturers can see a
market for better windows; and if they really expect that they can
make a return, they will be willing to put their money into that
kind of new product development. But if they think that the prod-
uct is going to be held up somewhere in the product approval proc-
ess, then it is not a fair and open market.

And so, this is a start. It is a slippery slope, because it, in es-
sence, says maybe our own internal market is not as open as it
should be. Building codes are basically political documents.

I remember my freshman year in engineering school, when we
were asked to look at the requirements for concrete block to build
a house in three different jurisdictions 20 miles from the school,
and it was 8-inch block in Albany, it was 10-inch block in Rensse-
laer, and it was 12-inch block across the river-all on the same soil.
How did that come about?

That is the way some building code provisions are accepted. The
performance evaluation system considers all factors and lets pure
economics come to the surface, and that is what I think the Insti-
tute can do to further the proper evaluation and acceptance of new
products and technology.

Mr. GIBSON. I think, Mr. Chairman, along the same line, you go
back to windows for a second.

I think that the governmental nudging, for example, with an
energy policy that mandates energy conservation that gets trans-
formed into codes and standards. And I think we saw that in win-
-dows in the area of infiltration. And the energy efficiency of win-
dows become much better after the oil embargo of the early 1970s.

Now, there was a nudge that came from governmental action on
a concern in this particular area of conservation that transformed
itself into windows, as Mr. Harris was talking. I think the same
kind of thing can happen with the smart windows and with the
changeability of the glass module in the window, in order to be re-
sponsive to light or temperature.

I think that a nudge from the government, a nudge from the pol-
icymakers, can make those kinds of things happen.
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HOME AND BUILDING VENTILATION NEEDS

Mr. TRAXLKR. Let me ask you-just a moment ago we touched on
the question of indoor air pollution. I was kind of intrigued by your
answer.

Will the air exchanges, as we understand them now, effectively
deal with the indoor air pollution that is likely to occur as we
make an ever tighter house?

Mr. KING. In my opinion, they will not totally do that, and so
you are going to need a balance approach. If you look at the typical
design of office buildings, for example, you find that in most build-
ings, the executives want to be near the windows, so they are locat-
ed on the outside of the building; and of course, the greatest sun
load is also on the outside of the building. These special design con-
ditions require increased cooling and air circulation.

The mass of people and equipment are in the core of the build-
ing, and that is where the copying equipment that may be a source
of pollution is located. That is also where people are in much
smaller, tighter areas.

And in a lot of cases, the quantity of air that is being delivered
to the people in the most critical areas, is only a fourth of the air
that is being delivered on the outside areas, just because of the
need to provide heating or cooling to respond to the thermal load-
ing at the exterior wall. This results in an unbalanced condition for
occupants of different parts of a building.

That is not going to work anymore, when you have people who
understand the benefits of having all people receive the needed
amount of fresh air.

So it will work itself out if the process is fair and open.
Mr. GImoN. We will increase the air movement in a building. It

is already happening, and we tighten them up.
So you are absolutely right that we captured in the building

some of those things that used to get out, including moisture,
which is a big problem. I am in that business, and we are starting
to increase the amount of air per person or the amount of air per
square foot in a building to be responsive to some of those things
Mr. King was talking about.

Mr. TRAXLE. If my air exchanger is designed properly, if it is
large enough and-I am in my single-family residence now, and I
have got the house wrapped. I've even got windows that don't infil-
trate. I've even got door locks. I am getting down to really a nice
tight environment where I am going to heat the place with a pro-
verbial candle and air condition with a penny.

What are the prospects for my air exchanger really doing the job
in this house?

Mr. GIBsoN. What you probably have got in there now isn't going
to meet tomorrow's standards.

Mr. TnAxLm. I haven't built it yet, so I am just checking.
Mr. KING. The other thing no one did in residential construction

is design systems which, through mechanical equipment, provide a
certain amount of fresh air. In residential construction, initially we
assumed an adequate amount of fresh air would come in through
the doors and the cracks in the windows. As home construction was
tightened we removed a large portion of that source of air. Plus,
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some people would say we have introduced elements into our life-
style that create greater pollution potential. Energy and air pollu-
tion concerns have to be balanced.

We saw this first in this country in hospitals and nursing homes,
where you are required in most cases to have a large number of air
changes per hour, because doctors have demanded it and the pa-
tients need fresh air.

The Institute can help resolve these problems by bringing all
concerned parties together to seek a voluntary solution that serves
the public interest.

I remember proposed legislation that would have required build-
ers to tell potential homeowners what their energy bills would be
for the new homes they purchased. The Congress seriously was con-
sidering that legislation even though it is impossible to predict
energy consumption due to the wide variations in how individual
homeowners live.

For example, I could never get my children to close the refrigera-
tor door. Predicting the energy cost for a refrigerator without
knowing how people will use it is impossible.

Mr. GIBSON. We have four councils within the institute, and one
is a Building Thermal Envelope Coordinating Council that deals
with exactly what you are talking about.

Mr. TRAXLER. Mr. Green.

LEAD HAZARDS IN BUILDINGS

Mr. GREEN. I guess one of the biggest problems and most expen-
sive problems this subcommittee is looking at this year is the lead-
based paint issue, which is also one of the most complicated in
terms of public health. I would like to get some feel from you
where we are.

My recollection is the last time we looked at this, we had a situa-
tion where it was far from clear that we knew how to identify the
problem without aggravating the problem by our testing methods.
It was clear we didn't know how to abate, because the removing
systems would aggravate the problem in terms of what they would
do, and you might wind up, as a result of your testing, with more
of the lead released to the air and the ground than you would have
when you started.

Mr. KING. I think David is the best one to answer that question.
Mr. HARRIS. I am not sure anybody knows for sure exactly where

we are, Mr. Green. There has been more formal research done on
lead paint in the last two years than in the preceding decade.

We don't have foolproof methods for detecting the problem, be-
cause the technology is deficient. But that is being worked on.

At the same time, the problem is being identified in two areas:
one, surfaces that contain lead such as lead paint, like doorjambs,
windows, and walls and floors and radiators and so on. There is
also a component of lead dust in homes. Many people believe the
lead dust problem is worse than the paint problem. One typically is
derived from the other. "New" environmental lead from gasoline
has been largely eliminated.

Mr. GREEN. If I may interrupt, did you say the lead dust has its
origin in lead paint?
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Mr. HARms. Probably a combination of sources. The lead deposit-
ed in the environment-be it from paint, gasoline or another
source-tends to stay in the environment. It is on the ground out-
side of homes; it gets dug up every time you turn the soil over. It
washes off of other surface@ and so on. But many assume that a
portion of lead-bearing dust came from lead-based paint.

The problem, as I see it, is a simple and more practical one than
exactly where does it all come from, how long does it last, and how
often will it turn over? That is, the problem does exist today in
homes.

Remodeling goes on in homes. For example, more than 5 million
kitchens are remodeled annually. We now have tested methods by
which lead paint can be abated and abated safely. It is not cheap,
and we are improving those techniques where it will, one, be more
effective and, two, be less costly.

LEAD HAZARD MANAGEMENT TCMOLOGIES

Mr. GRn. What are the methods?
Mr. HARMS. There are heat guns which are effective in softening

the paint, so it can be scraped off, but that method lets lead parti-
cles loose into the air. Flame torches are even worse, in the
amount of lead they allow into the air. The solvents that are used to
soften paint also serve to allow limited quantities of lead to get
loose in the house. Of course scraping and sanding surfaces paint-
ed with lead-based paint release lead particles into the environ-
ment. Other methods proven effective are the replacement of compo-
nents painted with lead-based paint. The value of this approach is to
provide for other improvements in concert with lead abatement.
Energy inefficient windows and doors can be replaced with energy
efficient components. This works well when you have the money to
use this option but until you have those funds you need to manage
lead paint in place.

To do this we need to develop techniques that will better enable
us to encapsulate or control lead-based paint in place, rather than
trying to remove it as the first step.

I think we need to move rapidly to develop techniques so the
methods that have been identified and proven effective through
private sector activities and HUD's demonstration program can be
included in procurement documents that can be disseminated, so
designers, housing authorities, apartment owners, individual home-
owners can start to use it for the remodeling of homes, and so
painting contractors will have a technical document to guide their
work.

The lead-based paint (LBP) guide we developed and turned over
to HUD in March of 1989 was the basis for the interim LBP guide
HUD released last September. That document is in "guidance"
format but it can be translated into a procurement tol. That is
what we propose to do. That is what we hope HUD and EPA will
agree to support.

Mr. GrNr. Are you comfortable with the HUD manual as state-
of-the-art?
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NEEDED LBP RESEARCH

Mr. HARRIS. The HUD Guide focuses on Public and Indian Hous-
ing. It is the only comprehensive gide available on this subject and
it contains agreat deal of useful information. The state-of-the-art
changes quickly. A great deal of needed research could be conducted
by NIBS through the work of remodelers throughout the country, to
test how you apply those techniques in routine, cost-effective remod-
eling projects. HUD didn't do that in its demonstration program; it
waslooking strictly at HUD-owned housing, focusing on lead paint
abatement, not on managing the problem through other techniques.
Thus, other solutions need to be explored 4if we want to solve the
problem safely and save money too.

HUD couldn't do it all, and I think a great deal more can be
done. A great deal more should have been done, but we can't turn
the clock back. All we can do now is more effectively manage the
funds that are devoted to this issue in the future.

I think the Congress has been very active in the issue, and ap-
propriately so. Excellent direction has come from the Congress, but
we can't stop the game now. We have to continue to seek new and
better solutions.

Those are the two areas that I think need the most work: one,
getting a document to assist in procurement, because procurement is
going on out there. And that document will need to be updated as
laws and technology changes.

The other is to conduct research on the mainstream of the prob-
lem, and that is in remodeling and controlling and managing the
problem in existing homes. Lead-based paint doesn't exist in new
homes. Certainly lead dust may exist in there, but it will be a
much more minor problem in new homes.

Mr. KING. There is a mismatch right now in terms of the public's
understanding of the problem and their ability to deal with it effec-
tively. For a long time we didn't know anything about lead-based
paint. Then we all learned that children can't chip off pieces of
lead-based paint and ingest them, and that is what most of us knew
about lead. Now we have learned it is much more serious than
that.

I think EPA has said it is the number one public health issue for
children. Yet, the Federal Government's message seems to be we
are not quite sure what we want to do about it. We don't want a
massive program that makes the Federal Government responsible
for correcting lead-based paint problems all over the country; we
can't afford that.

The balanced approach needed is a program that develops the
proper information, public education, and support for the activities
of groups like NIBS, who can help see to it that the construction
industry deals with it effectively and properly.

Right now, it is sort of like some of the early stages of asbestos.
There is lead-based paint removal going on out there by two kinds
of people, some that don't fully understand the hazards they create
for themselves or the occupants of the space; and then there are
others that want to get it done quickly, so they can say they have
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the problem behind them. That is the mismatch that I think we
are concerned about.

We see more concern and desire to do things, but we don't see
the proper dissemination of some of the good information that is
available.

LBP HEALTH STANDARDS

The other thing David mentioned that could be helpful would be
for the Federal Government to finally establish a safe level-and I
may not live long enough for EPA to do that. Today we are forced
to use monitoring of workers blood levels as a means of maintaining
safe working conditions. That is not exactly the best way to work.
We would like to have a permissible exposure level established by
the Federal Government for use for all lead-based paint removal
work.

There are a number of things that the Federal Government
could do that would be very constructive, and that would be no-
where near as expensive as a federally funded massive removal
program. The public will take care of this problem if they are given
the right information.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR THE CONSUMER

Mr. GREEN. Suppose someone wants to remodel a house today or
repaint an apartment or whatever, what do I tell them? I have a
constituent who writes me and says, "I am about to remodel my
apartment. Maybe I am going to move a wall or something-a co-
op apartment. The building was built in the 1920s, so it surely had
lead-based paint. It was a first-class building; they used good paint.
But I understand, Mr. Congressman, that this is a terrible problem.
Am I placing my family at risk?"

What do I tell them?
Mr. HARRIS. There are two sources of information. One is a CPSC

bulletin which serves as an effective warning about the lead-based
paint problem. The other is the HUD guide. There are vast differ-
ences between the two documents. One is a couple of pages and the
other is 600 pages. The 600-page HUD guide has a lot of good infor-
mation, but even if design specialists read it, they would say,
"This is great, but now what do I do?" This isn't a procurement
tool.

We need to get practical information into the hands of painting
contractors and carpenters that do the kind of work that you are
talking about. A definitive tool they can understand that tells them
when they are not doing it right, so the owner, the design profes-
sional, and the contractor clearly know what the problem is and
how to carry out safe and effective work. Until we have that kind
of document, it is going to be very hard for you to give a definitive
answer to your constituent.

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chair.

NIBSI MEMBKRSHIP

Ms. KAPTUR. I wanted to ask, regarding the historic membership
of NIBS, could you state a little bit about the types of organizations
that have associated with NIBS? What has happened to that asso-
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ciation over the years, the number of organizations that do affili-
ate, and can you make a judgment whether they are leaders in the
industry or just interested citizens?

I am curious on historic developments since 1974.
Mr. KING. There is always a certain amount of enthusiasm as

well as apprehension with something new. We had people in the
early days who were interested in joining NIBS fur two different
reasons-some who understood its mission and were supportive and
others who weren't quite sure, and wanted to be a part of NIBS
until they found out what was going to happen.

We had membership initially from large building product manu-
facturing companies, such as mine; I work for Armstrong World In-
dustries. We had companies like Owens Corning Fiberglas, U.S.
Gypsum, all of the major building product manufacturers have sup-
ported NIBS over the years.

That support, I think, has stayed quite solid, although our finan-
cial support has diminished as fortunes have gone up and down in
the construction business.

Ms. KAPTUR. Are your dues based on the size of the firm?
Mr. KING. No. We have a fundamental program that makes

membership quite inexpensive. In addition, we have a program for
larger corporations to-make contributions to generally support the
Institute's work. A corporation could join today for $1,000 and have
live members who would be eligible to participate in all NIBS's ac-
tivities. Also we have corporate contributions that range all the
way up to $25,000.

We have professional societies, homebuilders, architects, we have
contractors, basically all of the segments of the construction indus-
try are and have been members of NIBS.

Some of those people join and drop out, depending upon whether
there is an issue that is very current and important to them at
that time. And then we have sustaining organizations who remain
members for years.

Our contributions from that group, through the program of
matching funds, matching dollar-for-dollar the contributions from
the Congress have been in the neighLorhood of half a million dol-
lars each year, and that's our target.

This year they will be considerably less than that, and probably
they will be under $200,000. John is that correct?

Mr. LLOYD. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. KING. That is the kind of thing that happens when times are

depressed.
Ms. KAPrUR. As far as numbers of firms back in 1974 versus

today, regardless of size, how does that compare?
Mr. HARRIS. I think, at maximum, the membership in the insti-

tute was around 800. We have no "corporate memberships" now.
All our members are individuals, although as Mr. King said, we
have sustaining and contributing organizations, which allow orga-
nizations to name five individual members. That helps large corpo-
rations with employees who specialize in different subject areas the
ability to participate in diffierent NIBS activities.

Our current membership is in the range of-with all of our coun-
cils, about that same number, aboutt800. Some of those organiza-
tions are large organizations like Armstrong; others are associa-
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tions like National Association of Home Builders or American In-
stitute of Architects. Others are individual practitioners-an archi-
tect or engineer or code official. All the regulatory organizations
are involved.

We have noted major fluctuations in our membership when we
form a project-when we formed an asbestos committee, we had a
spike in the membership that was primarily those involved in and
interested in that subject area; that happens every time we take on
a new issue.

We have found the best way to increase membership is to contin-
ue to take on new issues. In order to do this, we need resources to
pay for the cost of the activities.

NB5 INCOME

Ms. KArru. The committee noted that--on our spreadsheet that
was submitted, that the items in fiscal year 1990, the income was
less.

Mr. HARIs. Yes.
Ms. KAPrUR. And I think the committee would appreciate know-

ing what might be done to narrow the gap.
Mr. HARRIS. We could end the recession.
Mr. KING. Yes.
Ms. KAPruR. Is your indication, it was related to the downturn in

building construction?
Mr. KING. We can see that, looking at the members who have

not renewed their membership and, .if they are sustaining mem-
bers, have been forced to cut back their contributions. We have
seen this before, and so it is not a new experience; and if you were
to look at any of the other construction-related associations, their
pattern is the same.

Ms. KAPTUR. The spreadsheet indicates your grants were
$325,960 higher than anticipated in 1990, and for fiscal year 1991
you estimated $1,633,441 for contracts. Is that still accurate?

Mr. KING. That changes from quarter to quarter, but the basic
problem there is so many of our contracts come from Federal Gov-
ernnlent agencies and the involvement of Federal Government
agencies in Federal contracting has decreased. So, again, we are
being squeezed in both directions from our private contributors and
also from the major area of contract activity, which has been Fed-
eral Government agencies.

Ms. KAPTUR. Are you able to tell us now or submit for the record
those contracts that are in the works for 1992?

Mr. KING. I think we could do that.
Mr. HARRS. For 1992 we are not sure. We have some contracts

that span multiyear. We can anticipate how many dollars will be
received in 1992 from an active contract. When you examine the
budget for a Federal agency, which receives all of its money
through an appropriation, basically, they tell you how they plan to
spend that money. We are a much different kind of organization
because we receive funds from different types of sources.

We derive our funds from a multitude of sources, and we can't
predict what will be the number of dollars we are going to receive
from Federal agency contracts. For example, about a year before
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we actually received the contract, the General Services Administra-
tion indicated they were going to issue an indefinite quantity con-
tract for a three-year period. It took them more than a year to get
that contract in place. This is also true for other agencies, we con-
tracted recently with the EPA to develop a manual for managing
asbestos in place, kind of a parallel to our asbestos guide specifica-
tion. It took them about six months longer to get that contract in
place, just because of administrative procedures-no unusual prob-
lems. When the program people finally realized we got the con-
tract, they apologized for it taking so long, but it was literally out
of their hands.

It is very difficult to project the amount or schedule of contracts,
because that is not something the agencies can tell us in advance.

Ms. KAPrUR. We will be asking you to submit more specific infor-
mation, both in 1991 and anticipated 1992 contracts.

Mr. HARRIS. We will be glad to do that, insofar as we have infor-
mation.

[The information follows:]
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As we noted in our testimony, exact figures for contracts in IY 1992 are not
available. However, we are seeking fuding for the following projecta:

AGENCY CONTRACT OSCRIPTION

GSA Technology Transfer

NAVY OCS hancmta

DOD CC3Bdinsat

ARMY Distribution of
Technical anuals

FEMA National Flood Inxurance
Codes & Standards Development

EPA Asbestos 04 Manual

WILTI-
AECY Metric

HUD Lad-Based Paint
Guidelines Revimion

DOE National Program Plan
Building Thermal Envelope

VA Seimic Safety

NIST Building Research Agenda

Estimated Total

ESTIMATED
VY 92 VIkND

$100,000

$100,000

$150,000

$ 75,000

$ 75,000

$ 25,000

$200,000

$ 75,000

$ 50,000

$660,000

$ 50,000

$1,650,000

42-608 0 - 91 - 18
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FACTORY BUILT HOMES

Ms. KAPTUR. Does NIBS involve itself in manufactured housing
standards at all?

Mr. HARIS. We conducted a study three years ago to recommend
alternative voluntary approaches with which to regulate factory-
built housing.

Manufactured housing-by that title, "manufactured," is already
regulated by HUD. The issue was other kinds of factory-built hous-
ing-panelized, closed and open panel systems, and so on, not man-
ufactured homes shipped on a chassis that were previously called"mobile homes."

Ms. KAPTUR. Maybe I should have said "mobile homes," rather
than "manufactured housing."

Mr. HARRIS. NIBS made recommendations to Congress based on
a program conducted by NIBS through a contract with HUD at the
direction of Congress. There have been a number of initiatives in
Congress since that time to come up with one of those approaches.

Essentially, there are two initiatives, one by the States, which is
to form an interstate compact system and the other is a program
devleoped by the model code organizations and the National Asso-
ciation of Home Builders that proposes to utilize the in-place
system of the model codes, called their "evaluation systems." Either
program needs acceptance by industry if it is to work effectively.

Several bills have been introduced in recent years to get a pro-
gram in place. It is essentially a public policy issue. We have dealt
with the technical side. I think that is appropriate extent of NIBS
role.

Ms. KAPTUR. I talked to a man in my home district who for 20
years has repaired mobile homes and has to jack them up and get
under them and work on them, and the trusses that hold these
things up now-and the repair people are actually afraid to work
on them.

He said, "Congresswoman, I want to take you through some of
these plants, because somebody needs to take a look at these, and
people are getting ripped off."

I know, through HUD, we established certain standards, yet they
may not be high enough.

In terms of jurisdiction, I saw some of the fights on the Banking
Committee that tried to put additional standards on this industry.
But there is somebody that knows a whole lot more than I do in
terms of safety and the value of those homes to those buying, and I
would appreciate information that you might be able to give us, the
report you referenced. I was not personally aware of it.

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

I wanted to ask, in 1990 you sponsored a roundtable at the insti-
tute that dealt with product approval process, codes and standards,
et cetera. How are you following up on that and to whom did you
distribute your report? Did anybody respond to your findings?

Mr. HARRIS. Are you referring to the program on construction re-
lated international standards issues?

Ms. KAPrUR. Yes.
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Mr. HARRIS. That program dealt with four or five separate, but
related issues, including international standards, certification, test-
ing, and world-wide accreditation or licensing of design profession-
als. It was a fact-finding effort. We gathered leaders from a variety
of sectors to better understand the extent and the dynamics of the
issues. The report was, as agreed to by the three sponsors (NIBS,.
the National Institute of Science and Technology, and Engineering
News Record Magazine) was for Engineering News Record to pub-
lish a cover story. A copy of NIBS' subsequent newsletter article on
the roundtable is attached.

We also kept a transcript of the record.
Unfortunately, it is just those kinds of issues which we would

like to follow up on, but funds are all too scarce. It is exactly that
kind of issue we use the Congressional funds to address when other
funds are unavailable.

Mr. KING. It was a good start, but there is a lot more work to be
done.

Mr. HARRIS. Bob Gibson is very much involved in one aspect of
that.

Mr. GIBSON. As a matter of fact, I am leaving tomorrow to go to
Chicago to deal with the elements of the Free Trade Agreement be-
tween Canada and the U.S. on the transportability of my licenses
as an engineer or an architect, to practice in Canada, and the Ca-
nadians' reciprocal agreement here.

We are also working with a group called FIEOE, which is Feder-
al Institution of Engineering Organizations in Europe, which are
dealing with 20 different countries, trying to make that same sort
of reciprocal agreement, so that we, as design engineers and archi-
tects, can practice in the global economy.

Part of the problem is that we have more constraints on the
practice of architecture and engineering than any other place in
the world. We can go to those countries and practice; the reciprocal
isn't occurring as easily. When you sit down and negotiate, it be-
comes a very testy situation. This is an outgrowth, of one element
of that particular conference.

We are always dealing with product standards, certification,
codes, and so forth, and trying to entice U.S.-based people to be in-
volved in the international codes and standards issues. So it is an
ongoing thing, and as Mr. Harris mentioned, it got an awful lot of
visibility in Engineering News Record, which is really the grand-
daddy of communication tools we have in the building construction
industry. They covered it very well. Of course, they were our co-
sponsors; they had a vested interest in it.

STATES RESPONSIBILITIES IN INTERNATIONAL IssUES

Mr. HARRIS. Just as an example, Ms. Kaptur, there is a concern
that relates somewhat to what Bob mentioned, and that is archi-
tects and engineers are registered in this country not by the Feder-
al Government, but by States. States also are responsible for regu-
lation of building construction.

A recent magazine article described a scenario about a mechani-
cal system that was approved over the objections of the local code
official, because of the U.S. Free Trade Agreement. It forced the ju-
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risdiction to allow that product to be used even though it violated
the local building code. It was just a prediction of an event in 1995,
but if we aren't careful it could become reality.

It illustrates the local code officials' and fire officials' needs to
have the assurance that those testing products, those writing
standards, and conducting certification programs can be relied
upon as the technical basis for these officials' bottom-line responsi-
bilities.

Unless these officials are comfortable with reliance on foreign
entities, it is going to be extremely difficult for reciprocal actions to
occur. These are the kinds of tough issues we have to deal with in
discussions with the Europeans through EC '92 activities and Asian
countries in the Pacific Rim.

Ms. KAPTUR. There are a few other questions we would like to
submit for the record and would appreciate your reply.

NEW WINDOW GLASS TECHNOLOGY

I just wanted to make mention, in closing, of two small items
that came to mind as I listened to some of you talking. -One is
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass, that exists in my district. They have
spent the last ten years investing millions of dollars in new glass
technologies that are coming on the market. The president of the
company told me, if every home in America would adopt this par-
ticular window, we would save the equivalent of what comes
through the Alaska Pipeline on an annual basis.

Is it really wonderful? It is a major breakthrough. It is moving
into the market, and it is capturing marketshare away from other
windows that are being sold. It is really remarkable, both in terms
of retention of heat energy and also the way it emits whatever
wavelength it is that makes the house cooler in the summer. It
does it simultaneously.

We consider ourselves the glass technology center of the world.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

The other point I just did want to mention, there was some refer-
ence made to affordable housing and some of the materials that
were submitted, and I went to a very interesting meeting yester-
day, and I was talking to them about how they have their lan-
guage, because certain words create a certain negative response to
the public, especially to a homeowner at the lower income.

One gentleman stood up, from Florida, and said, "We don't use
'affordable housing'; we use the term 'starting homes.' It has a
much more palatable sound for the public."

I pass this on. I think the real estate community is familiar.
I thank you very much for your testimony this afternoon and for

your good service.
[Questions and answers for the record and the justifications

follow:]
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Advanced Building Technology Program

Question. Under the National Affordable Housing Act of 1990, NIBS was
assigned responsibility for establishing the Advanced Building Technology
Council. This Council will review and utilize new building technologies in
buildings owned and operated by the federal government which the authorizing
committee hopes will eventually be adopted by the private sector.

In the conference report, the conferees were aware of the need for
federal agencies' willingness to participate in using these new technologies.
They stated that if any regulatory difficulties are found to hinder federal
participation, these problems should be outlined in the Council's first annual
report to Congress.

-- Do you anticipate any difficulty in obtaining Federal participation in
this program?

If so, what kinds of problems?

-- What kind of initiatives would you recommend to the Council to attract
Federal agency participation?

Answer. The Advanced Building Technology Program is intended to be a
voluntary cooperative effort between private industry and federal construction
agencies. We have studied the legislation and have identified a number of
issues that need to be addressed. Legislation establishing the program does
not direct agencies to participate; thus, positive and consistent
participation by the various federal construction agencies is an extremely
important issue.

Before implementing the program and appointing the Advanced Building
Technology Council, we are recommending a study of the following issues by an
industry/government task force:

Purpose: The mission for the Council, the purposes of the
program, and goals and objectives should be fully developed before
implementation. Coordination and cooperation with existing federal and
private programs should be addressed.

Federal Participation; The Federal construction agencies ability
and willingness to use the new technology is critical to the program. A
methodology, procedures, structure, and incentives need to be developed
to maximize participation by the Federal agencies involved in design and
construction.

Guarantees: Assess the feasibility of obtaining five-year
guarantees from technology manufacturers ranging from small start-up
firms to well-established manufacturers. Develop provisions for
guarantees and criteria to be met by technology manufacturers to
minimize the potential of default. Address the responsibilities and
liabilities, and other roles of manufacturers, the Federal agencies, and
the Council associated with guarantees.
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Relationship with NIBSt An a Council within NIBS, the
responsibilities and obligations of the Advanced Building Technology
Council need to be clearly defined. The most appropriate
legal/organizational structure for the Council needs to be determined.
Should the Council be a separate legal entity for the purpose of
entering into contracts and agreements, or should the Council operate
under the organizational structure of NIBS which would enter into
contracts and agreements on behalf of the Council?

The decision on the organizational structure will serve as the
basis for defining the relationship with regard to technical
independence, financial accountability, management, operational
procedures, and legal liabilities.

Council Hemberahip: Guidelines should be developed to assist the
Secretary of HUD in selecting members of the Council. Members of the
Council should be industry leaders expert on the introduction, use, and
evaluation of new technologies. The guidelines would address such
things as the level and type of expertise, industry leadership
qualifications, segments of industry to be represented, time and
financial comitments of Council membership, and other considerations
such as conflict of interest.

Operational Considerations: Operational procedures for
identifying, analyzing, evaluating, and approving building technologies
need to be established. The availability and suitability of existing
criteria, and the feasibility and cost of developing needed performance
criteria against which to evaluate innovative technology is an important
issue. Demonstration program for new technologies, information
management, and technology transfer systems need to be outlined. Based
on the development of operating procedures, a staffing plan should be
prepared.

Program Cost and Potential Income: Start-up and annual operating
budgets need to be developed, and potential sources of income other than
direct appropriations need to be assessed.

Grants and Contracts

Question. I note on your statement of contract income, you are
anticipating $109,293 in potential new contracts in FY 1991. We are already
six months into FT 1991.

-- What kinds of new contracts are you anticipating?

Will they be in place before the end of FY 1991?

Answer. At the beginning of our budget cycle, we often do not know
exactly what contracts will be in place during the following fiscal year, when
these contracts will be In place, or their duration. Some contracts are
already in place and span more than one fiscal year. Some contract work is in
the planning stage, while other work Is in the proposal stage or in the
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contract negotiation stage. Still other contracts result from requests for
assistance from federal agencies--some expected and others unanticipated. The
process of contracting takes place throughout the year, and is not subject to
exact estimates and is certainly not consistent from year to year. The level
of contracts Isften dependent on the funds available to federal agencies for
issues which relate to the Institute's mission. Our budget is prepared for
review and approval by the NIBS board before tho agencies know what funds will
be available through Congressional appropriations.

However, based on past experience, we are confident that new contracts
will coma in during the year. Accordingly, we maintain the capacity to handle
these contracts and our budget reflects the costs and offsetting revenues
associated with maintaining this capacity.

Our original FY 91 budget projected $1.6 million In contracts for the
year, including $109,000 in new contracts as discussed above. Since that
time, we have received several new contracts or contract modifications.
These contracts were to improve and add information to our Construction
Criteria Base and to update and revise the U.S. Courts Design Guides. We now
project our contract income at $[.85 million for FY 91.

Other contracts currently under negotiation include the production of
the 4th edition of the National Program Plan for Thermal Performance of
Building Envelope Systems, and Materials (DOE), updating the NEHRP Recommended
Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations for New Buildings
(FEMA), evaluating the compatibility of flood lose reduction standards with
the provisions in model building codes (FEMA), and coordinating the metric
conversion of federal construction (interagency). At this point in time, we
do not know when these contracts will be signed, their amounts, or their
duration.

Question. I note on the spreadsheet that grants/contracts were $325,960
higher than anticipated for fiscal year 1990. For fiscal year 1991, you
estimated $1,633,441 for grants/contracts.

Is this estimate still accurate?

-- At the hearing last year we discussed your difficulty in obtaining
government contracts. (p. 787) Are you still having difficulty in
obtaining government contacts?

Answer. As noted above in the answer to the previous question, we are
now projecting contract revenues of $1.85 million for FY 91.

Regarding our difficulties in obtaining government contracts which we
discussed last year, we noted two main problems. The first problem was the
restricted budgets of many of the agencies with which we work. Virtually
every federal agency with which we work has faced budget cuts due to the
federal deficit. These budget cuts often hit discretionary funds and research
and development activities hardest. Working with agencies individually, there
does not appear to be a ready solution to this problem. If pressing issues of
interest to all federal construction agencies, such as metrication, could be
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addressed cooperatively by NIBS in conjunction with affected agencies, the
funds could be directed to NIBS without passing through each agency; thus,
allowing the issue to be attacked more quickly and likely saving considerable
cost by eliminating agency administrative costs and individual contracting
efforts.

The second problem dealt with the issue of sole source contracting. At
many agencies, contracting officials simply would not issue sole source
contracts, as a matter of agency policy. Others did not interpret NIBS'
authorizing legislation as a sufficient justification for sole source
contracts.

During FY 1990, we worked with the Office of Federal Procurement Policy
(OFPP) to help clarify, the circumstances under which federal agencies could
issue sole source contracts to the Institute. Last September, OFPP issued a
memorandum to all agency procurement executives noting that since the NIBS
authorizing legislation (P.L. 93-383, section 809(g)(3)) specifically
authorized agencies and departments to contract with NIBS, the exception to
full and open competition at FAR 6.302-5 may be used as appropriate to award
such contracts.

A copy of this memorandum is attached. One agency's contracting officer
has indicated that the OFPP memorandum notwithstanding, he is opposed to
issuing sole source contracts to NIBS or any other organization. Hopefully,
this individual's position is not widespread and the OB/OFPP memorandum will
alleviate some of the difficulties we discussed last year, although it is
still too early to determine If this problem has been resolved.

Directory of Online Databases

Question. In your statement last year, (p. 760, hearing record), one of
your major initiatives was the Directory of Online Databases. This database
would provide building professionals with pertinent and up-to-date information
on building technologies.

-- What has happened to this initiative?

Answer. The Directory of Online Databases was published in October,
1989. It identifies more than 200 databases which are available to building
sciences practitioners, covering a broad range of domestic and international
technical and regulatory information. These databases may be accessed and
searched using personal computer equipped with a modem.

The directory is included on our Construction Criteria Base, and is
distributed quarterly to approximately 1000 public and private sector
subscribers; thus reaching about 4,500 individual users. In addition, we have
sold 110 hard copies of the directory on an individual basis.
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Classifications of NIBS' Members

Question. In your testimony on page 3, you mention that there are 13
member classifications within your Consultative Council. You also state that
your work is done primarily through co ittees that are structured to maintain
a balance among viewpoints.

A. I would be interested in knowing what the actual percentage* are
for women, minorities, elderly and handicapped, in terms of
representation on the council and on the committees.

Answer. In the 1974 legislation authorizing the creation of NIBS (P.L.
93-383, Section 809), Congress required the establisent of a Board of
Directors, which "shall include (A) representatives of the construction
industry, Including representatives of construction labor organizations,
product manufacturers, and builders, housing management experts, and experts
in building standards, codes and fire safety, and (B) members representative
of the public interest In such numbers as may be necessary to assure that a
majority of the members of the board represent the public interest and that
there is adequate consideration by the Institute of consumer interests".
Those representing the public Interest shall include 'architects, professional
engineers, officials of Federal, State and local agencies, and representatives
of consumer organizations" (P.L. 93-383 section (c)(l)).

The Institute was also required to establish a "Consultative Council,
membership in which shall be available to representatives of all appropriate
private, trade, professional and labor organizations, private and public
standards, codes and testing bodies, public regulatory agencies, and consumer
groups, so as to ensure a direct line of communication between such groups and
the Institute and a vehicle for representative hearings on matters before the
Institute' (P.L. 93-383 sec (c)(8)).

The membership classifications within the council are derived from the
language and intent of the Institute's authorizing legislation. These
categories are, 1) Consumer and General Interest, 2) Architects, 3)
Engineers, 4) Federal Government, 5) State and Local Government, 6) Building
Construction, 7) Labor Organizations, 6) Housing, 9) Building Materials and
Products, 10) Standards, II) Real Estats, Finance and Insurance, and
12) Research, Testing and Other Services.

Host of the Institute's work is done by balanced and representative
project committees through the Consultative Council. When a matter before the
Institute requires a consensus of the building community, the Board refers it
to the Council. In turn, the Council forms project committees which are
representative" to assure the opportunity for involvement by all affected and
knowledgeable interests, and 'balanced' so that no single interest can
dominate the proceedings. Reports of a project committee must be approved by
a two-thirds majority of votes cast. The By-Laws and operatingrules of the
Institute and Council are designed to ensure that balance and consensus is
achieved on matters before the Institute.

The terms 'balance' and 'consensus' relate specifically to the intent of
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the authorizing legislation. The Institute does not maintain membership
classification for women, minorities, elderly, or handicapped, and
accordingly, does not keep records which would indicate the representation of
these groups on the Council or on project comittees. The concerns,
viewpoints and Interests of these groups would be voiced by public interest
representatives, as defined in the legislation. Public interest
representatives are those falling within the first five membership
classifications listed above.

Lead-Based Paint

Question. Under the section on lead-based paint In your testimony, you
note on the bottom of page 8 that you submitted to HUD a final document
entitled 'Lead-Based Paint Testing, Abatement, Cleanup and Disposal
Guidelines. You go on to say that In order to avoid conflicts with HUD'S
forthcoming guidelines, HUD requested that you not release the document and
instead used your document to develop their's which was released in September
1990.

A. Were there any critical points in your report that were not
included, either partially or fully, in the HUD ,eport? If yes,
what are they? Do you know why HUD did not incorporate them?

Answer. In Augst 1988 NIBS signed a contract with HUD to develop a
technical guide for the testing, abatement, cleanup and disposal of lead-based
paint In buildings. Following the March 1989 completion of NIBS' six month
effort, HUD asked that NIBS not publish its guidelines because HUD planned to
review and refine the NIBS guide and publish it by October 1, 1989. HUD
representatives indicated that their concerns included the high costs of lead-
based paint abatement and the resulting impact on HUD's Comprehensive
Improvements Assistance Program (CrAP). HUD representatives expressed the
concern that If there were two guidelines on the same subject it would likely
be a cause of confusion in both the public and private sectors. Further, the
HUD representatives indicated that they planned to reformat the document so it
would better serve the specific administrative needs of officials responsible
for public and Indian housing, HUD's singular audience for the guide.

On April 18, 1990, HUD first released its document, Lead-Based Paint:
Interim Guidelines for Hazard Identification and Abatement in Public and
Indian Housing. This publication of nearly 600 pages contains a great deal of
administrative information not included in the scope of work for the NIBS
guide. The Institute was not asked to take part in the Department's process
to revise the NIBS draft and was not provided an opportunity to review interim
drafts developed by HUD.

NIBS hasn't the resources with which to conduct a detailed and
comprehensive review of the HUD document; however, based on our preliminary
assessment, the HUD guidelines provide the only comprehensive guidance
available on this complex problem. In most respects there are close
similarities between the HUD guidelines and the March 1989. NIBS guide. The
following paragraphs describe several of the differences between the NIBS
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document and the HUD guide and other areas where more definitive guidance is
needed by industry to better protect workers and the public:

I. In the testing chapter the HUD guidelines recommend more
confirmation testing than the NIBS document. This is the result
of HUD's consideration of the December 1989, report developed by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which
provides a better basis for the testing section to improve the
accuracy of methods to identify lead-based paint in buildings.
(The NIST report was not yet available at the time NIBS' project
work was underway.) Thus, the HUD guidelines is intended to
result in abating fewer surfaces than may have been the case
following the NIBS guide. But, testing costs will be higher
because of the increased need for confirmation testing to verify
the results of the less than completely reliable XRF tests. HUD's
objective was to achieve lower costs overall; however, we are not
aware of definitive cost analysis studies to confirm that this is
the case.

2. One area in the HUD guidelines which warrants very careful
consideration is the provision for medical removal of workers in
the chapter on worker protection. The OSHA lead health standard,
which we understand (and the HUD guide indicates) does not apply
to construction activities, is defined in the HUD guidelines as 40
micrograms (ug) of lead per deciliter (dl) of blood. In this
measure, the higher the number the greater the quantity of lead in
the blood and the greater the harm to the worker. NIBS' committee
agreed that appropriate federal agencies should reexamine this
issue and act promptly to set an appropriate health standard
suitable for lead-based paint abatement work. The concern, of
course, is for the well being of the workers who will carry out
lead-based paint abatement. Absent an applicable federal health
standard for lead hazards in the construction industry, NIBS'
project committee recommended HUD use the 30 ug/dl blood lead
level medical removal standard adopted by the city of Baltimore,
Maryland.

For the purposes of determining when to remove a worker from
the job for protection of the worker's health, the HUD guidelines
issued in April of 1990, cited both 50 ug/dl and 30 ug/dI. Thus,
it is probable that those using this version of the HUD guide will
be confused as to which level to use. It is our understanding
that HUD, OSHA, NIOSH, EPA, and OMB revised the content of this
chapter and reissued it in September of 1990. In the later
version, the level of 40 ug/dI is vaguely suggested to be the
blood lead level triggering medical removal of a worker. But the
HUD Guide doesn't explicitly establish such a level. Accordingly,
there are concerns as to wheti,er or not the HUD Guide contains
adequate medical removal requirements to sufficiently protect
workers.

OSHA is now writing a lead standard for construction, but it
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is not likely to be issued until 1994. Host health experts on the
NIBS committee indicated that the OSHA industry level i
inadequate for construction operations and too high for proper
worker protection. It is our understanding that the federal
agencies involved in finalizing the worker protection chapter were
concerned about jurisdiction and possible confusion resulting from
multiple standards for similar purposes.

3. Although numerous abatement methods were allowed by the NIBS
draft, the abatement techniques commonly called replacement,
enclosure, and encapsulation were recommended because they sre
more effective in controlling the production of lead-bearing dust.
Replacement involves removing building components (windows, doors,
frames, trim, baseboards, etc.) with the lead-based paint intact
and replacing them with new components which do not contain lead.
Enclosure and encapsulation involve covering the lead-based paint
with another durable surface such as wallboard, wood paneling, or
vinyl wall covering, which if properly maintained is designed to
prevent further contamination of the living environment.

Among the techniques available to remove paint at the
project site, the NIBS guide allowed limited scraping with water
misting while recommending against use of dry scraping because the
NIBS project committee found that it was likely to produce
unacceptably large quantities of lead-bearing dust that could not
be controlled by available means. Data considered by the NIBS
committee indicated that it is very difficult to adequately-
control workers' blood lead levels when extensive dry scraping is
used, even if workers use respirators and protective clothing.
The HUD guidelines allow dry scraping without water misting;
although, cautions are included that dry scraping generates large
amounts of dust, possibly requiring more extensive worker
protection, containment, and extra cleanup. In most other
respects regarding on-site paint removal, the HUD guide parallels
NIBS' recommendations.

4. A great deal of information is contained in the technical
appendices to the HUD guidelines. Some of the appendix
information contains incorrect sequencing for clearance testing.
Although the information in the main sections of the document
appears to be correct, this may cause some confusion.

5. The HUD guide contains example guidance in its appendices to
aid the public housing authority in procuring the services of
testing agents and contractors. However, these materials are not
consistent with conventional procurement methods and language used
successfully in construction. As a result, it is our
understanding that there remains an unacceptable level of
confusion in the field and a lack of pragmatic guidance tools for
use by designers, contractors, and workers.
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Radon

Question. I have a question regarding the section of your testimony
dealing with radon. On page 13, you say that your document on standards and
techniques for controlling radon levels within new buildings should not be
used for regulatory purposes. This is in part because that is limited
research and testing on some of the methods.

A. How crucial is this research in terms of health hazards to the
public?

B. What would you recommend in terms of conducting this research.
such as funding needed? Exactly what federal or private agencies
would be involved in this, Including yourself?

Answer. The most important question, the extent of the effects of
various levels of radon in homes on the occupants of those homes remains
unanswered. We understand that data on the health effects of miners have been
used by the EPA to estimate that from 5,000 to 20,000 people die annually due
to radon (H.R. 1066 indicates that radon causes 8,000 to 40,000 deaths
annually). The EPA's estimate is the most widely used federal government
approximation on the health effects of radon made to date. Although NIBS has
no health effects data with which to evaluate the accuracy of this estimate,
questions have been raised about its validity because of comparatively lower
lung cancer rates in states and localities which, based on the EPA's survey,
have among the highest radon levels in homes. Recently some private sector
scientific organizations and individuals have challenged or disputed EPA's
conclusions for these and other reasons.

Researching the effectiveness of radon mitigation techniques is crucial
to determine the actual effectiveness of these techniques to prevent radon
from entering the living space. This is especially needed because there are
many more then five or six residential dwelling unit construction
configurations. Rather, there are virtually thousands when one considers the
combinations of types of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning system.
(forced air, radiation, appliance exhaust fans, etc.) in combination with
structural/foundation systems (basements, slab-on-grade, crawl space, and
combinations of these) in combination with different foundation materials
(concrete, concrete masonry units, clay masonry units, and treated wood
foundations) and differing soll types and varying ground water conditions.

Further, the radon mitigation techniques proposed by the EPA are far
more difficult to apply in existing dwellings, and the variables Influencing
their effectiveness are much more difficult to determine because they are
usually concealed.

However, complex the task to adequately research these nearly countless
permutations, it probably seems preferable to trying to determine the answer
to the most important and far more difficult question--the extent of health
effects due to radon exposure at the levels typically found in homes. The
lack of a definitive answer to the primary question (What are the health
effects of radon typically found in homes?), renders the importance of
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investigations to determine the effectiveness of various techniques to
mitigate radon in homes, in terms of health hazards to the public, lees
significant.

EPA has worked cooperatively with the National Association of Home
Builders to identify and test radon reduction techniques in now and some
existing home construction. It appears that the EPA believes the research
carried out to date provides a sufficient basis to recommend regulation. The
Institute's Project Committee found that some construction techniques, such as
crawl space construction, haven't been tested adequately to assure repeatable
results Ien using the recommended radon prevention methods. Further, many
non-resid ntial building types have not been tested to determine prevalent
radon levels or the effect of possible mitigation techniques; thus, the
committee found It premature to recommend definitive radon mitigation methods
for these building types.

Before radon can be effectively managed through the nation's existing
building regulatory process, many believe three fundamental determinations
must be made. First, a health/safety level Is needed. Second, the techniques
with which to control radon's entry into homes and buildings must be known--
significantly better than we know them today. Third, the responsibility of
the parties involved must be established. These parties include owners,
builders, testing agents, product manufacturers, designers, contractors, and
state and local regulators. Health/safety levels are needed to know when to
apply remedial measures and to assess their effectiveness. More complete
knowledge about the effectiveness of mitigation measures is needed to
determine which are appropriate for various conditions in order to avoid
significantly-adding to the cost of already expensive housing.

EPA has established a strong radon research program and it would seem is
the likely agency for carrying out needed federal radon research in concert
with the Department of Energy's related building energy and radon programs.
In addition CPSC may have a role to advise consumers on the issue regarding
radon testing and mediation services for existing homes. These agencies and
representatives of the building community sectors mentioned in the previous
paragraph should be involved in further research to respond to continuing
public interest needs and in the development of alternative regulatory
approaches. The Institute believes its mission is to coordin-te the
Interaction between these sectors and the federal government. Without such
coordination, it Is doubtful that efficient radon controls will be
implemented. The cost of such a program should be carefully estimated based
on a comprehensive planning effort.
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Lead-Based Paint

What conclusions were drawn from the lead paint conference sponsored by
N.I.B.S.? May I have a copy of the final report?

Answer: NIBS' Lead-Based Paint Task Force developed and accepted the
following findings and recommendations in its report to the Institute:

1. Meaningful solutions to the lead-based paint (LBP) hazards
in housing may require actions which constitute new ideas and
require updates of older concepts. This will require coordinated
action among several agencies of the federal government and
private sector organizations. As the first step, the Congress
should provide legislative direction to agencies assigning duties
to carry out the recommendations of the task force.

2. The LBP problem in housing, although a concern since the
early 1970s, still has received neither appropriate or adequate
national attention, a sufficiently high priority, nor the
resources it deserves. The Task Force finds the LBP issue has and
continues to warrant Immediate and Increased attention as a
national priority.

3. The Task Force recommends the knowledge and technology
developed in the early 1970s be reexamined in view of current
research and technological advances in order to assure the best
understanding of the health effects of lead based paint and to
foster application of the most effective identification,
management, and abatement methods available today.

4. Federal agencies such as HUD, EPA, HHS, OSHA, and CPSC, in
cooperation with private organizations representing consumers,
homeowners, residential tenants, housing authorities, housing
rehabilitation contractors, designers, lenders, realtors, the
paint industry, testing laboratories, the research and development
community must work cooperatively to resolve this problem. To
accomplish this, a standing technical working group, representing
the above interests, should be created as a NIBS activity to
define goals and priorities and monitor progress of a national
program to resolve the LBP problem. Also the Departments of
Transportation and Defense can make meaningful contributions.

5. A national resource center and clearinghouse is needed to
collect data and provide authoritative responses to questions and
provide accurate and practical information on the LBP problem.

6. The Task Force recommends that a "model" publication
approach be utilized to produce and disseminate guidance for the
identification, testing, management and abatement of LBP. This
approach promotes the development of nationally recognized
technical guidance documents for voluntary use and adoption by
states and local jurisdictions, thereby facilitating consistency
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across the country and reducing duplication of criteria
development efforts.

7. The limited knowledge base for making rational decisions
about how to resolve the problem of LBP needs to be expanded in
order for the nation to comprehend, accept and apply now concepts
and technologies. Additional research and testing is needed to
broaden the knowledge base, thus permitting it to serve as a
proper foundation fpr action by decision makers in determining
proper approaches. Work is specifically needed to assess current
technology for the Identification and abatement of LBP and to
practically apply promising research results.

8. There is an urgent need for additional abatement research
and testing to serve as the basis for technical and health
standards for lead dust and aerosol. The standards are needed
because lead particles in the air and dust and on surfaces within
houses with lead paint are suspected to be major contributors to
lead poisoning. The standards should be based on appropriate new
research conclusions for pre-, interim-, and post-abatement lead
levels to protect occupants and workers.

9. Many factors bear on the decision of when and how to abate,
such as different housing types, ownership, local environments,
and the condition of components, materials and equipment in each
house. These factors may serve as constraints which limit the
abatement options. Abatement may include a variety of techniques,
including removal, replacement (a form of removal involving -
replacement of the substrate), or encapsulation, in addition to
specific clean up procedures. While encapsulation may appear the
most cost effective and safest method, encapsulation may defer,
rather than eliminate, the hazard. Also, abatement may consist of
a variety of techniques which are part of an overall maintenance
or repair program.

Based on these dynamics, the process leading up to the
decision of whether and how abate requires prompt development and
publication of a detailed set of guidelines which should be based
on current technology and be carefully coordinated with current
federal laws and regulations.

10. Typically, removing LBP by conventional means Imposes a
severe health risk upon workers and occupants. An improper
abatement may well pose a more Inmoediate hazard than the "un-
abated" intact lead based paint. Thus, there is need for detailed
state-of-the-art guidance documents describing proper materials
and equipment, correct work and safety procedures, and suitable
clearance methods for the accepted abatement methods.

11. LBP problems exist in the private as well as the public
sector and both should be addressed. HUD regulations now address
public sector housing. There could be some carryover into the
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private sector through the FHA/VA financing for mortgages of
private homes; however, other efforts are needed to effect
parallel action to mitigate private housing hazards.

A copy of the report by the task force to the Institute's board of
directors, Lead-Based Paint In Housing, upon which the above response was
largely based, is attached. More specific recommendations were made by the
three discussion groups which addressed the topics of testing, abatement
actions, and lead-based paint problem management. These recommendations are
included in Section B. of the report, Discussion Group Reports.
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BALANCE SHEET

IST QUARTER, FY 91

ASSETS SEPT 30, 1990 DEC 31, 1990

CURRENT ASSETS:
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS $ 744,504 $ 590,527
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE $ 1737,036 $ 456,385
INVENTORIES $ 3,284 $ 12,870
DEPOSITS $ 22,931 $ 24,836
OTHER $ 11,606 $ 1,732
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS $1,519,361 $1,086,350

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $ 368,849 $ 377,472
LEASEHOLD IMPROVEMENTS $ 56,498 $ 56,498

$ 425,347 $ 433,970

LESS:
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
AND AMORTIZATION $ 146,770 S 156.770
NET PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT $ 278,577 $ 277,200

RESTRICTED CASH $ 515,416 $ 520,902

TOTAL ASSETS $2,313,354 $1,884,452

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $ 386,141 $ 71,830
OBLIGATIONS UNDER CAPITAL
LEASE $ 41,302 $ 40,485
CONTRACT ADVANCES $ 150,000 $ 150,000
DEFERRED REVENUES $ 244,549 $ 239,600
ACCRUED LEASE OBLIGATION $ 209,682 $ 230,474
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1,031,674 $ 732,389

FUND BALANCE

DESIGNATED - CASH RESERVES $ 515,416 $ 520,902
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE $ 766,264 $ 631,161
TOTAL FUND BALANCE $1,281,680 $1,152,063

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
FUND BALANCE $2,313,354 $1,884,452

woom m nomilll JlID ell IJ iS Ill IIell Jill II el IJlll
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1ST QUARTER iFT 91
INCOME STATEMENT

INCOME
APPROPIUATrOKS
CONTRACT ICOW
RESTRICTED DONATIONS
UNREST. DONATIOK
PUILICATIOM SALEs
CC3 NMiI SALES
HlMBXR NIES
rTum nwa
SEINUAOWUMTN~
OTHER -J%
TOTAL INCOlM

SALARIES AND VAGES
FRING IUIEFITS
CONSULTANTs
BOARD IF
BOARD TRAVL
STAFF TRAVL
COMITTE TRAVEL,
TELSMIE AND OSTAGE

PRINTIM AND COPT
OFFICE SUPLIES
LEASED WIP5IT
UzQUImPT MAINT.
STAFFING
LRGAL/AUDIT
RET A D OCCUPACY
DERzrECATIow/AnR.
INSURANCE
ADVERTISING/PROMlO.
INTEREsT/zA2E FEE
COST OF CCa SALES

MAL XX S)

unT fwomE (LOUS)

DEC 31, 1990
$ 0

284,574
0

22,000
186,151
33,212
21,579
12,538
9,150

180
$ 569,384

$ 283,959
92,331
57,931

900
15,110

6,8680
14,539
22,385
18,651
38,491
11,359

112
(1,671)

0
0

75,705
10,000
4,235

0
1,328

46,616
141

$ 699,001

* (129,617)

ANNUAL
BUDGET

$ 250,000
1,307,325

0
150,000

1,011,200
232,800
122,000
45.200
7,500

0
$3,126,025

$1,095,237
343,819
340,514

10,000
75,000
74,700

205,000
106,869
36,900

161,175
45,750
1,200
5,000
2,500

40,000
240,041
40,000
20,000

102,000
12,000

234,700
500

$3,192,905

REMAINING
$ 250,000
1,022,751

0
128,000
825,049
199,588
100,421
32,662
(1,650)
(180)

$2,556,641

$ 611,278
251,488
282,583

9,100
59,890
67,820
190,461
84,484
18,249

122,684
34,391
1,088
6,671
2,500

40,000
164,336
30,000
15,765

102,000
10,672

188,084
360

$2,493,904

$ (66,880) $ 62,737

2 of
budat
02

22%
02

182
142

281
122%

182

26%
27%
172
92

202
91
71

21%
512

241
252
92
02
02
02

322
252
212

0%
112
202
282
222

1942
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FY89 FY90 FY90 FY91

CATA6ORY ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET

6RANTS/CONTRACTS 11,573,591 $1,84?,965 $2,173,925 $1,633,441
MEMBERSHIP $113,934 $119,150 $109,162 $117,000

DONATIONSUNRESTR. $99,744 $150,000 $92,000 $100,000
DONATIONSIRESTR. $141,192 $46,809 $26,808 $0

PUBLICATIONS $872,342 $962,560 $890,390 $1,194,000
SERINARS/NORKSHOPS $34,057 $17,575 $22,175 $8,750

INTEREST $35,626 $22,000 $56,190 $45,200
MISCELLANEOUS ($3,607) $0 $43 $0

TRUST FUND/APPROPRIATIONS $500,000 $492,000 $492,000 $0

TOTAL $3,366,879 $3,658,059 $3,862,693 $3,098,391

SALARIES I NWAGS $859,051 $1,017,755 $1,045,382 $1,141,505
FRINGE BENEFITS $224,345 $317,748 $307,878 $339,722

CONSULTANTS/SUBCONTRACT $703,910 $767,114 $968,766 $540,771
BOARD FEES $9,450 $10,000 $5,000 $7,500

TRAVEL $168,599 $185,806 $225,266 $313,970
COMMUNICATIONS $89,246 $95,366 $100,524 $103,491

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES $299,905 $340,830 $282,299 $266,126
OCCUNPANCY/RENT $275,789 $201,350 $206,794 $240,041
COST OF SALES $290,227 $241,580 $262,905 $187,700

OTHER $112,334 $130,510 $92,073 $110,000

TOTAL EIPENSE $3,031,856 $3,308,059 $3,496,907 $3,250,826

EXCESS (DEFICIT) OF

REVENUE OVER EXPENSES $335,023 $350,000 $365,786 ($152,435)

PLUS/I(NINUS)i TRANSFERS TO
CASH RESERVES ($102,432) ($300,000) ($412,984) to

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE $232,591 $50,000 "($47,198) ($152,435)

UNDESI6NATED FUND BALANCE AT
BINNING OF YEAR $580,871 $813,462 $813,462 $766,264

UMKSI6NATED FUND BALANCE $813,462 $863,462 $766,264 $613,829

LESS NET FURNITURE
AND EQUIPMENT $256,427 $306,427 $278,577 $243,577

AVAILABLE FUND BALANCE $557,035 $557,035 $497,687 $370,252
:ZS2z232zzzszzu u:zxzszgzzszz3s:z2sa:X:zzzX2Xs2z szzusZa2:zXZ ZXXXzXzg2 Z.
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FY 90 FY 91
CONTRACT AGENCY ACTUAL BUDGET

MI RESEARCH NAVY S536,824 133,606
CCI RESEARCH VA so $49,919
CCI RESEARCH AIR FORCE s0 $50,873
CCI RESEARCH ARMY 1o 189,399
EPA RAIN EPA $61,219 s0

ASIESTOS GM EPA so $49,458
NIST KM EEOPE DLNS NIST $9,554 134,629
GUL UERY iORKSHOPS DOE $7,396 $2,459
NIST RESEARCH AGENDA NOS $33,484 121,120

LIFELINES FEMA 11,113 $34,246
DSC SEISMIC PROVISIONS FEMA $678,685 $725,192

MOEL COKS STUDY 6SA 11,590 $0
GSA IFO SYSTEM STUDY GSA 6?,800 so

GSA TEDIKLOSY TRANSFER GSA so $155,050
AOUSC COURTS CRITERIA AOUSC 1769,937 $271,000
HHSICAlOI/FPA COD STUDY N.J. 17,323 $7,200
POTENTIAL dEN CONTRACTS VARIES 1o $109,293

$2,173,925 $1633,441TOTALS
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SUMMARY OF SALARY CHANGES FROM FY 90 TO FY 91

INCREASES
INCREASES (DECREASES)

FY 90 FY 91 NOTES DUE TO SALARY DUE TO PERSONNEL
ACTUAL BUDGET (SEE ATTACHED) INCREASES CHAINS

PRESIDENT $82,500 $88,188 15,688 so
EXEC DIPECTOR, BSSC 175,250 $?9,888 14,638 so

VP PLANNING 168,500 173,663 $5,163 so

DIRECTOR, CCB PROGRAM $67,333 $74,700 $?,367 s0
YP FINANCE/ADMIN $56,500 $59,915 $3,415 tO

DIRECTOR, TECH. PROGRAMS 155,000 058,826 $3,826 sO
PROGRAM M6R 145,000 852,500 $7,500 so

DIRECTOR, COMMUNICATIONS $42,083 $32,681 I to 119,402)
PRO6RAN MGR 141,913 147,025 2 12,096 $3,016

PROGRAM M6R $38,600 27,500 3 6o 1I11,100)

PROGRAM M6R $38,415 $32,500 4 so 1$5,915)

COMPUTER SPECIALIST $33,625 135,794 $2,169 1o
MGR., CCD INFO SYSTEMS $33,500 145,386 5 $1,675 $10,211

GR, OFFICE SERVICES 133,000 135,275 12,275 to

06R., MEETINGS 131,250 $16,000 6 $0 ($15,250)
M6R PUBICATIONSIMDRSHP 130,066 131,125 $1,059 so

ASSISTANT PRO6RAM M6R 128,920 133,000 11,290 12,800

ADMIN ASSISTANT, BSSC 127,563 $30,089 12,525 to
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 127,542 $30,087 12,545 1o

SECRETAAY, VP PLANNING $25,41? 126,975 11,558 so

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECI $23,000 $25,419 $2,419 $o
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECI 118,610 $0 7 so ($18,610)
SECRETARY, ADMINISTRATION $18,302 119,192 1890 1o
MAIL/COPY ROOM CLERK $17,722 19,000 8 $o ($8,722)

CCO PRODUCTIONS ASSISTANT $15,333 128,000 9 $767 S11,900
PRO6RAM 06R $14,850 $18,7?9 20 $0 13,928
PR0RM NCR 112,635 to It $0 ($12,635)

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER $9,312 $35,000 12 10 $25,688
SUMMER INTERNS $5,290 $0 1o ($5,290)

VP COMMUNICATIONS/DEVLP $4,615 172,000 13 1o $67,385
RECEPTIONIST 13,463 so 14 1o (13,463)

CCB PRODUCTIONS ASSISTANT $0 118,000 15 $o 118,000
TEMPORARIES $14,839 15,000 16 10 1$9,839)

DEFERRED EXPENSE (1917) to $o 1917
ACCRUED VACATION EXPENSE $6,350 $0 $o (16,350)

$1,045,3812 $1,141,505 $58,855 $37,267
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SUMMARY OF INTERNALLY FUNDED PROJECTS AND MO M
FY 196 - FY 1990

COST

PROJECT DESCRIPTION FY 86 FY 87 FT 86 FY 89 FY 90 TOTAL
#t41t#####t#t####tl##t#ttl##tti#etti#t#t#1tttl, t ####ttl ##ttt #tttltt#tt#tt#tl ###tt#ttttti tttltttttl#t

REI6ULATORY UPDATE
ROLES/RE$PONSIILITIES
ASBESTOS GUIKSPEC
LAND USE
BUILDING ENERGY COMMITTEE
FOREIGN HOUSING TECHNOLOGY
PUBLIC INFORMATION
LEAD BASED PAINT
COUNCIL FORS
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
FORE16N INFLUENCES
HOUSING REHABILITATION
INDOOR AIR/AON
ASBESTOS 6UD SPEC REVISION
ADA CONFERENCE
A/E/C SYSTEMS CONFERENCE
WOOD PROTECTION COUNCIL
BLD6 THERMAL ENVELOPE COORD. CNCL
NIBS SHARE OF CONTRACT COSTS

S2,555
61,22

$74,415
$33,489
$9,176
$3,641
$68,70?

so
so
so
so
$0
$o
$0
$o
so

$5,242
627,161

$230,387

s0 $o t0
$0 $0 $0
so to so

111,361I $13,204 $4,107
$2,831 $0 $0
$10,718 $0 $13,734

$237,225 $170,90 $192,440
$15,271 $25,176 $0
$1,512 $0 $0
$79,254 $34,641 $0
$64,563 $38,386 $o
$92,240 $1,288 $0
$7,397 $0 $22,521
$1,387 $34,231 $6,507

$0 $0 $0
0 0 $31,347

$10,568 $15,131 $13,965
$2,414 $7,524 $23,562

$113,212 $194,981 $96,476

$456,045 $749,961 $5,563 $404,667 $220,673 $2,366,909

$0
$0
$0

so
so

$11, 143

so
so

to

$29,009
$17,452

so
$0
*0

$2,086

$2,555
$1,272

174,415
$173,384
$12,007
$26,094
$830,265
$40,447
$1,512

$113,915
$102,949
$93,536
$29,916
171, 134
$17,452
$31,347
$44,906
$60,661

$637,141
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NOTES TO SALARY SCHEDULE

I. Position reduced to port time status

2. Position vacant 1.5 months in FY 90

3. Part time position, workload varies

4. Part time position, workload varies

5. Position increased to full time from part time

6. Position eliminated 3/91

7. Position eliminated 9/90

S. Position eliminated 3/91

9. New position, vacant 4.5 months during FY 90

10. Part time position, work load varies

11. Position eliminated 1/90

12. New position, vacant 9 months in FY 90

13. New position, vacant 11.5 months in FY 90

14. Position eliminated, 1/90

15. New Position

16. Part time temporaries, workload varies
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CUtR PRtOJ2C2 -- Irebruary 1991

ASIESTOS ADATUST--I1TS' Asbestos Abatement and ManAtement in Buildings. Model
Guide Specifications provides comprehensive procurement guidance for a wide range of
options for asbestos abatement and maintenance and repair in buildings. MISS'
committee is now updating the guide's introduction to include help on contract
document coordination and now sections on abatement of non-friable interior and
exterlor asbestos containing materials such as floorlag, siding and roofing.

CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA SASt (CC)--NIbS' CD-ESO discs include federal guide
specifications, standards, cost estimating system, design manuals and other design
and construction criteria. The rapidly growing system enables designers,
specification and others to search and retrieve, edit, and prepare guide
specifications quickly and easily. Presently, CCI Include* guide specifications for
the Navy. Army, NASA, VA, GSA, and AIA. The disc also contains MAYTAC Design
Manuals, Corps Technical Manuals, the DOt's Design Criteria, model building codes,
regulations, and many other referenced federal, military and non-government
standards from 15 federal agencies and more than 100 private organLztions.

NOISTURS CONTROL XSOP--MIVS' building Thermal Rvelope Coordinating Council will
hold a workshop, Rugs, Mold, and Rots Identifying and Remedying Moisture Damage in
Existing Residential Structures. The May 1991 Vaahington. D.C. workshop, will
address issues like correct humidity levels and the role of the builder and occupant
in moisture control through case studies, presentations, and roundtable discussions.

FIRS HAZARDS--A KIDS group has developed a new performance method for measuring the
potential toxic smoka hazard of building products and contents. The proposed method
integrates 3 basic fire characteristic* (ignitloa time, rate of burning and toxic
potency) into a single index value. The method is being submitted to recognized
standards organizations for developing a voluntary casensus standard test method.

GSA INPORMATIO/TUXCOLOGT TRAMSiM -- NIV8 will assist the Public Buildings Service
(P33) of the General Services Administration in developing a system to translate
established research and case studies into standards and criteria for direct use by
the FP$. The system ia being designed to enhance the acquisition, planning, design.
construction, security, quality, operations and mainteance of federal buildings.

GSA CODE STUDT--MIIS has advised the General Services Administration's Public
Buildings Service om methods for using applicable national building coda. in the
construction, alteration and repair of federal buildings. The GSA/IS Codes Study
report (available from 3133) offers alternative strategies for determining which
model building codes and other cods should be follomd geographicallyl and the
procedures and resources needed to insure complaaco with recommended nodes.

U.S. COURTS DESIW--Uader a cooperative program with the Administrative Office of
the U.S. Courts, MIS3 is developing new design criteria for federal courts
facilities. The work includes specialized requisite space allocation, furniture,
finishes, security, acoustics, mechanLcal-electrical system and automation.

HIALTH CARS FACILITIRE CODS31--IlS is comparing the three nationally recognized
model codes with the National Fire Protection Association's Life Safety Code as they
pertain to health care facilities. The comparisons will determine the extent to
which the model codes are comparable to the MFLPA standard and whether the model
codes protect patients and personnel In Institutional health care occupancies
cortLfLd for participation In Medicare and Modicaid to the sam extent as the Life
Safety Code.
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LAND DEVZLPKIUET--NI$' task force has written land development guidelines designed
for use by local planning officials and others involved in the planning and zoning
process. The report, Land-Use Regulations Handbook, identifies cost effective
zoning techniques and various land use practices which can increase the supply of
affordable housing without compromising the Integrity or quality of the environment.

LEAD-DA3ED PAINT--NIIS prepared technical guidelines for the testing, abatement,
clean-up and disposal of lead-based paint in public and Indian housing. The guide
provides detailed 0hands-on' procedures for on-site and laboratory testing,
alternative abatement options, decontsvtnation and clean-up of the abated areas and
how to handle vaste and debris. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
used the MISS document as a basis for publishing their guidelines entitled, Lead-
Based Painti Interim Guidelines for Hazard Identification and Abatement In Public
and Indian Housing. MISS is proposing to develop guide specifications for the
teat ing and abatement of lead-based paint in housing and buildings.

HIST RKSEARCH AGIZDA--NIDS is preparing its fourth set of annual recomemendations of
building community research priorities to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology's Centers for Building Technology and Fire Research. NIBS surveyed the
building community to Identify building research topics for MIST in the areas of
building materials, building environment, structural engineering and fire safety. A
MISS project committee will assign priorities to these recommended topics.

RADON--At the request of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (IPA), HISS has
developed guidelines for reducing radon in now residential one- and two-family
dwellings and other residential structures not exceeding three stories. The report
entitled Methods and Techniques for Reducing Radon Levels within Now Suildings, is
based largely on radon mitigation experiences in single family residences and a
small number of schools and non-residential buildings.

BUILDING INVELOPE DRSIGN GUIDELIMKS--A project committee, composed of members of the
Building Thermal Envelope Coordinating Council and MISS, re assisting the National
Institute of Standards and Technology in developing building envelope design
guidelines for heat, moisture, and air infiltration control. Practical design
information, graphics, and major problem issues will be presented for a range of
common wall and roof assemblies. The guidelines are primarily intended for use in
federal construction projects.

GUIDELINES FOR WOOD PROTXCTIO--NIDSO Wood Protection Council is producing a
technical and procurement guide .to methods and techniques available to protect
building and housing components made of wood from termites and decay. The guide
will include maps to help identify appropriate methods for differen' regions of the
country. Specific topics to be addressed include decay control, subterranean
termite control, drywood termites, quality management, and specifications.

EARTHQUAKE PROGRANS--MIBS' Building Seismic Safety Council has been involved since
1979 in the development the MER Recommended Provisions for the Development of
Seismic Regulation* for Now Suilings for FI1A. The 1988 Edition of the Provisions
has been translated into code language by a BOCA ad hoc committee and will be
submitted as a DOCA code change. SUCCI Is expected to undertake a similar program.
Consequently, except for one- and two-family dwellings in areas of exceptionally lo
seismic risk, the Provisions should be of particular interest to the home builder
concerned with multistory residential structures.

Several ISC publications intended for the nontechnical decision maker discuss
important seismic considerations for health care facilities, office buildings,
elementary and secondary schools, apartment buildings, and hotels and motels.
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